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Note to the reader 
I refer to persons in an anglicized  form, in sofar as they have received  anglicized  
names in modern Anglo-American scholarship. Otherwise I use the version currently 
used  in the country or region of the persons in question. Hence, I use Raymond of 
Capua not Raimondo della Vigna; Thomas of Siena not Tommaso Caffarini; 
Antoninus of Florence and  not Antonino Pierozzi. If a person is quite obscure and 
primarily known in Latin, I use the Latin version of the name, because this is most 
faithful to the sources and  most recognizable for scholars from different countries 
(e.g. Ambrosius Taegius). The reader has to be aware that there are often many 
possible ways to refer to a person, and  that there are also various ways to spell a 
name (e.g. master general Joachim or Giochino or Gioacchino Turrianus or Turianus 
or Torriani or Toriano; Salvus Cassetta, Salvo Caseta or Casseta). In those instances, I 
have chosen a name version most currently used  in modern scholarship . 
I do not normalize all quotations from primary sources accord ing to classical 
spelling rules, but I do reproduce the classical forms when quoting from modern 
editions: the ed itions normally change the medieval e into the classical ae (e.g. 
predicatorum becomes praedicatorum). I extend  the abbreviations used  in the 
manuscripts, but in most cases I have remained  reticent in adding modern 
punctuation or capitalization, or in hypercorrecting the often various spelling modes 
that I found in the sources, cognizant of the fact that my expertise is not philological. 
If there is an obvious mistake in the Latin, I add  [sic], and  provide a corrected  form. 
Finally, some remarks on the English used  in this work. I have opted  for 
American spelling (hence emphasize not emphasise, labor not labour). Contrary to 
some other historians in the field , I use the term ‘convent’ not exclusively for female 
houses but for friaries as well (in the sources conventus ind icates a settlement of 
Dominican friars). 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
‘I beg them who are about to read  the following text, that they will not read  it as a 
chronicle of times for sole curiosity, but that they consider d iligently whether 
anything in their morals deviates from the standard  of justice that shines famously in 
our holy fathers, and  that they repair in themselves anything that is contrary to the 
path of true religion.’
1
 
 
With this normative statement the Dominican Johannes Meyer (1422-1485) opened  
his Short chronicle of the Order of Preachers, which he dedicated  to a Dominican official 
in 1470. He could  not be more explicit: this chronicle was not meant to end  up in a 
dusty order archive as a document chronicling the order’s past  that only those driven 
by mere curiosity would  read . On the contrary, Meyer emphasized  in his prologue 
that his chronicle was supposed  to be used  to strengthen the order of Preachers, to 
aid  individuals within the order in coping with the ‘daily conflict of vices and  
virtues’, and  to teach the brothers how to follow ‘the path of true religion’.
2
 
Meyer’s chronicle is only one of many narratives produced by mem bers of 
religious orders in the fifteenth century that aimed at contributing to the construction 
of a well-defined  religious identity. Up until now the larger part of mendicant 
institutional historiography has only received  modest interest among order 
historians and  has not been the subject of any in -depth comparative research. Aside 
from the cultural relevance of the works introduced  in this study, many of these 
narratives have a number of other characteristics that make them appealing for 
cultural and  intellectual historians of the fifteenth century. For example, they enable 
further investigation into the many understandings of reform in the period  before the 
Protestant Reformation, and  a proper scrutiny of these texts might lead  to a deeper 
insight in ‘medieval views of institutions and  the representation of institutional self-
conceptions’.
3
 
This thesis is a first step to filling this gap for the Dominican order and 
contributes to a field  of research that can shed  new light on religious and  intellectual 
transformations in fifteenth- and  sixteenth-century Europe. The chapters that follow 
explore historical and  hagiographical narratives written by Dominicans to serve a 
                                                          
1
 Johannes Meyer, Chronica brevis ordinis praedicatorum, ed . H. C. Scheeben (Leipzig, 1933), 23: Obsecro 
eos qui infra scripta lectituri sunt ne sola haec velut chronicum temporum ad solam curiosam notitiam rerum 
legisse velint, sed diligenti consideratione pensent, quid in suis moribus a norma iustitiae, quae in sanctis 
patribus insigniter refulsit, exorbitet, et quidquid in se a tramite verae religionis alienum reperint  […]. 
2
 Meyer, Chronica brevis, 23: totum hoc in quotidiano vitiorum virtutumque conflictu ad lineam veritatis 
corrigere festinent. 
3
 Bert Roest, ‘Later Medieval Institutional H istory’, Historiography in the Middle Ages, ed . Deborah 
Mauskopf Deliyannis (Leid en and  Boston, 2003), 277-315 (here 315). 
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predominantly Dominican audience, and  consider them as expressions of a 
Dominican identity. My investigation starts where most studies stop: at the end  of 
the fourteenth century, when the Western Schism had  started  and  the first initiatives 
of Observant reform within the Dominican ord er were visible (1388). This work 
explores Dominican narratives written in d ifferent geographical contexts in the long 
fifteenth century, a period  characterized  by struggles for Observance within the 
Dominican order.
4
 The publication of Leandro Alberti’s De viris illustribus ordinis 
praedicatorum in 1517 marks the end  of this study, as to include what happened to the 
Dominican narrative identities in humanist contexts. 
This thesis investigates the narrative self-understanding of a religious order 
and  concentrates on the Ord er of Preachers (in Latin: Ordo Praedicatorum), commonly 
known as the Dominican order after its founder Dominic de Guzman, who d ied  in 
1221 and was canonized  in 1243. The historiographical trad ition of this religious 
order, officially approved by Pope Honorius III in 1216, is relatively understudied  – 
especially for the later medieval period , as will be argued below. By scrutinising 
Dominican order chronicles and  collective biographies written in d iverse regions of 
Europe, my thesis explores how members of the Dominican order described  their 
religious order and  what unity can be found in their written representations of it. The 
research question considers whether it is possible to speak of a pan-European 
Dominican narrative identity – and , if so, what d id  it consist of? – or whether the 
narratives reveal that there were many Dominican identities, dependent on 
particular contexts.  
To answer this question, it is above all necessary to get a grip on the textual 
evidence, namely the Dominican institutional narratives. Therefore Part 1 of this 
thesis, Writing the Dominican Past, studies how Dominicans wrote institutional 
history in this period: what are the common historiographical topoi develo ped in 
these narratives (Chapter 1), what were the methods employed by their authors 
(Chapter 2), and  in what forms d id  these institutional texts appear? How did  a 
Dominican author, trying to present the Dominican past, approach this past, and  
how did  he cast this into a narrative structure? In order to introduce the many types 
of narratives that have survived , I have d ivided  them into the following categories: 
order chronicles that envisage to inform about the whole order (Chapter 3), convent 
chronicles that focus on a certain friary or nunnery (Chapter 4), and  collective or 
serial biographies that, instead  on chronology, focus on groups of Dominicans 
(Chapter 5). Part 1 of my thesis shows the great overlap between narratives that are 
                                                          
4
 Also after 1517, Dominicans were concerned  with the Observant reform of their order. For example, 
only in 1556, the Florentine friary Santa Maria Novella was reformed along Observant lines: Lorenzo 
Polizzotto, ‘L’ered ità dell'osservanza domenicana in Savonarola e nei savonaroliani’, S. Domenico di 
Fiesole tra storia, arte e spiritualità: Seminario storico in occasione del VI centenario della fondazione del 
convento (1406-2006), Memorie Domenicane 40 (2009), 175-188 (here 182). 
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trad itionally conceived  of as pertaining to d ifferent genres, and  demonstrates the 
extent to which Dominican order chroniclers copied  from each other, which, 
naturally, influenced  the way they approached and  represented  the Dominican past – 
and  thus Dominican identity.  
Part 2 (Dominicans, Observance, and Humanism) fleshes out dominant themes 
already hinted  at in Part 1 of the thesis: the need  for Observance, and  the 
propagation of the Dominican Observant movement. It shows that the Observants, a 
minority within the order, were the main constructors of the Dominican narrative 
identity in the fifteenth century: Observant reform is a central theme in the majority 
of the order chronicles written in this period . The Observants considered  the reform 
of their order as a necessary step in a larger reform process, which was eventually 
supposed  to affect the whole Christian world . Chapter 6 traces the appearance of 
Observant identities in Dominican institutional narratives, and  shows how authors 
depicted  the beginning and  progress of the Observant movement. Chapter 7 
investigates what specific strategies Observant authors employed and  what topoi 
they used  to promote and  legitimize Observant reform. Chapter 8 focuses on the 
ways in which specific Observant models w ere portrayed , and  compares these to 
Observant descriptions of the master generals of this period . Finally, the ninth and  
last chapter demonstrates to what extent some Dominican authors were influenced  
by humanist culture, not only to show how Humanism impacted  modes of 
procedure and  the self-representation of Dominican order historians, but also to re-
emphasize how forms of religious institutional history continued  to thrive, and  that, 
for a proper understanding of ‘Renaissance historiography’, such productions should  
no longer be ignored . Several Italian friars, trained  in the studia humanitatis, tried  to 
make the medieval literary trad ition of the Dominicans compatible with humanist 
standards. Elaborating on Chapter 5, which focuses on Dominican collective 
biographies, this final chapter pays further attention to the widespread  but little 
known trad ition of Dominican texts entitled  De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum. 
In a final conclusion, I will expand on the question what this study of the 
Dominican historiographical and  hagiographical narratives actually teaches us about 
Dominican self-understanding in this period  marked  by a struggle for Observant 
reform and a breakthrough of humanist learning. Build ing on modern scholarship, I 
will compare the Dominican ‘narrative identities’ in this period  with those expressed 
in the other large mendicant order, the Franciscans.
5
 
 
                                                          
5
 I confront my own find ings about the Dominican Observant narratives in particu lar with Clare 
Lappin’s stud y on Observant Franciscan literature, ‘The Mirror of the Observance: Image, Ideal and  
Identity in Observant Franciscan Literature, c. 1415-1528,’ d octoral thesis, University of Edinburgh, 
2000. 
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Methodology  
Dominican identities are expressed  in d iverse media, e.g. in rituals, liturgy, images, 
architecture, and  texts. We can d istinguish between internal identities, constructed 
by Dominicans, and  external identities, constructed  by people who do not pertain to 
the order. I will look at internal and  written identities: narrative identities produced  
within the Dominican order. The internal identity is often an ideal identity. External 
identities can indeed  d iverge from this ideal internal identity: whereas outsiders 
depict Dominicans mainly as inquisitors,
6
 this book shows that this image is not 
cultivated  in the Dominican narratives of self-understanding. 
The modern order historian William Hinnebusch suggests that, from the 
beginning, the order’s identity was well defined . He tends to pass by the process of 
the creation and  construction of a Dominican cult and  identity – l’invenzione della 
memoria, as Luigi Canetti called  it.
7
 Instead , he stated  in his History of the Dominican 
order that the Dominican system was and  is ‘unified , d irecting everything to the 
summit of God’s love’, and  that the Dominican order ‘has its own forms of piety and 
liturgical rite, its own approach to truth and  way of training its members, its own 
saints and  scholars, in short, its own spiritual and  intellectual environment that only 
Dominican friars and  sisters completely understand , that only they can cherish with 
filial love’.
8
 Hence, Hinnebusch, who wrote what still counts as the most important 
handbook of Dominican history in the English language, suggests that the 
Dominican identity is something ‘religious’ that non-initiated  scholars cannot pin 
down completely.
9
 Nevertheless, this d issertation tries to create a historical 
perspective on the actual formation of this Dominican identity during the period  of 
Observant reforms, by looking at the ways in which Dominican authors represented 
their order in institutional narratives. 
Theoretically, this thesis presumes that the identity of the Order of Preachers 
is a construction, which is largely shaped in institutional narratives. This 
presumption is based  on Paul Ricoeur’s concept of ‘narrative identity’, which posits 
                                                          
6
 Edward  M. Peters, ‘Quoniam abundavit iniquitas: Dominicans as Inquisitors, Inquisitors as 
Dominicans’, Catholic Historical Review 91:1 (2005), 105-121. Another such image is the image of the 
learned  Dominican. Of course many Dominicans were learned , and  they took an important part in the 
inquisition. 
7
 See: Luigi Canetti, L’invenzione della memoria. Il culto e l’immagine di Domenico nella storia dei primi frati 
Predicatori (1221-1260) (Spoleto, 1996). Only from the fifteenth century onwards were the Friars 
Preachers also known as Dominicans. 
8
 William A. Hinnebusch, The History of the Dominican Order, vol. 1: Origins and Growth to 1500 (New 
York, 1965), 126. 
9
 Theologians, such as Wim Jansen, indeed  emphasize that a characteristic of religious literature is that 
it is not comprehensible. It is about things in life that cannot be completely understood  – as St 
Augustine remarked: si comprehendis, non est Deus. 
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that narratives are a central medium of self-understanding.
10
 Ricoeur points out that 
narratives are linguistic constructions that can serve as an example for a collective 
entity – in this case: the Dominican order. Through  examining narratives the process 
of identity formation can be reconstructed , because narratives preserve the 
interpretation of one’s self-understanding. In addition, the renowned sociologist 
Anthony Giddens has postulated  that a narrative that links particular events together 
is necessary for the creation of identity. According to him a person’s identity is to be 
found in ‘the capacity to keep a particular narrative going’.
11
 Giddens is writing about 
self-identity in the late modern period , but what he states is also true for the identity 
of a group, and  not just in the modern world , but also in pre-modern times. 
Religious communities were very well aware that they had  to keep  a narrative 
going in order to establish and  retain their collective identity. The twentieth-century 
Dominican intellectual Edward  Schillebeeckx wrote:  
 
‘Dominikanische Ordensgeschichten halten uns als Dominikaner ‘zusammen’. Ohne 
Geschichten wären wir der Erinnerung beraubt, könnten unseren eigenen Platz in der 
Gegenwart nicht finden und würden ohne Hoffnung auf Zukunftserwartung 
bleiben.’
12
 
 
Schillebeeckx considered  his religious order as an eigene Erzähl-Gemeinschaft: 
‘wodurch wir zu  einer eigenen, besonderen Familie gemacht werden, zu erkennen an 
verschiedenen, groβen und manchmal kleinen, aber nicht zu verbergenden 
Familienbesonderheiten.’
13
 He referred  to his religious order as a special ‘family’,
14
 
but individuals were never born into this ‘family’, but became members through a 
process of learning. The Dominican family was made. Historical narratives and 
related  institutional texts were thus crucial: through these writings the necessary 
continuities within the religious community were created .
15
  
Historiography defined  the community’s identity. By remembering their past 
the authors answered  the question of who they were and  who they wanted  to be in 
the future. Therefore their narratives functioned  in a prescriptive way, as they 
formulated  an ideal of ‘who we ought to be’. Order chronicles and  biographical 
                                                          
10
 Paul Ricoeur, ‘Narrative Identity’, On Paul Ricoeur. Narrative and Interpretation, ed . David  Wood 
(London, 1991), 188-199. 
11
 Anthony Giddens, Modernity and Self-Identity: Self and Identity in the Late Modern Age (Cambridge, 
1991), 54. 
12
 Edward  Schillebeeckx, ‘Dominikanische Spiritualität’, Dominikanische Spiritualität, ed . Ulrich Engel 
(Leipzig, 2000), 43-69 (here 43). 
13
 Schillebeeckx, ‘Dominikanische Spiritualität’, 43. 
14
 This also becomes apparent in geneological trees representing the Dominican ord er.  
15
 Anne Müller and  Karen Stöber, ‘Preface’, Self-Representation of Medieval Religious Communities: The 
British Isles in Context, ed . Anne Müller and  Karen Stöber, (Berlin, 2009), ix. 
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collections offer moral interpretations of events and  people. Therefore, they are 
important media for the expression of values and  norms. These narra tives provided  
individuals within the order with a language that could  be used  to define their 
religious identity. In this way the authors of these texts have contributed  to the 
process of ‘normative centring’.
16
 
The thesis that identities are contained  in narratives has become customary in 
modern studies of medieval and  early modern forms of identity formation. Many 
recent works study identity formation through historical or hagiographical 
narratives.
17
 An ‘awareness of a common past, as well as expectations  about a 
common future’ are crucial to any community – whether national, regional, ethnical, 
or religious.
18
 This book concentrates on religious identity, as in late medieval and 
early modern Europe religion had  a profound impact on the process of identity 
formation.
19
 It studies dominant constructions of religious life, and  shows that the 
institutional narratives are central pillars in the process of religious identity 
formation, as they simultaneously reflect and  d ictate the religious life.  
Collective identity exists when individuals identify themselves with a group 
to such an extent that an attack on the group endangers their own personal identity. 
The group then functions as a normative nucleus (nucleo normativo), the unity of 
which is formed by the coherence of the behavior of its members and  regulated  by its 
norms. This process results in both the community creating the individual, and  the 
individual creating the community. Identity formation can be considered  a learning 
process: an identity is m ature if it has fully interiorised  the norms and  values of the 
group. The norms within a group can be established  through education, for example 
by catechistic writings, sermons and  historical narratives. People learn to behave in 
such a way that they are accepted  by society (or the specific order to which they want 
to belong) and  thus they conform to norms in order to fit in.
20
 
                                                          
16
 For this concept see: Bernd t Hamm, The Reformation of Faith in the Context of Late Medieval Theology 
and Piety: Essays by Berndt Hamm , ed . Robert J. Bast (Leiden and  Boston, 2004). 
17
 For example Karen Stöber, ‘Self-Representation of Medieval Religious Communities in their Writing 
of History’, Self-Representation of Medieval Religious Communities: The British Isles in Context , ed . Anne 
Müller and  Karen Stöber, (Berlin, 2009), 369-94, and  Janet Burton, ‘Constructing a Corporate Identity. 
The Historia Fundationis of the Cistercian abbeys of Byland  and  Jervaulx’, ibidem, 12-17; Europa sacra. 
Raccolte agiografiche e identità politiche in Europa tra Medioevo ed Età moderna, ed . Sofia Boesch Gajano 
and  Raimond o Michetti (Rome, 2002). 
18
 Peter Hoppenbrouwers, ‘The Dynamics of National Identity in the Later Mid dle Ages’, Networks, 
Regions and Nations. Shaping identities in the Low Countries, 1300-1650, ed . Robert Stein (Leiden and  
Boston, 2010), 19-41 (here 19). 
19
 Bruce Gordon, ‘The Changing Face of Protestant History and  Identity in the Sixteenth Century’, 
Protestant History and Identity in Sixteenth-Century Europe, ed . Bruce Gordon (Aldershot, 1996), 1-22 and  
Markus Wried t, ‘Luther’s Concept of History and  the Formation of an Evangelical Identity’, ibidem, 
32-45. 
20
 Wolfgang Reinhard , ‘Religione e identità – Identità e religione. Un’introduzione’, Identità collettive tra 
Medioevo ed Età Moderna, ed . Paolo Prod i and  Wolfgang Reinhard  (Bologna, 2002), 87-124 (here 91). 
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Status quest ionis 
Many of the texts treated  in my research are trad itionally dealt with as insignificant, 
uncritical and  non-original compilations – not only by Protestant historians, but even 
by Catholic scholars. Illustrative of this is the well-known Dominican historian 
Marie-Humbert Vicaire who, in 1977, d iscredited  late medieval and  early modern 
Dominican historiography in the important Dictionnaire d’histoire et de géographie 
écclesiastique, writing that this body of texts ‘uncritically carries all data, inventions 
and  misunderstandings that have been accumulated  for four centuries’.
21
 
In the thirteenth century, Dominican authors such as Vincent of Beauvais, 
Martin of Opava, and  Jacob of Voragine produced successful historical and  
hagiographical narratives that enjoyed a wide d issemination and  served  as 
handbooks for preachers. Since the 1970s, their texts, such as the Speculum historiale 
and  the Chronicon pontificum et imperatorum  have benefitted  from a new interest in 
later medieval historiography. This new focus no longer laments the lack of critical 
perception in the texts, but tries to understand  their origin, trad ition and  shape.
22
 At 
the same time, the larger part of mendicant institutional historiography can only rely 
on interest within the own order – which also makes sense because fewer 
manuscripts of these texts survive. Of these institutional texts, the thirteenth - and 
fourteenth-century order chronicles again have benefitted  from much more attention 
than the later chronicles – as is again confirmed in the choices made in the recent 
work of Achim Wesjohann.
23
 
Why has the verd ict on the mendicant literary production in the fifteenth and  
sixteenth century been so severe? In the first place, it is important to note that the 
scholarship  on mendicant cultural production  has to a large extent been advanced  by 
friar-historians. Modern mendicant order historians, including the Dominicans, have 
always singled  out the thirteenth century – the era of their foundation and  first great 
missionary and  intellectual successes – as a period  worthy of scholarly attention, not 
least because of the search for the ‘original’ Dominican charisma. If a Dominican 
were to explain the identity of his order, he would , first of all, turn to the beginnings: 
the founder, the rule and  the constitutions of the order.
24
 As Hinnebusch wrote, ‘the 
                                                          
21
 M. H. Vicaire, ‘Frères Prêcheurs. I. H istoriographie’, DHGE 18 (1977), 1371-1372: ‘cette production 
charrie sans critique les d onnées, les inventions et les méprises accumulées pend ant quatre siècles’.  
22
 See the d iscussion in: Roest, ‘Later Medieval Institutional History’, 288. 
23
 Achim Wesjohann, Mendikantische Gründungserzählungen im 13. und 14. Jahrhundert. Mythen als 
Element institutionaller Eigengeschichtsschreibung der mittelalterlichen Franziskaner, Dominikaner und 
Augustiner-Eremiten (Berlin, 2012), 372-422. He noted : ‘Man kann wohl behaupten, daβ  institutionelle 
Geschichtsschreibung und  Hagiographie im Pred igerorden eine besonders enge Verbind ung 
eingehen, und  zwar seit den Anfängen’. 
24
 The three Dominican mottos used  by the order today are veritas; contemplare et contemplata aliis 
tradere; laudare, benedicere et praedicare. Hinnebusch, History of the Dominican Order, I, 124. 
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character of the Order of Friars Preachers reflects the ideals of St Dominic its 
founder’. However, John van Engen emphasized  that, at the beginning of the 
existence of the Order of Preachers, the person and  ideals of Dominic were still ‘very 
vague’.
25
 There was not an immediate cult of Dominic, when he d ied . This cult had  to 
be constructed .
26
 Nevertheless, this dominant ‘origins’ approach has had  
repercussions for the study of the late medieval history of nearly all major religious 
orders. For instance, the above-mentioned  Vicaire mostly worked  on the ‘golden age’ 
of the Dominican order: the time of Saint Dominic and  his first followers. This holds 
true for most Dominicans interested  in their own order history. The materials of later 
centuries are consid ered  less important and  less constitutive. 
Moreover, we should  note that until recently, many modern scholars, even 
those who had  a vested  interest in taking these documents seriously, have not always 
considered  these historical and  hagiographical narrativ es to be very reliable sources 
for ‘historical’ information. Because of their avowedly positivist stance, they had 
difficulties accepting that medieval order historians d id  not make the same 
d istinction between fact and  fiction as professional historians s trive to do nowadays. 
Deeds of saints, legends, and  miracles are interwoven in these narratives: from a 
religious point of view, all things are connected  within God’s plan. This may be a 
problem when reconstructing ‘historical truth’, but the questions that historians ask 
have changed. Historians now want to know other things, e.g. ‘what do the sources 
reveal about the mentalities and  the culture in which they were commissioned , 
written and  read’?
27
 In order to understand  identity formation, the fictive elem ents of 
narratives are also of major importance, since an awareness of sharing the same past, 
invented  or not, (or corroborated and  legitimized  by miraculous intervention) is 
essential to any collective identity.
28
 Founding legends described  in chronicles create 
a ‘sense of solidarity’ among the members of the order. This book will show that 
saints and  other exemplary figures of the order were essential models in the process 
of identity formation. Their veneration constituted  an integrating element for a 
group.
29
 
Another reason why the texts used  in this study have suffered  from relative 
scholarly neglect is due to the period  in which they were written. As the rise of 
Protestantism is one of the main historical ‘stories’ of sixteenth -century Europe, 
                                                          
25
 John H. Van Engen, ‘Dominic and  the Brothers: Vitae as Life-Forming Exempla in the Order of 
Preachers’, Christ Among the Medieval Dominicans: Representations of Christ in the Texts and Images of the 
Order of Preachers, ed . Kent Emery Jr. and  Joseph Wawrykow (Notre Dame, Ind iana, 1998), 5-25. 
26
 Luigi Canetti, L’invenzione della memoria. Il culto e l’immagine di Domenico nella storia dei primi frati 
Predicatori (1221-1260) (Spoleto, 1996). 
27
 See for example: Collins, Reforming Saints, 10. 
28
 Robert Stein, ‘Introduction’, Networks, Regions and Nations. Shaping Identities in the Low Countries, 
1300-1650, ed . Robert Stein (Leiden and  Boston, 2010), 1-18 (here 14). 
29
 Reinhard , ‘Religione e identità’, 107. 
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serious engagement with the intellectual aspects of Catholicism in this period  has 
been lacking. When, in the nineteenth century, historians started  to look at the 
Catholic side, the question they had  in mind was ‘what caused  the Reformation?’. 
The obvious answer was: ‘a decadent late medieval Church that neglected  pastoral 
care’. Catholicism in the early modern period  was labeled  as Counterreformation and 
was interpreted  in terms of a Catholic reaction to the Protestant challenge. In this 
view, the Council of Trent (1545-1563) awoke and  revived  the Catholic Church. 
Reformation and  Counterreformation historians have consequently d ismissed  and  
obscured  continuities with the late medieval period , as they do not fit in the 
historical paradigm of early modern Europe.
30
  
Active Observant mendicants eager to reform their order and  re-educate the 
faithful clearly d id  not fit in to this picture of a decadent late medieval Church; this 
could  be the reason why their vast literary production has been given so little 
scholarly attention. This also explains why the Observant movements that rose 
within the religious orders by the end  of the fourteenth century have not yet been 
given their proper place in scholarship. These ‘Observants’ strove to achieve a strict 
observance (in Latin observantia: hence their name) of the original rule and  wanted  to 
return to their pristine ideals, which implied  a purification and  simplification of the 
religious life and  the abjuration of the orders’ world ly concerns.
31
 
Instead , d iscontinuities have been highlighted . Historians such as Gotheim 
and Ranke placed  the newly founded Jesuits at the heart of the Counterreformation 
while obscuring the role of older religious orders with a medieval pedigree.
32
 This 
trend  has been adopted  by subsequent historians and  is still reflected  in the 
historiography today. In 1988, John Patrick Donnelly observed  in a guide to research 
on early modern Catholicism that the continuity and  reform within the Dominicans 
and Franciscans ‘deserve more study than they usually receive’, as ‘the older forms 
of religious life, particularly the mendicants, remained  the most popular throughout 
the Coun ter Reformation’.
33
  
While concentrating on one of the ‘trad itional’ religious orders, namely the 
Dominicans, this thesis demonstrates that there is more continuity between the 
medieval and  early modern period  than is trad itionally acknowledged. This is in line 
with the work of John O’Malley, one of the leading historians of early modern 
                                                          
30
 John O’Malley, Trent and A ll That. Renaming Catholicism in the Early Modern Era (Cambridge, 2000), 
121. 
31
 Bert Roest, ‘Observant Reform in the Late Medieval Religious Orders’, The Cambridge History of 
Christianity, Volume 4: Christianity in Western Europe, c.1100–c.1500, ed . Miri Rubin and  Walter Simons 
(Cambrid ge, 2009), 446-457. 
32
 O’Malley, Trent and A ll That, 25. 
33
 John Patrick Donnelly, ‘Religious Orders of Men, Especially the Society of Jesus’, Catholicism in Early 
Modern History. A  Guide to Research, ed . John O’Malley (St. Louis, Missouri, 1988), 147-162 (here 148). 
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Catholicism. He has recently pointed  out that the continuities between late medieval 
and  early modern Catholicism are to be found in the role of the religious orders, 
whose members ‘were both before and  after the Reformation much better trained 
and  more effectively organised  than the clergy of any d iocese’.
34
 The current study 
elaborates on this, analyzing a selection of their literary production. It demonstrates 
that the mend icant orders – and  especially their Observant branches – were very 
much concerned  with the realization of clear -cut norms in belief, thinking and  
behavior among the members of their respective orders, and  beyond. By studying the 
narratives of self-understanding within the Dominican order, this study contributes 
to the understanding of this ‘tumultuous’ period  in the history of Western Europe.  
Not only order historiography, but also hagiographical texts from this period  
have suffered  from the lack of interest in (the continuity on) the Catholic side. The 
significant hagiographical production in renaissance Europe has long been neglected . 
Alison Knowles Frazier and  David  Collins have recently  devoted  two monographs to 
the subject, respectively on Italian and  German hagiography written by humanists.
35
 
These pioneering studies on renaissance hagiography do not focus on the saints 
themselves, but on the vitae and  their authors: why d id  the authors fashion the saint 
as they d id , and  how were these narratives used?
36
 Collins explains that the sources 
have hard ly attracted  scholarly attention for the same reasons expressed  above: they 
were not considered  reliable sources for historical information, and  are ‘victims’ of a 
problem of periodization: as the sources under scrutiny are mostly conceived  as 
either medieval (up until the early fifteenth century) or early-modern (after the mid -
sixteenth-century Council of Trent), the hagiographical production in the period  in 
between ‘has been left largely unexplored’.
37
 Moreover, renaissance hagiography 
seemed almost out of place as a genre: due to an essentially anachronistic approach 
to their subject matter, modern historians of renaissance Europe have been mainly 
interested  in writings on pagan and  secular themes, not in human ists writing saints’ 
lives.
38
 These reasons help to explain why Dominican institutional texts of this period 
have remained  largely unstudied . 
 
Inst itut ional history  
This book explores texts that meant to contribute to the construction of a sense of 
‘Dominican identity’: narratives that were written by Dominicans, about Dominicans, 
                                                          
34
 O’Malley, Trent and All That, 124.  
35
 Alison Knowles Frazier, Possible Lives: Authors and Saints in Renaissance Italy  (New York, 2005); 
David , J. Collins, Reforming Saints: Saints’ Lives and Their Authors in Germany, 1470-1530 (Oxford , 2008). 
36
 Collins, Reforming Saints, 6. 
37
 Collins, Reforming Saints, 11. 
38
 Collins, Reforming Saints, 9-13. 
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for a predominantly Dominican audience.
39
 Although many institutional narratives 
that were meant to contribute to the construction of a religious identity have 
survived , they have not been recognised  and  given their proper place in scholarship, 
nor in current thinking on the nature and  importance of medieval sources. Bert 
Roest’s chapter in a volume on medieval historiography published  in 2003 is the first 
attempt to group together and  shed  light on this kind  of institutional historiography, 
and  its kinship to hagiography. It shows that these institutional writings written by 
members of religious orders pose new challenges to existing categories,
40
 especially 
because these texts combine elements of works that have trad itionally been assigned  
to either the genre of historiography or that of hagiography.
 
The texts d iscussed  in this book often do not fit in to the generic categories that 
modern scholars have developed for medieval sources: e.g. order chronicles have not 
yet been considered  as an independent group in the important series Typologie des 
sources du moyen age occidental. ‘Chronicles of monasteries and  churches’ appear in the 
volume on Local and Regional Chronicles, which focuses squarely on the high middle 
ages and  therefore does not have much to say about the texts d iscussed  here.
41
 In yet 
another volume of this series, namely the fascicle focused  on Latin legendaries and  
hagiographical manuscripts, Guy Philippart briefly mention s legendaries specialised  
in saints of a certain religious family, but this is not fleshed  out in more detail.
42
  
Nor do the institutional narratives by members of religious orders fit in the 
established  paradigms of renaissance historiography. The many ord er chronicles that 
were produced in the fifteenth and  sixteenth centuries are not introduced  in standard  
works on the historical writing of the period . Instead , these works focus on the ‘new’ 
humanist historical genres that are said  to have broken away from the medieval 
chronicle format.
43
 As such, they fail to see that humanist historians d id  not cut all 
                                                          
39
 It makes sense to select and  group sources for their pragmatic functions: Deborah Mauskopf 
Deliyannis, ‘Introduction’, Historiography in the Middle Ages (Leiden and  Boston, 2003), 1-13 (here 10-
12). Indeed , already before, Hugo Kuhn pointed  out to study the pragmatical functions of a text, and  
the ways in which they were used . 
40
 Bert Roest, ‘Later Medieval Institutional History’, Historiography in the Middle Ages, ed . Deborah 
Mauskopf Deliyannis (Leiden and  Boston, 2003), 277-315 and  idem, ‘Medieval Historiography: About 
Generic Constraints and  Scholarly Constructions’, Aspects of Genre and Type in Pre-Modern Literary 
Cultures, ed . B. Roest and  H . Vanstiphout (Groningen, 1999), 47-57. 
41
 Elisabeth van Houts, Local and Regional Chronicles, Typologie des sources du moyen âge occidental, 
74 (Turnhout, 1995). Van Houts does explain the problems of demarcation and  the overlap with  other 
‘genres’, such as world  chronicles and  hagiographical texts. 
42
 Guy Philippart, Les légendiers latins et autres manuscrits hagiographiques, Typologie des sources du 
moyen âge occidental, 24-25 (Turnhout, 1977). 
43
 E.B. Fryde, Humanism and Renaissance Historiography (Lond on, 1983); D.R. Kelley, Foundations of 
Modern Historical Scholarship. Language, Law, and History in the French Renaissance (New York and  
London, 1970); Cochrane, Historians and Historiography in the Italian Renaissance. Only Cochrane 
mentioned  one Dominican institutional text: the De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum by Leandro 
Alberti (1517). 
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their ties with the late medieval historiographical trad itions, and  that a number of 
‘trad itional’ forms of order historiography d id  evolve under the influ ence of new 
humanist generic paradigms. 
As mentioned  above, friar-historians have expressed  limited  interest in the 
chronicles of the later middle ages. Order historian Vicaire stated that Dominicans 
have often neglected  their history, and  suggested  that only after 1600 Dominicans 
started  to take order historiography seriously.
44
 He clearly d id  not study the evidence 
at all. He only mentioned  ‘les compilations-combinaisons’ by Thomas of Siena and  
Alain de la Roche. In reality, the writings of Dominicans were many and varied , but 
the bulk of these texts remains largely unstudied , or  is not easily accessible. Some 
survive in one medieval manuscript only, others have come down to us in incunable 
ed itions, again others have been edited  in hard  to find  eigh teenth-century volumes 
on local history. A number of them, fortunately, have been edited  in modern series 
on Dominican sources, such as the Monumenta historica ordinis fratrum praedicatorum  
and  the Quellen und Forschungen zur Geschichte des Dominikanerordens in Deutschland. 
Aside from such misleading statements about the ‘lack’ of historiographical 
engagement, the limited  attention that has been given to late medieval order 
chronicles is prone to anachronistic judgments, as I alluded  to before and  intend  to 
demonstrate in more detail in the following chapters. 
Although many institutional chronicles (and  the relation between them) have 
not been analyzed properly, several scholars have contributed  to the production of 
partial overviews of Dominican order chronicles. Already in the middle ages, 
Dominicans compiled  lists of Dominican authors and  their works. These were often 
appended to order chronicles. Antoninus of Florence devoted  a section of his world  
chronicle to Dominican historians (Dominican scholars in materia historiarum). He d id  
not mention order chroniclers, but listed  the most famous historians of universal 
chronicles. Later, in 1517, Leandro Alberti likewise devoted  a section to Dominican 
historians in his De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum: he also listed  several order 
historians, such as Girolamo Borselli and  Ambrosius Taegius.
45
  
The most important instruments are the large catalogues of Dominican 
authors: medieval Dominican writers are listed  in the four-volume Scriptores ordinis 
praedicatorum medii aevi ed ited  between 1970 and 1993 by the Dominican friars 
Thomas Kaeppeli and  Emilio Panella. For a chronological overview that includes 
sixteenth- and  seventeenth-century writers one can consult the Scriptores ordinis 
                                                          
44
 M. H. Vicaire, ‘Frères Prêcheurs. I. Historiographie’, DHGE 18 (1977), 1371-1372. 
45
 Leandro Alberti, De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum (Bologna, 1517), fols 152v-153r. It shows that 
he considered  history and  hagiography as pertaining to the same category: Alberti listed  the 
biographers/ hagiographers of St Dominic under the same section: in historiis dialogus. Antoninus of 
Florence d id  the same in his Chronicon. 
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praedicatorum, edited  between 1719 and 1721 by Jacques Quétif and  Jacques Échard .
46
 
I based  my research partly on these catalogues.
47
 The catalogue of Dominican authors 
by Quétif and  Échard  contains a useful index: under the heading Historia generalis 
ordinis praedicatorum illustrata authors are listed  who are considered  to have written 
an ‘elucidating’ general history of the Order of Preachers up until the beginning of 
the eighteenth century.
48
 The Dominican authors listed  under the headings of profane 
and  local histories, or saints lives and  lists of illustrious Dominicans (Martyrologia seu 
historia sanctorum et beatorum ac illustrium ordinis praedicatorum) are interesting for this 
study as well. Quétif and  Échard  d id  not identify all authors. For instance, they d id  
not know Johannes Meyer, but d id  mention one of Meyer’s works under the name 
Anonymus Teuto.
49
 At the same time, Quétif and  Échard  include authors that have 
subsequently d isappeared  from view. For instance, they mention authors such as 
Benedictus Paulus (fl. 1500) and  Johannes de Puteobonello (fl. 1439), who do not 
reappear in Kaeppeli’s catalogue of Dominican writers.
50
 Another attempt at listing 
Dominican historians was made by the eigteenth -century order historian Thomas 
Mamachi. In the preface of his Annales ordinis praedicatorum, he introduced  the works 
of Jordan of Saxony, Peter Ferrandi, Thomas of Cantimpré, Humbert of Romans, 
Stephen of Bourbon, Stephen of Salagnac, Bernard  Gui, Thomas of Siena, Jacob of 
Soest, Alberto Castello, Louis of Valladolid , Girolamo Albertucci Borselli, Ambrosius 
Taegius, Sebastian de Olmedo, and  Ferd inand Castillio.
51
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 Scriptores ordinis praedicatorum recensiti, notisque historicis et criticis illustrati, ed . Jacques Quétif and  
Jacques Échard , 2 vols (Paris, 1719-1721). 
47
 In add ition to these catalogues that cover all Dominican order provinces, some older, local 
catalogues exist. Andrea Rovetta de Brixia, Bibliotheca chronologica illustrium virorum provinciae 
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Paris. Nat. lat. 18603 conservata’, AFP 7 (1937), 269-289. 
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 SOP, II, 983-4.  
49
 SOP, I, 863: namely the Excerptum libelli de sanctitate primarum sororum. Cf. SOPMA , 2468. 
50
 On Benedictus Pau li see SOP, I, 894, which notes that he wrote a Chronicon ordinis Praedicatorum out 
of various other chronicles, short, bu t accurate. He was a Florentine friar, educated  under the 
d iscipline of Girolamo Savonarola. The manuscripts of his work were once held  in the Biblioteca 
Gaddiana. On Johannes de Puteobonello (1439) see SOP, I, 791-2. Chronicon ordinis et sermones de 
tempore et de sanctis; Rovetta de Brixia, Biblioteca chronologica virorum Provinciae Lombardiae s. Ordinis 
Praedicatorum (Bologna, 1691), 71: he called  Johannes de Puteobonello’s chronicle a Chronicon ordinis 
elegantissimum atque eruditissimum  and  informs that it continued  until 1442. Creytens thinks Rovetta 
made an error and  suggests that the chronicle never existed , since we d o not have other references: 
Raymond Creytens, ‘Les écrivains dominicains dans la chronique d ’Albert de Castello’, AFP 30 (1960), 
227-259 (here 250). 
51
 Thomas Mamachi, Annales Ordinis Praedicatorum (Rome, 1756), I, xxvi-xli. 
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At the beginning of the twentieth century, order historian Daniel-Antonin 
Mortier wrote an extensive work about the Dominican master generals.
52
 
Unfortunately, he does not critically introduce the narrative sources he used  for his 
multi-volume order history. In 1923, Arnold  Kühl included  a short overview of 
Dominican order historians in an appendix to his doctoral thesis on the Dominicans 
in the Alsace and  Rhine area during the thirteenth century.
53
 He was mainly 
interested  in the chronicles that could  offer information about the thirteenth -century 
Dominicans of the German lands. In 1948, Angelus Walz provided  an introduction of 
authors who wrote about the Dominican order in his Latin history of the Dominican 
order – Compendium historiae ordinis praedicatorum.
54
 More recently, in 1997, Emilio 
Panella wrote a general article on Dominican historiography in another renowned 
reference work: the Dizionario degli istituti di perfezione. Although the early chronicles 
are rather well introduced , the fifteenth - and  sixteenth-century chronicles are passed  
over quickly. Panella indeed  stated  that further study of these fifteenth -century 
narratives would  increase our knowledge of the development of Dominican self-
understanding.
55
 However, the bibliographical references provided  are not 
exhaustive. For example, his article does not mention an important study by Beltrán 
de Heredia that introduces the Dominican order historiography in th e Spanish 
provinces.
56
  
Most other overviews concentrate on the medieval period . In 1973, William 
Hinnebusch wrote the second volume of a handbook on the Dominican order, which 
includes a chapter on medieval Dominican historians. This chapter d iscusses all 
types of Dominican historiography and does not consider authors of Dominican 
order chronicles separately. It briefly introduces the order histories of Jordan of 
Saxony, Stephen of Salagnac (d . 1290) and  Galvano Fiamma, but pays most attention 
to the life and  works of the best known thirteenth - and  fourteenth-century historians, 
like Martin of Opava, Bernard  Gui, and  Ptolemy of Lucca.
57
  
The most recent starting point to find  out more about the medieval Dominican 
chronicle trad ition at large is Graeme Dunphy’s article in the Encyclopedia of the 
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Medieval Chronicle, which introduces around 60 Dominican chronicles. His overview 
includes d ifferent genres of Dominican historical writings: ecclesiastical histories, 
episcopal histories, papal and  imperial chronicles, world  chronicles, town chronicles, 
national, regional and  local chronicles, inquisition chronicles, travel stories, eye -
witness accounts and  order chronicles, both general and  local histories, focusing on a 
particular convent. Dunphy observed  that in the Dominican historiography of the 
fifteenth century ‘the German-speaking world  took center stage’.
58
 Indeed  many 
German-speaking Dominicans took up the pen to write history: Herman Corner (ca. 
1365-1438) wrote a world  chronicle, though with a regionalised  focus, entitled  
Cronica novella,
59
 and  Felix Fabri (c. 1440-1502) wrote a history of Swabia and  Ulm. In 
this context, he also referred  to the order chroniclers Jacob of Soest and  Johannes 
Meyer, who will be d iscussed  later on. In addition, Bert Roest wrote a chapter on late 
medieval institutional history, which includes a section on Dominican order 
chronicles.
60
 He introduced  d ifferent forms of mendicant historiography (e.g. both 
concise and  larger historical compendia, regionalised  world  chronicles, national and  
dynastic histories, and  urban chronicles), and  offered  a well annotated  overview of 
many Dominican convent and  order chronicles. These are the most important general 
studies that introduce the historiography of the Dominican order. Next to these, 
there are articles that focus on ind ividual texts, many of which are published  in 
Dominican journals dedicated  to order history and  culture, such as the Archivum 
fratrum praedicatorum, Memorie Domenicane, or Mémoire Dominicaine.
61
 The impact of 
this scholarship seems restricted . Journals as the Italian Memorie Domenicane are 
d ifficult to find  outside Italy, and  do not reach a broader international audience.
62
 
Build ing on these previous ventures, the present study introduces the 
d ifferent ways in which Dominican friars and  sisters chose to present the history of 
their religious order in writing. It concentrates on little studied  Dominican narratives 
in a period  full of Observant initiatives that have been often overlooked. Studying 
these narratives, this thesis aims to provide a contribution to various overlapping but 
at the same time d istinct scholarly fields, namely the schola rship focusing on 
medieval and  renaissance historiography, the scholarship  interested  in the world  of 
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Hermann is remembered  as a ‘sehr unzuverlässiger Compilator’. Cf. M. Shields, EMC, 977-978. 
60
 Roest, ‘Later Medieval Institutional History’, 301-305. 
61
 Volume 4 of Mémoire Dominicaine (1994) is ded icated  to ‘Les Dominicains et leur histoire’. It devotes 
attention to some important modern Dominican order historians such as Mandonnet, Vincent Beltran 
de Hered ia, Jacques Quétif and  Jacques Echard , and  includes among others an article on Dominic in 
twentieth-century Dominican historiography: Franz Müller, OP, ‘Saint Dominique et les origines de 
l’ordre des Prêcheurs dans l’historiographie du XXe siècle’. 
62
 For instance, in the Netherland s only the Radboud  University preserves some copies – until 1995, for 
other and  more recent volumes, one has to go abroad . 
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late medieval Observant reforms, and  the scholarship  concerned  with issues of 
identity formation in Europe’s large and  important religious orders.
63
 As such, this 
thesis hopes to answer important questions about religious identities, and  about the 
strategies available to historians concerned  with the survival and  transformation of 
their religious order. 
  
                                                          
63
 This d octoral thesis is embedded  in the research project Religious Orders and Religious Identity 
Formation in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe financed  by the Netherlands Organisation for 
Scientific Research. 
The overall project wants to demonstrate that religious orders, and  especially their Observant 
branches, were eager to (re)form Christian society already in the fifteenth century. Hence, there is 
more continuity between the med ieval and  early modern period  than is generally acknowledged . 
Whereas other project members focus more on the impact of the religious orders on the outside world , 
I concentrated  on the internal self-understand ing. 
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PART 1: WRITING THE DOMINICAN PAST 
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CHAPTER 1: COMMON TOPOI 
One of the most striking features of institutional narratives such as Dominican order 
chronicles is their repeated  use of specific topoi: words, expressions, and  ideas that 
appear again and  again. At first sight, the topoi used  by Dominican authors in the 
late medieval period  are mostly the same as those expressed  in the thirteenth -century 
Vitae fratrum.
1
 Dominicans often emphasized  – mostly in their prologues or epilogues 
– that they wrote to praise God, provide exempla, offer consolation, secure 
remembrance and  prevent oblivion.
2
 These were common topoi expressed  in many 
historical works from the middle ages, and  the Dominican chronicles were no 
exception in this regard . Johannes of Mainz (d . 1457) started  his convent chronicle by 
explaining that God could  be praised  not only through his saints, but also through 
the virtuous founders of the Basel friary.
3
 Johannes Meyer wrote in his prologue that 
‘the praiseworthy deeds of the fathers’ are described  ‘so that the praise of God, from 
whose grace come all good things, is amplified  through the action of his gratitude’.
4
 
In 1506, Georg Epp, another Dominican friar, wrote in the epilogue of his book  on 
illustrious Dominicans that his book was meant, first, to demonstrate their sanctity, 
second , to provide materials for the education and  edification of the reader, and 
third , to praise and  glorify God.
5
 Female chroniclers also complied  with this topos: 
e.g. the nun Elisabeth Muntprat finished  her prologue to the St Gall chronicle with 
the formula Got sy lob und glori siner gnad gesait ewiklich.
6
 
In a similar way, Dominican authors, both male and  female, complied  with 
well-established  modesty-topoi in their prologues. Sister Bartolomea Riccoboni wrote 
in the introduction to her convent chronicle: ‘I wrestled  within myself at the thought 
of my inadequacy, since such an undertaking would  require wise and  learned  
persons’.
7
 Johannes Meyer called  his Liber de viris illustribus a ‘shapeless material’,
8
 
and  in the prologue to his Chronica brevis ordinis praedicatorum he wrote that he would  
                                                          
1
 Cf. introduction to Chapter 5. 
2
 Cf. Emilio Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum dei conventi domenicani umbro -toscani (secoli xiii-xv)’, AFP 68 
(1998), 223-294 (here 230-233).  
3
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum praedicatorum conventus Basiliensis et de reformatione eiusdem conventus, 
Basel, University Library, MS A XI 42, fols 97r -119r (here fol. 97r): Si deum in sanctis suis ore prophetico 
jubemur extollere, non parva laus eius ex primorum fundatorum nostrorum gloriosis virtutibus poterit 
resultare. 
4
 Meyer, Chronica brevis, 23: patrum praecedentium laudabilia […], ut […] laus dei, de cuius (gratia) sunt 
bona nostra, per gratiarum actionem (amplificetur). 
5
 Georg Epp, De illustribus viris ac sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis praedicatorum  (Basel?, 1506), fol. 13v. 
6
 St Gall, the so-called  ‘Schwesternbuch’, fol. 1v. Available on http:/ / www.e-
codices.unifr.ch/ en/ list/ one/ kaw/ SrBuch , see Chapter 3. 
7
 Bartolomea Riccoboni, Life and Death in a Venetian Convent: the Chronicle and N ecrology of Corpus 
Domini, 1395-1436, ed . and  trans. by Daniel Bornstein (Chicago and  London, 2000), 25. 
8
 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 16: informi materie.  
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write down the names and  deeds of the glorious forefathers ‘as far as the smallness 
of my talent suffices to express with simple words’.
9
  
Notwithstanding such modesty topoi, the authors asked  recognition for their 
efforts. Friar Girolamo Borselli emphasized  in the prologue to his large order 
chronicle that he ‘wrote in a plain and  simple style’,
10
 but simultaneously asked  his 
audience to pray to God for his sake, because he ‘worked  not a  little to put these 
things in order.’
11
 Other chroniclers asked  their audience to pray to God for them at 
the very end  of their chronicles.
12
 Some Dominican authors of institutional texts d id 
not refrain from praising their own qualities. In his chronicle on the Dominican 
regular life in Venice, Thomas of Siena dwelt at length on the fruits of his own 
pastoral activities: he stated  that he was invited  to and  required  in a lot of places 
because of his fame in preaching.
13
 Chapter 7 will show that Dominican humanist 
authors broke with the modesty topos to an  even greater extent. 
The Dominicans had  a pastoral mission: they were primarily confessors and  
preachers. They often emphasized  that knowledge had  to be useful and  that study 
had  to serve a concrete goal, such as preaching, teaching, or defending the faith . In 
this respect, they w ere the medieval masters of ‘valorization’.
14
 In line with this 
mission, Dominican chroniclers wanted  to show that members of their order  
produced many ‘useful writings’, such as doctrinal and  pastoral works. Usefulness is 
thematized  in Dominican writings.
15
 In the first line of his order chronicle, Johannes 
Meyer wished  to emphasize that his chronicle was not meant to ‘serve vain and 
                                                          
9
 Meyer, Chronica brevis, 24: quantum ingenii mei parvitas sufficit exprimere verbis simplicibus. 
10
 Girolamo Borselli, Cronica magistrorum generalium ordinis fratrum praedicatorum  Bologna, University 
Library, MS 1999, fol. 1r: scribo plano et familiari stillo. 
11
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 1r : Rogabunt etiam deum pro me, fratre hyeronimo de bursellis bononiensi eiusdem 
ordinis, qui ut hec ordinate haberent, non parum laboravi. NB: in the manuscript the prologue just starts 
below the rubricated  title of the work, without the add itional insertion of ‘prologus’.  
12
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 119r. Interestingly, the hand  who asks this, is not the same as 
the hand  who writes the preced ing explicit.  
13
 Thomas of Siena, ‘Historia d isciplinae regularis instauratae in coenobiis Venetis ord inis 
Praed icatorum’, in  Ecclesiae Venetae antiquis monumentis, vol. 7, ed . Flaminius Cornelius (1749), 167-234 
(here 182): propter gratiosam famam ad predicandum hinc inde a quamplurimis requirebar. 
14
 In Dutch academic debates ‘valorisatie’ (academic imp act) is a hot topic. The idea behind  
‘valorisatie’ is that scientific research is supposed  to make concrete contributions to society.  
15
 This is in line with the fifth master general Humbert of Romans (d . 1277), who said  that ‘Stud y is not 
the purpose of our Order but is exceed ingly necessary for the ends we have mentioned , namely, 
preaching and  working for the salvation of souls, for without study we can achieve neither.’ Humbert 
of Romans, Opera de vita regulari, II, 41. Translation from Hinnebusch, The History of the Dominican 
Order, II, 4. The Observant Dominican Giovanni Dominici was critical towards knowledge that served  
no clear goal bu t curiosity. Anne Reltgen-Tallon, ‘L’Observance d ominicaine et son opposition à 
l’humanisme: l’exemple d e Jean Dominici’, Humanisme et l’Église en Italie et en France méridionale 
(Rome, 2004), 43-62 (here 52). Dominican attacks on curiosity are also found  in vitae, for example the 
life of Albertus Magnus written by an Observant  friar in the 1480s. See: David  J. Collins, ‘Albertus 
Magnus or Magus? Magic, Natural Philosophy, and  Religious Reform in the Late Middle Ages’, 
Renaissance Quarterly 63 (2010), 1-44 (here 10). 
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wicked curiosity’. Instead , friars should  use the book in order to correct themselves 
and to follow the perfect standard  set by their predecessors:  
 
‘The praiseworthy deeds of the fathers are not described  to serve vain and wicked 
curiosity, but to instruct the undeveloped, to comfort the sick, to severely rebuke the 
impudent, to cause repentance among th e hard-hearted , to lead  the devout to 
perfection, so that the holy church and the sacred  order of Preachers are strengthened 
through the edification and consolation of the readers’.
16
 
 
Dominican historians emphasized  that their chronicles were useful and  that they 
could  teach men how to behave. Antoninus of Florence, who wrote a world 
chronicle, believed  that through the study of history immorality could  be prevented 
and men might ‘learn to live aright in the world’.
17
 In the prologue to his Vita fratrum, 
Johannes of Mainz explained  that by writing his chronicle, he wanted  to show the 
‘very firm foundations’ that the fathers of the Basel friary had  laid . On these 
foundations, ‘perpetual structures’ could  rise, if the current friars were ‘willing to 
imitate’ these fathers.
18
 Johannes of Mainz was conscious that there were already 
many good examples available, but still believed  that some friars would  benefit from 
the ‘simple’ examples he provided  in his chronicle:  
 
‘I confess that the life of Christ and  his saints entirely suffice as example, but since the 
hidden loaf is sometimes more attractive, and  furtive waters sweeter, I hope that this 
work is not useless to those who sometimes feel more contrition through a simple 
example than through the most holy gospel.’
19
  
 
By stressing that he provided  more contemporary examples of virtues that were not 
at all new, Johannes of Mainz deliberately sought connection with a long Christian 
trad ition. The chroniclers were themselves the first to recognize the limits of their 
works. At the end  of his convent chronicle, Johannes of Mainz confessed  that there 
were many other friars like ‘shining cand elabra, d ivine images, and  very bright 
                                                          
16
 Meyer, Chronica brevis, 23: Neque enim propterea patrum praecedentium laudabilia gesta describuntur, ut 
vanae et inquietae curiositati serviatur, sed ut per ea rudes instruantur, infirmi confortentur, lascivi graviter 
(serentur), [sic, read  serantur] duri corde compungantur, devoti ad perfectionem informentur, et ut per 
aedificationem et consolationem legentium sancta ecclesia ac Praedicatorum ordo sacer roborentur […]. 
17
 Cited  in Hinnebusch, History of the Dominican Order, II, 259. 
18
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 97r: Iacta sunt utique per eos fundamenta firmissima super quibus 
indubie consurgere poterit, si imitari placuerit, structura perpetuo duratura. 
19
Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 97r: Fateor christi et sanctorum vitam prorsus sufficere ad exemplar, 
sed quoniam absconditus panis quandocumque suavior et dulciores sunt aque furtive, spero hiis hoc opus non 
esse inutile, quos aliquando plus conpungit simplex exemplum dictum quam ewangelium sacrosanctum. 
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mirrors’ who deserved  to be written in his book.
20
 Johannes Meyer and  Georg Epp 
likewise stressed  that there were many more friars who excelled  in doctrine and  
sanctity, but who were not included  in their books.
21
 In line with this idea, the 
genealogical tree of the Dominican order of 1473, which represented  a number of 
illustrious Dominicans, was accompanied  by verses th at stressed  that there were 
many more blessed  Dominicans, although the papal laws d id  not recognize them as 
such.
22
 
Dominican nuns emphasized  the d idactical functions of history writing as 
well. In the introduction to her chronicle, Elisabeth Muntprat made explicit that she 
wanted  the present and  future sisters to know about the beginnings and  progress of 
their community, which had  been  built up  so seriously and  assiduously by their 
predecessors. Her chronicle was supposed  to function as a firm foundation, on which 
‘celestial rooms’ could  be built.
23
 The acquaintance with the ‘love for spirituality’ of 
their predecessors had  to prevent the community from falling in to decline, and , with 
the help of God, had  to increase the ‘holy Observance’ (hailigen opservanz) in their 
community.
24
 Likewise, Sister Bartolomea Riccoboni wrote her chronicle because she 
wanted  ‘that those sisters who follow after us, may be properly ed ified’ and  ‘be 
inspired  to live well and  follow through on this good beginning’.
25
 
Sometimes, however, we can detect a tension between the moral and 
educational goal emphasized  in the prologue, and  the actual content of the text. For 
instance, in the prologue to his Catalogus Laurent Pignon stressed  that the friars he 
included should  serve as examples, but the content he provided  was quite factual – 
lists of authors with their texts, and enumerations of masters general and  prior 
provincials. Pignon’s Catalogus d id  not present moral examples to follow. The only 
exemplary value of the text could  lie in the d ifferent types of Dominicans that Pignon 
presented . Moreover, the many names of, among others, Dominican prelates, doctors 
                                                          
20
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 119r: Fateor sunt alii plures fratres hodie in hac domo veluti 
candelabra lucencia divina agalmata et specula clarissima hic merito describendi. 
21
 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 16: […] cum fere non sit aliquis locus ordinis, in quo non claruerint fratres 
aut sorores sanctitate vite incliti ac gloria miraculorum eximii, vel doctrinarum sciencia prefulgidi. See 
Chapter 2, note 92. 
22
 Hos peperi natos Quos produnt esse beatos / Signa dei pura Quamvis papalia iura / autem decreverunt Quia 
multos hec latuerunt . anno . mccclxxiii. See the section: A Vine Planted  by the Lord . 
23
 St Gall, ‘Schwesternbuch’, fol. 1r: Ihm xpm unserm himelschen Ainige gespons wellend wir hie legen zů 
ainem vesten fundament und grund vesti uf den gebuwen werdent alle himelschi gezimer […].  
24
 St Gall, ‘Schwesternbuch’, fol. 1r-1v: Und dar um das unser nach kumen mugind wissen und verston wie 
unser wirdiges gotzhus ain anfang hadt gehept Und och ain zů nemen Und och dester in brunstiger sigind 
flissig und sorgsam das dz nit kam in abgang, das unser fordren als mit grossen ernst erarbait habend, sunder 
das der ernst und liebi zů der gaistlichait die da ist gesin in unsern vorfarn in uns und unser nachkumen mit 
gotlicher hilf in zůnemung der hailigen opservanz wachs.  
25
 Riccoboni, ‘Chronicle’, 25. 
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and master generals do contribute to the audience’s awareness of the order’s great 
past. The text thus served  the goal of remembering and  preventing oblivion. 
 
Another topos that past historians often expressed  was that they aspired  to tell the 
truth.
26
 Dominican chroniclers were no exception: they felt that, to some extent, they 
had  to explain what sources they used  in order to be able to sustain their claims to 
truth. At the same time, there were no clear rules about this. History writing was not 
a professional d iscipline, and  was not practiced  in the mendicant studia. Friars and  
sisters learned  it by imitating others and  just writing. 
In their prologues and  throughout their works, Dominican authors often 
partly revealed  their method and  sources. Sister Bartolomea Riccoboni wrote that she 
strove to ‘recount the full truth’ of what she had  seen and  heard .
27
 Borselli aspired  to 
veracity, but was of course dependent on the materials that were at his d isposal. He 
claimed to be as truthful as possible.
28
 Nevertheless, I will suggest elsewhere that he 
d id , at times, deceive his audience.
29
 
The ‘trustworthy eyewitness’ is a running theme in chronicles and  dates back 
to classical notions of historia.
30
 The anonymous chronicler from San Domenico in 
Fiesole introduced  his sources in the prologue: aside from the existing convent 
chronicle, he made use of ‘trustworthy stories’ and  the historical knowledge he had 
acquired  during the time he had  lived  in the friary.
31
 Baltasar Sorio informed his 
readers that he compiled  his De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  out of older 
writings, and  used  what he had  heard  from faithful testimonies.
32
 Johannes of Mainz 
wanted  to make known fideliter the precious deeds of his predecessors that he had  
‘noted’ himself, or had ‘accepted  from those worthy of trust’.
33
 He also explained  that 
he made use of an archive in order to scru tinize the foundation of the convent: ‘a 
very old  manuscript from the archives of the church’ was carried  to him.
34
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 Bernard  Guenée, Histoire et culture historique dans l’Occident médiéval (Paris, 1980), 18-19. 
27
 Riccoboni, ‘Chronicle’, 25. 
28
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 1r: Nam quecumque hic scribo, pro ut inveni, veraciter posui. 
29
 See Chapter 3, where I show that Borselli presented  Castiglione’s vita of the martyr Antonius de 
Ripolis as his own work. 
30
 Deliyannis, ‘Introd uction’, 3-4; Guenée, Histoire et culture historique, 77-82.  
31
 Fiesole, Archivio del Convento d i S. Domenico d i Fiesole, Cronicha quadripartita, fol. 1r: quedam que 
ex dicta veteri cronica et ex fide dignorum relatione, et ex eis que vidi et novi dum habitavi in dicto conventu per 
aliquot annos precedentes, colligere potero. Transcribed  by Gabriella Battista. Available online: www.e-
theca.net/ emiliopanella/ cronica4/ fsl.htm , consulted  on 24 November 2014. 
32
 Baltasar Sorio, De viris illustribus Provinciae Aragoniae Ordinis Praedicatorum , ed . José M. de Garganta 
Fábrega OP (Valencia, 1950), 33: non visa referimus, sed in scripturis antiquis reperta aut fideli relatione et 
digno creditu testimonio comprobata […]. 
33
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 97r: que notavi per me vel que a fidedignis accepi fideliter propalabo. 
34
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 97r: Cogitavi ergo dies antiquos et annos fundacionis huius conventus 
recogitare cepi. Et ecce ex archivis templi codex antiquissimus oblatus est michi continens in hunc modum 
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Order historians thus made use of the collections of books and  documents that were 
held  in the d iverse Dominican friaries. Borselli informed us that his travels allowed 
him to see ‘many old’ documents or things ‘from the order’ (plura de antiquitatibus 
ordinis) in the many convents he visited .
35
 While he was in other places, Borselli 
studied  several texts on the history of the order and  probably made notes of them or 
copied  them. We know this through remarks in his chronicle. For example, when 
writing about the life of Bartolomeo d i Modena (d . 1448), called  ‘inquisitor of 
Ferrara’, he mentioned  Bartolomeo’s writings and  added that he ‘saw them in the 
library of the convent of Ferrara’.
36
 Borselli travelled  to Pavia, Pisa, Ferrara, Florence, 
Faenza, Siena, Lucca, and  Saint-Maximin in Provence.
37
 He also conducted  research 
in the library of the popes in Rome.
38
 Besides these written sources, Borselli included  
oral stories. For example, at the general chapter of Ferrara in 1494, representatives of 
the Dacia order province, including Paulus de Dacia, told him stories about friar 
Steno from Skara and  friar Mathias from Roskilde.
39
 On another occasion, during a 
visit to Rome, he received  first-hand information from Lucia da Narni.
40
 These and  
other aspects of Borselli’s heuristic methods will be dealt with in more detail in 
Chapter 2. 
In their prologues, Dominican authors often partly revealed  what particular 
circumstances incited  them to write the text. Sometimes they  acknowledged that they 
were responding to a specific request. In the prologue to his Cronica magistrorum 
generalium ordinis praedicatorum (1493), for example, Borselli explained  that he wrote 
the chronicle to satisfy the friars who repeatedly asked  him to write about the 
masters general of the Order of Preachers and  the things that happened during their 
generalate.
41
 For a long time he could  not carry out their request, Borselli explained , 
because he was travelling too much. But when he settled  more permanently in the 
Bologna convent, he could  carry out the task. Borselli explicitly wrote his chronicle 
for Dominican friars.
42
 Likewise, Baltasar Sorio informed his readers in his prologue 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
Divine Bonitatis clemencia concedente Anno ab incarnacione domini 1233 recepta fuit domus fratrum 
predicatorum aput Basileam. 
35
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 1r: [...] plura vidi de antiquitatibus ordinis in quampluribus conventibus. 
36
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 195r: volumina […] que vidi in libraria conventus ferrariensis. 
37
 Borselli, Cronica, fols 199v (Saint-Maximin, provence, in 1481) and  259r (Faenza).  
38
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 92v: Hec opera inveni in libraria summi pontificis rome in pallatio sancti petri. 
39
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 243r: Ex multis, que gessit, unum referam grande miraculum, quod michi retulit 
diffinitor eiusdem provintie in capitulo generali ferrarie celebrato, anno domini 1494; and  fol. 252r: Huius 
obitum retulit michi vir probate fidei frater paulus de datie [sic, read  datia] eiusdem conventus frater in capitulo 
generali ferrarie celebrato anno domini 1494 […]. 
40
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 260v: dum predicarem ego, frater hyerominus de bursellis bononiensis, rome in 
minerva, hoc anno in quadregesima, cum michi quandoque loqueretur, inter alia secreta unum michi revelavit 
secretum [...]. 
41
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 1r: Intentio mea in hoc opere est satisfacere fratribus qui me rogaverunt ut de 
generalibus magistris ordinis praedicatorum opus facerem.  
42
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 1r : Legant ergo qui voluerint ex fratribus nostris hec [...]. 
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that he compiled  his work on the illustrious Dominicans of the Aragona province at 
the request of several friars.
43
 Giovanni Caroli explained  that, by writing his Vitae 
fratrum, he met the demands of certain persons, among whom the humanist Giorgio 
Antonio Vespucci.
44
 In 1470, Johannes Meyer sent his Chronica brevis ordinis 
praedicatorum for approbation to Innocent of Vienna, who was at that moment head  
of the reformed convents of the Teutonia province, and  may have asked  for the work. 
 Besides specific requests, we have to take into account other circumstances 
that shaped  the construction of a chronicle. Johannes of Mainz began his Vita fratrum 
in 1442, the same year in which he was appointed  lector at the Observant Dominican 
convent of Basel (and  in which Meyer, who would  acquire more fame than Mainz as 
a chronicler, joined  the Basel convent). His contact with young friars may have 
incited  him to compile the book.
45
 Johannes of Mainz wrote that it was a common and  
laudable practice to read  ‘the legends of our fathers’ during the refectory meals.
46
 It is 
likely that he wrote his Vita fratrum in order to provide suitable table readings for the 
newly reformed community. 
Johannes Meyer dedicated  his De viris illustribus to Johannes Kreutzer, 
professor of theology in Basel, on 4 August 1466: the exact day on which Kreutzer 
finished  his noviciate. Meyer started  the prologue by welcoming Johannes Kreutzer – 
‘reverend father in Christ and  amiable and  most beloved friar’, ‘excellent professor of 
sacred  theology’ – into the Dominican order, and  specifically into the friary of 
Guebwiller. Meyer, who described  himself humbly as ‘sinner of the same order’, 
wanted  Kreutzer to know at least partly ‘who founded, constructed , adorned , 
pursued , and  again reformed the order of Friars Preachers’.
47
 
To the Dominican order, the entrance of Johannes Kreutzer was of great 
importance. Kreutzer enjoyed a great reputation as a preacher and , before entering 
the Dominican order, had  been  canon of Basel cathedral. He was an advocate of 
reform within the Church and  very much concerned  with the pastoral tasks of the 
secular and  regular clergy. Towards the end  of his life, he changed his position 
towards the mendicants, whose members he had  attacked  severely only a few years 
before. He decided  that the mendicant orders, if reformed and properly Observant, 
might be best equipped to take up the neglected  p astoral tasks within society.
48
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 Sorio, De viris illustribus, 33: instantibus nonnullis fratribus. 
44
 See Chapter 9. 
45
 Franz Egger, Beiträge zur Geschichte des Predigerordens: Die Reform des Basler Konvents (Bern, 1991), 40. 
46
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 103v. 
47
 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 16: peccator eiusdem ordinis et provincie […]. Ut vestra devocio et caritas 
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 Francis Rapp, ‘Jean Kreutzer’, Dominicains et Dominicaines en Alsace, XIIIe-XXe s. Actes du colloque de 
Guebwiller, 8-9 avril 1994, ed . Jean-Luc Eichenlaub (Colmar, 1996), 111-122 (here 120): ‘Il était devenu 
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A letter by Petrus Mör, the prior of the convent of Guebwiller, to Kreutzer 
reveals the circumstances of this event in more detail. It appears that Kreutzer was 
having doubts about which order to join. Mör tried  to convince Kreutzer, more or 
less subtly, to join the Order of Preachers.
49
 His letter was successful, but Kreutzer 
d id  have one condition: before entering the order, he wanted  the assurance that the 
Dominican women’s convent of Engelporten, near Guebwiller, would  be reopened 
and  inhabited  by Observant nuns.
50
 In the next week, Mör wrote a letter to Johannes 
Meyer in which he asked  his assistance in reform ing the cloister of Engelporten. 
Meyer accepted  and  came to the Guebwiller friary in the same year as Kreutzer.
51
 On 
that occasion, he wrote his serial biography to introduce illustrious Dominicans to an 
eminent preacher and  professor who had  just joined  the order.  
 
Increase the love for the order 
As mentioned  in the introduction, the Dominican institutional narratives were 
written to contribute to, or even create, a sense of Dominican collectiveness. Already 
in the thirteenth century, the Dominican hierarchy was aware that writings about 
exemplary friars could  contribute to, what we would  call, the construction of a 
Dominican identity. At the general chapter of 1256 in Paris, master general Humbert 
de Romans called  upon his friars to collect historical material and  send it to him. 
Subsequently, he asked  Gerard  of Frachet to ed it these materials into a book: the 
Vitae fratrum, a collective biography of exemplary friars.
52
 Humbert approved the 
collection and  wrote a prologue to it that explained  the goals of the book: to 
contribute to the consolation and  spiritual advance of the brothers, to prevent 
oblivion, to demonstrate how the order was graced  by d ivine providence, and  to 
increase the love for the order among the friars. The collection reflected  a Dominican 
ideal: the positive characteristics of the friars were selected  and  described . Therefore, 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
Frère Prêcheur parce que ces religieux, une fois reformés, lu i semblaient parfaitement capables 
d’oeuvrer pour le bien de la chrétienté.’ 
49
 ‘Anhang’, in Johannes Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum , ed . and  introduced  by 
Pau lus von Loë (Leipzig, 1918), 73-81. In his letter of 28 January 1465, Mör wrote that, accord ing to his 
judgment, Kreutzer d id  not make a mistake by joining the Order of Preachers, since he alread y had  a 
clear understand ing of the order. Moreover, he was a preacher, ‘elected  b y God’. All Kreutzer had  to 
do was to live accord ing to the statutes and  to ‘perpetually deny the sweetness and  taste of meat for 
the sake of Christ’. For the rest, Kreutzer cou ld  continue his major profession, namely preaching, 
better than in any other religious order. 
50
 This was approved  by the master general on 9 June 1465. Rapp, ‘Jean Kreutzer’, 119. 
51
 Peter Paul Albert, ‘Johannes Meyer, ein oberdeutscher Chronist des 15. Jahrhunderts’, Zeitschrift für 
die Geschichte des Oberrheins NF 13 (1898), 255-63 (here 256). 
52
 In fact, the initiative was a reiteration of the same demand at the general chapter of 1255, and  of the 
request made at the provincial chap ter held  at Montpellier in 1252. See Wesjohann, Mendikantische 
Gründungserzählungen, 398-400: he characterizes the text as Gruppenhagiographie; Anne Reltgen-Tallon, 
‘L’historiographie des Dominicains du Mid i: une mémoire originale?’, L’ordre des Prêcheurs et son 
histoire en France méridionale, ed . Jean-Louis Biget (Toulouse, 2001), 395-414 (here 400). 
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modern historians have maintained  that these stories were meant to ‘idolize’ the 
Dominican order.
53
 
Besides Humbert’s prologue, another medieval prologue to the Vitae fratrum 
survives, which explains the goal of the text in the following way : ‘Our purpose is 
that future generations may know the d ignity of their Order and  may see how 
perfectly earlier brothers, our fathers, lived  and  stood for the truth. In this way they 
should  avoid  falling from the holiness and  fervour of our predecessors and  be 
ashamed of their negligence and  sloth.’
54
 The book, therefore, was meant to 
contribute to the continuity within the order and  to prevent subsequent friars from 
falling from the high standard  set by the first generat ion. Immediately after its 
production, it was d istributed  within the Order of Preachers. However, as Humbert 
of Romans stated  in the prologue, it was not meant to be d isseminated  outside the 
order ‘without our special permission’.
55
 
 
A v ine planted by  the Lord  
Medieval historiography at large was frequently written to honor God and to 
demonstrate the workings of d ivine providence. In the case of Dominican narratives, 
this concerns the providence God has for the Dominican order in particular. By 
learning about the d ignity of the Dominican order and  the exceptional love and 
protection bestowed on it by God and the Virgin Mary,
56
 the love of friars for their 
own order was supposed  to increase, and  they would  be handed the elements by 
which they could  shape their Dominican identity. Hence it is not surprising that 
Meyer could  write that his chronicle was meant to ‘strengthen the sacred  Order of 
Preachers’.
57
 
Most explicitly in prologues and  epilogues, Dominican chroniclers depicted  
their order as a heavenly instrument that was meant to confront the enemies of the 
Church and  to defend  the Lord’s flock. We find  this image, for example, in Laurent 
Pignon’s Catalogus fratrum spectabilium ordinis Praedicatorum  (1394-1412). In the 
prologue, Pignon indicated  the goal of his work: he wished  to make known to 
present and  future Dominican friars how many of them had  become like ‘shining 
stars in the support of the triumphant and  militant Church’, and  ‘enduring branch es 
                                                          
53
 Arnold  Kühl, ‘Die Entwicklung d ominikanischer Ordensgeschichtsschreibung’.  
54
 English translation from Reichert’s critical ed ition of the Latin text by Joseph Kenny OP, 
http:/ / www.d hspriory.org/ kenny/ VitaeFratrum.htm , consu lted  on 15 May 2015. 
55
 Ibidem. 
56
 The special protection of the Virgin Mary for the Dominicans is a n important topos. See Chapter 8, 
especially the section on Johannes of Mainz. 
57
 See note 16 above. 
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of the true vine’ that God  p lanted  in his vineyard .
58
 He depicted  these Dominicans as 
heavenly instruments, charged  with  healing the vulnerable flock of the Lord . Pignon 
considered  it laudable to include in his catalogue the names of friars with very clear 
merits, ‘whose laudable fame has spread  to many provinces of the world’.
59
 He 
hoped that his audience would  be inspired  by the examples he brought before them, 
and would  become ‘creators of good works and  good laborers for Christ’ as well.
60
 
He also revealed  the urgency of his message: it would  be scandalous if the present 
Dominicans, ‘struck by id leness and  obscured  by ignorance, would  extinguish the 
light of the habits and  letters of their fathers’.
61
 In a d irect exhortation, Pignon incited  
his audience to hurry and  follow in the footsteps of their exemplary predecessors.
62
 
In his Tabula quorumdam doctorum ordinis praedicatorum , Louis of Valladolid  (d . 
1436) used  the same imagery to promote the Order of Preachers. He presented  
Dominicans as ‘very bright preachers’, ‘very famous doctors’ and  ‘chosen ministers 
of Christ’.
63
 The chronicler consid ered  the members of his order to be d istinguished  
sold iers, who fought the enemies of the holy mother Church with the shield  of faith, 
the sword  of the spirit, and  the arms of justice. In his eyes, Dominicans ‘attempt to 
beat the enemies of the soul, so that an increase in virtues is effectuated  among all 
Catholics, the road  of salvation is shown to the sinners, and  the insanity of heretical 
viciousness is destroyed .’
64
 Like the tree of life, the Order of Preachers extends its 
‘fertile vine branches’ to the ends of the world.
65
 
On the first page of his convent chronicle, Johannes of Mainz also compared  
his community to a vineyard  planted  by the lord . He depicted  the perfect life of the 
first Basel friars: bright in virtue and  science, they were like ‘fruitful branches’ 
(palmites fructuosos): ‘giving celestial wine to the people to drink, extirpating heresies, 
                                                          
58
 Laurent Pignon, ‘Catalogus fratrum spectabilium ord inis fratrum praed icatorum’, in Laurentii Pignon 
Catalogi et chronica: accedunt catalogi Stamsensis et Upsalensis scriptorum O.P., ed . Gerard  Gilles 
Meersseman, MOPH 18 (Rome, 1936), 1-33 (here 1): quasi stellas lucentes in firmamento triumphantis ac 
militantis ecclesiae et quasi palmites verae viti immanentes, quas coelestis agricola in vinea Domini Sabaoth 
plantaverat […]. 
59
 Pignon, ‘Catalogus’, 1: quorum fama laude digna late delata est ad plures provincias orbis terrarum .  
60
 Pignon, ‘Catalogus’, 1: studeant se exhibere sectatores bonorum operum et bonos operatores Christi. 
61
 Pignon, ‘Catalogus’, 1: si torpentes ignavia et ignorantia tenebrescentes, lucernam praedictorum patrum 
suorum morum et litterarum extinguant . 
62
 Pignon, ‘Catalogus’, 1: Satagendum igitur totis conatibus eorum vestigiis haerere. 
63
 ‘Cronica fratris Lud ovici de Valleoleto’, Analecta sacri ordinis fratrum praedicatorum  20 (1931-2) 727-
761, 801-808 (here 806): predicatores lucidissimi ac doctores celeberrimi preclarissimi ordinis predicatorum [...] 
Isti sunt electi Christi ministri [...].  
64
 ‘Cronica fratris Lud ovici d e Valleoleto’, 807: Isti sunt egregii bellatores qui inimicos sancte matris ecclesie 
et hostes anime per fidei scutum et spiritus gladium armaque iusticie debellare cognati (sic) sunt ut universis 
catholicis virtutum augmentum proveniat viaque salutis peccatoribus pateat et heretice pravitatis insania 
destruatur. Cf: H. Ch. Scheeben, ‘Die Tabulae Ludwigs von Valladolid  im Chor der Pred igerbr üder 
von St. Jakob in Paris’, AFP 1(1931), 223-263 (here 262). 
65
 ‘Cronica fratris Ludovici de Valleoleto’, 806: quasi lignum vite […] ad fines orbis terre suos palmites 
extenderet fecundosos (sic). 
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driving away errors, illuminating the fatherland , leading virgin s to God the King, 
converting sinners from a dangerous state, confirming the good in the laudable 
meadow, and  presenting abundant fruit to the people.’
66
 It is clear that in some of 
these representations, in which Dominicans are presented  as sold iers of the Church 
Militant who extirpated  the poison of heretics, a reference to inquisitorial activities, 
for which the Dominicans are so well-known today, is implicit. However, as I 
conclude elsewhere, the inquisitorial office was never thematized  in detail in the 
Dominican institutional narratives I studied .  
At the end  of his De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum , Johannes Meyer 
metaphorically compared  his order to a vine planted  by the Lord  as well. The book 
ends with these verses taken from the office of St Dominic:
67
 
 
Felix vitis de cuius surculo tantum germen redundat seculo, 
Celi vinum propinans populo vitali poculo 
Ex ubertate palmitum mundi iam cinxit ambitum.
68
 
 
‘Happy the vine from whose sprout such a shoot overflows the world , giving to drink 
to the people celestial wine with the cup of life. As a result of the fertility of its 
branches, it has already surrounded the circumference of the world .’
69
 
 
Meyer explained  that St Dominic was the vine, and  that he had  been planted  in the 
vineyard  of the Church for the salvation of men. These lines were meant to 
demonstrate the place of the Dominican order in salvation history. The same idea is 
visually represented  in the genealogical trees of the Dominican order.
70
 A 1473 
woodcut version printed  in the upper Rhine valley is accompanied  by the same 
verses that concluded Meyer’s De viris illustribus, which was finished  in 1466 in the 
                                                          
66
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 97r:[…] celi vinum populo propinantes, hereses extirpantes, errores 
effugantes, patriam illuminantes, regi deo virgines adducentes, peccatores a statu periculoso convertentes, bonos 
in pratu laudabili confirmantes ac fructum in plebe multiplicem presentes. 
67
 Reponsorium 7, Officium sancti dominici. 
68
 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 72: conclusio huius operis. NB: Von Loë ed ited  abitum instead  of 
ambitum. 
69
 Cf. a French translation in Henri Dominique Saffrey, Humanisme et imagerie aux XVe et XVIe siècles: 
études iconologiques et bibliographiques (Paris, 2003), 73-74: ‘sur une image incunable de Saint 
Dominique’. 
70
 For example in the Chiostro verde of the Florentine friary Santa Maria Novella (second  half of the 
fourteenth-century). An order tree was also dep icted  in the Roman friary Santa Maria sopra Minerva 
on the order of card inal Johannes de Turrecremata in the context of the reform of this friary in 1462 
(Pius II commissioned  the Dominican card inal to reform the important friary). Another famous 
example is the tree depicted  by Hans Holbein in the Dominican church of Frankfurt am Main. The 
order trees re-appear in manuscripts and  early ed itions of Turrecremata’s Meditaciones Turrecremata 
(e.g. Cod . Vat. 928) – the first illustrated  book printed  in Italy. The number of friars (and  sometimes 
sisters) in the Dominican order trees varies. 
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same area.
71
 Inspired  by depictions of the Tree of Jesse,
72
 it shows St Dominic lying 
down on the grass. From his side springs the trunk of a vine, branching with flowers: 
the illustrious offspring of St Dominic (illustration 1). Twenty-three men and women 
of the Dominican family, identified  by labels, surround Mary and  the Christ child .
73
 
They are connected  through the radix sancti dominici, which grows out of the chest of 
the order founder. The text below the image clarifies: ‘I gave birth to those children 
who are revealed  to be blessed  by pure signs of God  […]’.
74
 The same lines make 
clear that those who are officially recognized  as blessed  by the Church constitute 
only a small number of a much larger army of blessed  Dominicans. Closest to St 
Dominic we find  the canonized  saints Peter Martyr, Vincent Ferrer, Thomas Aquinas 
and  Catherine of Siena, together with Henry Suso and  Marguerite of Hungary 
(recognizable by the Hungarian shield  below her feet).
75
 Whereas the first ‘order 
trees’ do not represent Mary (and  in fact do not depict any women at all), the 1473 
woodcut version of the ‘order tree’ embeds the Virgin Mary and  the Christ child  in 
the visual representation of the Dominican order: herewith the representation 
concretely constructs a genealogical connection between the Dominicans and  God  
and his Mother. As narrated  in the Vitae fratrum, one sees how the Virgin Mary hands 
over the habit to the Dominican order.
76
  
Interestingly enough, the chapter of Antoninus of Florence’s world  chronicle 
that was dedicated  to the Dominican order praised  both the Franciscans and  the 
Dominicans at the same time. As we will see later on, order chronicles were 
frequently not meant for outside d istribution, and  often reveal the rivalry and 
conflicts between the two most important mendicant orders. Antoninus began with 
explaining the context in which the mendicant orders arose: in the times of Innocent 
III, secular clerics d id  not do their job properly: they hard ly preached, d id  n ot 
extirpate heresies, and  they barely had  any zeal to save souls. Then, the Lord 
provided  his Church with what it needed: the mendicant orders that were ardent and  
                                                          
71
 A. Walz, ‘Von Dominikanerstammbaümen’, AFP 34 (1964), 231-75 (here 241): Walz alread y pointed  
out that the woodcut includes excerpts taken from Meyer’s Liber de viris illustribus. 
72
 The Tree of Jesse shows the ancestors of Christ from Isaï (or Jesse), the father of King David , to 
Christ. The iconograp hy normally depicts Jesse sleeping, from whose chest springs a trunk. Isaiah 
11:1: And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots. In some 
convents (for example the Dominican Church in Bern), this ‘tree of St Dominic’ is indeed  typologically 
paralleled  with a representation of the Tree of Jesse. 
73
 Albert Auer, ‘Bilderstammbaüme zur Literaturgeschichte des Dominikanerordens’, Liber Floridus: 
Mittellateinische Studien Paul Lehmann zum 65. Geburtstag (St. Ottilien, 1950), 363-371 (here 366-368). 
74
 Hos peperi natos Quos produnt esse beatos /  Signa dei pura Quamvis papalia iura /  autem decreverunt Quia 
multos hec latuerunt . anno . mccclxxiii. 
75
 Cf. Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 64. 
76
 In the Vitae fratrum, Reginald  receives the habit. Here, the Dominican Pope Innocent V receives the 
habit. 
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skillful in precisely the above mentioned  tasks. The author then lauded the Orders of 
Friars Preachers and  Friars Minors, making use of prophetic images: 
  
‘They certainly are two olive trees, rich with love and devotion, and  two shining 
candelabra before the Lord , enlightening the world  with d octrine. They are two 
cherubim, full with knowledge, overshadowing the place of atonement. And they are 
two seraphim , ardent with charity, shouting: “Holy, holy, holy, Lord  God of 
Sabaoth”, and  through their instructions and examples they fill the whole world  with 
his glory.’
77
  
 
In this world  chronicle, meant for a wider audience, a Dominican friar could  thus 
depict the Dominican and  Franciscan order as equally important complementary 
forces. Subsequently, Antoninus explained  that mendicants lived  both an active and  
a contemplative life: a vita mixta, exactly that kind  of life that Christ himself 
considered  ‘most perfect’. 
The allusion to the d ivine role of the Dominican order would  persist in the 
printed  order chronicles from the beginning of the sixteenth century. Using common 
evangelical imagery (and  thus leaning on the authority of the Gospel) these order 
chronicles d irectly connect the story of Jesus Christ to the story of the Dominican 
order. Alberto Castello, who in fact reproduced the prologue of Jacob of Soest, 
started  his Brevis cronica by referring to Christ himself. He explained  the foundation 
of his order in the following way: 
 
‘Our Lord  and Saviour Jesus Christ [...] placed  harvesters to collect abundant fruits in 
the field  of the Lord: friars from the order of preacher s led  by blessed  Dominic. They 
preached, with word  and example, heard  confession, and , by means of other exercises 
of virtue, they drove back the poisons of heretics, rooted  out sins, and enlightened the 
wandering world  with the word  of doctrine, chasing away darkness.’
78
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 Antoninus of Florence, Chronicon (Nuremberg, 1484), pars III, fol. 189r: Hi utique sunt due olive 
pinguidine dilectionis et devotionis et duo candelabra lucentia ante dominum, orbem doctrina illustrantia. Hi 
duo cherubin sapientia plena obumbrantia propiciatorium. Necnon et duo seraphin caritate ardentia clamantia: 
‘Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus, dominus deus sabaoth’, implentes omnem terram gloria eius documentis et exemplis. 
The metaphor of two lights enlightening the world  is insp ired  by Zacharia 4 (Isti sunt duae olivae), or 
Apocalypse II (candelabra lucentia). This is similar to the way in which Thomas Aquinas and  Albertus 
Magnus are presented  in order chronicles, e.g.: Alberto Castello’s Brevissima cronica (Venice: Lazarus 
de Soard is, 1506), ed ited  as: ‘Brevissima chronica rr. magistrorum Generalium ord inis Praed icatorum’,  
Veterum Scriptorum et monumentorum historicorum, dogmaticorum, moralium, amplissima Collectio
Edmond Martène and Ursin Durand, 9 vols (Paris: apud  Montalant, 1729), VI, 344-396 (here 358): Hoc etiam 
tempore divina providente clementia, duo magna luminaria ex ordine Praedicatorum mundo apparuere. 
78
 Alberto Castello, Cronica brevis (Venice: Lazarus d e Soard is, 1516), fol. 141v: Dominus noster et 
Salvator Jesus Christus […] posuit quoque messores ad fructus uberes in agro Dominico colligendos, fratres de 
ordine Predicatorum, duce beato Dominico, qui predicando verbo pariter et exemplo, confessiones audiendo, ac 
per alia virtutum exercitia hereticorum venena propulsarent, vitia extirparent, mundum errabundum verbo 
doctrine illustrarent tenebris profugatis. Cf. Veterum Scriptorum, VI, 344-345. 
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He continued  by stating that the friars brought charity, goodness and  compassion. 
They avoided  world ly temptations and  worked incessantly for the salvation of 
mankind . To attain this, they confronted  many dangers, not only in the lands of the 
Christians, but even in the lands of the ‘infidel’. Following this, the Dominican 
author enumerated  these unfaithful peoples (th ose considered  ‘non-Christian’) and  
heretical sects, such as the Saracens, Pagans, Greeks, and  Bulgarians.
79
 The chronicler 
emphasized  that documents from popes, such as Alexander IV and Gregorius XI, 
attested  to these labors. The popes were well aware that the Dominican friars were 
very useful to the universal Church and  therefore defended them with privileges. 
After his appraisal of the Dominican order, the author explained  that he started  to 
collect [cepi colligere] the ‘fruits’ of the order since its origin, so that the laudable 
works that Dominicans had  produced would  be continued  and  imitated .  
 Dominican authors d id  not invent these religious ideals concerning their 
religious order themselves, but built on what they found in previous texts. Later 
chroniclers and  authors of Dominican collective biographies promoted  a comparable 
image of their order. In the order chronicles printed  in Venice the Dominicans are 
presented  as ‘very bright stars’ in sanctity and  doctrine.
80
 The same imagery would  
often be repeated . The Spanish friar Baltasar Sorio wrote in the prologue to his De 
viris illustribus provinciae Aragoniae ordinis praedicatorum  (1516-1522) that it pleased 
God to ‘create the Order of Preachers for the militant Church, almost as a new 
bringer of light, to cast out the darkness of errors, and  to chase away the murkiness 
of sins’.
81
 The order brought forth saints and  men bright in doctrine and  illustrious 
for their vigorous morals, and  sent them out over the world  like rays of light. 
 
Conclusion 
Like most ancient, medieval and  renaissance historians, Dominican order historians 
wanted  to offer examples that could  be emulated  and  wrote texts that were meant to 
ed ify: historia magistra vitae was also their motto. This was central to their writings 
and  was emphasized  in the prologues to their chronicles. The surviving prologues to 
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 Alberto Castello, Cronica brevis, fol. 141v: Morti se pro christo exposuerunt et quottidie perseverant reddere 
domino populum acceptabilem, etiam in terris infidelium, Saracenorum, Paganorum, Grecorum, Bulgarorum, 
Cumanorum, Ethyopum [etc.]. 
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 Alberto Castello, ‘Brevissima Chronica RR. Magistrorum generalium ord inis praed icatorum’, 
Veterum Scriptorum et monumentorum historicorum, dogmaticorum, moralium, amplissima Collectio, ed . 
Edmond Martène and Ursin Durand, 9 vols (Paris: apud  Montalant, 1724-1733), VI, 344-396 (here 367): 
praeclarissimae stellae tam in sanctitate vitae quam doctrinae amplitudine. 
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 Baltasar Sorio, De viris illustribus, 32: Placuit, igitur, Dei inmensae bonitati ad excutiendas errorum 
tenebras et peccatorum caligines efugandas, appropinquante saeculi fine, quasi novum luciferum in caelo 
militantis Ecclesiae producere Ordinem Praedicatorum, qui quot sanctos et doctrina claros viros et vitae 
integritate illustres protulit tot radios per orbem emisit. 
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the thirteenth-century Dominican Vitae fratrum collection already make clear that the 
friars who read  the book were supposed  to hold  up the standard  set by the earlier 
generations. This topos remains present in later Dominican institutional writings – 
not only in general order chronicles, but also in convent chronicles and  collective 
biographies. At the same time, curiosity was a taboo. Johannes Meyer even stressed  
in his prologue that his chronicle was not written to satisfy curiosity. Another topos 
commonly found in the prologues of both historical and  hagiographical texts, is the 
author’s emphasis on his or her ow n insignificance or ignorance. 
Dominican authors tried  to underscore the veracity of their narratives with 
references to authorities and  eyewitnesses. Prologues like the one of Laurent Pignon 
to his Catalogus show that we have to reconsider the assertions of modern scholars, 
such as Steven Vanderputten who held  that the moralizing effect of history received 
less emphasis in monastic prologues of the later middle ages and  that these 
prologues suffered  from a ‘stylistical and  rhetorical decline’.
82
 At least in the 
prologues to several Dominican order chronicles, the presentation of the Dominican 
order is very well elaborated  from a rhetorical point of view, and  the moral goals of 
the chronicles received  much emphasis. Their humble self-representation 
notwithstanding, the chroniclers regularly boasted  about the unique role of their 
order within the d ivine plan, and  their narratives testify to and  promote the image of 
Dominicans as d istinguished  sold iers and  pillars of the Church militant and  the 
Church triumphant.  
Many Dominican historians compared  their order to a vine planted  by the Lord . The 
trope of the vine is inspired  by the liturgy of the feast of order founder St Dominic 
and  is also visible in Dominican iconography. The trope was used  to explain  the 
eschatological function of the Dominican order. Dominicans understood themselves 
as the instruments of God on earth, assigned  with the heavenly task of taking care of, 
and defending the Lord’s flock. 
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 Steven Vanderputten, ‘From Sermon to Science: Monastic Prologues from the Southern Low 
Countries as Witnesses of Historical Consciousness (10th-15th centuries)’, Medieval Narrative Sources: A  
Gateway into the Medieval Mind, ed . Werner Verbeke and  Ludo Milis (Leuven, 2005), 37-54 (here 45-47). 
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CHAPTER 2: COMPILATION AS METHOD  
Many editors of late medieval institutional writings, such as Dominican order 
chronicles, have negatively judged the compilatory nature of these texts. When, in 
1918, Paulus von Loë edited  Meyer’s Buch der reformacio Predigerordens, he 
characterized  its author as a zealous compiler  and  a bad  historian.
1
 His judgment is 
typical for scholars of that period: according to them, the value of a medieval 
chronicle was dependent on the new, factual information it provided .
2
 Similarly, 
Raoul Morçay, who edited  ‘the most original parts’ of Antoninus of Florence’s world 
chronicle, bluntly stated  that Antoninus had  no qualities as an author.
3
 According to 
Arnold  Kühl, order chronicles have a ‘purely compilatory character’,
4
 and  Simon 
Tugwell stated  that Jacob of Soest was not an original author, but ‘un compilateur 
assidu’.
5
 These scholars were not interested in the characteristics of compilatory 
practices, and  often based  their judgments on modern criteria, such as originality .
6
 
But it is possible to look d ifferently at these issues, as is born e out by studies of 
Alastair Minnis and  Bert Roest, which show that  the later medieval world  had  a  
complex and  stratified  view of compilation and  the relationship between being a 
compiler and  an author. Minnis reached back to d iscussions about authorship  and  
writing practices by twelfth- and  thirteenth-century authors and  especially to 
Bonaventure’s d istinction between the d ifferent  roles of the auctor, the scriptor, the 
compilator, and  the commentator. From this perspective, developed within a 
theological and  exegetical context, a scribe (scriptor) added nothing of his own to the 
text; a compiler (compilator) put together the materials of others, but, again, added  
nothing of his own; a commentator primarily explained  the materials of others; and  
only an auctor wrote his own materials and  actually bore responsibility for the text , 
using the material of others only to confirm his own view.
7
 
Focusing on thirteenth- and  early fourteenth-century Franciscan universal chronicles 
– that is, chronicles that deal with the history of mankind  since creation or since the 
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 Von Loë, ‘Einleitung’, 12: ‘Ein Geschichtsschreiber von kritischem Talent, wie etwa sein Vorbild  
Bernardus Guid onis, ist er nicht.’ The ed itor also criticized  Meyer’s style and  complained  that there 
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2
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3
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4
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5
 Simon Tugwell, ‘Jacques d e Soest’, DHGE 26 (1995-1997), 743-745. 
6
 See also: E. Van Houts, Local and Regional Chronicles, 54. 
7
 Alastair Minnis, ‘Nolens auctor sed compilator reputari. The Late-Medieval Discourse of Compilation’, 
La méthode critique au Moyen Age (Turnhout, 2006), 47-63 (here 60). 
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birth of Christ – and  connecting them w ith thirteenth-century encyclopedic 
trad itions, Bert Roest found that Franciscan writers of history repeatedly reflected  on 
the nature of their activity and  the underlying practices of selection and  presentation. 
Within this context, he d iscovered  that many of these Franciscan chroniclers saw 
their writing of universal history primarily as a compilatory activity, but that they 
considered  it in a positive light. According to them, compilation  comprised  the 
search for brevity, the attempt to rejuvenate authentic materials (which implies th e 
importance of choice), and  the organisation of materials into carefully subordinated  
textual units.
8
 
These studies show that the choices of selection and  structuring behind  
medieval texts with a compilatory character should  be taken seriously. Although the 
texts in this chapter do not focus on universal chronicles but on order histories, it 
seems likely that Dominican order historians worked  within a mental landscape akin 
to that of their Franciscan confrères, and  that they were imbued by comparable 
sensibilities concerning the nature of their activities and  the status of their texts. This 
chapter will show that Dominican chroniclers, within one and  the same work, took 
upon themselves sometimes not only the role of compiler, but sometimes also 
deliberately the role of author. Only by acknowledging this can one understand  how 
these institutional narratives were constructed . 
It is certainly true that order chroniclers d id  not present their works as unique 
and  individual historical works. In his prologue to the Book on illustrious men of the 
order of preachers Johannes Meyer nowhere implied  that his work was original, but 
wrote that he compiled  the work from a selection of various books: 
  
‘I have compiled  the things written down here out of several books, as if I picked 
some flowers for the delight, giving the occasion to the reader that also he, with the 
procession of time, may put an experienced hand to this shapeless material and 
accomplish a glorious work.’
9
 
 
The passage shows that Meyer d id  not consider his text as a finished  product: others 
had  to continue it. In his writings, the Dominican chronicler repeatedly wrote that he 
left sufficient space, so that any studious and  devote reader could  make additions 
and  continue the work.
10
 Moreover, Meyer consciously placed  himself in the trad ition 
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 Bert Roest, ‘Compilation as Theme and  Praxis in Franciscan Universal Chronicles’, Pre-Modern 
Encyclopaedic Texts. Proceedings of the Second COMERS Congress, Groningen, 1-4 July 1996, ed . Peter 
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 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 16. 
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of the florilegia – compilations of excerpts from other writings,
11
 in which the task was 
to present to the reader the ‘flowers’: the most ornamental and  ‘fragrant’ elements. 
This simile dated  back to Eusebius (d . before 341), who wrote in his Church History 
that he plucked  ‘like flowers from a meadow the appropriate passages from ancient 
writers’.
12
 Throughout the medieval period , this image reappeared  time and again to 
acknowledge and  justify processes of historical selection.
13
 
In a similar way, Alberto Castello wrote in his prologue that he based  his 
chronicle on various other order chronicles, and  predominantly on the chronicle by 
Jacob of Soest.
14
 Jacob of Soest (born c. 1360, d ied  after 1438) was a Dominican 
inquisitor who wrote a short order chronicle finished  in 1427. Jacob of Soest’s 
chronicle does not survive, but we know of its existence through the references of 
later authors, such as Castello and  Meyer. Soest’s chronicle, a copy of which was 
once held  in the convent library of Ss. Giovanni e Paolo in Venice, formed the basis of 
the first part of Castello’s chronicle.
15
 Moreover, a partial transcription of Soest’s 
prologue has survived: Soest wrote among other things that he wished  that others 
would  add  to his chronicle because of his ignorance about many things that 
happened within the order when it was d ivided , during the Great Schism.
16
 
While basing the greatest part of his chronicle on Jacob of Soest, for the period 
after 1427, more or less his own times, Castello d id  his own research. In part, he used  
other chronicles, for example the chronicle of Girolamo Borselli. For the more 
‘contemporary’ history he also used  reputable eyewitness accounts. Hence, like most 
order chroniclers, Castello was not only a compiler, but was also responsible for new 
materials.
17
 Although Castello indicated  that he compiled  his chronicle out of others, 
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 Meyer’s formulation reminds of the letter preced ing the Franciscan Legenda trium sociorum, Ep istola: 
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 Eusebius, Church History, trans. and  ed . Philip  Schaff (Edinburgh, 1890), I, I,4.  
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 Creytens, ‘Les écrivains d ominicains’, 236. SOPMA , II, 343-345. Norbert Kössinger, ‘Jacob of Soest’, 
ECM , II, 895-896. For other possible datations of the work see: De Guimaraes, ‘Autour de la 
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 Marco Palma, ‘Castellano (da Castello), Alberto’, DBI 21 (1978): Castello ‘compì anche ricerche 
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he still referred to himself as auctor.
18
 The Bolognese chronicler Girolamo Borselli d id  
the same.
19
 Meyer called  himself schriber, a vernacular term that has more modest 
implications.
20
 
For these chroniclers ‘intellectual property’ was not an issue. They d id  not 
view individual authorship in the way it is viewed today. Instead , they existed  
within a trad ition that considered  humility as one of the greatest virtues. The 
importance of the community was superior to the personal achievements of 
ind ividual friars and  this is reflected  in the mendicant historiographical production. 
In her study on convent chronicles written by women , Anne Winston-Allen noted  
that these writings were ‘intended to foster a sense of common mission and  
commitment to the community’.
21
 Likewise, Meyer considered  his writings as a part 
of a larger trad ition and  wanted  the knowledge to be spread  and  used . In this sense it 
can be considered  as a medieval forerunner of Wikipedia: like many medieval 
compendia it is a collective work. Meyer  d id  not hesitate to repeat or translate 
passages that he already wrote elsewhere (what popular media today would  call self-
plagiarism): for example, the prologue to his Chronica brevis is literally translated  in 
his Buoch der brueder leben. Here, however, it is inserted  at the end  of the book and 
constitutes not a prologue but an epilogue.
22
 
When considering order chronicles and  convent chronicles we have to 
remember that continuation was an important trad ition. As will be explained  in the 
chapter on collective biographies, the Dominican hierarchy wanted  the thirteenth-
century Vitae fratrum to be continued . This happened with convent chronicles on a 
local level as well: several generations of friars continued  and  updated  the same 
chronicle. For example, Friar Pietro Galigai de Macci started  the convent chronicle of 
Santa Maria Novella around 1280. Subsequently, around twenty hands continued  it 
until 1504.
23
 Studying the convent chronicle of S. Domenico d i Fiesole, Gabriella 
Battista identified  no fewer than thirty-six hands.
24
 
Sometimes it is clearly indicated  that a work was a continuation, sometimes 
not. One may assume that Meyer’s chronicle is an expanded continuation of the lost 
chronicle by Jacob of Soest. In his Cronica brevis ordinis praedicatorum (1470), Meyer 
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included  a description of Jacob of Soest and  his writings. He wrote that Soest 
composed  (conflavit) a ‘short chronicle’ about the order of Preachers, but that this 
chronicle ‘does not cover as much’ as his own chronicle.
25
 This could  suggest that 
Meyer took Soest’s chronicle as a starting point, and  then expanded it. By doing so, 
he indeed  responded to Soest’s request. 
Certain continuations are anonymous. For example, many manuscripts of the 
Vitae fratrum contain an additional fifth part, which amounts to a short order 
chronicle. One such anonymous Chronica ordinis belonged to the convent of Ulm and 
contains entries until 1496. Whereas the Ulm chronicle is ed ited  in 1904 in the 
Monumenta ordinis fratrum praedicatorum historica,
26
 others remain unedited .
27
 The Ulm 
chronicle contains information on the restoration of ‘regular discipline’ in the 
fifteenth century. This chronicle is in part either an abbreviated  reworking of Meyer’s 
Chronica brevis, or uses similar sources as that of Meyer, perhaps the now lost 
chronicle by Jacob of Soest. A comparison of the two editions shows that some parts 
are literally the same, and  others are slightly rephrased . Further study of the existing 
manuscripts can shed  more light on the relation between these chronicles.
28
 Another 
anonymous continuation is the Brevis historia ordinis fratrum praedicatorum that will be 
d iscussed  in Chapter 5. 
In November 1516, Cherubinus Nicolai, prior of San Domenico in Fiesole, 
ordered  his subprior, Johannes Maria ser Leonardus de Tolosinis, to rework the 
existing chronicle of the convent. H is work fulfilled  a decision of the chapter of the 
Observant congregation of San Marco, which had  ordered  that defect ive and  
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destroyed  chronicles (cronice defectuose et destructe) had  to be repaired  and  rewritten.
29
 
Since the old  convent chronicle was in a state of d isorder, the subprior concluded 
that it was not possible to repair this chronicle in a harmonious way: it had  to be 
rewritten completely. The new author changed the arrangement, structured  the new 
chronicle in four parts, added new materials, and  left out things that were prev iously 
included. This chronicle was continued  until 1801 and  is still conserved  in the Fiesole 
friary near Florence.  
This example shows that continuators often took the liberty of reworking or 
abbreviating the narratives of their predecessors quite substantially, but this was 
seen as being in line with their compilatory responsibilities.
30
 When the first author 
d ied , or lost access to his manuscripts, he lost control over the content. In the words 
of Elisabeth van Houts: ‘Every scribe was in effect free to add , interpolate and  alter 
the text as it pleased  him. Copyright in the modern sense d id  not exist. The original 
text and  its continuations were treated  as one collective product.’
31
  
Although in many cases several friars or nuns continued  and  updated  the 
work left by a predecessor, the extent to which an order chronicle or convent 
chronicle was a collective product d iffered . Whereas many hands contributed  to the 
convent chronicle of Santa Maria Novella, friars such as Johannes o f Mainz and  
Giovanni Caroli also left more individual products. This applies to women’s writings 
as well: several hands contributed  to the chronicle of St Gall, but the chronicle of 
Kirchheim unter Teck was more an individual work.
32
  
Moreover, the fact that institutional narratives such as order chronicles and  
convent chronicles can often be regarded  as collective works, does not mean that 
Dominicans were never concerned  about individual authorship. As we will see in 
Chapter 9, Tommaso Schifaldo reclaimed the authorship of the office of Catherine of 
Siena. His deliberate claim to authorship might have been connected  to the 
appropriation of a ‘new’, more humanist concept of authorship. Louis of Valladolid  
explained  in his Tabula quorumdam doctorum ordinis praedicatorum  that Dominican 
writings were subject to intellectual robbery. To prevent this ‘presumptuous’ 
practice, he constructed  lists of Dominican authors and  their writings. The 
Dominican friar explicitly stated  that he wrote his Tabula: 
 
‘So that the very saintly men and very famous doctors of the Order of Preachers, 
through whose life and  doctrine the divine providence illuminated  her Church, are 
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not hidden under the shadows of silence, so that they do not lose the glory of the 
fame that they deserved, and  so that not by presumptuous robbery a foreign title be 
fastened on the manuscripts that they composed, especially because many of them 
did  not write their names in their books out of humility. Therefore, some memorable 
works and facts of some of these doctors of the foresaid  Order of Preachers, namely 
those whose names have come to the notice of him who made these things to be 
written, will be written down in the present tabula.’
33
  
 
Out of humility, Dominican authors d id  not write their names on their writings. 
Ideally, they worked for God and the community, feeling no need  to reveal their 
names. However, the Dominicans who came after them felt that it was important to 
remember the individual members of the Dominican order who wrote these texts. 
This produced  a tension between, on the one hand, the importance of humility, and , 
on the other, the necessity of praise. Whereas Dominicans were not permitted  to 
aspire to fame during their lifetime, they had  to be praised  after their death, as part 
of the order’s claim to excellence.  
Louis of Valladolid  thus complained  about intellectual robbery in his order chronicle. 
But despite his attitude, Dominican order chroniclers frequently copied  from each 
other without proper acknowledgment. Perhaps, a Dominican order chronicler was 
permitted  to ‘steal’ materials from previous Dominican order chroniclers, because the 
fame would  always adhere to the Dominican family. 
 
Delet ing and adding authorial markers 
The author of an order chronicle had  several functions. He not only informed the 
reader, but also acted  as a witness, and  guided  his aud ience: for example, by 
claiming that a certain person was an authority or was worthy of trust. He also 
explained  how the audience should  understand  certain passages and , to this end , 
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sometimes made (moral) judgments.
34
 In the important series on medieval genres, 
Typologie des sources du moyen age occidental, Elisabeth van Houts warned  that it is 
often almost impossible to ‘d isentangle layers of authorship’ in local and  regional 
chronicles.
35
 Dominican institutional narratives, however, make this process partly 
visible. This section explores how order chroniclers inserted  parts of previous works 
in their own chronicles, and  changed them in the process. It shows that they often 
deleted  or added  authorial markers.  
When a new audience was envisaged , the original text had  to be adapted  to 
that new audience. This is especially visible when a text was translated . Johannes 
Meyer used  Johannes of Mainz’s Latin Vita fratrum for his own works. Below I will 
compare how Meyer reworked Mainz’s portrait of the important theologian 
Johannes Nider for his vernacular Buch der reformacio predigerordens, and  I will 
consider what new narrative strategies he employed, and  what new emphases he 
placed . Johannes of Mainz entered  the Dominican convent in Basel in 1434, a few 
years after it had  been reformed by Johannes Nider. In 1444, Johannes of Mainz 
became confessor of Dominican nuns, first at the Basel convent An den Steinen, and  
from 1447 until his death in Schönensteinbach. Both as confessor at Schönensteinbach 
and  as historian of the Dominican Observant reform, he was the predecessor of 
Johannes Meyer. In his Buch der reformacio predigerordens, Meyer praised  his 
predecessor, and  he informed his readers that this Johannes wrote a ‘beautiful 
booklet’ in Latin about the reform of the Basel convent and  the lives of its friars.
36
 
However, when Meyer introduced  the life of Johannes Nider in the same book, in the 
process literally translating passages from Mainz’s chronicle, he d id  not mention the 
source. 
Johannes of Mainz joined  the friary when Nider was prior, lived  with him in 
this convent, and  wrote his biography between 1442 and  1444 – four to six years after 
Nider’s death.
37
 Mainz thus had firsthand  knowledge about Nider’s life and  added  
stories he obtained  from faithful witnesses. Mainz’s portrait of Nider is not 
structured  in chapters, but is a succession of laudations, complemented  by anecdotes 
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and stories.
38
 This structure is typical of an author who d id  not base his narrative on 
written sources, but was a contemporary of the events he described. The engagement 
and  commitment of the author is visible in emotional exclamations, such as O summa 
humilitas, o paupertas, and later O bone pater, O animarum fidelis medice.
39
 
When researching narrative techniques, we try to find  the narrator in the text. 
When the past tense or indirect tense is used  the narrator detaches him or herself 
from the reader. Personal pronouns, present tense, and  d irect d iscourse, on the other 
hand, increase the authorial visibility. When comparing the narrative strategies of 
Mainz with those employed by Meyer, who copied  and  adapted  the portrait, we see 
remarkable d ifferences in this respect. Mainz based  his story on personal 
experiences, wrote in the first person and  presented  himself as a witness, by using 
the words praetestor, vidi, notavi. Mainz tried  to prove what he claimed and to this 
end  inserted  constructions such as testantur hoc. Moreover, he inserted  anecdotes and  
examples concerning Nider that he heard  himself (fertur, michi retulit): this is a 
common narrative strategy that supported  the veracity of his story. As an example, 
Mainz asserted  that Nider’s virtue of patience originated  in his humility and  poverty , 
and continued  with ‘see here how humble and  poor he was’.
40
 Consequently, Mainz 
provided  concrete examples, e.g. Nider always proudly said  that he was the son of a 
poor shoemaker.
41
 When Mainz wrote that Nider was the ‘greatest zealot and 
propagator of Observance of the order’, this is immediately followed by: ‘the various 
convents that are reformed through his labors bear witness to this’, and  ‘it is said  that 
he had  such zeal that, as prior in Nuremberg, at night he read  to the friars, in the 
morning he preached to the people, before lunch he repeated  the table readings, and  
he would  continue fervently in all these labors’.
42
 Next to his own testimonies, he 
wrote down the stories he heard  from other persons who had known Nider in 
person, such as an old  prior, a master in theology, or a ‘trustworthy priest’ who 
travelled  with him.
43
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de choro ad chorum et erroneos emendantem. […] Fertur pretereo tantum zelum habuisse ut in prioratu 
Nurembergensi nocte legeret fratribus, mane populo predicaret, prius prandium lecta repeteret atque in his 
laboribus ferventer continuaret. 
43
 For example: Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 107r: Retulit michi prior senex; consuevit magister 
supradictus sepe michi dicere se talem de observancia non vidisse; and  108r: michi retulit sacerdos fidedignus 
qui in itinere comes eius fuit. 
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Mainz’s portrait of Nider forms the basis of the eulogies in the historical 
narratives written later by Meyer, Epp, Taegius, and  Alberti. The longest reworking 
of Mainz’s portrait of Nider is included  in Meyer’s vernacular  Buch der reformacio 
predigerordens.
44
 As mentioned  above, Meyer d id  not mention that he based  his 
narrative on Mainz. He changed the narrative sequence, abbreviated  it significantly,
45
 
and  arranged the material in a more convenient way to increase its readability, 
d ivid ing his portrait of Nider in to five chapters. This restructuring is an important 
characteristic of the way in which Meyer dealt with previous materials, and  it shows 
what Meyer found important to emphasize. Meyer’s chapters concentrated  on 
Nider’s grace of God, his good deeds, his contribution to the reform of monasteries, 
and emphasized  how Nider helped  to improve Observance. Meyer even introduced  
Nider’s writings to his female audience. Finally, the last chapter on Nider describes 
his pious death in Nuremberg in 1438.  
Mainz’s original entry on Nider is characterized  by the specific Basel context. 
This comes to the fore clearly at the end  of the account, where Mainz expressed  the 
grief of the Basel friars that Nider d ied  not in Basel, but in Nuremberg. In this way, 
they lost ‘the prize’: his precious relics.
46
 This information d isappears in Meyer’s 
version, which was meant to function in a d ifferent context. Meyer wrote his Buch der 
reformacio initially for the Observant Dominican nuns of Schönensteinbach. 
Therefore, he mostly compiled  biographical records about the friars who were buried  
in that convent. The first chapter on Nider, entitled  ‘about friar Johannes, master of 
d ivine art, and  about the grace that he received  naturally from God’, began with an 
apology for the fact that Meyer wrote about a friar who was not buried  in 
Schönensteinbach, but in Nuremberg. Nevertheless, Meyer explained  that it was 
necessary to remember him in disem buch, because he had  been an important spiritual 
guide of Schönensteinbach and  had  d isp layed  a special care for the female 
community. As evidence of this, Meyer referred  to a letter Nider wrote to the nuns, 
which was copied  into a book they kept in their library.
47
  
Meyer introduced  Nider to the nuns with phrases drawn from Mainz’s Vita 
fratrum. In order to demonstrate this, I compare the passage that concentrates on 
Nider’s reputation. Mainz’s original passage (here translated  in English) reads as 
follows: 
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 Meyer, Chronica brevis, 90; Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV, 26-31, chapters 18-22.  
45
 Therefore, he omits details that we can find  in the work of Mainz: e.g. whereas Mainz specified  that 
Nider tried  to reform a nunnery in Genua, Meyer d id  not mention the location any more.  
46
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 108v: Quantus luctus fuit aput nos qui et premium perdidimus et 
reliquias habere non meruimus, non possum describere sine luctu. Hoc utique scio quod rugitus et gemitus, 
lacrimas et clamores tantos fecerant celebrantes hic exequias quod vix officium perficerent vix ab ululatibus […] 
caverent. 
47
 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV, 30: als sin brief wol bewisent, die er geschriben hat, die noch an ainem bůch 
stand geschriben. 
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‘For the praise of God and the edification of our order. At first, I will say this: he was 
praised  by all – by those who are wise and those who are ignorant, the perfect and  the 
imperfect. Albeit not by some perverse people, and  this even contributes more to his 
glory, since Seneca witnessed  that it is laudable to d isplease the wicked. Now, let’s 
get to the particular things. I bear witness that this saint of God was a mirror, rule , 
and  example of real observance, to such an extent that his words and deeds, his 
chant, and  his way of life were considered  as a written law by those who came after 
him. But also the Observants of Alemania spoke about him with great veneration – 
‘Magister Johannes did  this, said  that, ordered  this and  forbade that’ – so that, I 
reckon, it is impious and absurd  to oppose it. He followed the regular life strictly by 
humbly embracing the food, the drink, the bed , the d iet, and  the clothing provided to 
him. If, in fact, illness hindered  him, he publicly announced that to his friars in the 
chapter. He was overabundantly gifted  with natural and  gratuitous goodness. 
Whence the most serious men, now the greatest prelates of the Church, use to say 
about him that, for ages, they do not recall having seen a man in whom so much 
grace and so many laudable virtues have flourished’.
48
 
 
Meyer rewrote this in the German vernacular: 
 
Dis wirdigen maisters Iohannes Nyders leben und ler, wandel und sitten warent so voll 
beschaidenhait und gnaden, daz sy gemanlich von gaistlichen und weltlichen lüten gelobt und 
gebrisset ward, und ob söliches nit waz von etlich verkerten menschen, daz ist  sin er, won es 
sprichet Senica: ‘Laus est displicere malis’, ‘es ist sin lob, der den bösen missvallet’. Ia diser 
loblicher vatter und maister ist gewesen an gewarer spiegel und an recht gůt eben bild allen 
clöstern der observantzen in tüschen landen, und ist sin gedechtnus noch so lebendig in der 
gantzen observantz, daz sine wort und werck und och die gůten wissen sins gnadenrichen 
lebens von mengem gehalten wirt, also daz es an gemain red ist in den reformierten clöstern: 
‘Also hat maister Iohannes Nyder geton, also hat er gelert und gehassen und verboten und 
also hat er selb gelebt’, und des glichen. Er waz mit naturlichen kunsten und gnaden begabet, 
daz gross maister unsers ordens, die sin kuntschafft hattent, und dar nach yr an tail cardinal 
                                                          
48
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 106v: Ad laudem dei et edificacionem nostri ordinis. In primis hoc 
dicam quod conventualiter ab omnibus sapientibus et insipientibus perfectis et imperfectis reportavit laudem. 
Que si non a quibusdam perversis et hoc cedit in gloriam eius. Quoniam teste Seneca: ‘Laus est displicere malis’. 
Descendens vero ad particularia. Praetestor hunc dei sanctum fuisse verissimi observancie speculum, regulam et 
exemplum adeo ut eius verba et opera, cantus ac vivendi modus quasi lex scripta teneatur a posteris. Sed et inter 
observanciales Alemanie tante veneracionis habetur hoc verbum ‘Magister Iohannes sic fecit, sic dixit, hoc iussit, 
hoc prohibuit’ ut ei contraire putem nephas et absurdum. Regularem namque vitam in se strictissime tenuit: 
coctum, cibum, potum, stratum, victum et vestitum humiliter amplectens. Si quin vero imfirmitas praepediret 
hoc in capitulo fratribus publice prepalavit. Bonis naturalibus et gratuitis super effluenter fuit praeditus. Unde 
solent de ipso dicere gravissimi viri nunc maximi prelati ecclesie se nescire hominem vidisse in quo tot gratie et 
virtutes totque laudabiles propter etates noscantur claruisse. 
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und bisschoff wordent, von ym sprachen, sy kündent nit wissen, daz sy ye kain menschen 
gesechen hetent, in dem so vil gnad und tugend, und so vil güter aygenschafft erschindent .
49
 
 
This is an excellent case to study the medieval practice of translation. It shows that 
Meyer often literally translated  Mainz, although he omitted  the first person used  by 
the original author. Meyer could  not bear witness (praetestor) to the life of Johannes 
Nider in the way Johannes of Mainz had  done and  so these types of authorial 
markers d isappeared .
50
 
Whereas Meyer dedicated  several chapters to the life of Nider in his 
vernacular Buch der reformacio, the entries on Nider in his Latin works are shorter. 
Meyer’s Chronica brevis mentions that Nider reformed various Dominican friaries and  
nunneries, and  subsequently guided  them as vicar. Where Mainz wrote: 
 
Sed et inter observanciales Alemanie tante veneracionis habetur hoc verbum ‘Magister 
Iohannes sic fecit, sic dixit, hoc iussit, hoc prohibuit’ ut ei contraire putem nephas et 
absurdum. Regularem namque vitam in se strictissime tenuit  […] 
 
Meyer used  largely the same words but reordered  it in his Chronica brevis as follows: 
 
[…] vitam regularem in se stricte tenuit, adeo ut adhuc inter multos fratres de observantia per 
Teutoniam hoc verbum in usu habetur: ‘Magister Iohannes Nider sic fecit, sic dixit, hoc iussit, 
hoc prohibuit.
51
 
 
The portrait of Nider in Meyer’s collective biography (Liber de viris illustribus ordinis 
praedicatorum) includes other literal citations from Mainz. In this work, Meyer 
provided  a list of Nider’s writings as well. Significantly, Meyer used  the first person 
(taceo de dignitate magistrali). One would  think this is Meyer speaking from 
experience, but he copied  the words from Mainz instead . The editor of Meyer’s Liber 
de viris illustribus erroneously suggested that Meyer’s portraits of Dominican 
reformers were highly original.
52
  
Meyer’s portrait of Nider, in turn, was copied  nearly verbatim in the printed 
De illustribus viris ac sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis praedicatorum by Georg Epp.
53
 
Subsequently, it found its way into the Chronica maior by Ambrosius Taegius.
54
 There 
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 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, 26-7. 
50
 I rendered  the abbreviation as praetestor, although in medieval Latin it would  be pretestor.  
51
 Meyer, Chronica brevis, 90. 
52
 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, ed . Von Loë, 11. 
53
 Georg Epp, De illustribus viris ac sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis praedicatorum, fol. 10r. 
54
 Ambrosius Taegius, Chronica maior, Rome, AGOP, XIV.3.52, fols 194r-194v. Cf. Bologna, University 
Library, MS 1979, fol. 234v, old  pagination. Anno domini 1438 migravit ad dominum vir vite venerabilis ac 
doctor eximius Frater Joannes Nider Theutonicus natione Svevus : vir incomparabilis in monastica disciplina. 
Hunc dei famulum [Epp and  Meyer wrote dei sanctum, Taegius probably changed  this into famulum 
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are only small d ifferences: in Taegius’s Chronica the eulogy starts with the date of 
Nider’s death , whereas in the biographical collection it starts with the name (Johannes 
Nider, nacione Suevus etc.) and  ends with the date of Nider’s death. This demonstrates 
the overlap between order chronicles and  biographical collections, an issue that will 
be dealt with in more detail in the next chapters.
55
 
One of the strategies employed in compilation was thus to omit signs that 
referred to the original context and  author.
56
 This is also visible when comparing 
Latin chronicles by other Dominicans. For instance, when Ambrosius Taegius 
inserted  Antoninus of Florence’s portrait of Lorenzo d i Ripafratta (d . 1457) in his 
Chronica maior, he removed the sentence in which Antoninus testified  that he knew 
Lorenzo personally.
57
 In this way, the original context in which the eulogy was 
compiled  d isappeared . Aside from this, the portrait is nearly identical: only some 
words are added to form proper sentences and  to increase the readability, for 
example hic vir simplex becomes hic fuit vir simplex.
58
  
At the same time, chroniclers also added authorial markers. In 1469, Johannes 
Meyer translated  the Vitae fratrum into the vernacular for Dominican nuns, using 
d ifferent narrative strategies in the process. For his Leben der heiligen brüder 
predigerordens, Meyer chose to translate only those things that, in his eyes, 
contributed  most to a ‘spiritual’ and  ‘virtuous’ life. He announced this aim explicitly 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
because he wanted  to be precise: Nider was not canonized] dixerunt patres fuisse verissimum observantie 
speculum regula et exemplum et licet ex obedientia tot offitia compulsus fuerit suscipere tot dignitates acceptare: 
quia fuerat modo prior conventuum nunc vicarius nunc regens Wiennensis t aceo de dignitate magistrali de 
legatione Basiliensis concili de conventuum fratrum monasteriorumque sororum reformatione De audient ia 
confessorum De suavissimis consiliis in quibus omnibus clare refulsit. N ichilominus tamen eius scientia 
magnam doctrinam effudit in variis libris quos edidit. [Meyer and  Epp list the writings here] et  quis non 
obstupescat quomodo in tanto curarum turbine tam profundis potuerit speculationibus clarescere [Meyer and  
Epp use the word  inherere] Appropinquante autem termino vite sue convocavit ad se seniores protestans se 
velle mori in veritate fidei catholice : deinde eos admonet ut observantiam fortiter manuteneant et se diligent et 
sic in tunica et scapulari super stropedio stramineo coram positis fratribus et orantibus dormivit cum patribus 
suis quia filii non consenserant eius petitioni ut jaceret super pavimento sepultus est autem Nuremberge in 
choro fratrum [Meyer add s here: ad  dextrum latus sepulchri sancte memorie magistri ord inis 
Raymundi supramemorati anno domini 1438]. Scripsit itaque: [Taegius listed  Nid er’s writings at the 
end  and  makes add itions: Sermones de tempore Sermones de sanctis]. 
55
 Leandro Alberti only mentioned  Nider briefly in his De viris illustribus. In book IV on Dominican 
savants, among the ‘men illustrious in moral doctrine’ (Virorum illustrium in morali doctrina dialogus), 
fol. 148r. 
56
 In his own De illustribus viris, Epp copied  the prologue of Meyer’s Liber de viris illustribus, but he 
used  it as an epilogue. Therefore he replaced  the word  infra posita (Meyer, p . 16) by supra posita (Epp, 
fol. 13vb), otherwise he would  betray that the original text was d ifferent.  
57
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 207r: Huius sanctam conversationem in domino familiariter cognovi. 
58
 This is ed ited  in Stefano Orland i, Il beato Lorenzo di Ripafratta: Campione della riforma domenicana del 
sec. XV  (Florence, 1956), 89-90. In this case, Taegius d id  refer to Antoninus as his source in the margin. 
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in his prologue.
59
 To achieve this goal, the chronicler summarized  the original text 
and  structured  it d ifferently, d ivid ing it into five chapters.
60
 In this way, he hoped 
that the central messages of the text would  be more evident to his female readers. 
Placidus Wehbrink noted  that Meyer also made additions. Meyer often ended his 
chapters with moralistic exhortations not found in the original version of the Vitae 
fratrum.
61
 It is therefore interesting and  worthwhile to compare Meyer’s Latin 
chronicles, dedicated  to Dominican friars, mostly higher in rank, to his vernacular 
ones, addressed  to Dominican nuns. In his vernacular works, Meyer often addressed 
his aud ience, the Dominican sisters, in a d irect way. He would  insert sentences such 
as Nun nement war in disem, followed by a certain moral lesson .
62
 When writing for 
nuns, his moralistic and  educational role as confessor shines through. But when he 
wrote for Dominican friars, he d id  not wish to be too pedantic.  
The same altering of register is visible when we compare the Latin portrait of 
Johannes Nider written by Johannes of Mainz to the vernacular translation in 
Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens. Since his own narrative is addressed  at the 
nuns of Schönensteinbach, the confessor Meyer used  d irect authorial interventions 
and  addressed  his aud ience d irectly, e.g.: ‘See here, how this friend  of God, who has 
now attained  eternal life, had  to suffer immensely. Notice also how good things must 
be earned  through bitter and  hard  work’.
63
 The same happened in Chapter 22, where 
he wrote: ‘Here notice his great confidence and  his good faith in God’.
64
 The 
chronicler drew conclusions and  clarified  the moralistic lesson of the historical 
anecdotes provided  to his female readership. In this way, he clearly fulfilled  the 
authorial role of guid ing the audience tow ards the right interpretation . 
The previous examples illustrate that order chroniclers used  their sources in a 
flexible manner. They copied  from each other and  changed and  abbreviated  the 
narrative to fit their own purposes. When they d id  so, they often d id  not reveal their 
source. The next example, which concerns the Bolognese chronicler Girolamo 
Borselli, goes even further. Borselli was often quite explicit about the sources he 
relied  upon. He acknowledged that he inserted  Francesco da Castiglione’s life of 
                                                          
59
 Placidus Wehbrink, ‘Das Leben der Brüder Pred igerordens von Johann Meyer’, Archiv der deutschen 
Dominikaner 2 (1939), 99-133 (here 103): zuo einem geistlichen minsamen tugenrichen leven aller meist 
fuerderlichest ist. 
60
 The first part starts not w ith Dominic, but w ith Jordan of Saxony. Werner Williams-Krapp suggests 
that Meyer also translated  the life of Dominic into German: Werner Williams-Krapp, ‘Kultpflege und  
literarische Überlieferung. Zur deutschen Hagiographie der Dominikaner im 14. und  15. Jahrhundert’, 
Ist mir getroumet mîn leben? Festschrift für Karl-Ernst Geith zum 65. Geburtstag, ed . André Schnyder, 
Claudia Bartholomy-Teusch, Barbara Fleith and  René Wetzel (Göppingen, 1998), 147-173 (here 153). 
61
 Wehbrink, ‘Das Leben der Brüder Pred igerordens’.  
62
 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV-V, 36. 
63
 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV-V 29: Hie nemen war, wie die gotes frund so gar vil erliden mustent, die da 
gehërent zü dem ewigen leven; merck och, wie güte ding so sur und swer erarner müsent werden. 
64
 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV-V, 31: Hye merck sin grosse zu versicht und gůtes getrüwen zů got . 
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Antoninus of Florence in his own chronicle, which was written in an ‘elegant style’. 
He specified  that he would  insert both the letter Francesco wrote to the friars from 
Bologna, and  the actual life, including its prologue. He then stated  that he would  add  
some things that he ‘himself’ had  ‘heard’ from the lay brother Andrea de Fabriano, 
who had been the socius of Antoninus for a long time, before he became Borselli’s 
own socius when he was preaching the Lent cycle in the Marches.
65
 
If solely relying on this example, one would  believe that Borselli was 
trustworthy when talking about his sources. However, although Borselli 
acknowledged that he copied  Castiglione’s life of Antoninus of Florence, he 
suggested  that he wrote Castiglione’s vita of Antonius de Ripolis himself. Antonius 
de Ripolis was martyred  (literally ‘stoned’ to death by the infidels: ab infidelibus 
lapidatus) in Tunis in the same year that Antoninus d ied , and  his life follows 
immediately after the life of Antoninus of Florence. Although this life was written by 
Francesco Castiglione as well, Borselli stated in the introduction that he ‘heard’ the 
story from a hermit of San Marco in Florence, an eyewitness who was present when 
Antonius was stoned  to death, and  who heard  his last confession.
66
 Interestingly, this 
passage amounts to a rewriting of the end  of Castiglione’s vita, as ed ited  in De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum by Leandro Alberti.
67
 Borselli thus presented  
Castiglione’s work as his own. One could  therefore accuse Borselli of plagiarism. 
Nonetheless, it is more fruitful to try to understand  what is actually going on: we 
have already mentioned  that it was a common narrative strategy to refer to 
eyewitnesses. This emphasized  the truthfulness of the story. Borselli knew that the 
veracity of the story would  be more credible if the author d irectly heard  the 
eyewitness himself rather than if he had  just copied  Castiglione’s vita. It also could 
well be that Borselli, like his contemporary Castiglione, heard the same story from 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 208r: Huius sancti viri vitam et miracula claro et eleganti stillo descripsit dominus 
Franciscus Castilionensis, presbiter et canonicus in ecclesia sancti Laurentii Florentie, et qui per multos annos 
cum sancto viro conversatus est. Ideo et epistolam eius, quam scripsit fratribus conventus bononiensis, et 
prohemium in vitam sancti viri cum tota legenda hic subitiam, addens quedam, que ipse audivi a quodam fratre 
Andrea, converso de Fabriano, ordinis nostri […]. Borselli also provided  personal information: because he 
was ill (propter febrem quartanam quam patiebar), Andrea became his socius. 
66
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 215r: Huius autem martirii causam hic breviter subiungam, ut audivi a quodam 
heremita in sancto marco florentie, dum essem adhuc iuvenis circa annum domini 1461. Hic heremita, ut michi 
retulit, fuit presens, quando lapidatus fuit, et eius confessionem audivit, ac ultimo cum christianis tradidit 
sepulture. Sorbelli, ‘Una raccolta poco nota’, 101-102. Frazier, Possible Lives, 389-390. A confrontation of 
Borselli’s version with one of the early manuscripts of Castiglione’s life in Florence cou ld  perhaps 
reveal more. 
67
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 61v: Haec igitur gesta Antonii idem Franciscus Castilio affirmat se a 
quodam Heremita cum adhuc esset iuvenis in sancto Marco audivisse circa annum domini .Mcccclxi. Qui fuerat 
praesens quando lapidibus obrutus fuit, et eius condessionem audivit ac ultimo cum caeteris Christianis eum 
tradidit sepulturae. Alberti may have copied  this from Taegius’s De insigniis, fol. 132r. The vita included  
in the De insigniis seems identical: Alberti only classiziced  the spelling: e.g. felicior became foelicior. 
Borselli included  the same vita and  only left out this last passage that referred  to Castiglione: his vita 
ends with iudicio dicendum erit. 
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the same hermit in Florence. Castiglione may have written the story down in elegant 
Latin, but the hermit’s eyewitness account was the core source. This may have been 
Borselli’s reasoning.  
Here, we should  again emphasize that chronicling was not a professional 
d iscipline. Chroniclers felt that they should  mention their sources to support their 
claim to veracity, but their works were not judged by professional standards. In his 
prologue, Borselli wrote that he compiled  his book out of many sources. At another 
instance, he referred to himself as an ‘author’,
68
 although he was not the ‘author’ of 
those parts of the chronicle that he took over from others. Even when Borselli cited  
other sources, we must be hesitant to accept these as verbatim quotations, because 
Borselli often omitted  passages without mentioning this. For example, in his 
Chronica, Borselli stated  that he copied  the ‘whole’ treatise of Thomas of Siena into 
his chronicle, but in fact he d id  not. Borselli left out the ‘autobiographical’ parts, for 
example, those sections in which Thomas of Siena wrote in the first person about the 
fruits of his own preaching.
69
  
This and  other examples show  that order historiography provides much 
material to think about authorship. Who, for instance, could  lay claim to the 
authorship  of the vita of Nicolaus de Ravenna (d . 1398), which Borselli included  in 
his manuscript? It was told  by Giovanni Dominici ‘who saw and  heard  many things 
concerning him’, written down by Thomas of Siena, copied  by Borselli and  elegantly 
summarized  by Leandro Alberti.
70
 We may conclude that all of these chroniclers 
wished  to contribute to the authority of the narrative. They could  do so by the act of 
writing it down, by referring to sources and  eyewitnesses, or, as we will see in 
Chapter 9, by writing in  Ciceronian Latin. 
Finally, some chroniclers such as Ambrosius Taegius (who probably followed 
the example of the fourteenth-century chronicler Galvano Fiamma) had  the custom 
of inserting the word auctor when they added new information to the narrative 
trad ition. By doing so, these chroniclers consciously followed the practice of a 
compiler, who only could  include personal comments or new materials if they were 
‘carefully labelled  as such, with the term auctor.’
71
 We find  such an insertion of auctor 
for instance in Taegius’s portrait of Constantius de Fabriano, ‘a man of great 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 227r: me fratrem Hyeronimum de Bursellis bononiensis, auctorem huius libri. 
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 Thomas of Siena, ‘H istoria d iscip linae regularis’, 175; AGOP, XIV.3.24a, fol. 8vb: Contigit autem dicto 
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 Cited  by Sorbelli, ‘Una raccolta poco nota’, 98. Borselli, Cronica, fol. 347v: Huius vitam scripsit frater 
thomas de senis, referente Iohanne dominici de florentie, qui postea fuit cardinalis romane ecclesie, qui multa 
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Borselli’s manuscript. 
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 Alastair Minnis, ‘Nolens auctor sed compilator reputari. The Late-Medieval Discourse of Compilation’, 
La méthode critique au Moyen Age (Turnhout, 2006), 47-63 (here 60). 
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abstinence’ (vir magne abstinentie), who was almost always praying and  slept without 
a mattress.
72
 For the year of his death (1481), Taegius inserted  Borselli’s short 
biography of this friar, at the end  of which he added new information with the 
indication of the word  auctor, suggesting a developed sense of the d istinction 
between the authorial and  com pilatory functions of the historian.
73
 The biography is 
followed by one of the few instances in which Taegius used  personal pronouns. He 
stated  that a wonderful thing happened after Constantius’s death, which he heard  
from Hieronymus de Urceis.  
The story goes as follows: Constantius used  to carry a walking stick with him, 
but left it in the convent of Ferrara. Later, Hieronymus used  it when he was walking 
from Vincenza to Verona. On that journey, one of the other friars walking with him 
was struck by a great pain, fell to the ground and could  not go any further. The friars 
could  not find  a horse in the neighbourhood, became anxious, and  d id  not know 
what to do. They felt that they could  not just leave their brother behind , but they d id  
not know how to carry him. At that moment, Hieronymus thought of Constantius 
and his stick, and  told  the injured  friar: ‘Dearest friar, see here the stick that the 
blessed  Constantius, who d ied  in Ascoli, bright in miracles, used  to hold  in his hand. 
Invoke this blessed  man, with real faith, and  without doubt, so that through his 
merits the greatest God may give you back your pristine health.’
74
 The friar d id  what 
he was told : praying to God and Constantius, he placed  the stick above his tibia. He 
was cured  immediately and  could  continue his journey. 
Taegius made clear to his readers that Hieronymus was a witness worthy of 
faith and  lived  a venerable life. He specified  that he was from the d ioceses of Brescia, 
and  that he was a fruitful preacher and  a useful prior in many convents  of the 
Observant congregation of Lombardy.
75
 Moreover, Taegius revealed  that 
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 Taegius, Chronica maior, Rome, AGOP, XIV.3.52, fol. 232r: De hoc sanctissimo viro hoc unum mirabile 
referam quod mihi vir vite venerabilis et fide dignus frater Hieronymus de Urceis diocesis Brixiensis, qui in 
congregatione Lombardie fructuosus fuit predicator ac in multis conventibus utilis prior fuit, enarravit. 
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Hieronymus had  known Constantius personnally: when he was young and lived  in 
the convent of Ferrara, Constantius came there as a guest.  
In other instances, Taegius added and  changed information without the 
insertion of auctor, but in this case, Taegius clearly announced his position as an 
important pillar in the construction of historical truth: Taegius indicated  that 
Hieronymus told  him that story personally (mihi ennarravit), and  he may therefore 
have been the first person to put this event in writing. For Taegius, a clear reference 
to sources and  witnesses was therefore essential to sustain a claim to truth. When 
recounting or summarizing stories that were written down elsewhere , or stories that 
were not miraculous, this was less necessary. 
 
The first  printed order chronicles 
The history of the order was never finished . It was always in progress and  updates 
were therefore necessary. As a result, many manuscripts that contain order or 
convent chronicles, such as those of Girolamo Borselli and  Johannes Meyer, often do 
not have a finished  character. Chroniclers left space in their manuscripts, so that 
others could  continue the chronicle. The appearance of the printing press const ituted  
a break in certain habits that were typical for order and  convent chronicles. When a 
book went to print, it became available in many copies. But these copies were fixed: 
printed  ed itions d id  not leave space for later additions.
76
 Nevertheless, Alberto 
Castello copied  into his printed  ed ition the words that he found written in the 
manuscript of Jacob of Soest, on which he based  his own chronicle, and  he asked  that 
his readers would  add  those things that his ‘eyes have not at all been able to 
discover’.
77
 Castello’s printed  chronicle was indeed  continued  and  updated  as well. 
New editions appeared  in the sixteenth and  seventeenth centuries together with the 
constitutions of the Order of Preachers.
78
  
Still, the fact that a printed  book was a finished  product that could  not be 
changed easily had  repercussions. Errors could  not be deleted  and  sensitive or 
contentious passages could  not be erased  in all copies of the ed ition at once. 
Chroniclers therefore had  to think over the content of their texts more 
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conscientiously if it was to be printed . In that case, the author would  be responsible 
not only for the manuscript copy held in their convent library (like Borselli), but for a 
great number of copies that could  end  up in  unexpected  places and  could  be read  by 
friends and  enemies of the order alike. 
In the first decades of the sixteenth century, this process of rethinking 
information (its form, content, authority, and  authorship) was well under way, as can 
be seen in the first ‘official’ printed  Dominican order chronicle: the Brevis et 
compendiosa cronica de magistris generalibus et viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  (in 
the following Brevis cronica). This was produced by the Venetian publisher Lazarus 
de Soard is in 1504 and re-issued  in 1506 and 1516. The three Venetian ed itions show 
small but significant d ifferences that ind icate an increasing authorial awareness. The 
1504 version was the first Dominican order chronicle to appear in print . It was not 
printed  separately but formed part of a collection of texts.
79
 
The 1504 chronicle was inserted  immediately after Raphael de Parnasio’s 
treatise De proprio non habendo without any space in between to mark the beginning 
of a new text while the 1516 version starts on a new page in the book. Moreover, in 
contrast to the 1504 and 1506 editions, the 1516 edition has an extensive alphabetical 
register (tabula), with a reference to the folium number in question, so that the 
chronicle could  be used  more easily as a work of reference. Whereas the ed ition of 
1504 was anonymous, both the 1506 and 1516 edition were ‘ordered , revised , and 
emended’ by Alberto Castello  (c. 1450-c.1525), an experienced  editor of religious and  
edifying literature, both in Latin and  the vernacular.
80
 This is surprising, because the 
1504 and 1506 edition hard ly d iffer in content.
81
 This indicates that a need  for 
authorship was felt: someone had  to bear the responsibility for the content of t he 
chronicle as it appeared  in  print.  
Should  we consider Castello an ed itor, author, or compiler? In the 1516 
edition, Alberto Castello expressed  his contribution to the work and his method  most 
explicitly. He emphasized  that he d id  not just ed it and  correct the chronicle, but also 
extended  it: ‘with reserve of judgment’ he made ‘one chronicle out of many’ and 
added to it by inserting information on famous teachers which d id  not appear in 
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other chronicles.
82
 Castello thus felt that he had  to bear responsibility for the content. 
And, in a more modern fashion than we have seen in practice of some of his 
medieval predecessors, he who bore responsibility also received  the credit. Castello 
is also more cautious in the 1516 explicit: whereas the explicit of 1506 reads: ‘here 
ends the short chronicle about the master generals and  the illustrious friars of the 
order of Preachers’,
83
 the ending of the 1516 edition is more nuanced  and  modest: 
after the previous sentence was added ‘that have come to the notice of the author’.
84
 
Castello mentioned  that he was not always sure in what period  the illustrious  men 
flourished , but, according to him, the important thing was that they and  their 
writings would  be known to posterity – cum omni veritate, quantum in antiquis libris 
inveniri potuit. On the basis of the 1516 explicit, Creytens concluded  that Castello was 
also the author of the 1504 edition: otherwise, he would  never have dared  to write 
such an explicit.
85
  
However, we have already emphasized  that the question of authorship was 
and  remained  complex in the case of order chronicles: Castello contributed  as ed itor, 
compiler, and  author, and  built further on the works of others. His chronicle was 
largely based  on the chronicle written by Jacob of Soest. The latter is now lost, but the 
early-modern scholars De Rubeis and  Berardelli have compared  Castello’s printed 
chronicle to Soest’s manuscript chronicle and  described  their findings in catalogues. 
Therefore, we know, among other things, that Castello reproduced Soest’s prologue.
86
 
When Alberto Castello copied  Jacob of Soest’s prologue for his own Brevis cronica, he 
deleted  the original dedication to master general Bartholomeus Texier. Moreover, he 
wisely left out the words in which Jacob referred  to himself: ego humilimus predictus 
frater Iacobus de Susato, curavi […].
87
 Soest’s original prologue started  as fo llows:  
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Venerabilis et gratiose pater, cum aput me sollicite considerarem quomodo Salvator noster 
dominus Ihesus Christus, verus samaritanus, infundens misericordissime sauciato vulneribus 
pleno vinum et oleum.
88
 
 
Castello deleted  this personal reference for his printed  chronicle, which will be 
introduced  below . Instead , the opening words of Castello’s prologue are: 
 
Dominus noster et salvator Jesus christus verus samaritanus infundens misericordissime 
sauciato vulneribus pleno vinum et oleum. 
 
The remainder of Castello’s prologue was identical to the prologue in Soest’s 
chronicle. This should  make us aware of the fact that, in the case of order chronicles, 
it is often not possible to say exactly who wrote what. Castello deleted  references to 
the context of Jacob of Soest, but left the first person singular unchanged when he 
copied  the prologue. We must acknowledge that our possibilities of understanding 
the d ifferent layers of authorship of order chronicles are thus limited  and  dependent 
upon the incidental availability of source materials for comparison: if the order 
historian Raymond Creytens had  not found a document in the Venetian library of 
San Marco with a description of Jacob of Soest’s now lost order chronicle that 
reproduced parts of its prologue, we would  have believed  that Castello had  himself 
written the prologue to his Brevis chronica. Only thanks to this document, are we able 
to conclude that Castello copied  Soest’s prologue. We can thus be easily deceived , 
without being able to trace the exact origin of textu al passages. Although personal 
references and  informal elements could  bring us closer to the author, we have to be 
aware of an ongoing process of textual revision. Authorial and  personal markers 
were often deleted  when a text was transferred  from one manuscript to another  
manuscript or ed ition. 
 
In 1506, Georg Epp published  his De illustribus viris ac sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis 
praedicatorum. This was, after the 1504 edition of the Brevis chronica, the second  
Dominican narrative of self-understanding to appear in print . Epp’s De illustribus 
viris reproduces large parts of Meyer’s Liber de viris illustribus, and  therefore 
historians like Reichert and  Kühl accused  Epp of plagiarism.
89
 However, Epp d id  not 
present himself as an original author – and  neither d id  Meyer. Epp made additions 
and  changes to what he found in Meyer, and  Meyer could  be considered  a ‘plagiarist’ 
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as well, when he copied  parts from other chronicles into his works without 
mentioning the sources.
90
 As explained  above, Meyer collected  his materials out of 
various other books: in line with the medieval compilatory tradition, he ‘picked’ 
flowers for his ‘delight’. Epp reproduced this exact sentence to make clear h is 
compilatory techniques – not in the prologue, as Meyer d id , but in the epilogue to his 
biographical collection. He stated  that he collected  texts out of d iverse books (ex 
diversis libris). To be kind  to Meyer, he could  have added  maxime ex libro Ioanni 
Zurichiensis (as Castello d id  when relying on the work of Soest), but he d id  not. 
Castello’s epilogue also reproduced the injunction that the reader should  not think 
that his chronicle includes all illustrious Dominicans, because there is not a place 
where Dominicans do not excel (in Meyer’s Liber de viris illustribus this passage 
appears in the prologue).
91
  
Epp actually d id  what Meyer requested  in his works: he continued  and  added 
to Meyer’s writings – in the same way that Meyer had  added to the work of Soest. 
But the d ifference was that Meyer’s version was not printed , and  Epp’s version was. 
This meant that the name of Epp was attached  to the work in a more fixed  manner. 
Many copies of the same work suddenly appeared  on the market. It became a point 
of reference. Taegius and  Alberti referred  to Epp, and  not to Meyer , whose name was 
forgotten. He was, for example, not mentioned  in Quetif and  Echard’s monumental 
eighteenth-century Scriptores ordinis praedicatorum. The d ifferences between the 
collections of Epp and Meyer will be further d iscussed  in Chapter 5. 
Many stories that were written  down by Johannes Meyer and  Girolamo 
Borselli found their way into the general history of the or der through the (sometimes 
censored) printed  ed itions of Georg Epp, Alberto Castello, and  Leandro Alberti. As 
will be explained  in Chapter 9, humanist ed itors like Alberti and  his collaborators 
have received  the credits, although they only repolished  the stories in a ‘modern’ 
style, using Ciceronian Latin. The contributions of previous order chronicles to such 
printed  chronicles have been underestimated . The ‘mod ern’ need  for authorship has 
resulted  in the fact that authors as Epp and Alberti were remembered , while their 
medieval predecessors who wrote manuscrip ts and  d id  not have their name attached  
to printed  versions, have been forgotten. 
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Conclusion 
Institutional narratives are excellent sources for those who want to know more about 
the process of history writing in the middle ages. The overlap between d ifferent 
types of texts reveals the dynamics of historical knowledge. By studying order 
chronicles, one gains a clearer understanding of the way in which historical 
knowledge was created , consolidated , changed, and  moved from one narrative to 
another. It is possible to trace back the appearance of a story or anecdote in a certain 
chronicle, and  then to see how it was incorporated  in other narratives and  underwent 
changes in the process – sometimes small, but sometimes significant. By studying 
this process, one can obtain a better understanding of new needs that appeared  and 
new emphases that were placed  by chroniclers. Small changes demonstrate what was 
considered  important by a new generation of Dominicans. In this way, the narratives 
bear witness to changing identities within the order. 
Order chroniclers used  the works of their predecessors in a liberal way. 
Writers such as Johannes Meyer considered their works as collective undertakings 
and  even invited  others to add  to their works and  to complete them . We must 
remember that the writing of history was a secondary activity for these Dominican 
friars. They were in the first place preachers, lectors, or confessors. So, when 
considering the way order chronicles coped with their sources, we have to note that 
the way they d id  is not subject to the rules of academically-schooled  modern 
historians. Sometimes order chroniclers mentioned  their sources, sometimes they just 
copied  them or even pretended it was their own work. Sometimes a work is largely 
the same, but still appears under another name. Copying each other’s work was a 
common practice, but there were no clear rules about whether one was supposed  to 
refer to these predecessors or not. While some chroniclers revealed  their sources in 
an implicit way (such as Meyer when he wrote that the chronicle of Soest was not as 
large as his own), other chroniclers, such as Epp, d id  not mention the main source of 
their narrative at all. The next chapter, which d iscusses the chronicles of Girolamo 
Borselli and  Ambrosius Taegius in more detail, elaborates on these practices. 
Many of the narratives used  in this study should  be considered  as the creation 
of the community rather than of an individual.
92
 Dominican order and  convent 
chronicles were often collective products that reflect a network of reused , revised , 
and  complementary knowledge. The authors of the more recent chronicles updated  
the older works with the information that was at their d isposal and  mirrored  their 
own specific interests and  context. Johannes Meyer and  Albert Castello continued  
and  expanded the work of Jacob of Soest; Georg Epp largely copied  Meyer; and  as 
will be shown in Chapter 9, Leandro Alberti would  rewrite vitae he found in Georg 
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Epp, Girolamo Borselli and  Ambrosius Taegius; Felix de Castelfranco (1571) wrote a 
continuation of Alberto Castello, and  so on. The order historian’s main task was to 
collect new documents, letters, and  texts to add  to existing narratives and  to rework 
the old  narratives to fit new circumstances. Sometimes the old  chronicles were totally 
revised  because they were ‘in d isorder’ (such as the convent chronicle of Fiesole).  
As noted  in the introduction, modern editors have often neglected  these 
sources as they considered  them non-original compilations. It is certainly the case 
that the writings in this trad ition were heavily dependent on each other, but the 
verd ict of some early-twentieth-century scholars and  editors, such as Arnord  Kühl 
and  Paulus von Loë, makes one think that order chroniclers were only compilers. 
This is not true. Indeed , if one takes later medieval sensibilities concerning 
compilatory practices and  the concomitant search for brevity and  usefulness into 
account, modern ideas of originality and  plagiarism are anachronistic. If one were to 
apply the current rules of plagiarism to medieval and  early modern order 
historiography, every work would  have to be d isqualified . We must therefore be 
more hesitant to associate originality only with ‘authors’. Those chroniclers who 
referred  to themselves as auctor compiled  as well, and  compilers could  be original in 
their way of selecting, presenting, and  commenting upon their  materials. 
Compiling a work from the texts of others by copying and  adding to it, was a 
normal practice. This was true for both historical and  hagiographical narratives.
93
 
Mendicant authors d id  not intend  to write an ‘original’ study, but they wanted  to 
serve a goal, to satisfy a need , and  to offer solutions. By reflecting on the past and  
provid ing examples, they proposed  ways in which the order – and  society at large 
through the activity of order members as preachers, confessors, and  missionaries – 
should  be (trans-)formed. For this, the order historians and  hagiographers adapted 
existing narratives. Consequently, the narratives could  share a strong resemblance to 
earlier texts. 
The narratives often consist of several layers of authorship, which makes it 
problematic to d istinguish an auctor from a compilator. Various chroniclers 
contributed  to one and  the same text, or changed passages in a slight way, so that the 
original focus and  context d isappeared . Authorial markers d isappeared  and  were 
added in the process. The presence of sentences in the first person  or emotional 
exclamations often indicate to what extent the author was a witness to the events 
described . Because order chronicles and  convent chronicles were meant to be 
continued , manuscripts that were kept in d ifferent convents contain d ifferent 
versions of the same text. The chronicles were sometimes rewritten, restructured , or 
copied  in a d ifferent d ialect. 
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A chronicler normally had  a certain audience in mind. For example, Meyer 
dedicated  his Latin chronicles to friars and  his vernacular chronicles to nuns. The 
narrative strategies he employed w ere partly dependent upon his intended audience. 
The ‘authority’ of translations is a delicate matter as well. When Meyer tr anslated  
texts, he changed them and adapted  them to the aud ience he had  in mind. To this 
end , he added and  deleted  things according to what he felt was important and  to 
clarify the message of the text. In the process, he became partly auctor of the new text. 
Likewise, copying was never just copying. One copied  for a reason and  operated 
within a new context. Therefore a ‘copyist’ would  often change the ‘original’. He 
selected  the passages that he found relevan t, and  left out others, he restructured  the 
narrative, and  made additional remarks. This will be further explained  in the next 
chapter on order chronicles, which shows, among other things, how Girolamo 
Borselli proceeded when he copied  Thomas of Siena’s works, how Ambrosius 
Taegius built further on Borselli, and  what materials Alberto Castello selected  for his 
printed  chronicle. 
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CHAPTER 3: ORDER CHRONICLES 
Around 1233, Jordan of Saxony, Dominic’s successor as master general, wrote the  
Libellus de initiis ordinis praedicatorum.
1
 This text, which can be considered  the first 
Dominican order chronicle, discusses both the order’s beginnings as well as the first 
biography of order founder St Dominic. From the start, the relation between 
Dominican institutional hagiography and historiography was close.
2
 Some twenty 
years later, Gerard  of Frachet, whose name is primarily connected  with the Vitae 
fratrum, produced a Chronica ordinis as well.
3
 These works are fundamental to 
understand ing the order’s early history. In the fourteenth century, Bernard  Gui and  
Galvano Fiamma wrote the most important order chronicles, which were used  
extensively by later Dominican authors. In the period  of Observant reforms, roughly 
between 1388 and 1517, Dominicans kept on chronicling their order’s history. This 
chapter analyzes the form, content and  structure of these so-called  ‘order chronicles’ 
and investigates whether there were certain rules that governed  such texts. 
It is important to recall that between  1380 and 1418 there were two Orders of 
Preachers: one obedient to the Roman pope, the other to the Avignon pope. The two 
obediences had  their own general chapters and  their own master generals. They 
considered  each other as schismatics.
4
 This inconvenience is ed ited  out of later order 
chronicles: when the Italian friars Girolamo Borselli and  Ambrosius Taegius had  to 
represent the history of their order in this period , they d id  not d iscuss what 
happened in the provinces that remained  faithful to the Avignon  pope – neither d id 
Alberto Castello and  Leandro Alberti in their printed  works.
5
 The master generals of 
Avignon obedience became prey to a damnatio memoriae. In this way, Dominicans 
tried  to construct a more unified  picture of the order’s history than it had  been in 
reality.  
The main order chronicle written during the Western Schism in the provinces 
of Roman obedience is the lost order chronicle of Jacob of Soest (1360 – after 1438), 
started  during the schism and finished  in 1427. As mentioned  in Chapter 2, its 
content largely survives through the works of later chroniclers such as Alberto 
Castello and  Johannes Meyer. There is evidence that, during the period  of the 
Western Schism, other Dominicans were active as historians as well: we have a 
chronicle continuation by an anonymous Dominican that covers part of the Schism 
                                                          
1
 Felicitas Schmieder, ‘Jordan of Saxony’, EMC II, 946. Wesjohann, Mendikantische 
Gründungserzählungen, 372-384.  
2
 Wesjohann, Mendikantische Gründungserzählungen, 320. 
3
 Gerard  of Frachet, Chronica ordinis, ed . B.M. Reichert, MOPH 1 (Rome, 1896). 
4
 Mortier, III, 491-495: d iscusses how the schism arose; IV, 109: mentions how the schism came to an 
end . Like most order chroniclers, Mortier primarily d iscusses the maste rs general of the Roman 
obedience, not those of the Avignon obedience: these are in retrospect considered  as the false masters 
general. 
5
 With the exception of the life of Vincent Ferrer. 
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period .
6
 Beyond that, we can point at the Tractatus de initio vite regularis written by 
Thomas of Siena, but this was not a general order chronicle, but a work that focused  
mainly on the spread  of the regular Observance in Venice between 1388 and 1403.
7
 
The next surviving major Dominican order chronicle that covers the order as a whole 
is Johannes Meyer’s Chronica brevis ordinis praedicatorum (1470).
8
  
In his prologue, Meyer announced that he wrote per modum et formam 
chronicae.
9
 If we consider the content of his Chronica brevis, we see what he meant: the 
content was structured  by reigns of masters general, and  d iscussed  in chronological 
order. Since the parts of Meyer’s Chronica brevis that deal with the fifteenth century 
focus primarily on the progress of Observant reform, this chronicle will be analyzed  
in more detail in the chapters on Observance and  will not be d iscussed  here.
10
 In the 
following chapter, I will first introduce three order chroniclers who were active in the 
provinces of the Avignon obedience. Then I turn to the larger order chronicles 
produced in Italy: those of Girolamo Borselli (d . 1497) and  Ambrosius Taegius (d . 
after 1525). They both produced substantial compilations of Dominican history. 
These have not been edited  and  remain largely unstudied .
11
 
Arnold  Kühl wrote that the common goal of Dominican order historiography 
until the sixteenth century was the idolization of the Dominican order.
12
 In Chapter 1, 
I demonstrated  that writing institutional history was indeed  a way of Selbstheiligung. 
Authors, such as Johannes Meyer and  Johannes of Mainz, clearly expressed  in their 
prologues that their chronicles were meant to praise the Dominican order. Since the 
main function of these chronicles was to provide examples, they predominantly 
narrated  elements that were thought worthy of imitation. However, this chapter will 
show that some chroniclers emphasized  another goal. In his prologue, Girolamo 
Borselli d id  not express a wish to praise the Dominican order. Instead , he wrote his 
chronicle to offer unity in a sea of documents, and  stated  that he wanted  to satisfy the 
friars who requested  him to write about the history of the order. Although the many 
                                                          
6
 ‘Brevis historia ord inis fratrum praed icatorum auctore anonymo ex ms. S. Sabinae anni 1367 eruit 
Mabillonius’, Veterum Scriptorum et monumentorum historicorum, dogmaticorum, moralium, amplissima 
Collectio, ed . Edmond Martène and Ursin Durand, 9 vols (Paris: apud  Montalant, 1724-1733), VI, 331-334. 
Based  on MS Vat. Lat. 7651, fols 75v-85v; M. H. Laurent, ‘Un ancien manuscrit de Sainte-Sabine, le 
Vatican Lat. 7651’, AFP 9 (1939), 230-236. 
7
 This w ill be further d iscussed  in Chapter 5: Dominicans and  Observance.  
8
 Meyer’s life will be d iscussed  in Chapter 4. 
9
 Meyer, Chronica, 24. 
10
 For an introduction to the work and  its structure see Jäkel, Usque in praesentem diem, 89-95. Jäkel also 
introd uces the historical works of Laurent Pignon, and  the order chronicles ed ited  by Martène and  
Durand . 
11
 Padre Carlo Longo, the (by now former) head  of the Roman Istitu to storico domenicano, informed 
me that the institute does not w ish to ed it the chronicle of Borselli, because it is not ‘complete’. Carlo 
Longo, telephone conversation, Largo Angelicum, Rome, Saturday afternoon 9 March 2013. 
12
 Kühl, ‘Die Entwicklung dominikanischer Ordensgeschichtsschreibung’, 157-8. 
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vitae he included  were supposed  to be examples to his audience, he was at times very 
critical about his religious order. 
 The chronicles of Borselli and  Taegius were written in a period  that 
trad itionally has been d ivided  between medievalists and  renaissance scholars, and  
the few of those who have alluded  to these chronicles have labeled  them as either 
medieval, or humanist/ modern without provid ing clear criteria or clarification for 
what constitutes the essential d ifference between medieval and  modern, or medieval 
and  humanist. My analysis will show that it is not so fruitful to assign such medieval, 
modern or humanist tags to these writings. After the d iscussion of the chronicles of 
Borselli and  Taegius, which only exist in manuscripts, a  final section of this chapter 
will consider to what extent Alberto Castello’s first printed order chronicle broke 
with or continued  the manuscript trad ition that furnished  him with most of his 
materials. 
 
Peter Arenys 
The Catalan Peter Arenys (1349-1419) is known as the author of an order chronicle:
13
 
an interesting and  sometimes personal account that illuminates the Avignon side of 
the Dominican order during the Schism. It initially covered  the years betw een 1349 
and 1419, and  received  continuations after the death of the author. These 
continuations are short and  deal with the provincial chapters of 1430 and  1453. 
Although Peter’s account informs us predominantly about the state of Dominican 
affairs in the order province Aragon (the nationes Aragon, Catalonia and  Navarra), 
and  especially in Barcelona, several aspects of his text ind icate that he was not 
consciously writing a chronicle that only contained  information about the Dominican 
order. Whereas most order chronicles start with the life of St Dominic, or with the 
foundation of the order, Peter Arenys began his narrative with his own birth in 1349, 
followed immediately by the murder of the abbot of St Cucuphatis in his own 
church, when he was celebrating Matins on Christmas day.
14
 The narration of this 
murder immediately after his own birth seems a deliberate choice, with which the 
author cynically set the tone for his chronicle.  
                                                          
13
 It was introduced  as such in 1904, but in the manuscript the title was: Chronicon fratris Petri de Arenys 
ordinis praedicatorum – a chronicle by a friar is not necessarily an order chronicle. Peter Arenys, ‘Fratris 
Petri de Arenys chronicon ord inis praed icatorum’, in Chronica et Chronicorum excerpta historiam ordinis 
praedicatorum illustrantia, ed . Reichert, MOPH, VII, 37 (Rome, 1904), 51-92. See for an introduction to 
the author and  his work the pages vii-xxii. David  Garrido Valls, ‘Pere d ’Arenys’, EMC, II, 1199. The 
chronicle survives in an eighteenth -century copy: Barcelona, Biblioteca de la Universitat de Barcelona, 
15.2.23. 
14
 Peter Arenys, Chronicon, 51: Anno ab incarnatione Domini 1349 decima die mensis decembris ego frater 
Petrus de Arenys sum et fui natus. Et eodem mense in sequenti festivitate natalis Domini, dum dicebatur 
matutinum natalis, interfectus fuit abbas sancti Cucuphatis in sua ecclesia propria. 
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Whereas some order historians provide almost no information about 
themselves, Peter Arenys informed his intended readers extensively about his own 
curriculum vitae. This is relevant, since it reveals what type of friars decided  to write 
history. The Catalan friar related among other things that in 1362 he took up the 
Dominican habit in the convent of St Catherine in Barcelona, when he was twelve 
years, nine months and  twenty-four days old .
15
 He described  his education and  
career in detail, and  even noted when his father and  mother died . He explained 
when and  where he studied  and  gave the name of his teachers. He stud ied  
metaphysics, logic and  natural sciences in Barcelona, Mallorca, Valencia, and  Ilerda. 
Subsequently, he read  logic in Tarragona and  Valencia and  became magister 
naturarum – first in Valencia, and  then in Barcelona. He continued  his studies abroad , 
in Toulouse and  Paris.  
When he came back in Spain, he became lector in Tarragona and biblicus in 
Barcelona. At the general chapter of Valencia (1482) Peter was made sublector of the 
Barcelona convent. This was followed by a lectorate assignment in Ilerda, yet ‘the 
next day’ he was elected  prior of the same convent, and  this was ‘immediately’ 
confirmed in front of the whole community. In 1384, Peter was chosen diffinitor and 
predicator generalis. Following this, he read  Lombard’s Sentences in Bologna. Finally, 
in 1390, after fulfilling his post-sentential degree obligations, he went to Avignon to 
obtain his magisterium, for which he was examined by the bishop of Elne. Peter 
Arenys, now 41 years old , had  successfully accomplished  a long educational and  
administrative trajectory and  had  become one of the most prominent Dominican s of 
his order province Aragon. He was proud to announce that he was one of only 
thirteen Dominican masters in theology at that moment in his province (he listed 
them all in his chronicle) – an honor that he shared  with, among others, Vincent 
Ferrer. As a master in theology, Peter received  offices that fitted  his position. Back in 
Barcelona, he became visitor, lector, predicator generalis, socius of the prior provincial, 
and  in 1407 prior of the St Catherine friary. 
Peter d id  not organize his narrative in chapters, but the succession of general 
and  provincial chapters constitute an important structuring element: the chronicler 
related  when, where and  by whom these chapters were held , and  d iscussed  
whatever else he remembered  about the chapter in question. The structure of the 
chronicle is annalistic – nearly every paragraph starts with anno domini. Peter 
included  things that he found noteworthy for one reason or another: he wrote about 
local (Catalan), political and  religious history. A d iscussion of problems caused  by 
the Papal Schism is alternated  by a narration of other important events in the region, 
such as the death of King John I of Aragon or the coronation of King Martin of 
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 Peter Arenys, Chronicon, 52. 
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Aragon (at which Peter was present), and  these kings’ efforts to subjugate Sard inia.
16
 
If one defines order chronicles as texts that aimed at d iscussing the history of the 
Dominican order at large, Peter Arenys’s chronicle does not fit the bill. Arenys 
apparently d id  not intend  to write an order chronicle properly speaking, although he 
provided  much information about the state of his order. 
 
Louis of Valladolid 
The second order historian from the Iberian peninsula who lived  during the schism is 
Louis of Valladolid  (d . 1436), author of the Tabula quorumdam doctorum ordinis 
praedicatorum. Like Peter Arenys, Louis of Valladolid  was a prominent friar in his 
order province. He studied  in Valladolid , Toulouse and  Paris, and  became master in 
theology around 1416. Between 1419 and  1423 he was prior provincial of the 
Hispania province. It is interesting that this Iberian friar found the time and the 
inclination to write this text during his theology degree studies in Paris, namely in 
1412 and 1413, when he was reading Lombard’s Sentences in this important 
Dominican study center.  
There are two versions of Louis of Valladolid’s historical work, which goes by 
the title Tabula quorumdam doctorum ordinis praedicatorum , one finished  in 1413 (the 
Parisian manuscript), and  one finished  in 1414 (the Roman manuscript).
17
 The Tabula 
as it survives in the manuscripts is essentially a compilation of historical and  
hagiographical documents concerning the Dominican order, complete with a list of 
Dominican authors with their writings.
18
 A look at the content demonstrates that the 
tabula primarily served the Dominican community of St Jacques in Paris, where Louis 
lived  at the time of writing. The Paris manuscript therefore explains the goals of the 
tabula in the following way: ‘to praise the said order [of Preachers], to honor this 
convent of Paris, and  to celebrate the blessed  Thomas Aquinas.’
19
 This and  other 
passages that refer to ‘this convent’ reveal that the friars of St Jacques were, 
originally, the primary audience. The text that has survived  in the manuscripts was 
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 Peter Arenys, Chronicon, 64, 65, 66, 67 et passim. 
17
 SOPMA ¸ III, 95-96. Kaeppeli erroneously held  that Louis d ied  in 1426, but this should  be 1436. See: 
Beltrán de Hered ia, Historia de la reforma de la Provincia de España (1450-1550) (Rome, 1939), 24. Paris, 
BNF, Cod . Lat. 14707, fols 183v-192v (xv) and  AGOP XIV, Liber QQ, fols 339-393 (xv, on paper, bound  
with other documents pertaining to the order’s history and  saints). The modern ed ition is based  on the 
Rome manuscript: ‘Cronica fratris Ludovici de Valleoleto’, Analecta sacri ordinis fratrum praedicatorum  
20 (1931-2) 727-761, 801-8.  
18
 Both in the explicit and  in the ‘prologue’ Louis of Valladolid  called  his work a tabula. ‘Cronica fratris 
Ludovici de Valleoleto’, 752: in presenti tabula; 808: que in hec tabula scripta sunt […]. 
19
 For the sequence of the Paris manuscript see: H. Ch. Scheeben, ‘Die Tabulae Ludwigs von Valladolid  
im Chor der Pred igerbrüder von St. Jakob in Paris’, AFP 1 (1931), 223-263 (here 225): Que in hac tabula 
scripta sunt reportavit, compillavit et scribi fecit frater Ludovicus de Valle Oleti regni Castelle provincie 
Hyspanie: ad laudem eiusdem ordinis, honorem istius conventus Parisiensis et preconium beati Thome de 
Aquino necnon ad edificacionem et excitacionem omnium prescripta legencium. Anno domini Mccccxiii. 
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in the fifteenth century (at least partially) written on a panel (tabula) and  placed  in the 
convent church of St Jacques in Paris.
20
 One panel listed  Dominican authors, and  
another panel remembered  the foundation of the Parisian friary and  the order at 
large. Together with the statues of Dominican saints and  doctors present there, this 
served  to continuously remind the friars of the great heritage of the Dominican past. 
The Paris manuscript starts with a general prologue, in which Louis of 
Valladolid  emphasized  the importance of remembering the very saintly and  very 
learned  Dominicans of the past.
21
 The history of Albertus Magnus following the 
prologue was d isseminated  more widely as an independent text and  survives in 
several manuscripts.
22
 After focusing on Albertus Magnus, the manuscript proceeds 
with a chronological d iscussion of the life of Thomas Aquinas – an elaborated 
version of Bernard  Gui’s legend of Thomas. Louis added among other things an 
extensive overview of Thomas’s writings and  included a letter of the rector  of the 
University of Paris, which asks the Dominican general chapter for Thomas’s relics 
and some of his books. This request was met: Louis narrated  that an arm of the 
learned  Dominican saint was brought to St Jacques and  placed  in a reliquary of 
silver, gold  and  precious stones.  
Still in the Parisian manuscript, the next part identifies several statues that 
were placed  in the church of the friary: the mother of God hold ing her son and  
several Dominican saints and  doctors. Since this especially served  the community of 
St Jacques, it was not copied  in the other surviving manuscript, which was clearly 
not meant for the Parisian friars. After the section on statues, comes an explanation of 
the beginnings of the Order of Preachers, based  among others on the Vitae fratrum.
23
 It 
relates that the Virgin Mary gave the Dominicans their habit, and  emphasizes the 
special love of Christ and  his Holy Mother for the order. The Paris manuscript 
proceeds with a passage on the Paris friary, probably with recourse to a pre-existing 
convent chronicle,
24
 and  closes with a list of Dominican authors (de aliquibus 
doctoribus) that itself finishes with a laudation on these scholars and  the Dominican 
order in general.
25
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 Scheeben, ‘Die Tabulae’, 230: posita est in choro fratrum Predicatorum Parisius, 231: pendet in choro 
fratrum Predicatorum. 
21
 See Chapter 1. 
22
 E.g. Paris, BNF, Cod . Lat. 15173, fol. 84r: Tabula alberti magni.  
23
 See for the sources, Scheeben, ‘Die Tabulae’, 236-242. 
24
 Scheeben , ‘Die Tabulae’, 237. 
25
 For more information on Dominican au thor lists see: Albert Auer, Ein neuaufgefundener Katalog der 
Dominikaner Schriftsteller (Paris, 1933); H.-D. Simonin, ‘Notes de bibliographie dominicaine I: La 
Tabula de Stams et la Chronique de Jacques de Soest’, AFP 8 (1938), 193-214. Roest, ‘Later Medieval 
Institutional H istory’, 303.  
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When the original Tabula was copied  for another audience, several references to the 
Paris friary d isappeared .
26
 In the Rome manuscript, the Tabula was allegedly written 
not to praise the Paris friary, but to praise Albertus Magnus and  other Dominican 
doctors.
27
 In this way, the scribe deliberately left out passages that referred  to the 
original Parisian context. He also changed the sequence of the documents, starting 
not with the lives of Albertus Magnus and  Thomas Aquinas, but with an account of 
the foundation of the Order of Preachers. Whereas the Paris manuscript introduced 
first Albertus and  then his pupil Thomas, the Rome manuscript reverses the 
chronological order and  starts with the canonized  pupil and  proceeds with his 
master. However, the manuscript gives away that the original sequence was 
d ifferent: the part on Albertus is still preceded by the prologue that provided  a 
general introduction to and  legitimation of the whole collection of documents. 
In short, like many other Dominican chronicles, this so-called  Dominican 
Tabula narrates institutional history at several levels: at a local level, namely the Paris 
friary, and  at a general level, when it d iscusses the order’s beginnings. Moreover, it 
does not only include more general historical, but also b ibliographical, as well as 
more purely hagiographical materials. The Tabula d iscusses the general beginnings of 
the Order of Preachers, and  therefore has a relationship with more general order 
chronicles, but no doubt, Valladolid  initially wrote his Tabula for the Paris friary. 
Since he d iscussed  the history of that friary, and  had  a local audience in mind, his 
text could  be considered  in the chapter on convent chronicles as well. At the same 
time, another part of the Tabula focuses on famous members of the ord er and 
therefore fits in the category of collective biographies (Chapter 5). As such, 
Valladolid’s Tabula confirms the heterogeneity of Dominican institutional writings. 
 
Laurent  Pignon 
The third  Dominican order historian from a province under the Avignon obedience I 
want to mention here is Laurent Pignon  (1368-1449), confessor of Duke Philip  the 
Good of Burgundy. He left two institutional texts: the Catalogus fratrum spectabilium 
ordinis Praedicatorum (1394-1412), which will be d iscussed  in Chapter 4, and  the 
Chronica compendiosa de capitulis generalibus ordinis fratrum praedicatorum (1412).
28
 This 
‘Short chronicle of general chapters’ starts with some events from the early history of 
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 The parts have d istinct exp licits: see ‘Cronica fra tris Ludovici de Valleoleto’, 734: explicit de fundatione 
ordinis fratrum predicatorum, 737: explicit de conventu parisiensis. 
27
 ‘Cronica fratris Lud ovici de Valleoleto’, 808: Que in hac tabula scripta sunt reportavit, compilavit et scribi 
fecit frater Ludovicus de Valle Oleti [NB: the Rome manuscript (fol. 393) read s olleti] regni Castelle 
provincie Hyspanie: ad laudem et preconium egregii doctoris A lberti magni et aliorum doctorum ordinis fratrum 
predicatorum necnon ad edificacionem et excitacionem omnium prescripta legencium. Anno domini Mccccxiiii. 
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 Laurentii Pignon Catalogi et chronica: accedunt catalogi Stamsensis et Upsalensis scriptorum O.P., ed. 
Gerard  Gilles Meersseman, MOPH 18 (Rome, 1936). SOPMA ¸ III, 67; SOP, I, 804-806. Kaeppeli wrote 
that Pignon d ied  in 1449, but Meersseman maintained  that he d ied  in 1456. 
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the Order of Preachers, such as ‘in 1203 Dominic came to Toulouse to convert the 
heretics to the faith ’, and  ‘in 1216, the order was confirmed’. Then it continues, as the 
name of the chronicle indicates, with an overview of chapter meetings between 1220 
and 1412. Pignon d iscussed  when and where they were held , and  under what master 
general. When in 1379 there was no chapter meeting, Pignon explained  why: the 
Western Schism had  broken out. Urban VI resided  in Rome and Clement VII in 
Avignon. He revealed that, from that moment onwards, the order was d ivided  and  
had  two master generals. Since Laurent Pignon pertained  to a province under the 
Avignon obedience, his attention was mostly d irected  towards the general chapters 
on this side. On a few occasions, however, he also provided  information about the 
general chapters of the Roman obedience. He would  then d istinguish between ‘our’ 
general chapter (Clementist), and  the ‘Urbanist’ general chapter (capitulum generale 
urbanistarum).
29
 Laurent Pignon d id  not only mention general chapters, but also noted  
when and  where the provincial chapters where held . He touched  upon the conflict 
between the Clementist master general and  the provincial of Aragon, which was 
narrated  in more detail by Peter Arenys.
30
 Pignon mentioned  that, at the chapter 
meeting of 1403, a commission with delegates from every province was formed to 
end  the schism of the Dominican order. The commissioners worked  hard  to reform 
the order and  to make peace, but according to our chronicler their efforts had  little 
effect.
31
  
Like Peter Arenys, Pignon mixed order history strictly speaking with remarks 
on important political and  ecclesiastical events. For instance, the chronicler reported 
that in 1397 many noblemen from France, England, Germany and Spain took up their 
weapons to fight the Turks. For 1399, he mentioned  the Black Death in Paris and  the 
capture of the king of England by the duke of Lancaster,
32
 and  he briefly d iscussed  
the Council of Pisa of 1408. Next, Pignon described  the wars of the Burgundians in 
1410 and 1411. The information he provided  reveals his main concerns: he d id  not 
focus on the salvation of souls through preaching, but  on the wars that caused  unrest 
in his region. The chronicle ends with a note on the Dominican chapter meeting of 
1412. In this same year, Pignon became the confessor of Philip , the future Duke of 
Burgundy. This new job probably caused  him to abandon his chronicle. 
 
To recapitulate, Peter Arenys, Laurent Pignon, and  Louis of Valladolid  had  varying 
aims and  wrote texts with a miscellaneous character. In order to understand  these 
narratives, it is necessary to take their local context into account. Louis of Valladolid  
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 Laurent Pignon, ‘Chronica compendiosa’, in Laurentii Pignon Catalogi et chronica, 34-55 (here 45). 
30
 Laurent Pignon, ‘Chronica compendiosa’, 49. 
31
 Laurent Pignon, ‘Chronica compendiosa’, 50. 
32
 Laurent Pignon, ‘Chronica compendiosa’, 47, 48. 
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wrote his Tabula primarily for the Parisian convent of St Jacques; Peter Arenys 
mainly informed his intended readers about Barcelona and  Aragon; and  Laurent 
Pignon wrote in a Burgundian context. The chronicle of Peter Arenys shows that 
some chronicles that narrate order history could  be quite autobiographical in nature. 
Since Arenys’s chronicle also contains much information about the Dominican order, 
it was ed ited  as a chronicon ordinis praedicatorum. At the same time, it is not a typical 
exemplar of this ‘genre’. As will be shown further down, o rder chronicles are often 
structured  according to the reign of master generals, and  start their history with 
d iscussing the beginnings of the order.  
The chronicles of both Arenys and  Pignon are structured  annalistically and  
contain significant d igressions on non-Dominican history. In the Tabula compiled  by 
Louis of Valladolid  not all parts are chronological: it includes the legends of Thomas 
Aquinas and  Albertus Magnus and  lists their writings. The section on the beginnings 
of the Order of Preachers was primarily meant to embed the history of the Parisian 
friary and  its famous members in a larger Dominican context. 
 In these chronicles, written during the schism in the provinces under the 
Avignon obedience, Observance is not a theme. Although the authors expressed  their 
concerns about lax behavior and  scandals, they do not mention Observants as a 
specific category of Dominicans, nor do they mention the existence of branches that 
strove to a stricter Observance of the rule and  constitutions. This is not surprising: 
what has become known as the Dominican ‘Observant reform’ started  in the 
provinces of the Roman obedience.  
Later order chronicles concealed  half of the order’s history between 1378 and 
1418: the schismatic Clementist master generals were never mentioned . When 
Borselli and  Taegius compiled  their order chronicles at the end  of the fifteenth and 
the beginning of the sixteenth centuries, they made no use of (and  probably had  no 
access to) the narratives written by Arenys, Pignon and Valladolid . Their knowledge 
was mainly restricted  to the provinces of the Roman obedience. The same can be said  
for Leandro Alberti: he d id  not list Arenys, Pignon and  Valladolid  among the 
Dominican historians in his monumental De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum of 
1517. The ‘monuments of the order’ that were compiled  in Italy at the beginning of 
the sixteenth century had  a strong Italian character. 
 
Girolamo Borselli 
Girolamo Borselli was born in Bologna in 1432. When his father d ied  in 1445, he 
found support in the Dominican convent of his city, where his elder brother 
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Francesco was already professed .
33
 He frequented  the convent’s grammar school and  
on 18 March 1457 Girolamo joined  the Order of Preachers himself.
34
 We learn from 
the chronicle of Taegius that Borselli became master in theology in 1465, and  was 
known as a ‘very famous preacher’.
35
 The Bolognese humanist Giovanni Garzoni 
wrote Borselli a letter, in which he referred  to Borselli as a great preacher who 
imitated  the example of the Dominican fathers by working for the salvation of souls, 
preaching, writing, and  teaching. The letter demonstrates his respect towards the 
chronicler, and  confirms that Borselli enjoyed a reputation of great learning.
36
  
In 1691, the prior provincial of Lombardy wrote a record  on Borselli in his 
book on Dominican authors of his order province. He praised  Borselli as one of the 
most excellent and  erudite men of his times, and  described  Borselli’s works that were 
at that time still present in the archive of the Dominican library of Bologna: three 
sermon books, a world  chronicle (which amounted  to a continuation of the famous 
and  ubiquitous chronicle of popes and  emperors by Martin of Opava), a treatise on 
the immaculate conception, and  a chronicle of Bologna. The latter is his best-known 
work: it survives in four manuscripts and  is accessible through two modern editions 
and  an Italian translation. Apparently, Borselli wrote a volume on illustrious 
Dominicans (which was entitled  Chronicon ordinis), and  a chronicle that focused  on 
the Bologna friary from the moment it was reformed (1426) until his own times.
37
 
These have not survived .
38
 
What does survive is Borselli’s Cronica magistrorum generalium ordinis fratrum 
praedicatorum (Chronicle of the masters general of the Order of Preachers). This 
chronicle, which is preserved  in the autograph  manuscript in the University Library 
of Bologna, describes the history of the Dominican order from St Dominic until 
Borselli’s own times.
39
 He began writing it in 1493.
40
 At the beginning of his chronicle 
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Rivista di storia della chiesa in Italia 25 (1971), 59-82. Peter Damian Grint, ‘Albertucci de’Borselli, 
Girolamo’, ECM , I, 25-26. Albano Sorbelli, introduction in: Borselli, Cronica gestorum ac factorum 
memorabilium civitatis Bononie edita a Hyeronimo de Bursellis, Rerum italicarum scriptores (1912). 
Bologna, Dominican archive, VII. 32900 MS Cronica del P. Fra L. de Prelormo, fol. 247v (modern 
foliation), fol. 106v (old  foliation): gives the date. 
35
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 216r: frater Hieronymus de Bononia famossisimus praedicator. Accord ing to 
Sorbelli, he became regent master of the Dominican studium generale in Bologna, but he does not 
provide proof for this claim. 
36
 L.R. Lind , The Letters of Giovanni Garzoni, Bolognese Humanist and Phisician (1419-1505) (Atlanta, 1992), 
226: optime contionator. Cf. D’Amato, I Domenicani, 466-467. 
37
 Andrea Rovetta de Brixia, Bibliotheca chronologica illustrium virorum provinciae Lombardiae sacri ordinis 
praedicatorum (Bologna, 1691), 88-89. 
38
 Cf. SOPMA , II, 244-247. Kaeppeli added  that he wrote a treatise on the origins of cities in Italy. 
39
 Bologna, University Library, MS 1999. Some parts of his chronicle were copied  in 1752: Rome, 
AGOP, XIV, liber QQ, 491-533. Taegius and  Alberti used  Borselli’s chronicle, but we do not have 
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Girolamo stated  that before 1493 he d id not stay in one convent, but moved 
continuously from one city or castle to another for the sake of preaching.
41
 Only after 
1493, when he accepted  the office of inquisitor-general in Bologna, d id  he take up 
permanent residence in the Bologna friary, and  d id  he find  time to begin the work. 
Still, he left Bologna regularly – for example to attend  the general chapter in Ferrara 
in 1494,
42
 and  to preach the Quaresimale in the Roman church of Santa Maria sopra 
Minerva in 1495.
43
 In the autograph manuscript, Borselli’s chronicle ends in the year 
1496 with an entry on the tertiary Lucia de Narnea.
44
 Thereafter other hands are 
visible, most certainly of friars who envisaged  continuing the chronicle after 
Borselli’s death in 1497.
45
 
Borselli’s work is not a homogeneous and  continuous narrative. In his 
prologue, Borselli announced to include the things that happened in the Order of 
Preachers that were ‘worthy of memory’ (memoratu digna), and  he explained  that his 
work was useful ‘becau se those things that are d ispersed  over many books of the 
order will be united  here in chronological order.’
46
 This indicates that Borselli aspired 
at unity and  order, in line with what Gabrielle Spiegel has indicated  as the envisaged 
‘chief task’ of the medieval chronicler.
47
 
A study of the autograph manuscript increases our understanding of the 
method and  aims of this order chronicler. Codicologically, the manuscript can be 
d ivided  in two parts: folia 1 till 282 have medieval pagination, probably inserted  b y 
Borselli himself. After a number of blank folia follows a second  part, comprising texts 
that are not ordered  chronologically (fols 303-363). These were texts that Borselli 
gathered  alongside his work on the chronicle.
48
 Some of these texts were handed over 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
evidence of other manuscripts. L. Frati, Indici dei codici latini conservati nella R. Biblioteca Universitaria di 
Bologna (Florence, 1909), 419. 
40
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 1r: usque ad tempora nostra, que sunt circa annum domini 1493, quo hec scribere incepi 
[…]. 
41
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 1r: non manebam stabilis in uno conventu sed continue circuibam predicando per 
civitates et castella Ytalie.  
42
 Borselli, Cronica, fols 70, 243r, 260. In his chronicle we find  several instances in which the author 
presented  himself w ith pride. Pasquali, ‘Gerolamo Albertucci de’ Borselli O.P.’, 64. 
43
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 260v. 
44
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 261r. 
45
 One hand  on fols 261v-262r (on master general Joachim Torriani), another hand  on fols 262v -263r 
and  264r, a third  hand  wrote fol. 267r Tempore mag(istr)i V ince(n)ti Bandelli: Vincent Bandelli became 
master general after Joachim Torriani in 1501. A fourth hand  (fol. 281) added  information on master 
general Jean Clerée (1507) and  added  a running title on fol. 283: Tempora magistri Thomae de Vio 
Caietani. 
46
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 1r: Utile erit opus hoc, quia ea, que sunt in libris diversis ordinis dispersa, hic 
secundum ordinem temporum erunt adunata. 
47
 Gabrielle M. Spiegel, ‘Genealogy: Form and  Function in Medieval Historiography’, The Past as Text. 
The Theory and Practice of Medieval Historiography (Baltimore and  London, 1999), 99-110 (here 101). 
48
 Among others the lives of Hyacintus Cracoviensis (d . 1257), Margarita Hungariae (d . 1270), Helena 
Sanctimonialis, Jacobus de Mevania (d . 1301), Vanna de Urbeveteri (d . 1306), Symon de Arimino (d . 
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to Borselli during the general chapter of Ferrara in 1494, when delegates of d iverse 
provinces brought him the lives of exemplary Dominicans so that Borselli could  
insert them in his chronicle.
49
 However, by then, he had  already started  his 
compilation process, and  had  already made an outline for the complete work. As it 
was d ifficult to insert the new materials into the existing format, he copied  them, and  
kept them in his personal archive, perhaps to include these materials in a future 
second version. As it stands, they now appear in the separate section after his 
chronicle.
50
 
From the second half of the fourteenth century onwards, the chronicle 
becomes rather fragmentary and  the information provided  is less coherent. This is 
understandable if one considers that he had  several chronicles at his d isposal for the 
period  until the mid -fourteenth century, which helped  him to structure his own 
work. As Pasquali has noted , the main authors he used  for th e thirteenth and 
fourteenth century are: Bernard  Gui, Galvano Fiamma, Vincent of Beauvais, Thomas 
de Cantimpré, Gerard  of Frachet, and  Martin of Opava. The narrative sources 
available to him for the period  after 1341 were meager and  much more d ispersed . 
Nevertheless, Borselli often refered  to his sources, or to the place where he found  his 
information. 
Borselli wrote a chronicle and  therefore cherished  a chronological ideal. This 
means that he wanted  to provide information ordered  by year and  announced 
ruptures in the chronological order. For instance, when he inserted  the reform 
chronicle or ‘treatise’ of Thomas of Siena, he wrote:
51
 
  
‘Here, I should  announce that, since I am going to talk about the reform of the order 
according to the things I found written by Thomas of Siena, who composed this 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
1319), Margarita de Civitate Castelli (d . 1320), Mauritius de Hungaria (d . 1336), Venturinus de 
Bergomo (d . 1346), Sibilina de Papia (d . 1367), Robertus de Neapoli (d . 1393), N icolaus de Ravenna 
(1398). About Mauritius de Hungaria (d . 1348). See Sorbelli, ‘Una raccolta poco nota’, Sorbelli called  
these ‘appendices’ to the chronicle. Leandro Alberti wrote in his De viris illustribus (250r) that he found  
the vita on Nicolaus de Ravenna ‘in the annals’ of Borselli. In the surviving manuscript, h owever, this 
vita is not incorporated  into the chronicle, but added  in the so-called  ‘appendices’. 
49
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 260r: In hoc capitulo portata sunt aliqua ex diversis provintiis de vitis quorundam 
beatorum ordinis et data sunt michi fratri hyeronimo de bononia qui fui presens in illo capitulo ad ponendum in 
cronica; fol. 318v: Multa etiam miracula huius viri delata sunt michi in scriptis ad capitulum generale ferrarie 
celebratum, anno domini 1494, que brevitatis causa dimitto. Que qui voluerit videre, si contingeret ipsum 
canonizari, vadat ad conventum, ubi sepultus est, et clare inveniet ; fol. 324v: Hec et multa alia miracula fecit 
beatus iacintus, que non sunt hic scripta, sed habentur in conventu cracoviensi provintie pollonie. Delata autem 
sunt hec ad capitulum generale per diffinitores eiusdem provintie celebratum anno domini 1494. 
50
 Pasquali, ‘Gerolamo Albertucci de’ Borselli O.P.’, 79. 
51
 Bernard  Guenée, Histoire et culture historique dans l’Occident medieval (Paris, 1980), 204-5: for a 
chronicler (cronica) time was essential: everything had  to be written under  the year in which it 
occurred , in brevity. When Borselli broke the chronologocial order, he felt that he had  to explain why. 
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treatise about the start of regular life, therefore I place here that whole treatise, which 
covers several years. Thereafter, nevertheless, I will return to the ordained  year .’
52
 
 
Ideally, Borselli wanted  to provide information about every year that had  passed 
since the days of St Dominic. When he d id  not possess any information about a 
particular year, he only filled  in the running title ‘in the time of master [his name]’ on 
the top of the page, as well as the year [anno domini] after which he left space, 
probably in the hope to fill it with historical information at a later point. As this 
frequently d id  not happen, this practice resulted  in several blank folia in the 
manuscript.
53
 Likewise, he announced that he was going to include the deeds and  
miracles of Antonius de Vercellis, but then nothing followed.
54
 He apparently never 
had  the time to include this particular source, or he lost access to it. Elsewhere, he 
started  a story on a ‘man of exceptional sanctity’, but it ends abruptly in the middle 
of the sentence, which suggests that our chronicler was interrupted  in his labor and , 
for one reason or another, failed  to return to the passage in question.
55
 
The autograph manuscript provides material evidence concerning Borselli’s 
working method. Borselli added to his chronicle whenever he found new 
information. In this way, he tried  to improve and  complete his narrative. Hence, 
Borselli first asserted  that he d id  not find  the acts of the general chapter of Novara in 
1465.
56
 Later, when he had  obtained  some of the acts, he crossed  out this remark and 
added the materials. Likewise, he corrected the date of Bartholomeus of Bologna’s 
election as master general: he crossed  out November, replaced  it by the month 
October, and specified  the exact day.
57
 If his sources handed down contradictory 
information, Borselli acknowledged this. For example, when he wrote about the life 
of Andreas of Noort from the Haarlem friary, he first mentioned  that this friar d ied 
in 1475. At the end  of the record , he added that another source stated  that he d ied  in 
1478.
58
 Elsewhere, when Borselli inserted  the information in the wrong sequence, he 
openly acknowledged his error.
59
 Frequently, Borselli included  new materials by 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 133r : Notandum est hic, quod, quia locuturus sum de reformatione ordinis secundum 
quod inveni scriptum a fratre thoma de senis, qui hunc tractatum composuit de initio vite regularis, ideo ponam 
totum illum tractatum, qui continet plures annos, tamen postea revertar ad annum milesimum ordinatum. 
53
 As concerns the fifteenth century, Borselli left blank space after anno domini: 1404, 1406, 1408, 1412, 
1413, 1414, 1416, 1417, 1424, 1425, 1429, 1432-1438, 1440, 1443, 1445-1447, 1449, 1454, 1459-1461, 1464, 
1467, 1467, 1472, 1476, 1477, 1479, 1480, 1489, 1492. See appendix ‘Content Borselli’.  
54
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 205r: huius viri sancti gesta et miracula, referentibus fratribus, quedam hic subitiam . 
55
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 258r: the vir singularissime sanctitatis is Jacobus de Sexto from Milan. 
56
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 224r: quod ordinatum fuerit in isto capitulo non inveni. Later he replaced  this by In 
isto capitulo aliqua ordinata sunt que subiciam . 
57
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 245r: novembris, in margin: octobris in die beati dionysii. 
58
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 236r: Alibi inveni quod mortuus est anno domini 1478. 
59
 Borselli, Cronica, fols 228r: vide infra folio 230 quia illud quod ibi habetur debet hic poni. Errore enim factum 
est. 
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pasting a separate piece of paper at the appropriate place (for example about friars 
worthy of remembrance). This gives the manuscript a rather interesting appearance 
(illustration 2).
60
  
The general structure of Borselli’s narrative was based  on the succession of 
Dominican master generals. This was in accordance with one of his main models: the 
order chronicle of Bernard  Gui.
61
 The manuscript contains running titles that ind icate 
the succeeding generalates. Every new part starts with a m aster general and  with a 
unique drawing that represents him. As a result, the manuscript contains the 
portraits of thirty five master generals from St Dominic to Joachim Torriano, who 
became master general in 1487 (illustration 3). According to Pasquali these portraits 
are ‘almost certainly’ made by Borselli himself.
62
 Considering that the surviving 
manuscript was Borselli’s working copy, this is probable, yet it needs corroboration. 
The drawings await a first iconographic study that compares them to other frescos or 
miniatures that represent illustrious Dominicans.
63
 As will be shown in Chapter 8, 
Borselli mentioned  both positive and  negative aspects about the individual master 
generals and  carefully chose his words to introduce each of them.  
Alongside of the reigns of master generals, the acts of Dominican general 
chapters constitute a second structuring element in Borselli’s order chronicle. This is 
again in line with previous order chronicles. Borselli’s ambition was to provide 
information about all general chapters that had  taken place. Sometimes, Borselli had  
to confess that he d id  not find  the acts of a certain chapter.
64
 In these instances, he 
admitted  that there were gaps in his chronicle. Borselli read  the acts of the general 
chapters in manuscripts that were available to him, and  then selected  passages for his 
chronicle: this selection makes clear what Borselli found important and  relevant.
65
 
Item is the word  that provides the structure in such parts of the chronicle.
66
 A 
comparison with Reichert’s ed ition of the acts of Dominican general chapters makes 
clear that Borselli had  access to manuscripts unknown to Reichert. Hence, Reichert 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fols 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 18, 21, 83, 109. 
61
 Jäkel, Usque in praesentem diem, 25. Jäkel argued  how this structure established  institutional 
continuity in the narrative. 
62
 Pasquali, ‘Gerolamo Albertucci de’ Borselli O.P.’, 79. 
63
 For example those in the Orvieto chronicle, or in the choir of Santa Maria Novella. 
64
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 185r: Anno domini 1441 celebratum est capitulum generale apud sanctum maximinum, 
provintie provintie, sub magistro bartholomeo texerii. Hoc capitulum, an celebratum fuerit non inveni, nec acta 
eius reperi, sed quia in superiori capitulo assignatum fuit futurum capitulum in sancto maximino ad duos 
annos, ideo hic posui talem assignationem. Potest etiam esse, quod hoc capitulum non fuit celebratum, sed postea 
avinioni, ut patebit. 
65
 For example with respect to the general chapter of 1462 led  by Conrad  of Asti, on fol. 221r: In isto 
capitulo aliqua ordinata sunt, de quibus aliqua subitiam  […]. 
66
 This is also the case in other chronicles, such as Thomas of Siena, ‘H istoria d isciplinae regularis’, 178: 
Item contigit in dicto anno; Item modicum post contigit; Item quidam Reverendus magister. 
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stated  that the acta of the general chapter of Dijon (1444) are lost,
67
 but Borselli 
included  some of the decisions of that chapter in his chronicle.  
The fact that Borselli made many add itions that are not to be found in the 
‘official’ ed ited  acts is yet another incentive to study his chronicle. Borselli 
commented  upon certain acts if they dealt with persons or events he found  
noteworthy. These remarks often have to do with Observance or reform. Borselli 
informed his readers that at the general chapter of Genua in 1305 prelates were 
ordered to provide the friars with clothing, and  to take care of the sick. He 
commented  upon this by saying that ‘our order’, at that time, had already begun to 
deviate from the regular and  comm unal life. This became an occasion for the 
chronicler to insert a whole d igression about Observant reform. He explained  that 
Giovanni Dominici reformed convents in Tuscia, but added that in his own time 
many of these so-called  reformed  convents d id  no longer respect the regular life. 
Realizing that this was not the appropriate place in his chronicle to d iscuss these 
matters, Borselli curtailed  these remarks with ‘enough about this’, and  returned  to a 
discussion of the acts of the general chapter.
68
 
When d iscussing the acts of the general chapter of Dijon (1444), which dealt 
with the d iscord  between Observants and  Conventuals in Piacenza, and  decided  that 
this friary should  be given to the Observants, Borselli again added comments, 
starting them with a nota quod. Counter to normal chronological procedure, the 
passage looks ahead  to the year 1476. Borselli noted  that, although the friary was 
given to the Observants, they were chased  away by the Conventuals later. The friary 
then fell back into d isorder and  was characterized  by scandals, until it was  reformed 
for a second time in 1476.
69
 These authorial interventions are indicative of Borselli’s 
own concerns: the struggle against the ‘Conventual’ way of life, and  the progress of 
Observant reform. In other instances, Borselli ind icated  the places in his  chronicle 
that provided  more information about the persons he referred  to. For example, he 
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 Acta CG, IV, 251. Sometimes it is the other way around: Borselli ‘cou ld  not find’ the acts, but they d id  
survive and  are ed ited  by Reichert. 
68
 Borselli, Cronica, 92r-92v: Nota quod ex ista ordinatione potest quilibet prudens accipere, quomodo ordo 
noster incipiebat declinare a vita regulari et comuni quia non fiebat a multis provisio de vestibus et aliis. Et 
causa, quare provintia Tuscie, sive conventus ibidem reformati per fratrem Johannem Dominici, qui postea fuit 
cardinalis, temporibus nostris ceciderunt a vita regulari, nulla alia assignabatur a beato Antonino, archiepiscopo 
florentino, ordinis nostris, et patre observantissimo dicte provintie, nisi quia multi prelati illorum conventuum 
reformatorum non providebant fratribus in comuni; et ideo quilibet conabatur sibi providere, et sic vita regularis 
defecit, adeo ut conventus, qui nunquam fuerunt reformati in illa provintia, honestius vivant. Fratres 
viterbienses ad vitam regularem destruendam in suo conventu et in aliis eiusdem provintie tenuerunt 
principatum. Satis de hoc. 
69
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 189r: nota quod fratres regulares post paucum tempus fuerunt expulsi ab ipsis 
conventualibus, permittente duce mediolani, qui in talibus discensionibus letabatur. Postquam vero conventus 
fuit totaliter desolatus et quasi ad solum reductus, crescentibus sceleribus in fratribus et multiplicatis scandalis, 
tandem auctoritate magistri ordinis, anno domini 1476, iterum reformatus fuit, cogente duce mediolani, galeaz 
secundo. 
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mentioned  that during the general chapter of Avignon (1442) Alexander of Bologna 
was made predicator domicilii of San Marco in Florence, and  then added that he would 
tell more about him under the year of his death.
70
 
There are many more of these autorial interventions of Borselli in the, at first 
glance, straightforward  acts of general chapters. Borselli informed that Pietro de 
Majorca was appointed  regens in Bologna at the general chapter of Nantes (1453). 
This became an occasion for Borselli to insert an autobiographical passage. He wrote 
that thanks to Pietro many young men entered  the order, including himself: P ietro 
incited  the young Borselli to enter the grammar school of the Dominican order, and 
in this way put an end  to Borselli’s life as a ‘wanderer’ (the chronicler stated  that he 
was quasi vagum in seculo). Borselli explained  that he entered  the Dominican order a 
year after Pietro’s death, with the assistance of his brother Francesco who had  
entered  the order four years earlier (and , our chronicler added, upon joining the 
order, had  relinquished  many privileges and  his doctorate in law).
71
 After this 
personal d igression, Borselli returned  to the decisions of the general chapter of 
Nantes. Further down, he again inserted  personal information. The acts handed  
down that the convent Saint-Maximin, where the corpse of Maria Magdalena was 
held , was going to be reformed. Borselli commented  that this reform did  not last, 
because when he visited  the place in 1481, he found the convent ‘deformed’ and  ‘as 
one puts it popularly, full of conventualities, and  the regular life was totally 
abandoned ’.
72
 
Borselli d id  not refrain from discussing the failures of the general chapters. He 
wrote that the general chapter of Siena (1462) ordered  that friars should  live a 
communal life and  should  eat together. He critically remarked  that this order was 
repeated  at many general chapters, but was never followed because ‘those who 
ordered  it were the first to break it’.
73
 Likewise, the chapter ordered  that no one was 
permitted  to wear linen shirts (camisias lineas) that are visible around the neck or 
hands, and  that all should  have a tonsure, in line with the constitutions.
74
 Borselli 
commented  that these orders were ‘deceiving’ because he saw with his own eyes that 
those who made the rules instantly broke them. According to Borselli, they were 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 186v: de quo postea dicam in morte sua infra circa annum domini 1481. 
71
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 199v: Hic propter suam laudabilem conversationem factus inquisitor bononiensis et 
prior, huius cura et admonitionibus multi iuvenes, relicto seculo, religionem nostrum intrarunt. Me fratrem 
hyeronimum bononiensem, quasi vagum in seculo, reduxit, ut ad scolas gramatice intrarem ac proficerem. Obiit 
autem brixie in capitulo, sive congregatione ibi celebrante, anno domini 1456. Post huius decessum, anno 
sequenti, ordinem intravi, solicitante fratre francisco de bononia, fratre meo carnali, qui ante me per quatuor 
annos ordinem intraverat, multis relictis benefitiis et doctoratu iuris canonici, cui per sex annos operam dederat. 
72
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 199v: ut more vulgari loquar, conventualibus plenum, regulari vita omnino relegata. 
73
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 221r: Ista ordinatio non est servata, quamvis in multis capitulis sit replicata, quia qui 
ordinabant erant primi qui frangebant. 
74
 Acta CG, III, 282. 
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formulated  only so that prelates could  earn money from offenders.
75
 In a similar way, 
Borselli commented  upon the acts of the general chapter of Basel (1473). He noted  
that the chapter ordered  all prelates to reform all convents. He added that these were 
but words, since ‘those who ordered  it, were the first transgressors’.
76
  
In his chronicle, Borselli d id  not remain silent about the corrupted  persons of 
his order. When writing about the general chapter of 1465 in Novaria, Borselli added 
critical information that we do not find  in the ed ited  acts. A certain Franciscus de 
Litio was deprived  of his magistrature, because he had  assumed it without 
permission.
77
 Borselli explained  that he was an arrogant preacher. After he was 
expelled  from the order, he lived from a certain benefice near Naples, where he was 
killed  in 1490. The chronicler concluded that ‘in this way he ended his miserable 
life’.
78
  
Next to the lives of master generals and  the acts of general chapters, Borselli’s 
order chronicle includes the lives of many exemplary Dominicans. In 1922, Sorbelli 
introduced  a selection of longer vitae contained  in Borselli’s chronicle and  noted  their 
importance.
79
 Some of the vitae in his chronicle have not survived  elsewhere, some 
have survived  in d ifferent versions: Leandro Alberti reworked some of these vitae for 
his own collection De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum, which was published  in 
1517. 
As a rule, Borselli inserted  the lives of exemplary Dominicans at the year of 
their death. This stands in contrast to the collective biograp hies that will be d iscussed  
in Chapter 5: in these collections not the year, but the category to which the 
exemplary Dominican pertained  constituted the main structuring element. Order 
chroniclers normally wrote about Dominicans who had  already d ied . The praise of 
friars who were still alive could  stir up their ego. As humility was the ideal, 
Dominican chroniclers preferred  to prevent this. In his Vita fratrum for instance, 
Johannes of Mainz described  friars who had  already d ied , and  he asked  the reader’s 
pardon for describing the lives of two friars who were still alive. It becomes evident 
that he considered  it ‘not done’ to praise friars who were still alive: ne scilicet laudarem 
hominem in faciem et adhuc viventem in corpora.
80
 The Chronica maior of Taegius includes 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 221r: Nota quod iste ordinationes sunt truphe, quia vidi ego ordinatores in his omnibus 
offendentes. Ideo enim contra insuffitientes magistros tales fulminationes fiunt, ut degradati ad 
reverendissimum magistrum recurrant et, expositis aliquibus florenis, reassumant magisterium, quod 
perdiderant. 
76
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 232r: ista ordinatio fuit bona et sancta, sed ultra verba nichil actum est, quoniam et ipsi 
ordinatores fuerunt primi transgressores. 
77
 Acta CG, III, 296: Denunciamus fr. Franciscum de Lino qui se pro magistro theologie presumpsit ingerere, 
non esse magistrum. 
78
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 224r: Hic erat predicator, sed superbus. Apud neapolim extra ordinem manens in 
quodam benefitio quod habebat a quodam interfectus est; et sic miserabiliter vitam finivit circa annum 1490. 
79
 Sorbelli, ‘Una raccolta poco nota’, 81-82. 
80
 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 116r. 
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the life story of a certain friar from Teutonia, but his name was not revealed , because 
he was still alive.
81
 
When Borselli mentioned  the wondrous life of the tertiary Osanna de Mantua, 
he stated : ‘because she still lives, we will make known her praises after her death, so 
that we do not act against this: Do not praise a person in his life.’
82
 Likewise, Borselli 
informed that he met the holy tertiary Lucia de Narnea in Rome, and  stated  that it 
was more convenient to write down her praises and  deeds after her death.
83
 
Nevertheless, he could  not restrain himself from mentioning that in 1496 she was 
stigmatized  with the wounds of Christ, but that a bishop sent by Pope Alexander VI 
did  not accept this ‘gift of God’ as an authentic miracle.
84
 Borselli made more 
exceptions to the rule, for example when he praised  Ludovicus de Ferraria, who was 
so erudite in law that he stupefied  everyone at the general chapter of Perugia in 1478. 
Borselli explained  that he became one of the most learned  doctors of the order and 
was still alive.
85
 Nevertheless, the general rule was only to praise a  person after his or 
her death. 
Observant heroes figure predom inantly in Borselli’s chronicle, yet the length 
devoted  to their lives d iffers substantially: he inserted  extensive vitae of the 
Dominican saints Vincent Ferrer and  Antoninus of Florence (to be canonized  in 
1523),
86
 whereas the portrait about Matteo Carreri consisted  of two pages,
87
 and  the 
eulogy of Giovanni d i Fiesole – better known as Fra Angelico – was restricted  to one 
page.
88
 Remarkably, Borselli d id  not insert the life of one of the most popular saints 
affiliated  with the Dominican order in the fifteenth century: Catherine of Siena. He 
promised  to include her deeds and  left blank pages in his working manuscript but 
the life was never inserted .
89
 Although he d id  not include the life of Catherine, he d id 
insert the vitae of other semi-religious women affiliated  with the Dominican order, 
such as Thomas of Siena’s legend of Mary of Venice. According to Borselli, Thomas’s 
version of the legend w as too long and  contained  many ‘superfluous things’. 
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Therefore he abbreviated  it, so that the legend would  not ‘occupy the space where 
other things should  be written’.
90
 
Borselli included  and  adapted  existing vitae, but also wrote biographical 
records about friars he knew personally, for example Conradinus de Ariostis. 
Conradinus was for a long time prior of the Bologna friary, where Borselli lived  as 
well. Borselli wrote that he was a man ‘of many tears’, who cried  whenever he heard 
something about Jesus.
91
 He d isplayed  great charity: he helped  plague victims and  
incited  young boys to enter school. If they were poor, he secured money for them 
from alms. In this eulogy, Borselli presented  himself as a witness: he stated  that he 
knew very well how Conradinus arranged money to pay for the dowries of poor 
girls, since he often helped  him with this.
92
 Conradinus’s goodness also affected  the 
life of our chronicler. Borselli wrote: 
 
‘One should  not be surprised  that I write good things about this man, because I also 
participated  in his goodness, and  not in a small manner. When he was prior of the 
Bologna convent in 1457 and saw me, Girolamo Borselli of Bologna, the author of this 
book, as a young boy attached to the world , he led  me from that world  to the order 
with his exhortations and holy words – with the help of my carnal brother, who took 
up the habit of the order four years before. I even professed  in his hands.’
93
 
 
Hence, the space Borselli devoted  to individual friars was not subject to general 
rules, but to Borselli’s personal context, to  the information he had  been able to collect, 
and  of course to his own preferences. Elsewhere, he d iscussed  the life of the 
conversus Jacob of Alemania, who d ied  in Bologna in 1491. Borselli testified  that he 
had  known him for 36 years, but never witnessed  him doing anything that needed 
correction: not in word , nor in deed . Accord ing to Borselli, it seemed that he was not 
affected  by original sin.
94
 Some friars who would  be officially beatified  later, such as 
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Augustinus de Biella,
95
 are described  in only a few lines, whereas the lives of others 
who are not present in the hagiographical canon of the Dominicans (such as Johannes 
de Pistoria) are d iscussed  in significant detail.
96
 
Borselli relied  on the works of Thomas of Siena for the early history of the 
reform movement in Italy and  included large parts of the latter’s writings in his own 
chronicle, such as the Tractatus de initio vitae regularis Venetiis (Treatise on the start of 
regular life in Venice: illustration 4).
97
 Borselli announced that he inserted  the ‘whole 
treatise’ (ponam totam illam tractatum) in his chronicle, but this is not completely true. 
In true compilatory fashion, the chronicler rewrote, summarized , and  left out 
passages, and  made additions.
98
 In some parts of the Tractatus, Thomas of Siena 
related  what he saw and d id , emphasizing his own successes as an Observant 
preacher.
99
 Precisely these more autobiographical anecdotes, written in the first 
person singular, Borselli left out of his version of the treatise.
100
 He thus deleted  these 
authorial markers: this has already been identified  as a common compilatory strategy 
in Chapter 2. Aside from adapting and streamlining it in this fashion, Borselli also 
aspired  to add  to Thomas of Siena’s narrative. For instance, he tried  to find  the acts of 
the general chapters that the Tractatus alluded  to.
101
  
Thomas of Siena’s Tractatus includes letters written in the 1390s that have not 
survived  elsewhere. Thanks to his copying efforts many letters have been preserved 
for posterity. Some letters promoted  study or were hagiographical in character. 
Borselli included  these letters and  made additions to them: when he copied  Giovanni 
Dominici’s letter about the sanctity of Marcolino of Forli in his chronicle, he made 
additional remarks. He stated  that, when he was in the friary of Forli, he saw with his 
own eyes many documents approved by notaries that authenticated  th e miracles of 
Marcolino.
102
 In this way, he confirmed and increased  the authority of the text.
103
  
Thomas of Siena’s Tractatus also has preserved  the letters of master general 
Raymond of Capua concerning Observant reform and  the Order of Penitents. In one 
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of the letters, Raymond ordered  and  defended Observant reform, and  in another 
letter he made Giovanni Dominici his vicar for Observant houses (1394) and  listed  
his rights to act independently.
104
 These historical documents were essential to justify 
the position of the Observants. Borselli copied  these documents in his own chronicle, 
and  added an explanation of their importance. When he inserted  the letter by which 
Raymond of Capua made Dominici his vicar, the Bolognese chronicler clarified  his 
goal:  
 
‘I put this [letter] here, so that it may be clear how much care friar Raymund, master 
of the order, had  for the reform of our collapsed order, and  how much diligence his 
successors should  have to ensure that this reform is complemented . Those who do the 
contrary should  know that they are, without doubt, going to have a portion with the 
devil, and  will burn in the eternal fire.’
105
 
 
In this case, Borselli added significantly to Thomas of Siena’s history with a very 
concrete warning to friars who impede Observant reforms: these ‘will burn in the 
eternal fire’. This type of statement is very revealing, and  shows that Borselli was a 
hardline Observant. There are more passages in the chronicle that show this 
Observant attitude, for example when he commented  upon the ban on the reform 
treatise of Johannes Uytenhove. This will be explored more fully in my chapters on 
Dominican Observance. 
Borselli d id  not wish to create a smooth narrative that only presented  a 
harmonious religious order. He wrote about conflicts between Observants and  
Conventuals and  was critical about Dominican prelates.
106
 In Borselli’s vitae of 
Vincent Ferrer, we find  an interesting passage that explains how the Dominicans 
wanted  to prevent ‘inconvenient’ materials from circulating outside the order. 
Borselli included  a story about ‘a certain’ Dominican friar from Valencia – he d id  not 
identify him (frater quidam).
107
 Although he was a theologian, he was a ‘great and 
impious tramp’ (magnus ribaldus atque sacrilegus): he vilified  Vincent, because he was 
jealous of his fame. After the story, Borselli wrote that many were of the opinion that 
it was not convenient to write down this kind  of stories, because they brought shame 
and confusion to the order. Borselli was conscious that these stories demonstrated 
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‘that many friars in that period  lived  sinfully in the convents of the order’. He then 
explained  that he would  not have written that story, if the book could  be expected  to 
fall into the hands of ‘seculars’. Since his chronicle was supposed  to stay within the 
Bologna convent, Borselli believed  that it was permitted  to include the story, in his 
words ‘so that many may understand  how good it is to reform deformed convents’.
108
 
Borselli included  the anecdote as a preventive example and  as a proof of the 
necessity of Observant reform.  
Borselli d id  not only write about power struggles between Dominicans, but 
also d iscussed  the conflicts Dominicans had  with other religious, such as the 
Franciscans. A major controversy between the two mendicant orders was related  to 
the stigmata of Catherine of Siena (illustration 5).
109
 The chronicler wrote that Pope 
Sixtus IV (the Franciscan Francesco della Rovere) ‘deprived’ the blessed  Catherine of 
Siena from her stigmata at the behest of the Franciscans. The pope prohibited  that 
anyone spoke about, or depicted , the stigmata of Catherine of Siena. Many 
Dominicans were furious about, what Borselli called , ‘the malice of the minors’ 
(malitia minorum). The chronicler described  the tumult at the general chapter of 
Perugia in 1478, when master general Leonardo Mansueti (also known as Leonardo 
of Perugia) was supposed  to ascertain that all Dominican friars accepted  the new 
regulations.
110
 Many friars blamed the master general and  maintained  that he d id  not 
protect the honor of the Dominicans. According to them, the papal precepts were a 
great injustice and  the way in which the Franciscans treated  Catherine of Siena was 
not to be tolerated . Leonardo Mansueti, however, insisted  that the Dominicans had  to 
bear that wound patiently and  d id  not permit any further protest. Borselli described  
the zeal of a certain d iffinitor from the Francia province, who allegedly rose up 
furiously and  insulted  the master general, calling him a maledictus pileus, who was 
destroying the Dominican order. Our chronicler agreed  and  stated  that  if the 
Dominicans would  have objected  and  would  have sought the help of secular rulers, 
they certainly could  have prevented  this ‘malice of the minors’.
111
 Leonardo 
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Mansueti, accord ing to Borselli, refused  to start an opposition against the pope’s will, 
because he aspired  a card inalate (hence the diffinitor insulted  him as pileus, referring 
to a card inal’s hat).
112
 Although the Dominicans were known for their obedience to 
the pope, this passage reveals that this obedience had  limits. Borselli provided 
another example of a critical Dominican attitude toward s Sixtus IV: Philippus de 
Sicilia wrote a book against the Franciscan pope, which, according to Borselli, indeed  
contained  ‘the truth’.
113
 Borselli wrote that the pope kept Philippus imprisoned 
because of that book, but he d id  not reveal more details about its content. 
 The Dominicans and  Franciscans d id  not only have a conflict over Catherine’s 
stigmata. In his narrative, Borselli introduced, what he called , a proper ‘war’ between 
the two mendicant orders about the blood of Christ .
114
 The Observant Franciscan 
Giacomo della Marca, who was, according to Borselli, ‘not very learned’, held  that 
the d ivinity of the blood of Christ was not united  but separated  in the three days 
after his death.
115
 This opinion was based  on the theological works of the Franciscan 
theologian Francis of Mayrone (c. 1280-1328). Borselli explained  that an inquisitor ‘of 
our order’, the Dominican Giacomo de Petris, started  a process against Giacomo 
della Marca, because he considered  him a heretic who preached false things. The 
Franciscans, according to Borselli, made a lot of commotion about this, and  sent 
theologians from Paris, ‘and  from everywhere’ to Rome to defend that doctrine. In 
Borselli’s eyes, this exaggerated  reaction of the minors, stood  in contrast with the 
Dominican reaction. The Order of Preachers simply  sent three Observant masters to 
Rome ‘to defend the truth of faith’, and  they convinced  the pope to condemn the 
error of the Franciscans.
116
 This alludes to Borselli’s topical perception of the d ifferent 
character of the two mendicant orders: the Franciscans reacted  with commotion, 
whereas the Dominicans were the learned  and  down to earth defenders  of doctrinal 
truth. The pope d ied  before his condemnation came through, but Giacomo della 
Marca was corrected  and  ‘after he was reprimanded, was sent away’.
117
 In order to 
prevent further scandal, silence was imposed  upon this issue and  no one was 
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permitted  to preach about it.
118
 Although Borselli suggested  that Giacomo d ella 
Marca was not so learned  and  held  heretic views, he was a popular Observant 
preacher who would  later be canonized .  
 After d iscussing the translation of the body of St Dominic in 1267, Borselli 
introduced  another topic of conflict between the Franciscans and  the Dominicans that 
apparently played  during the period  in which he wrote his chronicle. In Bologna, 
some people asserted  that the body of St Dominic was not present in his tomb in the 
local church of San Domenico. According to Borselli, this was the fault of the 
Franciscans who were jealous that the Dominicans knew exactly where their order 
founder was buried , suggesting that the Franciscans d id  not know the whereabouts 
of the remains of Francis. He inserted  a tirade against the Franciscans, warning them 
that they should  stop their lies against St Dominic, because these would  lead  them to 
hell. He was especially furious that the Franciscans pronounced these lies not only 
within the walls of religious houses, but even ‘vomited’ them out publicly from the 
pulpit, which, the chronicler emphasized , was supposed  to be a place where the 
highest truth was announced.
119
  
Borselli’s chronicle provides more examples of conflicts between members of 
religious orders. For example, Johannes Pistorio, who Borselli praised  greatly, had 
problems with a certain Franciscan in L’Aquila: Michael of Milan.
120
 But Franciscans 
had  no monopoly on conflicts with Dominicans. Borselli also spoke of a certain 
Carmelite friar who allegedly criticized  the Dominicans everywhere he came.
121
 
 
In conclusion, Girolamo Borselli was a learned  preacher and  inquisitor who, as he 
announced in his prologue, made an ambitious attempt to compile and  unify a lot of 
historical materials concerning his religious order. His chronicle was an essential 
source for later Dominican historians such as Ambrosius Taegius and  Leandro 
Alberti. It offers biographical and  bibliographical information, and  provides exempla 
to imitate. Borselli d id  not only use the acts of general and  provincial chapters, papal 
bulls, epitaphs, and  letters, but also chronicles, hagiographical texts, and  treatises by 
other Dominican authors (and  even by non-Dominican authors such as Francesco da 
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Castiglione). As the many blank pages in his manuscript sh ow, his knowledge was 
fragmentary and  dependent on his sources and  circumstances. Although Borselli 
strove to relate things in chronological order, he sometimes felt compelled  to d isrupt 
this chronology, for example when he inserted  biographies that covered  several 
years. Within his chronicle, the narrative cohesion varied from section to section. 
Some vitae included  in the text constitute a proper narrative, but we also find  parts 
that consist of series of short factual statements, each of which beginning with item. 
These statements could  concern  lists of books written by a particular friar, or 
decisions made at a certain general chapters.  
If we believe the Italian historian Albano Sorbelli, Borselli was not a 
chronicler, but a ‘modern’ historian who wrote  history in accordance with the 
methods of ‘humanist’ historians. Sorbelli praised  Borselli’s ‘historical doctrine’, and 
his exceptional knowledge of manuscript sources.
122
 In the Dizionario Biografico 
degli’Italiani, Giuseppe Rabotti took over this positive judgment, writing that 
Borselli’s historical writings were inspired  by a critical sense that was ‘new for his 
time’.
123
 Gianfranco Pasquali, on the contrary, wrote that Borselli was a ‘mediocre 
historian, but a faithful transcriber of chronicles and  documen ts’, and  stated  that his 
chronicle was a work in progress (un opera in fieri).
124
 Anne Reltgen-Tallon argues that 
Borselli’s chronicle, left unfinished  in 1497, has a ‘medieval character’, and  described 
it as a compilation of literary and  archival documents organized  according to a 
chronological plan and  written in a simple style. She considered  the order chronicle 
of Ambrosius Taegius, written after 1500, as ‘much more complete and  erudite’, 
without provid ing arguments for this claim.
125
 The next section, however, 
demonstrates that Taegius essentially followed the same method as Borselli and  
reproduced largely the same content. 
 
Ambrosius Taegius 
Ambrosius Taegius took up the Dominican habit in Santa Maria delle Grazie in 
Milan, a friary that belonged to the Observant congregation of Lombardy. Around 
the same time that Leonardo da Vinci was painting the Last Supper in the refectory of 
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125
 Reltgen-Tallon, ‘La mémoire d ’un ordre’, 11-12. 
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his convent, Taegius dedicated  himself to the history of the Dominican order and , to 
this end , collected  chronicles and  other archival documents. Like Borselli, Taegius 
was an Observant Dominican. In his writings, he promoted  Dominican Observant 
reforms and  presented  Observant Dominicans as models. He produced an extensive 
composite historical work that consisted  of a Chronica maior ordinis praedicatorum, a 
Chronica brevis ordinis praedicatorum and  a De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum.
126
 The 
content of his historical works often overlaps, but is also complementary. For 
example, he d id  not include a life of Catherine of Siena in his chronicles, but in the 
sixth distinctio of his De insigniis. He also wrote the life of the Dominican sister 
Colomba Trucazzani (d . 1517), whose confessor he was.
127
 
 The bulk of Taegius’s works can only be consulted  in manuscripts. Only the 
parts that deal w ith St Dominic have been edited .
128
 Autograph manuscripts of 
Taegius’s texts once existed  in the library of Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan, but 
are now lost.
129
 Taegius’s works survive in later copies only. Unfortunately, no 
prologues survive, in which Taegius might have introduced  his works or explained  
his reasons to write the history of his order. As an author or an individual, Taegius is 
hard ly present in his works: there are only very few instances in wh ich the author 
revealed  himself in the text.
130
 Therefore we know little of him. One of the few 
instances in which autobiographical information shines through is in the account of 
the reform of the Lodi friary. When this friary was reformed in 1490, Hieronym us de 
Crema was appointed  lector. Taegius then added that he himself audited  
Hieronymus’s lectures on the Physics of Aristotle for one year at the Milanese friary 
of Santa Maria delle Grazie.
131
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 Rome, AGOP. His work is preserved  in five large volumes: Chronica maior (XIV.3.51-52, both copied  
in 1733), Chronica brevis (XIV.3.53) and  De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum (XIV.3.54-55). 
127
 Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 176-189r. The life is also copied  in AGOP, XIV. Liber QQ, fols 119-146. 
Tamar Herzig, Savonarola’s Women. Visions and Reform in Renaissance Italy (Chicago and  Lond on, 2008), 
60-61: introduces Colomba as a tertiary. In the manuscripts she is introduced  as the first soror of the 
Milanese monastery San Lazarro. Taegius explained  that she in fact lived  as a nun: in perpetual 
enclosure, and  she observed  all religious vows: Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 178r-178v. In this case, 
there was apparently no d ifference between the life of a Dominican tertiary and  a Dominican nun. 
128
 Pius Mothon, OP, Chronica conventus Bononiensis ad S.P. Dominicum sacri Ordinis Praedicatorum  ex 
historicis fragmentis variis tabulariis, praesertim archivio generali dicti ordinis exstantibus collecta (Rome: 
Typis Vaticanis, 1903), 303-630; and  also in Analecta ordinis praedicatorum, V (1901-2) 52-64, 77-128, 178-
192, 240-256. The parts from the Chronica brevis on Dominic’s immediate successors as masters general 
have also been ed ited  in this series: see the section on the Chronica brevis. 
129
 Gundisalvo Odetto, ‘La cronaca maggiore dell’ord ine domenicano d i Galvano Fiamma’, AFP 10 
(1940), 297-373 (here 316): suggests that the manuscripts may have been destroyed  in a fire that also 
destroyed  the inquisitorial archive on 3 June 1788. 
130
 A more careful analysis of the five large volumes containing his works can probably reveal more 
instances. I have not been able to read  everything. 
131
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 239v: sub quo libros phisicorum Aristotelis audivi in uno anno. 
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There is no agreement about important dates in his life: he pro fessed  in 1485 
or 1488 and  he probably d ied  after 1518 or 1525.
132
 Leandro Alberti included  a 
passage on Taegius in his De viris illustribus ordinis predicatorum in the section on 
Dominican historians, and  stated  that ‘we should  praise his  work greatly’.
133
 Alberti’s 
information suggests that the Milanese friar presented  him his chronicles and , in this 
way, supplied  Alberti and  his collaborators with important materials for the De viris 
illustribus published  in 1517. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, Quetif and  
Echard  listed  Taegius in their Scriptores ordinis praedicatorum, and  referred  to his 
works as ‘monuments of the order’ (monumenta ordinis): everyone who wrote about 
the order would  consult and  use his works. Quetif and  Echard  praised  Taegius’s 
‘immense’ works, through which he ‘not only gained  immense esteem, but also 
erected  for himself a monument more eternal than bronze.’
134
 With Taegius, his 
predecessors should  be praised  simultaneously, since Taegius followed a well-
established  trad ition, and  often reproduced older chronicles – as will be made clear 
below. Apart from such references by near contemporary chroniclers and  short 
entries in catalogues of Dominican authors, Taegius has not been the object of any in-
depth study.
135
 
 
Chronica brevis 
Taegius’s De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum, a work on the eminent events and  figures 
of the order of Preachers, will be introduced  in the part on Collective biographies. 
Here attention is first and  foremost d irected  towards his two other historical works . 
The shortest of these, the Chronica brevis ordinis praedicatorum, survives in a copy 
made by Innocenzio Antonio Natali in 1735. Parts of this chronicle that deal with the 
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 Mortier (1903), I, 4, footnote 1 and  IV, 144, and  Mamachi, Annales OP, I, xxxviii: wrote that Taegius 
joined  the Dominican Order in 1485. Sara Fasoli, Perseveranti nella regolare osservanza, 230, hold s that he 
professed  after May 1488, and  that he is last attested  alive in July 1518. On p. 80, she informs that 
Ambrosius lived  in the friary with two carnal brothers: Michele and  Filippo. The convent Santa Maria 
delle Grazie was founded  in 1463, and  became part of the congregation of Lombardy in 1465. See Sara 
Fasoli, ‘Tra riforme e nuove fondazioni: l'Osservanza domenicana nel ducato d i Milano’, Nuova rivista 
storica 76 (1992), 417-494 (444). A. Walz, Compendium historiae ordinis praedicatorum , 461: stated  that he 
d ied  around  1515. However, we know that he was still alive in 1517, when Leandro Alberti wrote 
about him in his De viris illustribus. Giuseppe Allegranza, Fratres scriptores conventus S.M. Gratiarum 
Mediolani alumni (1758), 19-20, manuscript in Rome, Biblioteca, Istitu to storico domenicano, Largo 
Angelicum: states that he was last attested  alive in 1525.  
133
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 153r. On Alberti’s collection of illustrious men : see Chapter 9. 
134
 SOP, II , 35: In his monumentis scribendis vivum se totum sepelisse videtur auctor, et eo labore certe 
immenso immensas non solum ab ordine promeruit gratias, sed et sibi monumentum erexit aere perennius [cf. 
Horace, Carmina III, 30]. 
135
 Odetto, ‘La cronaca maggiore’: d iscussed  and  used  Taegius, but only in order to understand  the 
work of the fourteenth-century chronicler Galvano Fiamma. Fabricius, Bibliotheca latina, I, 465. SOP, II, 
35. Andrea Rovetta de Brixia, Bibliotheca chronologica illustrium virorum provinciae Lombardiae sacri 
ordinis praedicatorum (Bologna, 1691), 102. 
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thirteenth century have been edited  in the series Analecta ordinis praedicatorum.
136
 This 
shorter chronicle once constituted  the final part of Taegius’s manuscripts: it is 
therefore his last historical work. Not simply a summary of his larger chronicle, it 
contains new information as well. Folia 1r to 91v describe the years between 1170 an d  
1313 and are structured  in the fashion of an order chronicle according to the reigns of 
the first thirteen master generals. Then, after  a blank space in the manuscript,
137
 the 
chronology is d isrupted  and  Taegius returned  to the year 1203. He inserted  sever al 
institutional writings into his chronicle: a life of Dominic by Peter Ferrandi, a letter 
by Bernard  Gui, and  Salagnac’s De quatuor in quibus Deus praedicatorum ordinem 
insignivit.
138
 The latter text informs the reader among other things about the prophecy  
of Abbot Joachim, and  about other prophets who would  have predicted  the Order of 
Preachers.
139
 This was to confirm the place of the Order of Preachers in the course of 
salvation history.  
Taegius also copied  the parts of the De quatuor that focus on Dominic’s 
illustrious offspring (Dominican popes, card inals, vice-chancellors, papal confessors, 
and  bishops are listed  according to their order province), and  the part that explains 
that the Rule of St Augustine was the ‘fundament’ of the Dominican order . The text 
emphasizes that the Virgin Mary protected  and  defended the order in a special 
way.
140
 With reference to the Speculum historiale of Vincent of Beauvais, it explains 
that Dominicans chose the Augustinian rule because it was based  on the norm of the 
apostles.
141
 Moreover, it was a very ancient rule – older than the Rule of St Benedict. 
In line with the De quatuor, the chronicle provides information about other religious 
orders that followed this rule,
142
 and  includes a short overview of religious orders and  
their founders.
143
 The Chronica brevis then deviates from the ed ited  De quatuor: it lists 
the monasteries of sisters in the various order provinces, and  adds a part on the 
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 In the volumes V (1901-2) 52-64, 77-128, 178-192, 240-256: the parts on St Dominic (not only from 
Taegius’s Chronica brevis, but also from his Chronica maior and  De insigniis. Volume XVIII (1927-28), 
679-686: reproduces the Chronica brevis, namely the part on Jordan of Saxony. Finally, volume XIX 
(1929-30) 16-27, 158-166, 206-215, 335-347, 450-461: reproduces the Chronica brevis, namely the part on 
Raymond of Pennafort, Johannes Theutonicus. Odetto pub lished  the part from the Chronica brevis that 
concerns the convent of S. Eustorgia, which Taegius copied  from Fiamma: XIV.3.53, fols 121v -128r. 
137
 Probably several pages in the original manuscrip t: in the copy it is ind icated  with {Spazio}. 
138
 Stephan of Salagnac and  Bernard  Gui, De quatuor in quibus Deus praedicatorum ordinem insignivit , ed . 
Thomas Kaeppeli, MOPH 22 (Rome, 1949). Taegius, Chronica brevis, fols 95r-109v. 
139
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 95v; Salagnac, De quatuor, 9; Joachim’s prophecy was already included 
in the De insigniis as well: I, 9-10. 
140
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 107v: ipsa specialiter ordinem protegit et defendit Unde habes de hoc in vitis 
fratrum plura. Cf. Salagnac, De quatuor, 170. 
141
 This is ind icated  in the margin: Vincentius in speculo hystoriali libro 26: capitulo 128 et 129. 
142
 Cf. Salagnac, De quatuor, 170-183 : 2. De excellentia regule B. Augustini; 3. Religiones que tenent regulam 
s. Augustini; 4. Regule diverse sub quibus diverse religiones militant deo. 
143
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fols 108r-109v. Also on fol. 140v we find  information on other orders: De 
initio ordinis fratrum de hospitali domus Theutonicorum . 
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Order of Cluny and the Order of Templars.
144
 The chronicle also points out that the 
Dominican order was governed  by three orders of prelates: master generals, prior 
provincials and  priors of convents.
145
  
 After this, the chronicle d iscusses the beginnings of the order again: it repeats 
information already provided  before.
146
 This time, however, the list of master 
generals proceeds further into the fourteenth and  fifteenth century. The entries are 
short and  provide the date and  the place of election  of the master general, the date 
and  place of his death, and  some additional information. For example, Taegius 
informed his readers that Raymond of Capua wrote the Legenda of Catherine of 
Siena, but d id  not say that he started  Observant reform s. The last master general 
described  is Gioacchino Torriani (r. 1487–1500). Then the list of master generals ends 
abruptly in the middle of a sentence.
147
  
Taegius followed this up with extracts from the larger order chronicle of 
Galvano Fiamma, a list of prior provincials and  provincial chapters of Lombardy, the 
canonization acts of St Dominic, and  the acts of several general chapters from 1405 
until 1518.
148
 On top of all this, Taegius d iscussed  which Dominican convents were 
reformed and included several peculiar anecdotes that he found worthy of 
remembrance.
149
 As an example, Taegius wrote about an ‘astonishing and  miserable 
matter’ (negotium stupendum et miserabile) that happened in the friary of Ulm around 
the year 1480.
150
 He introduced  a very religious friar, Ulricus, who was devout, 
respected  silence, always fasted , and  was serious in h is prayers. Because of this, he 
enjoyed a fame of sanctity, both among the people and  the friars. One day, he fell 
into ecstasy during Mass and  was carried  off to the infirmary. The next Sunday, 
Ulricus was lost. The nurse (infirmarius) looked for him both in the infirmary and 
elsewhere in the convent, and  ultimately found him standing upright on a chair 
ready to ‘hurl himself down’.
151
 The nurse convinced  him to return to the infirmary. 
Ulricus agreed  and  asked  the nurse to prepare him some food. The nurse a sked  what 
he wished  and  Ulricus responded: ‘For me two hard  eggs’.
152
 The nurse went off, and 
believed  that Ulricus would  follow him. Instead , Ulricus went to his cell and  wrote a 
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 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fols 109v-111v. 
145
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 111v: per magistros, priores provinciales et priores conventuales. Cf. Bernard  
Gui, De tribus gradibus praelatorum in ordine Praedicatorum , written between 1304 and  1315.  
146
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 112v and  onwards: repeats the history of St Dominic.  
147
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, 117r: Trigesimus sextus magister ordinis successor prefati fuit frater... 
148
 Odetto, ‘La cronaca maggiore’, 318-319. 
149
 He mentioned  among others reforms of convents in the years 1483, 1488, 1489.  
150
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fols 121r-121v: Circa annum domini 1480 in conventu Ulmensi stupendum 
contigit negotium. I paraphrase the story: for the whole anecd ote in Latin see the appendix. 
151
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 121r: [...] reperit ipsum stantem erectum super pedes super unam sedem 
paratum se ad intromitendum nisi frater supervenisset  [...].  
152
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 121r: para mihi duo ova dura. 
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small note: ‘Don’t be afraid , because I do good and I ask a grave’.
153
 Then he took up a 
sword , hid  it under his clothes and  entered  the church, where a priest was 
celebrating Mass. At the moment of communion, when the priest wanted  to hand 
over the body of Christ, he rose up and , there, at the altar, he drove the sword  into 
his own chest, exactly into his heart, and  he d ied . After that there was great 
commotion. The friars and  all those present d iscussed  what to do, and  asked  the 
bishop and  other religious men for advice. Finally, the people shouted  that he could 
not be buried  in the cemetery and  had  to be thrown into the Danube. The story ends 
with: ‘However, the horse could  not drag him out of the convent. And at that 
moment, a great fog came over the whole city’.
154
 
In contrast to some other anecdotes in the chronicle, this one is rather 
exceptional since it does not contain a clear moral message. Moreover , it includes 
details that increase the peculiarity of the story, such as Ulricus’ request for two hard  
eggs, before he committed  suicide.
155
 Although suicide was considered  a sin,
156
 the 
author repeatedly stressed  that this friar always lived  a good  life and  was considered  
a saint. The end  suggests that God indeed  agreed  that this friar Ulricus was not 
sinful: when the people wished  to take him from the convent in order to throw him 
into the river, the horse was not in the power to do this, and  ‘a great fog came over 
the whole city’ – what this meant is not explained , adding to the ambiguous nature 
of the whole episode. Whereas other stories were included in order to increase the 
faith, this ‘astonishing and  miserable’ story problematizes the view that suicide is 
always sinful, and  leaves us readers behind  in puzzlement.  
Taegius short chronicle is not a planned, homogeneous narrative with a clear 
structure. Instead , the character of the Chronica brevis is similar to the second  part of 
Borselli’s chronicle: a collection of historical documents that Taegius copied  or 
compiled  because he found them worthy of remembrance (perhaps to include in a 
next version of his larger order chronicle) or  because they were important sources 
and  supported  his work as an order historian , but that neither constituted  a logical 
unity, nor were ordered  chronologically. It contains both repetitions and  gaps. At 
several places the author inserted  information abou t St Dominic and  the beginnings 
of the order. Taegius’s Chronica brevis incorparates existing institutional texts, but 
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 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 121r: Non timeatis quia bene facio et peto sepulturam . 
154
 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 121v: Tandem populo acclamante non debere in cimiterio sepeliri in fluvium 
Danubii in capsam projecerunt. Equus autem non poterat eum de conventu extrahere et tunc venit nebula 
magna super totam civitatem. 
155
 To ask for an egg, apparently, has some top ical meaning: Smoller mentioned  a story about a ‘child  
who asked  to eat an egg on the moment of his m iraculous cure from p lague’: Laura Ackerman 
Smoller, The Saint and the Chopped-Up Baby. The Cult of V incent Ferrer in Medieval and Early Modern 
Europe (Ithaca and  Lond on, 2014), 2. 
156
 On medieval attitu tes towards suicide see Alexander Murray, Suicide in the Middle Ages, 2 vols 
(Oxford , 1998-2000). 
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also provides astonishing anecdotes. As such, this chronicle does not seem more 
‘modern’ than Borselli’s. Taegius might not have envisaged  his Chronica brevis as an 
independent work: the various documents may have been put together only after his 
death. It was simply referred  to as Chronica brevis, to set it apart from his larger order 
chronicle.  
Chronica maior 
Taegius’s ‘extended’ chronicle of the order of preachers is known as the Chronica 
maior or Chronicae ampliores ordinis praedicatorum. It consists of two volumes. The first 
volume is dedicated  to the history of the Order of Preachers from the birth of St 
Dominic until the year 1295 and the second volume to the Dominican history from 
1296 to 1506. Two copies of Taegius’s Chronica maior survive. Tomás Ripoll, master 
general of the Dominican order between 1725 and 1747, ordered  that copies were 
made of Taegius’s autograph manuscripts that at that time were still present in the 
Dominican convent Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan . In 1733, friar Innocenzio 
Antonio Natali of Bologna, who also copied  Taegius’s Chronica brevis, transcribed  the 
first volume of Taegius’s Chronica maior. In order to copy the second volume (also in 
1733) Natali received  help from Ludovico Obradovich de Ragusio. In 1758, Taegius’s 
De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum was copied  as well: Antonio Nepoti, the prior of 
Santa Maria delle Grazie, and  Vincenzo Monti (Vincentius Montius), master in 
theology and  prefect of the convent library, testified  that it was an authentic copy, 
d irectly made from the autograph manuscript.
157
 All these eighteenth-century copies 
are preserved  in the general archive of the Order of Preachers in Rome.
158
 
At the University Library of Bologna, another, older copy of the Chronica maior 
survives, also d ivided  over two volumes.
159
 The name of Ambrosius Taegius is 
nowhere visible in these volumes. Instead , the name of the Dominican friar Paolo 
Castruccio de Monteregali, or Mondovi, (1551-1601) is attached  to the chronicle.
160
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 The last page of the second  volume informs about this: the copy was made fideliter et omnique 
diligentia ex autographo manuscripto F. Ambrosii Taegii. Who exactly copied  the text is made explicit in a 
letter by Vincenzo Maria Monti, kept in the AGOP, Liber GGG, fol. 137: Monti copied  the sixth 
volume (XIV.3.55), and  writing 22 March, stated  that he already  copied  two thirds of the last volume, 
while Antonio Natali was copying the fifth volume (XIV.3.54). It is weird  that in the AGOP the work 
now survives in only five volumes, whereas Vincenzo Monti referred  to his XIV.3.55 as the sixth and  
last copy of Taegius’s works (non posso trasmetterlo il tomo sesto ed ultimo dell’opere dal P. Taegio; Monti 
stated  that he d id  not yet finish all copies, bu t that he would  be ready by the end  of the summer). Also 
SOP, II, 35 referred  to six volumes of Taegius’s autographs. 
158
 AGOP, XIV.3.51, fols 1r-163v and  XIV.3.52, fols 1r-252v. 
159
 Bologna, University Library, MSS lat. 1894 (fols 1r-386r) and  1979.  
160
 In the first volume (MS 1894) we read  on the first page: fratris Pauli Castrucci a Monteregali ordinis 
Praedicatorum Monumenta magistrorum generalium Ordinis Praedicatorum . The second  volume (MS 1979) 
has a proper title page ind icating: Quinta pars monimentorum ordinis magistri generalis [sic], and  with the 
same hand  as the one that attributed  the monuments to Paulo Castruccio in the first volume was 
added: conscript. a F. Paulo Castrucci de Monteregali ordinis praedicatorum . 
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This friar entered  Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan on 1 February 1568, and , in 1579, 
made indices of both the Chronica maior and  the De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum, and  
attached  them to Taegius’s autograph manuscripts.
161
 Later he moved to the Bologna 
friary, where he became prior: he is responsible for the copies of Taegius’s works that 
are now held  in the University Library of Bologna.
162
 The copies were attributed  to 
Castruccio, although in reality he had  only added the table of content on 8 August 
1579.
163
 
The texts of the copies kept in Rome and Bologna are nearly the same, 
although the spelling is sometimes d ifferent.
164
 Several features indicate that the 
copies were made independently from one another: this increases the possibilities of 
reconstructing the original manuscripts of the Chronica maior. In the Rome copy Paolo 
Castruccio is not mentioned . If the Rome manuscript had  been based  on Bologna, the 
scribe would  have copied  the name of Castruccio, not of Taegius. Apart from the 
page numbers, the index is exactly the same in the two copies, including additional 
remarks that ask for the reader’s attention and  recommend certain passages.
165
 This 
illustrates that both copies faithfully reproduce the indices that Paolo Castruccio 
attached  to the autograph manuscripts. The autograph manuscripts very probably 
included abbreviations. The copies sometimes seem to give d ifferent solutions for 
what was probably abbreviated  in the autograph manuscripts. Both copies have titles 
in the margins, which allow the reader to scan the content of the chronicle quickly. 
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 For his ind ices to the De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum , see Chapter 5. Above the index of the 
Chronica brevis the name of Paolo Castruccio does not figure. When the authenticated  Rome copies 
were made in the eighteenth century, the scribes also copied  that Paolo Castruccio made the ind ices in 
1579. 
162
 The volume (MS 1979) starts w ith: Index rerum notabililum in hoc libro contentarum a me fratre Paolo 
Castruccio a Monte Regali in conventu sancte Marie Gratiarum Mediolani extra Portam Vercellinam anno 
1579 die 8 Augusti editus et conscriptus feliciter incipit . 
163
 Giuseppe Allegranza, Fratres scriptores conventus S.M. Gratiarum Mediolan. A lumni (1758), 21-24: 
contains a record  on Castruccio. On p. 23: scripsit duo grandia volumina, quae in nostra Bibliotheca 
Bononiensi asservantur [mss.] hoc titulo: Monumenta Magistrorum Generalium Ord. Praed. Hoc opus alterius 
manu [atque in partes V  distributum] scriptum, exemplo Taegii suspicor depromptum, in quo is erat 
versatissimus. Then Allegranza describes the two volumes as they are tod ay. Castruccio also became 
socius of master general Beccaria, and  provincial of Lombard y. The catalogue of the Bologna 
manuscripts ind icates that the first volume of the copy was made in the eighteenth century (MS 1894), 
and  the second  volume (MS 1979) in the sixteenth century. L. Frati, Indici dei codici latini conservati nella 
R. Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna (Florence, 1909), 408, 416. The description in the catalogue of the 
AGOP in Rome, states that Paolo Castruccio mad e the copy in 1758. This is wrong, because he lived  at 
the end  of the sixteenth century. 
164
 I will mostly use the Rome copy. If I refer to the Bologna copy, I will insert a B of Bologna. B has 
more abbreviations and  spells words d ifferently than R, e.g. ‘prossequtus’ (R) or ‘p rosequutus’ (B).  
165
 After the Mirabilis quedam visio cuidam fratri divinitus ostensa we find  the exact same exhortation in 
both cop ies: lege queso ibi lector optime. See the ind ices in the second  volumes of Rome (219) and  
Bologna (274). After the Felix transitus fratris Joannis Gateri de conventu Bononiensi, we find  another 
recommend ation: vide ibi. Bologna copy 290, Rome copy 229. God revealed  this friar that he was going 
to d ie. 
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The Rome copy allows us to gain a better understanding of what Taegius’s 
manuscripts looked like, and  how he worked as a chronicler. It ind icates when there 
were open spaces in the original manuscript with  {spazio} – in contrast to the Bologna 
copy, which continues d irectly with the next section. The Rome manuscript also 
reproduces references to years even if no information for that year was available. The 
scribe of the Bologna copy, however, skipped these references to ‘empty years’ as 
having no additional value.
166
 Anne Reltgen-Tallon suggested  that Taegius’s Chronica 
maior was more complete than the chronicle of Borselli. This is true, since Taegius 
added to what he found in Borselli. However, Taegius’s chronicle was, like Borselli’s 
chronicle, not a completely finished  product. Taegius likewise left blank spaces that 
had to be filled  in later: in his chronicle, information was ‘lacking’ as well.
167
 
Chapter 2 emphasized  that almost all order chroniclers were to some extent 
compilers. Taegius was no exception. Pius Mothon gives an overview of sources used  
by Taegius for his Chronica maior. For the period  until the fourteenth century, Taegius 
built primarily on the works of Galvano Fiamma and Bernard  Gui, and  on the Vitae 
fratrum.
168
 Both copies of Taegius’s Chronica maior refer to sources, either in the 
margins or within parentheses in the text.
169
 A comparison of Taegius’s and  Borselli’s 
order chronicles (and  then especially the parts that deal with the period from 
Raymond of Capua onwards) demonstrates that Taegius relied  heavily on Borselli 
and  that his chronicle reproduced largely the same content. 
Like Borselli, Taegius wrote predominantly about the lives of exemplary friars 
and  the acts of general chapters. Often, Taegius revealed  in the margin that Borselli 
was his source,
170
 but at times he copied  or slightly rephrased  parts of Borselli 
without mentioning that he followed his predecessor. This was the case, for instance, 
when he wrote about the learned  friar Ugolinus de Camarino. This Ugolinus 
allegedly stupefied  the prelates of the Church with his d isputations and  lectures, and  
worked hard  for the confirmation of the Dominican Penitent Order .
171
 Taegius only 
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 Cf. for example fols 210v and  216v. 
167
 For example, he announced  to insert the famous deeds of Antonius de Sancto Germano, but this is 
followed  by blank space. Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 207v: eius preclara gesta quia exemplaria sunt hic 
inserere censui {Spazio}. 
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 Pius Mothon, OP, Chronica conventus Bononiensis ad S.P. Dominicum sacri Ordinis Praedicatorum  ex 
historicis fragmentis variis tabulariis, praesertim archivio generali dicti ordinis exstantibus collecta (Rome, 
1903), 299-302. Gundisalvo Odetto already showed how Borselli and  Taegius used  the chronicle of the 
Milanese friar Galvano Fiamma: Gundisalvo Odetto, ‘La cronaca maggiore dell'ord ine domenicano d i 
Galvano Fiamma’, AFP 10 (1940), 297-373 (here 314). 
169
 This is ind icated  with ex cronica fratris Galvanei, e.g. Rome, vol. II (XIV.3.52), on fols 3v, 9r, and  17r, 
62r; with ex cronica fratris Bernardi, e.g. vol. II, on fols 2r, 3v, 9r, 17r, 20v, 30v, 62v; with ex libro vitas 
fratrum, e.g. vol. I (XIV.3.51) on fols 1r, 2r, 50r et passim. Also in the Bologna copy, e.g. fol. 134r.  
170
 For example, when Taegius introduced  Giovanni d e Fiesole (better known as Fra Angelico), he 
ind icated  in the margin: ex cronica fratris hyeronymi bononiensis: Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 202v. 
171
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 149v: Frater Ugolinus de Camarino, magister in theologia, vir eruditissimus, hoc 
tempore suam scientiam demonstravit; fuit enim magister ac lector sacri palatii tam acuti ingenii, ut prelatos 
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changed laboravit ut approbaretur into multum pro confirmatione [...] laboravit and  added  
apud summum pontificem.
172
 Likewise, he inserted  Borselli’s eulogy of Thomas of Siena 
without a source reference.
173
 
At several junctures Taegius reproduced more or less the content of Borselli’s 
chronicle, but reconfigured  the historical materials. To give an example: Borselli 
d iscussed  the translation of the corpse of Vincent Ferrer in a passage on the acts of 
the general chapter of Montepulciano in 1456. The translation story starts with: Item 
denuntiamus omnibus fratribus sanctissimum corpus sancti Vincentii [etc.]. Taegius, 
however, took it out of the description of the Montepulciano chapter, and  
transformed it into a separate lemma that started  with Hoc anno quinta mensis aprilis 
sacratissimum corpus sancti Vincentii [etc.]. He also added a title in the margin so that 
his readers could  quickly see what it was about: De translatione corporis sancti 
Vincentii confessoris.
174
 In this way, Taegius restructured  the information that he found 
in Borselli and  in the acts of the general chapter, expanded it, and  thematized  it. 
These textual interventions placed  more emphasis on this, in contemporary eyes, 
important event, and  no doubt were undertaken to make the text  more appealing 
and  accessible. 
At times, Taegius presented  the information he found in Borselli in a much 
more elaborated and  edited  way. This is the case with the life of Corradino Bornati, 
the first prior of the Bologna friary after its reform in 1427.
175
 Borselli had  introduced 
Corradino Bornati as a ‘holy man’ and  a ‘fervent zealot of the regular life’,
176
 who was 
a real example of religion for his friars and for the laity. He included accounts of 
‘witnesses of his holiness’, such as Constantius de Fabriano and  Augustinus de 
Buyella.
177
 These accounts were not presented  as a narrative unity, but show kinship  
with canonization acts, w hich also list testimonies of witnesses. The anecdotes in 
question had  been transmitted  orally for a certain period  before Borselli wrote them 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
ecclesie suis disputationibus ac lectionibus verteret in stuporem. Hic in romana curia longo tempore moratus 
magnam praticam sumpsit. Laboravit, ut regula eorum de penitentia beati Dominici approbaretur. 
172
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 186r: Hac etiam tempestate floruit in provintia sancti Dominici frater 
Ugolinus de Camarino magister in theologia vir eruditissimus ac magister sacri palatii. Tam acuti fuit ingenii 
ut prelatos ecclesie lectionibus et disputationibus verteret in stuporem. In romana autem curia longo moratus 
tempore magnam ibidem praticam sumpsit. Multum pro confirmatione regule fratrum et sororum de penitentia 
beati Dominici apud summum pontificem laboravit. 
173
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 233v; Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 193v. 
174
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 203r; Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 204r. 
175
 Anna Morisi Guerra, ‘Bornati, Corrad ino’, DBI 12 (1971), 798-799. M. Bertucci, ‘Bornad a, Corrad ino’, 
Bibliotheca Sanctorum (1963), III, 362-3. Pope Martin V wanted  to make him a card inal, but he refused . 
During a conflict between Bologna and  the pope, he remained  faithful to the pope. Therefore he was 
arrested . He d ied  of plague in 1429. 
176
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 170r: vir sanctus et regularis vite fervens zelator. 
177
 Constantius de Fabriano’s letter about the virtues of Corrad ino Bornati’s is ed ited  in the Acta 
sanctorum. Roberto Rusconi, ‘Costanzo d a Fabriano, beato’, DBI 30 (1984). ‘Epistola b. Constantii de 
Fabriano de virtutibus venerabilis Conradini’, AASS, Novembris, I, Parisiis 1887, 409-410. 
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down in his chronicle. To increase the credibility of these anecdotes, the chronicler 
would  emphasize the status and  trustworthiness of the witnesses. This was an 
accepted  method. In Borselli’s chronicle, the fragmentary and  oral nature of the 
eyewitness accounts was maintained , as can be seen in friar Augustinus de Buyella’s 
testimony of anecdotes concerning Corradino Bornati. This friar was asked  ‘what he 
had  heard  about Corradino Bornati’,
178
 and  responded that he remembered  very well 
that the famous fathers and  friars in Bologna were all lyrical about the ‘admirable’ 
deeds of Corradino. He transmitted  anecdotes told  by the aged  doctor of the convent 
who had  witnessed  Conrad’s death, and  by a certain venerable citizen of Bologna 
who would  have told  that when Conrad heard  his confession, he cried  so loudly that 
he resembled  another Ambrosius (alter Ambrosius), even though this citizen’s sins 
were not serious.
179
 
In Taegius’s chronicle, in contrast, the entry on Corradino Bornati has been 
developed into a real vita, inserted  at the date of his death (1429).
180
 It starts by 
d iscussing his youth in chronological order . When he was 17, his father sent him to 
the studium generale in Padua to study law. He stayed  there for 5 years, and  some 
wanted  to make him part of the college of doctors. Conrad , however, fled  away from 
that kind  of world ly glory (talem mundi refugit gloriam). Instead  he aspired  to 
evangelical doctrine and  he wanted  to follow the saintly fathers. Then, at the age of 
22, he entered  the Order of Preachers. Although he devoted  himself totally to the 
study of theology, he never declined  manual work, the burd ens of religion, or the 
offices. When he was elected  prior of Bologna, he objected  at first. He considered  
himself not important enough, and  too young. He thought he was not fit for such an 
important task and  stated  that he had  failed  lighter tasks. At the  end  he gave in 
‘because it was the will of God and the desire of the friars’. In the eyes of the author, 
Corradino’s obedience was perfect. 
Taegius inserted  the testimonies about Corradino from Borselli’s chronicle in 
newly constructed  chapters, which concentrated  on his virtues, such as his fervent 
praying, and  his zeal in fighting the temptations of the flesh. The vita includes a 
Marian apparition: once, when Corradino flagellated  himself until ‘the blood was 
running everywhere’, the Virgin Mary appeared  to him. Another chapter shows how 
he incited  the people around him to a virtuous life, and  explains how he attracted 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 170v: interrogatus a fratribus quid audierat de fratre coradino de brixia ita retulit […]. 
179
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 170v. 
180
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fols 191r-193v: Anno domini 1429 In conventu Bononiensi provintie sancti 
Dominici et congregationis Lombardie migravit ad dominum vir deo dignus et eximie sanctitatis Frater 
Conradinus de Brixia primus prefati reformati conventus Bononiensis prior Qui quante fuerit sanctitatis et 
gratie miracula ad eius invocationem facta testantur . eius autem preclara gesta quia cor legentium ad 
devotionem provocativa sunt hic inserere curavi. 
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conventuals to a regular life.
181
 This is followed by stories about his abstinence, 
humility, obedience, exemplarity, and  charity, and  about how Corradino liberated  a 
man from a demon. The author stressed  that Corradino suffered  great tribulations 
because of his obedience to the Church: he personally carried  a papal interd ict to 
Bologna, and  was therefore made prisoner . The author of the vita claimed that no one 
was more saintly than Corradino in his times: he supposedly was so full of virtues, 
gifts and  morals that it seemed that God d id  not send  a  mere angel, but a seraph 
from heaven.  
In short, the life of Corradino Bornati changed substantially when it was 
transferred  from Borselli’s chronicle to that of Taegius. Borselli presented  more or 
less a dossier that was elaborated  upon in Taegius’s chronicle. The text of Borselli’s 
witnesses found its way into Taegius’s vita, which was structured  through the 
addition of marginal titles. In Borselli’s chronicle, the record  on Corradino Bornati 
had a raw and haphazard  form, because there w as no clear beginning and  end , and  
the stories were not connected . In Taegius’s chronicle, the random information 
evolved in an elaborated  vita. The materials were d ivided  over chapters and  the story 
was rewritten with the use of new information.  
Comparable strategies can be seen in other adaptations by Taegius. The 
Milanese chronicler transformed the more or less random information found in 
Borselli and  others into more elaborated  and  structured  narratives and  vitae, with 
(marginal) chapter headings that allowed for a better access to the text. Another 
example is the way in which Borselli and  Taegius presented  the stigmata controversy 
surrounding Catherine of Siena. Borselli inserted  it at the beginning of the section on 
master general Leonardo Mansueti and  instrumentalized  it as proof of the fact that 
Leonardo d id  not ‘protect’ the ‘honor’ of his religious order. Taegius, however, 
discussed  it separately, added new information, and  provided  the story with a 
d istinct title.
182
 He informed his readers that, in  his times, the ‘immense and  lasting’ 
controversy was still not settled  and  caused  ‘many scandals’, which he both 
witnessed  ‘with his own eyes’ and  heard from others.
183
 He wrote that, when Sixtus 
prohibited  the depiction of Catherine of Siena with stigmata, Dominican prelates had  
to ensure that the paintings of the stigmatized  Catherine were removed and 
destroyed .
184
 One can imagine the chaos this instruction caused: belov ed paintings of 
the stigmatized  Catherine suddenly had  to d isappear from sight, and  were carried 
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 The testimony of N icolaus from Sicily, for example, becomes a part of Qualiter subditos suos ad bonum 
hortabatur. Cf. Chapter 8; Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 192v. 
182
 Nevertheless, we do not find  an insertion of auctor. 
183
 Taegius, Chronica maior, II, 225r: De controversia fratrum nostrorum et minorum de stigmatibus sancte 
Catherine de Senis. Hoc in tempore maxima et diuturna discensio inter fratres nostros et fratres ordinis 
minorum exhorta est occasione stigmatum beate Catherine Senensis que adhuc sopita non est. Ex qua 
quamplurima processere scandala que et ego propriis vidi oculis ab aliis quoque audivi. 
184
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 225r. 
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from one place to another. Taegius summarized  the content of the papal bulls,
185
 and 
stated  that they caused  ‘such scandals, d iscensions, quarrels, and  detractions’ that it 
would  be impossible to include them all.
186
 The pope ordered  master general 
Leonardo Mansueti to make sure that, by the next general chapter, all Dominicans 
obeyed his bulls. Taegius inserted  the official statement in his chronicle, but d id  not 
include further details about the d iscord  at the general chapter, as Borselli d id . In this 
way, Taegius ed ited  out some rough but amusing edges from the narrative. 
At the same time, Taegius added to Borselli’s chronicle, for instance by 
including more acts of general chapters, papal bulls and  letters, as well as aspects of 
papal history.
187
 Whereas Borselli ‘could  not find’ the acts of the general chapter of 
1410, Taegius d iscussed  them in his chronicle.
188
 Borselli d id  not mention Alain de la 
Roche and  his promotion of the rosary, but Taegius d id : he used  Alain de la Roche’s 
Rosarium as a source, and  included  a eulogy on the promotor of the rosary,
189
 
announcing all of this with the indication of auctor.
190
 He also inserted  the papal bulls 
issued  by Sixtus IV that approved and  confirmed the confraternity of the rosary.
191
 
Unlike Borselli, Taegius made use of the world  chronicle of Antoninus of 
Florence and  referred  to this source in the margin, for example, when he d iscussed  
the Florentine San Marco friary or when he introduced  the life of Lorenzo d i 
Ripafratta.
192
 Moreover, contrary to Borselli, Taegius had  access to Georg Epp’s De 
illustribus viris: he inserted  in his chronicle several of Epp’s eulogies, includ ing the 
one on Raymond of Capua. At the same time, he d id  not hesitate to change them to 
suit his own purposes.
193
 In Taegius’s Chronica maior, the eulogy on Raymond was 
transformed into an introduction to a new section of his chronicle: the things that 
happened during the generalate of Raymond of Capua. Raymond is firstly 
introduced  in his capacity as Dominican master general, and , adding to the 
information he found in Epp, Taegius specified  Raymond’s order province, and  the 
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 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 225v: Hec sunt que sunt in dicta bulla somarie continentur. 
186
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 226r: tot scandala, discensiones, rixe, detractationesque sequte sunt quod ea 
omnia ennarrare longum esset. 
187
 In this instance, he gave a rather vague source reference: ex cronicis. He does not specify what 
chronicles exactly. This may ind icate that this information could  be found  in more than one chronicle. 
Taegius, Chronica maior, II, fol. 219r In the middle of the text we find  another auctor-ind ication. This 
probably means that he wrote the information beginning with Anno primo pontificatus sui [etc.] himself. 
In the Bologna copy, we find  on fol. 273r the same insertions of ex cronicis and  auctor.  
188
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fols 187v-189r. Cf. Acta CG, III, 133-147. 
189
 Taegius, Chronica maior, R: fol. 223v-225r: De fratre Alano Theutonico Beate Virginis devoto. B: fols 280v-
282r.  
190
 Taegius, Chronica maior, B, fol. 277v: Ex rosario fratris A llani de Ruppe; Auctor; Ex rosario fratris 
Michaelis de Insulis. NB: I follow the ancient, not the modern foliation of the Bologna copy. 
191
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 223r. 
192
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fols 195v and  207r: ex cronica domini archiepiscopi Florentini. 
193
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 194r-194v. 
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details of the general chapter that elected  him.
194
 New details are that Raymond is 
presented  as learned  and  literate (doctus et literatus) and  that he wrote the legend of 
Agnes of Montepulciano.
195
 Whereas Taegius d id  not mention Epp as a source when 
he copied  and  reworked this biographical record  on Raymond of Capua, he d id  
reveal his source when he copied  other eulogies, such as those on Johannes Nider or 
Eberard , the prior of the reformed convent of Nuremberg.
196
 I already showed in the 
previous chapter that these eulogies in Epp’s collection  were in turn taken almost 
literally from Johannes Meyer. 
 Aside from adopting from Epp’s book on illustrious Dominicans, Taegius 
inserted  stories that have not survived  elsewhere (we do not know where he found 
them, or what his source was). For example, Taegiu s included  the life of a certain 
German friar from Erfurt who flourished  between the 1460s and  1480s, and  
introduced  it like this: 
 
‘Around these times [anno domini 1464], certain miraculous things are believed to 
have happened around a certain Teutonic friar, whose name the one who wrote this 
history d id  not reveal, because he was at that time still alive. I have decided  to insert 
this history here because it is wonderful and encourages good things. Who this friar 
was or who wrote his history, I was by n o means able to ascertain. This introduction, 
however, preceded the history.’
197
 
 
Here, Taegius wrote in the first person (decrevi). Although Taegius was not able to 
find  out the name of the author of the story or that of the living saint, he included the 
story because it was ‘wondrous’ (mirabilis), and  encouraged ‘the good’ (ad bonum 
provocativa). In the introduction that follows, the anonymous author of the story 
expressed  the view that one should  always narrate the miracles of the Lord . At the 
same time, he refused  to reveal the name of the friar described , because he was at 
that time still alive.
198
 He was aware that, because of this omission, one could  more 
easily believe that the story was invented . To sustain his claim to truth, he 
emphasized  that he partly obtained  the information first-hand, and  partly from 
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 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 174r: provintie Regni Sicilie electus est […] in capitulo generali Bononie 
celebrato anno domini 1380. 
195
 Ibidem: Scripsit etiam hic venerabilis pater legendam beate Agnetis de montepolitiano romane provintie 
sanctimonialis ordinis predicatorum. 
196
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 185r: ex libro de viris illustrioribus fratris Georgii V inpinensis. 
197
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 211r. Title: Cuiusdam fratris Theutonici vita, cuius nomen ignoratur. Circa 
hec tempora mira quedam de fratre quodam Theutonico cuius nomen ille qui hanc descripsit hystoriam quia tunc 
temporis adhuc superstes erat reticuit accidisse creduntur, que historia quia mirabilis est et ad bonum 
provocativa hic apponere decrevi. Quis hic frater fuerit aut qui eius descripsit hystoriam haud potui scire. Huic 
autem hystorie tale premisit prohemium:[in the margin: Prologus in sequentem hystoriam]. 
198
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 211v: Huius vero nomen quoniam adhuc superest palam traducere recusabo. 
This is an expression of the widespread  belief among Dominican authors that one should  not praise 
someone who was still alive, as d iscussed  in the previous section on Borselli’s chronicle.  
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dependable learned  men.
199
 This latter claim fits in with the practice to use witnesses 
that stood  higher in the social and  intellectual hierarchy: they were considered  more 
truthful. This introduction is followed by an adventurous story about a friar from 
Erfurt, who lived  in the times of the popes Paul II and  Sixtus IV, and  the emperor 
Frederick III.  
The story goes as follows: in Erfurt, there was a young man with an excellent 
character, who accord ing to the habits of youth was in love with a certain noble 
virgin. Since he was not the only one who sought her hand, he was challenged for a 
fight: the winner could  marry the girl. Before the eyes of the people of Erfurt, our 
protagonist won the spectacular fight, but then rad ically altered his life. He realized 
that he wanted  to be a sold ier for God’s sake, not for his own pleasures. Immediately 
after the fight, he therefore went to the Dominican friary of Erfurt and  asked  to 
become a friar. The Dominican guardsman at first thought he was making fun of the 
Dominicans, and  told  him that this was not the way to enter in their religion. Only 
after convincing him of the seriousness of his conversion, the young man was 
allowed to enter the friary. When the young man’s father heard  what had  happened, 
he was furious and  came to the friary to get his son out of there, asking him: ‘What is 
the reason for this insanity?’ and  ‘What happened that you wear this rude tunic?’
200
  
This brings to mind the life of St Francis, who also drastically changed his life 
and  entered  the religious life against the w ill of his father. The young man in our 
story opposed  his father as well, and  fled  to Rome. There, he became priest and 
refused  a card inalate. Consequently, he left for Russia, and  embarked  on an odyssey 
full of adventures and  hardship.
201
 He preached not among monotheistic people, but 
among those who still worshipped images of animals (ymmagines animalium) such as 
dogs, ‘as the Egyptians used  to do’.
202
 Like an alter Vincentius, our anonymous friar 
converted  5000 pagans, among whom a queen and  her children, to  Christianity. This 
brought him into trouble with the pagan king: the latter killed his own family 
members who had  just converted  to the ‘true’ faith, and  our friar himself was 
seriously injured . He then received  help from an orthodox Christian king and  wa s 
able to recover. But the hardship had  not yet ended: he was later captured  by some 
‘false friars’ who lived  a military life but were dressed  as religious. They suspended  
him in a sewer for three days.
203
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 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 211v: verum quia [sic] partim propriis percepi sensibus cuius conversatione 
affatuque ferme per bienium haud dubito me edoctum esse et que partim a professoribus veritatis qui et ipsimet 
illius [sic, read  illum] audiere didici asseram illaque tantummodo ponam. 
200
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 211v: non isto modo religionem intratur. […] Quenam causa huius insanie? 
[…] Quid est quod rudi et panosa indutus es tunica? 
201
 Meerssemann, Ordo fraternitatis, III, 1179: suggests that the au thor must have made an error, and 
that it was Borussia, not Russia.  
202
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 212r: animalium ymmagines sicut canes et similia ut olim egiptii adorantes. 
203
 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 213r. 
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When he finally returned  to his fatherland , he got involved  in the promotion 
of the rosary, and  he went to Rome to receive papal confirmation for a new 
confraternity of the rosary. Consequently he promoted  the rosary in Venice, and  
worked fruitfully for the salvation of souls in this city. Since he d id  not  speak Italian, 
he only preached to the Germans at first, but after a while the Italians came to hear 
his sermons as well, because they were curious and  wanted  to see his devotion. The 
narrator wanted  to emphasize that he was greatly venerated  by both the Germans 
and  the Italians, and  that he was a mediator in cases of conflict.
204
 Although Taegius, 
just as his source, remained  silent about the identity of this person, it seems that this 
anonymous, living saint can be identified  with Johannes of Erfurt.
205
 
 
Reltgen-Tallon claimed that Taegius’s chronicle was more ‘erudite’ than the one 
written by Borselli, and  suggested  that Taegius’s style and  method were more 
modern than those practiced  by his immediate predecessor.
206
 In the previous section, 
I already showed that Taegius’s Chronica brevis included  d ifferent kind s of texts 
related  to the history of the order (and  even on the history of other religious orders), 
d id  not respect a chronological order, and  was in part repetitive. This section has 
tried  to show that Taegius in his Chronica maior essentially followed  the same method 
as Borselli. Just like Borselli, Taegius left space in his manuscripts to add  information 
later on. In this sense, his chronicle was a ‘work in progress’ as well, and  not a 
finished  product. Taegius’s Chronica maior is a compilation of the stories that are 
contained  in the works of previous chroniclers, such as Georg Epp, Girolamo Borselli 
and  Antoninus of Florence, in combination with important papal bulls and  letters, 
and  a selection of the approbations, confirmations and  commendations taken from 
the acts of Dominican general chapters. Like the fourteenth -century chronicler 
Galvano Fiamma, Taegius frequently indicated  the sources in the margins, but he 
was not consistent in this practice. Often he d id  not mention his source, although he 
only changed the sequence, used  some synonyms, or added a line. Taegius added 
new miraculous stories and  was not more critical than his predecessors. Instead , 
Taegius often chose to leave out Borselli’s critical remarks  in his own presentation of 
Dominican history, as will be shown in Chapter 8. 
In his Chronica maior, Taegius often closely followed Borselli. He copied  many 
parts of his chronicle, but also included additional sources, rewrote parts, and 
presented  them differently. By adding another ed itorial layer, the Milanese 
chronicler tried  to present the Dominican past in a more coherent way. This may 
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 Taegius, Chronica maior, fol. 214r-215r. 
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 The story is ed ited  by Gilles Gerard  Meerssemann, Ordo fraternitatis. Confraternite e pietà dei laici nel 
medioevo (Rome, 1977), III, 1219-1230. ‘Giovanni d ’Erford ia’ is d iscussed  on 1177-1183. He was in 1480 
the second  Dominican who received  permission to preach the Rosary everywhere.  
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 Anne Reltgen-Tallon, ‘La mémoire d ’un ordre’, 11-12. 
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have led  Anne Reltgen-Tallon to suggest that his method was therefore more 
modern. However, this was an ed itorial process that has nothing to do with medieval 
or modern: the sources on which a chronicler could  build  determined  the outline of 
the final product. In Chapter 2, I already showed that Johannes Meyer reworked the 
information he found in the convent chronicle of Johannes of Mainz in a similar way. 
If a chronicler could  elaborate an existing hagiographical dossier, he had  the means 
to restructure and  re-order it, in line with accepted  compilatory practices, but if he 
was the first to write down a certain story or testimony, he would  instead  stick more 
closely to his sources (and  eyewitnesses), and  would  provide more information 
about the witnesses and  their trustworthiness. 
 
Alberto Castello 
The large order chronicles of Borselli and  Taegius only existed  in manuscripts and  
enjoyed a limited  d issemination. The printing press revolutionized  the imp act of 
information. In Chapter 2, I explained  that the first Dominican order chronicles were 
printed  under the supervision of Alberto Castello in Venice.
207
 The three ed itions of 
this so-called  Brevis chronica (1504, 1506 and 1516) d id  not circulate independently 
but constituted  the final part of a book that contained , among others, the papal 
privileges that the Order of Preachers had  received  (illustration 6). Alberto Castello 
was socius of master generals Joachim Torriano (r. 1487-1500) and  Vincent Bandello 
(1501-1506). Later, Thomas Cajetan, master general of the Order of Preachers 
between 1508 and 1518, supported  the work of Castello. His Brevis chronica was 
adopted  as the official history of the Dominican order, and  was meant to be 
d istributed  to Dominican houses in general.
208
 Therefore its content d iffers from 
manuscript chronicles that were only kept in one Dominican library, such as the 
chronicle of Borselli.  
By comparing the printed  chronicles to the manuscript chronicles of Borselli, 
one can understand  what kind  of content was thought fit to represent the whole 
Dominican order for a larger (and  possibly in part non -Dominican) audience. Alberto 
Castello mentioned  Borselli’s order chronicle in his own work and  used  it.
209
 
Castello’s printed  chronicles are shorter, contain fewer details, and  do not include a 
discussion of general chapters, but concentrate on the ‘illustrious Dominicans’ that 
flourished  during the reigns of the subsequent master generals. The author expressed 
generic consciousness: he announced that he would  concentrate on the doctrine and  
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writings of friars, since the glorious lives of many were already collected  in the 
biographical collection of the order: the Vitae fratrum.
210
 
The thirteenth-century history of the Dominican order occupies a 
d isproportionally large part of the chronicle. As explained  in the introduction, 
modern Dominican historians also tended  to devote most of their scholarly attention 
to the foundation century. Nine of the fourteen chapters of the Brevis chronica deal 
with the thirteenth century. The first three chapters concentrate on the beginning of 
the Dominican order: they deal with St Dominic and  the foundation of the order, and  
emphasize the providential role of the Dominican order. One of the chapters 
mentions that the Virgin Mary gave the order its habit and  that, among others, Abbot 
Joachim predicted  the order. Although St Dominic never officially founded a 
‘second’ and  a ‘third’ order, the author emphasized  that St Dominic founded three 
orders. The third  order, i.e. the Order of Penitents, was only officially approved in 
1405, but the narrative states that Innocent VII ‘most fully confirmed’ an order that 
had existed  since the days of St Dominic.
211
 In this way, the narrative presents a 
somewhat d istorted  account of the order’s history. The 1516 edition of the Brevis 
chronica goes even further: in this updated  version  St Dominic d id  not only found the 
Penitent Order, but also the society of the rosary.
212
 Hence, if there were novelties 
within the order, such as the institution of the confraternity of the rosary by Alain de 
la Roche and  his collaborators in the second half of the fifteenth century, this is in 
retrospect added to the order’s beginnings in the chronicle. This insertion, an 
example of an invented  trad ition, confirms the importance attributed  to continuity 
with the order’s beginnings.
213
 The chronicle claims that the society of the rosary was 
instituted  by St Dominic, was consequently forgotten, and  was then again promoted 
by Alain de la Roche. 
The third  chapter d iscusses the foundation of the Bologna and  Paris convents, 
the first general chapters, and  the death of St Dominic and  master Reginald . The 
second (Jordanus of Saxonia: 1222-1237) till the seventh master general (Munio de 
Zamora: 1285-1291) are each rewarded  with a chapter of their own. Then there is a 
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significant gap. Later master generals are only mentioned  succinctly (date of election 
and  death). Only one fourteenth-century and  one fifteenth-century master general 
have a chapter of their own: Raymond of Capua, who started  Observant reform s, and  
Martialis Auribelli. Although Gerd  Jäkel called  the Brevis chronica a succession 
chronicle, the generalates do not d ictate the whole structure of the work.
214
 
When arriving in the fourteenth century, the chapters headings do not longer 
follow the succession of master generals: chapter X is dedicated  to the Dominican 
pope Benedict XI. It also explains that Clement V was elected  after Benedict’s death, 
and that this pope brought the papal curia to France. Only after the efforts of the 
‘blessed  Catherine of Siena of the Order of Penitents of St Dominic’ would  the pope 
(Gregory XI) eventually return to Rome.
215
 Another chapter is entitled  ‘On blessed  
Jacob of Venice, who lies in Forli, and  abou t the canonization of Thomas Aquinas’. 
However, the chapter informs the reader about many more things that happened 
between 1314 and 1378: the election and  death of popes and  master generals, 
numerous friars and  their writings, and  certain blessed  Dominican sisters, such as 
Agnes of Montepulciano, Helena of Hungary, and  Marguerite of Hungary. It 
remarks that the Black Death raged  furiously over Europe, so that ‘hard ly a tenth 
part’ of the people remained  alive. It also introduces the virtuou s Catherine of Siena, 
who convinced  Gregory XI to return to Rome. The Italian perspective of the chronicle 
is obvious. According to Castello, the card inals ‘beyond the Alps’ caused  the Western 
Schism. When Urban VI was chosen, he was betrayed  by French and  
‘ultramontanous’ cardinals, because he tried  to chastise their ‘bad morals’.
216
 When 
these card inals chose another pope, the schism was born and  as a consequence the 
religious orders were d ivided  as well. 
Castello included  stories that were supposed  to protect the Dominican order. 
One chapter focuses almost entirely on the defense of a certain Dominican confessor, 
Bernard  de Montepulciano, who was accused  of poisoning Emperor Henry VII.
217
 
According to the author, a Cistercian monk and the Franciscans fouled  the reputation 
of the Dominican order out of jealousy – a topos that is also present in Borselli’s 
order chronicle. The chapter presents an extensive apology against these false 
accusations and  introduces many witnesses who testified  to Bernard’s innocence. In 
this way, the chronicle provided  all friars with good arguments to defend the 
reputation of their religious order. The author explained  that he wanted  ignorant 
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friars to know the truth, because notwithstanding all the proof of the opposite, there 
were still people who believed  the ‘falsity of the minors’: ‘up until now, certain friar 
minors, out of mad envy, backbiting their madness, do not stop insulting us, 
especially a certain friar minor who wrote a chronicle of Lubeck in the year 1410.’
218
 
Castello d id  not expand on internal conflicts of Dominicans. Whereas Borselli 
revealed  the Dominican protest against master general Leonardo Mansueti, when he 
ordered the ban on preaching about or depicting Catherine of Siena’s stigmata, 
Castello only wrote: hic valde remissus fuit et maxime in causa stigmatum beate 
Catherine.
219
 Castello d id  include the account of the conflict between Dominicans and  
Franciscans over the blood of Christ – the outcome of which, of course, was a victory 
for the Dominicans.
220
 Another example concerns the passage on William of Saint-
Amour, who in the mid  thirteenth century wrote against the mendicant orders and 
accused  them of heresy . Because of that, Innocent IV issued  a ‘terrible bull’ against 
the mendicants. However, at the end  of his life, Innocence confessed  that he had 
made a mistake.
221
  
It is interesting to see how the Dominican chroniclers dealt with a 
controversial figure like Girolamo Savonarola. Borselli wrote exactly in the years that 
Girolamo Savonarola came to power in Florence, but d id  not refer to him in his order 
chronicle. Ambrosius Taegius, writing a decade later, when Savonarola had  already  
d ied , dedicated  a passage to this controversial friar. In his manuscript Chronica maior, 
Taegius lauded Savonarola as an excellent precher with a sharp mind, who brought 
many sinners back to a virtuous life. According to Taegius, he was such an acute 
rebuker of sins that he made many enemies: he d ied  because he was not even afraid  
to criticize the pope and  other ecclesiastical prelates.
222
 In the 1506 edition of the 
Brevis chronica, Alberto Castello mentioned  that Savonarola flourished  in sanctity and  
doctrine around the year 1488, that he erected  the Congregation of Tuscia, and  
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promoted  regular Observance. Moreover, he predicted  the future, and  wrote ‘very 
learned’ and  ‘religious’ things to confirm the Catholic faith and  to reform the 
Christian morals. Castello wrote that Savonarola was burnt on a public square as a 
result of the ‘madness of criminals’. He also informed his audience that  Savonarola’s 
ashes were thrown in the Arno river and  that many still greatly esteemed his 
sermons and  ideas.
223
 In the 1516 edition of Alberto Castello this passage on 
Savonarola d isappeared . It is clear that this ed ition  had  to contribute to the harmony 
within the order. This wish was also expressed  in the explicit of 1516: Castello wrote 
‘with reserve of judgment’ (cum ampliatione). Probably he was ordered  to take the 
eulogy of Savonarola out of the chronicle. Savonarola, who was hanged and  burnt as 
a heretic in 1498 but had  many Dominican followers, was too controversial a person 
within and  outside the Dominican order in that period . The Dominican hierarchy 
was definitely aware that it was more convenient to be silent about him.
224
 Castello 
himself might have become conscious that, if you print a book under your own 
name, you are responsible for the content and  the conflicts it could  cause. Because his 
printed  chronicle was meant to serve the whole order  (and  perhaps the outside 
world), internal conflicts and  other possible conflicts and  scandals were smoothed  
away. 
 
Conclusion 
General order chronicles were often structured  by reigns of successive masters 
general.
225
 They normally start with the life of Dominic and  the foundation of the 
order and  proceed  with a chronological account of the things that had  happened and  
the exemplary figures who had  lived  during the reign of the successive masters 
general. On a secondary plan, the structure was d ictated  by the succession of years, 
mostly in relation to the yearly general chapters. Although the chroniclers aimed at 
treating events in chronological order, sometimes this order was d isrupted: for 
example when they included  vitae of famous Dominicans. Similarly, some parts of 
Louis of Valladolid’s Tabula respect the chronological order, but others do not, and  
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focus on persons. Peter Arenys, known as the author of a Chronicon ordinis 
praedicatorum, started  his chronicle not with the beginning of the Dominican order, 
but with his own birth. His chronicle sometimes resembles a personal account of his 
time and  includes non-Dominican matters as well, such as general church history, 
political events or wars.
226
 In this chronicle the reign of masters general is not a 
dominating structure. 
This chapter has confirmed the heterogeneity of mendicant institutional 
texts.
227
 Dominican order chronicles had  a miscellaneous character and  provided  a 
mixture of information on historical persons and  on events. In general, these 
materials were ordered  chronologically in accordance with the succession of 
Dominican master generals. When one acknowledges the variety of materials 
included  in these texts, it becomes easier to recognize the overlap between narratives 
that have trad itionally been conceived  of as an ‘order chronicle’, a ‘sisterbook’, or a 
‘convent chronicle’. The form is d ictated  by the function, and  therefore subject to 
change, dependent on the needs of the author or the imagined  needs of the intended 
audience. If the information was considered  important to remember or to emphasize, 
then it was included. In this way, order chronicles united  the history of events, lives 
of persons, exemplary anecdotes, letters, papal privileges, and  acts of chapters in one 
account. The narratives therefore often combined  various elements: local and  
universal, historiographical and  hagiographical, prescriptive and  descriptive, 
normative and  literary, biographical and  bibliographical. As a consequence, the 
creation of clear-cut typologies is nearly impossible. 
Although chroniclers aimed at d iscussing the history of the order at large, they 
could  not escape their local context, and  inevitably wrote more about their own 
region. This is for example visible in the short chronicle by Laurent Pignon: it starts 
as an order chronicle with a d iscussion of the beginnings of the Dominican order, it 
continues with a list of general chapters, then shifts more and  more to the provincial 
chapters of the order province Francia, to which Pignon pertained , and  ends with a 
depiction of the wars that troubled  the Duke of Burgundy, whose confessor Pignon 
eventually would  become. Likewise, the chronicles of Borselli and  Taegius inform us 
mostly about the geographical area of the Observant congregation of Lombardy, and  
they could  pass over important Observant developments and  important reformatory 
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figures from other parts of Italy. Neither Borselli nor Taegius d iscussed , for instance, 
the life of Pietro Geremia. However, thanks to Tommaso Schifaldo we know that he 
was an important fifteenth-century Observant Dominican from Sicily.
228
  
The primary concern of these male order chroniclers was to inform about 
Dominican friars, not about Dominican nuns. Tamar Herzig recently warned  that 
‘authorized’ historical compilations of the early modern period  obscured  the roles of 
women in the Savonarolan reform movement.
229
 Even unofficial historical 
compilations, such as the order chronicles written by Borselli and  Taegius, hard ly 
inform us about the female branch of the Dominican order. These large order 
chronicles concentrate on the lives and  deeds of friars: the title of Borselli’s chronicle 
already makes that clear: his work focuses on the masters general, and  the ‘illustrious 
men’ who lived  during their reigns (clarorum virorum). As mentioned  above, these 
order chronicles are structured  according to the reigns of male Dominican leaders 
and  according to the annual general chapters where women were not present. Only 
in some instances d id  the chroniclers include information about Dominican women – 
mainly tertiaries who had  a widespread  reputation of sanctity. Borselli called  
Catherine of Siena a stupor mundi and  intended to include her life in the chronicle. He 
inserted  an abbreviated  version of Thomas of Siena’s legend on the tertiary Mary of 
Venice in his chronicle and  copied  other writings of the Sienese friar  that provided 
information about the approval of the Third  Order. Next to this, he referred  with 
admiration to the holy lives of his contemporary compatriots, the tertiaries Osanna of 
Mantua, Colomba of Rieti and  Lucia of Narnia, all of whom would  outlive Borselli. 
At the end  of his large Chronica maior, Ambrosius Taegius inserted  the life of Osanna 
of Mantua, who had d ied  in 1505, a few years before he wrote his chronicle. 
Although, he d id  not write much about women in his chronicles, he dedicated  the 
second volume of his De insigniis, which will be introduced  in Chapter 5, almost 
exclusively to the lives of women. 
A tendency of damnatio memoriae of the Dominican order of Avignon 
obedience, and  therewith a damnatio memoriae of the d ivided  order during the Papal 
Schism, is manifest. Italian order chroniclers like Borselli and  Taegius d id  not enter 
into the d ifficulties of the d ivided  order and  mostly concentrated  on Observant 
examples that could  provoke unity. Only the popular and  canonized  preacher 
Vincent Ferrer, who according to other criteria constituted a schismatic to the 
Dominicans of the Roman obedience, was incorporated  and  appropriated  by the 
important order historians from the end  of the fifteenth and the beginning of the 
sixteenth century. This shows the selective way in which Dominican order historians 
coped with the past. 
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Order chronicles are often works in progress. Our modern d igital instruments 
prevent our readers from understanding the exact processes of collecting and 
selecting, cutting and  pasting, which  used  to precede every printed work. In contrast, 
medieval chroniclers could  not copy and  paste in the way we can today. A study of 
their autograph manuscripts shows how they struggled  to find  information to a dd  to 
their work and therefore left open spaces, but also how they made corrections, and 
pasted  completely new passages into their chronicles. The second part of Borselli’s 
autograph manuscript consists of vitae that he copied , but not yet had  given a place. 
Likewise, Taegius’s Chronica brevis consists of a great variety of historical texts, lists 
and  anecdotes. These manuscripts preserved  important documents that d id  not 
constitute a unity yet.  
Order chronicles are not homogeneous narratives, but contain d ifferent types 
of sources – from miraculous anecdotes to letters with varying contents. Most 
notably, the order chronicles by Borselli and  Taegius contain a wealth of biographical 
information about all kinds of Dominican friars and  persons associated  with  the 
order: from master generals and  card inals to simple penitents and  conversi, and  other 
Dominicans illustrious ‘in  knowledge or sanctity’. Borselli and  Taegius included  both 
extensive vitae that circulated  independently and  short eulogies consisting of only a 
few lines. Sometimes they inserted  abbreviated  or reworked versions of existing 
vitae. At times, they revealed  which sources they used  in an explicit way, but they 
d id  not always refer to their predecessors, even when they took over the text of a 
previous chronicler word  by word .
230
 
Second , the chronicles present a selection of the acts of general chapters, often 
with additional comments. Third , all kinds of anecdotes that circulated  within the 
order are inserted : some provide information about conflicts, but often they were of a 
moral nature and  aimed at promoting religious Observance. These could  be literal 
copies from other chronicles or were written by the chroniclers themselves (the mo re 
contemporary stories). 
Dominican chroniclers often inserted  papal bulls that conced ed privileges to 
the order or to their reformed congregations in their writings. This helped  to defend 
the position of the order or the local community in cases of conflict, and  justified  
certain acquired  positions.
231
 It is no coincidence that the first printed  chronicle of the 
Dominican order (Venice, 1504) was included in a collection that listed  Dominican 
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privileges. Letters constituted  an important part of order chronicles as well. In his 
world  chronicle, Antoninus of Florence explained  that master generals were used  to 
write letters to all convents, and  that these letters were kept in the chronicles of the 
order.
232
 Thomas of Siena included many letters in his chronicle that have not 
survived  elsewhere, for instance the letters of Raymond of Capua concerning the 
Observance. In this way, Raymond of Capua has become known as the promotor of 
Dominican regular Observance.  
Order historians like Borselli and  Taegius devoted  considerable space in their 
chronicles to virtuous members of their order. This was in line with one of the main 
goals of such narratives: provid ing examples to follow. But contrary to what is 
commonly believed , not all order chroniclers only aimed at p raising their order. In 
between the lines, Borselli provided  ample proof of the hypocrisy and  corruption of 
Dominican prelates. Borselli emphasized  that words were not turned  into deeds: 
Dominican prelates imposed  rules, which they were the first to break themselves. He 
was so critical about master generals and  general chapters that some passages in his 
chronicle were later censored .
233
 A wrathful friar even erased  Borselli’s name from the 
first page of the chronicle (illustration 7). Hence, as a consequence of his critical 
remarks, the chronicler risked  a damnatio memoriae himself. However, his name was 
later rewritten on the same place.
234
 
In comparison to the manuscript chronicles (especially the one of Borselli), the first 
printed  chronicles rendered  a more agreeable version of the Dominican past. 
Although Castello’s Brevis chronica betrays an Observant and  Italian perspective, it 
aimed to provide an accessible history of the Dominican order at large. Internal 
conflicts are passed  over quickly: censored  versions thus appeared  on the printing 
press.
235
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Chapter 6 (the Uytenhove case), and  Chapter 8 (the case of Bartholomeus of Bologna).  
234
 I think that the erasure took place shortly after Borselli d ied : this is logical because he criticized  
contemporary and  important friars, such as Bartholomeus of Bologna. These men  probably had  
sympathizers who sought to prevent sensitive information from being spread . Moreover, the 
handwriting that added  the name of Borselli seems from the first decades of the sixteenth century. I 
think that Borselli’s name was added  again before Alberti made his ma rginal notes (around  1516-
1517), for the name does not seem  to have been written in the hand  of Leandro Alberti. As mentioned  
before, more hands added  information to the manuscript: cf. 90v and  91r. The hand  who added  
Borselli’s name on fol. 1r looks the same as the one that rewrote an erased  passage on fol. 232r and  
added  a note on fol. 261r. More paleographical study is needed  to corroborate this hypothesis.  
235
 This is in line with the conclusions of Herzig, Savonarola’s Women, 189. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONVENT CHRONICLES 
Chronicles from friaries 
Members of the Dominican order d id  not only produce chronicles that were 
envisaged  to include the history of the whole order, but also chronicles that 
concentrated  on a local community: convent chronicles.
1
 Dominican convent 
chronicles were written already in thirteenth -century friaries, and  remained  an 
important trad ition for the historical self-representation of Dominican communities 
throughout the late medieval and  early modern period . Indeed , some of these 
convent chronicles received  continuations up until the eighteenth century. Many of 
these writings remain largely unstudied  or even unedited . Bert Roest already drew 
attention to this genre of texts in his study of late medieval institutional history.
2
 
Besides this more general study, only Emilio Panella, a modern Dom inican scholar, 
has brought together a group of these Dominican writings: he paid  attention to 
medieval and  early-modern Dominican convent chronicles that were written in 
Umbria and  Tuscany. In this survey, Panella d istinguished  two forms: an older form 
called  cronica fratrum (‘chronicle of friars’), and  the so-called  cronaca quadripartita 
(quadripartite chronicle), which, as the name indicates, is d ivided  into four parts.
3
 
The form and  function of these types of convent chronicles are introduced  in the next 
chapter. 
The friaries of Florence (Santa Maria Novella), Perugia, Orvieto, Pisa, and  
Siena each produced a cronica fratrum.
4
 Some postmedieval authors have referred  to 
these convent chronicles as necrologies. Hence, its ed itor Stefano Orlandi consider ed  
the convent chronicle of Santa Maria Novella as the ‘the prototype of all known 
Dominican necrologies’ (illustration 8).
5
 However, the title necrologium was never 
                                                          
1
 I use the term ‘convent chronicle’ to refer to chronicles of a convent, both male and  female (some 
scholars like Anne Winston-Allen use it to refer to women’s writings only), because there is no other 
word : otherwise one has to invent something like ‘friary chronicle’ and  ‘nunnery chronicle’.  
2
 Roest, ‘Later Medieval Institutional History’, 277-315. 
3
 Emilio Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum dei conventi domenicani umbro-toscani (secoli xiii-xv)’, AFP 68 
(1998), 223-294. Panella publishes his research and  transcriptions of chronicles on his website,  www.e-
theca.net/ emiliopanella, consulted  on 5 December 2015. 
4
 La Cronaca di S. Domenico di Perugia, ed . A. Maiarelli (Spoleto, 1995); Emilio Panella, ‘La continuazione 
quattro-cinquecentesca della Cronica d i San Domenico in Perugia’, AFP 65 (1995), 235-303. SOPMA , 
IV, 120, 179-80. The convent chronicle of Siena, Chronica conventus Sancti Spiritus de Senis is published  
on the website of Emilio Panella, ed ited  by Mauro Mussolin: http:/ / www.e-
theca.net/ emiliopanella/ cronica2/ siena200.htm . It was written by Roberto d i Antonio Ubald ini da 
Gagliano, or, da Firenze. He joined  the Order of Preachers in 1489 and  d ied  in 1534 or 1535. 
5
 The Cronica fratrum Sancte Marie Novelle de Florentia covers the period  1225-1665, and  was initiated  in 
1280. Stefano Orland i, Necrologio si S. Maria Novella, 2 vols (Florence, 1955). It is, as Panella clarified , 
not a necrology, but a Cronica fratrum. The ed ition, which reproduces the notices of the deceased  friars 
up until 1504, contains extensive add itional notes about the described  friars. One unidentified  hand  
compiled  the, qu ite lacunal, entries of the friars deceased  between 1393 and  1439. Other contributors: 
Giovanni Caroli (see Chapter 9); Petrus de Maciis Florentinus: SOPMA , IV, 231-2, 236; Jacob Thomas 
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used  by the contemporary authors.
6
 Necrologies, on the contrary, are liturgical books 
that contain the names of the deceased  inserted  in their appropriate place in the 
Roman liturgical calendar.
7
 
These chronicles d id  not offer a history of the convent, but of its inhabitants: 
stories about the foundation or about build ing activities were frequently not 
included  in the cronica fratrum.
8
 In the words of Panella, the cronica fratrum is a 
‘cronaca prosopografica, del genere elogia, o narrazione biografica’. Like the Vitae 
fratrum, these were collective biograp hies of Dominican friars, but then concentrated  
on a particular community (as such, they could  also have been included in the 
chapter on collective biographies). Whereas the Vitae fratrum included  eulogies of the 
most praiseworthy friars only, the cronica fratrum includes biographical records on 
every filius nativus of the friary at the year of his death. These records are often brief, 
consisting of only one or two lines, but sometimes they turn into small biographies: 
for instance, the portraits of Giovanni Dominici and  Giovanni Caroli in the chronicle 
of Santa Maria Novella are quite substantial and  informative. Not only the order 
chronicle of Borselli d iscussed  in the previous chapter  became a victim of censorship. 
Panella noticed  that in some convent chronicles examples of bad  behavior were 
erased .
9
  
Some of these cronicae fratrum, such as the ones produced in Perugia and 
Orvieto, include parts on the general and  provincial history of the Order of Preachers 
and  its master generals and  officals. The prologue to the Per ugia chronicle clearly 
announces that it deals with the ‘life and  glorious death’ of the masters general, the 
card inals, the bishops of the Roman province, and  – last but not least – the friars of 
the Perugia convent.
10
 This is not exceptional for such ‘convent chronicles’. The 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
of Florence (d . 1408): SOPMA , IV, 138-9; Paulus de Sancta Croce Florentinus: SOPMA , IV, 220;, and  
Scolarius Florentinus: SOPMA , IV, 276. Petrus Antonii Cecchi Florentinus (or Peter Anthony Cecchi of 
Florence, fl. 1420): SOPMA , IV, 224; Bonfantino de’ Bonfantini, Paolo de’ Bilenci and  Zanobi de 
Guasconi. P. Ricozzi, Memorie Domenicane 11 (1980), 219-324. 
6
 Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum’, 255. Texts understood  as necrologium are calendars which include 
anniversaries and  d ays of death, per month (Liber anniversariorum et obituum), p . 258. The general 
chapter of 1252 commanded  that every convent have such a book (p. 261). Panella lists in an appendix 
31 examples of these texts that survived  in d iverse parts of Europe: Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum’, 283-294. 
7
 Nikolaas-Norbert Huyghebaert, Les documents nécrologiques, Typologie des sources du Moyen Âge 
occidental 4 (Turnhout, 1972), 13, 33. 
8
 Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum’, 237. 
9
 Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum’, 251. 
10
 Cronica fratrum Sancti Dominici de Perusio. MS Perugia, Bibl. comunale Augusta 1141 (xiv -xvi), fol. 9r: 
Incipit prologus de vita et obitu glorioso venerabilium patrum magistrorum ordinis Predicatorum et dominorum 
cardinalium eiusdem ordinis absumptorum ac etiam pontificum qui de romana provintia traxerunt originem 
necnon et de fratribus perusini conventus de hoc mundo migrantibus ad Deum . See http :/ / www.e-
theca.net/ emiliopanella/ cronica/ cr_pg.htm , consulted  on 31 January 2015. Here, it is interesting to 
note the importance attributed  to a ‘glorious death’. We should  emphasize that for religious men 
death is not an end , but a glorious beginning that  brings them to God. Therefore, Dominican 
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surviving manuscripts of Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens include a short 
history of Dominican master generals as well. Hence, parts of the manuscripts that 
are predominantly known for including ‘convent chronicles’, show kinship to 
general order chronicles that are structured  through the succession of master 
generals. However, order chronicles, such as those by Taegius and  Borselli d iscussed  
in the previous chapter, are more elaborated .  
Modeled  on the example of Perugia, the chronicle of Orvieto was written 
between 1346 and 1348 by Giovanni d i Matteo Caccia (d . 1348).
11
 Several friars, 
including the lector Bartolomeo d i Tebaldo (d . after 1423) continued  the chronicle, 
made additions and  inserted  new passages throughout the work.
12
 Two friars finally 
made an ed ition of the manuscript in 1907. It would  be worthwhile to analyze the 
manuscript more in depth: further study could  inform us about the d ifferent hands 
that contributed  to it. Moreover, the manuscript contains interesting portraits of 
Dominican prelates. Whereas the manuscript of Borselli’s Chronica magistrorum, 
d iscussed  in the previous chapter, includes portraits of master generals only, the 
Orvieto manuscript includes miniatures of full-length Dominican friars who exhibit 
attributes (mostly books) – not only master generals, but also card inals and  other 
exemplary Dominican figures. The manuscript is mutilated , because someone cut out 
several of the miniatures (illustration 9).
13
 
The Orvieto chronicle consists of d istinct parts that focus on d ifferent ‘levels’ 
of Dominican history. It starts with an overview of the first general chapters that 
were held  in the province of Rome. Then, a later hand inserted a short account of the 
beginnings of the Dominican order, before the actual prologue written by Giovanni 
d i Matteo Caccia. In line with common topoi, Caccia announced that he wrote for the 
praise and  glory of God and blessed  Dominic, ‘our father’. In his prologue, Caccia 
announced that his chronicle would  focus on several levels of Dominican history: 
general, provincial, and  the history of the convent. Caccia started by emphasizing 
that the Dominican order produced many persons that flourished  ‘in the brightest 
fame’, ‘in the greatest science’, and  lived  a ‘most holy’ life. Some of them were so full 
of grace, virtue and  goodness that they were fit to succeed  Dominic as master 
general. Others even became pope: the chronicler presented  the popes Innocent V 
and Benedict XI as ‘two fruitful olive trees and  two candleabra shining before the 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
chroniclers often specified  that their text dealt both with life and  death – as if death does not form part 
of life. 
11
 Giovanni Matteo Caccia, Chronique du couvent des Prêcheurs d'Orviéto, ed . A.M. Viel and  P.M. 
Girard in (Rome and  Viterbo, 1907). It is a Latin chronicle: Cronica fratrum Sancti Dominici de Urbeveteri; 
manuscript: Rome, AGOP XIV.3.28 (xiv and  xv century). 
12
 SOPMA , IV, 45-6: Bartholomeus Thebald i de Orvieto. 
13
 Since we possess a copy from 1753, we know what was written on the parts of the parchment that 
were cut out. The manuscript was restored  in 1987. 
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Lord’ (due olive fructifere et duo candelabra lucentia ante Dominum).
14
 Caccia continued  
that ‘in the way Christ had  twelve apostles’, the order had  twelve card inals. In the 
end, however, the chronicle d iscusses fifteen and  not twelve Dominican card inals, 
which makes the comparison invalid . The chronicler stated  that especially the 
province of Rome flourished  enormously and  surpassed  all other order provinces in 
the number of prelates and  masters. Finally, the chronicler announced that he was 
going to give the names of the friars from Orvieto who had  d ied . 
The first part of the Orvieto chronicle d iscusses, like the Perugia chronicle, the 
master generals of the Dominican order. Caccia inserted  short biograph ies of the first 
nineteen master generals. Bartolomeo d i Tebaldo updated  the list until the twenty -
fourth master general, Thomas de Firmo.
15
 He wrote the portrait of Raymond of 
Capua, which may be the most contemporary portrait that survives of this master 
general. It is interesting to note that the portrait is very positive, but is silent about 
Capua’s role in the instigation of Observant reform.
16
 Bartolomeo was not an 
Observant, and  probably intended to pass over these facts in silence. The existence of 
‘Observant’ friaries challenged the self-image of ‘Conventuals’, such as Bartolomeo, 
as will be d iscussed  in the second part of this thesis. 
Like the Perugia chronicle, the second part of the Orvieto chronicle focuses on 
Dominican card inals,
17
 and  the third  part on important friars from the Roman order 
province: bishops, masters in theology, confessors of the pope and  prior provincials. 
They are ordered per friary. First, the friars from Rome are introduced  because the 
city of Rome, according to the chronicler , is the alma and  holy land  (terra sancta) 
thanks to the blood of martyrs.
18
 Of many friars only the name, date and  d ignity is 
given. The fourth and  final part of the chronicle is by far the largest and  concentrates 
on the friars of Orvieto. It starts by warning the sacrista that he was responsible to 
write the name of every friar  who d ied  in the chronicle immediately, including his 
‘conditions’ and  ‘grace’ (illustration 10).
19
 If a friar from Orvieto d ied  elsewhere, the 
sacrista had to write this down in the chronicle as well, even if he d id  not know the 
exact date. When the Orvieto chronicle became part of the Observant congregation of 
Lombardy, other portraits were added to the manuscript. 
                                                          
14
 From the office of the commemoration of Saint Pau l, the apostle: 30 June. There are many possible 
interpretations of these duo candelabra. Cf. Chapter 1. In Antoninus’s world  chronicle Dominic and  
Francis are presented  in this manner. In the Brevis chronica, Thomas Aquinas and  Albertus Magnus are 
portrayed  in similar ways, whereas Giovanni Caroli p resented  Giov anni Dominici and  Vincent Ferrer 
as two lights placed  on earth by the Lord .  
15
 Study of his hand  is needed  to confirm this. Of Thomas de Firmo only the name is written down: no 
further information is provided . This probably was intended  to be inserted  later. 
16
 Chronique du couvent, 30-31. 
17
 The ed ition is mislead ing, as it presents the part that concentrates on the Roman province as second  
part. This is not evident from the manuscrip t. 
18
 Chronique du couvent, 49. 
19
 This was also cop ied  from the Perugia example. 
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 Another example of a chronicle belonging to Panella’s cronica fratrum category 
is the Chronica antiqua conventus sanctae catharinae de pisis.
20
 This chronicle of the Pisan 
S. Catarina friary survives in one manuscript, m ost of which was written by 
Domenico da Peccioli (d . 1408).
21
 In 1380, Peccioli started  to write the chronicle. In his 
prologue, he announced that he based  parts of the chronicle on earlier accounts, 
namely those of his predecessors Bartolomeo da San Concordio (d . 1346) and  
Ugolino Ser Novi da Cavalosari (d . 1364), but that he also made additions to their 
records. Simon de Cascina (d . 1420) continued  the chronicle when Peccioli passed  
away, and  wrote the last eight eulogies (including the one on Peccioli).
22
 
 Peccioli entered  the Pisan friary in 1347, after he finished  grammar school. He 
became master in theology, novice master, and  prior provincial of the Roman 
province. He preached in many Italian cities and  went on d ip lomatic missions for the 
pope. He was present at the general chapter of 1380, when Raymond of Capua was 
elected  master general. Peccioli had  good contacts with this master general, and  with 
other promotors of Dominican Observance in Italy, such as Giovanni Dominici, 
Thomas of Siena and  Chiara Gambacorta. Peccioli became the spiritual father of the 
first Observant Dominican nunnery: S. Domenico in Pisa. The short chronicle of this 
community is attributed  to him as well.
23
 
Some scholars have maintained  that the early Dominican Observants were 
hostile to learning.
24
 Peccioli is a case in point to prove that early Dominicans 
associated  with the promotion of Observance were very concerned  with learning. As 
a master of theology, Peccioli was an expert on Christian doctrine. Alongside of his 
theological studies, he took a keen interest in classical authors – he wrote a 
commentary on Seneca’s letters to Lucilius. In the prologue to his chronicle of the 
                                                          
20
 Domenico Peccioli and  Simone da Cascina, Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, ed . F. Bonaini, 
Archivio storico italiano, first series, vol. 6, part II, section III (Florence, 1845), 397-593; Lezlie Knox, 
‘Chronica antiqua conventus Catharinae de Pisis’, EMC, I, 298-299. The ed ition includes usefu l 
annotations. Ms Pisa, Biblioteca Cateriniana 78, fols 1-40 (written between 1390 and 1406, 1411). The 
manuscript is available online; a transcription is online on the website of Emilio Panella: 
http:/ / www.e-theca.net/ emiliopanella/ pisa/ cronica.htm , consu lted  22 December 2014. Emilio 
Panella, ‘Cronica d i Santa Caterina in  Pisa. Copisti au tori modelli’, Memorie domenicane 27 (1996) 211-
91. Riccardo Barsotti, ‘I manoscritti della “Chronica” e degli “Annali” del convento d i S. Caterina in 
Pisa’, Memorie Domenicane 45 (1928). SOPMA , I, 157, 168. 
21
 Silvana Vecchio, ‘Domenico da  Peccioli’, DBI 40 (1991), 651-653; SOPMA , III, 344 ; IV, 277. 
22
 ‘Simon de Cascina’, in Dictionnaire de spiritualité 14 (1989), 871-73. The eulogy on Peccioli: Cronaca del 
convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, 588-589. 
23
 An Italian version of this chronicle in: Pisa, Archivio Capitolare, C13. This sixteenth -century 
manuscript includes a Vita of Chiara Gambacorta and  a Vita of Maria Mancini: two of the first five 
Dominican Observant nuns. A Latin version of the short chron icle is ed ited  in Niccola Zuchelli, La 
Beata Chiara Gambacorta. La chiesa e il convento di S. Domenico a Pisa (Pisa, 1914), 390-399. I used  this 
ed ition. SOP, I, 771. See also Duval, ‘L’Observance au féminine’, II, 44. 
24
 This view is mainly based  on Giovanni Dominici’s attack on Coluccio Salutati. However, as 
discussed  elsewhere Dominici was not hostile to learning as such, but to learning that was not useful 
for Christianity. 
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Pisan friary, he d id  not only cite the Bible, but also exhibited  his knowledge of the 
Aeneid. He stated , among other things, that it was delectable to remember the noble 
deeds of predecessors, since things of noble origin are deservedly judged to be more 
noble.
25
 For this reason, Peccioli reminded his audience, Virgil related  that 
Octavianus descended  from the Trojan hero Aeneas: this increased  his nobility.
26
 This 
may be the first case of a Dominican friar, who – influenced  by the studia humanitatis 
– referred  to a pagan hero in a Dominican institutional narrative. As will be shown in 
Chapter 9, he was not the only one. Moreover, Peccioli compared  his convent 
chronicle to the De viris illustribus of Jerome, a work that also inspired  other 
Dominican authors of collective biographies, as will be shown in the next chapter.
27
 
The chronicle mentions that there were Observants in the convent (existentibus 
observantiis in conventu), but the friary S. Catarina was not completely reformed along 
Observant lines.
28
 Chiara Gambacorta therefore asked  Raymond of Capua in a letter 
to fully reform the friary – to no avail.
29
 The chronicle of S. Caterina does not show a 
clear break between a pre-Observant and  an Observant communal identity. 
Observants and  Conventuals shared  the same friary. As will be pointed  out 
elsewhere, this was not exceptional.
30
 Although Peccioli helped  in promoting 
Dominican Observance, and  although he and  other Pisan friars had  a strong 
Observant identity, his friary was not completely Observant. This shows that one has 
to be careful with characterizing a certain convent as ‘Observant’ or ‘Conventual’. 
Counter to the Orvieto and  Perugia chronicles, the chronicle of S. Caterina 
does not contain parts that deal with general or provincial history, but concentrates 
exclusively on the Pisan friary. The eulogies on the friars constitute the main 
structuring element of the chronicle. The chronicle starts with fr iar Uguiccio Sardus, 
who founded the friary, and  gives insight in the various careers of Dominican friars 
in the fourteenth century. It includes all kinds of details that show that some friars 
had  a local career, whereas others travelled  far and  wide.
31
 One friar was a master in 
the art of window making, while another went overseas to preach among the 
infidel.
32
 Friar Hugoiccio was cheerful and  funny: he was the best  local story teller 
                                                          
25
 Prologus, fol. 1r: Primo equidem delectabile nobis fore probatur pro eo quod ea que secuntur ex nobiliori 
principio nobiliora merito iudicantur. Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, 399. 
26
 Prologus, fol. 1r: Unde Virgilius, laudes Octaviani more amplificans poetarum, ab Enea ipsum et suos 
originem habuisse describit. Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, 400. 
27
 Prologus, fol. 1r: Eodem modo beatus presbiter Ieronimus nomina et facta virorum scripsit illustrium. 
28
 Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, 582. 
29
 This is an example of female initiatives in the pristine Dominican Observant movement. 
30
 For example, when the friaries of Basel and  Bologna were ‘reformed’, the ‘Conventuals’ stayed  in the 
convent and  lived  beside the ‘Observants’. 
31
 Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, 549. 
32
 Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, 539: magister in arte vitrorum. 
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and was invited  to every feast to recount the legend s of saints.
33
 Of Friar Fatius the 
chronicle remembers that he never ate outside the refectory, even when all friars d id  
that in the times of the Black Death. Some friars were remembered  especially as 
financial benefactors: Domenico de Parlascio was of noble descent and  his money 
contributed  to the convent in numerous ways: e.g. thanks to his money the cross 
could  be painted . Another friar from a well-off family arranged that the roof could  be 
repaired .
34
 
 
Whereas the chronicles of Orvieto and  Pisa followed the outline of the cronica fratrum, 
and  focused  on the members of the community, at the end  of the fifteenth and  the 
beginning of the sixteenth century, such convent chronicles appeared  in a new form. 
The so-called  cronaca quadripartita, a convent chronicle that consisted  of four parts, 
was popular in Italian Observant houses during the first decades of the sixteenth 
century. The chronicle of the Observant friary of San Marco in Florence provided  the 
first model. The Savonarolian friar Roberto Ubald ini da Gagliano (d . 1534 or  1535), 
who entered  the Dominican order in 1489, reworked and  updated  an existing 
convent chronicle between 1505 and 1509.
35
 The chronicle consists of four sections: 1. 
Events that pertain to the convent and  are worthy of remembrance (pertinentia ad 
conventum memoria digna); 2. A list of priors; 3. Friars who had  professed  in the 
convent (filii nativi); 4. Friars who had  d ied  in the convent.
36
 Between these sections, 
the compiler left blank pages to allow for future additions and  continuations. The 
chronicles from Sancta Maria de Quercu in Viterbo (1508), Spiritus Sanctus in Siena 
(1509),
37
 and  from the friaries of Fiesole (1517),
38
 Bibiena (1517), and  Lucca (1525) 
adopted  the same structure.
39
 In the previous chapter, I mentioned  that the 1516 
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 Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, 542. 
34
 Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, 546. 
35
 The oldest part of the San Marco chronicle, written by Giuliano Lapaccini (d . 1458) has been ed ited : 
‘La cronaca del convento fiorentino d i s. Marco, la parte più  antica, dettata da Giuliano Lapaccini’, ed . 
Raoul Morçay, Archivio Storico Italiano 71 (1913), vol.1, d isp. 1, pp. 1-29. SOPMA , III, 56-57 and  IV, 180. 
Domenico d i Agresti ed ited  parts of the chronicle in his book Sviluppi della riforma monastica 
savonaroliana (Florence, 1980), 187-202. Emilio Panella recently published  the entire chronicle on his 
website: http:/ / www.e-theca.net/ emiliopanella/ cronica3/ mrc011.htm , consulted  on 31 January 2015. 
36
 Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum’, 264. 
37
 Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum’, 264-265. 
38
 The structure of the Fiesole chronicle is as follows: I. on the most notable and  principal acts and  
deeds of the friary (fols 1-48) II. on the priors (fols 49-96) III. on the friars who were received  in the 
convent (fols 97-144) IIII. on the friars who have d ied  in the convent (fols 145 until the end). It contains 
notices on the famous Observant friars Giovanni Dominici, Antoninus of Florence, and  Fra Angelico  
(106-8). 
39
 Panella, ‘Cronica fratrum’, 266. For more information, see Panella’s website. Ignazio Manard i began 
the chronicle of Lucca in 1525: he mainly praised  the Congregation of San Marco and  cherished  the 
legacy of Girolamo Savonarola. The year 1498, when the community joined  the Observant 
Congregation, constitutes the main turning point of his narrative. An ed ition of the Lucca chronicle 
with its continuations can be found  in ‘La “Cronaca” del convento domenicano d i S. Romano d i 
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general chapter of the Saxonia province ordered  convent chronicles to be written. 
Likewise, the 1516 chapter of the Observant congregation of San Marco paid  
attention to the writing of convent chronicles: it ordered  that old  conven t chronicles 
had  to be updated .
40
 The practice of writing convent history, and  probably even the 
format that was to be used , thus followed decisions made at chapter  meetings in this 
period . A proper engagement with and  comparison of these narratives might shed  
additional light on the d iffusion and  development of Observant ideals.
41
 
Not only in Italy, but also in other parts of Europe Dominicans wrote about 
the history of their friary d uring the period of Observant reforms.
42
 In the spirit of 
Observant reform, Johannes of Mainz (d . 1457) wrote not a quadripartite, but a 
tripartite convent chronicle: his as yet unpublished  Vita fratrum praedicatorum 
conventus Basiliensis et de reformatione eiusdem conventus. This work, which until 
recently had  been largely ignored , was brought to light in 1991 by Franz Egger, who 
included a table of contents of the chronicle in an appendix to his monograph on the 
Dominicans in Basel.
43
 Some smaller works of Mainz have survived  as well, among 
others a spiritual letter addressed  to the Dominican sisters of Nuremberg and  a 
biography of Henry Fabri, who preceded him as confessor at Schönensteinbach (c. 
1452).
44
 His Vita fratrum praedicatorum conventus Basiliensis survives in one copy. 
Interestingly enough, the two hands that wrote the chronicle alternate systematically: 
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one hand mostly wrote the recto side of the folia, and  the other the verso side – even 
if this resulted  in a change of hand in the middle of a sentence. The recto hand can be 
identified  with the hand of Johannes of Mainz: the text is thus a half autograph.
45
 The 
manuscript we have might be a systematic copy of a previous working manuscript, 
copied  by the author and  an assistant scribe. 
In his prologue, Johannes of Mainz announced a d ivision in three parts: 
 
‘First, I will narrate the history of the reform of our convent of Basel. Then, I insert 
some things that I noted in the community. From there, I will deal specifically with 
the characteristics of some of them’.
46
 
 
The first part, which describes the history of the reform, is itself d ivided  into four 
chapters: on the foundation of the Basel convent, on its ruin, on its reform, and  on the 
first reformers of the convent. Having thus created  a proper narrative historical 
framework, the other two parts of the chronicle zoom in on issues that our author 
found of particular relevance. The second part of the chronicle d iscusses ‘the famous 
things that Observant friars have in common’, and  the third  part concentrates on the 
virtuous lives of twenty-seven local Observant friars. Hence, Johannes of Mainz´s 
Vita fratrum was not only a history of the convent and  its reform, but also a manual 
that offered  guidelines and  instructions for how to live a virtuous Observant life. In 
contrast to the Italian specimen introduced  by Panella, Johannes of Mainz d id  not 
d iscuss all friars who professed  or d ied  in the convent, but chose to concentrate on 
those he found most exemplary (as will be examined  in more detail in Chapter 8). 
A comparable emphasis is found in Johannes Meyer’s Buch der reformacio 
predigerordens. Like the convent chronicles of Perugia and  Orvieto, Meyer’s Buch der 
reformacio embeds the history of a certain convent in the larger institutional context of 
the Dominican order. The general prologue to the whole work (which consists of five 
separate books) announces that the chronicle deals with the reform of Dominican 
communities of both men and women in the German lands. Its title notwithstanding, 
the first three books concentrate on the female Dominican community of 
Schönensteinbach: respectively on the foundation of the house, on how it became 
Dominican, and  on the lives of the sisters. Not unlike the chronicle of Corpus domini 
and  the Italian quadripartite chronicles, it first d iscusses the foundation and  history 
of the convent, and  then the lives and  deaths of its members: the third  book contains 
short biographies of Dominican sisters, and  exhibits a kinship with the sisterbook 
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genre that we know from a number of late medieval female houses. Indeed , Meyer 
based  several of his portraits on examples from fourteenth -century sisterbooks, such 
as the one produced at Unterlinden.  
Whereas the first three books of Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens 
concentrate on Schönensteinbach, the fourth book deals with the ‘fathers who 
reformed the order and  who initiated  and  promoted the Observance, especially in 
the German lands’, whilst the fifth and  final book is a general history about the way  
in which ‘the order was reformed in this German province, about the grace of the 
persons of the reformatio, the efforts they made, and  the wisdom and patience they 
exhibited ’.
47
 Hence, the fourth book concentrates on the persons who reformed the 
order, and  the fifth book d iscusses how specific friaries and  nunneries were 
reformed. It would  be possible, therefore, to d ivide Meyer’s Buch der reformacio 
generically in a foundation history, a sisterbook, a chronicle of the lives of famous 
brethren (of the type reformers), and  a history about the progression of Observant 
reform. It relates institutional history on both the local and  the provincial level. Some 
parts even show overlap with reform treatises properly speaking, such as Johannes 
Nider’s De reformatione religiosorum.
48
 
Reichert’s ed ition of the Buch der reformacio predigerordens does not include the 
chronological, statistical and  historical lists that precede the chronicle in the 
surviving manuscripts that are kept in St Gall, Strasbourg and  Munich.
49
 These lists 
show that Meyer, aside from contributing to the formation of the nuns, wanted  to 
provide a historical reference work. These manuscripts, which will be further 
d iscussed  below, start with the names of all reformed friaries, followed, in second 
place, by the names of reformed nunneries. The third  list includes the order 
provinces in the sequence in which the officials sat at the general chapter: the master 
general at the head , and  then the rows at the left and  the right of the choir with the 
representatives of the d ifferent order provinces in a fixed  order. The fourth list 
includes all friaries of Teutonia ordered  by the year of their foundation. A cross 
behind  the name of the friary indicates that it is reformed. Following these four lists, 
a fifth ‘prependix’ before the start of the actual chronicle consists of a short overview 
of the masters general and  the state of the order under their reign, a topic that  will be 
d iscussed  in more detail elsewhere.
50
 The sixth and  last ‘prependix’ to the actual Buch 
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der reformacio predigerordens lists the provincials of Teutonia, and  specifies which 
friaries and  nunneries were reformed during the provincialate of Peter Wellen. All 
these six lists together provide the overarching historical framework in which 
Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens has to be inserted : the Dominican order at 
large, the province Teutonia in particular, and  all this in the context of the Obse rvant 
reforms. 
 
Chronicles from nunneries 
Numerous historical writings by Dominican women in the period  of Observant 
reforms have come down to us. These vary between short historical notes and  long 
continuous narratives. Many of these texts have not been edited , or survive in old 
ed itions only.
51
 They were largely written in the vernacular, although the chronicle of 
Maria Mödlingen contains Latin passages as well and  the chronicle of Kirchheim 
unter Teck includes citations of the Bible and  the Church Fathers in Latin. Some of 
the female authors are known by name, such as Elisabeth Muntprat and  Angela 
Varnbühler from St. Gall (see below). 
In 1478, the female reformer Magdalena Kremer, who was also active as 
novice mistress, scribe, and  illuminator of choir and  chapter books, had  left her 
Observant Dominican nunnery of Silo in Schlettstad t to reform the nunnery of 
Kirchheim unter Teck.
52
 She is known as the author of a chronicle about the reform of 
this nunnery, which was written around 1490. This attribution has recently been 
contested  by Nigel Palmer, who suggests that the chronicle was written by Barbara 
von Speyer instead .
53
 Two manuscripts of the text survive, and  in the eighteenth 
century it was ed ited  under the name Chronicon coenobii Kircheimense.
54
 With 293 
pages, it is the longest chronicle of a female author introduced  in the pivotal studies 
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of Uffmann and Winston-Allen. Uffmann assessed  that contrary to most other 
women’s writings, it was not a ‘bunt gemischten Kompendium’, but a harmonious 
and  continuous narrative.
55
 Nevertheless, this ‘continuous’ narrative is interrupted 
through the insertion of letters and  a list with the names of women who entered the 
convent after it was reformed.
56
 The chronicle saw the light to defend the reformed 
community of Kirchheim unter Teck in a time of existential crisis: the convent was 
reformed in 1479, but the new count Eberard  the Younger wanted  to abolish it again. 
In the words of Winston-Allen, it ‘celebrates the solidarity and  courage of the sisters’ 
in this conflict: notwithstanding the opposition of the count, the sisters persevered  in 
reform.
57
 The narrative was meant to legitimize the reform and to show the fruits and  
usefulness of Observance. As such, Kremer’s chronicle is a nice specimen of an 
apologetic reform chronicle. This kind  of chronicles often had  an antithetical 
structure with heroes (the reformers) and  villains (those who opposed  the reform). 
The clear goal of the text (defending the community) and  the focus (the reform of 
their own community) helped  in creating a more unified  chronicle.
58
 
Shorter historical writings are written by anonymous nuns from Galilea near 
Meschede (c. 1480s), and  Maria Mödlingen.
59
 Likewise, an anonymous sister of St 
Katharina in Nuremberg wrote an account of the reform of her community, which is 
interesting, as it can be compared  with Johannes Meyer’s account of the reform of 
that same convent.
60
 Although not the author of a chronicle properly speaking, 
Katharina von Mühlheim  should  be mentioned  here as well, because she wrote a 
letter on reform. She was one of the Observant nuns from Schönensteinbach who was 
selected  to reform the Dominican nunneries of Nuremberg and  Tulln. In 1436, she 
wrote a letter to her former community, in which she expressed  her sadness that she 
had  to live so far from Schönensteinbach. As such, the letter sheds light on the 
practical implications and  personal realities behind  the process of Observant 
reform.
61
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An anonymous sister from the Low Countries wrote a short vernacular 
chronicle about the Dominican convent Westroyen near Tiel. Westroyen was first 
meant to be a friary, but this was not a success.
62
 The friars left and , thanks to the 
efforts of Johannes van Ghelcen and  Johannes Neck, five nuns of the Observant 
convent Wijk bij Duurstede started  an Observant life in Westroyen in 1435. The 
experienced  Magdalena van Baetmynge, who had  been prior ess both in Wijk bij 
Duurstede and  in the Observant cradle Schönensteinbach, became the first prior ess 
of the community – the anonymous chronicler claimed that there existed  a Vita on 
Magdalena and  that, when she first went to Schönensteinbach, she was accompanied  
by Raymond of Capua. In 1503, the Observant house of Westroyen contributed  to the 
further spread  of Observance: five nuns of the commu nity were called  to reform the 
convent in Metz.
63
 The chronicle of Westroyen survives in a partial transcription 
made by Bernardus de Jonghe in 1715.
64
 When the chronicle was written, the first 
nuns of the community were still alive – only the first prioress had  d ied . Partly on 
the basis of this information, Bernardus de Jonghe suggested  that it was written 
around 1468. 
Uffmann also refers to four texts by Dominican nuns written in the period  of 
the Protestant Reformations. Around 1550, the prioress Apolonia Pfefferle (1566-
1596) wrote about the efforts of prince Otto-Henry to convert her convent Maria 
Möding near Dillingen to Protestantism. The other three authors are anonymous and  
also describe the troubles their communities had  to endure during the Protesta nt 
Reformations: a nun from Obermedlingen (Bayern) made historiographical notes 
about the period  from 1529 to 1546; a nun from Steinheim near Marbach covered  the 
period  between 1553 and 1566,
65
 and  a nun from St Katharinental near Diessenhofen 
(Switzerland) d iscussed  events that took place in and  around 1530.
66
 Most of these 
writings are only accessible in manuscript or old  ed itions and  deserve more scholarly 
attention. 
 The current state of research suggests that most chronicles by Dominican nuns 
in the fifteenth and  sixteenth century were written in the German lands. This is not 
so strange: with 74 monasteries, more than half of the female Dominican monasteries 
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known to us were situated  in the provinces of Saxonia and  Teutonia.
67
 These 
chronicles were often w ritten in the context of Observant reforms. Fewer examples 
from other order provinces are known, but more writings must be hid ing in 
manuscripts, or may have survived  partly in local ed itions of later centuries.
68
  
Two Italian Dominican female chroniclers of this period  that are known by 
name are Bartolomea Riccoboni (1369-1440) and  Fiammetta Frescobald i (1518-1586), a 
handicapped nun from the Florentine convent San Jacopo d i Ripoli. The latter was a 
productive historian and  wrote among others a d iary and  a history of the 
Dominicans in Florence.
69
 At the beginning of the sixteenth century, sisters of both 
Dominican monasteries in Lucca (San Giorgio and  San Domenico) also wrote 
chronicles.
70
 Moreover, the writing of such texts was not limited  to Dominican nuns. 
Several tertiary houses, such as the one of Colomba da Rieti, left chronicles as well.
71
 
Italian Dominican women d id  not write only chronicles, but also vitae: an anonymous 
nun of San Domenico d i Pisa wrote the life of Chiara Gambacorta.
72
 I already 
mentioned  the chronicle of this same Observant nunnery, which was probably 
written by its male confessor Domenico da Peccioli. 
The best-known Italian example is Bartolomea Riccoboni’s chronicle of Corpus 
Domini in Venice, which is available both in the original vernacular and  in an 
English translation.
73
 Corpus Domini, also known under the name Corpus Christi, 
was the second Dominican Observant nunnery in Italy. In the prologue, Riccoboni 
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introduced  her chronicle as a quadripartite n arrative. She aimed to recount ‘first, the 
build ing of the convent; second, the day the women entered  it and  how it was 
enclosed; third , the community and  fervor of those women; and  fourth, the glorious 
deaths of many of them.’
74
 In the modern edition and  translation, this fourth part of 
the chronicle is presented  as a separate work: a ‘necrology’. However, Riccoboni 
herself considered  this as the fourth part of what she called  ‘a brief chronicle of the 
most holy convent of Corpus Domini in Venice’. Hence, the ‘glorious deaths’ of the 
sisters were originally conceived  of as an integral part of the convent chronicle (like 
in the male quadripartite chronicles mentioned  earlier), and  were not put in a d istinct 
‘necrology’. As mentioned  above, later ed itors often  attributed  that label to convent 
chronicles that d iscussed  the lives of deceased  members.
75
 
Riccoboni offered  an idealized  picture of her convent, where ‘unity and  
charity’ were joined  with ‘perfect Observance’, ‘especially of the three principal 
vows’:
76
 chastity, obedience and  poverty were ‘perfect in the highest degree’. At the 
same time, the chronicle gives insight in the troubles the schism caused  for an 
enclosed  female community. Uffmann held  that most nuns d id  not have a wider 
view on the world  outsid e the convent and  that, in their writings, they concentrated 
on the world  within the convent walls.
77
 In this regard , the chronicle by Riccoboni can 
be considered  exceptional, since large parts are dedicated  to political circumstances 
outside the convent: Riccoboni provided  her readers with ample information about 
the schism, the Council of Constance, and  the life of Pope Gregory XII. Perhaps she 
used  a contemporary chronicle for this information.  
Riccoboni included  the biography of Giovanni Dominici, the convent’s 
spiritual father, in the fourth part of the chronicle ‘in order that we not be ungrateful 
daughters of such a father, and  that those who come after us may know who was the 
founder of this blessed  convent, and  that in hearing some portion of his virtues they 
may have an incentive to strive to imitate him’.
78
 She emphasized  Dominici’s great 
care for the convent, which can be partly explained  by the fact that his mother, 
widowed when she was only seventeen years old , lived  there as well. When she d ied , 
Dominici – at that time present at the Council of Constance ‘to bring peace to the 
Church’ – wrote ‘a beautiful and  devout letter’ to console the female community.
79
 
Riccoboni recounted  how Dominci entered  the order, went to Paris and  returned  full 
of learning. In this way, she recognized  the importance of study for the career of a 
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Dominican preacher.
80
 Besides that, she gave many examples of Dominici’s humility, 
obedience and  devotion and  mentioned  the same religious ideals as those expressed  
by male authors.
81
 For example, Dominici was made card inal ‘not through simony or 
money, but on account of his great virtues’.
82
 The ‘Schwesternbuch’ of St Gall, which 
will be introduced  below, provides further evidence that enclosed  Observant women 
d id  not only restrict themselves to d iscussing the religious life within their own 
convent, but also commented  upon the things that happened outside the walls of 
their community. 
 Dominican chronicles by women also survive from the Iberian peninsula. A 
case in point is the chronicle of the Dominican monastery of Jesus at Aveiro, written 
between 1490 and 1525 by Margarida Pinheiro (born 1461). The chronicle includes a 
section on Joanna of Portugal, the Portugese princess who entered  the convent in 
1472. Maria João Branco has characterized  the chronicle as a ‘lively narrative of the 
world  of Dominican female piety’.
83
 
Example: St Gall 
In convent chronicles written by women generic borders were often crossed . This can 
be illustrated  with recourse to three unedited  manuscripts that have survived  from 
the St Gall nunnery. They were largely written by two nuns, Angela Varnbühler 
(1441-1509) and  Elisabeth Muntprat (d . 1531), but other hands contributed  to the 
manuscripts as well.
84
 It is important to note that, although the nuns lived  according 
to the Augustinian rule and  the Dominican constitutions, and  cherished  an 
Observant Dominican identity, the monastery of St Gall was not officially 
incorporated  into the Dominican order: the community stood under the jurisd iction 
of the bishop of Constance. Several efforts to enter the Dominican order failed .
85
 
Nevertheless, nuns from St Gall contributed  to the spread  of Dominican Observant 
reform: on the request of the bishop of Constance, Observant nuns from St Gall 
helped  to implant Observant reform in the Dominican convent of Zoffingen. They 
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took over the leading positions in the convent and , according to the Konventsbuch, 
‘they would  do many good things there, and  would  restore the honor of the fallen 
monastery’.
86
 
 In 2013, Simone Mengis described  the St Gall manuscripts.
87
 One of the 
manuscripts is indexed as a ‘Chronik’, and  the other as a ‘Schwesternbu ch’. These 
designations are problematic. The ‘Chronik’ has also been called  ‘Hausbuch’, 
‘Hauschronik’ and  ‘Reformchronik’. Since the book is referred  to as ‘Konventsbuch’ 
in the manuscript itself, I will use that title.
88
 The ‘Konventsbuch’ deals with the years 
between 1450 and 1528. On folio 1 of the manuscript we fin d  financial and  
administrative notes.
89
 After a few blank pages, prioress Angela Varnbühler started 
to write down autobiographical information: when she was born, when she joined  
the convent, and  when she was elected  prioress (in  1476). In this regard , it has 
kinship with Peter Arenys’s chronicle, which also starts with the author’s birth. 
Varnbühler wrote the longest part of the work as we have it and  can therefore be 
considered  as the main author.
90
 After she d ied , two succeeding prioresses, Wiborada 
Zollikofer (1509-1513) and  Sapientia Wirt (1513-1528), continued  the 
‘Konventsbuch’.
91
 
Following the details about her personal life, Angela Varnbühler’s text 
proceeds in chronological order with information and  notes about the convent. It 
describes which steps were taken to reform the community and  informs the reader 
about the entrance and  profession of new nuns, and  about the deaths of nuns and 
other persons related  to the community. Furthermore, the ‘Konventsbuch’ includes 
an account of material matters related  to the convent: gifts, bills and  build ing 
activities, as well as the acquisition of land , books and  devotional art. Finally, the 
work mentions in a somewhat random fashion what happened within or outside the 
convent walls, such as a solar eclipse in 1485.
92
 Angela and  her successors apparently 
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recorded  what made an impression on them, and  what they considered  worthy of 
remembrance.
93
  
The second St Gall manuscript with historical content is known as the 
‘Schwesternbuch’ in research literature. We do not have indications how 
contemporary sisters referred  to the book . The name ‘Schwesternbuch’, however, is 
misleading: the book is not a collection of biographies of sisters.
94
 This title attribution 
ind icates the d ifficulties that modern scholars have in dealing with these women’s 
writings. There are simply no applicable generic categories available to label these 
texts. Since the fourteenth-century ‘sisterbooks’ were better known, scholars have 
applied  the same name to this more miscellaneous historical text. As it was written 
by sisters, it was simply called  ‘sisterbook’. 
Mengis claims that the so-called  ‘Schwesternbuch’ of St Gall consists of two 
parts: 1) records of the history of the convent, and  2) letters by Kunigunda Haller, the 
prioress of Nuremberg.
95
 However, with Uffmann, I agree that it actually consists of 
four constitutive elements. The manuscript , which is preceded by a prologue, starts 
with a history of the convent from its foundation in 1228 until 1500.
96
 As sources, the 
women used  charters, letters, and  Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens, which 
the women had  in their library. 
After this history of the convent follows a general history of the Domin ican 
order that focuses on the years between 1484 and 1501.
97
 It is separated  from the 
previous section by five blank pages. This new section focuses on contemporary 
events that concern the order, and  starts with the election of Pope Innocent VIII in the 
year 1484. The chronicler considered  this an important event, because this pope was 
very supportive of the Dominican order. The author stressed  that Innocent VIII 
confirmed important privileges and  approved the confraternity of the rosary.
98
 
Following this, the section d iscusses the election of Bartholomeus of Bologna as 
master general: ‘one from the Observance’ and  worthy of praise.
99
 However, he d ied 
the year after he was elected . In the manuscript the year of his death (1485) is crossed  
out, and  in the margin is inserted  the year 1426: as Bartholomeus Texier was elected  
in 1426, the reviser probably misunderstood which master general was mentioned  
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here. The text continues by informing the reader that provincial Jacob von Stupach 
became vicar of the Dominican order, and  in addition d iscusses general chapters, and  
the election of provincials and  master generals up until 1501. After two blank folios, 
folio 19r reproduces the beginning of the order history as it was recounted  on folio 
15, although with some minor textual d ifferences.
100
 
The third  constitutive element of the manuscript consists predominantly of 
letters by Kunigunda Haller (1468-1497), prioress of the Observant Dominican 
nunnery St Katharina in Nuremberg. Following the reform of St Gall, Angela 
Varnbühler, prioress of St Gall, and  Kunigunda Haller  maintained  a rich 
correspondence, in which the latter informed the former about the reformed lifestyle 
in her convent. In Uffmann’s words, ‘following the trad ition of reformed Dominican 
monasteries’, the Nuremberg prioress ‘felt obliged’ to advise the St Gall prioress for 
about fifteen years in matters of Observance.
101
 She also borrowed the St Gall nuns’ 
manuscripts and  in this way supported  the Observant community. This practice was 
in line with an instruction for Observant nunneries written in 1428.
102
 Winston-Allen 
considered  the friendship between the prioresses ´extraord inary´, and  stated  that 
Kunigunda ‘provided the sisters at St. Gall with a written how -to course on the 
Observance’.
103
 Only Kunigunda’s letters are included  in the manuscript. Finally, the 
fourth part of the manuscript consists of letters by Kunigunda as well, but now they 
are ordered  in chapters and  constitute a genuine handbook on how to live an 
Observant life.
104
 
 The letters by Kunigunda, called  ‘the worthy mother prioress from 
Nuremberg’, are p receded by a short text, which reveals that Kunigunda reformed 
three cloisters, including the one in Regensburg in 1483.
105
 Scholars have not yet taken 
note of the historical and  political character of this part of the ‘Schwesternbuch’. In 
her letters, Kunigunda commented  upon contemporary order politics. The nun 
Elisabeth Muntprat (d. 1459-1531) copied  the letters in the manuscript, and  made 
historical additions to them. Gender historians often complain that the lives of 
medieval women have come down to us mediated  by men, but in this case, we find  
evidence not only of Observant religious ideals, but of two Observant prioresses 
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discussing the lives of contemporary men.
106
 This part of the so-called  sisterbook 
includes not only biographical records about religious women, such as Margaret 
Carthuserin of Nuremberg, but also about religious men, such as Jacob von Stupach, 
Johannes Bötschner, and  Johannes Erhard i. This information is essential for 
historians who try to reconstruct the lives of these Dominicans.
107
  
Kunigunda Haller wrote among other things about a visitation by master 
Jacob von Stupach.
108
 She introduced  him as a man with a great reputation among ‘all 
spiritual and  secular people’ who had  to do with the order.
109
 They considered  him to 
be a holy man. Haller stressed  that the pope and  card inal protector likewise held  him 
in honor, and  she was proud to underline that she was on familiar terms with Jacob. 
After Jacob d ied  in 1489, Elisabeth Muntprat added a biographical record  on him in 
the manuscript similar to what one would  find  in other order chronicles.
110
 It informs 
the reader about Jacob’s career: he had  been prior of the Vienna friary for twenty 
years, and  provincial of Teutonia for fourteen years. Muntprat characterised  this 
Dominican friar as a special friend  of God  (ain sundrer frund gotz).
111
 The next 
biographical record  deals with the life of Johannes Bötschner, who d ied  in the same 
year (1489). Muntprat emphasized  that this friar from Basel demonstrated  great 
devotion and  attachment to the nuns of St Gall. She remembered  that he brought 
them books that they d id  not have before, including the histories of the popular 
saints Catherine of Siena and  Ursula. Therefore, the nuns owed him their eternal 
prayers.
112
 She concluded that Jacob had  lived  in ‘holy Observance’ for 66 years, and  
had  ‘greatly promoted  and  loved’ this Observance.
113
 
The third  St Gall manuscript I want to draw attention to was also written by 
Elisabeth Muntprat, between 1472 and 1484.
114
 This manuscript, which is now kept in 
the University Library of Tübingen, was offered  to the Augustinian canonesses at 
Inzigkofen. It is known as containing Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens, but 
in fact, Elisabeth Muntprat made a unique compilation and  chose to select those parts 
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of the Buch der reformacio predigerordens that, in her eyes, were interesting for non-
Dominican women as well. Therefore her version provides new emphases. She 
structured  the text d ifferently, and  the book is not called  Buch der reformacio 
predigerordens. Instead she presented  her text as a ‘book about the holy lives of the 
first sisters of Schönensteinbach’. She probably avoided  the word  predigerordens 
because her book was not longer meant for Dominican nuns, but for other religious 
women who wished  to live an Observant life (in this case the Augustinian women of 
Inzigkofen).
115
 Still, her book presents illustrious religiou s women of the Dominican 
order. When she introduced  male Dominican Observants, she emphasized  that they 
should  be remembered  because they put great effort into reforming cloisters, and 
because they lived  virtuous lives that the women could  imitate.
116
 The Tübingen 
manuscript starts with a vernacular order chronicle (‘Chronicle of masters general’), 
which is longer than the overviews of master generals that are presented  in  the other 
manuscripts of Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens. Simone Mengis suggests 
that Muntprat draws primarily on the chronicle of master generals that Johannes 
Meyer included  in his Buch der ersetzung.
117
 This interesting manuscript has recently 
been d igitized  and  is in  need  of further study, because it can both inform scholars 
about the ways in which a Dominican woman built on and  adapted  the works of 
Johannes Meyer, and  because it can highlight how Dominican Observant ideals were 
extended to a broader Observant context.
118
 
Characteristics of women’s writings? 
In 2008, Heike Uffmann wrote a useful monograph about the way religious women 
represented  reform in their writings.
119
 She argued that due to the d ifferent character 
of reform writings by men and women, one must consider them separately.
120
 She 
concluded that the writings of women are ‘shapeless’ (formlos),
121
 or, to put it 
d ifferently, that they appear in so many shapes that their shape is unclear. Uffmann 
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claimed that this Formenreichtum is typical for women’s ‘chronicles’. In these texts, 
the historiographical entries are often additions to link together letters, charters, and 
biographies – in these cases historiography seemingly functioned  as an additive 
Gattung.
122
 Titles are exceptional and  the writings as we have them often do not 
constitute a continuous narrative. A lthough Uffmann holds that these women’s 
writings on reform do not share the same formal characteristics and  that every text 
should  be considered  in its own user context,
123
 she, nevertheless, d istinguishes three 
types: first, miscellaneous texts that do not contain a continuous narrative (but many 
d ifferent textual forms), second, short notes, and  third , long homogeneous narrative 
texts with chapters and  appendices.
124
  
 Uffmann asserts that, in contrast to women’s writings, chronicles by men are 
longer and  survive in more manuscripts. According to Uffmann, religious men 
planned their narratives with more care, structured  them in chapters, and  furnished 
them with proper prologues. Moreover, men were more individual as authors and 
wrote more about their own experiences. Religious women, Uffmann assesses, 
generally made use of the we-perspective. As a result, the authorial presence in these 
female writings is virtually non-existent.
125
 This evaluation runs counter to that of 
Anne Winston-Allen, who holds that personal interjections are ‘a typical strategy in 
women’s texts’.
126
 These opposite conclusions by recent scholars exemplify how 
problematic it is to try d istinguishing characteristics of men’s and  women’s writings. 
When comparing the women’s writings with chronicles by men, Uffmann 
concentrated  too heavily on Proksch’s study of Observant monastic historiography, 
and  she based  her comparison too much on the best -known reform chronicles by 
men, namely those written by Johannes Meyer and  Johannes Busch. Considering t he 
number of other, less studied  chronicles by religious men that share characteristics 
with writings by women, Uffmann’s comparison ultimately lacks valid ity. 
Nevertheless, her choices are understandable since many of the other institutional 
narratives and  convent chronicles by men are relatively unknown and have not been 
brought together systematically. 
Many of the things Uffmann considered  characteristic of women’s writings 
apply to a number of men’s chronicles as well. Some men’s writings are fluid  in the 
same sense as those of women: they also contain a considerable Formenreichtum, and  
do not constitute a continuous narrative. In fact, looking closely at Meyer’s Buch der 
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reformacio, one finds a comparable patchwork of texts, including a letter by Johannes 
Nider,
127
 and  an admonition to follow the rule and  constitutions. Moreover, as 
mentioned  above, the Buch der reformacio consists of several d istinct parts, which can 
be considered  a foundation history, a sisterbook, a prosopograpy of Observant 
reformers, and  a reform chronicle. The same holds true for the order chronicles by 
Borselli and  Taegius, which link together acts of general chapters, papal bulls, letters 
and  biographies. Another example is the history on the instauration of regular life by 
Thomas of Siena, which is also a hybrid  collection that links together letters and 
papal bulls. Moreover, titles are not stable in male texts either. It was possible to refer 
to the same text in very d ifferent ways: Thomas of Siena’s chronicle, for example, is 
known as tractatus, libellus and  historia.  
Hence, convent chronicles by men also appear in many d ifferent forms. Some 
turn into a plea for Observance, such as the one by Johannes of Mainz, others are 
partly general histories of the order, and  again others focus exclusively on the 
members of one particular community. Moreover, many of these narratives likewise 
survive in only one or two manuscripts, just like their female counterparts.
128
 The 
authorial presence in men’s writings again  d iffers considerably: from very present 
(Thomas of Siena, Peter Arenys) to hard ly present (Ambrosius Taegius). It seems, 
therefore, that we cannot generalize too much about women’s writings being 
different from men’s writings in these respects. 
 
Vernacular audiences 
Overall, however, one clear d ifference between convent chronicles  compiled  by men 
and those by women remains the language in which they were written: in the period 
under scrutiny friars usually wrote their chronicles in Latin, whereas nuns opted  for 
the vernacular.
129
 This does not mean that reformed women d id  not participate in 
Latin learning. The Poor Clares of Nuremberg, for example, produced a Latin 
chronicle.
130
 At the same time, recent scholarship suggests that mendicant women 
were more prone to use the vernacular, whereas Latinity was better appreciated  in 
convents of Benedictine and  Cistercian nuns.
131
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Indeed , Observant Dominicans, such as Thomas of Siena, translated  Latin vitae 
of famous Dominicans and  tertiaries associated  with the Dominican order in order to 
make them available for a broader audience of religious women and lay people.
132
 
Jean Martin of Valenciennes (d . 1495), Observant friar of the congregation of 
Holland , composed  a French Légende de Saint Dominique, which was printed  by Jean 
Trepperel in Paris between 1504 and 1512.
133
 It was written on the request of 
Dominican women, perhaps the nuns of Beaumont. Written in the context of 
Observant reforms, the legend was supposed  to increase the devotion of the women 
and lead  the way to spiritual growth .
134
 Jean Martin emphasized  regularly that if the 
women would  imitate the prescribed  behavior, they could  not deviate from the right 
path. The author compared  Dominic with Christ and  presented  his Legend as a sort 
of Gospel: in the way the four evangelists testified  to the life of Christ, four ‘doctors’ 
(doteurs) wrote down the ‘glorious deed s’ (faits glorieux) of St Dominic.
135
 He 
translated  his Latin sources into the French vernacular and  adapted  them to his 
female Dominican aud ience. But he d id  not stop here: in order to clarify his message 
and  dramatize his story, he added new passages to his sources.
136
 The author 
consciously chose to present his legend in the form of a d ialogue between a pater and  
a filia. This literary form, often used  for conversations between a teacher and  a pupil, 
encouraged the sisters to adopt the attitude of the good filia. Jean Martin is also 
known as the author of a mystery play about the foundation of the Order of 
Preachers in the vernacular.
137
 Not only Observant Dominicans participated  in the 
process that made Latin knowledge about the order and  its famous members known 
to a vernacular public. The Florentine Conventual friar and  humanist Giovanni 
Caroli (1428-1503), for example, translated  the life of Vincent Ferrer into Italian.  
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 Narrative Sources, ID J125; Jean Daniel Balet, ‘La légende de Monseigneur saint Dominique, 
translatée de latin en francoys par venerable religieux et prescheur, excellent frere Jehan Martin’, 
Mémoire dominicaine 4 (1994), 41-62; SOPMA , II, 474-5. 
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his confrere Alain de la Roche. Balet, ‘La légende’, 44 and  55-56. In one part of the text many miracles 
are presented . It would  be interesting to study whether these elements are presented  in a more 
‘Observant’ way than before, and  compare them to, for instance, the way Magdalena Kremer 
presented  such elements. See Chapter 7, the section ‘From visions to virtues’.  
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most closely), Jordan of Saxony, Humbert of Romans, and  Constantin of Orvieto. Balet, ‘La légende’, 
46. 
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 Balet, ‘La légende’, 52. His method  of exaggeration and  adding dramatizing details resembles tha t 
of Alberti and  his collaborators in their De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  printed  in 1517: see 
Chapter 9. 
137
 Emile Van Arenbergh, ‘Jehan Martin’, Biographie N ationale (Brussels, 1888-1889), vol. 10, p . 482; 
Mistère de l' Institucion de l'Ordre des Freres Prescheurs: texte de l’édition de Jehan Trepperel (1504-1512?), 
ed . Simone De Reyff, Guy Bedouelle and  Marie-Claire Gérard -Zai (Geneve, 1997), 28-31. 
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Aside from Thomas of Siena, the Observant chronicler Johannes Meyer (1422-
1485) was a prolific translator of Dominican institutional texts. By doing so, he 
wished  to make the Dominican literary heritage available to Dominican nuns . A look 
at his career helps us understand  why he undertook these translations. Johannes 
Meyer is known as the most important fifteenth-century order chronicler of the 
German lands. As a boy, aged  nine years and  six months, he joined  the Order of 
Preachers in his hometown Zurich. In 1442, he moved to the Preachers in Basel ‘out 
of love for the Observance’.
138
 In the same year, Johannes of Mainz started  his 
chronicle about the same Basel friary – in which, we should  note, Johannes Meyer 
does not figure (probably because he was still too ‘junior’). Several years later, Meyer 
left the Basel convent to become confessor of several Dominican nunneries in 
Switzerland , Alsace and  Southern Germany. He d id  not proceed  to higher studies. 
Von Loë suggests that this was because he suffered  from bad  health.
139
 At the same 
time, this d id  not prevent Meyer from travelling a lot du ring his lifetime. He was 
confessor in Bern (from 1454 onwards), Schönensteinbach (1458-1465), Schlettstad t 
(1467), Freiburg im Breisgau  (1473), Liebenau (1473-1477) and  Adelhausen (between 
1482 until his death in 1485).  
In 1465 he entered  the Dominican convent of Guebwiller, since its prior, Petrus 
Mör, had  assigned  him a role in helping to recover the nunnery and  establish the 
Observance in nearby Engelporten, in accordance with the wish of Johannes 
Kreutzer.
140
 Mör wrote a letter to Meyer, in which he asked  him the following: 
 
‘He [Johannes Kreutzer] wants to have some obedient and  religious sisters, but we do  
not know where to receive them and who we should  take in. From nowhere would  it 
be better to receive them, than from Schönensteinbach. Thus, I ask you, inform us and  
give us advice through the present messenger which sisters we should  ask, because 
you know them.’
141
  
 
From this letter it becomes clear that, if one wished  to reform a women’s cloister, 
Johannes Meyer was the person to help you – as if he were dealing in reformatrices. 
The reputation of Schönensteinbach as the convent with the most exemplary 
Observant sisters is also evident in this letter: Schönensteinbach (near Guebwiller) 
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 Seraphin Dietlers Chronik des Klosters Schönensteinbach, ed . Johannes von Schlumberger (Guebwiller 
1897), 401. Cited  in: Peter Pau l Albert, ‘Zur Lebensgeschichte des Dominikanerchronisten Johannes 
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 Paulus von Loë, ‘Einleitung’, Liber de viris illustribus, 1-2. 
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 See Chapter 1. 
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 ‘Anhang’, in: Johannes Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum , ed . and  introduced  by 
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was the first reformed house of Dominican women, and  was crucia l to the spread  of 
Observance in the province.
142
 Meyer would  also write an account of the reform of 
this Engelporten nunnery.
143
 
Johannes Meyer managed to reform three nunneries in Freiburg: St Agnes, St 
Maria Magdalena and  Adelhausen, and  w hen he was confessor in Liebenau, he 
helped  to reform the Dominican houses in Frankfurt. In 1478, he reformed five 
nunneries in the County of Württemberg on order of the master general, Leonard of 
Perugia, and  the prior provincial, Jacob of Stupach.
144
 Thereafter he also wanted  to 
reform the monastery Gnadenzell in Offenhausen, but this effort failed : the then 57-
year-old  Meyer wanted  to teach the reluctant sisters to s ing in an ‘Observant’ way 
(meaning in a less embellished  style), but the sisters resisted  and  frustrated  Meyer, 
who became ill.
145
 In 1482, before he left the Basel convent to go back to Adelhausen, 
Meyer celebrated his 50 years jubilee in the Order of Preachers. Both the Dominican 
master general (Salvus Casseta) and  Teutonia’s prior provincial (Jacob of Stupach) 
sent him letters of congratulation. Meyer himself recalled  this jubilee in one of his 
writings. He wrote that the two important prelates thanked him for the good he had  
brought to the order and  especially to the province of Teutonia. Consequently, he 
humbly remarked  that he ‘unfortunately d id  few good things’ in his whole life.
146
 
After 1482 he became confessor in Adelhausen, where he d ied  on 20 July 1485. He 
was buried  in the convent church. 
Meyer produced numerous writings, both in Latin and  in the vernacular. He 
d id  not spend his life in one place, writing his books in isolation. Instead , his writings 
were related  to his experience as itinerant reformer and  confessor, who helped  to 
implement Observance in a substantial number of Dominican nunneries. His works 
have not yet been studied  together extensively. He mostly wrote on the history of the 
Dominican order and  the lives of exemplary brothers and  sisters.
147
 Considering the 
content of his writings, it is d ifficult to overlook Meyer’s main goal: promoting 
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 Eugen Hillenbrand , ‘Die Observantenbewegung in der deutschen Ordensprovinz der 
Dominikaner’, Reformbemühungen und Observanzbestrebungen im spätmittelalterlichen Ordenswesen , ed . K. 
Elm (Berlin, 1989), (219-20). 
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 ‘De fund acione, restauracione ac reformacione monasterii Angelice Porte Gebwilerensis’, in: 
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 Reuthin near Wildberg, Weiler near Esslingen, St John Baptist near Kirchheim, Marienthal in the  
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 Werner Fechter, ‘Meyer, Johannes OP’, VL 6 (1987), 474-89 (here 475); Winston-Allen, Convent 
Chronicles, 103. 
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 Ms. Adelhauser Sammelband , fol. 317. Cited  in Peter Paul Albert, ‘Johannes Meyer, ein 
oberdeutscher Chronist des 15. Jahrhunderts’, Zeitschrift für die Geschichte des Oberrheins NF 13 (1898), 
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 Fechter, ‘Meyer, Johannes OP’, 486. 
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Observance and  provid ing brothers and  sisters within the Domin ican order with 
suitable reading material to help them  live a good Observant life. His writings were 
meant to strengthen and  construct the new Observant Dominican identity.
148
  
Three of Meyer’s works have received  a full ed ition in the series Quellen und 
Forschungen zur Geschichte des Dominikanerordens in Deutschland: one vernacular work 
– the Buch der reformacio predigerorderns (Book of the reform of the Order of Preachers, 
1468) – and  two Latin works – the Liber de viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum (Book 
on the illustrious men of the Order of Preachers, 1466) and  the Chronica brevis ordinis 
praedicatorum (Short Chronicle of the Order of Preachers, 1470 with continuations 
until 1475).
149
 Meyer probably wrote these works simultaneously in the 1460s. The 
content of these works overlaps: the Chronica brevis is also a book on the illustrious 
men of the order. But in contrast to his serial biography, it is structured  in 
chronological order by the reign of Dominican master generals. Besides these three 
ed ited  works, Meyer has left many unedited  (or only partially ed ited) writings.  
His first known work is the Buch der aemter (Book of offices), which he wrote in 
1454, when he became confessor at St Michelsinsel in Bern. This vernacular text , 
which has been edited  recently, describes the 23 offices in Dominican nunneries, ‘d er 
Empteren der swesteren prediger ordens’.
150
 He composed  the work after the 
example of Humbert of Romans’s Liber de instructione officialium ordinis 
praedicatorum.
151
 A year later he wrote the Buch der ersetzung, a supplement to the Buch 
der aemter. These two works were usually copied  together. The surviving 
manuscripts all once belonged to Dominican Observant convents of women.
152
 
Werner Fechter, who describes the life and  work of Meyer in the Verfasserlexikon, 
states that the content of the Buch der ersetzung is ‘d isparate’,
153
 but if one keeps in 
mind what the author tried  to accomplish with his works (the formation of an 
Observant identity in the houses of Dominican women), the content appears, rather, 
to be coherent. The first chapter characterizes the Dominican order. After this, the 
text explains the rules of enclosure and  the dress code. Then it describes  the 
hierarchy of the order, the relation between Dominican women and men. In addition, 
it introduces the Dominican Teutonia province and  the custom s and religious 
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 SOPMA , III, 476-480. Kaeppeli lists sixteen texts: five in Latin (Liber de viris illustribus Ordinis 
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 See Winston-Allen, Convent Chronicles, 172. 
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 Namely: St Katharina in Nuremberg, St M. Magdalena in Freiburg (later Adelhausen), St Agnes in 
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practices within the individual houses. The last chapter describes the history of the 
order as a whole, concentrating on the master generals. The text offers both practical 
guidelines and  ideological examples taken from the order’s history. Meyer used  
history to teach the Dominican sisters how to live an Observant life and  would 
continue to do this throughout his career. 
In 1468, he wrote the already mentioned  Buch der reformacio predigerorderns and 
in 1469 he produced a vernacular version of the Vitae fratrum, known as the Leben der 
heiligen brüder predigerordens. Furthermore, in 1470 he composed  a Papstchronik and 
the year after a Kaiserchronik on, respectively, the popes and  the emperors from the 
beginning of the Dominican order until his own times. Both works have remained  
unpublished  and  have not been the subject of any in -depth scholarship. Only Rolf 
Sprandel briefly mentions Meyer’s unpublished  Papstchronik in passing. He sees it in 
the light of continuations of the model provided  by Meyer’s fellow-Dominican 
Martin of Opava, who wrote a chronicle of popes and  emperors in the thirteenth 
century that would  be widely d isseminated . Meyer based  his history on this model 
‘in order to allow the treasure of privileges and  the events in Dominican history to be 
assigned  chronologically to the popes and  emperors.’
154
 In 1481 and 1484 he again 
composed  order chronicles in the vernacular that have not been published  nor 
studied .
155
 On top of all this, Meyer translated  the Latin lives of Dominican friars, 
such as St Dominic, St Vincent Ferrer and  Albertus Magnus into the German 
vernacular.
156
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Use and dissemination 
As the incipits and  other passages in Meyer’s vernacular works indicate explicitly, 
they were meant for a female audience.
157
 Even though Dominican sisters were the 
primary intended audience, we have indications that some of his translations were 
received  by the lay bourgeoisie as well.
158
 Two surviving manuscripts from the early 
1470s contain a letter by Meyer d irected  to Dominican nuns in which he promoted 
and  advertised  his writings.
159
 The letter demonstrates how Meyer wanted  his 
writings to be used  and  how his writings were to be d istributed  among Dominican 
nunneries. Meyer first emphasized  the efforts that he made in producing these 
writings. He informed his ‘dear spiritual sisters in God’ that he had  selected  the most 
beautiful parts from the books of the order, the histories, the lives  of holy sisters and 
brothers, from papal bulls and  letters, and  from other bulky documents that he had 
seen so often. He had  selected  the best passages, translated  them into German and  
ordered them in chapters ‘the best he could’, to serve the Dominican n uns in the best 
possible way.
160
 
In the letter, Meyer made clear that the books he wrote for the nuns d id  not 
only offer education and  consolation, but also greatly  honored  them: according to 
Meyer, the nuns were privileged  to have access to such books, as s isters from other 
orders d id  not have them. ‘Eminent persons’ from the Benedictine order, Meyer 
asserted , were amazed at seeing these books: he suggested  that the Benedictines d id  
not have comparable writings for their nuns.
161
 Thereafter, Meyer listed  a num ber of 
books that the nuns could  order for their own convent, provid ing for each work a 
short description.
162
 As such, it constituted  a publisher’s catalogue avant la lettre. He 
included both his vernacular works, such as his Buch von der reformacio predier [sic] 
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ordens,
163
 and  his two Latin works, namely his order chronicle and  his book on 
illustrious men.
164
 At the same time, he explained  that these two books were written 
in Latin, and  that he therefore included  their content in the German books mentioned 
earlier.
165
 
Another way in which Meyer tried  to advertise his works and  insure their 
d issemination was by imploring the help of others, such as the prioress of St 
Nicolaus in Undis in Strassbourg. In the prologue of his vernacular Leben der heiligen 
Brüder Predigerordens, he asked  the prioress to d istribute his text not only among the 
other Dominican nunneries of Strasbourg, but  among all cloisters of the Dominican 
order that understood German.
166
 Considering that an ‘extensive interlibrary loan 
system’ existed  between Observant women’s houses, one can assume that Meyer’s 
writings had  a wide d issemination in these circles.
167
 
Meyer simultaneously instructed  Dominican nuns, and  collaborated  with 
them – both in his reforming activities, and  in his writings. Meyer included  the 
foundation history of Schönensteinbach written by Elisabeth Meringer (d . 1442), the 
second prioress of the community, in his own Buch der reformacio predigerordens,
168
 and  
he based  some of his portraits of Dominican nuns on what he found written in 
fourteenth-century sisterbooks.
169
 For example, his life of Rinlindis de Bisegg is based  
on the Vitae sororum of Unterlinden, written by Sister Katherina von Gebersweiler (fl. 
1320). This should  make us aware of the important role of women in the production 
of these chronicles. Aside from using materials from biographies written by women, 
Meyer repeatedly stimulated  Dominican nuns to continue his historical works. This 
is visible at various junctures in the manuscripts: after the first prologue Meyer 
added as a remark that if more convents were reformed, information concerning 
those should  also be written down with care – therefore he left space (dar umb auch 
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 Cf. De viris illustribus, ed . Pau lus v. Loë, 11: to see what portraits of his De viris illustribus he based 
on sisterbooks.  
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spacium gelassen ist).
170
 Observant sisters fulfilled  this request: they added to the fifth 
book that dealt with the spread  of Observant reform. The length, content and 
sequence of this fifth book is therefore d ifferent in each surviving manuscript . The 
spelling is d ifferent as well and  represents the d iversity in d ialects spoken and 
written in the houses where Meyer’s manuscripts were copied  and  used .
171
  
As mentioned  above, the manuscripts of the Buch der reformacio predigerordens 
also include several lists and  a short history of masters general. These lists were also 
continued  by sisters. In the St Gall manuscript the short history of masters general 
ends with a record  on the election of Leonardo Mansueti in 1474. In this manuscript, 
this short note is followed by blank pages, no doubt to give the Dominican sisters the 
opportunity to update the text. Another manuscript, which is preserved  in Munich, 
includes after the information on Leonardo Mansueti the names of the master 
generals Salvus Casseta, Bartholomeus Comazzi, and  Barnabas Sansoni.
172
 This 
indicates that someone worked on it after Barnabas was elected  in 1486. 
Meyer’s Buch der reformacio has survived  in four manuscripts, all of which 
were written in Dominican Observant nunneries. Other manuscripts that are attested  
in older sources are lost, such as the ones of the Observant nunneries 
Schönensteinbach and  St Agnes in Freiburg im  Breisgau.
173
 One copy was made in 
1483 by sister Elisabeth Muntprat (d . 1531) from St Katharina in St Gall, whom we 
encountered  earlier as a chronicler in her own right. Her copy of the Buch der 
reformacio, in which the words observanz and  reformacio are rubricated , forms the basis 
for Reichert’s modern edition.
174
 Meyer had  written the prologue to the text  in 1468, 
but Muntprat’s copy contains additions until 1474.  
This St Gall copy was based  on the manuscript owned by the Observant nuns 
of Nuremberg, with whom the women of St Katharina stood in close contact, as has 
been d iscussed  above. This Nuremberg copy of the Buch der Reformacio is now 
conserved  in the Bavarian State Library.
175
 The ‘sisterbook’ of St Gall indeed  informs 
us that the sisters from Nuremberg lent the nuns of St Gall their books ‘in a most 
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friendly way’.
176
 The third  surviving manuscript of the Buch der Reformacio was also 
copied  in St Gall. It was a selection and  contained  only fourteen chapters of book V. 
In 1484, it was offered  to the Augustinian canonesses in Inzigkofen.
177
 This shows that 
these works, filled  with Dominican vitae, was considered  valuable for other, non-
Dominican female houses as well. 
The fourth manuscript is kept in the university library of Strasbourg and  was 
written in the Strasbourg nunnery St Nicolas-aux-Ondes. This is the oldest surviving 
manuscript.
178
 In this version, the chapters are ordered  chronologically and  there are 
more places in which the first person singular is used  than in the other 
manuscripts.
179
 Moreover, the copy is partly Meyer’s autograph: Meyer wrote the lists 
that precede the chronicle, the general prologue, the prologue to book IV, the explicit 
(in the year 1468, fol. 158r), and  the additions for the years between 1468 and 1477. 
The Strasbourg manuscript can therefore be considered  an ‘authorized’ copy, 
completed  by Meyer himself.
180
 It is interesting to note that Meyer added a new 
prologue after the explicit: ein kurtz vorrede, in which he announced that it would  be 
good and useful if his work would  be continued  and  therefore his readers should  
write down what additional convents were reformed.
181
 
The St Gall and  Nuremberg manuscripts d iverge from the original 
chronological order which is present in the Strasbourg manuscript, and  was 
envisaged  by Meyer. Klara Keiper, the scribe of the Nuremberg copy, which is the  
basis for the St Gall manuscript and  thus for the ed ition, changed the sequence of the 
fifth book.
182
 She grouped the chapters that dealt with the reform of friaries after 1434 
together, and  inserted  them after d iscussing the reform of nunneries (after chap ter 
75). However, this caused  oddities: e.g. the chapter numbers were now erroneous and  
had  to be corrected . The readability of the text was also affected . For example: 
originally, the reform of the friary of Guebwiller was narrated  before the reform of 
the neighboring Engelport nunnery. As mentioned  elsewhere, the friars from 
Guebwiller initiated  the reform of the nunnery, yet  Keiper’s intervention obfuscated  
this connection . She inserted  the account of the nunnery’s reform before the account 
of the friary’s reform. To solve these problems, marginal notes had  to be inserted  to 
reconstruct the original sequence. These marginal notes are incorporated  in the St 
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 Translation in Winston-Allen, Convent Chronicles, 119. 
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 Fechter, ‘Die Nürnberger Handschrift’, 58. Tübingen, University Library, MS Md 456, fols 81r -245r. 
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 Strasbourg, University Library, MS 2934, fols 10v-261v. 
179
 Fechter, ‘Die Nürnberger Handschrift’, 59. 
180
 Part V of Strasbourg ends with describing the reform of Medingen (in 1467) – St Gall end s with the 
reforms of Medlingen and  Chur (both in 1468) fol. 261v: d iscusses events in  1477.  
181
 Cf. Buch der reformacio, IV, V, ed . Reichert, 160 (last paragraph). In the Strasbou rg manuscript this is 
fol. 158v. Thereafter there are add itions, among others about the reform of Medlingen in 1468 (cf . Buch 
der reformacio, ed . Reichert, 147) and  Regensburg in 1475. 
182
 Fechter, ‘Die Nürnberger Handschrift’, 62. 
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Gall copy and  also ended up  in the ed ition. For instance, the end  of chapter 38 
mentions the reform of the Vienna friary in 1434, but the reader has to wait until 
chapter 75 before the history of the reform is actually inserted .
183
 Moreover, the scribe 
inserted  a certain ‘ad monishing speech that all brothers and  sisters should  willingly 
be reformed to the spirituality of their order’ not at the end  of the fifth book of the 
Buch der reformacio (as is the case in the Strasbourg manuscript), bu t at the end  of the 
fourth book.
184
 In order to understand  the reasons behind  these reorganization 
attempts, a more in-depth study of the manuscript is needed. 
Finally, the Strasbourg manuscript of Meyer’s Buch der reformacio includes a 
text on the Strasbourg reforms that is missing in other manuscripts of the work. This 
text is attributed  to Barbara von Benfelden, prioress of St Nicolaus in Strasbourg.
185
 
Annette Barthelmé edited  this passage in an appendix to her study of the Dominican 
reforms in the Alsace and  the Dominican province Teutonia.
186
 Further study and  a 
comparison of the extant manuscripts of Meyer’s Buch der reformacio may reveal other 
additions by Dominican nuns. 
From the end  of the sixteenth century onwards, large compilations of 
Dominican history in the vernacular appeared  in print as well. The work of Johannes 
Meyer was used  by Conrad  Zittardus, who likewise d irected  his Kurtze chronika, das 
ist historische beschreibung der general meister prediger ordens to Dominican nuns: it was 
printed  by Johannes Mayer in Dillingen in 1596. Still later, in 1607 and 1620, the 
vernacular was thought fit for an even larger collection of Dominican illustrious men, 
when Gio Michele Pio’s four-volume Delle vite degli huomini illustri di S. Domenico was 
printed  in Bologna.
187
 
 
Conclusion 
Previous scholarship has emphasized  the d ifferences between convent chronicles by 
men and women: Uffmann held  that Formenreichtum was typical for women’s 
writings. However, the study of Dominican convent chronicles by men shows that 
these writings were not so homogenou s as Uffmann has suggested . Dominican 
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 In the Strasbourg manuscript, chapter 90 (fol. 191). Cf. Buch der reformacio, ed . Reichert, 95 and  148. 
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 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV ed . Reichert, 37: an vermanende red, daz alle brüder und swöstren sich 
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‘The Vineyard  of Saint Francis’, in: Religious Orders and Religious Identity Formation, ca. 1420-1620: 
Discourses and Strategies of Observance and Pastoral Engagement , ed . Bert Roest and  Johanneke Uphoff 
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convent chronicles, written for and  about a specific community and  normally kept in 
the library of the convent, have come down to us in several forms. These convent 
chronicles were written for a particular community an d  were meant to foster a sense 
of pertaining to a specified  local Dominican family. 
This chapter has provided  evidence that convent chronicles by men cross 
several generic borders as well. Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens, for 
instance, starts as a micro history of the Dominican community in Schönensteinbach 
and  then expands into a chronicle on the Observant movement within the Dominican 
order in the German lands. Moreover, Dominican women had  an important role in 
the production of ‘male’ reform chronicles, such as Meyer’s Buch der reformacio 
predigerordens. The latter chronicle incorporates texts that were written by women, 
such as Elisabeth Meringer. Dominican nuns copied , continued  and  added to the 
manuscripts of the Buch der reformacio predigerordens. This fact makes one doubt 
whether a clear d istinction between chronicles by men and women, as Uffmann has 
suggested , is fruitful. 
The Cronicae fratrum introduced  by Panella, with which this chapter began, 
focus on the members of the commu nity, and do not d iscuss the history of the friary 
in detail. More often, convent chronicles consisted  of several parts that concentrated  
successively on the foundation and  the history of the convent, the way of life in the 
convent, the priors, and  the friars who d ied  in the convent. This was true for the 
Italian quadripartite chronicles that were popular in Observant friaries, and  for nuns’ 
chronicles, such as the one of Corpus Domini in Venice. The convent chronicles of 
Perugia and  Orvieto start with introducing the Dominican masters general, which 
inserted  the local narrative into the wider framework of Dominican history. This also 
happened in the manuscripts that contain Meyer’s Buch der reformacio, and  in the 
‘Schwesternbuch’ of St Gall. Hence, some of these convent chronicles show overlap 
with general order chronicles. 
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CHAPTER 5: COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHIES 
From the beginning the memory of the Dominican order was founded on a 
celebration of the collectivity. The collective sense of comm unity was more 
prominent in the creation of the order’s self-image than the celebration of the life and 
sanctity of its founder, St Dominic: not just one vita inspired  the Dominicans, but a 
multiplicity of vitae.
1
 As a consequence, Dominicans considered  the format of 
collective biographies as ideal to commemorate Dominican history. This chapter will 
show how Dominican authors used  Gerard  of Frachet’s Vitae fratrum as a format to 
expand upon. Dominican collective biographies existed  in local, provincial and  
female variants (sisterbooks) and  consisted  of short descriptions of exemplary 
brothers and/ or sisters. When the chronological order is subordinate to (categories 
of) persons, narratives can better be qualified  as Dominican serial o r collective 
biographies, than as order chronicles. 
The Dominican hierarchy actively promoted the practice of writing collective 
biographies, as these were apparently considered  to be of primary importance for 
fostering a proper Dominican identity. For that reason, these texts can be considered  
as highly interesting sources for studying Dominican self-perception. When the Vitae 
fratrum of Gerard  Frachet was published  in 1260, it was regarded  as a work in 
progress: other stories were to be added to it, and  friars were supposed  to continue 
the practice of sending in written material about the lives of exemplary friars to the 
master general.
2
 This call would  be repeated  often at general chapters, also in the late 
medieval period: it was the will of the order that Dominicans updated  the Vitae 
fratrum with new stories. The general chapter of Erfurt (1403) ordered  that every 
province should  bring the master general in writing all things about friars ‘illustrious 
in knowledge and sanctity’.
3
 The general chapter of Bologna (1426) likewise ordered 
explicitly that exemplary vitae should  be made or collected . In this way, it was 
ensured  that the Vitae fratrum would  be continued  with additional narrative 
examples of exemplary Dominicans. The Bologna chapter not only ordered  that lives 
of saintly friars and  sisters should  be collected , but also wanted  to record  Dominican 
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 John H. Van Engen, ‘Dominic and  the Brothers: Vitae as Life-Forming Exempla in the Order of 
Preachers’, Christ Among the Medieval Dominicans: Representations of Christ in the Texts and Images of the 
Order of Preachers, ed . Kent Emery Jr. and  Joseph Wawrykow (Notre Dame, Ind iana, 1998), 5-25 (here 
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2
 Prologue to the Vitae fratrum. 
3
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 149r: Item ordinatum est quod in quolibet conventu habeantur constitutiones, rubrice, 
privilegia ordinis bene scripta, et quod ad futurum capitulum generale unaqueque provintia portet magistro in 
scriptis, si quid habet de viris illustribus ordinis in scientia et in sanctitate. 
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doctrine and  learning for posterity. It therefore asked for the construction of author 
lists simultaneously: 
 
‘Hard  pressed  to increase the devotion and honesty of friars and  sisters of our order, 
we impose all provincials that they bring to the next general chapter the lives of 
saintly friars and sisters, who have d ied  up until now in their provinces and became 
famous for some miracles, from the time of the edition of the book called  Vitas 
fratrum, so that they can be added to the foresaid  book for the perpetual memory of 
the matter concerned; and  also we want the same to be done concerning the names of 
masters and  lectors who have composed any books and  noble treaties’.
4
 
 
This passage expresses the belief that the continuation of this Dominican literary 
trad ition and  the concomitant availability of an ever growing number of stories about 
exemplary predecessors would  result in the friars and  sisters living a more honest 
and  virtuous religious life. The acts of the general chapter of Perugia (1478) further 
explain this idea: 
 
‘Lest the clarity of virtues and doctrine of our order be suppressed  by d iscrete silence, 
and  so that, through the probity of the major friars, the souls [of others] are invited 
more easily to the imitation of virtues, we require from those who are present that 
they bring or transmit the [lives of] deceased  friars, namely those who have 
flourished  by the sanctity of their life or the clarity of their doctrine and who are not 
mentioned in the book called  Vitas fratrum, to the next general chapter with a 
description of their most noble acts of virtues, knowledge or miracles, since by reason 
of their deeds, the mentioned booklet can be continued, for the exaltation of God and 
the order, and  as an example for the friars’.
5
 
 
In the same manner, the general chapter of 1532 in Rome ordered  that the provincials 
and  vicar generals of congregations had  to collect the names of illustriou s men, and  
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 Acta CG, III, 185: Devocionem fratrum et sororum nostri ordinis ac honestatem adaugere satagentes, 
imponimus provincialibus universis, ut vitas sanctorum fratrum ac sororum, qui a tempore edicionis libri, qui 
vitas fratrum dicitur, in suis provinciis usque ad presens decesserunt et aliquibus miraculis claruerunt ad 
immediate sequens capitulum generale secum deferant, ut prefato libro ad perpetuam rei memoriam valeant 
annotari; et idem volumus fieri de nominibus magistorum et lectorum, qui libros aliquos et tractatus nobiles 
conscripserunt.  
5
 Acta CG, III, 339: ne virtutum et doctrine claritas nostri ordinis in discreto silencio supprimatur et ex 
maiorum probitate fratrum animi ad virtutum ymitacionem facilius invitantur, requirimus eosdem ac eciam 
quoscumque alios superstistes [sic, read  superstites], quatinus fratres defunctos, de quibus in libello, qui dicitur 
vitas fratrum, mencio non habetur, qui scilicet sanctimonia vite et doctrine claritate floruerunt, ad sequens 
generale capitulum descriptos cum eorum nobilioribus actibus virtutum et sciencie aut miraculorum deferant vel 
trasmittant, quatinus ex illorum gestis prefatus libellus ad dei et ordinis exaltacionem et fratrum exemplum 
continuari possit. 
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had to hand them over at the next general chapter.
6
 Provincial chapters stimulated 
the practice of writing about the history of the Dominican order and  the lives of its 
members as well. In 1516, the chapter of the order province Saxonia ordered  that 
every convent had  to have one book in which ‘all notable d eeds’ (omnia facta notabilia) 
were written down, including the time, place and  persons involved , since oblivion 
constituted  a serious threat to the order, the province, and  its convents.
7
 In the same 
year, the Observant Congregation of San Marco insisted  that convent chronicles that 
were in d isorder had  to be rewritten.
8
 
It is revealing how the Dominican order officially tried  to secure the 
continuation of its literary trad ition. It seems that it was promoted  especially in the 
fifteenth century, when the call for a return to the pristine Observance of the rule and  
the Dominican constitutions was intensified  with the appearance of ‘Observant’ 
branches. This does not mean that, in the fourteenth century, the practice of 
collecting materials about famous Dominicans had  not been stimulated : the acts of 
the general chapter of Bruges in 1336 inform us that the prior of Carcassone had  
started  to compile a book on illustrious and  saintly Dominicans, and  ordered  all 
Dominicans to send  in materials for this collection.
9
 
Since the acts have not always been handed down and are not always 
complete, it is quite possible that this request was repeated  even more often than is 
shown in the sources accessible today. The order chronicler Borselli wrote that, at the 
general chapter of Ferrara in 1494, Dominicans from several provinces handed 
biographical materials concerning exemplary Dominicans over to him.
10
 This was 
likely at the request of the previous general chapter of 1491 – however we do not find  
such a statement in the acts ed ited  by Reichert. This could  also indicate that the call 
was not always written down in (copies of) the acts. Perhaps it was by then  such a 
common practice that it might not have seemed necessary to repeat it in writing at 
every juncture. 
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 Acta CG, IV, 248: Admonemus provinciales et vicarios generales congregationum ut colligant nomina virorum 
illustrium et in proximo capitulo futuro in scriptis tradant . The chapter of 1453 requested  to send  in 
materials concerning Vincent Ferrer (Acta CG, III, 258). 
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 Gabriel M. Löhr, ‘Acta cap itulorum provinciae Saxoniae, 1513-1540’, Die Kapitel der Provinz Saxonia im 
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9
 Pierre Gui (Petrus Guidonis). SOP, I, 625; SOPMA , III, 229: Assumpsit sibi studium componendi libellum 
de miraculis et gestis de sanctis et illustribus viris Ord. Praed., quem inchoatam reliquit. Kaeppelli does not 
include a reference to a manuscrip t with an u nfinished  book on illustrious Dominicans. 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 260r: In hoc capitulo portata sunt alique ex diversis provintiis de vitis quorundam 
beatorum ordinis et data sunt michi, fratri hyeronimo de bononia, qui fui presens in illo capitulo, ad ponendum 
in cronica. 
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In his overview of Dominican authors and  their manuscripts, Tommaso Kaeppeli 
listed  more than fifty surviving manuscripts of Gerard  of Frachet’s Vitae fratrum.
11
 
Hence, collective biographies constituted  a popular format in Dominican libraries. 
This is also borne out by the fact that, in the fifteenth and  sixteenth centuries, 
Dominican authors kept writing collective biographies of exemplary Dominicans in 
the trad ition of the Vitae fratrum. These collective biographies were written both at a 
general and  a local level, and  many friars wrote them with the example of Frachet’s 
Vitae fratrum in mind. Johannes of Mainz went so far as to adopt nearly the same 
name for the chronicle he wrote about the Basel friary, and  he included a long 
quotation from the original Vitae fratrum in the first chapter of his book, where he 
wrote about the flourishing origins of the pristine community at Basel.
12
 In 1469, 
Johannes Meyer translated  the Vitae fratrum into the vernacular to make it accessible 
to Dominican sisters.
13
  
  
Cont inuity  and development  
In order to understand  later medieval institutional writings, it is important to 
consider the texts on which they were partly based . As we have it, the thirteenth -
century Vitae fratrum consists of five parts: the first part concentrates on the 
beginning of the order and  d iscusses how it received  support and  protection from 
the Virgin Mary.
14
 The second part concentrates on St Dominic, and  the third  part 
touches upon the virtues and  devotion of Jordan of Saxony, the second Dominican 
master general. The fourth part introduces other Dominican friars, concentrating on 
their fervor, their virtues, and  their perseverance in cases of temptation. Finally, the 
fifth part d iscusses things that concerned  the death of exemplary friars, such as their 
passion for the faith, the happy ways in which they d ied , the visions they had  while 
dying, and  revelations of deceased  friars. 
Another important model for later Dominican authors was the De quatuor in 
quibus Deus praedicatorum ordinem insignivit (On the four things by which God has 
d istinguished  the order of Preachers). It was started  by Stephan of Salagnac (d . 1291) 
and  finished  by Bernard  Gui (d . 1331). This work is, as the title suggests, d ivided  into 
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 SOPMA , II, 35-37; IV, 94. It would  be worthwhile to study these manuscrip ts and  compare variations 
and  continuations. 
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 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 97v; Vitae fratrum, ed . Reichert, 300-301. The paleography in the 
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 Placidus Wehrbrink, ‘Das Leben der Brüder Pred igerordens von Johann Meyer’, Archiv der deutschen 
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 Gerard  of Frachet, V itae fratrum ordinis praedicatorum , ed . B.M. Reichert, MOPH 1 (Rome, 1896). NB: it 
is ed ited  as Vitae fratrum, but it was generally called  Vitas fratrum even in clauses where the title 
should  be in the nominative case. 
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four parts. The ‘four things by which God  d istinguished  the Order of Preachers’ 
were: 1. St Dominic, its founder and  leader; 2. The glorious name of the order of 
Preachers; 3. The order’s illustrious offspring; 4. The way of profession and  life. It is 
interesting to note that the authors of the De quatuor referred  to the Vitae fratrum: in 
the fourth part, they d id  not expou nd the way in which Mary especially protected  
the Dominican order, because this already had  been treated  sufficiently in the Vitae 
fratrum.
15
 They apparently considered  that text to be readily available in Dominican 
houses. Whereas later authors could  not add  a lot of new materia l to the first, second, 
and  fourth part of the work of Salagnac and  Gui, they could  continue writing stories 
about the ´illustrious offspring´ of St Dominic: this indeed  happened, as is shown by 
the d ifferences between the versions that have come down to us in the thirteen 
surviving manuscripts of the De quatuor.
16
 
The part that deals with the ‘illustrious offspring’ of St Dominic constitutes, in 
the words of Hinnebusch, ‘the first true roster of the Order’s d istinguished  men’.
17
 
Salagnac and  Gui divided  these ‘illustrious’ friars in groups on the basis of particular 
activities, functions and  literary products:  
1. Martyrs (fratres passi pro fide domini iesu christi); 
2. Writers and  doctors (fratres viri illustres in scriptis et doctrinis); 
3. Popes; 
4. Cardinals; 
5. Other prelates, such as patriarchs, metropolitans, archbishops and  bishops 
(ordered  per province); 
6. Parisian masters of theology;  
7. Companions of St Dominic: friars who chose the rule with Dominic; 
8. Gracious and  famous preachers (predicatores gratiosi et famosi). 
Not every eulogy in this latter category of ‘gracious and  famous preachers’ 
concentrates on preaching activities. All friars were called  ‘friars preachers’ upon 
entering the order, but this d id  not mean that they all excelled  in preaching or that 
they were all primarily concerned  with preaching. Hence, some friars in this last 
category were remembered  not for their preaching activities, but for other reasons, 
such as their exceptional virtues.
18
 This might explain why this category of ‘gracious 
and  famous preachers’ was not adopted  in later collective biographies. Instead , we 
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 Stephan of Salagnac, De quatuor in quibus Deus ordinem praedicatorum insignivit, ed . T. Kaeppeli, 
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witness the appearance of a new category of ‘saints’ or saintly friars, which was not 
yet present in the De quator: the life of St Dominic came to the fore in the first part of 
the De quatuor, St Peter Martyr pertained  to the category of martyrs, and  St Thomas 
Aquinas to that of the writers and  doctors.  
In imitation of the model provided  in the De quatuor, authors of Dominican 
institutional texts in later centuries often structured  the Dominican past by 
identifying d ifferent types of friars who were d iscussed  in subsequent order. The 
literary trad ition established  by fundamental Dominican institutional texts such as 
the Vitae fratrum and  the De quatuor developed in several d irections. Like the De 
quatuor and the Vitae fratrum, the later Brevis historia ordinis fratrum praedicatorum (c. 
1483), and  the De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum by Ambrosius Taegius (c. 1511-1517) 
combine elements of a chronicle and  a collective biography. In the Brevis historia the 
presentation of the Domin ican ‘types’ was preceded by a general h istory of the 
foundation of the order and  its beginnings. Taegius’s De insigniis contains parts that 
d iscuss events in chronological order as well, e.g. the second part on the deeds of St 
Dominic. Whereas the anonymous Brevis historia, ed ited  in the eighteenth century by 
Martène and  Durand , is rather short, Taegius’s De insigniis consists of two enormous 
volumes that, as I mentioned  earlier in Chapter 3, are nowadays preserved  in the 
General Archive of the Dominicans in Rome. Both texts (of which no prologues have 
survived) are clearly inspired  by the De quatuor. They are structured  by the qualities 
that, accord ing to their authors, d istinguished  the order. 
The contents of the Brevis historia are based  on De quatuor until the year 1317. It 
received  continuations by anonymous compilers: first up to the year 1367, and  after 
this until 1483.
19
 It consists of nine chapters.
20
 The first five chapters concentrate on 
the beginning of the order: the first chapter d iscusses these beginnings and  
introduces St Dominic. The second chapter introduces the friars who chose the rule 
with Dominic and  summarizes Salagnac’s Fratres qui cum dominico regulam elegerunt.
21
 
Whereas these friars are presented  as a category of illustrious Dominicans in De 
quatuor, the Brevis historia introduces them chronologically and  immediately after the 
beginnings of the order. In the eyes of the authors or compilers of the Brevis historia 
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 ‘Brevis historia ord inis fratrum praed icatorum’, Veterum scriptorum et monumentorum historicorum, 
dogmaticorum, moralium, amplissima Collectio, ed . Edmond Martène and Ursin Durand, 9 vols (Paris: apud  
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this was a logical amendment: presenting ‘friars who chose the rule with Dominic’ as 
a separate category of illustrious Dominicans would  be of no use to them, since in 
later centuries this category could  not be continued . The third  chapter explains why 
the order was called  the Order of Preachers and  reproduces a part of Salagnac’s 
chapter Sequitur de secundo, scilicet de glorioso nomine.
22
 The fourth chapter introduces 
the habit of the order. In these parts, the providential role of the Dominican order is 
emphasized: the order received  its name from the Lord , its habit from the Virgin 
Mary and  it was predicted  by prophecies. The fifth chapter stresses the expansion of 
the order and  demonstrates that many entered  the it , among whom important 
prelates.  
These five chronological chapters are followed by four chapters that focus on 
the ‘illustrious offspring’ of St Dominic. If we compare the employed categories to 
those in De quatuor, we note several d ifferences. Instead  of starting with Dominican 
martyrs, Dominican prelates come first.
23
 Moreover, the category of doctors and  
Parisian masters of theology has d isappeared: apparently the author found it 
unnecessary to include this learned  group of friars in his Brevis historia. He chose to 
add  other categories instead : chapter 9 is dedicated  to master generals. The last 
master general in the list is Salvus Casseta, who was elected  in 1481. The chronicler 
recorded  that he was buried  in Rome, which reveals a terminus post quem for the 
final installment of the Brevis historia: Casseta d ied  in 1483. The last novelty is the 
insertion, at the end  of the work, of a catalogue of the prior provincials of the order 
province Saxonia from Meister Eckhart in 1303 up until the thirteenth provincial 
Gerard  de Buren.
24
 This betrays the local context of the original manuscript, which 
probably came from a convent in the Saxonia province.  
 
Ambrosius Taegius 
Whereas Taegius’s Chronica maior, which I d iscussed  in Chapter 3, relates in 
chronological order what happened during the reigns of master generals, and  
includes letters, acts of general chapters, and  other historical documents, Taegius’s 
De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum aimed at illustrating what d istinguished  the Order 
of Preachers, or made it famous. Taegius wrote the De insigniis between 1511 and 
1517 and the autograph manuscripts were for a long time conserved  in the convent 
library of Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan. Like Taegius’s other autograph 
manuscripts, they have not survived .
25
 Fortunately, the work is preserved  in an 
eighteenth-century copy held  in the General Archive of the Order of Preachers in 
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 Salagnac, De quatuor, 13-14. 
23
 Cf. Salagnac, De quatuor: Fratres passi pro fide domini Iesu Christi. 
24
 ‘Brevis historia’, 343-344: Catalogus praedicatorum provincialium provinciae Saxonia. 
25
 Cf. the d iscussion of Taegius’s other works in Chapter 3. 
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Rome.
26
 It consists of two volumes and  includes a table of content made by Paolo 
Castruccio.
27
 In 1758, Antonius Nepoti, the prior of Santa Maria delle Grazie, and  
Vincentius Montius, master in theology and  prefect of the convent library, testified  
that it was an authentic copy, d irectly made from the autograph manuscript.
28
 
Taegius envisaged  producing a text that could  replace constitu tive early 
Dominican narratives, notably the Vitae fratrum and  the De quatuor in quibus Deus 
praedicatorum ordinem insignivit. Both name and content of Taegius’s work are heavily 
inspired  by the famous treatise of Stephan of Salagnac. We can  therefore consider 
Taegius’s De insigniis as an updated  and  extended version of Salagnac’s De quatuor, 
which in its turn elaborates on the Vitae fratrum. Taegius tried  to merge the Vitae 
fratrum and  the De quatuor into one harmonious and  updated  work. He combined  
aspects of both works, but d id  not hesitate to elaborate on issues ‘lacking’ in the 
models at his d isposal. Whereas the author of the De quatuor had  stated  that he d id  
not want to expand on the special protection of the Virgin Mary for the Dominican 
order and  therefore did  not dedicate a separate part of the book to this  aspect, 
Taegius reinstated  Mary’s role. In the De quatuor the providential role of the 
Dominican order is stressed  only briefly in the fourth and  last part with a reference to 
the Vitae fratrum.
29
 Instead , the first ‘book’ of the De insigniis concentrates entirely on 
the Virgin Mary:
30
 she is presented  as the special protector of the Dominican order.
31
 
This part, elaborating on the first part of the Vitae fratrum, mentions among other 
things that Mary requested  the order from her son for the salvation of souls. The 
second ‘book’ focuses on the founder of the order: St Dominic.
32
 These first two 
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 AGOP, XIV.3.54 and  XIV.3.55. 
27
 The table of content to the first volume was made on 22 July 1579, that to the second  volume on 1 
August 1579 – shortly before the same friar made the table of content of the Bologna copy of the 
Chronica maior. Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 234r. See also XIV.3.55: Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 207v: 
hec est tabula prime partis Monimentorum ordinis, apposita sunt a fr. Paolo Castruccio, qui Mss. operum 
Ambrosii Taegii indices confecit. Then follows an extensive index of the third  book that deals with the 
‘illustrious offspring of St Dominic’ (de illustri prole). The index refers first to the page numbers in the 
autograph manuscript, and  in a second  row to the page numbers in the copy.  
28
 The last page of the second  volume informs us about this: the copy was mad e fideliter et omnique 
diligentia ex autographo manuscripto F. Ambrosii Taegii. Who exactly cop ied  the text is not made explicit. 
This was the last volume of five volumes that were copied  for the Dominican archive in Rome; they 
were called  the monuments of the order. 
29
 Salagnac, De quatuor, 170: Primo tamen premittere libet quod solus ordo Predicatorum inter omnes alios 
profitetur beate virgini Marie et multotiens ac multipliciter compertum est quod ipsa specialiter ordinem 
protegit et defendit. Nota de hoc in Vitis fratrum. Hence, as said  earlier, the author d id  not wish to repeat 
the content of the Vitae fratrum.  
30
 Liber I. De benignissima protectrice Ordinis Preadicatorum Beata Maria (I, 1 - 14). 
31
 The De insigniis starts as follows: Sacri predicatorum ordinis navicule in hoc mari magno et spatioso 
tempestatibus procellisque pleno naviganti de benignissima et potentissima protectrice et directrice Deus 
gloriosus cuius natura bonitas et opus misericordia providere dignatus est . Cf. titu lus 23 of Antoninus of 
Florence’s world  chronicle, the part that focuses on the Dominican order: this incites the same 
metaphor and  opens with in hoc mari magno. 
32
 Liber II. De beato patre Dominico fundatore Ordinis (I, 14-51). 
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‘books’ take up the first 50 folia of the first volume. The bulk of the two volumes is 
dedicated  to the third  ‘book’, which presents ‘the illustrious offspring’ of St Dominic 
(De illustri prole).
33
 The fourth and  final ‘book’ focuses on the glorious name of the 
Preachers.
34
 
The third  and  largest ‘book’ of the De insigniis is itself d ivided into eight 
distinctiones. First, Taegius chose to introduce the ‘first state of the friars and  their 
multiplication’. This section was largely based  on the fourth part of the Vitae fratrum 
(De progressu fratrum).
35
 In contrast with the distinctiones that follow, this distinctio 
cannot be considered  to portray a genuine category of ‘illustrious offspring’. Rather, 
it explains why people wanted  to enter the Order of Preachers and  how God 
provided  the friars with everything they needed. Consequently it d iscusses the 
virtues of these early Dominicans: e.g. they observed  silence and  abstinence strictly, 
they were virtuous in praying and  hearing confession, they d isplayed  charity, and  
were humble and  chaste. Their preaching is d iscussed  in separate chapters that focus 
on its fervor and  frequency, and  its virtue and  efficacy. The narrative also explains 
what wonders the friars brought forth when they  preached about the cross.
36
 
Alongside of these examples that constituted  a mirror for the audience, the section 
also contains warnings and  examples to avoid : from the beginning, the devil was a 
great adversary of the order and  tempted the friars with sins such as self-will, 
gluttony, property, curiosity for the philosophers, am bition, unworthiness, illusions 
and  fantasies.
37
 
In the remaining seven distinctiones, Taegius d istinguished  ‘categories’ of St 
Dominic’s ‘illustrious offspring’. The second distinctio after the ‘first state of the 
friars’ introduces the category of important prelates: Dominican popes, card inals, 
patriarchs, archbishops, and  bishops.
38
 Taegius listed  the bishops according to their 
order province and  included substantial vitae written by others, such as the humanist 
Giovanni Caroli. Some friars could  be listed  in several categories: Albertus Magnus’s 
life is included  in the part on doctors but also appears briefly in the category of 
bishops of the order province Teutonia. In the same vein, Giovanni Dominici is first 
mentioned  under the card inals, with the addition De eo infra plenius dicetur, and 
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 Liber III. De illustri prole Sancti Patris Dominici (I, 51-275; II, 1-207r) 
34
 Liber IV. De insigniis ordinis fratrum predicatorum de quarto scilicet quo Deus hunc ordinem insignivit 
videlicet de glorioso nomine (II, 223r-233v). This fourth book follows after an extensive index of the first 
six distinctiones of the third  book. On fols 234 and  235 follows the index of the seventh and  eight 
distinctiones, and  of the short fourth book. 
35
 Dist. I. De multiplicatione et primo statu fratrum  (I, 51v-75r). 
36
 Taegius, De insigniis, I, fols 60r-61v. 
37
 Taegius, De insigniis, fols 64v-69v. Cf. Vitae fratrum, 147. 
38
 Dist. II. De summis pontificibus, cardinalibus, patriarchis, archiepiscopis et episcopis ex ordine fratrum 
predicatorum assumptis (I, fols 75r-103v). This shows overlap with his Chronica minor, where Taegius 
also listed  bishops per province (but briefly, w ithout inserting proper vitae).  
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thereafter appears in the category of archbishops – again with the note De eius 
laudibus inferius difusius dicturi sumus. Taegius probably planned  to insert the longer 
vita of Giovanni Dominici by Giovanni Caroli (whose other vitae are included  as 
well) later in his work, perhaps in the part on saintly friars, but at the end  he d id  not  
do so.
39
 Likewise, Taegius inserted  a short note on Antoninus of Florence in the 
category of archbishops and  stated  that he would  be praised  elsewhere.
40
 
Nevertheless, he omitted  a substantial vita of the popular Florentine archbishop  who 
would  be canonized  in 1523.  
The third  distinctio is that of Dominican martyrs: this part largely consists of 
the life of St Peter Martyr, which Taegius compiled  ‘out of many legends’.
41
 The 
fourth category focuses on friars who left writings and  starts with substantial vitae of 
Thomas Aquinas and  Albertus Magnus.
42
 Consequently, it lists the doctores ordinis 
according to their order province. The fifth category is on ‘friars who chose the rule 
with Dominic in Toulouse’ (187-190).
43
 In Salagnac’s De quatuor this is a category as 
well. The author of the Brevis historia, however, had  placed  this part d irectly after the 
part on St Dominic in order to establish a more coherent chronology.  
Taegius’s sixth category focuses on friars ‘who shone out in sanctity’: this 
covers the largest part of the first volume of the De insigniis.
44
 This category of ‘saintly 
friars’ was also used  in Pignon’s Catalogus and in Meyer’s and  Epp’s De viris 
illustribus. In fact, it constituted  a miscelleneous category of friars who were ‘very 
religious’, ‘very famous’, ‘very saintly’, or ‘very devou t’ for a variety of reasons. 
These ‘saintly’ friars, most of who were never officially canonized  or blessed , are 
introduced  per province, starting with the provinces that were created  first. Taegius 
inserted  existing vitae, such as the lives of Giovanni da Salerno (1190-1242), the 
founder of Santa Maria Novella, and  of the Florentine theologian Alessio Strozzi 
(1351-1383), both written by Giovanni Caroli, as well as the life of Giovanni d i 
Pistorio ed ited by Girolamo Borselli.
45
 In the part on ‘very holy men’ of the province 
Teutonia (chapter xv), he inserted  eulogies from Epp’s De illustribus viris, among 
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 Taegius, De insigniis, I, fol. 80v, fol. 89v. 
40
 Taegius, De insigniis, I, fol. 89v. 
41
 Dist. III. De martyribus OP (I, 104 – 131). I, 104r: Incipit legenda beatissimi petri martiris ordinis fratrum 
predicatorum ex multis legendis in unum compilata. 
42
 Dist. IV. De fratribus scriptoribus OP (I, 132 - 187).  
43
 Dist. V. De fratribus qui cum Beato Dominico regulam Beati Augustini Tholose elegerunt  (I, fols 187r-189v). 
In the Brevis historia this category is p laced  d irectly after the part on Dominic. 
44
 Dist. VI. De fratribus qui sanctitate claruerunt  (I, fols 190r-275v). 
45
 Part I, on Simone Salterelli fols 82r-87r. Aldobrand ino Cavalcanti: fols 93v-95v, on Angelo Acciaioli 
fols 96r-98v, on Alessio Strozzi of Florence: fols 222r-226v ; on Giovanni d a Salerno: fols 229r-232v; fols 
226v-227v: Vita Fratris Johannis Pistoriensis Predicatoris celeberrimi per Fratrem Hieronymum Bursellum 
Bononiensem edita. Cf. Borselli, Cronica, fols 259r-259v. 
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others of Conrad  of Prussia.
46
 Hence, Taegius’s text built amply on the works of his 
predecessors: not only on the older Vitae fratrum and  De quatuor, but also on the 
works of the fifteenth-century authors Girolamo Borselli, Antoninus of Florence, 
Giovanni Caroli, and  Georg Epp. Taegius often referred  to his source when he 
inserted  long vitae (such as those by Caroli and  some vitae taken from Borselli’s 
chronicle), but not when he included short eulogies from, for instance, Epp’s De 
illustribus viris or Borselli’s chronicle.
47
 
The second volume of De insigniis is dedicated  to the Third  Order (distinctio 
VII) and  to Dominican women (distinctio VIII).
48
 Taegius announced that the seventh 
distinctio would  solely deal with the miraculous deeds of Catherine of Siena.
49
 The 
first chapter of this distinctio starts by introducing the beginnings of the Penitent 
Order and  reproduces Bartholomew of Siena’s and  Thomas of Siena’s treatise on the 
subject. Taegius consequently inserted  Raymond of Capua’s legend on Catherine of 
Siena, including his prologues, but abbreviating it in other places in order to not 
annoy the reader with its ‘prolixity and  roughness of style’.
50
 The eight and  last 
distinctio of the book focuses on Dominican women (de sanctimonialibus: to be 
translated  as ‘virgins’ or ‘religious women’) ‘who flourished  in san ctity and  in 
honesty of morals’ in d iverse provinces and  monasteries.
51
 It explains how Dominic 
founded a house of nuns in Prouille in 1206 and expands on the lives of nu ns, such as 
Margaret of Hungary and  Agnes of Montepulciano. In this part, Taegius inserted  his 
life of the Milanese sister Colomba Trucazzani (d . 1517), whose confessor he was,
52
 
and  explained  how the Observant friars of Milan founded the monastery San 
Lazarro, which she entered .
53
 
Finally, at the end  of the second volume follows the short fourth book that 
deals with the ‘glorious name of the Preachers’, expanding on the second part of 
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 Taegius, De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum , I, fol. 239r. He d id  not refer to Epp  as a source. He also 
made a mistake: Conradus de Grossis natus de Perusia, instead  of de Prussia. This was corrected  in the 
margin later. 
47
 For example on Andreas Noorth or  Joannes Vitnoth, both from Haarlem: fol. 273v. Cf. Borselli, 
Cronica, fol. 236r. 
48
 AGOP XIV.3.55 : Distinctio VII: De tertio ordine praedicatorum : II, 1-144; Distinctio VIII, De sororibus 
ordinis praedicatorum (II, 144-207). 
49
 Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 1r: Incipit distinctio septima tertii libri de insigniis ordinis fratrum 
predicatorum in qua solum tractatur de mirabilibus gestis seraphice virginis beate Catherine senensis sorore de 
penitentia beati Dominici et sponse Christi dilectissime. 
50
Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 16r-144r. It would  be worthwhile to stud y what Taegius included  and  
what he left out. Cf. fol. 134v: lectorem devota mente non fastidiando propter vite huius prolixitatem nec 
propter stili ruditatem […]. 
51
 Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 144v: Incipit distinctio octava tertii libri de insigniis ordinis fratrum 
predicatorum in qua de sanctimonialibus dicti ordinis que exemplo sancte vite claruerunt tractatur; fol. 189v: de 
quibusdam aliis sanctimonialibus ordinis predicatorum que in diversis provinciis et monasteriis sanctitate et 
morum honestate claruerunt.  
52
 Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 176-189r. 
53
 Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 177v-178v. 
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Salagnac’s De quatuor. The section does not thematize preaching as such, but was 
meant to show the d ivine origin and  approval of the Order of Preachers. At first, the 
author stressed  that the order received  its name not from a human being, but from 
the omnipotent God himself. He expanded on the prophecy of Joachim of Fiore,
54
 and  
explained  that the name was revealed  to many saints before the order’s existence: 
this, the author stated , was usual when something great was about to happen in the 
world . In separate paragraphs, the book explains how the Roman popes approved 
and  confirmed the name of the preachers, and  how St Dominic took up the name 
with ‘ardent desire’, prayers and  tears.
55
 In this way, Taegius’s De insigniis ordinis 
praedicatorum ended  like it had  started : by stressing the providential role of the Order 
of Preachers. 
 
Laurent  Pignon 
Whereas Taegius’s De insigniis was a huge and  ambitious compilation, the 
Dominican literary trad ition also developed in other d irections. This included  the 
practice of compiling in a more concise fashion lists of friars who were worth 
remembering. A case in point is the Catalogus fratrum spectabilium ordinis 
Praedicatorum (1394-1412) by Laurent Pignon  (1368-1449).
56
 It is d ifferent from the 
works mentioned  previously, since in Pignon’s Catalogus the information provided 
about the friars is very limited . Contrary to, for example, Taegius’s De insigniis, it 
does not include any substantial vitae. Some scholars have characterized  Pignon’s 
Catalogus as an author catalogue, but this is not correct. Although the last part of the 
work focuses on learned  friars who left writings, the other parts list Dominican men 
and women who were famous for other reasons: 1. friars who were worth 
remembering because they excelled  in sanctity; 2. saintly nuns and  tertiaries; 3. friars 
who were promoted to major d ignities (ordered in the following way: popes, 
card inals, patriarchs, archbishops, and  bishops); 4. Dominican master generals; 5. 
prior provincials of the order province Francia; and , finally, 6. friars who were 
famous for their doctrine. The first part is a ‘catalogue of saints’: it starts with the 
three officially canonized  Dominicans (Dominic, Peter Martyr, and  Thomas Aquinas) 
and counts 38 other male Dominican ‘saints’. However, many of them are not 
included  in the ‘official’ Dominican Catalogus hagiographicus.
57
 The second part 
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 Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 227v-230v. 
55
 Taegius, De insigniis, II, fol. 232v: Quod hoc nomen est a beato Dominico ardenti desiderio orationibus 
lacrimosis et multiplicibus mentis obtentum et assumptum. 
56
 Laurentii Pignon Catalogi et chronica: accedunt catalogi Stamsensis et Upsalensis scriptorum O.P., ed. 
Gerard  Gilles Meersseman, MOPH 18 (Rome, 1936). SOPMA , III, 67. He also wrote the Chronica 
compendiosa de capitulis generalibus ordinis fratrum Praedicatorum  (1412), d iscussed  in Chapter 3. 
57
 Pignon, Catalogus, 2-4. Cf. Catalogus hagiographicus ordinis praedicatorum, ed . Innocentius Venchi 
(Rome, 2001). 
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includes the names of five women affiliated  to the Dominican order. There is a 
significant d ifference in information provided  in the individual lemmata. The longest 
biographical record  of the first three parts is on Catherina of Siena and  consists of 
five lines. The information on friars in the third  part, which concentrates on 
Dominican prelates, is very succinct indeed: it normally does not offer more than the 
friar’s name and his d ignity.  
In the fourth part of his Catalogus, which concentrates on the Dominican 
master generals, Pignon started  to insert more historical information. The longest 
lemmata in this section are dedicated  to Simon de Langres, Elias of Toulouse, and  
Raymond of Capua. The chronicler explained  that under the leadership of Elias and  
Raymond the order was split due to the Papal Schism. Therefore, all religious orders, 
‘even the Carthusian order’, were d ivided  as well, and  had  ‘two prelates, two general 
chapters and  excommunicated  and  persecuted  each other, which caused  great 
scandals in every single religious order’.
58
 He then mentioned  that Raymond was 
master general of the Roman provinces, whereas Elias headed the Avignon 
provinces. Pignon, who pertained  to the Avignon side that d id  not introduce 
Observant reform in that period , d id  not  mention that Raymond of Capua tried  to 
promote Observant reform in his provinces.  
Like the anonymous author of the Brevis historia, who introduced  prior 
provincials of Saxonia, Pignon introduced  a new category indicative of the 
geographical context of the author: a list of the prior provincials of France. Again, it 
was not just a list of names. Pignon added  historical information as well. He related 
among other things that there was a serious controversy about the election of 
Johannes Richelis in 1401 (controversia de electione gravis): almost half of the chapter 
chose another candidate. Hence, like in the Aragon province described  by Arenys, 
the Francia province suffered  from strong d ivisions within the Dominican fold . In the 
sixth part on Dominican authors and  scholars, Pignon provided  information on the 
writings they produced. This is the reason why modern scholars have referred  to this 
work as an author catalogue. Since Pignon tried  to be complete, the notices on 
prolific authors such as Albertus Magnus and  Thomas Aquinas are the longest of the 
whole catalogue. 
In short, Laurent Pignon structured  the Dominican past by d ifferentiating 
between d ifferent types of Dominicans, like Stephan of Salagnac d id  in his De 
quatuor. Pignon’s Catalogus was not just an author catalogue, but d iscussed  many 
Dominican ‘types’. Like an order chronicler, Pignon provided  historical information 
on events and  conflicts. At the same time, the information on the friars and  sisters 
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 Pignon, Catalogus, 16: quorum temporibus omnes religiones, etiam Carthusiensis, consimile schisma 
habuerunt in se, habentes duos prelatos et duo capitula generalia et se invicem excommunicantes et persequentes 
alterutrum, unde magna scandala sunt secuta in omnibus et singulis ordinibus. 
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remains mostly restricted  to a few lines, and  therefore this work indeed  has the 
character of a catalogue of ‘noteworthy’ (spectabilium) Dominicans. 
 
Antoninus of Florence 
Dominican collective biographies could  be incorporated  within larger compendia as 
well. A striking case is the world  chronicle written by Antonino Pierozzi (1389-1459), 
better known as Antoninus of Florence. His Summa historialis, which is 
fundamentally a universal chronicle, contains a part dedicated  exclusively to the 
Dominican order.
59
 Hence, information on Dominicans and  the Dominican order was 
also included in chronicles that were not primarily concentrated on the history of the 
order itself. Pierozzi’s text is important, because it had  the widest d issemination of all 
fifteenth-century Dominican chronicles: it was printed  twice by Anton Koberger in 
Nuremberg (1484 and 1491) and  twice by Nicolaus Kessler in Basel (in 1491 and 
1502). Many editions followed in the sixteenth century.
60
 The work also survives in 
several manuscripts. It remains to be seen to what extent these ed itions and 
manuscripts all contain the same content.
61
 The continuing demand for this work can 
be explained  by its practical utility: in the words of Hinnebusch, Antoninus ‘put a 
source book in the hand of preachers’, like before  him Dominicans such as Vincent of 
Beauvais and , albeit on a much smaller scale, Martin of Opava had  done, respectively 
with the Speculum historiale and  with the Chronicon pontificum et imperatorum. 
Antoninus was a Dominican Observant friar, who became Archbishop of 
Florence in 1446. As an archbishop, he wrote his Chronicon sive Summa historialis. It 
was intended as the fifth part of his successful Summa moralis. This again is 
reminiscent of Vincent of Beauvais, who had  conceived  an encompassing 
encyclopedic Speculum maius, consisting of a Speculum historiale, a Speculum naturale, 
and  a Speculum doctrinale. As is customary with large-scale world  chronicles, 
Antoninus’s Chronicon was to a great extent a compilation of older materials. It 
consists of 24 tituli, d ivided  over three parts. The tituli are further subdivided  in 
chapters (capituli). Although Antoninus was an important public figure in 
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 Although it is a successful chronicle, it has received  little scholarly attention. Most important is: R. 
Morçay, Chroniques de saint Antonin, fragments originaux du titre XXII (1378-1459) (Paris, 1914); Brian 
Becker, ‘The sense of the past in Saint Antoninus of Florence’s Summa Historialis’, Western Michigan 
University, master thesis (2002).  
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 Basel: 1502; Lyon: 1512, 1517, 1527, 1543, 1586, 1587. USTC numbers 425547 and  425548 refer to an 
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 Colette Gros, ‘Antoninus of Florence’, EMC, I, 105-106; SOPMA , I, 80-100. On pages 82-83, nr. 240: 
Chronicon sive Summa historialis. I have consulted  the chronicle in the 1484 and  1491 Nuremberg 
printed  ed ition and  in manuscrip t Vat. Lat. 1968 of the Vatican Library (see illustration 12). Chapter 
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that there were two redactions of the world  chronicle of Antoninus, when he tried  to understand  on 
what text Francesco da Castiglione based  his Vita Dominici, Bausi, ‘La “Vita Dominici”’, 58. 
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renaissance Italy, his chronicle has not been studied  often, because it is considered  to 
be an unoriginal compilation.
62
 Raoul Morçay, who wrote the most important 
biography of Antoninus to date and edited  ‘the most original parts’ of his chronicle, 
complained  about the Latin the archbishop employed in his chronicle, and  blu ntly 
stated  that he had  no qualities as an author.
63
 The only monograph on Antoninus’s 
world  chronicle, written by James Bernard  Walker in 1933, has to be used  with care, 
since the author completely adopted  the rhetoric of Antoninus’s hagiographical 
biographers in his evaluations.
64
 
Modern historians have been most interested  in titulus 22 of Antoninus’s 
world  chronicle, since this part deals with the period  between 1371 and 1459: 
Antoninus’s own times, for which he could  provide more original information than 
in the previous parts. Not surprisingly, this titulus has been edited  by Raoul Morçay. 
It is true that in this part Antoninus d id  provide original information on, for instance, 
Giovann i Dominici, whom he presented  as a ‘zealot of ecclesiastical unity’ (zelator 
ecclesiastice unitatis), as well as on Observant religious reforms in Florence, and  on the 
foundation of the Dominican convent San Marco.  
The Summa historialis was not intended for Dominicans only, but was d irected  
towards a much wider audience. Nevertheless, an entire part (titulus 23) of the world 
chronicle was dedicated  exclusively to the Dominican order, to which Antoninus 
pertained  himself. Yet Antoninus dedicated  the last part of his chronicle (titulus 24) 
to the Franciscans, which indicates that he was not just a Dominican partisan, but 
that he was able to see the significance of both of Europe’s largest mendicant orders.  
Although the titulus on the Dominicans formed part of a world  chronicle, it was not a 
chronological history of the Dominican order. Instead , it focused  on Dominican 
saints and  other exemplary Dominicans (in line with the moral goal of history 
Antoninus aimed at). As such, it bears a strong resemblance to other Dominican 
collective biographies.
65
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 For example, the important recent volume  Antonino Pierozzi OP: 1389-1459: la figura e l’opera di un 
santo arcivescovo nell’Europa del Quattrocento, ed . Luciano Cinelli and  Maria Pia Paoli, Memorie 
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to style. 
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 Raoul Morçay, Chroniques de saint Antonin, fragments originaux du titre XXII (1378-1459) (Paris, 1914), 
xliv. 
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 James Bernard  Walker, The ‘Chronicles’ of Saint Antoninus. A  Study in Historiography  (Washington, 
1933). For instance, he claimed  in his introduction that Antoninus ‘threw himself with such eagerness 
into the work of bringing the faithful back to the observance of their religious obligations that his 
reputation for holiness of life was spread  far and  wide (7).’ There are several passages like this, e.g. 
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 It is entitled  De ordine predicatorum: ac quibusdam uiris sanctis qui sub eo digne militarunt . 
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The first chapter starts with a laudation of St Dominic’s excellence. The second  
chapter contains an exposition of all his virtues, his grace and  his knowledge, and  
relates how Dominic’s deeds resembled  those of Ch rist. Chapter three explains how 
the Virgin Mary cared  for the mendicant orders, repeating a topos present in 
previous order narratives such as the Vitae fratrum. The fourth chapter portrays the 
life and  death of St Dominic and  the fifth chapter gives an exposée of all the 
privileges of the mendicant orders. What follows thereafter are the biographies of the 
other Dominican canonized  saints: Peter Martyr (chapter 6), Thomas Aquinas 
(chapter 7) and  Vincent Ferrer (chapter 8). Laura Smoller recently wrote that 
Antoninus’s life of Ferrer is not dependent upon the canonization Vita written by 
Pietro Ranzano, and  that his representation of Ferrer reflected  Antoninus’s own 
concerns, namely those of Dominican reform and preaching.
66
 Immediately after the 
lives of these four canonized  Dominican saints can be found  the life of the blessed  
Jordan of Saxony, the second master general of the Dominican order  (chapter 9). 
Chapter 10 deals with ‘certain blessed  men that flourished  in the beginning of the 
order’ and  is predominantly based  on the Vitae fratrum.
67
 
Chapter 11 concentrates on ‘certain friars who were elevated  to d ignities’. Like 
many collective biographies, it is subd ivided  into the categories of popes, card inals, 
archbishops and  bishops. This chapter does not only consider prelates, but also 
includes ‘writers and  authors of books in all fields’. This subdivision is 
bibliographical in character. Antoninus included the names of those who were 
‘famous in the world  for their  knowledge and  doctrine in preaching, d isputation and 
lectures’, and  whose works were ‘very useful’ to the readers.
68
 In this section, he 
passed  over Thomas Aquinas, for modern readers the most famous Dominican 
author, since he had  already d iscussed  him in chapter 7. Instead , he started  with the 
first Dominican card inal and  theologian Hugh of Saint-Cher, and  then presented 
men like Albertus Magnus, Johannes Theutonicus, and  Bartholomew of Pisa. As 
historians he introduced  Vincent of Beauvais, Giovanni Colonna and  Martin of 
Opava (‘who made a short chronicle that concentrated  on popes and  emperors’). As 
hagiographers, he mentioned  Jacob of Voragine, who ‘wrote the legends of saints’, 
and Peter Calo, who is also known as the author of a legendary. Antoninus listed  
Humbert of Romans, the famous thirteenth -century Dominican master general, 
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 Laura Ackerman Smoller, The Saint and the Chopped-Up Baby. The Cult of V incent Ferrer in Medieval and 
Early Modern Europe (Ithaca and  London, 2014), 175-177. 
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 The Rome manuscript says that the chapter is de quibusdam viris beatis qui floruere in ordinis principio. 
However, the index of the printed  ed ition of 1484 states that it deals in genere de laudabili conversatione 
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 Antoninus of Florence, Chronicon, MS Vat. Lat. 1968, fol. 422v: iiii. de scriptoribus et auctoribus librorum 
in omni facultate ex ordine […] qui fuerunt insignes et famosi per orbem in scientia et doctrina predicationis 
disputationis et lecture […] multum sunt utilia legentibus ea. 
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preacher, and  author of texts of religious instruction, and  not Gerard of Frachet as the 
author of ‘a book on the life of friars’ (Librum de vita fratrum). This shows that he, and  
others, considered  Humbert of Romans, not Gerard  of Frachet, as the author of this 
famous collection of Dominican lives.
69
 Antoninus concluded his accessus ad auctores 
by stating that ‘there are many other works ed ited  by many that are not written 
here’.
70
 The last section of this chapter is a d igression on Giovanni Dominici, whom 
Antoninus considered  of special importance as a Dominican Observant reformer.
71
 It 
is much longer than the other biographical notices in the same chapter.
72
 
Chapter 12 presents the Dominican master generals after Jordan: it starts with 
the observation that ‘the chronicles of the order’ show that there  were twenty-nine 
master generals: ‘erudite men of exemplary life’.
73
 The third  till the ninth masters 
receive separate d ivisions, whereas the tenth d ivision sums up ‘the other master 
generals’ up until Martialis Auribelli, who was elected  in 1453 as the twenty -ninth 
master general, and  who was still in charge when Antoninus wrote his chronicle (et 
ipse nunc vivit et ordinem regit). We should  note that, although Antoninus was very 
much concerned  with Observant reform, he d id  not introduce Raymond of Capua as 
the first master general who started  Observant reform. In chapter 13 (De provinciis et 
locis), after provid ing lists of the Dominican order provinces and  of Dominican 
friaries and  nunneries, Antoninus wrote a part on the decline of Dominican 
monasteries, and  inserted  a letter by master general Humbert of Romans, in  which 
the latter already exhorted  his audience to religious Observance.
74
 Since the 
remainder of titulus 23 concentrates on persons, this can be seen as a historical 
‘d igression’. 
The space Antoninus devoted  to Giovanni Dominici and  Catherine of Siena 
reveals the importance he attributed  to both of them, who came to be seen as genuine 
‘Observant pillars’. After Dominic, most pages of titulus 23 are dedicated  to 
Catherine of Siena. Her life is d iscussed  in chapter 14.
75
 At the moment Antoninus 
was writing, she was not yet canonized . Therefore, Antoninus defended his choice by 
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 Antoninus of Florence, Chronicon (Nuremberg, 1484), fol. 216r, et passim: Hec omnia humbertus in 
dicto libro; Humbertus narrat in eodem libro. 
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 Antoninus of Florence, Chronicon (Nuremberg, 1484), fol. 216r: Multa alia opera edita sunt a multis que 
hic scripta non sunt. 
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 Antoninus of Florence, Chronicon, MS Vat. Lat. 1968, fol. 429: De magistri humberti quadam epistola ad 
observanciam religionis exhortatoria. 
75
 Antoninus of Florence, Chronicon, MS Vat. Lat. 1968, fol. 430v-447r. 
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claiming that, although she was not (yet) recognized  a saint officially, she was holier 
than most persons who are conscripted  in the catalogue of saints. He informed his 
readers that her confessor Raymond of Capua wrote a legend about her. According 
to Antoninus, many of the things written in this legend were worthy of veneration, 
but not every aspect of Catherine’s life was worthy of imitation. The agency 
Catherine d isplayed  as a woman was not promoted  among Dominican nuns or 
tertiaries.
76
 Since Antoninus considered  Raymond’s legend too long, he decided  to 
abbreviate it. It is still to be analyzed what Antoninus decided  to include in his 
abbreviated  version, and  what he chose to leave out. Such textual changes can reflect 
changing ideals of religious Observance and  identity.
77
 
  
De v iris illust ribus: examples 
Thus far we have d iscussed  several institutional narratives produced in the fifteenth - 
and  the early-sixteenth century. The titles often suggest that they pertain to d ifferent 
genres. However, a comparison of their structure and  content shows the significant 
overlap between these narratives. In the anonymous Brevis historia, Taegius’s De 
insigniis, Pignon’s Catalogus, and  even in the part dedicated  to the Dominican order 
in Antoninus’s world  chronicle, the Dominican past is structured  around Dominican 
persons, and  subdivided  into categories. 
In the second half of the fifteenth and  in the sixteenth century, some authors of 
Dominican biographical collections entitled  their works De viris illustribus.
78
 This 
notion of ‘illustrious men’ has a long history, both as a bibliographical and  as a 
biographical ‘genre’. Cornelius Nepos (c. 100 – c. 25 BC) was probably the first to 
write a De viris illustribus: a collection of selected  biographies aimed to arouse m oral 
virtue among his audience.
79
 It is not clear how many authors wrote a work with the 
same title in Roman times, but the genre ‘became deeply rooted  in Roman literary 
culture from the Ciceronian Age to the 2nd century’.
80
 In the early years of the second 
century Suetonius wrote a De viris illustribus consisting of biographical entries of 
famous men in the field  of literature. He classified  them not per tempora, but per 
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species, including sections on grammarians, rhetoricians, poets and  historians. 
Suetonius’s innovation was that he included  these Roman literary men primarily for 
their actual contribution to their field  – not so much because they needed to be 
praised  or imitated  because of their morals.
81
 His work is principally a catalogue of 
who wrote what and  therefore has a strong bibliographical character. In this way, 
classical authors established  models that could  evolve in both serial biographies and 
catalogues of writers. The model was later used  for specific groups: for example 
illustrious citizens of a certain city,
82
 or illustrious friars or monks of a certain 
religious order – as we will see below. 
Inspired  by Suetonius’s work on pagan authors, Jerome compiled  a book 
about Christian writers in the spring of 393, including notices about 135 ‘illustrious 
men’, or ‘ecclesiastical writers’. The work was an immediate success: it survives in no 
less than 176 medieval manuscripts and  went through several printed  ed itions from 
1467 onwards. It is hard ly surprising that many Christian writers imitated  the 
example of this church father (whether by compiling a list of illustrious writers or by 
adopting the title for their own purpose). Ceresa-Gastaldo stated  that there were at 
least nine medieval continuators of Jerome’s De viris illustribus.
83
  
In 495, Gennadius of Massilia updated  the work of Jerome in a simple style. It 
was accepted  as a second part to Jerome’s work by medieval copyists and  early 
editors. The continuation by Isidore of Seville (d . 636) was often copied  in the same 
manuscript as the works of Jerome and Gennadius as well. The works of Jerome and  
his two core continuators Gennadius and  Isidore are therefore considered  as the 
‘basis of the vast literature De viris illustribus’.
84
 Twenty years after Isidore, Ildefonso 
of Toledo added to the work: in his hands the De viris illustribus evolved  from literary 
history into local hagiography: the illustrious men included in Ildefonso’s version 
were Spanish bishops, especially those of Toledo. Thus the work came close to a 
Gesta episcoporum of Toledo.
85
 No continuators from the Carolingian and  Ottonian 
periods are known: only two letters bearing the name Notatio de viris illustribus by 
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 Aldo Ceresa-Gastaldo, ‘Il De viris illustribus de Gerolamo’, Biografia e agiografia nella letteratura 
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Notker of St Gall (d . 912) have some affinity with the trad ition.
86
 Yet in the twelfth 
and  thirteenth centuries two Benedictine monks from the Southern Low Countries 
continued  the trad ition: Sigebert of Gembloux (1111-1112) and  Henricus Bruxellensis 
(c. 1270-1273).
87
 
The popularity of the notion of De viris illustribus increased  from the middle of 
the fourteenth century onwards – to such an extent that some scholars point at the 
revival of the idea of uomini famosi in the renaissance.
88
 If one were to believe 
Francesco Petrarch, eulogies and  histories of glorious deeds had  not been written 
since the fall of Rome. However, the Dominican Giovanni Colonna, a friend  of 
Petrarch, wrote a De viris illustribus around 1330 that was modelled  on Jerome’s 
example. It contained  330 records of predominantly ancient authors, both ‘teachers of 
the church’ and  ‘illustrious and  educated  men of pagan letters’.
89
 Imitating his 
religious friend , Petrarch also compiled  a De viris illustribus. Its definite text is 
d ifficult to establish, since Petrarch had  four d ifferent plans for the work and  wrote 
two prefaces to it.
90
 Paraphrasing Livy’s preface to the Ab urbe condita libri, Petrarch 
demonstrates his goal: ‘to point out  to the readers those things that are to be followed 
and those to be avoided , with plenty of d istinguished  examples provided  on either 
side’.
91
  
After Petrarch, several humanists wrote a De viris illustribus, including Enea 
Silvio de’ Piccolomini, who became Pope Pius II in 1458, and  his friend  Bartolomeo 
Facio (1400-1457), official historian in the service of King Alfonso V of Aragon. 
Bartolomeo’s De viris illustribus, written between 1455 and 1457, is a collection of 73 
biographies of contemporary illustrious men, amongst whom figure poets, 
physicians, artists and  princes.
92
 The theme became so popular that the Florentine 
humanist Matteo Palmieri wrote that ‘history is nothing but the celebration of 
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illustrious men’.
93
 This also had  its repercussions in artistic circles: as Joost-Gaugier 
puts it, ‘the creation or re-invention’ of ‘the theme of uomini famosi constituted 
perhaps the most significant form of monumental secular art of the renaissance’.
94
 
She fails to mention that in religious art the theme of illustrious men became popular 
as well. Famous examples are the portraits of illustrious Dominicans in the chapter 
hall of the Dominican convent San Nicolò of Treviso made in 1352 by Tommaso da 
Modena, and  in the Florentine convent of San Marco by Fra Angelico and  his 
collaborators between 1439 and 1444. 
Modern scholars of medieval texts entitled  De viris illustribus have emphasized  
their bibliographical character. They consider the medieval De viris illustribus to be 
gates of access to literature: a literary genre that consists of ‘short portraits of authors, 
almost exclusively Christian and  mostly Latin with synthetic notices on their 
works’,
95
 or functions as a work of reference: ‘a kind  of d ictionary of Christian 
biography’ and  ‘a means of keeping alive the literary trad ition of Christianity’.
96
 This 
view is confirmed by the Dominican Stephan of Salagnac (d . 1291) who stated  that 
‘Jerome and Isidore call those men illustrious who have left the churches perennial 
and useful writings’.
97
 However, when reading the fifteenth- and  sixteenth-century 
Dominican texts entitled  De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum , it becomes clear that 
the goal of these texts was not ju st to offer a catalogue of Dominican writers. The 
texts were primarily meant to ed ify, which was in line with works of contemporary 
humanists such as Petrarch. The emphasis was placed  on the (moral) virtues of a vir 
illustris, not in the first place on his writings.  
Already in the 1330s Petrus Guidonis, the prior of the Carcassone friary, had 
taken up the task to compile a book on illustrious Dominicans.
98
 The general chapter 
of Bruges in 1336 asked  friars to send  in materials for this work. It does not survive – 
Thomas Kaeppeli suggested  that Petrus Guidonis never completed  it. The first 
Dominican specimen that survives is written by Johannes Meyer in 1466 (illustration 
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13). Affected  by the popularity of the theme of ‘illustrious men’, Meyer omitted  the 
more trad itional title Vitae fratrum and  chose to entitle his collective biography of 
Dominicans Liber de viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum.
99
 After Meyer, the Sicilian 
humanist and  poet laureate Tommaso Schifaldo (c. 1430– c. 1500) likewise wrote a De 
viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum Sicilia oriundis (c. 1487), focusing entirely on 
famous Dominicans on his island  (see Chapter 9). On the opposite side of Europe, 
Johannes Adam wrote a text with the same title around 1502. Adam was the first 
graduate in theology of the newly founded university King’s College in Aberdeen 
and became the second prior provincial of the Observant province of Scotland  in 
1511. Unfortunately Adam’s De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  seems to be 
lost.
100
 Also in France, the trad ition made headway: Etienne Cordonnier (d . 1494) 
wrote a Liber de viris illustribus conventus Autissiodorensis.
101
 Around 1510, Bernardus 
Ghetaldus wrote a history of the illustrious men of the Observant congregation of 
Ragusa (Historia virorum illustrium congregationis Ragusinae),
102
 and  Georgio 
Ravennatino (d . 1520) followed shortly thereafter with a comparable work about the 
illustrious Dominicans of the Roman province (De viris illustribus ordinis in provincia 
Romana).
103
 Quetif and  Echard  also mention Philippus Wolphius as the author of a De 
vitis virorum illustrium OP or Viretum Dominicanum.
104
  
In 1506 Georg Epp, a conventual Dominican friar from Wimpfen, became 
known as the writer of yet another De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum , which in 
fact was only a slightly altered  version of Meyer’s work.
105
 Leandro Alberti, in his 
turn, used  Epp for his own De viris illustribus published  in 1517. In 1522 a Spanish 
version entitled  De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum provinciae Aragoniae was 
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written by Baltasar Sorio.
106
 The literary form remained  in use in Dominican circles 
also after the sixteenth century.
107
 As I have expounded elsewhere, members of other 
religious orders likewise adopted  the title De viris illustribus as a way of modernizing 
their trad itional institutional hagiographical and  historical writings.
108
 
  
Categories 
The Dominican texts entitled  De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  should  not be 
considered  as proper hagiography. Not only Dominicans who were officially blessed  
or canonized  appear in these collections, but persons who were exemplary for a 
variety of reasons: they enjoyed a fama sanctitatis, or were illustrious for their doctrine 
or writings. The approach of the author of such a text is d ifferent from the approach 
of a hagiographer. For the author of a saint’s life, the sanctity of an individual is the 
starting point, whereas the author of a De viris illustribus has to think about the 
group(s) he wants to eulogize.
109
 So, it is important to consider what categories the 
authors used  for this purpose.  
The remainder of this chapter introduces several authors of a De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum, and  d iscusses the categories these authors applied  to 
d istinguish types of illustrious Dominicans. This informs us about the ways in which 
they perceived  Dominican illustriousness, and , at the same time, shows how this 
perception changed over time and from place to place. As mentioned  above, 
Johannes Meyer wrote the first surviving collection on Dominican ‘illustrious men’: 
Liber de viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum. The title of the work is misleading since 
the book does not only contain biographical records on 228 men, but also on 31 
women. When Georg Epp reworked Meyer’s text for a printed  edition in 1506, he 
therefore changed the title into De illustribus viris ac sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis 
praedicatorum and  in this way acknowledged the presence of the Dominican women 
in question (illustration 14). In the preface to the work, the humanist Conrad  of 
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Leonberg indeed  announced that the Domin ican excellence d id  not only manifest 
itself in the ‘stronger’, but also in the ‘more fragile’ sex.
110
 
 The six parts of Meyer’s Liber de viris illustribus correspond with six categories 
of illustrious persons: 1. persons who excelled  in holiness and  miracles; 2. martyrs; 3. 
prelates (popes, card inals, patriarchs, archbishops and  bishops); 4. doctors of sacred 
letters; 5. reformers; and  6. virtuous sisters and  members of the Third  Order.
111
 
Whereas Stephan of Salagnac included friars who were illustrious in writing and  
doctrine, Meyer only listed  doctors of ‘sacred  letters’. Although Meyer listed  56 
doctores sacre pagine in the register of his manuscript, he – remarkably enough – d id 
not include their eulogies in the text that follows (illustration 15). The third  category 
of prelates ends on folium 35r in the manuscript, and  after a blank page the text 
continues with the fifth category of reformers on folium 36r : the doctors are totally 
absent.
112
 Meyer d id  not present master generals as a type of illustrious Dominicans, 
probably because he already dedicated  plenty of attention to them in his Chronica 
brevis.
113
 He d istinguished  martyrs as a separate category, alongside of persons who 
excelled  in holiness. This may indicate the importance attributed  to martyrdom in an 
order that claimed for itself a specific missionary profile. 
Although the content of Meyer’s Liber de viris illustribus shows overlap with 
his other works, such as the Chronica brevis, the narratives are structured  d ifferently. 
The main structuring element in the Chronica brevis is the succession of master  
generals. Other historical episodes are added to the narrative, for example on the 
Western Schism or the reform of convents. Whereas the historical information is 
structured  around a person in the Liber de viris illustribus, in the Chronica brevis this 
information is spread  over the chronological narrative. For instance, whereas the life 
of Raymond of Capua is one continual narrative in the Liber de viris illustribus, in the 
Chronica brevis it is not: the information on his life and  deeds is interrupted  by other 
information, for example the reform of the monastery of Schönensteinbach.
114
 
Meyer only listed  the card inals of the Roman obedience.
115
 For the information 
on bishops, Meyer depended mostly on the information provided in the works of 
Bernard  Gui. He only included four bishops and  one archbishop (Antoninus of 
Florence) for the period  after the mid -fourteenth century. This is in line with the 
already mentioned  tendency of general order chronicles to dedicate d isproportional 
attention to the first period  of the order’s history. Nevertheless, Meyer ad ded to 
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previous institutional texts and  introduced  novelties. Not only d id  he choose a title 
according to the fashion of his days, he also created  a new category of illustrious 
Dominicans: Observant reformers. His longest biographical sketches were devoted  to 
them. These authorial choices reflect Meyer’s context and  personal priorities: as I 
discussed  elsewhere, he was very much involved  in the struggle for Observant 
reform. 
 
Meyer’s De viris illustribus survives in one manuscript only, but the influence of this 
text is larger than this number suggests. In 1506, Georg Epp’s De illustribus viris ac 
sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis praedicatorum appeared  in print. The text was largely 
based  on Meyer’s De viris illustribus. There is not much known about Georg Epp. 
Quetif and  Echard  provide a short description of Georg Epp (d . 1507 or 1510) in their 
eighteenth-century Scriptores ordinis praedicatorum, which states that he flourished  as 
a lector in theology in the fifteenth century. This catalogue lists the De illustribus viris 
as Epp’s only work, and  states that the manuscript of the text was then available in 
the Dominican library of Regensburg. Epp  was a Conventual Dominican friar from 
Güglingen, near Wimpfen. He studied  theology in Paris (1490), was inscribed  at the 
university of Tübingen (1495), and  was lector in Metz. In 1503 he became the father 
confessor of the Dominican nuns of St Mary Magdalene ‘An den Steinen’, just 
outside the city walls of Basel. In Basel, Georg became acquainted  with the Cistercian 
monk, humanist and  publisher Conrad  of Leonberg (Conradus Leontorius).
116
 In 
1504, they edited  a commentary on the Gospels by Hugh of St Cher together.
117
 On 
this occasion, Conrad  wrote a laudatory poem for Epp.
118
 Conrad also wrote the 
preface to Epp’s collection  of illustrious Dominicans. 
The precise circumstances of the publication of Epp’s De illustribus viris ac 
sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis praedicatorum are unknown. We do not have evidence 
that it was commissioned  by a Dominican official: this would  normally be mentioned  
in the prologue. It is therefore likely that, in Basel, Epp came across Meyer’s 
manuscript of the Liber de viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum. The only remaining 
manuscript is still kept in Basel (it once pertained  to the Basel friary and  is now 
conserved  in the University Library). Since Epp had  already been involved  in ed iting, 
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he must have thought that it would  be useful to make the text available in print (after 
some editing). 
The Verzeichnis der im deutschen Sprachbereich erschienenen Drucke des 16. 
Jahrhunderts states that Epp’s De illustribus viris was printed  in Cologne by Cornelius 
von Zierikzee (who flourished  between 1497 and 1517): his printing shop was based  
next to the Dominican convent.
119
 Other catalogues suggest that it was printed  in 
Basel, by Johann Amerbach or Johann Froben. A comparison of ‘Basel’ and  ‘Cologne’ 
exemplars shows an identical fingerprint, which indicates that they are copies of the 
same impression.
120
 Since Epp’s humanist friend  Conrad  of Leonberg  wrote a preface 
to the text in Basel on 3 April 1506, it is likely that the work was also printed  in Basel 
and  not in Cologne. Moreover, Conrad  was a friend  of the publisher Johann 
Amerbach and  maintained  a rich correspondence with him. In Conrad’s words, 
Amerbach was ‘the finest and  most exacting of all German bookmen’.
121
 
In his preface to the collection, Conrad  of Leonberg praised  Epp  for his efforts and  
called  him ‘a man outstanding in religion and  doctrine’.
122
 This attention for the 
author was in line with contemporary humanist tendencies.
123
 According to the 
humanist monk, Epp d isplayed  in this work his ‘uncommon’ skills and  made sure 
that the text was written ‘in the most beautiful forms’.
124
 Conrad’s preface was 
followed by an alphabetical index with page numbers. 
Like Meyer, Epp d istinguished  six types of illustrious Dominicans and  named 
these categories distinctiones (like Taegius would  do as well). The first ‘d istinction’ 
concentrates on Dominicans ‘who excelled  in holiness’ (fols 1r -7v) and  starts with the 
lives of the (by then four) canonized  Dominican saints: Dominic, Peter Martyr, 
Thomas Aquinas and  Vincent Ferrer. Epp emphasized  that beside these canonized  
saints, there were many more friars ‘very excellent’ in sanctity, knowledge and  
doctrine, who the Church d id  not (yet) recognize as saints.
125
 The category of martyrs 
d isappeared: Epp d iscussed  the most prominent Dominican martyr, Peter Martyr, 
under the first d istinction of saints. Whereas Meyer dealt with the Dominican 
prelates in one category, Epp split them up in three d istinctions.
126
 The fifth category 
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was dedicated  to doctors and  ‘those who left the Church useful writings’,
127
 and  the 
sixth and  final distinctio in Epp’s text contains, like in Meyer’s text, the lives of holy 
virgins and  persons from the Dominican Order of Penitence (fols 11r -13v). Epp took 
over Meyer’s focus on the German lands and  included additional entries on German 
Dominicans.
128
 Epp inserted  entries on Dominican friars from Antoninus of Pierozzi’s 
world  chronicle as well, for instance that on Lorenzo d i Ripafratta.
129
  
The most striking structural d ifference with Meyer’s Liber de viris illustribus is 
that Epp deleted  the category of reformers, and  d istributed  Meyer’s reformers over 
the other categories: Vincent Ferrer is found among the saints, Giovanni Dominici 
under the category of popes and  card inals, Antoninus of Florence under patriarchs 
and  archbishops, and  the other reformers have been absorbed  in the fifth category of 
doctors and  authors. Unlike Meyer, Epp d id  not pertain to an Observant house. His 
life and  career were not characterized by a struggle to promote Observant reform. 
Therefore, he found it unnecessary to dedicate specific attention to ‘Observant 
reformers’. Whereas Meyer considered  friars such as Giovanni Dominici and  Vincent 
Ferrer primarily as reformers, Epp d id  not. To the latter, these friars were exemplary 
and ‘illustrious’ for other reasons. Epp’s ed itorial choice fits in with the practices of 
other Dominicans who prepared institutional writings for the printing press: in these 
printed  texts, Observants are not presented  as a separate category of Dominicans any 
longer. 
Through Epp’s ed ition , which spread  quickly and  circu lated  in several 
Dominican convents, Meyer’s work indirectly became known to other Dominican 
authors, such as Leandro Alberti, Ambrosius Taegius and  Seraphinus Razzi.
130
 
Simultaneously, Johannes Meyer’s name was forgotten: Quetif and  Echard  d id  not 
even list him in the monumental two-volume Scriptores ordinis praedicatorum 
published  in 1719 and  1721. Only in 1850 one of his manuscripts was red iscovered. 
The editions of his work in the beginning of the twentieth century can thus be 
considered , in the words of Paulus von Loë, an ‘Eh renrettung Meyers, der durch Epp 
unverdienterweise in den Hintergrund gedrängt war’.
131
 
In comparison to Epp’s De illustribus viris, which consists of 13 folios only, 
Leandro Alberti’s work with the same name, printed  in 1517, was enormous in scale: 
268 folios.
132
 As will be d iscussed  later in this book, he received  the help of prominent 
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humanists to construct this monumental compilation in elegant Lat in. Leandro 
d ivided  his work into six parts as well. He introduced  the master generals as the first 
category of illustrious men, followed by martyrs, prelates, doctors, saints, and , lastly 
lay brothers and  members of the Third  Order. Like in other works, t he categories are 
not impermeable. For example, three of the four male Dominican canonized  saints (St 
Dominic, St Peter Martyr and  St Thomas Aquinas) are not included  in the book on 
saints, since they were already d iscussed  elsewhere. Instead , in the book of saints, we 
read  about many Dominicans who were neither canonized  nor blessed . A novelty in 
Alberti’s version is the sixth category, which concentrates on lay brothers and  male 
members of the Third  Order.
133
 Dominican women are completely left out in this 
humanist collection. In Alberti’s work, viri illustres are indeed  exclusively men. 
 
Whereas the collections of Meyer, Epp and  Alberti include illustrious men from 
several order provinces, and  therefore are general in character  (even if they all have a 
specific regional bias), other authors of De viris illustribus texts chose to concentrate 
on the provincial or conventual level of the Dominican order. As mentioned  above, 
Etienne Cordonnier wrote about the illustrious men of his Auxerre friary. The 
Dominicans Tommaso Schifaldo, Baltasar Sorio, and  Georgio Ravennatino focused  
on illustrious friars from their own order province, and  Bernardus Ghetaldus 
concentrated  on friars from the Observant congregation of Ragusa. 
The Sicilian humanist Tommaso Schifaldo (see Chapter 9) d id  not structure his 
work by d istinguishing several Dominican ‘types’. Instead , he grouped the religious 
men according to the convent of their affiliation. He described  43 friars originating 
from ten Sicilian convents (Messina, Augusta, San Domenico of Palermo, Santa Zita 
of Palermo, Trapani, Taormina, Catania, Noto, Siracusa and  Agrigento). Another 
d ifference with the works of Epp and  Alberti is that Schifaldo concentrated  on friars 
who were his contemporaries or near-contemporaries. Only four of the friars 
mentioned  he could  not have known personally: Rodorico Lemanno, a companion of 
St Dominic, Rodorico of Messina, bishop of Mazzara (d . 1326), Matteo of Catania 
(erroneously called  Giovanni by Schifaldo), bishop of Patti (d . 1431) and  Andrea  of 
Syracuse (d . 1434). 
A same setup  was followed by Baltasar Sorio (1457-1557), who wrote a De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum provinciae Aragoniae between 1516 and 1522.
134
 In 1476, 
Baltasar Sorio d id  his novitiate in the friary of San Onofre de Museros (Valencia). He 
studied  in Paris, and  became master in theology in 1501. In 1504, he was prior of the 
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Tarragona friary and  between 1510 and 1512, he was vicar general of the observant 
congregation of the Aragona province.
135
 Its modern editor has presented  the De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum provinciae Aragoniae as ‘a nice exemplar of a medieval 
hagiographical legend’,
136
 and  d iscusses the deficiencies of Sorio as an historian: he is 
interested  in supernatural things, d isplays naïve credulity, and  is careless about 
dates. His work is a real sermo ad fratres, meant to improve the religiosity of the friars 
and to prevent negligence of the order’s trad itions, ind ividualism and irregular 
behavior. 
Like Schifaldo, Baltasar Sorio concentrated  on illustrious friars from his order 
province, and  ordered  them according to the friary they pertained  to. Sorio, however, 
d istinguished  two Dominican types, d iscussed  separately in the two parts of his 
book: the first part d iscusses saintly friars and  the second part introduces friars that 
are illustrious for their writings. The first part consists of thirteen chapters, dedicated  
to thirteen friaries, starting with the friary of Barcelona. The second part is shorter: 
the records in this part concentrate on the doctrine and  writings of the friars, and  
therefore this part shows kinship to author catalogues. Hence, in Sorio’s case, the 
bibliographical character of some older De viris illustribus texts comes to the fore 
again. 
 
Conclusion 
Dominicans often perceived  their past in the form of exemplary figures. Not specific 
deeds and  dates, bu t exemplary and  holy Dominicans took central place in 
Dominican historical narratives. This shows in  particular in the Dominican trad ition 
of collective biographies, which began with the famous Vitae fratrum, and  continued  
with the institutional texts entitled  De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum . Another 
example is the world  chronicle of Antoninus of Florence, which can partly be 
considered  a collective biography of Dominicans. One could  therefore conclude that 
the Dominican historical consciousness was to a large extent linked  to Dominican 
persons. Indeed , the compilation of collective biographies constituted  a genuine 
Dominican policy. Dominicans were repeatedly encouraged to update and  continue 
the thirteenth-century Vitae fratrum. These collections are not strictly hagiographical: 
they do not only include saints, but all sorts of exemplary Dominican friars, as the 
categories d iscussed  above have illustrated , – and  sometimes even tertiaries and 
nuns.  
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At first, in the Vitae fratrum, exemplarity as such was the guid ing factor. Later, 
chroniclers began to organize their materials by d istinguishing between d iffe rent 
‘types’ of excellent friars. The first known model for this structure is provided  in the 
De quatuor and  then evolved  in several d irections, as the d iscussion of the 
anonymous Brevis historia, Taegius’s De insigniis, Pignon’s Catalogus and  the various 
De viris illustribus texts has shown. 
The categories that are used  to structure the Dominican family are revealing in 
the light of the Dominican self-understanding. By studying the d ifferences between 
the narratives and  the employed categories, one can understand  how Dominican 
memory and  order identity changed. Often slight but significant changes appear in 
the later narratives. For instance, when reworking the Liber de viris illustribus ordinis 
praedicatorum written by the Observant friar Meyer, the Conventual friar Georg Epp 
deleted  the category ‘reformers’ and  left out the passages in which the initiator of the 
Observant movement, Raymond of Capua, was honored . Moreover, whereas some 
collections on illustrious men indeed  concentrate on men only, Johannes Meyer, 
Georg Epp and Ambrosius Taegius (all of whom worked as confessors of nuns) 
d istinguished  illustrious Dominican women in a separate category as well. 
One would  think that a category of ‘illustrious preachers’, as proposed  in the 
De quatuor, would  be fitting in writings issued  by members of an Order of Preachers. 
However, later authors would  not take over this category, but d istributed  Dominican 
preachers among other sections, such as saintly friars, martyrs and  doctors. The 
collective biographies show the d iversity of the lives of the mem bers of this religious 
order. The fact that its name was the Order of Preachers d id  not necessarily mean 
that the bulk of the friars described  in collections such as Taegius’s De insigniis ordinis 
praedicatorum were primarily remembered  for their preaching activities. At the same 
time, the excellent preaching of many Dominicans was often emphasized  and  
remained  an important aspect of the Dominican self-understanding. The categories 
were permeable. Whereas Epp made a clear d istinction between canonized  saint s 
and  other saintly friars, often this d id  not happen: many friars were presented as 
very religious and  very saintly, although their cult was never officially approved. 
Finally, although the outside world  and  certainly several modern scholars tend  to 
perceive Dominicans primarily as inquisitors, we note that this is never a category 
used  by Dominican authors themselves. 
Collective biographies, such as the De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum texts 
d iscussed  above, can be d istinguished  from order chronicles, because the 
subdivisions start with the person and  not with the year (anno domini). The 
chronology is of secondary importance, and  sometimes is left out completely. The 
focus lies on the (timeless) exemplarity of the friars, and  sometimes on their writings 
(e.g. in the second part of Sorio’s text). At the same time, we must note that the 
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content of such collective biographies overlaps with the content of order chronicles. 
As we have seen in  Chapter 2, order chronicles of the period  include large parts 
describing the lives of illustrious friars. Sometimes this is even indicated  in their 
titles: Girolamo Borselli’s chronicle starts as Cronica Magistrorum generalium ordinis 
fratrum praedicatorum et omnium gestorum sub ipsis, et clarorum virorum eiusdem ordinis 
in scientia, dignitate et sanctitate and Alberto Castello’s chronicle is announced as a 
Brevis et compendiosa cronice [sic] de magistris generalibus et viris illustribus ordinis 
praedicatorum. These chronicles often contain the same or comparable biographical 
portraits, although they are inserted  according to a chronological plan.  
Luke 6:44 learns that every tree is known by its fruits.
137
 Likewise, the 
Dominican order, metaphorically represented  as a vine, is recognized  by its fruits: 
the illustrious Dominicans. As introduced  in Chapter 1, the Dominican order is 
represented  in images as a tree that bears abundant fruit. The Dominican 
genealogical tree of 1473, for instance, presents many exemplary members as the 
fruits of the tree of Dominic. Like the narratives on illustrious Dominicans, this image 
wants to express the unity of the Dominican life in its d iversity. The popes, bishops, 
master generals, martyrs, nuns, doctors, saints, and  the alleged  tertiary Catherine of 
Siena, all wear the same habit, but have d ifferent attributes: the women carry lilies 
(Catherine also carries a cross with the crucified  Christ), the doctors have books in 
their hands, the martyrs swords, the popes have a tiara, and  other prelates wear a 
miter or card inals hat. At the same time, they all enjoy the protection of Mary and 
Christ, and  the texts that accompany the image explain that these Dominicans are all 
saviou rs of souls and  ‘pure signs of God’. This is how members of the Order of 
Preachers conceived  of the role and  place of their religious order in the Christian 
world . 
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PART 2: DOMINICANS, OBSERVANCE, AND HUMANISM 
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CHAPTER 6: OBSERVANT NARRATIVE IDENTITIES 
 
Dominican Observant reform was first thematized  in a reform treatise by Henry of 
Bitterfeld  and  in letters by master general Raymond of Capua. These consequently 
influenced  historical narratives, some of which were purely focused  on the spread 
and  progress of Observant reform.
1
 Henry of Bitterfeld  proposed  to put Observant 
friars together in one convent. In line with this advice, master general Raymond of 
Capua (r. 1380-1399) released  a decree in 1390 in which he ordered  that the rule and  
constitutions should  be followed strictly in at least one convent in every order 
province.
2
 This strategy resulted  in the appearance of two categories of Dominicans: 
Observants and  Conventuals. We should  remember that the words observantia and  
observantia regularis were also used  in narratives before the generalate of Raymond of 
Capua: fourteenth-century convent chronicles, for example, introduce many friars ‘of 
regular Observance’.
3
 Dieter Mertens already pointed  out that ‘Observant’ and 
‘Conventual’ denote opposing terms only in the vocabulary of Observants.
4
 
However, when ‘Observant’ Dominicans were grouped together and  thus became 
recognizable as a d istinct category, the connotation of the word  changed. After 
introducing the current state of scholarship on Dominican Observance, this chapter 
investigates how ‘Observants’ came to be considered  as a d istinct category of 
Dominicans in institutional writings. 
From the very beginning, the Dominican hierarchy was well aware that the 
very existence of ‘Observant’ convents threatened  and  challenged the self-
understanding of ‘non-Observant’ friars. ‘Conventual’ friars, Raymond explained  in 
a letter, feared  that the people would  look down on them, seeing that there existed  
‘better’ friars. Nevertheless, he put faith in the reform program he proposed , hold ing 
                                                          
1
 See for an introduction to Reformchronistik my essay ‘Observance as Parad igm in Mendicant and  
Monastic Order Chronicles’, A Companion to Observant Reform in the Late Middle Ages and Beyond, ed . 
James Mixson and  Bert Roest, Brill’s Companions to the Christian Trad ition, 59 (Leiden and  Boston, 
2015), 111-143 (here 115-118). 
2
 November 1, 1390, addressed  to the Provincials. Raymond of Capua, Opuscula et litterae, 54-56. 
Ratified  with a bull by Pope Boniface IX on January 9, 1391. 
3
 Stefano Orland i, Necrologio di S. Maria Novella, 2 vols (Florence, 1955), 13, 38, 41, 57 et passim. Guid o 
filius olim Salvi, for example, is called  amator et zelator regularis observantie. The convent chronicle of 
Santa Catarina in Pisa also informs about many ‘Observant’ fourteenth -century friars: Johannes 
Frid iani, for example was rigid  in Observance, and  frater Raynerius Maturus perfectly ( indefectibiliter) 
observed  the d iscip line of the order: Cronaca del convento Santa Caterina di Pisa, ed . F. Bonaini, Archivio 
storico italiano, tomo IV, parte II, d ispensa II, ed . G.P. Vieusseux (Florence, 1848), 483, 533. 
4
 Dieter Mertens, ‘Monastische Reformbewegungen d es 15. Jahrhunderts: Ideen – Ziele – Resultate’, 
Reform von Kirche und Reich zur Zeit der Konzilien von Konstanz (1414-1418) und Basel (1431-1449), ed . 
Ivan Hlaváček and  Alexander Patschovsky (Constance, 1996), 157-81 (here 181): ‘“Observant” and  
“konventualisch” ist nur nach dem Sprachgebrauch der Observanten ein kontrad iktorischer 
Gegensatz, der mit mehr Erfolg als Recht herrschend  und  auch zur meist fraglos übernommenen 
Kategorie der Forschung geworden ist.’ 
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on to the d ictum Debile principium, melior fortuna sequetur (Better fortune will follow a 
weak beginning).
5
 He hoped that the moral example of Observant friars would  
eventually attract more Observants. ‘What is not in my power to effect by precepts 
and  compulsion, I am doing my best to bring about by the example of those others, 
and by the drawing power of their love.’
6
 Raymond  defended his reform strategy by 
claiming that all Dominicans would  profit, if a select few friars pursued  a more 
perfect life. He wrote: ‘This indeed  we ask: that others will be moved to the same and 
that, in this way, the whole order will be voluntarily reformed.’
7
 The results of these 
first Dominican reform efforts were modest. When Raymond of Capua d ied  in 1399, 
only a handful of convents in Teutonia and  Italy were reformed along Observant 
lines.
8
 
 
Observant  reform in scholarship  
 ‘I shall describe the Reform in the next volume’, the most important English -
speaking modern Dominican order historian William Hinnebusch wrote in a footnote 
to the second volume of his History of the Dominican Order.
9
 But this next volume 
never came. Only The Dominicans: a Short History followed, in which just ten pages 
(chapter VI) d iscuss the reform movement in general terms without references.
10
 As 
yet no comprehensive study has been published  about the development of the 
Dominican Observant movement. Several studies have been applied  to individual 
congregations or areas, but these have not been brought together.
11
 Scholars like 
                                                          
5
 Raymond of Capua, Opuscula et litterae, 62. 
6
 Raymond of Capua, Opuscula et litterae, 92. Translation from Kearns xxxvii. 
7
 Raymond, Opuscula et litterae, 64: Quod si omnino est aliquis, qui non vult gaudere sed dolere de bono 
Fratrum suorum, quia honorantur magis quam ipse ab hominibus, accedat et ipse ad eos, et vivat cum eis, et 
honorabitur etiam cum eis. Hoc enim querimus, ut etiam coeteri moveantur ad idem, et sic totus Ordo 
voluntarie reformetur. 
8
 Observant convents survived  in Colmar, Nuremberg, Schönensteinbach, Venice and  Pisa. 
9
 William A. Hinnebusch, The History of the Dominican Order, II, 279, footnote 187. 
10
 William A. Hinnebusch, The Dominicans: a Short History (New York, 1975), 99-109. A short 
introd uction to Dominican Observant reform also in M.H. Vicaire, DHGE (1977) vol. 18, cols 1396-
1399. Conleth Kearns is more informative about the beginnings of reform under Raymond of Capua’s 
generalate: The Life of Catherine of Siena by Raymond of Capua, trans. and  intr. Conleth Kearns 
(Wilmington, 1980), especially xxx-xliii. 
11
 To get a better understand ing of the Dominican Observance in the German land s, the series Quellen 
und Forschungen zur Geschichte des Dominikanerordens in Deutschland, (1907-1952 and  second  series from 
1992) is important. It includes crucial ed itions of sources, such as letters of masters general and  the 
historical works of Johannes Meyer, and  Gabriel M. Löhr’s Die Teutonia im 15. Jahrhundert. Studien und 
Texte vornehmlich zur Geschichte ihrer Reform (Leipzig, 1924), which includes more sources concerning 
the Dominican reform. In 1930, Annette Barthelmé expanded  this research with her La réforme 
dominicaine au XVe siècle en Alsace et dans l' ensemble de la province de Teutonie (Strasbourg, 1930). For 
other provinces see: Ramón Hernández, ‘La reforma dominicana entre los concilios de Costanza y 
Basilea,’ Archivo Dominicano 8 (1987), 5-50; Vicente Beltrán de Hered ia, Historia de la reforma de la 
provincia de España (Rome, 1939); ibidem, ‘The Beginnings of Dominican Reform in Castile’, Spain in the 
15th Century, 1369-1516, ed . Roger Highfield  (London, 1972), 226-247. Bernard  Montagnes, Les 
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Silvia Mostaccio already pointed  out that our understanding of how Dominican 
Observant ideals spread  is still limited .
12
 In order to understand the Dom inican 
Observant reforms, one has to turn to the dated  history of the Dominican master 
generals by Mortier: his books are monumental but have to be read  with care, since 
he expressed  old -fashioned and  moralistic ideas about the conflict between 
Observants and  Conventuals. Mortier went as far as to argue that the battle between 
Observants and  Conventuals was ‘au fond, une lutte entre chrétiens et paiens’.
13
 In 
the eyes of this still authoritative order historian, the Observants were the ‘real’ and 
good Christians, whereas the Conventuals were infected  with the pagan morals of 
contemporary humanism. Not only on Dominican Observance, but on the Observant 
movements in general, scholarship  still needs to improve, especially to understand  
the larger picture and  to d iscern the connections between the various reform 
initiatives both within individual orders and  between d ifferent orders.
14
  
What exactly is Observant reform? The Dominican Observant answer is that it 
meant a return to the observance of the Augustinian rule and  the constitutions as 
they had  been written and  followed by the early Friars Preachers.
15
 In the words of 
Raymond of Capua: 
 
‘The word  reform in its proper sense means that an object takes on again a form 
which it had  before. So when I speak of the reform of our Order I can think of no 
better way of bringing it about than by looking to the Rock from which we were 
hewn and to the Quarry from which we were dug: namely to that Abraham “father of 
many people”, the Blessed  Dominic who is our father through the Holy Spirit, and to 
that Sarah, our Holy Order who is our mother’.
16
 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
Dominicains en France et leurs réformes (Paris, 2001); Domenico d i Agresti, Sviluppi della riforma monastica 
savonaroliana (Florence, 1980); Stephanus Krasić, Congregatio Ragusina Ordinis Praedicatorum (1487-
1550), Dissertationes historicae xix (Rome, 1972). See also A.M. d’Amato, AFP 15 (1945), 52-101; M-H. 
Laurent, AFP 13 (1943), 149-161; R. Creytens, AFP 22 (1952), 346-380. 
12
 Silvia Mostaccio, Osservanza vissuta, osservanza insegnata. La domenicana genovese Tommasina Fieschi e i 
suoi scritti (1448ca- 1534) (Florence, 1999), 96, 104: ‘In mancanza d i stud i sull’argomento è d ifficile  
seguire la d iffusione dei testi che veicolano ideali e forme d i vita osservante nei monasteri domenicani 
nell’Italia del xv secolo’. She observed  that there are ‘pochi stud i su l d iffondersi dell’osservanza’.  
13
 Mortier, IV, 589. 
14
 Bert Roest, ‘Observant Reform in the Late Medieval Religious Orders’, The Cambridge History of 
Christianity, Volume 4: Christianity in Western Europe, c.1100–c.1500, ed . Miri Rubin and  Walter Simons 
(Cambrid ge, 2009), 446-457. See now also: A  Companion to Observant Reform in the Late Middle Ages and 
Beyond, ed . James Mixson and  Bert Roest, Brill’s Companions to the Christian Trad ition, 59 (Leiden 
and  Boston, 2015). 
15
 Dominican reformers of the second  generation, such as Johannes Nider, also defined  reformatio as the 
‘renewed introduction of a lost form’: Johannes Nider, De reformatione religiosorum (Antwerp, 1611), 
131: unde reformatio est formae alicuius deperditae denua introductio. See also Gerald  Strauss, ‘Ideas of 
Reformatio and  Renovatio from the Middle Ages to the Reformation’, Handbook of European History, 
1400-1600, vol. 2: Visions, Programs and Outcomes, ed . Thomas Brady, Jr., et al. (Leiden, 1995), 1-30.  
16
 Letter to the Provincials of the Order, Nov. 1 1390, Raymond of Capua,  Opuscula et litterae, 54: Sane, 
cum reformationis vocabulum proprie dicat primae formae reassumptionem, nullam viam invenio meliorem 
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However, scholarship has shown that Observant reform was not just a ‘simple’ 
return to original rule adherence. Society had  changed under influence of crises and  
other developments. The regular religious had  to redefine their mission within 
Church and  society. Moreover, observance of the ‘original’ rule and  constitutions 
was not so straightforward  in the case of the Dominicans, because their constitutions 
left a lot of space for d ispensations, and  thus exceptions. Therefore, Observant reform 
brought a new emphasis on specific aspects, adapted  to contemporary needs. New 
models of sanctity were created  and  new bulls were issued , in which the importance 
of these aspects, predominantly strict enclosure, was emphasized  in ways 
unencountered  before. 
Observants propagated  the process of Sozialdisziplinierung: the model of 
religious behavior became better defined  and  rules and  norms of living were 
imposed  more strictly.
17
 Observant reform went hand in hand  with a progressive 
regularization of religious life. For example, it increasingly put an end  to the 
uncertain and  ambiguous relations between the Dominican friars and  the nuns and  
tertiaries connected  with their order.
18
 At the same time, we should  not consider 
Observance as a coherent movement: there were competing reform initiatives and 
ideas about reform.
19
 Sometimes a community cherished  a reformed Dominican 
identity, but d id  not pertain officially to the Dominican order,
20
 and  sometimes 
Conventuals and  Observants lived  together in the same convent.
21
 Domenico da 
Peccioli, for example, was vicar of Observant houses in Italy, but his friary St 
Catherine of Pisa was not reformed.  
                                                                                                                                                                                     
ipsum Ordinem reformandi quam si mentis oculis respicimus ad Petram, unde excisi sumus, et ad Cavernam 
laci, de qua praecisi sumus, ad Abraham scilicet multarum gentium Patrem, Beatum Dominicum, qui virtute 
Spiritus genuit nos, et ad Saram, videlicet Sacram Religionem, per Sanctos Patres ordinatam, quae peperit nos. 
Translation from: The Life of Catherine of Siena by Raymond of Capua, trans. and  intr. Conleth Kearns 
(Wilmington, 1980), xxxii. 
17
 Sylvie Duval, ‘L’Observance au féminin. Les moniales dominicaines entre réforme religieuse et 
transformations sociales, 1385-1461’, Université de Lyon 2, 2012, 11-13. 
18
 Duval, ‘L’Observance au  féminin’, 85, 175. See for Thomas of Siena’s efforts to get papal approval for 
a Dominican penitent rule: Martina Wehrli-Johns, ‘L’osservanza dei Domenicani e il movimento 
penitenziale laico. Studi sulla ‘regola d i Munio’ e su l Terz’ord ine domenicano in Italia e Germania,’ in 
Ordini religiosi e società politica in Italia e Germania nei secoli XIV e XV , ed . Giorgio Chittolini and  Kaspar 
Elm (Bologna, 2001), 287-371. 
19
 Duval, ‘L’Observance au féminin’, 179. 
20
 Such as St Gall, see Chapter 4. 
21
 After the ‘reforms’ of the friaries in Bologna, Basel, Piacenza and  Como, there were so-called  ‘double 
regimes’: both Observants and  Conventuals lived  in the friaries. Taegius, Chronica, fol. 192. Sara Fasoli, 
Perseveranti nella regolare osservanza: i predicatori osservanti nel Ducato di Milano (sec. 15 – 16 ) (Milan, 
2011), 57; Sara Fasoli, ‘Tra riforme e nuove fond azioni: l'Osservanza domenicana nel ducato d i 
Milano’, Nuova rivista storica 76 (1992), 417-494 (here 422). Franz Egger, Beiträge zur Geschichte des 
Predigerordens: Die Reform des Basler Konvents (Bern, 1991), 63. 
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As mentioned  above, the early Dominican Observant movement instigated  by 
Raymond of Capua, Conrad  of Prussia and  Giovanni Dominici only had  limited  
success. For most of the fifteenth century, reform -minded friars were greatly 
outnumbered  by the so-called  ‘Conventuals’. Several studies have shown that the 
success of Observant reformers was dependent on secular help. Bernard  Neid iger has 
noted  that the early Observants were only successful in cities with a stable 
government – Colmar and  Nuremberg in the German lands, and  Venice in Italy.
22
 
Reform of religious communities caused  unrest, and  so constituted a serious risk in 
cities with unstable regimes. The world  outside the convents was crucial for the 
implementation of Observance. As long as the city council, the local bishop, or 
important noble families d id  not provide active support, it was very hard  to reform a 
convent.
23
  
Other scholars pointed out that the Great Western Schism hindered  Observant 
initiatives.
24
 Indeed , in 1395, Raymond of Capua confessed  that being too much 
occupied  with the schism within the Church he had  neglected  his assistance to 
reforming the Order of Preachers.
25
 Many friars d id  not feel the need  to reform, or 
were put off by overly strict opinions on poverty. Personal enmities within the 
leading gremia of the order worsened  the already d ifficult situation of the Observant 
minority.
26
 Raymond of Capua had  appointed  special vicars for the Observant 
convents: they could  act independently from the prior provincial and  stood under 
the d irect rule of the master general.
27
 This system of vicars broke with the trad itional 
structure of the Dominican order, and  limited  the power of the ‘Conventual’ prior 
                                                          
22
 Bernhard  Neid iger, ‘Selbstverständ nis und  Erfolgschancen der Dominikanerobservanten: 
Beobachtungen zur Entwicklung in der Provinz Teutonia und  im Basler Konvent (1388-1510)’, 
Rottenburger Jahrbuch für Kirchengeschichte 17 (1998), 67-122. Fasoli, ‘Tra riforme e nuove fondazioni’, 
427-8. 
23
 Hillenbrand , ‘Die Observantenbewegung’. 
24
 Alce, ‘La riforma’, 333. Neid iger, ‘Selbstverständ nis und  Erfolgschancen’, 75.  
25
 Hernández, ‘La reforma dominicana’, 14; Raymond  of Capua, Opuscula et litterae, 85. In 1395 the 
master general again reminded  his friars to their duty to follow the example of Saint Dominic, but he 
d id  not force them – as he d id  not have the means to do this. Only a small group  responded  to his call 
for reform.  
26
 Hillenbrand , ‘Die Observantenbewegung’, 221-2. Michael D. Bailey, ‘Religious Poverty, Mendicancy, 
and  Reform in the Late Middle Ages’, Church History 72:3 (2003), 457-483. Accord ing to Bailey the 
success of the second  generation reformers, among whom  Johannes Nider, can be explained  by their 
more relaxed  view on communal poverty. Sabine von Heusinger, Johannes Mulberg OP (1414): Ein 
Leben im Spannungsfeld von Dominikanerobservanz und Beginenstreit  (Munich, 2000), 36-38. 
27
 A letter in which the master general appointed  Dominici as his vicar makes clear that he handed  
over complete power to his Observant vicars. The letter is reproduced  in Thomas of Siena, ‘Historia 
d isciplinae regularis’ 173-175; Raymond of Capua, Opuscula et litterae, 81-83. In the German lands, 
Conrad  of Prussia was made vicar, and  in Italy Domenico Peccioli from 1390 and  Giovanni Dominici 
from 1394. Koudelka, ‘Heinrich of Bitterfeld ’, 17. 
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provincial, who had  to admit Observant convents in his territory over which he had 
no authority.
28
 This caused  much resentment and  obstruction. 
Thomas of Firmo, Raymond of Capua’s successor as Dominican master 
general, d id  not protect Observant reformers like Raymond had  done. He held  that 
all friars should  have the same rules and  that Observants should  obey the p rior 
provincials. The office of vicar for Observant houses was abolished  and  the privileges 
of the Observants were annulled . In the view of the new master general, Observant 
reform was nothing more than another threat to the unity of the order.
29
 The 
expansion of an Observant branch within the order was, at least for a while, no 
longer promoted  by the Dominican hierarchy, and  the early Observant movement 
stagnated . 
Modern historians, such as Sara Fasoli and  Sylvie Duval have emphasized  that 
only after the erection of Observant congregations d id  Observants become more 
autonomous and  influential. They therefore consider the period  between 1380 and 
1460 as an initial period , during which m aster generals such as Texier tried  to 
promote reform, but without making much headway in the majority of Dominican 
order provinces. Although Dominican Observants obtained  vicars of their own and 
received  some additional privileges, they only had  limited  institutional 
independence. Privileges conceded by one pope could  be annula ted  by his 
successor.
30
 With the pontificate of Pius II, a new phase for Dominican Observance 
started . In 1461, Pius II canonized  Catherine of Siena, the ‘mother’ of the  Dominican 
Observance. In addition, he supported  the creation of Observant congregations , 
which finally were able to attain a high degree of independence. The first was the 
congregation of Lombardy in 1459. Others, such as the congregation of Holland  
(1462), followed soon after. Contrary to what their names suggest, these 
congregations had  no clear geographical limits. For example, friaries in L’Aquila, 
Rome, Florence and  Fiesole, were part of the congregation of Lombardy, and  friaries 
in France and  Denmark pertained  to the congregation of Holland .
31
 According to 
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 Fasoli, Perseveranti nella regolare osservanza, 58. 
29
 Ramón Hernández, ‘La reforma dominicana entre los concilios de Costanza y Basilea’, Archivo 
Dominicano 8 (1987) 5-50 (here 14-15). 
30
 Sara Fasoli, ‘Tra riforme e nuove fond azioni: l'Osservanza domenicana nel ducato d i Milano’, Nuova 
rivista storica 76 (1992), 417-494 (here 418, 420-421). Sara Fasoli, Perseveranti nella regolare osservanza: i 
predicatori osservanti nel Ducato di Milano (sec. 15 – 16 ) (Milan, 2011), 56. 
31
 Fasoli, Perseveranti nella regolare osservanza, 57, 61. For example, the congregation of Lombardy had  
convents in Tuscany, Lazio and  Naples. The congregation of Holland  had  convents in Francia, Dacia, 
etc. In 1475, Teutonia became a reformed province. Following this, we see the emergence of the 
Congregation of Spain (1478), the Congregation of San Marco (1493), which in 1496 evolved  into the 
Tusco-Roman Congregation, and  the Congregation of France (1497). See for the erection of Observant 
congregations also M.H. Vicaire, DHGE (1977) vol. 18, cols 1396-1399, and  for the congregation of 
Holland: Servatius Petrus Wolfs, ‘Dominikanische Observanzbestrebungen: Die Congregatio Hollandiae 
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Fasoli, the alliance with the p ope formed the clé du succes for the Dominican 
Observant movements, as was also the case for the Franciscans: the Franciscan 
regular Observance sub vicariis was able to develop and  obtain a significant degree of 
independence since the 1430s and  especially after 1443 thanks to the active support of 
the popes Martin V and Eugenius IV. Observant friars functioned  as the new pastors 
of the laity and  supported  papal primacy during the church councils, and  the pope, 
in turn, gave them privileges and  defended them  in case of conflicts.
32
 Unlike what 
happened in the Franciscan order, however, the Observant reform did  not cause a 
permanent d ivision within the Dominican order.
33
 In the sixteenth century, the 
congregations were abolished  and  transformed into reformed provinces. The 
Observant model became dominant.
34
 This process is, as will be shown, also visible in 
the narratives of the order. 
 
A religious order in decline 
The period  following the Avignon Papacy (1309-1376), the Black Death (1347-1348) 
and  the Papal Schism (1378-1415) is characterized  by increasing calls for reform. 
Complaints about the decline of religious life were widespread  – also within the 
Dominican order.
35
 Many sources bear witness to the perceived  decline of religious 
life in the fourteenth and  fifteenth centuries. Consulting the acts of general chapters 
is one way to understand  the perceived  troubles within the Dominican order. The 
acts of the general chapter of 1344 record  the multiplication of ‘id iot , d isorganized 
and scandalous friars’ and ‘rebels who lacerate the flanks of their maternal religion 
like a brood of vipers’.
36
 Notwithstanding the ‘official’ start of Dominican Observant 
reform under the generalate of Raymond of Capua, complaints about the decline of 
the order remain present in the acts of fifteenth-century general chapters. 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
(1464-1517)’, Reformbemühungen, ed . Elm, 273-92, and  Albert De Meyer, La Congrégation de Hollande ou 
la réforme dominicaine en territoire bourguignon, 1465-1515 (Liège, 1943). 
32
 Fasoli, Perseveranti nella regolare osservanza, 60. Duval, ‘L’observance au féminin’, 15. 
33
 For the d ivisions between various Observant groups in the Franciscan order and  the official d ivision 
of that order in 1517, see: Duncan N immo, Reform and Division in the Medieval Franciscan Order. From 
Saint Francis to the foundation of the Capuchins, Bibliotheca Seraphico-Capuccina, 33 (Rome, 1987); 
Pacifico Sella, Leone X  e la definitiva divisione dell'Ordine dei Minori (O. Min.): La bolla "Ite Vos", (29 
maggio 1517), Analecta Franciscana, 14, Documenta et stud ia, 2 (Grottaferrata, 2001). 
34
 For example, in 1531, the congregation of Lombardy became the Provincia utriusque Lombardiae. 
Fasoli, Perseveranti nella regolare osservanza, 61 and  xvi: ‘il modello osservante d iventerà quello 
istituzionalmente dominante’. Duval confirms that from the end  of the fifteenth century onwards ‘les 
Observants vont ainsi progressivement parvenir à imposer leurs vues à tout l’Ordre, évitant un 
schisme’. Duval, ‘L’observance au féminin’, 243. 
35
 This section builds further on my essay ‘Observance as Parad igm’.  
36
 Acta CG, II, 296: iam cernimus in ordine nostro multiplicari fratres ydiotas, deordinatos, scandalosos, proh 
dolor, et rebelles materne sue religionis latera velut viperina progenies disrumpentes. Cf. Michael Vargas, 
Taming a Brood of V ipers. Conflict and Change in Fourteenth-Century Dominican Convents (Leiden and  
Boston, 2011), 3. 
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In 1414, the humanist Leonardo Dati became master general of the 
Dominicans of the Roman obedience.
37
 The council of Constance, held  from 1414 to 
1418, elected  Pope Martin V and finally put an end  to the Great Western Schism . On 
2 March 1418 the internal d ivision of the Dominicans finally came to an end  as well: 
Leonardo Dati, on good terms with the newly elected  pope, was appointed  master 
general of a reunited  Order of Preachers. At the general chapter in Metz in 1421, he 
expressed  his d ismay about the decline and  decadence he had  encountered  during 
his visits of Dominican convents in Teutonia and  Francia . He commemorated  the 
period  of the great fathers, when regular life was observed  properly, and  regretted 
the miserable condition of his religious order: 
 
‘In these bad days, unfortunately [proh dolor], there is nowhere order in our order. 
You will see that the religion is lax, obedience is d isregarded, poverty is turned  into 
the vice of property, chastity is violated  in many ways, abstinence is breached with 
banquets and  d inners, loquacity is scurrilous, the example perverse, the conversation 
scandalous, the procession unorganized , the habit irregular, the look impudent, the 
d iscipline despicable – and  rebuke is useless. Moreover, there is arrogance in 
devotion, intemperate excess in speech, unrestrained  lust, rampant gluttony, 
continuous rebellion, brutal contempt towards superiors, and  ignorance of Scripture. 
The ambition for honors and offices is such that by now one cannot d istinguish 
between the honest and the wicked, to such an extent that men who have hardly 
received  initial instruction in the pristine rules, are put forward  to become masters 
and  doctors.’
38
  
 
The acts of the general chapter of Metz nowhere refer to a Dominican ‘Observant 
movement’, which may indicate that it was still too marginal and  its influence 
limited . Dati, himself known as a lover of riches and  mu ndane beauty,
39
 demanded 
the suppression of all abuses and  vices, and  called  for enclosure, obedience, prayer, 
fraternal charity and  the attendance of the liturgical office – also for masters in 
theology. Moreover, he renewed the reformist decisions that Raymond of Capua had 
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 Bernhard  Neid iger, ‘Selbstverständ nis und  Erfolgschancen der Dominikan erobservanten: 
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 Mortier, IV, 145. 
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ordered 33 years before: the office of vicar for Observant houses was instituted  again 
and  in every province a reformed house had  to be installed  within a year.
40
 Although 
the acts show that Dati requested  reform, he d id  not fully address the problem. He 
was too much occupied  with other pressing matters, such  as the rebellion of the 
Hussites in Bohemia, where around twenty Dominican convents had  been destroyed 
and  more than 200 Dominicans had  been killed .
41
 
In 1425, Dati d ied  and  the general chapter of Bologna (1426) chose 
Bartholomeus Texier from the Provence province as his successor.
42
 At this chapter 
twenty provinces were represented  (in contrast with Metz, to which only twelve 
provinces had  sent delegations). Since the outbreak of the Great Western Schism this 
had  not happened.
43
 At the general chapters in Cologne (1428) and  Lyon (1431) 
master general Bartholomeus Texier reemphasized  the need  to restore regular life 
and to reform the ‘destroyed  religion’. He repeated  the norms of strict Observance: 
Dominican friars should  attend  offices, wear their regular habit, keep silence, respect 
enclosure, study assiduously, and  preach fervently.
44
 Especially the provincials, 
priors, and  visitors had  to ensure that the rule and  constitutions were obeyed.
45
 At 
the general chapter of Colmar in 1434, Texier again mourned  over the ruinous state 
of the Dominican order, saying that the order’s reputation had  suffered , and  that 
scandals were attested  in d iverse provinces.
46
  
We can read  about the perceived  decline of the order not only in the acts of 
chapters, but also in historical narratives of the period . The Catalonian friar Peter 
Arenys (1349-1419) wrote a chronicle that illuminates the Dominican order of the 
Avignon obedience during the Schism.
47
 In 1377, Peter was present at the last general 
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 Hernández, ‘La reforma dominicana’, 32. 
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 It survives in one manuscript: Barcelona, Biblioteca de la Universitat de Barcelona, 15.2.23. Peter 
Arenys, ‘Fratris Petri de Arenys chronicon ord inis praed icatorum’, Chronica et Chronicorum excerpta 
historiam ordinis praedicatorum illustrantia, ed . Reichert, MOPH VII:1 (Rome, 1904), 51-92. See for an 
introd uction to the author and  his work the pages vii-xxii. David  Garrido Valls, ‘Pere d ’Arenys’, EMC, 
II, 1199. There is a more recent ed ition by J. Hinojosa Montalvo, Chronicon. Petrus de Arenys (Valencia, 
1975). However, this ed ition largely reproduced  Reichert’s ed ition with only few additional notes and  
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chapter before the schism would  d ivide the Dominican order for two decades.
48
 His 
narrative testifies to many conflicts and  scandals within the order in that period . For 
example, in 1380, the prior of the Barcelona friary was deposed  because he had  a 
relationship and  had  thus broken the vow of chastity.
49
 Peter also provided  evidence 
for a lack of poverty in his order: in 1397, he ordered  the construction of a new room 
for himself in the Barcelona friary, which costed  him the excessive amount of 7000 
florins.
50
 In his reform treatise of 1431, Johannes Nider expressed  his abhorrence 
about such practices, lamenting that friars adorned  their cells not with d ivine images, 
but with sculptures of women, ‘so well executed as to not only d istract from 
devotion, but to threaten the vow of chastity.’
51
 Peter’s narrative indicates that the 
third  principal vow of obedience was under pressure as well. For instance, in 1403, 
two friars were put in prison because they stole a librum catholicon sollempnem from 
the monastery.
52
 Moreover, the text refers to several conflicts during elections of 
officials, such as master generals, prior provincials, and  priors. With many stock 
phrases as cum magna divisione and  cum magna controversia, his narrative testifies to a 
religious order in d isorder.
53
  
Discontent and  d ivision were manifest at several institutional levels. In 1400, 
‘many’ (multe et multe) accusations were raised  against prior provincial Peter 
Correger – both at a personal and  at a professional level (tam in personalibus quam in 
officio).
54
 He was already in office for twenty years. Aside from his personal failures, 
friars attacked  him for his ‘bad  government’ (de suo malo regimine). To solve the 
problem, Jean de Puinoix (d . 1431), m aster general of Avignon obedience, came to 
Barcelona.
55
 Peter Correger feared  deposition and  secretly appealed  to Pope Benedict 
to come to his defense. The latter satisfied  his request and  in an apostolic letter  
subtracted  the prior provincial from the pow er of his master general. What followed 
was a long conflict, in which the allies of the master general, in turn, invoked the 
help of King Martin of Aragona. 
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 Arenys, Chronicon, 56: Et istud capitulum generale fuit ultimum capitulum unitum ordinis.  
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 Arenys, Chronicon, 57: propter societatem. 
50
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 Cited  and  translated  by James Mixson, ‘The Setting and  Resonance of John Nid er’s De reformatione 
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 Arenys, Chronicon, 77, 78. 
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Brood, 130-134. 
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 Arenys, Chronicon, 69. Latinised : Petrus Corregerii. 
55
 Johannes de Podionucis from Limognes, Toulouse, see A. Duval, ‘Jean de Puinoix’, DHGE 27, cols 
481-482. 
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The provincial chapter of 1400 deposed  the prior of the Barcelona friary, to 
which Peter Arenys pertained  as well. Because of a strong d ivision within the friary, 
the friars d id  not succeed  in electing a new prior. Peter d id  not reveal the reasons for 
the conflict, but inserted  sentences like: cum magna controversia et contradictionibus 
(when the first election d id  not work out), cum maiori controversia et tumultu et 
contentionibus et infamationibus pessimis (when the second election failed  as well). 
Finally, a new prior, Miquel de Podio, was elected , but the troubles continued . When 
the provincial chapter assigned  several new friars, and  ‘many other strangers’ to the 
friary, the prior and  ‘other important friars’ d id  not want to admit them: ‘because of 
this, very great and  serious scandals arose, so that the counselors of the city arrested 
eight friars as foolish and  bad  counselors, and  destructors of religion’.
56
 
Peter Arenys’s chronicle suggests that the officials of the Dominican order at 
that time and  place were very preoccupied  with their own ambitions and  power 
struggles. Nowhere in the narrative d id  Peter pay attention to pastoral care, the 
needs of the laity, or preaching.
57
 The only Dominican about whom Peter spoke in 
laudable terms was Vincent Ferrer, who would , in the course of the fifteenth century, 
be molded  into an Observant model by Observant Dominican authors, precisely 
because he epitomized  Observant ideals of effective pastoral ministry.
58
 
The Observant chronicler Johannes of Mainz also wrote about scandals within 
the Dominican order, particularly in Basel. According to Mainz, three signs proved 
the decline of the Basel friary: friars d id  not respect enclosure and  tirelessly ran 
about, to such extent that the proverb came into being: ‘the Rhine bridge is never so 
empty that there cannot be found an ass or a monk’.
59
 Secondly, friars were occupied  
by world ly concerns and  only served  ‘flesh and  blood’.
60
 Third ly, they neglected  the 
care of the Dominican nuns. He d iscussed  the problems in the friary before 
Observant reform was consolidated: someone in opposition to reform threatened  to 
set the cloister on fire, and  the people shouted  that the friars d id  not come to save 
souls, but to bring trouble.
61
 The author informed his audience that this scandal was 
soon followed by another:
62
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‘Some of us, or rather, not of us, seized the nightly silence, changed their habit, and 
visited  the whores. They scandalized  this place almost beyond repair. O, how much 
grief afflicted our hearts. A public song was made, and those who drank wine used  to 
sing that against us. We had the reputation of being hypocrites, we were called  ants, 
we were laughed at, we were ruined , we were incurable. […] But this was not yet the 
end. When the friars collected  goods for the convent, […] the people hissed  at them. 
A certain parish priest preached that we were avaricious, that we were greater 
usurers than the usurers in the city.’
63
  
  
With these stories Johannes of Mainz wanted  to show that, before the reform of the 
Basel friary in 1429, the reputation of the Dominican friars had  reached an absolute 
low. 
Other Dominican chronicles provide further explanations for the decline of 
religious observances. Like Johannes of Mainz, Antoninus of Florence underlined  
that the Dominican friars had  neglected  the care for Dominican nuns. After giving a 
list of Dominican monasteries, he stated  that he believed  that these houses, at the 
beginning, ‘served  the Lord  with great fervor and  devotion’, but over time, a decline 
set in and  friars became reluctant to take up the cura monialium, because they 
believed  that this shipwrecked the order.
64
 Antoninus then continued:  
 
‘But because in these times there was great iniquity and because charity became 
frozen, these convents of Friars Preachers were undermined to the very foundation of 
regular life. In this way also the nunneries became completely lax and turned  into a 
trap for the friars and  a scandal for the people.’
65
  
 
He continued  explaining that these female monasteries had  become quite notorious, 
except the few that were being reformed along the lines of the regular Observance. 
The remedy, according to Antoninus, was strict enclosure – therefore a papal bull 
forbade friars and  seculars to enter female monasteries. After this excursion on the 
decline of monasteries, Antoninus inserted  a letter by the fifth master general 
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Humbert of Romans, which he presented  as a plea for regular Observance from a 
more pristine period  of the order’s history.
66
  
In the chronicle on the Dominican friary S. Caterina in Pisa, Domenico da 
Peccioli (d . 1408) blamed the Black Death for the decline in regular life: ‘After this 
horrible and  most cruel mortality, the mores of the order and the d iscipline of 
religion could  never be restored  to their pristine state’.
67
 Peccioli entered  the 
Dominican order in a dramatic period: during his noviciate he saw how more than 
forty Pisan friars, including his novice master, d ied  from the plague. Peccioli’s part of 
the chronicle starts with reporting all the ‘pious deaths’ cau sed  by the deathly 
d isease that in Peccioli’s eyes ‘erased  almost the whole world’.
68
  
The same argument is provided  in the De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  
printed  in 1517: Leandro Alberti wrote that when the order had  collapsed , master 
general Raymond of Capua tried  to restore the religious life (erigi curavit). In order to 
explain the decline of his order, he stated  that the plague had  killed  so many people 
that the monasteries were ruined  and  the churches deserted . He claimed that hard ly 
one out of ten survived , in line with the pred iction of the ‘most saintly’ Dominican 
friar Robert of Avignon.
69
 This depiction of events was repeated  often, for example in 
Sebastian de Olmedo’s Chronica Novella,
70
 and  in the Dominican convent chronicle of 
Orvieto. The latter explains exactly when ‘conventuality’ started : namely during the 
generalate of Garin de Gy, the nineteenth master general who reigned  from 1346 to 
1348, when the Black Death almost ‘extinguished’ the order. Because of the scarcity 
of friars, small children were accepted  in the order, which led  to an ‘inobservance of 
religion’.
71
  
Order chronicler Borselli, however, wrote that under master general Herveus, 
who had  been elected  in 1318, the decline of his order was already well underway. 
This chronicler d id  not explain this decline by pointing at external factors, such as the 
Black Death, but instead  provided  internal reasons.
72
 He informed his readers that the 
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Dominican order had  already begun to deviate from the regular and  communal life 
in 1305. Borselli also explained  why: the prelates d id  not provide the friars with 
essential things, such as clothing. Therefore, ind ividual friars had  to take care of 
these things themselves, which resulted  in d isrespect for the communal life.
73
 Hence, 
in his eyes wrong government caused  the decline of his order. 
In his Vitae non nullorum fratrum , the Florentine friar Giovanni Caroli (1428-
1503) presented  the Black Death as a providential sign of the ongoing religious 
decline. The excessive death rates caused  by the d isease formed a breaking point, 
which destroyed  the crucial cultural and  spiritual continuity of the community. 
However, according to the humanist Caroli, the first and  foremost reason for the 
dissolutio religionum was human nature, which always turns to sin. Every human 
institution, he wrote, is corruptible.
74
 He added that the Papal Schism (1378-1417) 
resulted  in a d isastrous decline of the main religious virtue: obedience. When the 
Dominican order was d ivided , regular Observance kept on d iminishing. Religious 
Observance became an exception to such an extent that friars who actually ‘observed’ 
the rule, became a separate category of Dominicans: Observants. 
 
Reform as a central theme 
In response to the perceived  decline in their order, a number of Dominicans wrote 
reform treatises, in which they emphasized  the need  for reform and proposed  ways 
in which the reform could  be implemented . Three of those merit closer scrutiny here. 
The first of these texts that thematized  Dominican reform is Henry of Bitterfeld’s De 
formatione et reformatione Ordinis Praedicatorum (1389), which is largely unknown and 
still awaits a first ed ition.
75
 The Dominican historian Koudelka considered  Henry of 
Bitterfeld  (d . 1404-1406) as the ‘principal promoter of the reform commissioned  by 
Raymond of Capua’.
76
 Bitterfeld  tried  to establish an Observant Dominican convent 
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in collaboration with John of Jenstejn, Archbishop of Prague. This attempt was 
thwarted  when, in 1396, Jenstejn had  to flee to Rome after a conflict with Wenceslaus, 
king of Bohemia. Whether Bitterfeld  stayed  in Prague after the flight of his friend  is 
not known, but his presence in Prague is in any case attested  in 1404, when he held  a 
d isputation against simony. Shortly thereafter Henry of Bitterfeld  d ied .
77
 
Koudelka believed  that Bitterfeld  dedicated  his reform treatise to Raymond of 
Capua, the first Dominican  who actively promoted  Observant reform. It seems 
impossible to ascertain whether or not this is true. The last sentence of Bitterfeld’s 
reform treatise (before the explicit) makes clear that Bitterfeld  wrote  the text for a 
certain ‘pious paternity’.
78
 This could  refer to Raymond of Capua, and  on this basis 
Koudelka surmised  that Bitterfeld  had  an influence on the reform initiatives of the 
master general. Michael Bailey, however, has challenged this view.
79
 Still, several 
factors make it likely that Raymond of Capua, if he d id  not order the treatise himself, 
was at least informed about Bitterfeld’s treatise and  his efforts to promote Dominican 
reform. Bitterfeld  and Raymond of Capua were both intimates of John of Jenstejn, 
and  Raymond of Capua resided  in Prague for several months. Bitterfeld  was also 
part of the circle of Nicolas Biceps, the learned  Dominican theologian and  reformer 
whom Raymond had  appointed  vicar for Observant houses in Bohemia.
80
 
 Johannes Nider (d . 1438), one of the foremost observant leaders in the German 
lands, wrote the second Dominican reform treatise I want to draw attention to, 
namely the De reformatione religiosorum or De reformatione status cenobitici. It was 
written at the request of Dominican master general Bartholomeus Texier and 
appeared  in 1431, when the Council of Basel had  just begun. In the prologue to his 
treatise, Nider addressed  the master general of his order in d irect speech: 
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‘I have been asked by you, my father, who insists  on reform within your collapsed 
order [...], to collect some things from sacred  manuscripts, through which, with the 
supernal grace assisting, under the garland of speech or through other norms, the 
form of your religion, once very beautiful but now (alas!) lost to many, can be 
reintroduced more easily.’
81
  
 
On the one hand, Nider’s treatise offered  practical guidelines and  prescribed  
conditions that could  make reform successful. On the other hand it consoled  and 
encouraged the reformers by presenting the many fruits that reform brought about. 
The treatise provides insight into the debates on reform that were held  in the period 
of the Council of Basel. 
The third  treatise I would  like to introduce was written at the request of a 
secular ruler: Charles the Bold , duke of Burgundy from 1467 to 1477, promoted 
religious reforms in his territories and  wished  to reform the convent of Valenciennes. 
To this end , he had  written the Dominican Master general Martialis Auribelli, but 
Auribelli d id  not take any steps. On 2 September 1471, the duke therefore wrote a 
letter to Johannes Uytenhove, the vicar of the Observant congregation of Holland . He 
requested  him to explain in writing ‘the real nature of the religious state, of 
observance and  non-observance, who is deficient or what is the danger of non-
observant religious, and  what is the more appropriate way of proceeding to the said 
reform’.
82
 On 12 October of the same year, Uytenhove had  formulated  a response to 
the questions of the duke and  send it to him, without waiting for official approval by 
the Dominican hierarchy.
83
 
The first of these treatises, namely that of Bitterfeld , is d ivided  into four parts. 
Bitterfeld  wanted  to ‘record  several things about the reform of our order’.
84
 First, his 
treatise expands on the meaning of the word  religio and  d iscusses the three principal 
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 Johannes Nider, De reformatione religiosorum (Antwerp, 1611), Prologus: Rogatus sum a te, Pater mi, qui 
reformationis officio in tuo collapso ordine insistis [… ] aliqua coligerem de sacris codicibus, per quae superna 
assistente gratia sub sermonis schemate, vel per normas alias, forma tuae Religionis, olim pulcherrima sed (heu!) 
a multis nunc perdita, possit reinduci facilius. Citations will be from this ed ition if not stated  otherwise. 
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 R.M. Martin, Le Tractatus pro reformatione ou Lettre de Jean Uyt den Hove, OP, à Charles-le-Téméraire 
(12 Octobre 1471) (Rome, 1924), 5: […] veram naturam status religionis, observancie et non observancie, quis 
est defectus, quidve periculum religiosorum non observantium et quis est modus conveniencior procedendi ad 
dictam reformacionem. 
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 Servatius Petrus Wolfs, ‘Dominikanische Observanzbestrebungen: Die Congregatio Hollandiae (1464-
1517), Reformbemühungen und Observanzbestrebungen im spätmittelalterlichen Ordenswesen , ed . K. Elm 
(Berlin, 1989), 273-292: deals with the treatise on 281-284. SOPMA , II, 417. 
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 Bitterfeld , Tractatus, fol. 268v: Intencionis igitur mee est quedam annotare divina gratia consummante de 
ordinis nostri reformacione Sic procedendo: Primo ponendo religionum rationabilem institutionem, secundo de 
defectu regularis observantie tractabo, tertio de formatione in generali, quarto ponam causas speciales circa 
materiam nostre professionis. 
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vows: poverty, chastity and  obedience.
85
 The second part focuses on the lapse in 
religious observances, and  the third  part offers a program how the order could  be 
reformed. The fourth and  final part devotes attention to specific aspects of the 
profession of Dominican friars: ‘the institution of mores and  the form of religion’.
86
 
Nider’s treatise, in turn, consists of three parts. It starts with the lapse of the order, to 
propose in the second part how the order could  be reformed. In the last part, it 
consoles and  encourages the reformers by presenting the ‘many fruits’ that reform 
would  bring about.
87
 
Uytenhove’s letter, the shortest of the three reform treatises d iscussed  here, is 
likewise d ivided  in three parts. The first part concentrates, like that of Bitterfeld , on 
the ‘nature of the religious state’, and  explains that the essence of this state is a life 
dedicated  to d ivine cult. Uytenhove explained  that religious people aspire to 
perfection, especially to perfect charity. To this end , religious have obliga tions – 
above all to maintain the three principal religious vows of obedience, chastity and  
voluntary poverty. Everything that d istracts from the love of God has to be removed: 
the use of one´s own liberty or will, the care for a family or wife, the use of money or 
the personal possession of property. There are statuta cerimonialia that make possible 
that the vows are followed: ‘enclosure, roughness of clothing, fasting, frugal 
nourishment, avoidance of contact with women and  similar things’.
88
 The second  part 
of the treatise explains the d ifference between Observants and  non -Observants, and  
the third  and  last part, finally, explains how the order should  be reformed.  
Hence, all three treatises d iscuss the causes for decline, often using the same 
arguments, and  they all offer guidelines to indicate how the order should  be 
reformed. Whereas the reform had  not yet been launched when Bitterfeld  composed  
his treatise, Nider and  Uytenhove wrote during a period  in which many convents 
had  already been reformed along Observant lines. Therefore, their texts could  also 
include the ‘objections’ used  against reform (Nider in part 1, Uytenhove in part 3).  
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 He also tried  to clarify matters about which d oubt existed  within the order . Concerning the question 
whether Dominicans are permitted  to have communal pr operty, he took a moderate position: 
communal property hinders perfection (for three reasons: one has to worr y about it and  guard  it; 
possessions makes one love riches and  it makes one become lax) but does not prevent it, so if 
communal possessions are moderate, they are accep table. Bitterfeld  therefore advised  to give up  
personal property and  to ask the community for clothing and  nourishment, since this is ‘more 
expedient for exercising charity’ [expeditius est ad caritatem exercendam, fol. 276r]. Moreover, secular 
responsibilities and  property makes one avoid  the observance of the rule more easily [quod regularis 
observantia eo facilius contempnitur ex procuratione seculari]. 
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 Bitterfeld , Tractatus, fol. 295v: Nunc accedendum est ad quartum principale in quo ostendetur causa 
rationabilis morum institucio ac religionis forma. 
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 For example: Nider, De reformatione, 5. conformatio vitae Christi, 6. plena peccati remissio, 7. religio est 
vera philosophia, 12. religiosi perfecti perfectius aliis. 
88
 Uytenhove, Tractatus, 10: clausura, vestitus asperitate, ieiuniis et parcitate victus, fuga familiaritatis cum 
mulieribus et similibus. 
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 What were the causes for the decline according to these authors? In the second 
part of his treatise, devoted  to the ‘defect of regular Observance’, Bitterfeld  explained  
that, accord ing to him, too many d ispensations were bestowed on individuals, e.g. 
for eating meat, leaving the convent and  wearing irregular clothes.
89
 Moreover, 
contacts with the world  were not regulated , religious men and women had  personal 
belongings, and  they d id  not attend  the liturgical offices. This resulted  in the 
degradation of communal life. In addition to this, ‘wrong’ leaders were elected , who 
offered  ‘bad’ examples, and  ‘bad’ friars entered  the order. Bitterfeld  therefore 
perceived  a general moral decline.  
In chapter 16 of part 2, Nider addressed  the origins of the lapse in religious 
observances and  wrote: ‘I remember that I read  a certain treatise about this with 
notable responses of a devout doctor of the Order of Preachers, but I do not have 
them in front of me, and  my memory cannot fully reproduce them. Nevertheless, I 
remember some of these responses […]’.
90
 Without doubt, he is referring here to the 
treatise of Bitterfeld . Reform, Nider explained , was necessary because the practices 
within the Dominican order were far away from the original regulations. Like 
Bitterfeld , Nider saw the many d ispensations (e.g. permission to have private 
possessions, to eat meat, to leave the convent, to have contact with secular persons, to 
be absent from offices, etc.) as one of the chief causes of the order’s collapse into 
decadence. Nider considered  them not as d ispensations, but as d issipations: 
Dispensare est cum licentia ad infernum intrare.
91
 
In the second part of his letter, Uytenhove focused  on the d ifference between 
Observants and  non-Observants. After explaining that Observants live a ‘regular’ life 
conform to the rules and  institutions of the fathers (‘therefore Observance is called  a 
regular, or formed, life’) and  that ‘Observance’ meant the ‘implementation of the rule 
and  statutes’,
92
 he stated  that the way of life of non-Observants was rarely or never 
conform to the rule and  institutions, and  was therefore irregular and  deformed. 
Uytenhove called  the non-Observant way of life a form of destruction (ruina). Non-
Observants, he wrote, are those who ‘everywhere and  indifferently transgress the 
precepts and  ceremonies of their religion and  do not bear the penalties for their 
transgressions.’
93
 Among the many ‘errors’ of non -Observants are that they eat meat, 
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 Bitterfeld , Tractatus, fol. 285v: Nunc de secundo agendum est in quo declarabitur defectus religionis.  
90
 Nider, De reformatione, 232: Memini de hoc me legisse cuiusdam doctoris devoti ordinis predicatorum 
tractatum quendam et responsa notabilia, que coram me non habeo, nec memoria mea ista forte in toto retinet. 
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 Cited  by Mixson, ‘The Setting and  Resonance’, 329. 
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 Uytenhove, Tractatus, 11: ideo observantia vocatur vita regularis sive formata […] observantia sit impletio 
regule et statutorum. 
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 Uytenhove, Tractatus, 11: differentia inter observantes et non observantes [non] consistit in hoc quod est uti 
dispensatione et non uti: sed non observantes dici debent qui passim et indifferenter transgrediuntur precepta et 
cerimonias sue religionis nec penas portant pro transgressionibus taxatas. 
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do not keep silence, do not fast, sleep on mattresses and  use linen on their body. But 
most inexcusable, according to Uytenhove, was the indifferent use of private 
property for personal reasons.
94
 Thereafter Uytenhove revealed  the ‘dangers’ of not 
observing the rules. Those who willingly live against the orders of the rule and 
constitutions, or those who oppose reform, ‘can only d ie damned  if they continue to 
live this way until the end , unless God performs a miracle’.
95
  
Aside from describing the causes for the decline in religious observances – or 
as Uytenhove put it, the ‘errors’ of non-reformed Dominicans – the authors proposed 
how the order should  be reformed.
96
 Concerning this, Bitterfeld  addressed  three 
questions: should  one reform immediately or gradually, by whom should  the reform 
be implemented , and  in what order?
97
 Bitterfeld  warned  that it was just as d ifficult to 
reform as to found a community. He explained  that the order should  be corrected  by 
the same (type of) people as by those involved  with its construction . Since the order 
was founded by St Dominic someone comparable to St Dominic should  stan d  up to 
take up the reform of the order: an experienced  and  holy man.
98
 Bitterfeld  proposed 
that, at first, ‘the good elements’ had  to be concentrated  in one house, preferably the 
convent of Bologna, since St Dominic was buried  there. After the multiplication o f 
good and  Observant friars, the regular life could  spread  towards other provinces.
99
 
Hence, Bitterfeld  proposed  to start the Observance in one convent, cultivate it, and 
then spread  it to other places. This, indeed , became the central part of the reform 
program initiated  by master general Raymond of Capua.
100
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 Uytenhove, Tractatus, 29: Non observantes autem dicuntur, illi qui passim et indifferenter transgrediuntur 
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 Koudelka, ‘Heinrich of Bitterfeld ’, 23. Although Bitterfeld  proposed  at first to concentrate Observant 
Dominicans in one place, he was conscious of all the arguments that could  be made against this: he 
noted  them all: Sed contra hunc modum sunt multa argumenta... All aspects are d iscussed  in an 
elaborated  way, making use of several authorities: the Bible, St Augustine, St Bernard , Aristoteles, 
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 The first Observant centers, however, were Colmar, Nuremberg, Schönensteinbach, and  Venice – 
not Bologna. The reform of the important Bologna friary was not realized  until 1426, and  then only 
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When specifying how Observant reforms should  be implemented , Bitterfeld  
made use of recommendations made by St Bernard  of Clairvaux.
101
 He advised  that 
first good prelates should  be chosen.
102
 Second, they should  not neglect their most 
important task: the correction of vices.
103
 Third , prelates should  not give 
d ispensations so easily.
104
 Fourth, unworthy persons should  not be promoted .
105
 Fifth, 
one should  prevent that sin became so general that it would  infect all.
106
 Sixth, 
learned  friars should  be more useful to their order, even if they held  prestigious 
offices outside the order.
107
 Seventh, new candidates for the order should  not be 
accepted  at the instigation of seculars, but should  be more critically examined.
108
 
Eight, the conversation of friars with seculars should  be restricted .
109
 
 In contrast to Bitterfeld , Nider could  draw on the experiences gained  by four 
decades of ‘Observant reform’ and  therefore could  explain in detail why it was so 
d ifficult to reform a community. He complained  that  ‘in general, everyone within the 
Church shouts that there should  be a reform but when the reform starts, no one 
volunteers’.
110
 Nider provided  more practical and  concrete guidelines, starting with 
the preliminary preparations necessary for the reform of a convent: most 
importantly, reformers had  to secure support of the local bishops and  secular rulers. 
Nider also d iscussed  the doubts and  uncertainties: sh ould  one start a general reform, 
or start with specific convents and  friaries? Should  one be very strict from the onset, 
or more flexible?  
 Uytenhove advised  the Burgundian duke that non-Observant religious houses 
had to be reformed ‘without hesitation’, because one saved  souls when converting 
sinners. Like Bitterfeld, he explained  that in the first place prelates were responsible 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
partially. On 30 November 1426, a few months after the general chapter in Bologna, Texier established  
the Observance in Bologna and  appointed  Conrad  of Brescia as its prior. The Conventual friars d id  not 
leave the convent, and  the community was d ivided  in a Conventual and  an Observant group.  
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102
 Bitterfeld , Tractatus, fol. 292vb: Primo requiretur prelati bonitas vitae [...]. 
103
 Bitterfeld , Tractatus, fol. 293ra: Secundum est quod prelati non sint negligentes in correccione viciorum 
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104
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 Bitterfeld , Tractatus, fol. 294va: Quartum est quod indigni non promoveantur. 
106
 Bitterfeld , Tractatus, fol. 294vb: Quintum est quod caveri debeat quod peccatum non fiat tam generale ut 
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Bitterfeld ’, 24. 
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 Bitterfeld , Tractatus, fol. 295rb: Octavum est quod conversatio fratrum cum secularibus est restringenda. 
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 Nider, De reformatione, 180: communiter omnes in Ecclesia clamant reformationem debere fieri, et tamen fere 
nullus, quando reformari incipit, est voluntarius. 
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for the implementation of an Observant lifestyle. Nevertheless, he added that secular 
rulers should  also intervene when they perceived  that the regular life in their realm 
was in decline, because non-Observant friars were not useful to the Christian flock 
and  only caused  scandals. If secular rulers wanted  virtuous citizens, they needed 
Observants in their territories. Following th is, Uytenhove dwelt on the question how 
to pursue the reform of Dominican communities. He advised  the duke to fully 
demonstrate that he wanted  to reform the convents in his territories. He had  to 
ensure the authorization of the pope,
111
 and  the help of the Dominican master general 
(in this case Martialis Auribelli). Since every friar professed  obedience to the latter, he 
had  special powers to implement reforms.  
According to Uytenhove, experience taught that one should  not expect much 
from diffinitors who visited  convents on a regular basis. Instead , the reforms were 
possible only thanks to the Observant congregations, but each case still needed 
official approval by a general chapter. Uytenhove warned that it was not possible to 
reform many convents at the same time, because, pro nunc, there were not sufficient 
Observant friars to populate them. He also cautioned  to be d iscrete in pushing 
through reforms: old  and  sick friars had  to be handled  with care. Reluctant friars had  
to be sent away, and  Observants should  hold  the principal offices within the 
community, such as prior, subprior, and  master of novices.
112
 
Besides offering practical guidelines, all three treatises reveal both the doubts 
and  problems encountered  by reformers and , ind irectly, the ways in which people 
opposed  reforms. Nider and  Uytenhove both listed  arguments against Observant 
reforms, and  then provided  counterarguments. The first Dominican reflections on 
opposition to Observant reform can already be found in a letter by Raymond of 
Capua to Cardinal Philippe d’Alençon from 1395.
113
 This letter ind icates that his 
reform decree immediately aroused  strong opposition. Raymond wrote that many 
friars objected  that it was impossible to live ‘with vigorous faith’ in a ‘time of 
schism’.
114
 They were afraid  that the reform movement would  d ivide the order even 
more. In the period  of the Great Western Schism this was a strong argument, since 
the Dominican order was already split between the Roman and the Avignon 
obedience. The master general rebutted  the arguments, writing: ‘To say that these 
friars who want to serve the foresaid  [regular] way of life and  want  to imitate the 
blessed  Dominic d ivide the order is like saying that the sold iers who follow the 
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 Uytenhove, Tractatus, 18: inter sanctissimum dominum papam et vestram generositatem mutuam 
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 Uytenhove, Tractatus, 21. 
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 Conleth Kearns, ‘Introduction’, The Life of Catherine of Siena by Raymond of Capua, trans. and  intr. 
Conleth Kearns (Wilmington, 1980), xxxvii: Letter of March 16, 1395; Raymond  of Capua, Opuscula et 
litterae, 91-92. 
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 Raymond of Capua, Opuscula et litterae, 53, 63. 
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banner and  obey the captain desert and  d ivide the army’.
115
 He continued  that 
Observants d id  not d ivide but unified , and  that they d id  not destroy the order, but 
reconstructed  what had  been destroyed  already. Those who opposed  reform out of 
fear for d ivision suggested  that the whole order could  be reformed to reg ular 
Observance at once. This was foolish, Raymond argued: if the apostles had  reasoned 
in that way, no one would  ever have been converted  to Christianity, and  if pastors 
and  doctors had  worked like that, no one would  ever have been instructed  in the 
tenets of the Christian faith. In short, the reforms had  to start somewhere. 
Build ing on this in his reform treatise of 1431, Nider listed  fifteen arguments 
of ‘deformed’ clerics and  religious against reform: e.g. reform is a novelty; we should 
wait until a general reform starts; it d ivides the order; we only live like our fathers; I 
have d ispensation; I cannot live like that; my noble reputation will be forfeit; there 
will not be enough followers; reform disturbs peace. Making use of multiple 
authorities, Nider refuted  all these possible objections. In this way, he provided 
reformers with a suitable vocabulary and  a proper arsenal of arguments to take up 
the battle against Conventuals. Nider refuted  many of the sam e objections that had  
already been d iscussed  by Raymond of Capua, for example that reforms d ivided  the 
order, or that it was not yet the right time, and  that one had  to wait for a general 
reform of the whole Church. Nider responded to this by writing: ‘To wish to be 
reformed only when all other things are reformed, is to wish never to be reformed 
except in the valley of Jehosaphat at the time of the last judgment.’
116
  
Uytenhove, writing exactly forty years later than Nider, reduced  all opposition 
to ‘four common objections’. First, non -Observants held  that they had  d ispensation 
for their customs. Secondly, they stressed  that the constitutions d id  not oblige to 
follow the ceremonies ad culpam.
117
 Third ly, they argued that Observants d ivided  the 
order and  damaged  its state and  hierarchy because reformed convents were 
withdrawn from the authority of the provincials. The fourth objection was that 
reform caused  such ‘d isturbances of many communities and  monasteries, grievous 
quarrels of parents, roving bands of wandering religious fugitives, withdrawal and  
departure of relatives and  benefactors,’ and  led  to such ‘grumbling, slander, hatred , 
insult, and , in general, to a breach of a ll harmony, peace, and  charity’ that it was 
better to tolerate the deformed religion: the fate of non-Observants had  to be left in 
the hands of d ivine providence.
118
 Uytenhove countered  these objections with 
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recourse to authoritative texts, such as master general Humbert of Romans’s Expositio 
regulae b. Augustini, the Expositio super constitutiones ordinis praedicatorum by the same 
author, and  Thomas Aquinas’s Summa theologiae.  
Lorenzo Polizzotto has suggested  that only at the end  of the fifteenth century, 
Dominican Observant friars came to see the reform of their order as a first step to 
reform Christian society at large.
119
 I believe, however, that this wish and  concept of 
reform is visible already in early works of Dominican Observants . Observant 
Dominicans like Henry of Bitterfeld , Johannes Nider, and  Johannes Uytenhove 
understood the concept of reform  in a broad  way. Starting with their own order, the 
Observants hoped that ultimately society as a whole could  be reformed. At the same 
time, they were realistic. Nider wrote: ‘the general council can do much good, but it 
cannot reform everything at once. This is a work not of one council, but of many 
days.’
120
 Not only d id  Bitterfeld  promote the reform of his order, but also the reform 
of the religious state of the laity and  the ecclesiastical elite. Because of his critical 
attitude towards simony, the exaggerated veneration of images, the misuse of 
indulgences, and  the deplorable state of pastoral care, some historians have 
considered  Henry of Bitterfeld  as the precursor of Jan Hus.
121
 Both were convinced 
about the necessity of reform, but whereas Bitterfeld’s criticism stayed  within the 
limits of the acceptable, Hus broke with the ecclesiastical establishment. Still, 
Bitterfeld’s concerns show that Dominicans d id  not conceive of reform as an internal 
affair only, but as part of a necessary transformation of society as a whole. 
In order to get a better understanding of Bitterfeld’s ideas on reform and of the 
influence of his treatise more study is needed, starting with an analysis of the extant 
manuscripts. We have evidence that his reform treatise circulated  among Observant 
friars in the 1450s: Johannes Hohenloch of the Basel friary (the same convent where 
Nider wrote his treatise) possessed  a copy, and  Johannes Meyer listed  Bitterfeld  as an 
illustrious reformer and  mentioned  his reform treatise in his Liber de viris illustribus 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
benefactorum. Item murmurationes, detractiones, odia, contumelie, et generaliter ruptura omnis concordie pacis 
et caritatis, que maxime sunt contraria perfectioni religionis. Ergo ab huiusmodi scandalis precavendis 
consultius est deformationem religiosorum tolerare et eosdem providencie divine relinquere. 
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ordinis praedicatorum.
122
 Whereas Bitterfeld’s reform treatise remained  relatively 
unknown, Nider’s treatise on reform, which was essentially a handbook for 
Observant reformers of all religious orders, was more successful: it still exists in more 
than 50 manuscripts scattered  over libraries in  Germany, Belgium, France, England, 
Austria, Poland  and  Italy. It was printed  in Paris as early as 1512, and  again in 
Toulouse (1605) and  Antwerp (1611). Nider’s treatise most certainly had  an impact 
within and  outside the Order of Preachers.
123
 
In contrast to the success of Nider’s treatise, Uytenhove’s treatise first and  
foremost caused  commotion within the Dominican order. During the general chapter 
of Basel in 1473 (ironically led  by Auribelli, who Uytenhove had  called  ‘the greatest 
reformer of the order’) Uytenhove’s text was censored  and  prohibited , because it 
condemned and  defamed non-Observants with scandalous statements. On penalty of 
excommunication, it was forbidden to spread  the content of the treatise either within 
or outside the order, in private conversation or in preaching.
124
 At the same time, 
however, some contemporaries, such as order chronicler Borselli, expressed  their 
sympathy for Uytenhove. Borselli wrote in his order chronicle that the general 
chapter tried  to prevent the truth from being spread . He added  that the duke of 
Burgundy sent his bishop and  confessor to this general chapter to request again that 
all the convents in his area would  be reformed to a regular life.
125
 The chronicler was 
aware that he was not supposed  to speak about this episode, because he d id  not feel 
free to write down the complete name of Johannes Uytenhove: he only wrote his 
initial (vir religiosus fr. .I.) and  left space to add  the name at a later date, when the 
episode perhaps would  be no longer a taboo. Still, Borselli’s critical passage was 
erased , as happened more often with passages in which the Bolognese chronicler 
expressed  his d isapproval about the order hierarchy (illustration 16).
126
 
 The d ifferent legacy of Nider’s and  Uytenhove’s reform treatises can be 
explained  by the fact that Uytenhove sent his treatise to a secular leader. One of the 
ord inations in the acts of the general chapter of 1473 (the same gathering that 
prohibited  Uytenhove’s treatise) is that anyone who defamed other friars apud 
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 Neid iger, ‘Selbstverständnis’, 85, 106; Meyer, De viris illustribus, 62: Von Loë’s ed ition erroneously 
reads tractatum de informacione. Instead  we can read  in the manuscript Basel, University Library, MS E 
III 12, fol. 39r: de reformacione. 
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 James Mixson, ‘The Setting and  Resonance of John Nider’s De reformatione religiosorum’, Kirchenbild 
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Festschrift für Ulrich Horst OP zum 75. Geburtstag, ed . Thomas Prügl and  Marianne Schlosser 
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 Uytenhove, Tractatus, 31.  
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 Borselli, Cronica, fols 232r and  232v: Dux Burgundie misit ad hoc capitulum confessorem suum episcopum 
cum bona eleemosyna et petivit, ut omnes conventus sui dominii ad vitam regularem reformarentur. 
126
 Cf. Chapter 3, and  Chapter 8 on prelates. 
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seculares – either in writing or verbally – had  to be excommunicated  and  cursed .
127
 In 
his reform treatise, Nider is also very critical towards th e Conventual Dominicans; 
for instance when he said  that d ispensations were a licence to enter hell. Moreover, 
he stated  in his introduction that a scandal over the non -reformed religion would  be 
preferable to hid ing the truth.
128
 Still, Nider wrote the text at the request of the master 
general and  therefore had  his support. This explains why his treatise could  be 
successful, whereas Uytenhove’s treatise was prohibited . Uytenhove went one step 
further: he wrote that a non-Observant way of life was damnable, and  those who 
consciously continued  living in a non-Observant way were exposed  ‘not without the 
greatest danger’ to the ‘tremendous judgment of God’. Although it was forbidden 
initially, Uytenhove’s treatise eventually was ed ited  in Toulouse, in 1605, in a 
collection entitled  De reformatione religiosorum, together with the letter of Raymond of 
Capua to Cardinal Philip  d’Alençon from 1395, Nider’s reform  treatise and  an 
apologetic text by Girolamo Savonarola.
129
  
It would  be worthwile to compare Dominican reform treatises with similar 
writings by authors of other religious orders, such as Johannes Hagen (d . 1475-6), 
who wrote De reformatione religiosorum et modo practicandi and  De reformatione et 
instructione visitationis in ordine Augustinensi (which had  a large influence within the 
Bursfeld  reform movement), Jacob the Carthusian (d . 1465), who produced a Formula 
reformandi religionis and  De reformatione monialium, Dionysius of Rijkel (d . 1471), 
known for his De reformatione claustralium and  De reformatione monialium,
130
 or 
Heinrich Toke, who in 1446 wrote a reform treatise for reformed Cistercian nuns, De 
virginibus reformatis in Woltingerode apud Goslariam .
131
 In that way, it would  be possible 
to compare reform themes and  find  out whether or not it is feasible to d istinguish 
between d istinctive, order-bound, Observant identities.
132
 
 
Reform was not only a central theme in such treatises as written by Bitterfeld , Nider 
and  Uytenhove, but also in chronicles by Observant Dominicans. Some parts of these 
chronicles are not just historical depictions of the development of Observant reform, 
                                                          
127
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 232r: Item qui apud seculares scripto vel verbo diffamat aliquem fratrem, aut querit ut 
aliquis frater eiciatur de aliquo conventu per eondem [sic] ipso facto est excomunicatus et maledictus. 
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 Nider, De reformatione, prologus: Melius est, ut scandalum oriatur, quam veritas relinquatur. 
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 Duval, ‘L’observance au féminin’, 180. Jacques de Palude, De reformatione religiosorum, authore B. 
Raymond o de Capua (Toulouse, 1605). 
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but straightforward  exhortations or pleas for Observance. Especially in those par ts, 
the overlap with reform treatises is apparent.
133
  
The order historian Johannes Meyer partially repeated  Nider’s reform treatise 
at the end  of his Buch der reformacio predigerordens.
134
 There, Meyer inserted ‘an 
admonishing speech that all brothers and  sisters should  willingly be reformed to the 
spirituality of their order’.
135
 The speech starts with the remark that not only in the 
Dominican order, but also in other orders, such as the Canons Regular and  the Order 
of Friars Minor convents and  monasteries are reformed to a ‘spiritual life’. Meyer’s 
principal message was that friars who opposed  reforms, tried  to exculpate 
themselves in several ways, but on insufficient grounds.
136
 Meyer first quoted  the 
excuses Conventuals used  in opposition to reform , and  then refuted  each argument, 
making use of several authorities, such as Johannes Nider’s treatise and Raymond of 
Capua’s letter to Cardinal Philippe d’Alençon. This demonstrates that there was a 
d iscernable Dominican Observant ideological unity. The h eritage of Raymond of 
Capua and  Johannes Nider was honored  and  continued  by later Observant 
reformers. 
Some opponents to reform, Meyer stated , objected  that God d id  not give them 
the grace to be reformed .
137
 Meyer refuted  the argument, saying: ‘it is not God who 
does not want to give the grace, but man who does not want to receive it’. Meyer 
reproduced elements of Nider’s reform treatise: opponents of reform claimed that 
human nature had  changed since the ord er’s foundation, and  that they were not 
strong enough to cope with an Observant life,
138
 or stated  that they simply continued  
the customs of their fathers and  therefore were not at fault. Moreover, they claimed 
that also non-reformed Dominicans could  be very wise and  learned . Why, then, 
should  the peace be d isturbed  by Observant reform?
 
Like the authors of the reform 
treatises, Meyer responded to each objection: nobody was too weak to live in 
obedience, chastity and  poverty, and  a d isruptive custom could  not be considered  a 
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 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV, 38: Söltent wir unsren orden halten, so werent wir zü blöd, won die natur 
ist nit so starck als for alter ziten. Cf. Nider, De reformatione, part 1, chap ter x and  xii. 
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law. It was not acceptable to cultivate habits that went against the principles of 
spiritual life.
139
 Raymond of Capua had  already d iscussed  a fourth objection: the 
reform would  d ivide the order. Christianity should  be reformed as a whole, at  once: 
why should  the Dominicans take the lead? Since Nider already had  countered  this 
line of argument, Meyer summarily referred  the reader who wanted  to know more to 
his reform treatise.
140
 
Meyer’s plea for Observance concluded with  the authority of St Thomas 
Aquinas. He reminded his audience of the importance of the three religious vows, 
the rule and  constitu tions of the order, and  obedience to the order hierarchy. 
Dominican friars and  nuns, Meyer emphasized , should  conform to the rule and  
constitutions not as servants, compelled  to bear a yoke, but as free people, under the 
grace of God .
141
 
 
Johannes of Mainz’s Vita fratrum likewise contains chapters that are not focused  on 
historical events or persons, but constitute a straightforward  plea for the valid ity and 
importance of Observant reform. Johannes of Mainz wished  to demonstrate that 
Observant reform was a good and d ivine work, and  to prove this, he listed  seven 
‘signs’, or arguments (after the seven seals in the Apocalypse).
142
 According to Mainz, 
reform was realized  out of love and  for the honor of the Church. God showered  
Observant convents with grace, and  Observant communities contributed  to the glory 
of the Lord . Another sign that Mainz put forward  was that popes, princes and  city 
councils supported  reform. Moreover, God gave the Observant convents new 
novices. The friars worked  together and  tried  to make improvements. Yet another 
divine sign was that many ‘unfaithful friars’ awaited  a bad  end: one drowned, and 
another d ied  lonely in the midst of a forest. 
Following this, Johannes of Mainz described  the virtues necessary for the 
survival of the Dominican Observance: 1) watchfulness of superiors; 2) compassion 
for the punished; 3) circumspection with regard  to property; 4) the preservation of 
peace and  harmony among the friars; 5) avoidance of anger; 6) humble service, also 
from superiors; 7) worthy celebration of the liturgy; 8) avoidance of every kind  of 
slander; 9) avoidance of ‘dryness of heart’ (ariditas cordium); 10) the necessity of love 
and  fear of God.
143
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140
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 Egger, Beiträge zur Geschichte, 51. Part 2, Cap. 10 : De signis profectus et de factis observancie. 
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 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, II, Cap. 10. 
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In his next chapter, Johannes of Mainz inserted  a straightforward  exhortation 
for the maintenance of Observance. As Franz Egger has previously observed , the 
author’s instructions were formulated  in rather general terms and  were not very 
concrete.
144
 The exhortion was meant to inspire and  comfort the friars who read  it. 
Johannes of Mainz d id  not simply describe the rules that had  to be followed, but 
aimed at formulating the tenets of a fundamental attitude necessary for an Observant 
life. The friars needed to be attentive and  positive; they had  to strive towards 
improvements, and  had  to keep the original zeal alive – if not, scandals would  
inevitably arise. In the eyes of the chronicler, Observant reform was not a moment in 
the history of the friary.
145
 On the contrary, one had  to work every day, continuously, 
for its preservation and  endurance. 
Similar texts that aimed at promoting Observant reform can be found in 
manuscripts originating from female Dominican communities. The fourth and  most 
extensive part of what is known as the ‘Schwesternbuch’ of St Gall is essentially a 
handbook for an Observant life – a mirror of Observance.
146
 Based  on the letters 
written by Kunigunda Haller, the Observant prioress of the Dominican nunnery St 
Katharina in Nuremberg, it is ordered  systematically around the customs and  
obligations of the Nuremberg nuns, so that it could  function as an addition to the 
constitutions and  as an example to follow. It starts with an introduction by Elisabeth 
Muntprat, which explains that Kunigunda advised  the nuns of St Gall ‘in all 
spirituality‘, and  ‘answered  all our questions as we desired  about how they observed 
the rule, as is written hereafter’.
147
 The St Gall manuscript then  explains how the 
Nuremberg sisters lived  an Observant life and  offers examples to imitate.
148
 
 
Narrat ing the origins of Observant  reform 
The first section of this chapter has shown how Dominican chroniclers depicted  the 
decline of their order, for instance by pointing at the occurence of the Black Death to 
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explain the beginnings of ‘conventuality’. The second  section introduced  reform 
treatises written by Dominican authors, and  demonstrated  that some chronicles 
likewise exhibited  straightforward  exhortations to support the Observance, and  
therefore show overlap w ith these reform treatises. The final section of this chapter 
will d iscuss the ways in which Dominican chroniclers fashioned the beginnings of 
the Dominican Observance.  
The oldest chronicle that deals with Dominican Observant reform was written 
by Thomas of Siena between 1406 and 1408, and  centers on the origins of a ‘regular 
d iscipline’ in Venice.
149
 Thomas claimed that ‘a certain’ reform (aliqualis ordinis 
praedicatorum reformatio) of the Order of Preachers had  started  in the German lands in 
1389, under the leadership of Conrad  of Prussia. It is revealing that he used  the word  
aliqualis: this was not the start of the Observant reform movement, but a certain reform 
initiative. Thomas explained  that this initiative obtained  the support of master 
general Raymond of Capua, who ordered  that in every Dominican province there 
had  to be at least one convent where the regular observance should  flourish. It was in 
this context that the friary of Venice began to pursue reforms along Observant 
lines.
150
 According to Thomas, this caused  an increase in the number of brothers who 
wanted  to live ‘in a good way’.
151
 He referred  for instance to friar  Johannes de 
Duracio, who rejected  a bishopric and  joined  the Observant Venetian friary instead , 
because he was ‘attracted  by the odor of regular Observance’.
152
 Thomas explained 
furthermore how ‘regular Observance’ grew and spread  in the Venetian area, 
pointing out that the friaries in Chioggia, Citta d i Castello, and  SS. Giovanni e Paoli 
in Venice became Observant thanks to the support from Raymond of Capua, the 
Venetian citizens and  the duke of Venice.
153
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For more information on Conrad  of Prussia, we are dependent on the writings 
of Johannes Meyer, who wrote his most important works in the 1460s – six decades 
after Thomas of Siena. In his vernacular Buch der reformacio predigerordens (1468), 
Meyer depicted  the beginning of Observant reform in his order province as follows: 
Conrad  of Prussia read  the rule and  constitutions of his order, compared  them to the 
lives of the Dominican friars and  sisters around him, and  understood the great 
d iscrepancy between the two. At the general chapter of the Order of Preachers in 
Vienna in 1388, he stood up in the presence of hundreds of friars, put a rope around 
his neck, and  said  that he deserved  death, because he d id  not respect the rule and  
constitutions.
154
 Many friars were moved by his performance and  the general chapter 
decided  to give him a convent where he could  strictly observe the precepts of the 
order. The next year, in 1389, Conrad  became prior of the reformed friary of Colmar – 
the first Dominican Observant friary – with thirty ‘brave and  laudable’ Observant 
friars.
155
 
It is worthwhile to point out that Meyer d id  not reproduce exactly the same 
story in his Latin Chronica brevis (1470). In this chronicle, which was not d irected  to 
nuns but to Innocent of Vienna, the general vicar of the Teutonia order province, 
Meyer d id  not include Conrad’s dramatic performance at the general chapter of 
Vienna. Instead  Meyer narrated  in his Latin work that Conrad  ‘audaciously’ and  ‘in 
front of all’ addressed  the master general and asked  him for a place where he and  his 
followers could  serve God, live in regular Observance, preach and  be fruitful to 
souls. Meyer added that he was not sure whether Conrad made this request at a 
general or provincial chapter.
156
 This suggests that Meyer, in his Latin Chronica brevis, 
aspired  at a less dramatic and  more nuanced  narrative with a higher level of 
historical veracity.
157
 
Conrad  of Prussia stood out as the ear liest Observant model in the German 
lands. In his De viris illustribus, Meyer called  him ‘the first initiator of reform and 
Observance of our order in the parts of Alemania, through whom God has operated 
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great and  mighty deeds’.
158
 For his Buch der reformacio, Meyer collected  material to 
promote his cult, such as testimonies concerning Conrad’s holiness.
159
 For example, 
one nobleman witnessed  that Conrad’s face was so bright that it was impossible to 
look at him.
160
 Meyer’s motivation is understandable. Not only was Conrad  credited 
with taking the initiative for Observant reform, he had  also been confessor in 
Schönensteinbach and  was buried  in the convent church there. Since Meyer’s Buch 
der reformacio was primarily d irected  at the nuns of Schönensteinbach, he dev oted 
plenty of space to the remembrance of one of the community’s most noteworthy 
confessors. As mentioned  elsewhere, Johannes Meyer advertised  his books in letters 
d irected  to Dominican nuns. Meyer wanted  to make clear that his books both offered 
education and  consolation, and  greatly honored  the nuns. This example fits perfectly 
with Winston-Allen’s remark that Observants desired  ‘to provide vernacular table 
readings and  suitable materials with which to educate newly reformed women in the 
spirituality of the Observance’.
161
  
When looking at the way in which Observant authors fashioned the beginning 
of Observance in their texts, we have to note the importance attributed  to Catherine 
of Siena (d . 1380). There is important scholarship on Catherine of Siena, but  the way 
she was remembered  and  used  within the Dominican Observant movement is 
relatively unstudied . For example, the 2012 companion to Catherine of Siena does not 
dedicate a separate chapter to her remembrance within the Dominican Observant 
movement, although this is the main context for her veneration. Several Observant 
authors considered  her as the inspiration for Dominican Observant reform. They 
stressed  that Catherine greatly influenced  three pivotal figures within the pristine 
Observant movement in Italy: Raymond of Capua, Thomas of Siena, and  Giovanni 
Dominici.
162
 These three men were also the main protagonists of Catherine’s 
canonization, which was finally achieved  in 1461. They viewed  Catherine as the 
personification of ‘Observant’ virtues, although, in reality, she d id  not even belong to 
the Dominican family, since the Dominican Third  Order was not yet officially 
established  at the moment of her death.
163
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When Catherine d ied  in 1380, Raymond of Capua, who had  been her 
confessor, became master general of the Dominicans of the Roman obedience. 
Raymond wrote the most authoritative life of Catherine, the Legenda Maior 
(illustration 17).
164
 Johannes Meyer wrote that Catherine cured  this ‘first reformer of 
the order’ with her prayers.
165
 Thomas of Siena made an abbreviated  version of 
Raymond’s Legenda, translated  it into the Italian vernacular, wrote a supplement to it, 
and  promoted Catherine of Siena in his sermons.
166
 Thomas’s scriptorium in Venice 
was one of the pivotal centers of transmission of writings by and  about Catherine.
167
 
The Legenda maior became an important vehicle for a reformed religious identity. 
Thomas forwarded  a copy of the legend to the first Observant Dominican nuns of 
San Domenico in Pisa.
168
 
According to order chronicler Borselli, Thomas was such a zealot for the 
sanctity and  life of Catherine of Siena that he mentioned  her in nearly every sermon 
he preached. Thomas of Siena’s own chronicle d iscusses how the life of Catherine 
spread  in Observant houses. He recorded  that Raymond brou ght him his legend of 
Catherine of Siena, that he copied  it and  kept it in the reformed Venetian friary of 
San Giovanni e Paolo.
169
 He also made a trip  to Siena, where he obtained  Catherine’s 
cloak and  two volumes containing her letters, which he later reorganized .
170
 
The Italian narratives that bore a Dominican Observant identity, such as 
Thomas of Siena’s history, and  Raymond of Capua’s Legenda maior, quickly spread  to 
Nuremberg, the main Observant center in the German lands.
171
 From there, these 
narratives were further d isseminated  along Observant networks. The substantial 
number of fifteenth-century manuscripts containing a life of Catherine – both in 
Latin and  the vernacular – prove that, at that time, Catherine of Siena was by far the 
most popular saint affiliated  with the Dominican order. For example, the nuns of St 
Katharina in St Gall possessed  six copies of the biography of Catherine of Siena.
172
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Catherine was remembered  as a source of inspiration for both Dominican men 
and  women. Johannes Meyer wrote that Catherine’s great reputation inspired  lay 
women in Nuremberg to take up the Dominican habit.
173
 The nuns of San Domenico 
in Pisa, the first Observant Dominican nunnery, had  close ties with Catherine: for 
example, the vita on Maria Mancini, one of the first nuns of the community, explains 
that Catherine taught her how to live.
174
 Sister Bartolomea Riccoboni (c. 1369-1440) 
wrote a chronicle on the foundation, growth and  communal life of the Observant 
Venetian convent Corpus Domini, and  drew up biographical portraits of the nuns 
who had  d ied . Giovanni Dominici, who founded the convent, received  a prominent 
place in her writings. Riccoboni stated  that Dominici appealed  to Catherine of Siena 
and ‘received  from her that grace so that in his day there was no preacher more 
outstanding’.
175
 At the end  of the fifteenth century, the rad ical reformer Girolamo 
Savonarola likewise praised  Catherine of Siena in his writings and  sermons, and  
incited  his audience to read  her life. Tamar Herzig h as shown that Catherine of Siena 
remained  an essential model to the women associated  with the Savonarolan reform 
movement until at least the beginning of the sixteenth century.
176
 
Although male reformers often acknowledged the importance of Catherine of 
Siena as source of insp iration for the Dominican Observance, we have to be aware of 
gendered  prejudices in their writings. Catherine Mooney warned  that, whereas 
Catherine of Siena appears in her own letters as a ´lively, assertive and  self-assured  
apostle continually intervening in affairs of the world’, these traits are ‘largely 
missing from Raymond of Capua’s account of this saint’.
177
 Likewise, male reformers 
writing about the reform of nuns’ convents tended to emphasize the importance of 
male supervision over Observant nuns – thereby crediting their own reformatory 
activities. According to them, the nunneries would  inevitably fall back to irregular 
d isorder without this male supervision, because women were weak by nature. As we 
have seen above, Antoninus of Florence explained  the decline of nunneries by stating 
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that the friars had  failed  in their duty of supervision. The case of St Gall, where the 
women started  a reform themselves, proves that this was not always true.
178
 
The anonymous biographer of Chiara Gambacorta offers an interesting alternative 
version of the beginnings of Dominican Observance. As Sylvie Duval pointed  out, 
already before Raymond’s call for reform in 1390, Chiara Gambacorta (c. 1362-1419) 
had  erected  the first Dominican Observant nunnery: San Domenico in Pisa. Pope 
Urban VI approved the community in 1385.
179
 The Vita della beata Chiara Gambacorta 
states it was in fact Chiara who had  inspired  Giovanni Dominici and  Thomas of 
Siena to take up an Observant life: 
 
‘The men were struck that the women were beating them in virtue, since at that time, 
almost no convent observed a communal life. And so, the religious orders had 
declined , and  when this new light appeared  to the world , she was deservedly called 
Chiara. When some devout friars heard  this, among whom friar Giovanni Dominici 
and  friar Thomas of Siena, and other devout friars, by a saintly envy, they started  an 
Observant convent in the city of Venice.’
180
 
 
This passage shows the pride felt by the anonymous author that theirs was the first 
Dominican Observant convent of the era. It offers an interesting example of a d istinct 
self-awareness of these Dominican Observant women.
181
 According to this life, 
Gambacorta was a key figure in the pristine Dominican Observant movement.
182
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When reading Thomas of Siena’s history on the spread  of the regular life in 
Venice, one gains the impression that these first ‘Observant’ Dominicans indeed  
formed a closely-knit network and  kept in frequent communication with each 
other.
183
 Thomas included letters of Domenico da Peccioli, the first confessor of the 
Observant nunnery San Domenico of Pisa, in his text. Thomas of Siena wrote that he 
made trips to visit other Observant Dominicans. With Giovanni Dominici, he went to 
Pisa, where they were received  with ‘extraord inary charity by both the friars and  the 
nuns’, among whom Chiara Gambacorta, the ‘famous servant of Christ’.
184
 Thomas of 
Siena confirmed that the convent Chiara founded ‘was the model for the convent of 
Corpus Domini of Venice’,
185
 but he d id  not reveal that Chiara’s example had  enticed 
him, with Dominici, to found an Observant convent. As we have seen above, Thomas 
of Siena himself located  the origins of Dominican reform not in Pisa, but in the 
German lands. He d id  not mention the alleged  agency of Chiara Gambacor ta. 
Subsequent Dominican chroniclers d id  not have first -hand knowledge of the 
pristine Observant movement. As mentioned  in Chapter 3, Girolamo Borselli relied  
on Thomas of Siena for the early history of the reform movement in Italy and  
inserted  Thomas of Siena’s Tractatus into his own chronicle.
186
 The Bolognese 
chronicler therefore repeated  that in 1389 Conrad  of Prussia started  ‘a certain reform 
of the Order of Preachers’ in the German lands with the support from Raymond of 
Capua, but he was not able to provide additional information about any of these two 
friars.
187
 Ambrosius Taegius (d . 1527) was better informed. Although Taegius’s 
Chronica maior was largely dependent on Borselli, the author also had  access to Epp’s 
De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum, which, as we have seen previously, itself 
relied  heavily on Johannes Meyer. In line with Meyer and  Epp, Taegius called  
Raymond of Capua in his Chronica maior the ‘first reformer of the order’ and  the 
‘greatest zealot for souls’.
188
 In his De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum, he literally copied  
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Epp’s (and  thus Meyer’s) description of Conrad  of Prussia, and  thus lauded Conrad  
of Prussia as the one who started  reform in the German lands.
189
 Leandro Alberti later 
rephrased  in Ciceronian Latin what he had  found w ritten in Taegius’s work and 
wrote that Conrad  was the primus in Germania ordinis nostri institutionum ac 
cerimoniarum instaurator.
190
 
While most Dominican Observant authors acknowledged the inspiration of 
Catherine of Siena, they frequently focused  their attention on a person who stood 
close to their primary audience.
191
 In this way, Conrad  of Prussia is lauded in the Buch 
der reformacio predigerordens and  Giovanni Dominici in the writings of the Venetian 
nun Riccoboni. In Pisa, Chiara Gambacorta took a prom inent place in the Observant 
memory. Depending on the criteria used , one could  choose a year between 1385 and 
1391 as the beginning of Dominican Observance. Borselli and  Taegius, the main 
Dominican order chroniclers of Italy, followed Thomas of Siena and  chose 1389: the 
year in which Conrad  of Prussia reformed the friary of Colmar. 
 
Conflict ing ident it ies 
The existence of Observant identities and  the conflicts between Observants and 
Conventuals are visible in many Dominican historical narratives. Both Girolamo 
Borselli and  Ambrosius Taegius, who produced the largest order chronicles 
d iscussed  in this book, had  a strong Observant identity. Several passages in their 
chronicles testify to this. Whereas Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens, can be 
considered  a genuine reform chronicle, since it primarily depicted  the reform 
movement, Borselli and  Taegius, although both Observant Dominicans, aimed at 
provid ing a more general history of the order.
192
 In comparison to, e.g. the chronicle 
of Johannes of Mainz’s Vita fratrum, the structure of their chronicles is less 
antithetical. Nevertheless, in their works Observance is an important paradigm and 
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they included stories that emphasized  the risks of living a ‘Conventual life’. One 
example is an anecdote in Ambrosius Taegius’s Chronica brevis about a certain 
Dominican master in theology, who d ied  in Nice around 1470:  
 
 ‘When, as is the custom, his brothers celebrated  the funeral services above his body, 
he rose up from his litter and , sitting, he began to shout loudly: ‘I am damned, I am 
damned!’ The friars were terrified and almost all escaped, but those who stayed said 
to him: ‘What do you say, master?’ And he said  them: ‘For my judgment and your 
example, I am damned because of my possessions and no one can liberate me, not 
your prayers, not the whole world , not the whole celestial curia.’ And after he  spoke 
like this, he fell back on his litter , dead. But two of the friars who saw and heard  this, 
left the lax life and  came to an Observant life. They told  all this.’
193
 
 
This anecdote, which also shows that Observant chroniclers d id  not always shun 
miracles, especially when they could  be used  to support the Observant cause, had  a 
clear function in the chronicle: it warned Dominican friars to observe the rule and 
constitutions of the order. If they d id  not do this, they risked  damnation. On the one 
hand, the anecdote had  to encourage regular Observance, on the other hand, it could 
confirm Observant friars in what they saw as their superior way of life. Also in other 
cases Taegius’s rhetoric betrays the existence of conflicting Observant and 
Conventual identities. For example, when d iscussing a conflict between Observants 
and  Conventuals in Lodi, he referred  to the Conventual friars as fratres conventuales, 
whereas he called  the victorious opponents ‘our friars’ (fratres nostri) – in this case, 
the Observant friars of the congregation of Lombardy, to which Taegius himself 
belonged.
194
 
Chapter 3 already demonstrated  that Borselli was very concerned  about the 
progress of regular Observance within the Dominican order. Borselli was a partisan 
of the Observant congregation of Lombardy and  considered  himself an Observant 
friar. In his chronicle, he would  defend the existence of Observant congregations, for 
example by includ ing the papal concessions that supported  the Observant 
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congregation of Lombardy in his chronicle.
195
 At the same time, Borselli’s chronicle 
problematized  the categories ‘Observant’ and ‘Conventual’. Borselli d id  not offer an 
idealized  and  harmonious picture of a coherent Observant ‘movement’. According to 
our chronicler, some convents that had  never been reformed lived  more honestly 
than those so-called  reformed convents in Tuscia that had  relapsed .
196
 He also 
informed about conflicts between d ifferent groups of Observants. He d ifferentiated 
between groups of reformers: some were very Observant, others less so, and  they 
could  be at loggerheads over the course to follow. At a chapter meeting of the friars 
of regular life in Bologna in 1469, a conflict arose over th e election of the vicar of the 
congregation of Lombardy. Thomas de Leuco was chosen, but, according to Borselli, 
those who were ‘less religious and  wanted  to d iminish  the regular life’ supported  
another candidate: Girolamo Parlasca.
197
 This resulted  in a d ivision that, accord ing to 
Borselli, lasted  for almost three years. Santa Maria degli Angeli in Ferrara, San Marco 
in Florence, and  the convents of Modena and  Fiesole adhered  to Girolamo Parlasca. 
This group was supported  by Borso d’Este, d uke of Ferrara, who tried  to obtain 
papal support for the d ivision. Borselli identified  the principal supporters of 
Parlasca: these friars were ‘less religious’, and  lived  with ‘little  Observance’.
198
 
Borselli implied  that these ‘less religious’ friars were rewarded  for their support to 
Parlasca: ‘they were made masters in theology’.
199
  
 Borselli underlined  that in the convent of San Marco, there was still a ‘very 
Observant’ friar: Sanctes de Florentia, a d isciple of Antoninus of Florence, who tried  
to imitate Antoninus in many things. When the duke of Ferrara d ied , the d ivision 
came to an end . Jacob of Aragon succeeded Thomas de Leuco as vicar. Borselli 
stressed  that none of the friars who had  been promoted  to higher offices by Parlasca 
was accepted  back in the congregation of Lombardy, although they wanted  to return 
to it. Borselli explained  why: ‘the said  congregation had , among other good things, 
this good aspect: namely that in her no masters were made, if not for the necessity of 
the studium of Bologna.’
200
 In this way, Borselli insinuated  that outside the 
congregation, the prestigious magisterium theologiae title was instrumentalized  to 
reward  and  satisfy ambitious friars. Chapter 8 will provide further examples how 
Borselli wrote about Observance, and  will show that, accord ing to him, some so-
called  ‘Observant’ master generals, d id  not always stick to regular Observance. 
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Conclusion 
Observant reform was both a societal need  and  an internal self-correction of a 
religious order.
201
 Although the treatise of Johannes Uytenhove was requested  by a 
secular ruler, the reform treatises of Henry of Bitterfeld  and  Johannes Nider  suggest 
that Dominican Observant reform s started  as an order-internal affaire. At the same 
time, when members of the Dominican order used  the word  reformatio, they d id  not 
only think about their own order. Looking at the reform treatises and  the careers of 
its authors, it becomes clear that their ultimate ambition was a reform of all religious 
orders, the clergy, and , in fact, society as a whole. As they knew this could  not 
happen at once, they tried to reform their order first, starting with individual 
communities. Raymond of Capua’s reform strategy, which ordered  that in every 
province there had  to be at least one Observant friary, resulted  in the appearance of 
two categories of Dominicans: Observants and  Conventuals. Some Observants came 
to associate the word reformatio with everything that was good. An anonymous 
Observant friar summarized  the reform treatise of Johannes Uytenhove in the 
following way: 
 
‘Reformatio pleases God, saves the religious, edifies the people, reconciles sinners and 
pacifies the conscience. It feeds devotion, the acquaintance with Scripture, preaching 
skills, the authority to correct, the security of advice, and , in general, brings grace and  
blessing to the whole commonwealth.’
202
 
 
The norms of a reformed religious life circulated  along with the production and 
d issemination of institutional narratives, such as the reform treatises and  chronicles 
d iscussed  in this chapter: the Observants were not only religious and  social, but also 
textual communities. The writings and  deeds of Thomas of Siena are indicative of the 
way in which early Observants honored  the literary and  hagiographical legacy of 
Catherine of Siena. Thomas of Siena’s chronicle likewise included the first documents 
that dealt with Dominican Observant reform, such as the letter of Raymond of Capua 
in which he defended his reform strategy, and  Johannes of Meyer’s chronicle 
repeated  arguments put forward  in Johannes Nider’s reform treatise, which, in turn, 
was partly inspired  by Henry of Bitterfeld’s treatise of 1389. Meyer promoted  his 
works of reform with recourse to his own Observant networks. Later Observant 
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chroniclers, such as Borselli and  Taegius, further spread  the content of the works 
written by their Observant predecessors. 
By the end  of the fifteenth century, Observants had  replaced  Conventuals in 
the Dominican hierarchy: under pressure of Rome, the master generals were 
increasingly selected  from Observant houses.
203
 The majority of ‘Observants’ had 
become less fervent in their ideals – to the d iscontent of more rad ical Observant 
reformers, such as Girolamo Savonarola and  his followers.
204
 A moderate form of 
Observance was promoted , while the voices of more polemical Observant reformers 
were silenced . Illustrative is the case of Johannes Uytenhove, the vicar of the 
reformed Dominican congregation of Holland . In his reform treatise for the duke of 
Burgundy, he stated  that non-Observants were not useful to the Christian people, 
caused  scandals, and  could  only d ie damned. At the general chapter of 1473, his 
treatise was prohibited  because it defamed non-reformed friars. Stories that warned 
Dominicans of the damnable consequences of a non -Observant life circulated  more 
often in Observant chronicles, but those texts were written for other Dominican 
audiences. Uytenhove’s treatise was primarily forbidden because it was not done to 
badmouth members of the order apud seculares. 
Master generals, such as Vincent Bandelli (r. 1501-1506) and  Thomas de Vio 
Cajetan (1508-1518), were eager to save the unity of the order and  wanted  to prevent 
what was happening among the Franciscans, where the polemics between 
Observants and  Conventuals eventually led  to a permanent d ivision in 1517.
205
 
Therefore, they limited  the institutional independence of Observant congregations 
and , at the same time, pressed  Conventuals to tighten their d iscipline.
206
 This trend  
towards unity is visible in Dominican institu tional narratives. Whereas in the 1450s 
Johannes Meyer had  written a book with the Observant reform of his order as an 
exclusive theme, the opposition between Conventuals and  Observants was left out of 
the first printed chronicles of the Dominican order: Alberto Castello’s Brevis et 
compendiosa cronica de magistris generalibus et viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum , 
issued  by the Venetian publisher Lazarus de Soard is in 1504, 1506 and  1516, was 
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adopted  as the official history of the Dominican order. It was meant to serve the 
order as a whole and  therefore had  to contribute to internal harmony and exhibit this 
to the wider world .
207
 Hence, the author was silent about the conflicts caused  by 
Observant reforms. Without blaming individual Dominican friars, the narrative 
implicitly explained  why the order had  to be reformed: Dominicans had  been 
defamed, Black Death had  wreaked havoc in Europe, and  the schism had  d ivided  
Christianity, including the religious orders. Castello introduced  Raymond of Capua’s 
generalate in a separate chapter, adding importance to his reform atory activities. He 
informed that Raymond of Capua started  to reform the order in Venice and  implied  
that, from that moment on, the reform of the order was inevitable. Castello d id  not 
reveal that the Observant reform caused  internal conflicts, but only informed his 
readers to what extent master generals promoted  the reform.
208
 In this way, he 
simplified  the whole process of Observant reform in the order.
209
 Although the 
progression of Observant reform is still a theme (and  therefore Castello’s chronicle 
has an ‘Observant’ character), the conflicts surrounding the Observant movement 
were not described  in the way they had  been d iscussed  in the manuscripts of authors 
such as Johannes Meyer and  Girolamo Borselli.
210
 
 Likewise, the progress of Observant reform was not thematized  separately in 
Leandro Alberti’s monumental collection of illustrious Dominicans published  in 
1517. Alberti only touched on the spread  of Observant reform in his portrait of 
master general Raymond of Capua. He explained  that Raymond of Capua started  to 
restore the religious life and  that from that moment on the Observance of the rule 
and  constitutions increased: 
 
‘This small beginning led  to a great expansion. […] in our age, nearly our whole order 
has been guided  towards the real way of observing the customs of our fathers – 
thanks to the care of many prelates, and  with the help of the greatest God’.
211
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 Castello’s chronicle had  an official character, see Chapter 2 and  3.  
208
 Castello, Brevissima chronica (Venice, 1506), consulted  in the ed ition of Martène and  Durand  on 
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 Leandro Alberti, De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum, fol. 44r: Quo parvo initio, magnum 
incrementum subsequutum est. […] ex debili principio, iam fere totus ordo noster, hac nostra aetate, ad verum 
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Hence, according to Leandro Alberti, ‘nearly the whole order’ had become Observant 
by 1517. Although the Dominican order was not completely reformed, an Observant 
identity had  at least become integral to the overall identity of the Dominican 
institution. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
observandi modum nostrarum Institutionum, praefectis pluribus ord. curantibus, deo opt. max. opitulante, 
deductus est. 
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CHAPTER 7: STRATEGIES OF OBSERVANT LEGITIMATION  
Scholars long accepted  at face value, and  sometimes slavishly repeated , what reform 
chroniclers were concerned  to prove, and  thus often exaggerated the great contrast 
between the religious life before and  after the implementation of Observant reforms. 
Michael Tavuzzi complains that important modern Dominican historians, like Daniel 
Antonin Mortier, have considered  the history of the order as the history of the reform 
of the order, and  therefore have neglected  the history of the Conventuals.
1
 Michael A. 
Vargas justly warns that this ‘inherited  master narrative’ of ‘success, d isciplinary 
decline, and  reform’ that is constructed  by friar-historians is a generalization that 
obscures plurality.
2
 Since we are mostly dependent on Observant histories for our 
information concerning order developments in the fifteenth century, it becomes 
understandable why modern historians have ‘inherited’ a narrative of decline and 
reform.
3
 The focus of these Observant authors was on the spread  and  development of 
the Observant movement. As a result, non-reformed or ‘Conventual’ ways of life 
within the various orders were neglected  – or mainly used  as an example to avoid .
4
 
Modern historians should  be much more aware of the deliberate d ichotomies in 
reform narratives and  of the partisan  way in which Observant chroniclers tried  to 
promote and  vindicate Observant reform. This chapter is intended  to add  to this 
awareness. It cannot provide Conventual perspectives, but it will show why 
Observants were more active historians than Conventuals and  analyze what 
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(Rome, 2002), 281-293 (here 281). Uffmann, Wie in einem Rosengarten, 108-109. Klaus Schreiner, 
‘Erneuerung durch Erinnerung. Reformstreben, Geschichtsbewusstsein und  Geschichtsschreibung im 
benediktinischen Mönchtum Südw estdeutschlands an der Wende vom 15. Zum 16. Jahrhundert,’ in 
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(Sigmaringen, 1988), 35-89 (here 86). Constance Proksch, Klosterreform und Geschichtsschreibung im 
Spätmittelalter (Cologne, 1994), 11; Anne Winston-Allen, Convent Chronicles: Women Writing about 
Women and Reform in the Late Middle Ages (University Park, 2004), xv. Cf. my essay ‘Observance as 
Parad igm’. 
4
 In the same period , there were also flourishing Conventual communities. See for example: Henrik 
Roelvink, Franciscans in Sweden: Medieval Remnants of Franciscan Activities (Assen, 1998). 
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narrative strategies they employed  and  what topoi they used  to legitimize the 
existence of Observant branches. Thus, a better understanding will be gained  of the 
constructed  and  highly ideological nature of the Observant representation of 
Dominican history.  
 
There are several reasons why Observants significantly outnumbered  Conventuals as 
authors of historical and  hagiographical narratives. Since Observants considered  
their way of life as conforming to the rules and  institutions of their pristine fathers, 
they had  an impetus to look back to that past in which their rules had  come into 
being and  supposedly had  been fully observed , if only to legitimize their Observant 
endeavor as being in line with their order’s early past. 
 Scholars make mention of an ‘explosion of literature’ in Observant convents.
5
 
Observants improved the book culture in their communities and  encouraged the 
level of literacy. This also stimulated  the growth of historical interests.
6
 In St Gall, for 
example, the link between reform and history writing is clear. After the cloister of St 
Gall was enclosed  (in 1483), the interest in the reading and  writing of historical 
works increased  immediately. The women copied  Meyer’s Buch der reformacio 
predigerordens twice, and  simultaneously started  to write down their own history.
7
 
Meyer wrote in his Amterbuch that enclosed  women could  find  sp iritual consolation 
in books.
8
 Activities such as reading and  copying constituted  an essential part of the 
lives of Dominican Observant nuns.
9
 
Institutional texts written by male Dominicans provide further proof that 
remembrance of past roots was considered  very important in newly reformed 
communities. Johannes of Mainz wrote in his chronicle that in the reformed Basel 
friary it was a ‘laudable custom’ to read  the legends of Dominican ‘fathers’ during 
the meals.
10
 He remembered  that during leisure time the friars, ‘as a group or in 
pairs’, were accustomed to d iscuss the famous characteristics of the Dominican order 
                                                          
5
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(de insignibus ordinis).
11
 The chronicle also informs us that Johannes Nider wanted  the 
friars to pray for their predecessors who were buried  in the cloister.
12
 In this way, the 
Observant prior increased  the historical consciousness of the community members. 
For Observant Dominican nuns reading vitae of exemplary Dominican friars and  
nuns was an important activity as well. Johannes Meyer wrote the Buch der 
Reformacio for the Observant nuns in Schönensteinbach, and  dedicated  separate 
chapters to the friars who were buried  there. Meyer wanted  the nuns to know who 
they were, and  what they had  done for the community. 
Pierre Mandonnet (d . 1936), an important Dominican historian, held  that the 
early Dominican Observants were hostile toward s study and  ‘undervalued  the 
Order’s intellectual trad ition’. This claim can now be refuted .
13
 Early Observant 
Dominicans were fully aware of the importance of study and  actively promoted  it, 
albeit not always completely along the same refined  scholastic lines as their 
immediate predecessors. Thomas of Siena’s history on the regular Observance 
includes an interesting letter  in which Domenico da Peccioli, the vicar of the first 
Observant house in Italy, advised  four young friars who had  left Pisa for the 
Observant friary S. Domenico in Venice what formation they should  follow to 
prepare for a successful life as a preacher. Peccioli’s letter is a response to a letter he 
had received  from these young friars and  offers convincing evidence that the early 
Observant Dominicans were not hostile to learning as such. Peccioli explicitly stated 
that no art can be taught well, before it is well learnt, and  emphasized  that he learned 
in order to teach (disco, ut doceam).
14
 Peccioli summarized  his advice to the young 
Observant friars in this short trip artite motto: Honeste vivere, discere, docere. He 
explained  in detail what studies they had  to pursue in order to be perfectly educated  
within eight years ‘without losing precious time’, and  he reminded the friars that 
‘few are made saints in this religion  without science: on the contrary this holy 
religion has many saints who flourished  in sciences.’
15
 Here, Peccioli acknowledged  
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the strong intellectual orientation of the Order of Preachers. At the same time, he 
highlighted  the practical goal of learning and  implicitly warned  the young friars not 
to lose time with superfluous learning. It is revealing that Thomas of Siena 
appreciated  Peccioli’s advice concerning study to such an extent that he included the 
entire letter in his chronicle on the beginnings of the regular life in Venice. 
Johannes of Mainz´s chronicle of 1442 shows the importance attributed  to 
study in the newly reformed friary of Basel. In the part in which he described  the 
characteristics of Observant friars, he devoted  a separate chapter to ‘their d iligence 
towards study and  lectures’.
16
 At the same time Mainz wanted  to underline that, 
although the friars were very learned , they remained  humble and  simple.
17
 Hence, 
Observants promoted  study and  learning under two conditions: the knowledge had  
to be useful, and , although learned , the friars had  to d isplay humility. 
 
Observants as the t rue heirs of St  Dominic 
The early Dominican constitutions of 1220 emphasized  that the Dominican order was 
founded ‘precisely for the sake of preaching and  the salvation of souls’.
18
 Of course, 
the Augustinian rule that the order adopted had  to be followed, but the main goal 
was to be useful to Christian society. When Raymond of Cap ua (r. 1380-1399) put the 
reform of the order on the Dominican agenda this aspect was reiterated  again. In 
Raymond’s eyes, Dominican Observance was not just about friars being obedient, 
chaste and  poor (regular Observance), but just as much about the salva tion of souls. 
In a letter to all friars of Observant houses Raymond of Capua stressed  the double 
objective of the Observant Dominican life: ‘that of practising regular Observance in 
its entirety, and  that of working zealously for the salvation of souls.’ To this end  
friars had  ‘simply to follow in the footsteps of our saintly forefathers in the Order – 
the men who founded it and  developed it in coherent fashion’.
19
 Subsequent 
Observant reform narratives embodied  exactly the ideal that Raymond requested  in 
this letter: their Observant protagonists were perfect in regular observance, eager to 
save souls and  thereby constituted  the ‘real’ offspring of St Dominic.  
 
‘All canonized  saints of the order of friars preachers, all doctors who solemnly wrote 
about theology, about the Bible and Sentences, about canon law, logic, physics, 
grammar, histories, moral material for preaching, and  generally all who have attained 
fame through study and writing, were, equally, lovers and supporters of the life of 
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regular observance. For this, see the legends, registers and  chronicles of the same 
order.’
20
 
 
As this citation from an Observant Dominican shows, Observants claimed that they 
were the true heirs of the Dominican order and  they used  history to prove that 
claim.
21
 To understand how history was used  to do so, we can evaluate  how 
Observant authors presented  their protagonists as the real heirs of the heritage of St 
Dominic.  
In his Buch der Reformacio Predigerordens, Meyer connected  Conrad of Prussia, 
the initiator of Observance in the German lands, with the order founder St Dominic, 
and  with two other canonized  Dominicans, namely Peter Martyr and  Thomas 
Aquinas. In Meyer’s anecdote Conrad  of Prussia, when walking over the fields and  
thinking how to bring the convents to a more spiritual state, encountered  three 
Dominican friars. The eldest instructed  Conrad  to bring the friars of Colmar to a 
spiritual life. When Conrad  asked  the three friars who they were, the Dominican 
saints revealed  their identity.
22
 Thus, Meyer legitimized  Observant reforms in a 
powerful way, as being in accordance with the precepts of the founder and  the saints 
of the Dominican order. 
The narratives by and  on Observant Dominican nuns construct connections 
with the order’s saints as well. Sister Riccoboni wrote that after her perfect Observant 
life in Corpus Christi, Sister Mussolini was accompanied  to paradise by St Dominic, 
St Peter Martyr and  St Thomas Aquinas, ‘since  she had  borne such affection for the 
order’.
23
 Another example can be found in the short chronicle about the foundation of 
San Domenico in Pisa, the first Dominican Observant community. The chronicle, 
probably written by Domenico da Peccioli (d . 1408), the confessor of the nuns, 
introduces the virtuous lives of eight Observant nuns who d ied  between 1385 and  
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1403.
24
 One of the women, Andrea de Porcellinis (d . 1393), was presented  as a mirror 
of virtues. Although she was a woman and d id  not preach, the au thor nevertheless 
considered  her a ‘very real imitator of the footsteps of Blessed  Dominic’, since she 
despised  herself, renounced world ly splendor, supported those who had  little, 
followed the religious ceremonies and  was modest in conversation, full of charity, 
and  obedient to her superiors.
25
 The bulk of the Pisan chronicle is devoted to Filippa 
degli Albizi, the first prioress of the Observant convent. When she d ied , Maria 
Mancini had  a vision in which Filippa, crowned by two angels, met with St Dominic, 
St Thomas Aquinas and  St Augustine, ‘of whose rule we profit’. Dominic held  a book 
in his hand in which was written: ‘have charity, serve humility, possess voluntary 
poverty – as if it signified  overtly that all these things were served  by  her’.
26
 Then St 
Dominic turned  to Filippa and  called  her ‘bride of Jesus Christ, my real daughter’. In 
the same manner as Meyer’s anecdote on Conrad , this author presented  these first 
Observant nuns who lived  a communal life, kept silence and  respected  str ict 
enclosure, as the ‘real’ offspring of St Dominic. 
 
The impact  of Observance 
In their narratives, Observant chroniclers wished  to emphasize the impact of 
Observant religious on society as a whole. They presented  their protagonists as 
‘zealots for souls’, boasted  about the success of their preaching, and  spoke 
extensively about their great reputation. In this way, these chroniclers tried  to show 
that Observants were useful to the outside world  and  that their merits were 
acknowledged by clergy and  laity alike. As mentioned  before, the success of 
Observant reforms was very dependent on the support of secular leaders and  the 
laity in general. Since their support could  only be secured  if the Observants enjoyed a 
good reputation, an emphasis on this good reputation became an important narrative 
strategy of Observant chroniclers. This does not mean that this was only a narrative 
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construct: scholarship  has shown that Observants responded to contemporary 
spiritual and  pastoral needs, which helps to explain their success.
27
 
The idea that only a reformed religion could  be useful to the world  is visible in 
several Dominican Observant narratives. In his history of the introduction of the 
regular Observance in Venice, Thomas of Siena wanted  to demonstrate that 
Observant Dominicans were real and  faithful pastors of the Lord’s flock in times of 
hardship and  crisis. Thomas gave testimonies of the touching charity of Dominican 
Observant preachers: when Venice was hit by the Black Death all rich people left 
Venice and  they advised  Giovanni Dominici and  Thomas of Siena to do the same. 
Thomas bluntly refused  and  preached that he would  stay with the Venetian people 
till the bitter end . Instead  of leaving the poor and  the sick to their unlucky fate, 
Dominicans collected  money to help them.
28
 Thomas of Siena was not afraid  to boast 
about his own merits: he presented  Giovanni Dominici and  himself as ‘two new 
apostles’, who produced many ‘fruits’ for the salvation of souls.
29
 
In his Liber de viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum , Johannes Meyer underlined  
the great works that Observant reformers produced for the salvation of souls: they 
were fervent in pastoral care, hearing confessions and  preaching. Thanks to Vincent 
Ferrer almost forty thousand people would  have done penance.
30
 Raymond of Capua 
tried  ‘with all effort to bring all souls to their creator’,
31
 and  there was not a single day 
on which Eberhardus, prior of the reformed convent of Nuremberg, d id  not celebrate 
mass, hear confessions or advise souls.
32
 In his Buch der reformacio predigerordens, 
Meyer conveyed the same message. He emphasized  for instance the great concern 
and  engagement that Johannes Nider had  for the sake of Christianity and  spirituality, 
and  stated  that it was incredible how useful his works had  been.
33
 He also stressed  
the eminent reputation of Observant Dominicans. As an example, Meyer even 
dedicated  an entire chapter to the great reputation of Conrad  of Prussia.
34
 He 
introduced  Conrad  of Prussia as a man of ‘laudable fame and with the highest 
reputation’ and  emphasized  that he was the pope’s confessor.
35
 He stated that 
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 Roest, ‘Observant Reform’, 455-57. Hinnebusch, The History of the Dominican Order (New York, 1973), 
II, 324: emphasizes that Observants were concerned  to stop th e moral decline of Christian society. 
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 Thomas of Siena, ‘Historia d isciplinae regularis’, 194-196. 
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 Thomas of Siena, ‘Historia d isciplinae regularis’, 199: si duo novi apostoli […]. 
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 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 55. 
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 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 56: Pro animarum salute sollicitus satagebat toto nisu, ut omnes animas suo 
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 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 58-9.  
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 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, 26-28. 
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 Chapter 12: Wie so hochwirdig, hailig prelate gezugnus gaven von der haligkait vater Cunrat von Brussen . 
The same is visible in his eulogy of Johannes Nider: cf. Chapter 2. 
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 Meyer, Liber de viris illustribus, 57 : fame laudabilis et maxime reputacionis. 
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Conrad  had  many imitators and  gathered  30 friars together in the Colmar friary 
where they observed  the order’s rule and  constitutions. Later, Conrad reformed the 
friary of Nuremberg and  the nunnery of Schönensteinbach. Conrad  and  his 
Observant followers preached the word  of God so virtuously  and  imitated  the 
example of St Dominic to such an extent that people hurried  from everywhere to 
hear their doctrine. When Conrad  of Prussia had  started  the Observance ‘the whole 
land  d id  greatly improve’. Meyer connected  Conrad’s merits d irectly with the 
beginning of Dominican Observant reform: the pope and  the Dominican master 
general perceived  that the glory of God and the salvation of souls benefitted  so much 
from Conrad’s Observant reform that they ordered  that the Observance had  to be 
introduced  in at least one friary in every province.
36
 
Dominican chronicles written at the end  of the fifteenth and  the beginning of 
the sixteenth century continued  to emphasize the good reputation of Observant friars 
among the laity. Ambrosius Taegius wrote in his Chronica brevis that in 1489 the 
citizens of Lodi had  driven out the Conventual friars and  called  for Observant friars 
of the congregation of Lombardy, to which Taegius himself belonged. The master 
general d id  not agree, however, and  ordered  the Observants to leave the convent 
again. When the Conventual friars wanted to return to their convent, they were 
obstructed  by the citizens of Lodi, who guarded  the build ing. In 1490, the convent 
was finally handed over to the Observants. Taegius emphasized  the joy of the people, 
the clergy and  other religious over the Observant triumph: everyone honorably 
received  the Observant friars with a festive procession.
37
 With this anecdote Taegius 
wished  to demonstrate that Observance was wanted  by society: according to this 
Observant author, the people requested  Observance and  supported  Observant 
Dominicans, because they knew this was their way to salvation. 
The Bolognese chronicler Girolamo Borselli provides another account that 
aimed to demonstrate the great spiritual reputation of Observant friars. His chronicle 
includes a brief biography of the Observant Dominican Matteo Carrieri from 
Mantua. In 1471, when Matteo was sailing from Pisa to Genoa with two other friars, 
the ship was captured  by pirates. Men and women were in tears, crying and 
shouting. The leader of the pirates ordered  that three friars present among the 
passengers were to leave the ship on a small boat. 
 
‘When blessed  Matteo heard  and saw a certain girl and  her mother crying miserably, 
and realized  that they would  remain captured  and that their pudicity would  be in the 
hands of these impudent men, he was struck with pity about the calamity of the 
mother and her daughter. On his knees he went forth to the feet of the first of the 
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 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV, 9. 
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 Taegius, Chronica brevis, fol. 117v. 
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pirates, and , extending his arms in  the form of a cross, he said : “I beg you, oh prince, 
keep me captured , but allow these two women to leave in freedom.” The pirate 
answered: “Oh good father, it is enough that I allow you and your mates to leave. But 
the care of these women is not your task, since they await another treatment .” But the 
man of God, persevering in his p etition, begged again, saying: “For the love of him, 
who redeemed you and the whole world , keep me, and allow these two women to 
leave.” Thereupon, the tyrant was moved by the prayers of the saintly man, and  he 
said : “Go, and pray for me before God, because I see that you are a man of God and 
of regular Observance. Not only these women, whom you have asked for, I send 
away, but I give you even this whole boat of men; d ispose of them as you will.”’
38
 
 
The anecdote is revealing. The author wanted  to accentuate that even an impudent 
pirate leader recognized  the merits of a true Observant Dominican. In this way, 
Borselli forcefully underlined  both the great spiritual reputation of his Observant 
brothers, and  their u sefulness for society at large. 
An important topos in many Observant chronicles is the success of Dominican 
Observant preaching.
39
 As written above, the Order of Preachers was founded exactly 
for the purpose of preaching. As real heirs to St Dominic, Observant Dominicans 
successfully renewed this heritage. Meyer underscored  the fruits of his Observant 
protagonists’ sermons. He recounted  that Vincent Ferrer had  thousands of followers 
and when he preached, churches were too small. Therefore, he gathered  the masses 
in open fields. Again, this is not only an Observant topos: the Conventual friar Peter 
Arenys, whose chronicle is introduced  in Chapter 3, received  Ferrer twice when he 
was prior of the Barcelona friary. He testified  that the friars had  to break down the 
garden to provide space for Vincent to preach. The account book of the friary shows 
the costs spent on the reparations of the objecs that were destroyed  ‘because of the 
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 Borselli, Cronica magistrorum generalium ordinis fratrum praedicatorum , Bologna, University Library, 
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 See on Observant preaching: Maria Giuseppina Muzzarelli, Pescatori di uomini: predicatori e piazze alla 
fine del Medioevo (Bologna, 2005). 
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preaching of master Vincent’.
40
 When Peter of Arenys wrote his chronicle, Ferrer was 
not yet made into a proto-Observant friar. Since Peter was a contemporary of Ferrer, 
and  d id  not try to praise his order but, in contrast, mostly d iscussed  corruption and 
irregular behavior, his testimony can be considered  very valuable for understanding 
the actual impact of Ferrer in his time. But let us return to Meyer, who wrote more 
than four decades later. According to Meyer, Ferrer preached so effectively that he 
would  have led  thirty thousand Jews and  Saracens to the womb of the holy mother 
Church.
41
 Not only Ferrer, but also Conrad  of Prussia and  his first Observant 
followers, were excellent and  succesfull preachers: Meyer attested  that men ‘from the 
whole country’ came to hear their doctrine, and  if Johannes Mulberg was preaching, 
‘almost the entire population’ gathered .
42
 
In the chronicle of Thomas of Siena we read  that Thomas of Siena and  his 
Observant Dominican friars preached in the churches of Ven ice, and  in this way 
‘gave drink to the people’.
43
 As a consequence of this fruitful preaching, ‘many 
entered  the Order of Preachers’. Women ‘completely rejected  the vanities of the 
world’ and  joined  the newly founded Observant monastery of Corpus Christi ‘with 
amazing fervor’, so that within three years after its foundation the monastery 
counted  77 nuns.
44
 Thomas of Siena specified  that the sermons of these friars were 
conformed to a ‘regular  and  holy life’ – herewith insinuating that sermons of non -
Observants were not like that.
45
 Thomas acknowledged  that not all people were 
capable of leaving the world  to becom e a friar or nun, and  wisely added that for 
them the (recently approved) Order of Penitence was a good alternative. 
 Similar topoi are used  in vernacular chronicles written by Dominican women. 
The anonymous sister who wrote the short chronicle about the Dominican 
Westroyen convent (near Tiel, the Netherlands) asserted  that the Observant friar 
Johannes Neck, the vicar of the community, was an exceptional preacher who was 
able to move the audience by his sermons. If he preached, the church was so full that 
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 Peter Arenys, Chronicon, 81, 82, 90: Notandum, quod isto anno honorabilis magister Vincentius Ferrarii 
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 Thomas of Siena, ‘H istoria d isciplinae regularis’, 176: rejectis ex toto vanitatibus saeculi […] cum 
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 Thomas of Siena, ‘Historia d isciplinae regularis’, 176: Propter quas praedicationes regulari, et sanctae 
vitae conformes, seu corrispondentes, contigit, quam plures Ordinem Praedicatorum intrare […]. 
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people had  to squeeze for a place.
46
 In a similar vein, the chronicle of Sister 
Bartolomea emphasized  that Giovanni Dominici made peace in every city he came 
to, converted  many, and  produced ‘good fruits’: ‘upon hearing his sermons, 
merchants abandoned  their crooked practices, the greedy gave alms, the d issolute 
became chaste’.
47
 
When reading these Dominican Observant narratives, one notes the frequent 
use of the word  zelator (zealot), characteristic of an international vocabulary for 
Observant religious. It was used  in order to emphasize the ‘zealous’ work of 
Observants to realize the salvation of Christian society. In the thirteenth century 
Dominic and  Francis were also designated  with this word .
48
 Johannes of Mainz 
remembered  master general Bartholomeus Texier as ‘a rival of vices and  a zelator of 
souls’.
49
 Zelator (‘zealot’) was also Johannes Meyer’s favorite word to designate the 
main reformers: Raymond of Capua was a zelator animarum maximus; Conrad  of 
Prussia an ardentissimus animarum zelator; Johannes Mulberg a zelator glorie dei; 
Giovanni Dominici a zelator observancie.
50
 With this word  Meyer indicated  the 
reformers’ special merits for working ‘zealously’ to promote regular Observance and , 
therewith, rescue souls, help Christian society, and  increase God’s glory. Georg Epp 
and Ambrosius Taegius took over Meyer’s formulation and  likewise called  Raymond  
a zelator animarum maximus.
51
 Sister Bartolomea used  the word  for Giovanni 
Dominici, whom she called  the ‘wisest and  most fervent zealot for God’s honor’.
52
 
Borselli introduced  his protagonist Matteo Carrieri as an ‘extraord inary zealot of 
souls’ (animarum mirabilis zelator).
53
 
Among the ‘Dominican’ women, Catherine of Siena was the main ‘zealot’ – 
Raymond even called  her a ‘zealot for all souls’ (zelatrix omnium animarum).
54
 In the 
second part of the Legenda maior Raymond constantly emphasized  Catherine’s zeal 
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for the salvation of others. However, he felt that an explanation was necessary: a 
saintly religious woman who lived  among people in the world  was problematic, 
because strict enclosure had  become an essential ideal within the life of every 
Observant Dominican nun.
55
 Therefore, he introduced  the section on Catherine in the 
world  as follows: Christ called  on Catherine, and  explained  that, when she was little, 
he ‘planted’ a zeal for the salvation of souls in her heart, which he watered  and 
cultivated . Catherine, according to the hagiograp her, felt that this was not in line 
with her femininity. For this reason, Catherine once pretended to be a man and tried 
to join the Dominican order. Christ reacted  by stating that Catherine was now finally 
called  to take up this task, which was crucial to the Dominican order: laboring 
zealously for the salvation of souls. Catherine objected: ‘How can what you say be 
done? That I, wretched  and  fragile in every part, be useful to souls? My sex, as you 
know, speaks against this’.
56
 Then Christ responded: ‘With  me there is no longer male 
or female, nor lower class and  upper class; for all stand  equal in my sight, and  all 
things are equally in my power to do.’
57
  
Whereas Raymond affirmed that before God, men and women are equal (a 
passage which is deleted  in Anton inus of Florence’s version of the legend), on earth 
the d istinction had  to be clearly marked: friars could  leave their friaries for preaching 
purposes and  to provide pastoral care, but nuns had  to be strictly enclosed . Other 
Dominican Observant authors who described  the lives of exemplary Dominican 
women also had  to cope with this tension between the Dominican ideal of saving 
souls and  the obligation of strict enclosure. The hagiographer of Chiara Gambacorta 
demonstrates that even enclosed  women could  enjoy  a great reputation and  could  be 
useful to the outside world : the anonymous author portrayed  the eminent reputation 
of Chiara in the city of Pisa and  presented  her as an invisible oracle and  a real ‘angel 
on earth’: people could  come and hear her voice, bu t the veil that separated  the 
sisters from the outside world  prevented  anyone from ever seeing her face.
58
 In this 
way, Gambacorta advised  many souls and  led  the laity to a religious life. 
Gambacorta, asserted  her biographer, d id  not care whether her spirit ual followers 
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took up the religious life or stayed  in the world : her only concern, intention and  wish 
was the salvation of souls.
59
 
 
Decline and Reform 
The main condition for reform is that there had  to be a sense of decline. Hence, 
decline in religious d iscipline and  regular observance in the period  leading up to 
Observant reforms is an important theme presented  by Observant authors.
60
 Decline 
and  the need  for reform justified  the Observant movement and therefore reform 
chroniclers often used  this antithesis to structure their narratives: after describing the 
pristine beginnings of their order or community, in which regular d iscipline 
flourished , reform chroniclers depicted  a period  of decline and  a lapse of religious 
d iscipline, sometimes associated  with more general social and  religious 
developments, such as the Black Death and  the Western Schism. 
The Observant chronicler Johannes of Mainz (d . 1457) used  the d ichotomy of 
decline and  reform as a main structuring element in his Vita fratrum. After d iscussing 
the origins of the Basel friary, he dedicated  a second chapter to the ruin of the friary 
and  the necessity of reform. He d id  not reveal many concrete details about the 
unreformed life. This is typical: when depicting regular decline, Observant 
chroniclers were mostly hesitant to blame particular friars. Often ruin is narrated  in 
metaphors. To introduce the ‘ruin’ of the Basel friary, Mainz made use of a common, 
biblically inspired  historiographical concept: the passage from a golden period  to 
lesser times of iron, clay and  earth.
61
  
The chapter on the decline of the regular life in Basel is followed by a chapter 
that recounts the reform of the friary.
62
 Johannes of Mainz recorded  that the initiative 
for reform came from master general Bartholomeus Texier, ‘a rival of vices and  a 
zealot of souls’.
63
 According to Mainz, Texier was fully aware of the decline of the 
Basel friary and  was afraid  that the Dominican order risked  a great scandal since an 
important council of the Church was about to be held  in the city (the Council of 
Basel, 1431). Therefore, he ordered  that the Basel friary had  to be reformed.
64
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Interestingly enough, Johannes Meyer, who wrote some thirty years later and  used 
Mainz as a source, stated  in his Buch der reformacio predigerorderns that the Basel city 
council took the initiative to reform the friary for the honor of God.
65
 
On 30 April 1429 Johannes Nider entered  the friary with twelve Observant 
friars, as ‘twelve apostles of the apostolic life’.
66
 Conventuals and  Observants first 
lived  together, but this was not a success: Johannes of Mainz emphasized  the great 
d ifferences between the two opposing branches. He juxtaposed  Observant and  
Conventual characteristics in a poetic way. In the choir, one heard  on one side the 
regular pauses of the Observants, and  on the opposite side, the secular piffles of the 
Conventuals (Audisses in choro hinc pausas regulares, illinc caudas seculares). Likewise, 
in the refectory the best pieces of meat could  be found on the Conventual side, 
whereas the Observants barely ate bread  (hinc optimas carnes, illinc vix panes).
67
 The 
narrative recounts that the Observants became victorious with the help of God, and 
thanks to great perseverance and  patience. In the words of Joh annes of Mainz, a ‘new 
sun’ then arose.
68
 
Observant authors employed a variety of rhetorical instruments to sharpen the 
narrative d ichotomy of decline and  reform. One example is the use of metaphors of 
darkness and  light. Raymond of Capua lamented  the decline of his order since its 
foundation in the thirteenth  century in a letter of 1393, in  which he appointed  
Giovanni Dominici (d . 1419) as his vicar general of the Observant houses in Italy: 
 
‘My intention is – and I long to see it ever more and more realized  – that this 
movement of reform should  shed its light like a lamp set on a high  stand, so that God 
may be honored  and the trad itions and ceremonies of our saintly forefathers – which 
alas! are now weakened beyond measure – may be restored  to their pristine state’.
69
 
 
Raymond associated  the Observant movement with light and other Observant 
authors would  do the same. The hagiographer of Chiara  Gambacorta, the initiator of 
Observance in Pisa, presented  her protagonist as ‘a new light’. She deservedly took 
the name Chiara (literally: ‘light’) because, with her, light and  brightness entered  the 
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world .
70
 Another example appears in Johannes Meyer’s Cronica ordinis praedicatorum. 
After describing how the Dominican convent of Nuremberg was reformed, Meyer 
wrote: ‘There started  and  grew up a new light, at that time unusual: obedience was 
more perfect, poverty more strict and  chastity more pure’.
71
 The rites and  ceremonies 
of the Order of Preachers were observed and  the convent became a place of religion, 
devotion and  d iscipline. But this was not all: accord ing to Meyer, both inside and  
outside the walls of the city the cult of God was more fervent. The people showed  
remorse, the city council and  the clergy felt joy, and  the whole city of Nuremberg 
gained  a better reputation.
72
  
The opposition of decline and  reform as a structuring narrative principle can 
also be illustrated  with the example of Meyer’s Buch der reformacio predigerordens. 
Meyer first celebrated  the vigor of the pristine community of Schönensteinbach and  
lamented  the consequent lapse in d iscipline. The convent of Schönensteinbach ended  
up deserted  and  the holy altar was literally overgrown with thistles, thorns and  
weeds – to such an extent, Meyer explained , that the place lost its trad itional 
ad jective schön (beautiful) and  became ‘ruined  Steinbach’.
73
 After this evocative 
portrayal, Meyer informed his audience that the Order of Preachers and  Friars Minor 
had  lost their way simultaneously, and  that many religious no longer lived  up to the 
standards set by the founders. The message was clear: these orders had  to be 
reformed. Meyer then introduced  Conrad  of Prussia (d . 1426) into his narrative. 
Conrad  had  already reformed the Dominican friary in Colmar and  was asked  to 
renew religious life in Schönensteinbach. Thanks to his work, that community 
became a vibrant Dominican convent of nuns who lived  a spiritual life in accordance 
with the rule. In the next part of his work, Meyer sang the praises of the renewed 
prosperity of Schönensteinbach: the sisters lived  such a virtuous life that they 
enjoyed a great reputation among both the clergy and  the laity.  
In the fourth and  fifth part of his Buch der reformacio predigerordens, Meyer took 
a wider perspective and  embedded the history of Schönensteinbach in the wider 
context of Dominican Observance. His book thus developed into a general history of 
the reform of Dominican friaries and  nunneries in the German lands. Again Meyer 
stressed  the necessity of reform. He wrote that before the initiat ion of Observant 
reform under master general Elias of Toulouse (r. 1365-1380), neither the friars nor 
the sisters observed  the Dominican rule and  constitutions. Meyer clearly presented  a 
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discontinuity within the order’s history: ‘In the times of Helias of Toulouse [...] the 
order of preachers had deviated  from its first and  holy origin’.
74
 Many friars and  nuns 
‘lived  according to their liking’ (die da gar vast nach fryhait yrs sinns lebtent). Elias was 
unable to counter such ingrained  bad  habits, because ‘the damage had  become too 
great’. With imagery comparable to that already employed in his narrative of the 
decline of Schönensteinbach, Meyer explained  that in the time of Elias ‘the weed of 
rats had  overgrown the noble ways’.
75
 However, there were still some ‘friends of 
God’ within the Dominican  order: Raymond of Capua became m aster general and , 
advised  by Catherine of Siena, he started  to reform the order with ‘many good works 
for the salvation of souls’.
76
 
Additionally, in the short history of masters general that preceded the actual 
Buch der reformacio predigerordens we can detect Meyer’s rhetoric of decline and  fall.
77
 
Meyer is positive about the master generals who reigned  until the end  of the 
thirteenth century. At the beginning of the fourteenth century, Meyer informed  his 
readers, there were several short generalates within a short time span (Nicholas, 
Albert, Bernard), and  because of this ‘one should  not be surprised  that spirituality 
d iminished’.
78
 In this way, Meyer revealed  the first signs to explain the decline in 
religious observances. Meyer continued  that master general Barnabas (r. 1324-1332) 
‘had  suffered  a lot’, and  that there were a ‘lot of troubles’ in his times. Some tried  to 
reform the order, but without result. Friars d id  not know how to follow the ‘manners 
and  forms’ of a religious life. That is why, eventually, one needed to reform the 
order. At the same time, there were still many holy friars, such as Venturino, Henry 
Suso, Johannes Tauler and  Meister Eckhart: their hearts, Meyer emphasized , were 
hurt, because they perceived  the decline in religious observances.
79
 
The following master general, Hugh de Vaucemain, was holy and  learned . 
Both with words and  with writings, he tried  to move his order to a more virtuous 
life: ‘if only one would  have followed him’, Meyer sighed .
80
 About the next four 
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master generals Meyer wrote nothing but the duration of their term. During the 
generalate of Elias of Toulouse, Meyer explained , Christianity was d ivided , and  the 
Dominican order was d ivided  as well. According to Meyer, the first moment that 
revived  the hope in the fourteenth century was the election of Raymond of Capua as 
master general. Thanks to God, he found out how to reform the order. According to 
Meyer, Raymond was oriented  towards a spiritual life since his youth and  he started 
to renew the friaries and  nunneries in the German lands, starting with Colmar, 
Nuremberg and  Schönensteinbach.
81
  
According to Meyer, the decline of spirituality in Schönensteinbach went hand 
in hand with the decline in material prosperity, so that the nunnery lite rally became 
‘ruined’.
82
 This also worked  the other way around: chroniclers understood the reform 
of a religious community both in a spiritual and  in a temporal sense. When 
chroniclers assessed  the qualities of a reformer, they d id  not only note to what ext ent 
he renewed the regular life of the community, but also paid  attention to material 
matters such as build ing activities and  book production. This is a topos in many 
narratives of religious reformers. Reformers repaired  and  enlarged  churches and  
convents to restore the d ignity of the religious life. In his chronicle Thomas of Siena 
d iscussed  the build ing activities of the Observant friars in Venice: the church, 
dormitory and  cloister of S. Domenico were enlarged; half of the inferior part of the 
church of S. Giovanni and  Paolo was constructed , and  the chapel of S. Domenico 
with the bell towers was completed . In Chioggia, the friars restored the convent 
build ings that had  been destroyed  as a consequence of warfare.
83
  
At the end  of the fifteenth century, this was still a topos. Schifaldo’s De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum relates that the Observant reformer Pietro Geremia 
initiated  the restoration of collapsed  convent build ings.
84
 In the narratives of women 
these types of activities are likewise emphasized . Sister Riccoboni’s chronicle 
provided  details about the build ing activities at Corpus Christi in Venice: Lucia 
Tiepolo ensured  the construction of a wooden church with a stone altar , and  during 
Margarita Bocco’s priorate the church was enlarged .
85
 The anonymous author of the 
Westroyen chronicle stressed  that Johannes Neck, the Observant vicar of the 
community, was not only an exceptional preacher, but also helped  the sisters with 
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temporal matters: he extended the church and  provided  the sisters with ‘beautiful 
books’.
86
 
Heike Uffmann has shown that female authors of writings on reform often d id  
not employ the same antithetical structure as male chroniclers, such as Johannes 
Meyer. She argues that social relations determined  whether and  to what extent 
women depicted  the life before the reform in negative terms. The nuns wished  to 
secure peace within their community, which could  include women who had  lived  an 
‘irregular’ life before the reform. Therefore, they d id  not write about the irregular life 
of past generations and  about the conflicts that arose over reform. Only the female 
reformers who came from elsewhere to reform a community adopted  the antithetical 
d iscourse.
87
 This is revealing: the degree to which chroniclers adhered  to a narrative 
of decline and  reform thus depended on the extent to which they were protagonists 
in reformatory activities themselves. 
Finally, one should  understand  that the way in which the reform of religious 
life was presented  was not only dependent on whether or not the author was an 
Observant religious. Lay historians adopted  similar black and  white d iscourses that 
presented  Conventuals as bad , and  Observants as good. In his Annales the lay 
chronicler Antonio Ripalta wrote about the conflict that surrounded the reform 
efforts of the Piacenza friary. There was a double regime: Observants and 
Conventuals lived  together in the friary. According to Ripalta, the Conventual friars 
were ‘inspired  by the devil’ (diabolico spirito) and  threw the Observants out. Ripalta 
was personally involved  in the conflict and  wrote to provide a justification of the 
events that unfolded . The Observant friar Taegius d iscussed  the same conflict in 
more objective terms, since he had  a greater distance to the events related .
88
 
 
Martyrs for Observant  reform 
Aside from emphasizing the decline before the reform, Observant historians stressed  
the sometimes violent resistance to reform, and  the d ifficulties that Observants had 
to overcome. Johannes Meyer stressed  the heavy burdens that Observants had  to 
bear and  the dangers they had  to face. The Conventuals in these stories are depicted 
as angry opponents of the real Dominican life. Meyer stressed  that the male 
reformers suffered  immensely and  took great risks for  the promotion of Observance. 
Raymond of Capua faced  ‘almost unbelievable slander, d isturbances and  hardship’ 
for his efforts to promote Observant reform.
89
 Conrad  of Prussia was nearly killed  
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when introducing Observance: two revolting sisters had  taken up a large crucifix and  
‘wanted  to beat it through the head  of the prior, our holy father’.
90
 Meyer emphasized  
that Conrad  suffered  great insults and  reproaches for the sake of promoting 
Observance. However, at the end , he triumphed victoriously in all things.
91
 This, 
indeed , seems to be the core of Meyer’s message: an Observant life will eventually be 
rewarded  and Observants will ultimately triumph.  
The life of the Dominican reformer Johannes Nider likewise was in danger 
when he tried  to reform a nun’s convent : he had  to flee in world ly clothes over the 
fields, avoid ing the main roads. After relating this, Meyer addressed  his audience 
(Dominican Observant nuns) d irectly and  concluded: ‘See here, how this friend  of 
God, who has now attained  eternal life, had  to suffer immensely. Notice also how 
good things must be earned  through bitter and  hard  work.’
92
 Meyer dedicated  one 
chapter of his Buch der reformacio predigerordens to the suffering Johannes Nider (d . 
1438) had  to endure for the sake of Observant reforms. In this difficult work, he 
d isplayed  great patience, despite setbacks. Another chapter explains ‘how this 
worthy father, master Johannes Nider, could  carry so much labor ’. For all this, Nider 
had received  great wisdom from God and he always remained  humble, although he 
had to carry immense tasks. Meyer emphasized  Nider ’s immense unmůsse: his great 
efforts in all kind  of matters related  to the defense and  corroboration of the Church. 
Nider was an important mem ber of the Councils of Constance and  Basel, opposed  
the Hussite heresy in Bohemia and  reformed many cloisters as vicar of Observant 
houses. Besides that, Meyer added, he preached, heard  confession, and  advised  all 
kinds of people, both secular and  clerical.
93
 
Franciscus de Retz was prepared  to d ie out of zeal for his religion,
94
 and 
Johannes Mulberg suffered  many things ‘for God and for his justice’.
95
 Elsewhere, 
Meyer wrote about the d ifficu lt reform of the Basel friary. He depicted  master 
general Bartholomeus Texier as a brave hero, who, notwithstanding the great 
hardship and  troubles he had  to face, persevered  in his reform effort: he allegedly 
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said  that he would  rather d ie than leave the friary to the Conventuals.
96
 According to 
Meyer, ‘the nastiness and  d isobedience of the brothers and  sisters was so great that 
several books could  be written about it’.
97
  
This narrative of the d ifficu lt and  dangerous d ays of the Observant pioneers is 
also present in other Dominican writings. In the chronicle of the Venetian convent of 
Corpus Domini, sister Bartolomea wrote about the danger to which Giovanni 
Dominici exposed  himself when introducing Observance: ‘He brought the friars of 
San Zanipolo back to true obedience, so that those who d id  not want to observe the 
rule wanted  to kill him’, and  ‘in this city [Venice] alone, on more than seven 
occasions he was in danger of being killed  for the salvation of souls’. In conclusion, 
she compared  his zeal with that of the early apostles of Christ: ‘One could  say of him, 
as of Saint Paul, that he suffered  many perils for the salvation of souls and  the 
defense of the holy church.’
98
  
In her study of women’s reform writings, Heike Uffmann concludes that 
women were less polarizing in their depiction of the reforms.
99
 Nevertheless, we also 
have evidence of female reformers who wrote about the dangers they had  to face in 
order to further the success of the Observant movement. Katharin a von Mühlheim, 
one of the Schönensteinbach nuns selected  to reform the Nu remberg convent, wrote 
in a letter that she would  always be obedient to go wherever God wanted  her to go, 
‘even if it should  cost me my life’. Around 1490, a chronicle on the reform of the 
Dominican convent of St John the Baptist at Kirchheim unter Teck  was written. It 
praises the perseverance of the Observant community in a struggle against Count 
Eberhard  the Younger, who tried  to reverse the Observance that his father had 
helped  to implement. The female author repeated  the words of one sister who said  
heroically ‘we would  rather be hacked into pieces as weeds than retreat against the 
will of our superiors’.
100
 Significantly, these two Dominican women claimed that the 
dangers were faced  primarily out of obedience to their superiors, whereas in the 
narratives of male reformers the will to save souls was depicted  as the decisive 
factor.
101
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From v isions to v irtues 
Order chronicles have the reputation of being full of miracles and  superstition. 
Scholars now have begun to notice that the attitude of religious toward s these 
narrative elements changed during the period  of Observant reforms.
102
 Many 
Observant authors complained  about superstition, downgraded miracles and  
mystical experiences, and  focused  on concrete examples and virtues. Stefanie 
Neidhard t showed that the Observant reformer Magdalena Kremer, who wrote on 
the reform of Kirchheim unter Teck, only included dreams in her chronicle when 
they had  a clear message, could  be interpreted  without ambiguity, and  were useful 
for the community. In line with the lessons of Johannes Meyer, the community was 
considered  more important than the experiences of individual nuns. Hence, we 
witness a certain rationalization in comparison to fourteenth -century mystical 
writings.
103
 This is also visible in other remarks by Observant au thors. For example, 
when the people of Basel associated  a tempest with the fact that a woman who had  
committed  suicide was buried  in the Dominican graveyard , chronicler Johannes of 
Mainz depicted  this as ‘superstition’.
104
 
Visions could  be false and  church reformers were aware of this problem. Jean Gerson 
warned  against it in his influential De distinctione verarum visionum a falsis. As a 
consequence of this awareness, Observant authors started  to privilege virtues over 
miracles. Rather than listing miracles, Observant authors concentrated  on concrete 
virtues and  examples.
105
 Several Observant authors deliberately left miracles out of 
their historical writings. Rudolf of Nijmegen, an Observant Dominican at the 
Cologne friary, wrote in his legend on Albertus Magnus that miracles were 
‘unimportant evidence of sanctity’.
106
 Girolamo Borselli copied  a life of Ferrer in his 
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order chronicle but left out the last part that included  only miracles, in his own 
words ‘so that we do not see the chronicle being filled  with miracles’.
107
 This practice 
was followed by contemporary humanist Dominicans. The Florentine Giovanni 
Caroli (1428-1503) made an Italian translation of Pietro Ranzano’s life of Vincent 
Ferrer and  added a new prologue to it. He only translated  the first three books and 
left out the fourth book, which contained  Ferrer’s miracles. He also explained  why: 
‘because they [the miracles] are infinite, and  he continuously performs new ones’.
108
 
Sorelli has recently shown that, with his Vita of Maria of Venice, Thomas of 
Siena intended to propose an example that all believers could  easily imitate: 
significantly, no supernatural or miraculous episodes are recounted .
109
 Likewise, 
Johannes of Mainz hard ly ever included  miracles in his descriptions of Observant 
friars. If he mentioned  something miraculous, such as a vision, he d istanced  himself 
from the story by neutrally stating that ‘it was said  that’.
110
 Studying Giovanni 
Dominici’s letter on Marcolino of Forli, Daniel Bornstein concluded that Dominici 
was interested  ‘in Marcolino’s exemplary life, not his miracle-working corpse’ and 
that ‘Giovanni Dominici and  his fellow rigorists believed  that a saint’s virtues 
mattered  more than his or her miracles’.
111
 George Ferzoco studied  the canonization 
of Catherine of Siena and  was struck by the ‘attention given to Catherine’s deeds and  
virtues’, whereas ‘comparatively little attention is given to her miracles’ – in the 
canonization bull ‘not one miraculous cure is narrated’.
112
 Although he considered  
this as atypical, it fits in with the Dominican Observant context depicted  here.
113
  
According to Kühl ‘das Fehlen jeglicher kritischen Verarbeitung und Wertung 
der aus den früheren Werken entlehnten Nachrichten’ was a characteristic of order 
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chronicles.
114
 This can now be contradicted . Fifteenth-century chroniclers, such as 
Johannes Meyer, critically regarded  the depiction of miracles. Meyer reworked 
several fourteenth-century sisterbooks, namely those connected  with the 
communities of Töss, Katharinental, Oetenbach and  Audelhausen. Ruth  Meyer has 
studied  several manuscripts of the sisterbook of Katharinental in depth and  has 
analyzed  how Meyer changed the sisterbook in question. She found that Meyer 
relegated visions to the background, and  was mostly interested  in showing 
exemplary lives that conformed to the rule and  constitutions.
115
 Meyer tried  to make 
the lives more realistic and  less fictional. The focus was no longer on visions, as in 
many thirteenth- and  fourteenth-century mystical texts, but on virtues. He also 
historicized  the vitae by inserting historical episodes into the texts.  
Meyer restructured  and  modified  the sisterbooks, so that they could  better 
serve his pedagogical goal: he added a prologue and  an epilogue, inserted  chapter 
titles, created  a register, and  modernised  the language. In the prologues of the 
Adelhausen and  Katharinental sisterbooks he wrote that he trusted  the sisters that 
they were able to set the useful texts apart from the dubious ones. Hence, Meyer here 
explicitly appealed  to the ratio of the sisters: their ability to think logically and  to 
d istinguish fact from fiction. Meyer used  these sisterbooks as a source for his Buch der 
Reformacio Predigerordens and  the sixth part of his De viris illustribus ordinis 
praedicatorum. By doing so, he created  greatly shortened  and  selective versions of the 
original vitae and  cleansed  them of most mystical experiences and  miraculous 
anecdotes.
116
 In the third  part of the Buch der reformacio predigerordens, which deals 
with the lives of the sisters at Schönensteinbach, he stated  that he selected  only a few 
of the many miracle stories: he only wrote down those that ‘seemed realistic’ to 
him.
117
 In this way, Meyer marginalised  the described  miracle stories and  revelations. 
By putting the visions into perspective, and  adding a critical sentence on how to 
understand  them, he modified  the meaning of miraculous stories and  used  them for 
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a practical, ed ificatory goal. It shows that he wanted  to supply the sisters with 
credible examples to follow. Hence, the narratives he wrote and  reworked for 
Dominican women had  a strong moralistic tendency and  focused  on imitable virtues. 
These were not stories to marvel at, but to imitate. 
Notwithstanding this new tendency, claims of miracles d id  not d isappear 
from Observant histories, and  Observant chroniclers still included  miraculous 
anecdotes in their chronicles.
118
 Moreover, although Observant authors downgraded 
miracles, they created  other types of what we would  call ‘superstition’: witches and  
the pact with the devil.
119
 
 
Conclusion 
The most important Dominican order historians from the fifteenth and  the beginning 
of the sixteenth century came from Observant branches. Not surprisingly therefore, 
Observant reform was a significant motif in Dominican historical writing. When 
depicting the fifteenth-century history of the order Borselli and  Taegius concentrated 
on the Dominican efforts to renew the religious life: they often devoted  passages to 
the reform of yet another Dominican convent and  included documents that defended  
the autonomy of the Observant congregation of Lombardy. The writing of history 
was a way to defend the project of religious reform against charges of innovation, 
linking it to the origins of the Dominican order, its founder, and  its saints. 
Institutional narratives increasingly became vehicles of Observant norms and  often 
contained  concrete programs of reform to be used  in the transformation of other 
communities. They also began to fulfill a specific role in the training of new 
postulants to the religious life. 
Since most surviving institutional narratives of the fifteenth century were 
written by Observants, modern historians have inherited  a rhetoric of decline and  
reform. In order to make responsible use of reform chronicles and  related  texts, we 
have to be aware of their partisan perspective. Some Observant authors had  hard ly 
any interest in unreformed religious. Moreover, they often affirmed the contrast 
between reformed and unreformed by underlining the decline that had  come (as they 
saw it) before the imp lementation of reform. Chroniclers such as Johannes Meyer 
used  the metaphor of darkness and  light to emphasize their message: with the 
introduction of Observant reform, a new light entered  the world . In this way, 
Observant authors tended to oversimplify the history of their order into a black and  
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white narrative of reform and decline, in which Observants represented  everything 
that was good and non-Observants represented  nothing but decline and  ruin. 
Although the Dominican hierarchy repeatedly warned  Observ ants not to defame 
their non-reformed brothers, some Observant authors could  not refrain from doing 
so. They attributed  heroic qualities to their protagonists who struggled  against the 
decline of religious observances, and  dramatized  the suffering their champions 
endured  at the hand of non-Observant opponents, who according to our chronicles 
sometimes reverted  to violent resistance. Moreover, Observant authors d id  not only 
pay attention to the spiritual restoration of religious life, but also to the materia l 
restoration of religious build ings that had  suffered  from the neglect of the people. 
Reform chroniclers wanted  to increase the prestige of their communities and  
demonstrate their importance for church and  society. The impact of Observants on 
the outside world  was a key motif. In Dominican Observant narratives, regular 
Observance and  the salvation of souls are presented  as two sides of the same coin. 
Observant chroniclers wanted  to make clear to their readership that only real 
Observants were useful to the world  and  they put forward  the great benefits of 
Observant reform – both for the religious involved , and  for society at large. Hence, 
they frequently boasted  about the great reputation of Observant preachers and  
reformers. Perfect regular Observance, to them, became a necessary condition for 
social and  political usefulness. 
Finally, when using the designation ‘reform chronicler’, we also have to 
differentiate. Not all order chroniclers writing about reform had  the same aim and 
audience. Some wrote for a sp ecific local community, whereas authors like Borselli 
and  Taegius had  a broader aim and embedded the history of the reform in large 
compilations of the Dominican past. This influenced  the coherence and  consistency 
of their ideological message. 
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CHAPTER 8: DOMINICAN OBSERVANT MODELS 
The narratives of Observant chroniclers are full of depictions of Observant models. 
By reading the stories about these exemplary Observant Dominicans, religious men 
and women learned  to conform to the Observant norms expressed  in them. Whereas 
the previous chapter focused  on specific Observant narrative strategies and  topoi, 
this chapter will consider in more detail the common characteristics of Observant 
saints, blessed , and  other exemplary Observant Dominicans who are praised  in 
Dominican Observant chronicles and  biographical collections. 
When studying the vitae of fifteenth-century Observant models, we should  ask 
to what extent the virtues praised  d iffer from those appreciated  in earlier centuries. 
Studying thirteenth-century male mendicant sanctity, Vauchez has pinpointed  the 
importance of the virtues humility and  poverty, combined  with ascetism and  
apostolic zeal.
1
 Hinnebusch, however, held  that Dominicans have always recognized  
obedience as ‘the queen of the three vows’.
2
 In this, he followed Thomas Aquinas, 
who considered  the vow of obedience essential and  claimed that it included  in itself 
the other vows of poverty and  chastity. Furthermore, Vauchez has postulated  that for 
Dominicans, ‘un saint est d’abord un personage d igne et cultivé, brillant et efficace 
sur le plan pastoral’.
3
 This is elaborated  by his pupil Anne Reltgen-Tallon. In her 
doctoral thesis, she argues that the Dominicans had  and  still have a poor reputation, 
because they are only identified  with inquisitorial activities. As a consequence, the 
history of the Dominican order suffers from a relative damnatio memoriae: the 
Franciscan order attracts much more scholarly attention.
4
  
Reltgen-Tallon rightly challenges the view that inquisition is essential to the 
Dominican self-understanding. Instead , she maintains that theologians held  the most 
prominent place among Dominican illustrious men and concludes her doctoral thesis 
with claiming that the ‘true’ identity of Dominicans was to be found in their 
intellectual orientation.
5
 She demonstrates this by showing that in catalogues of 
illustrious men of the Order of Preachers theologians are overrepresented  among 
illustrious authors. This is an insightful interpretation, albeit a limited  one: whereas it 
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is true that the Order of Preachers has always retained  a strong intellectual 
orientation, Reltgen-Tallon devotes insufficient attention to other aspects in her 
conclusions.  
Dominicans were illustrious for reasons other than just their doctrine. In 
chronicles and  collections on Dominican illustrious men, doctrine or knowledge is 
never the only reason to include a Dominican friar. The first characteristic of an 
exemplary and  illustrious Dominican normally con stitutes the sanctity of his life or 
his virtues. A second, sometimes third  reason (after e.g. grace, ecclesiastical d ignity, 
or miracles), is his doctrine or science.
6
 Hence, Louis of Valladolid  first listed 
Dominicans known for their great holiness, second those who carried  important 
d ignities (prelates), and  third  those who shone forth in doctrine.
7
 Likewise, Baltasar 
Sorio asserted  in the prologue to his De viris illustribus that he selected  Dominicans 
‘either for the sanctity of their life, or for the operation of miracles, or for the splendor 
of their doctrine’.
8
 Authors of Dominican convent chronicles likewise emphasized  
that the friars included  in their collections were exemplary for a number of reasons: 
their ‘very holy’ life, their great science, and because they were full of grace and  
virtue.
9
 As shown in Chapter 4, the category of doctors was only one category of 
illustrious men, which co-existed  with other categories, such as those of martyrs, 
saints, and  prelates. 
This chapter shows that the Dominican narratives of the period  of Observant 
reforms do not hand over a clear-cut and  unique model of Dominican illustriousness. 
There were many possible ways in which Dominicans could  express their 
illustriousness and  exemplarity. Moreover, the way in which Observant models were 
presented  was also dependent on the author’s intended audience and  the context in 
which he operated . Although no Dominican would  ever deny the order’s larger 
mission of preaching and  the salvation of souls, the actual lives of members of the 
Dominican order and  the ways in which exemplary members were represented  could 
d iffer substantially. 
 
Saint s, blessed, and other exemplary  Observants 
In and  after the fifteenth century, the most popular Dominican vitae were those on 
Catherine of Siena and  Vincent Ferrer. Vincent Ferrer (1350-1419) was the only 
Dominican friar to be canonized  in the fifteenth century: on 29 May 1455. Exactly six 
years after Vincent Ferrer, Catherine of Siena was canonized  as well: on 29 May 1461. 
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Many of the manuscripts containing the lives of Vincent Ferrer and  Catherine of 
Siena belonged to reformed Dominican communities. This suggests that the spread 
of Dominican Observant reform went hand in hand with the d issemination of their 
cults.
10
 Two recent studies focus on the d issemination of these cults throughout 
Europe, and  show how Observant Dominican authors appropriated  both Vincent 
and  Catherine as typical Observant models.
11
 Much later, on 31 May 1523, Antoninus 
of Florence (1389-1459) was canonized , as a result of which yet another papally 
approved Observant model became available.
12
 None of these three had  been 
canonized  purely because of their holiness. Many persons had  a fama sanctitatis, bu t 
the making of a saint depended mostly on political factors. Considering fifteenth-
century canonizations, scholars have noted  that there was a renewal of the 
thirteenth-century papal interests in zelatores animarum.
13
 Hence, Catherine and 
Vincent were allegedly canonized  because of their zeal for souls. 
In his Formicarius (c. 1437) Johannes Nider included  a portrait of Vincent 
Ferrer, which formed the basis for later hagiographical texts.
14
 Nider presented  Ferrer 
as a model of Dominican Observance, accentuating on the one hand his regular 
Observance (his abstinence from the eating of meat, his devotion to poverty, and  his 
obedience) and  on the other hand his fruitful preaching. In line with dominant 
Observant tendencies, he d id  not expand on miracles or supernatural powers.
15
 Pietro 
Ranzano, who wrote the canonization Vita of Vincent Ferrer (1455-1456), presented  
him primarily as the man who ended the Papal Schism.
16
 Other biographers would  
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follow soon: the catalogue of Quetif and  Echard  lists fifteen Dominicans who wrote a 
life of Ferrer.
17
 His biography was also included in Dominican chronicles, such as 
those by Antoninus of Florence. Antoninus, who would  himself be canonized  in 
1523, compiled  a portrait of Vincent Ferrer, who had  just become a saint when 
Antoninus wrote his chronicle (between 1455 and 1458). Although Pietro Ranzano’s 
official Vita of Vincent Ferrer was already available, Antoninus d id  not use it. 
Ranzano had  characterized  Ferrer primarily as the healer of the papal schism. 
Antoninus instead  chose to present Ferrer ‘as a model of Dominican reform and the 
order’s preaching mission’,
18
 and in this way, conformed to Nider’s and  Meyer’s 
portrait of the saint.
19
 
Girolamo Borselli compiled  a portrait of Vincent Ferrer as well for inclusion 
into his chronicle.
20
 Whereas Laura Smoller considers it as ‘d irectly dependent’ on 
Ranzano’s humanist canonization Vita, Albano Sorbelli suggests a relation with the 
Vita Vincentii of Francesco da Castiglione.
21
 Borselli’s version does summarize stories 
from Ranzano’s vita, but it is a selection, rewritten in a totally d ifferent Latin: in 
contrast to Ranzano, Borselli wrote in a plain, ‘medieval’ style. Smoller found 
Borselli’s portrayal of Ferrer’s life ‘not entirely lucid’, and  held  that his portrait of the 
saint had  no particular aim, apart from praising the Dominican order in general. This 
verd ict can be nuanced . Borselli d id  not just praise his order with this portrayal. He 
presented  his audience, the friars from Bologna, with examples they could  imitate. 
When reading the episodes Borselli chose to emphasize, we recognize a series of 
Observant topoi: perfect regular Observance, devotion, and  success in preaching and  
the salvation of souls, which earned  Vincent Ferrer a great reputation among clergy 
and  laity. Moreover, Borselli’s Ferrer very concretely followed in the footsteps of his 
spiritual father St Dominic. 
Borselli started  his portrait by relating the premonitory dream of his mother. 
This was a common convention in saints’ lives, including in the life of St Dominic: 
the anecdote thus d irectly linked  Vincent with the founder of his order. When 
Vincent’s mother was pregnant with  him, she saw a barking dog – exactly like the 
mother of Dominic d id . Borselli continued  that when Vincent was young, he rarely 
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played  with his peers: ‘Sometimes he preached to them, saying: “See, I am not suited 
for that”’.
22
 Again, Vincent’s ‘childhood seriousness’ and  his reluctance to  participate 
in games represent a hagiographical topos (in Latin puer senex).
23
 Ferrer was very 
obedient and  always honored  his parents. From his adolescence onwards, he fasted  
on the sixth day: he would  then only drink water and  eat bread . He was eighteen 
when he entered  the Dominican order. At that point in his life, he started  to read  the 
life of the blessed  Dominic and  imitated  this.
24
 With this remark, Borselli ind icated  
the way to holiness: open your eyes to good examples and  follow them. 
 The narrative continues with spotlight ing Ferrer’s learning, and  his success in 
lecturing. In this way, an essential Dominican topos is exemplified : contemplare et aliis 
contemplata tradere. After studying philosophy and theology in Valencia,
25
 Ferrer 
began lecturing in logic and  philosophy. Borselli explained  that he d id  this so well 
that seventy d isciples from important cities came to listen to him.
26
 The older friars 
recognized  his genius and  sent him to Barcelona to study theology, so that he became 
a theology master by the (exceptionally young) age of twenty -eight. He went back to 
Valencia, where many came to hear his lectures – not only from Valencia, but also 
from neighboring cities. Vincent even impressed  Cardinal Petrus de Luna to such an 
extent that the latter encouraged the friar to join his retinue. Furthermore, Borselli 
highlighted  Vincent’s special attachment to the cross and  to the Virgin Mary. When 
he heard  someone speaking about Mary, he would  cry. Again we see here that 
emotional d iscourses in Dominican narratives are often connected  to the Virgin 
Mary.  
In his narrative, Borselli wanted  to reveal the many dangers that Dominican 
friars had  to be aware of – from attractive women to jealous friars. Borselli repeatedly 
wrote how the devil appeared  to Vincent and  tried  to seduce him in every possible 
way. Vincent, however, always remained  virtuous, chaste and  pious and  chased  him 
away. One night, when Ferrer was reading Jerome’s book on Mary’s virginity, and  
was praying Mary that he could  retain his virginity as well, he suddenly heard  a 
voice that told  him: ‘We cannot all be virgins!’ But devout as he was, Ferrer 
continued  praying to Mary, who reassured  him that it was the voice of the devil.
27
 
The devil also appeared  to Vincent as a black cat, an Ethiopian, an old  man, and  a 
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woman.
28
 The old  man told  Vincent that he was spoiling his youth with praying and  
fasting, and  that he would  later regret it. Vincent withstood the seduction, and  
chased  the evil apparition away with the sign of the cross.  
In Valencia, a beautifu l and  noble woman loved  Vincent greatly and  wan ted  
to ‘sin with him’ (peccare cum eo).
29
 Borselli d id  not refrain from informing his 
audience that Vincent, at that time, was young and handsome as well, as to increase 
the suspense in his narrative. The woman came up with a list: she stayed  in bed , 
pretended to be ill and  told  the doctors that she needed a confessor: Vincent. When 
Vincent came, everybody left her room. She first talked  with him, and  then revealed  
her secret: that she had  been longing for him for over  a year. At that moment, she 
showed him her naked body. Vincent turned  his head  away, so that he would  not see 
the ‘obscene woman’.
30
 In his eyes, the woman was confused  and  possessed  by the 
devil. Notwithstanding all these seductions of youth and  beauty, Vincent persevered 
in his piousness.
31
  
Like Ranzano, Borselli maintained that Ferrer’s preaching mission was a d irect 
mandate of Christ. When Ferrer was staying at the papal court of Avignon and was 
feeling ill, Christ appeared  to him and said  that he had  elected  Ferrer to go out and 
preach throughout the West (per totum occidentem). In order to adhere to his 
preaching mission, Vincent even renounced a card inalate. According to Borselli, 
Ferrer was such an efficient preacher that he incited  more than 100.000 sinners to do 
penance, and  he frequently moved his audience to tears when he preached. 
Allegedly, he also converted 25.000 Jews to Christianity and  thanks to him 8000 
Muslims accepted  baptism. Borselli ind irectly gave Vincent credit  for ending the 
Western Schism: thanks to him Benedict abdicated  during the Council of Constance.
32
 
To recapitulate, when compiling his portrait of Ferrer, Borselli stressed  his regular 
observance, his apostolic success, his Marian devotion, his learning, and  his 
perseverance and  devotion in moments of temptation and  danger – aspects that we 
find  back in the Observant models presented  by Meyer. However, this should  not 
lead  us to think that all Dominican friars from reformed houses only presented  Ferrer 
as a model of regular Observance. Although many Dominican Observant authors 
downplayed  the importance of miracles, Smoller has shown that an Observant friar 
from Chioggia (c. 1467) chose to present Vincent Ferrer as a ‘supernatural superhero’ 
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and devoted  half of his portrait to Vincent’s ‘prophecies, exorcisms, and  miracles’.
33
 
This portrait was probably not primarily written to instruct Dominican Observant 
friars, but to increase the popular devotion to this saint, and  to incite pilgrims to visit 
shrines in the honor of Vincent Ferrer.
34
 It shows that d ifferent aspects could  be 
emphasized  depending upon the intended audience. 
The life of Ferrer appeared  quickly in the vernacular: Johannes Lopez (d . 1479 
or 1464?) wrote a Spanish life of the saint.
35
 Shortly after Vincent’s canonization in 
1455, Ranzano’s life was also translated  in the German vernacular – probably by 
Johannes Meyer.
36
 The Florentine humanist Giovanni Caroli (1428-1503) made an 
Italian translation of Ranzano’s life of Ferrer and  added a new prologue to it. In this 
prologue, Caroli explained  that many, and  in particular friar Domenico Ricci, had  
asked  him to translate the life of this popular Dominican saint. Moreover, Caroli 
himself was especially attached  to this saint: he relates that  he was once miraculously 
cured  from a serious illness, pleuritis, after d irecting his prayers to Ferrer. This shows 
at the same time that even humanist friars d id  not totally d iscard  miraculous 
interventions. 
Besides the three canonized  saints, the order produced many ‘blessed’ 
Dominicans in the period  of Observant reforms: thirty-two Dominicans who d ied  
between 1380 and 1520 are officially blessed . Many of these Dominicans only were 
officially beatified  centuries after their death, but in most cases their  veneration can 
be traced  back to the late medieval period.
37
 Most of these blessed  Dominicans 
pertained  to Observant houses – one notable exception is Marcolino of Forli (d . 1397). 
Although Marcolino lived  and  d ied  in an unreformed friary, he was molded  into an 
Observant example by Giovanni Dominici.
38
 Almost all the blessed  Dominicans from 
the fifteenth century are Italian – the notable exception being Princess Joanna of 
Portugal (d . 1490).
39
 Most of the blessed  friars are known Observants whose lives are 
remembered  in the chronicles and  collections of the period , such as Giovanni 
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Dominici, Constanzo de Fabriano, Pietro Geremia, and  Matteo Carreri.
40
 This list 
shows that the Dominican remembrance of the fifteenth century is strongly Italian 
and  Observant in character. Scholars already noted  that most saints in this period  
were of Italian origin. Italy was of course the home of the papacy , which had  the final 
say in canonizations, but this does not explain everything. As Robert Bartlett points 
out, late medieval sanctity flourished  in an urban, lay and  literate world : Italian city 
states possessed  all of these features.
41
 
One of these blessed  Dominicans of the fifteenth century was Lorenzo d i 
Ripafratta. Lorenzo d ied  in 1457, when Antoninus of Florence was working on his 
chronicle. Although in his world  chronicle, which was meant for a broad  audience, 
Antoninus d id  not dwell on the conflicts between Observants and  Conventuals, he 
d id  present many Observant models in the part of the chronicle that dealt with the 
Dominican order. His portrait of Lorenzo d i Ripafratta demonstrates Antoninus’s 
preoccupations with the promotion of regular Observance. Antoninus had  known 
this friar personally,
42
 and  characterized  him as follows: 
 
‘He was a norm of sanctity, a mirror of chastity, a zealot and  observer ad unguem of 
regular life, a son of obedience, a pupil of humility, loved by God and men. No one in 
the order was poorer than him, no one was such a despiser of the world . No one was 
more attentive and devout than him in the d ivine offices – both day and night. He 
was merciful and  pious towards others, but severe to himself. He was very patient in 
adversities – he also continually endured  the sickness tibia ulcerosa for many years. He 
was a cabinet of sacred  letters. In preaching he was not futile, but useful and 
fruitful.’
43
 
 
In this portrait, we find  in a nutshell all aspects that Observant Dominicans were 
proud to assign to themselves. Lorenzo was perfect in regular observance: a real 
mirror when it came to the virtues of humility, chastity, obedience, and  patience . On 
the one hand, Antoninus affirmed  that Lorenzo was ‘a simple man’, ‘who feared  
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 Catalogus hagiographicus, 71, 75, 76, 136, 196, 200-201, 227. Giovanni Liccio (d . 1511) was vicar of 
Observant friars in Sicily and  founder of Santa Maria degl’Angeli in his hometown Caccamo.  
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 Bartlett, Why Can the Dead, 143. 
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 At the end  of the portrait he stated : Huius sanctam conversationem in domino familiariter cognovi. 
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 Antoninus of Florence, Chronicon, titu lus 23, cap. X, par. v. This is ed ited  in Stefano Orland i, Il beato 
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aut devocior : aliis clemens et pius sibi austerus : in adversis patientissimus qui et infirmitatem tibie ulcerose per 
plurimos annos sustinuit assidue Hic animarum zelator et armarium fuit sacrarum literarum. In predicatione 
non curiosus sed utilis et copiosus. Tibia ulcerosa is, literally, a shin bone full of sores. 
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God’, but on the other hand he was learned , ‘a cabinet of sacred letters’. Antoninus 
explicitly wanted  to stress that his learning had  nothing to do with curiosity or 
ambition – Lorenzo learned  in order to be useful to souls and  fruitful in preaching. 
The author therefore continued  that Lorenzo was fervent in pastoral care, even when 
this office beheld  serious risks: ‘indefatigably’ and  ‘laboriously’ he heard  confession 
in cities that were infected  with plague. Finally, all these things made him incredibly 
popular: Lorenzo was loved by God and men, and  when he d ied , he was buried 
‘with the greatest veneration of all the clergy and  laity’.
44
 
Another blessed  Dominican from this p eriod  is Giovanni d i Fiesole (better 
known as Fra Angelico). Borselli included  an anecdote about this ‘excellent painter’ 
in his chronicle. According to Borselli, he was a man of such observances that even in 
the palace of Pope Nicholas V he observed  the ceremonies of his religion. When the 
pope offered  him meat, Giovanni refused  and  answered  that he d id  not eat meat 
without the permission of his prior. The pope responded: ‘I give you d ispensation’ 
(Ego dispenso vobiscum), but Giovanni apparently d id  not relent. In Borselli’s eyes, this 
proved that Giovanni was a man of praiseworthy Observance: even in front of the 
pope, he persisted  in his abstinence, and  d id  not intend  to break his oath to his 
Dominican superior.
45
 
Next to these lives of the Dominicans who eventually were officially beatified , 
many more biographies of exemplary Dominicans were written, rewritten and 
translated  in this period . These circulated  both independently,
46
 and  in larger 
biographical collections and  order chronicles. Moreover, lives of Dominicans of 
earlier centuries were re-elaborated and  became popular as well. For example, Louis 
of Valladolid  included  a life of Albertus Magnus in his Tabula quorumdam doctorum 
ordinis praedicatorum. In the 1480’s Albertus’s life gained  new appeal: Observant 
Dominicans of the Cologne friary tried  to push Albertus Magnus’s canonization and  
transformed his vita in accordance with their own Observant objectives. Both Peter of 
Prussia and  Rudolph of Nijmegen wrote legends that intended  to illustrate 
Albertus’s exemplary life.
47
  
Borselli introduced  in his order chronicle countless lesser-known Observant 
examples to follow.
48
 Some of these portraits have been ignored  by modern 
scholarship, for example Borselli’s biographical entry on Thomas of Siena (c. 1350-
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 202r. 
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1430).
49
 Up until now authoritative encyclopedias and  reference works state that his 
date of death is uncertain, and  historians normally hold  that he d ied  in 1434.
50
 
Borselli, however, gave the exact date of Thomas of Siena’s death (20 December 
1430), and  reproduced the epitaph on his tomb in the Venetian church of San 
Domenico (which was destroyed  in the times of Napoleon):  
 
‘These cold  marble stones enclose the famous father Thomas of Siena, whose soul 
shines brightly in heaven. He was the honor of his religion, a mirror of virtue in all 
things. Always and everywhere, he fervently sowed the seeds of the d ivine word 
among the entire population, more gratefully than all. Following the famous 
footsteps of Dominic, he brought his soul from this perishable place to an eternal 
triumph .’
51
 
 
Borselli remembered  Thomas of Siena as one of the first Dominican reformers in 
Italy, together with Giovanni Dominici.
52
 According to Borselli, the texts he left us 
testify ‘how much he worked  for the salvation of souls’ – speaking with recourse to a 
well-established  Observant topos. Thanks to Thomas, Borselli asserted , many men 
and women joined  the order in Venice.  
 Borselli included  anecdotes about numerous other fifteenth-century friars, 
including Corradino Bornati, the first prior of the Bologna friary after its reform in 
1426. One of these anecdotes explains how the Observant prior dealt with irregular 
behavior in his friary: 
 
‘In Bologna, under the priorate of the holy man [i.e. Corradino], friar Nicolaus from 
Sicily, who had not yet embraced the regular life, had  secretly carried  meat to his cell 
so that he might eat it. The blessed  Corradino, led  by the spirit of God, came to the 
cell of the said  friar at a late hour, and  asked: ‘Good friar, do you have something to 
eat here?’ He first denied  this, but finally, asked by the blessed  man, he brought 
forward  the meat. When the holy man saw this, he said : ‘Then let u s eat.’ They both 
ate and, afterwards, thanked God. When the holy man had left without having shown 
any exasperation, the friar turned  towards himself, and  said : ‘Indeed, I d id  wrong.’ 
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Thus he had  changed thanks to the goodness of the holy man: he persever ed  in 
regular life, and  ever since served  God piously.’
53
 
 
The story explains that Corradino’s way of correcting irregular behavior was very 
constructive. He hoped that friars would , little by little, come round to the fact that 
an ‘Observant’ life style was superior – without showing anger. This is exactly in 
accordance with Raymond of Capua’s ideas expressed  in a letter from 1395 (see 
introduction to Chapter 6). Conrad  was prior of a mixed  convent with both 
Conventuals and  Observants, and  according to the testimony of Constantius de 
Fabriano was loved  by both groups of friars.
54
  
Borselli’s chronicle provides specific biographical details about many 
preachers, and  idealized  their lives. For instance, he drew up a long portrait about 
his contemporary Johannes de Pistoria, whose life was a real example according to 
the Bolognese chronicler. He was poor, but very gifted : before he was twenty, he 
knew the whole Bible by heart. He was very humble and  never praised  himself. At 
the same time, he always talked  positively about other people. He was a talented  
preacher and  preached everywhere in Italy (per totam Ytaliam gratiosissime et 
fructuosissime predicavit). Where he preached, plague d isappeared . Even if he 
preached for two or three hours, his listeners would  remain desirous to hear him. He 
preached especially about Vincent Ferrer. According to Borselli, he alone made this 
saint more popular than all other preachers together. He built altars and  chapels for 
Ferrer in places where there was not yet a Dominican convent. Borselli even 
considered  Johannes as ‘another Vincent’ (alter sanctus Vincentius). He edified 
everybody: old  and  young, prelates, subjects, kings, and  lords. Borselli knew him 
personally and  stayed  with him while he was sick in the convent of Faenza. He put to 
writing the wise councils that Johannes gave him: ‘Friar Girolamo, when you go to 
the convents of the order to preach, if you want peace, never interfere in the reign of 
prelates,’ and  ‘A preacher should  always d isplay with his words that he values and 
respects his audience.’
55
 His reputation of holiness notwithstanding, Johannes de 
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Pistoria never received  an official cult and  remains largely unknown, even though 
Leandro Alberti included  a short remark about him in his De viris illustribus.
56
 
Borselli often compared  his protagonists to other famous men from Church 
history, such as apostles, doctors or saints. According to Borselli, Johannes de 
Pistoria was known as ‘another apostle’ (alter apostolus).
57
 Elsewhere, he wrote that 
Thomas de Trentaquatris was an exceptional preacher: when he preached before 
Alfonso of Aragon, the king of Naples, the latter was so impressed  tha t he promised 
to give Thomas anything he wanted . Consequently, Thomas asked  him to construct a 
library for the convent of Bologna, because they had  many books but no library. 
Borselli explained  that, due to his exceptional preaching successes, everyone believed 
that Thomas was an  alter apostolus. He d ied  in Rome in Santa Maria Minerva.
58
 
Another Dominican preacher, Paul of Bologna, preached in such a convincing way 
that he seemed like another doctor Gregorius (alter Gregorius doctor). When this Paul 
was regens in Bologna, Borselli started  his own studies: the chronicler testified  that he 
learned  ‘not a little’ from him (ab eo non pauca didici). Moreover, Paul was so modest 
in walking, in dress, and  in words, that he was considered  a norm for others.
59
 
However, Borselli d id not only praise learned  preachers, but also simple penitents, 
such as Nicolaus from the convent of Haarlem in the Low Countries: a man of 
amazing simplicity and  obedience.
60
 
 
Johannes of Mainz  
Johannes of Mainz (d . 1457) replied  to the question of what constitutes a real 
Observant Dominican in his Vita fratrum. The second part of this work is dedicated  to 
‘the famous things that Observant friars have in common’.
61
 This immediately 
reminds us that in these institutional texts the space for individuality was restricted: 
the goal of the author was to write down the laudable characteristics that the friars 
shared , not those that gave them a d istinctive personal character .
62
 
Johannes of Mainz considered  the ‘intense love for the Blessed  Virgin’ a s the 
first main characteristic of the Basel Observant friars. In Mainz’s eyes, Observant 
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friars demonstrated  a special attachment to the Virgin Mary. This emphasis on the 
Virgin Mary can be related  to early Dominican writings, and  therefore can be 
considered  as forming part of a deliberate reconnection of Observant authors with 
the roots of their order. Gerard of Frachet’s thirteenth -century Vitae fratrum had  
already declared  that the Order of Preachers had  been created  thanks to the requests 
of Mary, the Mother of God.
63
 Therefore the order should  honor her to the utmost 
(potissime honorare). It is interesting to note that both the Order of Preachers and  the 
Order of Friars Minor claimed to have a special relation ship  with the Virgin Mary.
64
 
Both orders produced a massive number of treatises on the Virgin, and  she plays a 
role in many anecdotes related  to medieval and  early modern Dominican and  
Franciscan friars. Yet each order wrote as if this were unique to itself.
65
 
Mainz described  how, during services dedicated  to the Virgin, the friars became 
emotionally and  physically agitated . Their emotion and  devotion for Mary became 
visible in their outward  behavior: ‘One fell down, like a dead  man in ecstasy, the 
other was trembling out of fear, and  again another was shedding tears’.
66
 Hence, 
although the Dominicans are often considered  to have a reputation for being learned 
and  serious (when compared  to, for example, the Franciscans), references to strong 
emotions are by no means absent from the writings of Dominican Observant 
authors.
67
 
According to Mainz, the second characteristic of Observant friars was their 
‘devotion’ in general (De devocione ipsorum). Their constant devotion manifested  itself 
in various ways. For instance, after Matins, the friars continued  th eir devotional 
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practices in the chapels and  before the altar, and  they indefatigably venerated  the 
religious images present in the convent.
68
 The third  chapter relates how the friars 
behaved during Mass and  communion (Quomodo se habuerint circa missam et 
communionem): their way of celebrating Mass was ‘amazing’ (mirifice). In the fourth 
chapter, entitled De zelo eorum circa religionem, Mainz wanted  to show the ‘zeal’ of the 
friars for their chosen form of religious life. He underlined  the regular Observance of 
the friars. They ‘always returned  to the rule, the constitutions and  the acts, and  even 
cited  the details’:
69
 the friars knew these by heart. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter, the word  ‘zeal’ (zelo) or its personified  form, ‘zealot’ (zelator) appears often in 
Observant narratives. In other contexts however, the word ‘zeal’ is not so much 
connected  to personal devotion and  religion, but to the salvation of the souls of 
others.  
In his fifth chapter, Mainz turned  his attention to  two specific virtues: patience 
and  constancy.
70
 According to Mainz, these were essential Observant virtues. In order 
to prove his claim that the Observant friars from Basel indeed  possessed  these 
virtues, he dwelt at length on the troubles that Conventual friars caused  during the 
efforts to reform the friary of Basel. Consequently, he highlighted  the laudable 
patience and  constancy of the Observant friars in dealing with all these troubles.
71
  
In the sixth chapter, Mainz provided  examples of the d iligence of the 
Observant friars in study, and  the seventh Observant characteristic Mainz put 
forward  was their ‘exemplary exterior conversation’.
72
 Not only within, but also 
outside the convent walls, the friars acted  with ‘the greatest d iscipline’. They wore 
their habits according to the rule and  no longer wore luxurious clothing. Likewise, 
order hierarchy was not made visible: prelates and  simple friars addressed  each 
other in the same fashion, calling each other and  themselves frater. When in town, the 
friars acted  both humbly and  chastely: the neck bent, and  without d irectly looking 
women in the face.
73
 In the eighth chapter, Mainz d irectly confronted one of the four 
card inal virtues: temperance. In this part, he devoted  attention to the corporal 
d iscipline and  the abstinence of the Observant friars. The author provided  examples 
of friars who abstained  from food and  wine and  stated  that the friars were very 
temperate in warming their bodies during the winter. As lector, Mainz was d irectly 
involved  in instructing the future generation. This explains why, in the ninth chapter, 
Mainz praised  the ‘regime and d iscipline of the young friars’. The examples he 
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provided  were meant to demonstrate how devout and  self-d isciplined  the young 
Dominican Observant friars were already, and  how much attention they paid  to the 
Dominican heritage.
74
  
Considering these nine ‘characteristics’, it becomes evident that, in Mainz’s 
eyes, an ‘Observant life’ manifested  itself in manifold  ways: not only in Marian 
devotion, regular Observance, religious zeal, learning, and  d iscipline, but also in 
well-known Christian virtues such as patience and  temperance. No chapters are 
devoted exclusively to the perfect observance of poverty, chastity and  obedience (the 
tria vota substantialia), or to the humility of these friars. Perhaps, Mainz thought that 
this was too obvious. Instead , he chose to emphasize the devotional attitude of the 
Observant friars and  their daily behavior within the convent walls. In this way, his 
examples became more concrete and  even more imitable. The narrative of Johannes 
of Mainz clearly had  a pedagogical and  moral goal and  was written to corroborate 
and  contribute to the Observant identity of the Basel friary. 
It is peculiar that, in his characterization of Observant friars, Johannes of 
Mainz d id  not say much about their excellent preaching or other elements of pastoral 
care. To Johannes of Mainz, it was apparently more important to focus on  the inner 
life and  the community life of Observant friars. He nevertheless acknowledged the 
apostolic mission of the Dominicans in another way. He made clear that Dominicans 
‘fished  souls’ to bring them to the Saviour (ordo piscatorum, quia predicatorum).
75
 In this 
way, God ensured  that the fisherman Theoderich Snycke became a ‘fisher of men ’ 
and entered  the Order of Preachers.
76
 
Whereas in the second part of Mainz’s Vita fratrum, the Observant life is 
presented  according to the above-mentioned  characteristics, the third  and  longest 
part of the chronicle concentrates more particularly on individual community 
members: it consists of twenty-seven short biographies of friars, active in the 
reformed convent between 1429 and 1442/ 1444. As the title suggests, Mainz d id  not 
wish to d isplay random facts and  dates concerning the individual lives and  careers of 
the friars, but homed in on the virtues that cohered  with the Observant ideals.
77
 For 
the same reason, Mainz d id  not describe all friars of the Basel friary, but made a 
selection. We know this because contemporary charter s and  archival documents 
mention Basel friars who were not included  in Mainz’s text. 
Johannes Nider (1380-1438), the first prior of the reformed friary of Basel, is 
the first Observant example presented  in the text. W ith four and  a half pages, Nider’s 
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 Johannes of Mainz, Vita fratrum, fol. 106v: De virtutibus quorumdam primorum observancialium huius 
conventus reformati. 
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portrait immediately constitutes the largest biography of this work.
78
 Although Nider 
was a ‘leading figure within the church’ in his time,
79
 scholars have not yet explored 
this most extensive portrait written about him by a contemporary.
80
 Even in the 
prestigious Verfasserlexikon, authoritative citations on Nider’s life are drawn from 
Johannes Meyer’s edited  Buch der reformacio predigerordens. The author of the 
Verfasserlexikon article apparently d id  not realize that the citations were actu ally 
selective translations from the Latin portrait written twenty years earlier by Johannes 
of Mainz. Nider is best known for his contribution to the formation of ideas about 
witchcraft – especially in his Formicarius – and  recently his contribution to the reform 
of Church and  society, propagated  in his De reformatione status cenobitici, has caught 
scholarly attention.
81
 However, the way in which Nider was remembered  within his 
order and  venerated  as an exemplary Observant Dominican in contemporary order 
chronicles still has to be explored . 
Mainz chose to start his portrait by underlining the great reputation of Nider.
82
 
Next, he praised  his virtues and  provided  examples that served  to prove his great 
resilience. He dwelled  on the consonance of Nider’s humility, his love of poverty, 
and his patience. According to Mainz, the latter originated  in the former. Mainz 
wished  to convey that Nider always remained  simple and  humble, although he 
fulfilled  important d ignities such as magister and  prior.
83
 At the end  of his eulogy, 
Mainz dwelt on Nider’s behavior at the hour of his death, and  exclaimed: O sancta 
fiducia, o mors secura, o denique vita nobis omnibus imitanda. Once again, he made clear 
that the model he described  had  to be imitated  by his audience. He regretted  that 
Nider had  d ied  in Nuremberg, so that the Basel friary d id  not possess his relics, and  
wrote ‘How much grief we had! We had  lost the price: we had  not deserved  to 
possess his relics! I cannot describe this without grief.’
84
 As d iscussed  in Chapter 2 
and  alluded  to above, Meyer later reworked Mainz’s portrait on Nider in his Buch der 
reformacio predigerordens. Meyer chose to focus on the suffering Nider had  to endure 
when promoting Observant reforms and  defending the Church: in Meyer’s eulogy, 
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Nider was an Observant mirror especially because of his zeal for the defense of the 
Church.
85
  
Mainz d isplayed  little interest in friars’ lives before their entrance in the Order 
of Preachers: apparently, Mainz d id  not consider this as relevant. Their life began 
upon entering the Dominican fold . In some instances, the chronicler mentioned  that a 
friar was from a rich family. If a rich man was willing to abandon the luxury of the 
world  out of love for an Observant life, this was apparently more laudable and  
exemplary, than if a poor man, who had  nothing to lose, entered  to order. The motif 
was: only those who first give up the world  can later save it. As an example, Mainz 
referred  to friar Fredericus Prunster, who was born into a powerful family in 
Nuremberg, but preferred  to ‘despise the world  as a sterile flower rather than to 
embrace the luxury of the world  and  be damned forever’.
86
 Here, we must note that, 
although the friars were meant to despise the world  and  its external beauties, the 
Dominican author nevertheless found it necessary to inform his readership that 
Fredericus was young and attractive when he entered  the Order. Freder icus 
renounced his good position with prospects for great successes in the world : ‘he 
humiliated  himself by taking up the habit and  entering the order of the Preachers: 
and so, he was gloriously inglorious and  knowingly ignorant’.
87
 Mainz preferred  this 
example over anecdotes concerning old , poor, and  ugly men entering the order: the 
greater the contrast between the life before and  after entering the order, the better the 
story. 
Although he d id  not dedicate exclusive chapters to the virtues of humility, 
simplicity and  poverty when describing the wished-for Observant characteristics, the 
biographies suggest that Johannes of Mainz considered  these to be the most 
important virtues of Observant friars. In Mainz’s eyes, these three main virtues, in 
turn, led  to other virtues such as patience, constancy, piety, purity, temperance, 
devotion, and  d iligence towards study.
88
 The idea that one virtue led  to another, 
which in itself was not new, could  also make it d ifficult to d istinguish between 
virtues.
89
 The author exp lained  that humility led  to obedience, in the way that pride 
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led  to rebellion. Friar Johannes Hunler, for example, was of great simplicity and  was 
exceptionally humble. Therefore, he was also extremely obedient. Hence, according 
to Johannes of Mainz, obedience was subordinate to humility, which, however, d id  
not constitute one of the three essential monastic vows. 
In several instances, Mainz described  the sickness and  suffering that the friars 
had  to endure, as to demonstrate their patience. This topos is p resent in other 
Observant chronicles as well, such as that produced in the Venetian Corpus Christi 
nunnery.
90
 Mainz provided  relatively few examples of chastity and  charity.
91
 In short, 
Mainz praised  numerous well-known and interrelated  virtues, which were 
commendable for all good Christians – and thus were not exclusively ‘Dominican’ in 
nature. In contrast to what Thomas Aquinas postulated , obedience was not the 
‘queen of virtues’ in the eyes of Johannes of Mainz. Instead , Mainz put special 
emphasis on the virtue of humility. 
Johannes of Mainz was not only a source for Johannes Meyer, but also 
constituted  an Observant model in the chronicles of the latter. Johannes Meyer, who 
knew Mainz personally, devoted  several biographical entries to him.
92
 In his Chronica 
brevis, he merely stated  that Mainz was the first theology lector of the reformed 
convent of Basel.
93
 In his Buch der reformacio, however, Meyer is much more extensive. 
The Buch was written primarily for the nuns of Schönensteinbach, and  since Johannes 
of Mainz had  been their confessor and  was buried  in the convent’s  church, his 
remembrance was important for the community. The Buch includes three laudatory 
chapters on Mainz: it dwells on his special love for the Virgin, his virtuous life 
(although he humbly tried  to hide his virtues), his great compassion for Christ’s 
suffering, his humility, and  his grace. If he had  some spare time, Meyer wrote, he 
imagined  Christ’s suffering to such an extent that his body shuddered . He was a very 
gifted  lector (it was hard  to find  someone with his qualities in the German lands), but 
he refused  all honor and  always stayed  humble. He consoled  those who suffered , 
helped  those in temptation, and  all came to him for advice. After the example of 
order founder St Dominic, he d id  penitence for the errors of himself and  others by 
whipping himself.
94
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Johannes Meyer 
Johannes Meyer dedicated  a d istinct part of his Book on illustrious men of the Order of 
Preachers to illustrious ‘reformers and  promoters of Observance’.
95
 What were the 
main Observant models in Meyer’s eyes, and  for what reasons d id  he include them? 
Meyer started  his list with Vincent Ferrer.
96
 This famous preacher was already 
canonized  by the time Meyer was writing, so the author could  have included him in 
his list of Dominican saints (the first section of the book). Instead , Meyer chose to 
start his section on the Dominican reformers with this canonized  saint in order to 
increase the illustrious nature of this specific group of friars, with whom he 
completely identified  himself. For the same reason Meyer placed  Antoninus of 
Florence among the reformers, although he could  have included  him in another 
section of his book (as archbishop, Antoninus fitted  in the category ‘prelates’).  
In Meyer’s view, Raymond of Capua and  Bartholomeus Texier were the sole 
master generals who could  be characterized  primarily as promoters of Observant 
reform within the Dominican order. Alongside them, Meyer commemorated  vicars of 
Observant congregations,
97
 and  priors of reformed convents.
98
 Of the sixteen 
reformers, only one is remembered  as an inquisitor (Jacob of Soest), seven are 
remembered  as authors,
99
 and  six as masters of theology.
100
 Most reformers 
mentioned  pertained either to the Teutonia province (six) or were Italian (five). 
Ferrer was the only ‘reformer’ remembered  from the Iberian Peninsola, Jacob  of Soest 
from Saxonia, Henry of Bitterfeld  from Prague (Bohemia province), and 
Bartholomeus Texier was the only Frenchman.
101
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The profiles of these Observant reformers were not identical. Vincent Ferrer 
was a reformer because through his preaching he led  many to a more regular life, 
and  Raymond of Capua because he was the first master general to actively promote 
observance. Meyer recalled  that men like Nider, Dominici and  Texier reformed 
friaries and  nunneries in Italy and  the German lands. In Meyer’s eyes, however, one 
could  also contribute to the reform of the Dominican order by writing useful books 
and  treatises. This shines through in the entries on Henry of Bitterfeld ,
102
 author of a 
reform treatise, Thomas of Siena, who wrote about Catherine of Siena and  the third 
order, and  Jacob of Soest, who wrote a book on illustrious Dominicans. Although 
Meyer’s ‘illustrious reformers’ had  d ifferent careers, several of them shared common 
traits and  motives. In line with the Observant topoi introduced  in the previous 
chapter, Meyer wanted  to underline that many of these friars suffered  greatly for 
Observance and  reform, were very successful in preaching and  the salvation of souls, 
and  therefore enjoyed a great reputation.
103
  
 Naturally, Meyer’s reformers were also perfect in regular observance, and  
possessed  the virtues of obedience and  poverty. Ferrer was perfect in observance as 
well as devout (observancialis perfectus et devotus) and  served  the constitutions of the 
friars preachers – every single ceremony and  rule – everywhere he came.
104
 Raymond 
of Capua was a religious man of many virtues (vir religiosus et multarum virtutum), 
Nider a man incomparable in monastic d iscip line (incomparabilis in monastica 
disciplina) and  a mirror of observance (observancie speculum). Whereas in some other 
Observant narratives, such as Borselli’s life of Vincent Ferrer, certain anecdotes 
stressed  the chastity of the Dominican protagonists, this virtue remains in  the 
background in Meyer’s portraits of Observant reformers. Their obedience, on the 
other hand, is emphasized  in  several instances. Meyer wished  to stress that those 
Observants who became important prelates, received  these d ignities not as a result of 
their ambition, but only because they were obedient to their superiors.
105
 Even when 
Observants rose in the ecclesiastical hierarchy, they remained  truthful to the vows 
they once made. For example, Giovanni Dominici was forced  to be a card inal, but 
continued  to love poverty.
106
 Not wanting to rise in the ecclesiastical hierarchy was a 
conventional hagiographical topos. The cand idate had  to be unwilling, otherwise he 
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was not worthy of the office, since he was not humble enough. Antoninus of 
Florence, it is said , was likewise unwilling to become archbishop of Florence.
107
  
Another characteristic stressed  in Meyer’s portrait of reformers was again the 
special devotion of some of these Observant friars to the Virgin Mary. Raymond of 
Capua is presented  as an ‘exceptional lover of the glorious Virgin Mary’.
108
 Whenever 
Franciscus de Retz, master of theology at the University of Vienna, heard  the name of 
the Virgin or saw her image, he would  secretly utter an ‘angelic salutation’ to honor 
her. He placed  an icon of Mary in the dormitory, in his cell, in the choir – indeed 
everywhere in his convent. He spent the whole stipend that the Duke of Austria gave 
him for his lectures to honor the Mother of God. With this money, he built and  
restored  poor convents and  financed  their decoration with devout images to pay 
reverence to Mary. Once, when Franciscus was reading a text on the praise of Mary 
with other doctors of theology, he burst into tears and  sobbed  so loudly that all who 
heard  it were astonished . H is exceptional devotion to Mary often led  him to shed  so 
many tears that he could  hard ly make himself intelligible.
109
 Later Dominican 
chroniclers, such as Ambrosius Taegius, continued  to stress the exceptional Marian 
devotion of exemplary friars – e.g. Alain de la Roche (d . 1479), the initiator of the 
devotion of the rosary, was remembered  as ‘the most fervent lover of the blessed 
Virgin’.
110
 
If we compare Meyer’s portrayal of Observant reformers with the Observant 
characteristics described  in Johannes of Mainz’s chronicle, we may conclud e that the 
Observant ideals had  evolved  over time. Both authors stressed  the good reputation 
of Observants, their regular Observance, and  their Marian devotion, but Meyer’s 
work puts much more emphasis on the importance of Observance for the outside 
world  and  the risks Observants had  to face in implementing reforms. 
 
Prelates: models and ant imodels 
Only one master general from the period  of Observant reforms was officially 
beatified , namely Raymond of Capua (d . 1399).
111
 The next section analyzes to what 
extent the Dominican master generals themselves were presented  as Observant 
models and  reformers. In a prependix to his Buch der reformacio predigerordens, 
Johannes Meyer included  a short history of Dominican master generals and  
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considered  to what extent they promoted  Observance.
112
 Meyer presented  Raymond 
of Capua as the first master general who promoted Observant reform within the 
Dominican order. His successor Thomas de Firmo, so Meyer narrated , maintained  
the Observance that his predecessor had  started  with ‘long and  great effort s’.
113
 At the 
same time, Observance suffered  ‘heavily’ and  was persecuted  in ‘many possible 
ways’.
114
 Under Leonard  of Florence several convents were reformed, although he 
himself was not the initiator. Bartholomeus Texier, in contrast, showed serious 
willingness to reform in Meyer’s eyes: in his times, in the German lands alone no less 
than sixteen Dominican communities were reformed. During the generalate of 
Martialis Auribelli (r. twice: 1453-1462 and 1465-1473), Observance grew ‘like the 
Israelites in Egypt’, and  Vincent Ferrer and  Catherine of Siena were canonized .
115
 
Conrad  of Asti, general between 1462 and 1465, had  ‘almost as much a sincere 
concern to reform’ as Bartholomeus Texier.
116
 He personally reformed the convent of 
Cologne. Evaluating this short treatment of Dominican order leaders, it shows that 
Meyer especially lauded Raymond of Capua and  Bartholomeus Texier a s the most 
important reformers. 
This is confirmed in Meyer’s Liber de viris illustribus: in this Latin work, 
Raymond of Capua and  Bartholomeus Texier are the only master generals who are 
listed  in the category of reformers and  propagators of Observance. In his eulogy of 
Raymond of Capua, he described  the exceptional sorrow of Stefano Maconi, the prior 
general of the Carthusians, about the death of the Dominican master general and  
related  that he came to Nuremberg to see his tomb:  
 
[...] when he was looking at the monument, he fell forward  to the ground because of the 
pain in his heart. He cried  and was fully shaken and roaring with emotion. The brothers 
of both orders [i.e. Dominicans and Carthusians] were deeply moved by compassion, and 
lifted  him up. Then he said  to them: “Don’t be amazed at my lamentation, venerable 
brothers! For I know, as far as it is God’s will to know this, that he was a r eal servant and 
friend of God and the greatest lover of his Mother.” And soon, he again fell on his knees 
[…] lamenting intensively, crying over his beloved one, and  calling Nuremberg blessed 
to guard  the exceptional relics of such a father.
117
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Here again, we find  an emotional d iscourse and  an emphasis on an Observant 
Dominican’s love for Mary. This story about Stefano Maconi’s attachment to 
Raymond of Capua is expanded further in Meyer’s Chronica brevis ordinis 
praedicatorum: Meyer included  another speech of the Carthusian prior general, in 
which the Carthusian explained  that he copied  the books of Catherine of Siena when 
he was young: both Raymond and he belonged to the inner circle of Catherine of 
Siena. Meyer also informed that Maconi tried  to find  the stola of Raymond of Capua 
in Nuremberg. When he found out that it had  d isappeared  he was very 
d isappointed , since he thought that the stola would  have made a great relic.
118
 
Whereas the Observant Johannes Meyer described  Raymond  of Capua 
primarily as an Observant reformer, friar Bartolomeo d i Tebaldo (d . after 1423) 
construed  a totally d ifferent portrait of Raymond of Capua in the chronicle of the 
Orvieto friary. This portrait, written in the first decade of the fifteenth century, may 
be the most contemporary portrait of Raymond of Capua still in existence.
119
 
Bartolomeo was not an Observant and  d id  not mention anything about Raymond 
being the initiator of Observant reform: he passed  over the existence of Observant 
reforms in silence. He praised  Raymond not for his efforts in reforming the order, but 
instead  chose to emphasize other aspects that do not come to the fore in Meyer’s 
portrait.
120
 For example, he mentioned  his study of canon law in Bologna and  his 
d iplomatic missions for Pope Urban VI and  Boniface IX. The d iverging 
representation of Raymond of Capua in the two portraits should  make us, once more, 
aware of the d ifference between Observant and  non -Observant perspectives on the 
history of the order and  its members. 
The Italian Observant friar Girolamo Borselli described  the fifteenth -century 
Dominican master generals in greater detail. How did  he depict their personalities, 
their regular Observance, and  their attitude toward s Observant reform? Like Meyer, 
the Bolognese chronicler w as particularly positive about master general Bartolomeus 
Texier (r. 1426-1449), calling him ‘a man of great religion and  remarkable 
observance’, under whose leadership many convents were reformed to Observance 
and  to a regular life.
121
 Texier, in the words of Borselli, strictly observed  the rule and 
constitutions. He was zealous and  tried  to reform his order and  eradicate vices, and  
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‘he always cherished  poverty and  loved  humility’.
122
 As a real preacher, he ‘went 
through cities and  castles, announcing the word  of God’.
123
 According to Borselli, he 
even worked miracles, both in life and  in death. The information he provided  about 
the master generals was of course dependent on the sources that were at his d isposal. 
Hence, Borselli wrote that he found little information about master general Petrus 
Rochini, because he was only in office for 25 days.
124
 
 While praising Texier’s efforts in spreading the Observance, Borselli was much 
more reserved  about master general Martialis Auribelli. Auribelli is reputed  in 
modern scholarship as a great reformer of the order: in his authoritative history, 
Mortier even claimed that Auribelli brought the Dominican order back to its 
‘beautiful and  austere’ pristine state.
125
 However, at least in the eyes of some 
Observant friars, master general Auribelli was not a mirror of regular Observance. 
Borselli introduced  Auribelli not as a religious and  Observant friar, but as a skilled  
d iplomat with a constant and  fearless character.
126
 To some extent, Auribelli even 
constituted  an anti-model in Borselli’s chronicle: some anecdotes that characterize his 
generalate stand  in sharp contrast to the ideals praised  in the portraits of Dominican 
role models such as Vincent Ferrer. For example, Auribelli d id  not respect the vow of 
poverty. Borselli included  an anecdote that relates how  Cardinal Johannes 
Turrecremata criticized  Auribelli for wearing a purse over his tunic. Borselli wrote 
that the Dominican card inal Turrecremata told  his master general Auribelli that he 
was supposed  to give his subordinate friars the ‘example of a religious man, not that 
of a merchant’.
127
 
Borselli wrote very positively about Johannes de Turrecremata. According to 
the chronicler, Turrecremata had  so much zeal for the order that he d id  not change 
his habit when he became a card inal. The chronicler stated  that others would 
normally start to wear an episcopal cloak and  hat. According to Borselli, everyone in 
the Roman curia called  Turrecremata the ‘defender of faith’ (defensor fidei). Until his 
death, he observed  the ceremonies of the order  and  he wanted  others to do so as 
well. Among other anecdotes, Borselli noted  that thanks to Turrecremata the 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 168r: Zelator magnus fuit eorum, que sunt ordinis, et vitiorum rigidus obiurgator. 
Paupertatem semper dilexit et humilitatem amavit […].  
123
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 168r : ibat enim per villas et castella, annuntiando verbum Dei. 
124
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 196r: Hic fuit vir doctus et praticus, sed quoniam parum vixit, ideo de eo pauca dicam, 
et quia etiam pauca inveni. Mortuus est autem die 25 sue electionis. 
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 Creytens, ‘La déposition’, AFP, 180. Mortier, IV, 368. As seen before, Meyer and  Uytenhove indeed 
testified  that under his generalate many convents were reformed. 
126
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 199r: prudens et ad que pro honore ordinis peragenda erant solertissimus atque inter 
omnia constans et imperterritus. 
127
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 227v: Cum semel vidisset fratrem Martialem, totius ordinis magistrum, Rome 
portantem scarsellam ad corrigiam supra tunicam, ipsum admonuit, dicens: non merchatoris, sed religiosi viri 
subditis fratribus est prebendum exemplum. 
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important Roman friary of Santa Maria sopra Minerva became part of the Observant 
congregation of Lombardy, so that it would  maintain its strict rule observance.
128
 
 According to Borselli, Auribelli was not peaceful, and  d id  not bring harmony 
to the order: Borselli informed his readers about conflicts that Auribelli  had  with 
other Dominicans.
129
 Around 1459, the master general had  a conflict with Thomas of 
Leuco, vicar of the Observant congregation of Lombardy.
130
 In Thomas de Leuco’s 
eyes, Auribelli hindered  the regular life because he opposed  the congregation . 
Therefore, Borselli explained , Auribelli was later deposed  by Pope Pius II, who 
wished ‘to help the regular life, so that it would  not be destroyed’.
131
 However, 
Borselli d id  not side with Thomas de Leuco either: he was critical toward s him as 
well for not maintaining peace within the order.  
At the general chapter of Avignon in 1470, when Auribelli had  become master 
general again, he deposed  Thomas de Leuco from his vicariate – perhaps to take 
vengeance. In the published  acts we only read  that he was deposed  propter 
racionabiles causas nos moventes.
132
 Fortunately, Borselli provided  additional 
information to explain this cryptic statement. He informed his readers that Thomas 
de Leuco had  many opponents and  that he was elected  vicar of the Observant 
congregation of Lombardy with great d iscord , because he was ‘cruel to others’, but 
‘kind  to himself’.
133
 This constituted  the exact opposite of the Observant religious 
ideal, which prescribed  that one had  to be merciful to others, but austere to oneself.
134
 
Elsewhere in the chronicle, Borselli provided  more examples of the Observant vicar’s 
hypocrisy: he was proud and  oppressive. Since he feared  compet ition, he threw 
many outstanding men out of the congregation, and  d id  not respect their d ignity. He 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 227v. 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 221r. 
130
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 216v: Hoc anno, scilicet domini 1459, facta est non parva concertatio in concilio 
mantuano, celebrato per Pium papam secundum, inter fratres vite regularis conventuum reformatorum 
Lombardie utriusque et magistrum Martialem. 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 216v: Tandem summus pontifex, vitam regularem volens adiuvare, ne destrueretur 
quedam concessit pro pace et quiete omnium volentium regulariter vivere […]. Cf. Raymond Creytens, ‘La 
déposition de maître Martial Auribelli O.P. par Pie II (1462)’, AFP 45 (1975), 147-200. Mortier, IV, 387-
402. 
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 Reichert, Acta CG, III, 327 : Fratrem Thomam de Leuco vicarium congregacionis utriusque Lombardie 
absolvimus ab officio vicariatus propter racionabiles causas nos moventes. This is not taken over by Taegius. 
Taegius defended  Thomas de Leuco. Cf. his version Chronica maior, fol. 272v (Bologna copy). Contrary 
to what the official acts state, there were no rational causes in Taegius’s eyes. The Milanese chronicler 
stated  that Thomas’s deposition was against the privileges of the congregation: nulla existente 
rationabili causa ab officio absolutus fuit contra tenorem privilegiorum a sede apostolica concessorum dictae 
congregationi […]. 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 229r: Thomas de Leuco […] absolutus fuit a vicariatu generali conventuum 
reformatorum utriusque Lombardie, quia cum magna discordia fuit electus bononie ad dictum vicariatum, et 
quia erat vir aliis austerus et crudus, sibi autem vehementer compatiens. 
134
 This is expressed  in the notice on the Observant hero Lorenzo d i Ripafratta. He was aliis clemens et 
pius sibi austerus. 
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wanted  his friars to strictly observe the regular life (including fasting and  abstinence 
from meat), but made exceptions for himself, and  whereas he attempted  very hard  to 
extinguish the arrogance of others, he d idn’t do enough to fight his own pride.
135
 
Hence, not only Auribelli, but also Thomas de Leuco represented an antimodel in 
Borselli’s chronicle. 
According to Borselli, Martialis Auribelli also had  a conflict with the 
Dominican preacher and  theologian Antoninus of Alexandria, who had  very good 
contacts with highly placed  figures, such as Niccolo, Leonello and  Borso d’Este. 
Borselli wrote that Auribelli and  Antoninus used  to quarrel and  take vengeance on 
each other, illustrating their animosity with a peculiar anecdote: when Antoninus 
d ied  during the general chapter of Siena in 1462, his body was carried  away on a bier 
to be buried , and  it passed  the gathering of friars, including Auribelli. Exactly at that  
point, the corpse fell from the bier on to the ground. Then Auribelli said : ‘Alive, you 
did  not want to be subject to me, nor d id  you want to show me reverence. Now you 
do, while you are dead – whether you like it or not.’
136
 
Elsewhere, Borselli wrote that at the general chapter in Basel (1473), over 
which Auribelli presided , it was ordered  that ‘all convents of the order had  to be 
reformed’. The chronicler then remarked  in a critical fashion: ‘That order was good 
and holy, but aside from these words, nothing was done, since the ones who 
ordained  it were themselves the first transgressors of these orders’.
137
 With these 
words, Borselli suggested  that Auribelli transgressed  his own orders. 
After the intervention of Pius II that had  caused  Auribelli’s deposition in 1462, 
an Observant from the congregation of Lombardy became master general: Conrad  of 
Asti. Borselli described  him as: 
 
‘a learned  man, a lover of religion, impartial to all, oppressive to none. When he was 
made master of the order, he immediately worked to rebuild  it. Led by zeal, he did  
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 230r […] propter suam duritiem et animum elatum , non enim parem habere volebat, 
multos singulares viros de predicta congregatione eiecit, eos multipliciter molestando, nec secundum eorum 
gradus aut dignitates tractando. Regularem vitam, ieiuniorum et abstinentiarum observantiam in subiectis 
fratribus strictissime voluit observari, circa personam vero suam in hiis magna discretione utebatur. Elationem 
animi in aliis extinguere, in se autem parum conatus est. Ultimo confectus senio et dei iuditio mentecaptus 
effectus, apud veronam extinctus est, anno domini 1478. 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 221r: In isto capitulo magister Antoninus de Alexandria, theologus et predicator 
egregius, peste percussus, interiit. Cum autem portaretur corpus ad sepulturam et transiret ante capitulum, ubi 
magister Martialis a casu erat, cecidit de feretro corpus in terram. Cui frater Martialis: Noluisti michi subici in 
vita, nec reverentiam facere; facis nunc, vellis nolis, mortuus. Discordabant enim in vita, et unus alium 
persequebatur.  
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 232r: Item quia constat religionem nostram obscuratam et deformatam esse, mandamus 
omnibus prelatis ut omnes conventus ordinis reformentur. Ista ordinatio fuit bona et sancta, sed ultra verba 
nichil actum est, quoniam et ipsi ordinatores fuerunt primi transgressores. 
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not stay in the Roman curia, but humbly visited the provinces and convents of his 
order […] and governed the order with great d iscretion.’
138
 
 
This description, it seems, is to be read  in opposition to the generalate periods of 
Auribelli. When Borselli wrote, non in curia sed per ordinem humiliter gradiens, he 
implicitly critized  Auribelli, who according to him, albeit skilled  and  fearless (as one 
has to be at the papal curia), was not the embodiment of religious virtues, such as 
humility and  poverty. Borselli made clear that he knew Conrad  personally: he ‘saw’ 
and  ‘heard’ this father and  testified  that Conrad  was humble and  peaceful. However, 
like his predecessor Auribelli, Conrad  was deposed  as well – by the successor of Pius 
II: Paul II. To explain this, Borselli ind icated  that Conrad of Asti had  deposed  
Michael de Hollandia, the prior of Bologna, who was a ‘zealous man’ but ‘without 
d iscretion’.
139
 To take revenge, Michael started an opposition against Conrad . When 
Pius II d ied , the actions of Conrad’s opponents bore fruit. Auribelli again became 
master general.  
Borselli wanted  to emphasize the peaceful character of Conrad  of Asti. When 
Conrad  was deposed , he resigned  himself to his fate – instead  of starting himself an 
opposition that would  cause unrest within the order. He withdrew, wanted  peace, 
and  went back to his native convent of Asti. There, he spent the remainder  of his life 
in a useful way: he composed  many books that ‘are held  in the convent of Asti’, and 
died  there in 1470. Borselli, bringing his own person to the fore as eyewitness, 
emphasized  that Conrad  worked ‘so that all would  live restful and  peaceful’.
140
 He 
listened  most patiently to everyone, and  tried  to satisfy them all, as much as he 
could . Accord ing to Borselli, Conrad  wanted  that the highest in rank  would  serve the 
others.
141
  
  Borselli introduced  the next master general Leonardo Mansueti as ‘learned’, 
‘regular in his morals’ and  very religious in his behavior and  clothing.
142
 However, 
Borselli blamed him for not protecting the honor of the Dominican order.
143
 Here is a 
contrast with Auribelli, who was, in Borselli’s eyes, very good at defending the honor 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 220r: vir doctus et religionis amator, comunis omnibus, nulli gravis. Factus magister 
ordinis, statim manum apposuit ad ordinem erigendum; unde zelo ductus, non in curia romana, sed per ordinem 
humiliter gradiens, visitabat provintias atque conventus, et […] cum magna discretione ordinem gubernabat. 
139
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 220r: vir quidem zelans, sed sine discretione.  
140
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 220r : Et quia vidi hunc patrem et audivi, dicam etiam quantum ipse curabat, ut omnes 
quiete viverent et pacifice. 
141
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 220r: summe debent esse subiecti et aliis deservire. 
142
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 243r: doctus; In moribus valde compositus (regular, mature, trained), in victu atque 
vestitu multum religiosus erat. [...] Propter suam mansuetudinem remissus fuit, et ea, que ordinis honorem 
concernunt, non tutabatur.  
143
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 243r: Propter suam mansuetudinem remissus fuit, et ea, que ordinis honorem 
concernunt, non tutabatur. Here is a contrast w ith Auribelli: who was very good  at defending the honor 
of the Dominicans, accord ing to Borselli. 
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of the Dominicans. Leonardo Mansueti d id  not dare to stand  up to the Franciscan 
Pope Sixtus IV, when the latter ‘deprived’ Catherine of Siena of her stigmata. Borselli 
provided  two reasons to explain this: Leonardo’s tameness and  lack of courage in the 
face of Sixtus IV, and  his own personal ambitions: ‘it was said’ that Leonardo hoped 
that the Franciscan pope would  give him a purple hat. Our chronicler ended his 
notice on Leonardo with a sneer: he d ied  ‘without having been made card inal’.
144
 
In this period , the Dominican order was controlled  more and  more by Rome.
145
 
As mentioned  above, Pope Pius II interfered  in internal order politics by deposing 
Auribelli, and  in this way infringed  on the canonical independence of the Dominican 
order. After Pius II d ied , papal interference d id  not cease: Pope Paul II deposed  
Conrad  of Asti, and  Pope Sixtus IV made sure that Salvus Cassetta was chosen 
master general in 1484. The card inal protector gained  a larger role as well in this 
period: Oliviero Carafa occupied  this position from 1478 until his death in 1511.
146
 
The increasing control of Rome is further illustrated  by the fact that many general 
chapters were organized  in the eternal city in this period  (1468, 1474, 1481, 1484). 
Salvus Casseta from Palermo was elected  during the general chapter of Rome 
in 1481 ‘with the help of Pope Sixtus IV’.
147
 Borselli wrote about Salvus that he was 
learned , and  sharp  in d isputations. But not all things were positive about him: 
Borselli mentioned  that he quarrelled  a lot with other Sicilian friars and  that he was 
‘not a little’ ignorant of the things that pertained  to religion: when he entered  the 
chapter, and  there was no one to help him, he d id  not know what to do.
148
 Borselli 
wrote that Salvus ‘worked  faithfully for the pope’.
149
 Everyone thought that the pope 
would  recompense him  by making him card inal, but, in the end , this d id  not happen. 
Borselli concluded that he reigned  over the order only for a short period , but that, 
nevertheless, within this period , he ordained  ‘that many good things be done’ – 
Borselli d id  not specify what exactly.
150
 
  When Salvus d ied , Oliviero Carafa, the protector of the order, intervened to 
settle the election of Bartholomeus of Bologna (also known as Bartolomeo Comazzi). 
‘Seeing that the Order of Preachers had  collapsed’, he wanted  that an Observant 
would  become vicar, in the hope that he could  ‘lift up  the fallen order in some 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 243r: non cardinalis factus. 
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 Mortier wrote IV, 588: ‘Il est même étonnant  que sous de pareils Pontifes [renaissance popes, 
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 Stephen L. Forte, The Cardinal-Protector of the Dominican Order (Rome, 1959). On Carafa see also the 
section on Schifaldo in the next chapter,. 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 242r: procurante sixto quarto pontifice. 
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149
 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 242r: laborans fideliter pro pontifice. 
150
 To have an idea of the decisions made under his leadership , one can consult the acta. 
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way’.
151
 This demonstrates that Borselli still considered  the order to be in decline in 
1484. Apparently, the Observant reforms of the fifteenth century had  still yielded  
insufficient results. Carafa spoke with friars from the congregation of Lombardy, 
‘called  Observants’ in order to find  a suitable Observant master general.
152
 The friars 
of the congregation responded that they knew a learned , prudent and  religious man, 
namely Bartholomeus of Bologna. He was made vicar by papal authority, and  during 
the general chapter of Rome (1484) he was elected  master general: cum magnis 
discordiis atque clamoribus. Borselli d id  not further explain this discordia. Other sources 
indicate that the Conventuals, still the majority of Dominicans, d id  not want an 
Observant from the congregation of Lombardy as master general. Moreover, he was 
not chosen ‘democratically’, but appointed  by the card inal protector.
153
 Since Borselli 
was a rather strong adherent of the Observant congregation of Lombardy, he d id  not 
explain that this interference ran counter to the Dominican constitu tions. He found it 
justified  to break with the Dominican constitutions in order to increase the chances 
for regular Observance. 
 Despite the protests of Conventuals, the Observant Bartholomeus of Bologna 
undemocratically became master general. He was a theologian and , in Borselli’s 
words, ‘nourished  by these things that are of religion, and  that pertain to regular 
life’.
154
 When he was around sixteen years old , he had  entered  the order in Bologna. 
He became prior, inquisitor, and  regens studii (leading lector in the study house). For 
two years he was vicar of the reformed convents of the congregation of Lombardy. 
He d id  not lead  the order for long: Bartholomeus, 46-year-old , d ied  of the plague 
after ten months in  government.
155
 One would  expect that this ‘Observant’ friar 
would  have been a perfectly religious master general, but Borselli revealed  that, once 
he was chosen, he abandoned his regular life, he changed his clothing, and  started to 
love luxury – to Borselli’s great d isappointment.
156
 Borselli made more critical 
remarks, but these are unreadable. Within the Bologna convent, where Borselli’s 
manuscript was kept, some friars were not happy with the critical way in which 
Borselli commented  on the generalate of Bartholomeus of Bologna: the whole 
passage, in which Borselli overtly criticized  the former master general from Bologna 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 245r: videns ordinem collapsum [...] qui cadentem ordinem posset aliqualiter sublevare. 
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 Borselli, Cronica, fol. 245r: appellantur observantiales. 
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 Mortier, IV, 596-7. 
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8. Cf. Mortier, IV, 596. 
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was later blacked  out. Still later, someone tried  to make it readable again (illustration 
18). This was not the only case of censorship in Borselli’s chronicle : elsewhere I 
introduced  comparable cases.
157
  
After Bartholomeus, Barnabas from the Observant congregation of Naples 
became master general. Since he d ied  after a month, Borselli d id  not have much to 
say about him – only that he was religious, learned , and  fed  by regular observance. 
The next and  last master general introduced  by Borselli was Joachim Torriano from 
Venice, ‘a learned  man, erudite in Greek and  Latin letters’. Although Joachim did  not 
come from an Observant branch, he was presented  as a model of Observance.
158
 He 
was not only learned , but also religious in his behavior and  clothing – accord ing to 
Borselli, he was even religious in his horse rid ing. He showed  restraint in drinking 
and  eating, and  was satisfied  with one moderate meal a day. As such he constituted  
‘a good example to all’.
159
 Turianus (d . 1501) would  outlive Borselli, who d ied  in 1497. 
 The depiction of master generals in Ambrosius Taegius’s works and  in 
Leandro Alberti’s printed  De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  is less controversial 
than those in Borselli’s chronicle. It is possible that some critical passages had  already 
been blacked  out when Taegius consulted  Borselli’s chronicle: Taegius d id  not repeat 
that the Observant friar Bartholomeus of Bologna started  to love luxury, once he was 
chosen master general – one of the censored  passages.
160
  
Such censorship, which made parts of Borselli’s chronicle unreadable, is not 
the only possible explanation  why Taegius provided  less sensitive information about 
his order. At times, Taegius deliberately omitted  Borselli’s critical anecdotes on 
Dominican friars (and  conflicts between them) even if they had  not fallen victim to 
‘material’ censorship: when Taegius copied  the entry on Antonius of Alexandria 
from Borselli, he completely deleted the anecdote on the conflict between him and 
Auribelli. Although a marginal note in Taegius’s chronicle ind icates that the 
information was taken from Borselli (ex cro; fris hier. bononien.), it does not at all 
reproduce the same content.
161
 Other examples confirm that Taegius ed ited  out 
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 Cf. Borselli, Cronica, fols 229r, and  232r: the passage in which Borselli defended  Johannes Uytenhove 
was made unread able as well (this has been erased , whereas the passage on Bartholomeus was 
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 Mortier, V, 4-5. 
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preacher, and  that the family of Este wanted  him to become prior of Santa M aria degli Angeli extra 
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sensitive information: in Taegius’s version, Salvus Casseta was not ‘ignorant’ of 
things pertaining to religion, and  d id  not fight with other Sicilian friars.
162
 
Leandro Alberti based  the portraits of master generals for his printed  De viris 
illustribus mainly on Taegius’s chronicle. This fitted  his goal better, namely to praise 
and celebrate Dominican illustriousness. Sensitive and  critical information was left 
out. If a modern historian wants to find  such m aterials about the order, he is better 
served  by the unprinted  chronicles that are hidden in libraries and  archives. It shows 
that we cannot generalize that all order chroniclers only wanted  to praise their order. 
Some Dominican chroniclers were more critical than others, bu t their works fell 
victim to censorship, and  d id  not make it to the printing press. The broader the 
intended audience, and  the more official the chronicle or collection was, the less 
probable that controversial materials were included. 
 
Women as models 
Preaching and  pastoral care were central to the mendicant orders, and  were, as we 
have seen above, often emphasized  as important in the represen tation of Observant 
models. Women, however, were not allowed to preach and  teach publicly.
163
 As a 
consequence, they were also portrayed  d ifferently. In the lives of women before the 
fifteenth century, excessive ascetism is often accentuated ,
164
 probably to compensate 
the lack of preaching and  pastoral care. When considering how Dominican women 
were portrayed  as Observant models, we also have to d ifferentiate between members 
of the Third  Order and  enclosed  nuns.
165
 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
Ferrara. This convent belonged  to the congregation of St George de Alga (qui portant habitum celestini 
coloris), but the D’Estes made sure it was given to the Dominican order.  
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In 1461, Catherine of Siena was the first woman affiliated  with the Dominican 
order to be canonized .
166
 Recent scholarship suggests that fifteenth -century 
hagiographers turned  Catherine of Siena into ‘the standardbearer for the Observant 
reform’.
167
 In the German provinces she was admired  as the ‘Leitfigur des 
Reformgedankens’.
168
 In his study of Dominican hagiography in the German 
vernacular, Werner Williams-Krap lists manuscripts that contained  a life of Dominic, 
Peter Martyr, Thomas Aquinas, Vincent Ferrer, Catherine of Siena or Margaret of 
Hungary. This manuscript evidence proves that, at least in Germany, Catherine of 
Siena’s popularity exceeded that of order founder St Dominic. This is especially 
remarkable because during her lifetime Catherine d id  not have an official connection 
to the Dominicans. The legend of Catherine of Siena d id  not only circulate in 
manuscript but also appeared  in print: in the Italian vernacular in 1477, 1489 and  
1490, and  around 1492 in an English translation by Wynkyn de Worde (Lyf of Saint 
Katherin of Senis).
169
 A glance at the index of the monumental eighteenth -century 
Scriptores ordinis praedicatorum confirms Catherine’s popularity: the index lists 
twenty-five biographers of Catherine of Siena.
170
 The number of texts devoted  to her 
approaches the number of lives devoted  to St Dominic himself: according to the 
index twenty-eight vitae were dedicated  to the founder of the Order of Preachers 
between the thirteenth and  the beginning of the eighteenth century. 
In the canonization process, Catherine of Siena was praised  for her humility, 
austerity, charity and prophetic powers. Her wisdom and knowledge are also 
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emphasized , which makes one scholar suggest that the Dominicans tried  to mold  her 
according to a standard  ‘type of Dominican sanctity marked  by great learning’.
171
 In 
the words of Carolyn Muessig, Dominican sermons tend  to ‘paint an image of a 
woman who was at the forefront of an active service; this service included the 
trad itional hallmarks of female sanctity such as virginity and  obedience, but it also 
was defined  by less commonplace interests, such as woman as civic peacemaker, 
letter writer, and  as itinerant papal advocate’.
172
 Otfried  Krafft has shown that Pope 
Pius II, during the canonization process, harnassed  Catherine for other causes as 
well: to support papal power and  to promote a crusade against the Turks.
173
 In line 
with Raymond of Capua’s legend, her virtues and  exemplary life were stressed 
during the canonization process, not her miracles.
174
 
Before 1461, Dominican women had  no canonized  models at their d isposal. At 
the end  of the fourteenth-century, Raymond of Capua and  Thomas of Siena 
acknowledged a lack of imitable models for women associated  with the Dominican 
order and  tried  to fill in the gap.
175
 Raymond of Capua wrote the life not only of 
Catherine of Siena, but also of the Dominican nun Agnes of Montepulciano (d . 
1317).
176
 Thomas of Siena translated  the life of Catherine into Italian, and  made 
abbreviated  versions. In this way, he contributed  significantly to the circulation of 
Catherine’s life. He also produced, translated  and  edited lives of other women 
affiliated  to the Dominican order, whom he presented  as examples for the newly 
established  Third  Order. In 1400 he translated  the Latin legends on Giovanna of 
Orvieto (d . 1306) and  Margaret of Città d i Castello into Italian. In 1402, he wrote a 
completely new Legend on the life of Mary of Venice, who d ied  in 1399.
177
 As André 
Vauchez has postulated , these vitae were used  to promote Dominican Observance 
among women.
178
 The beginning of the sixteenth century saw the creation of new 
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tertiary models in the lives of, among others, Colomba of Rieti (d . 1501) and  Osanna 
of Mantua (d . 1505).
179
 They were officially beatified  in later centuries.
180
  
We note that many more Dominican tertiaries than nuns were blessed  or 
canonized: fourteen moniales against twenty sorores saeculares and  five sorores 
regulares.
181
 This can perhaps be explained  by the fact that tertiaries were more visible 
to the outside world , which could  incite popular devotion more easily. Enclosed 
nuns could  not be seen, only lived within the cloister, so their ‘holy’ lives could  not 
be appreciated  as d irectly by the outside world . Among these blessed  are the nuns 
Maria Mancini (d . 1431) and  Chiara Gambacorta (d . 1419) from the first Observant 
convent S. Domenico in Pisa.
182
  
Scholarship has shown that strict enclosure was an essential part of bein g 
Observant in communities of Dominican nuns.
183
 Studying the Observant 
communities of San Domenico in Pisa and  San Pietro Martyr in Florence, Duval 
concludes that enclosure and  obedience were essential for Observant nuns. Enclosure 
answered  not only to religious needs, but also to needs in secular society: placing 
wealthy daughters in strictly enclosed  Observant convents was a good  way to 
preserve a family’s heritage. Duval maintains that, whereas in the beginning there 
was considerable space for female authority and  initiative, during the fifteenth 
century, the Observant monasteries transformed more and  more into prisons.
184
 At 
the beginning of the sixteenth century, however, we still find  Dominican nuns 
fulfilling pastoral tasks in a more indirect manner. Mostaccio wrote that the enclosed 
nun Tommasina Fieschi (d . 1543) communicated  with the urban laity through letters 
and  in this way exercised  ‘una vera e propria d irezione spirituale’.
185
 
The importance of obedience and  enclosure for Dominican women is 
frequently repeated  in historical and  hagiographical narratives written by both 
Dominican men and women. For example, in his narrative on the regular life in 
Venice, Thomas of Siena wrote that, in 1393, Giovanni Dominici led  thirty women in 
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Venice to regular Observance in the nunnery of Corpus Domini. He specified  what 
this meant: these nuns were enclosed  perpetually, so that they could  n ever see any 
person outside the convent, nor could  ever be seen by any person in any way.
186
  
A few decades later, Sister Riccoboni described  the perfect regular life that 
was observed  in this enclosed  Venetian community and , at times, stressed  that the 
sisters were intrinsically motivated  for a life in strict enclosure. Sister Margarita 
Mussolini, for example, ‘delighted  to stay in her cell’.
187
 Riccoboni provided  examples 
to demonstrate that the regular observance was ‘perfect in the highest degree’: 
 
‘When the superiors commanded anything, blessed  was she who said yes most 
promptly. No one would  go speak at the windows for any reason without 
permission, and  likewise they maintained  with all d iligence all the ceremonies of the 
order. Chapter was held  every night, and  when they heard  that bell they welcomed it 
as the greatest opportunity, thinking they could  humble themselves and announce 
their defects and  accuse themselves of every lapse in conduct.’ 
 
Next to this admirable obedience, the adherence to poverty w ould  also have been 
perfect. All property was held  in common: ‘Everything belonged to everyone, and  all 
had  their needs met. The Lord  God provided  for us’.
188
 Not only were the three 
principal vows observed  perfectly, but also many other Christian virtues, such as 
purity, humility, devotion, and  patience, shine through in the sisters’ eulogies. 
Riccoboni stressed  that Sister Lucia Canal ‘loved  virginity so much that she 
used  to say that she would  rather suffer a thousand martyrdoms than have the 
slightest thought contrary to virginity, and  all her studies were devoted to reading 
legends of holy virgins and  every scripture that spoke of this virtue’.
189
 This passage 
both underlines the sister’s chastity, and  reminds us of the learning that these women 
could  develop within the convent walls. Another sister whose learning Riccoboni 
emphasized  was Sister Diamante: she ‘always studied  the Holy Scriptures and  had  
an excellent mind for reading and  singing and  writing’.
190
 Next to obedience and  
enclosure, activities such as reading and  copying were thematised  in vitae and  
collective biographies of Dominican Observant nuns.
191
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As Daniel Bornstein has noted , Riccoboni dedicated  great attention to the sickness 
and suffering of the sisters. These are presented  as God’s rewards for a perfectly 
devout and  Observant life. This comes to the fore in  sentences such as: ‘God wanted  
to reward  her for her good works by aggravating her illness’, and  ‘When it  p leased 
God to reward  her labou rs, he sent her a serious illness that lasted  a year’.
192
 
Riccoboni wrote that sister Giovanni da Loreto suffered  from a serious illness for 
many years. As a consequence she became ‘thin as a crucifix’ and  ‘d isgusting to look 
at, so that many were repulsed  by her and  she bore it all with great patience’.
193
 In 
this way, Riccoboni prescribed  that sisters should  consider physical defects not as a 
burden, but as a d ivine present. This – what Bornstein called  ‘spiritualization of 
illness’ – can be related  to the theme of excessive ascetism in the lives of fourteenth -
century mystical women. 
 The lives that Riccoboni described  were not all identical. There was some 
space for d iversity and individuality insofar as the personal characteristics described  
were compatible with the religious ideals of the community. For example, wh ile one 
sister was characterized  by her great love for virginity, the other was exceptionally  
dedicated  to choral prayer.
194
 Some portraits in Riccoboni’s work consist of a few lines 
only, whereas other sisters are described  in more detail. Two of the longer entries are 
dedicated  to Sister Paula (d . 1416), the mother of the Observant friar Giovanni 
Dominici, and  to Sister Piera of Città d i Castello (d . 1423). The latter possessed  ‘all 
virtues’ in the eyes of our chronicler and  ‘one could  not see even the slightest defect 
in her’. Humble, obedient and  respectfu l, she was a real spiritual mother to all .
195
 She 
prayed  constantly, d isplayed  great charity and  took care for the sick and  the dead . 
Her charity even caused  her death: Piera fearlessly approached a sister who had  
great sores and  stank badly and  ‘kissed  her on the mouth, and  then she kissed  and  
cleaned every sore on that body’.
196
 As a consequence she got a high fever and  d ied . 
The compassion of saintly figures for the sick is a hagiographical topos that 
also comes to the fore in the life of Catherine of Siena, who allegedly swallowed the 
pus of a sick woman’s sore. These kinds of actions are presented  as a victory over 
earthly fears, and  a sign of the greatest humility. It seems that in the Venetian Corpus 
Domini convent humility was considered  as one of the greatest virtues. When, 
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during a prayer, a dead  sister appeared  to a living sister, the latter asked  the former 
who of the women of the convent was ‘most acceptable to God’. The dead  sister 
replied  that the Prioress Lucia Tiepolo was favored  by God  because of her ‘great 
humility’.
197
 
The Vita of Chiara Gambacorta, nun and  prioress at San Domenico in Pisa, 
likewise reflects on the protagonist’s obedience and  the importance she attached  to 
the rule. The author (probably a woman) thematized  Chiara’s obed ience, her austere 
life, and  the importance she attributed  to a strictly enclosed  life.
198
 A final example 
comes from the Low Countries. The sister who wrote the short vernacular chronicle 
about the Dominican convent Westroyen related  that, in 1464, a visit of master 
general Conrad  of Asti caused  chaos and  agitation: he wanted  to see the sisters, but 
the sisters d id  not want him to enter the convent, as this was against their habit of 
strict enclosure.
199
 The narrative states furthermore that the master general talked 
with the prioress for a very long time, so that the final service of the day could  not be 
celebrated  at the usual hour. The fact that this was considered  sufficiently relevant to 
be written down in the chronicle, confirms the importance the nuns attributed  to a 
strict and  regular Observance. In short, although a large palet of virtues was praised , 
the narratives suggest that obedience and  humility were considered  most important 
in the Observant nunneries. At the same time, unpublished  chronicles such as the so-
called  ‘Schwesternbuch’ of St Gall should  be studied  in more detail, in order to get a 
fuller understanding of geographical and  d iachronical d ifferences and  similarities in 
the Observant ideals among Dominican women.
200
 
 
Conclusion 
Ideally speaking, the Dominican order was characterized  by both regular Observance 
and  the salvation of souls (zelus animarum) through preaching and  pastoral care. This 
is central in many of the Observant narratives d iscussed  in this chapter . The friars 
presented  lived  a perfect Christian life, honored  the vows of chastity, poverty and 
obedience, and  d isplayed  humility. In the lives of nuns, devotion and  enclosure 
replaced  pastoral mission.  
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The narrative evidence shows that Dominican Observant models existed  in a 
variety of types. The friars Meyer included  in his section on Observant reformers had 
d ifferent careers and  were included for d iverse reasons. Both practical and  
intellectual aspects played  a role. One friar was a canonized  saint and  an excellent 
preacher, a second reformed many convents, and  a third  was m ainly known for his 
learning. Although humility and  obedience seem to figure most prominently in 
Observant narratives, there is no clear hierarchy in the virtues praised  in the 
Observant models put forward  by Dominican authors. Moreover, authors placed  
d ifferent emphases. When describing the characteristics of Observant friars, Johannes 
of Mainz concentrated  on their perfect and  devout behavior within the convent 
walls. Johannes Meyer, on the other hand, chose to focus on the success of 
Observants in the ou tside world , and  their popularity among the clergy and  the laity. 
He related  how they suffered  for the promotion of Observance and  how they kept on 
working for the salvation of souls – they were fervent in pastoral care, by hearing 
confessions, and  through preaching. The d ifferences can perhaps be explained  in 
light of the transformation that took place in the fifteenth century and  that put 
pastoral action ‘at the centre of the Observant religious identity’.
201
 To be useful to the 
world  through fruitful preaching and  the work for the salvation of souls is indeed  an 
Observant topos that transcends several religious orders.
202
 
When reading the Dominican narratives, we notice that the virtues praised  in 
these Observant models are common Christian virtues that are not exclusively 
Dominican in character. The virtues presented  in the lives of Observant Dominican 
women are not exclusive to these women  either, but are similar to those in the lives 
of other reformed and enclosed  female religious, such as the Colletines.
203
 As we 
compare the Dominican profiles with those of Franciscan Observant heroes, we see 
many similarities as well: Franciscan chroniclers depicted  the perfect regular 
Observance of their protagonists in comparable ways, singling out their humility, 
poverty, charity, and  their success in preaching and  the salvation of souls.
204
 Another 
aspect that Dominican authors often presented  as characteristic for Observant friars 
was their special devotion to the Virgin Mary. Again, this was not unique. Franciscan 
authors also liked  to emphasize the great Marian devotion of their own Observant 
models. Therefore, one could  conclude that there are no essential d ifferences between 
the depiction of Observant models within these two mendicant orders. At the same 
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time, we do find  that the members of these orders perceived d ifferences, for example 
in relation to the vow of poverty.
205
 
It is remarkable that in the Observant order chronicles of the period  under 
scrutiny the inquisitorial aspects of the Dominican life rarely come to the fore to 
construct models of Observant sanctity.
206
 This is in line with my conclusions in 
Chapter 5, where I remarked  that inquisitors were never considered  as a separate 
category of Dominicans in biographical collections: in contrast to, for example, 
martyrs, doctors, prelates, or reformers, the ‘illustrious Dominican inquisitor’ was 
never thematized  in these historical narratives by Dominican authors. Apparently, 
Dominicans d id  not consider it essential for their self-understanding. Dominicans 
depicted  themselves as the defenders of faith, but authors concentrated  on preaching, 
and  on aspects of teaching doctrine – not on involvement in inquisitorial offices. 
Whereas the bulk of this chapter concentrated  on Observant models, one 
section was meant to demonstrate that, although the institutional narratives are full 
of model friars, some Dominican chronicles also present imperfect friars – 
counterexamples, or ‘antimodels’. Borselli was an Observant friar, but still felt 
obliged  to reveal that Joachim Torriano, a Conventual master general, was more 
religious than Bartholomeus de Bologna, a master general selected  from the 
Observant branches of the order. Moreover, he described  Thomas de Leuco, the ex-
vicar of the Observant congregation to which he himself pertained , as oppressive, 
arrogant, and  ambitious. This demonstrates that the chroniclers d id  not always stick 
to ideal categories, bu t that their writings at times reflect more complex realities, in 
which these categories were not so clear-cut. Sensitive information on master 
generals and  anecdotes about conflicts that can be found in the chronicle of Borselli 
were deliberately left out of the first printed  chronicles of the Dominican order: these 
chronicles were supposed  to serve the whole order and  therefore had  to provide a 
harmonious picture. 
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CHAPTER 9: DOMINICANS AND HUMANISM 
 
‘L’Observance avec son retour à la vie primitive de l’Ordre, avec ses pratiques 
austère, avec son esprit foncièrement chrétien, était en opposition d irecte, rad ical, 
avec le paganisme envahissant. Elle était aussi une renaissance, la vraie renaissance, 
la renaissance évangélique; mais, comme telle, elle condamnait par ses principes et 
son action la renaissance païenne.’
1
 
 
In his monumental history of the Dominican master generals, Mortier expressed  the 
trad itional idea that Dominican Observance was in d irect conflict with the ‘pagan 
renaissance’. This view, caused  by a misu nderstanding of the meaning of renaissance 
humanism (defined  as secular ethics) current in older scholarship, is now considered 
to be outdated . Scholars like Mortier focused  on conflicts between humanists and  
members of religious orders, and  therefore constructed  ‘simplistic schemes’ of a far 
more complex reality.
 2
 Scholarship has now come to acknowledge the links between 
humanism and religious learning in the fifteenth and  sixteenth century. Moreover, 
many humanists, including Erasmus, spent most of their intellectual energy on issues 
of moral theology, patristics and  biblical scholarship. The interest in pagan classics 
only typifies a part of the humanist movement.
3
  
There was no strict opposition between the Domin ican order and  the cultural 
and  literary movement known under the term humanism.
4
 Both humanists and  
Observants were interested  in the repair of morals, the formation of a virtuous 
society, and  they looked into the past for inspiration. The writings of Observant 
authors had  a strong educational goal. With their texts, Observant historians wished  
                                                          
1
 Mortier, IV, 589. 
2
 Delcorno, ‘Quomodo discet sine docente?, 159. 
3
 See e.g. Kristeller, ‘The Contribution of Religious Ord ers to Renaissance Thought and  Learning’, The 
American Benedictine Review  21 (1970), 1-55; Alison Knowles Frazier, Possible Lives. 
4
 Dominicans advanced  research into this area as well, e.g. the friar and  renaissance scholar Salvatore 
Camporeale. Salvatore Camporeale, ‘Umanesimo, Riforma e le origini della Contrariforma. Alla 
ricerca d i interrelazioni e d ifferenze’, Memorie Domenicane 20 (1989), 301-307 and  his articles on 
Giovanni Caroli, d iscussed  below. See also Memorie Domenicane: the issues of 1974 and  1978 focus on 
the relation between Dominicans and  humanism, e.g.: Umanesimo e teologia tra ' 400 e ' 500 and  Temi 
medievali e umanistici : cultura e teologia. On Pietro Ranzano, the author of the canonization vita of 
Vincent Ferrer, who became prior provincial of Sicily in 1455: Antonino Barilaro, ‘Pietro Ranzano 
vescovo d i Lucera umanista domenicano d i Palermo’, Memorie domenicane 8-9 (1977,1978), 1-197; EMC, 
II, 1256-57. On Dominican humanism in Bologna see the chapter ‘Umanesimo in convento’ in 
D’Amato, I Domenicani a Bologna, 465-470. Order historian Hinnebusch pointed  at the extent to which 
Dominicans as Thomas Aquinas and  Vincent of Beauvais cited  classical authors (however they were 
practical and  insensitive to style), and  stated  that from 1400 humanist cu lture began to influence the 
Order of Preachers, and  that this is visible in the works of, among others, John of Corella, Girolamo d i 
Giovanni, Pietro Ranzano, Thomas Sard i of Florence, Zenobio Acciaiolo: A History of the Dominican 
Order, II, chap ter ‘Dominicans and  the Classics’, 431-437. N icholas Trevet was the first to comment 
upon a.o. Livy’s Ab urbe condita. 
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to offer their readership moral ed ification. Especially in Italy from the middle of the 
fifteenth century onwards, many Dominicans participated  in humanist culture, 
received  training in the studia humanitatis, and  wrote in humanist Latin.
5
 Gabriella 
Zarri pointed  out that in certain cases, ‘religious immersed  themselves completely in 
a d ialogue with the humanists’.
6
 Indeed , scholarship has shown that a significant 
number of religious were humanists themselves.
7
 In order to provide further proof of 
this within the context of the general theme of my thesis, this final chapter considers 
the works and  careers of three Italian Dominican friars, who wrote institutional 
history at the end  of the fifteenth century and  the beginning of the sixteenth century: 
Tommaso Schifaldo, Giovanni Caroli, and  Leandro Alberti. They all had  strong ties 
with humanist circles and  tried  to make the Dominican literary trad ition compatible 
with humanist learning. Up until now, their texts have been largely ignored , because 
there was simply no space for them in our old -fashioned categories that defined 
humanism as a secular enterprise.
8
 
 Although many Dominicans, both Observants and  Conventuals, participated 
in humanist learning, the new cultural d irection, at times, d id  cause suspense. 
Dominicans had  a strong functional approach to study,
9
 and  in some cases, they were 
afraid  that the new learning led  people away from God.
10
 In these cases, the contrast 
between humanist learning, in so far as it focused  on pagan themes, and  spiritual 
learning, focused  on Scripture indeed  received  emphasis. As an example, the author 
of a vita of Johannes of Erfurt, which was included in the chronicle of Ambrosius 
Taegius, was keen to highlight that his protagonist had  great success in preaching, 
since he preached in his two Lenten cycles ‘not about the fabulous incantations of the 
poets, not about the reedy verses of Cicero, not about the Siren songs of gentiles, but 
                                                          
5
 There are many more Dominicans who could  be labeled  humanists, also ou tside Italy, e.g. the 
hellenist Johannes Cuno (1463-1513): see Martin Sicherl, Johannes Cuno. Ein Wegbereiter des Griechischen 
in Deutschland (Heidelberg, 1978). Henri Dominique Saffrey, ‘Un humaniste dominicain, Jean Cuno de 
Nuremberg, précurseur d ’Erasme à Bâle’, L’héritage des anciens au moyen âge et à la Renaissance (Paris 
2002), 203-248. Cuno participated  in the network of the printers Joh annes Amerbach and  Johannes 
Froben. 
6
 Gabriella Zarri, ‘Ecclesiastical Institutions and  Religious Life in the Observant Century’, especially 
the part ‘The Studia humanitatis, the Religious Orders, and  Observance’, 35. 
7
 Franz Posset, Renaissance Monks. Monastic Humanism in Six Biographical Sketches (Leiden, 2005). 
8
 Frazier, Possible Lives, 317: ‘our categories have told  us that it ought not be there’. 
9
 Observant Franciscans as well, see Delcorno, ‘Quomodo discet sine docente?’, 158. 
10
 A case in point is the opposition of Giovanni Dominici to the Florentine chancellor and  humanist 
Coluccio Salu tati. In his eyes, knowledge had  to be useful to convert pagans, and  defend  the faith. He 
was afraid  that the new humanist educational system led  people away from God. Anne Reltgen-
Tallon, ‘L’Observance dominicaine et son opposition à l’humanisme: l’exemple de Jean Dominici’, 
Humanisme et l’Église en Italie et en France méridionale (Rome, 2004), 43-62. Gianni Festa gives further 
references to previous scholarship on this, see: Gianni Festa, ‘Giovanni Dominici e i primi conventi 
dell’Osservanza in Italia’, S. Domenico di Fiesole tra storia, arte e spiritualità: Seminario storico in occasione 
del VI centenario della fondazione del convento (1406-2006), Memorie Domenicane 40 (2009), 113-128 (here 
117). 
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about the real oracle of d ivine pages in which both the flowers of spiritual  delight 
and the salutary fruit are brought together’.
11
 Likewise, the religious writings of the 
Dominican friars trained  in the studia humanitatis do sometimes express an implicit or 
explicit reproach against the trend  of the day, in which secular and  pagan topics and  
lives seemed to draw more attention than the lives of religious men. As we will see 
below, this d id  not mean that Dom inicans were completely unwilling to engage 
themselves with humanism, nor that humanist tastes failed  to penetrate the 
Dominican historiographical trad ition. 
 
Tommaso Schifaldo 
Because for a long time we were taught that humanism was a secular movement, 
Tommaso Schifaldo’s career has caused  confusion among historians. In the Giornale 
di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti per la Sicilia of 1838, the head  of the communal library of 
Palermo put forward  the thesis that there existed  two persons with the same name in 
the same period  and  from the same city of Marsala: one was an Observant 
Dominican inquisitor, the other was a secular savant, poet laureate, and  humanist. 
Scholars were not yet willing to believe that Schifaldo could  merge his humanist 
activities with his identity as an Observant Dominican friar.  
But there was only one Tommaso Schifaldo.
12
 He was probably born in 
Marsala around 1430 and studied  at the university of Catania just after its foundation 
(c. 1444). Perhaps inspired  by the Observant Dominican preacher Pietro Geremia 
(1399 – 1452),
13
 he joined  the Dominican friary of San Zita in Palermo, the first 
reformed friary in Sicily founded in 1428.
14
 After his novitiate, Schifaldo lived  in the 
Dominican friary of Siena for several years, where he followed the courses of 
Francesco Patrizi Il Vecchio.
15
 He also stayed  in Rome, where he met with Pope Pius 
II (the famous humanist Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini).
16
 In 1465 he was back in Sicily 
                                                          
11
 Ambrosius Taegius, Chronica maior, II, fols 211r-215r. Text reproduced  in Gilles Gérard  Meersseman, 
Ordo fraternitatis. Confraternite e pietà dei laici nel medioevo, 3 vols (Rome, 1977), III, 1227: Predicans 
siquidem per duas quadragesimas non phantasticum philosophorum dogma aut fabulosas poetarum nenias, non 
Ciceronis arundineos versus non virgiliana ventosa carmina, non gentilium sirenas camenas sequtus, verum 
divine pagine oraculum, in quo et flores spiritualis delectationis et fructum salutarem [sic] colligitur [...]. 
12
 The following shows some overlap with Huijbers, De viris illustribus, 312. 
13
 Geremia was a d isciple of Antoninus of Florence and  involved  in the reform of the Bologna friary. 
M.A. Coniglione, La provincia domenicana di Sicilia (Catania, 1937), 17. Vincenzo Romano, Il Domenicano 
palermitano Pietro Geremia (1399-1452) nello sviluppo della cultura Europea del xv secolo (Palermo, 2002). 
Silvano Giord ano, ‘Pietro Geremia’, DBI 53 (2000). Giordano writes that Geremia was born in 1400, not 
1399. 
14
 M.A. Coniglione, La provincia domenicana di Sicilia (Catania, 1937), 18. San Zita was crucial for the 
spread  of Observance on the island . 
15
 Probably between 1452 and  1457. See Alessandra Tramontana, In Sicilia a scuola con Persio: le lezioni 
dell' umanista Tommaso Schifaldo (Bologna, 2000), 9.  
16
 See the peroratio of his De viris illustribus. 
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as prior of S. Domenico in Messina and  at the request of the magistrate of Messina he 
started  teaching the liberal arts publicly.
17
 In 1469, Schifaldo was appointed  lector at 
the reputed  Dominican studium generale of Palermo. From 1479 onwards he 
habitually stayed  in his hometown Marsala, where he became vicar of the Dominican 
friary in 1486. Schifaldo is called  poet laureate in a document of 1481, but it is not 
known who conferred  the title upon him. In 1497, a few years before his death, 
Schifaldo became both general inquisitor of Sicily and  vicar general of the Dominican 
Sicily province.
18
 
Surviving letters demonstrate that Schifaldo enjoyed great fame on the island . 
Lupo Ximenes de Urrea (1465-75), vice-king of Sicily, called  Schifaldo a ‘uomo 
famosissimo nelle umane lettere’, and  the senate of Palermo praised  Schifaldo’s doctrine 
and virtues in a letter to the archbishop of the city.
19
 In addition to his De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum, Schifaldo left a considerable number of writings, 
among which a treatise on grammar and  commentaries on the Satires of Persius and  
the Ars poetica of Horace.
20
 He is credited  with having contributed  significantly to the 
spread  and  use of humanist Latin in Sicily, to such an extent that some even maintain 
that ‘all doctors and  poets of that time learned  from him the humaniores literas’.
21
 
Thanks to Schifaldo the ‘elegance of the Latin language flourished  amazingly in 
Sicily’.
22
  
Not only Tommaso Schifaldo, but also other Dominican friars from San Zita in 
Palermo, like Pietro Ranzano, Salvo Casseta and  Filippo de Barberis, are associated  
with humanist thought and  learning. Coniglione already pointed  out that the 
Observant friars of San Zita cultivated  ‘both profane and  sacred  science’.
23
 Members 
                                                          
17
 Giambattista Cozzucli, Tommaso Schifaldo. Umanista siciliano del sec. XV. Notizie e scritti inediti 
(Palermo, 1897), 18 and  88. Coniglione, La provincia domenicana, 186. 
18
 Coniglione, La provincia domenicana, 187. As vicar general he received , among other things, the task 
of reforming the convent of Taormina.  
19
 Cozzucli, Tommaso Schifaldo, 20 and  141. Also in Alessandra Tramontana, ‘Nelle scuole siciliane d i 
Tommaso Schifald o’, I classici e l'Università umanistica : atti del Convegno di Pavia, 22-24 novembre 2001, 
ed . Luciano Gargan e Maria Pia Mussini Sacchi (Messina, 2006), 673-692 (here 673). 
20
 For an overview of his works see SOPMA , IV, 385-390. Some historians have attributed  the Vita of 
blessed  Pietro Geremia to Schifald o, but there is no agreement on this. See Alison Knowles Frazier, 
Possible lives: authors and saints in Renaissance Italy (New York, 2005), 333, 464-465 and  Cozzucli, 
Tommaso Schifaldo, 33. Cozzucli believes it is not written by Schifald o, because its style is d ifferent from 
his other works. 
21
 Johannes Jacobus Adria: Mongitore, Bibliotheca sicula (Palermo, 1714), II, 263: omnesque illius aevi 
doctores et vates ab ipso humaniores literas didicisse […]. See also: Susan Noakes and  Robert A. Kaster, 
‘Tommaso Schifaldo’s Libellus de indagationibus grammaticis. Introduction and  ed ition’, Humanistica 
Lovaniensia (1983), 109. 
22
 Mongitore, Bibliotheca sicula, 263: eius opera linguae latinae nitorem in Sicilia mirifice effloruisse […]. 
23
 Coniglione, La provincia domenicana, 19 en 20: ‘lo spirito che regnava nella casa d i S. Zita in Palermo, 
non era per nu lla contrario allo stud io, se è vero che tanti uomini d i sì grande valore intellettuale si 
formarono alla scuola e sotto la d irezione del B. Pietro Geremia.’ The link between the Observants of 
San Zita and  humanism in Sicily deserves further stud y. 
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of other religious orders likewise promoted  the studia humanitatis as being an 
important element in the formation of religious men.
24
 
In 1487, Tommaso Schifaldo finished  his De viris illustribus ordinis 
praedicatorum and  dedicated  it to Cardinal Oliviero Carafa (1430-1511). This member 
of the influential Neapolitan Carafa dynasty had  become card inal-protector of the 
Dominican order in 1478 and retained  this position until his death in 1511. He 
enjoyed great authority within the order and  interfered  regularly in Dominican 
internal affairs. His authority increased  even more when, in 1482, master general 
Salvo Casseto decided  to nominate Carafa vicar general of the Order of Preachers. In 
this way, he received  full jurisd iction over every single Dominican when the master 
general was absent. It was the first time that this important office was handed over to 
a person outside the order.
25
 In this context we can understand  why Schifaldo chose 
to dedicate his institutional text to him. Schifaldo addressed  Cardinal Carafa as ‘the 
only light of the order of Preachers, its guard ian and  only splendor, our most 
illustrious Protector, benign, easy, and  pious’, and  as the one who had  become 
accustomed to ‘always’ solve the troubles of the Dominican order.
26
 He presented 
him the De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum as a ‘small present’, ‘so that the 
religious virtue of the friars of our order may be known to all’.
27
 
Two manuscripts of Tommaso’s De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  
survive, both written at the end  of the fifteenth century: one in the Newberry Library 
of Chicago (ms 71.5) and  one in the University Library of Bologna (ms 1678). At the 
end  of the nineteenth century Giambattista Cozzucli made an ed ition of the text 
based  on the Bologna manuscript.
28
 On the second page of that manuscript we read  
in a posterior hand that friar Frederico de Agrigento gave the text to Tommaso 
Fazello, provincial of Sicily and  historian, on 6 February 1547. At some point, the 
manuscript came to be included in the rich library collection of the Bolog na convent 
but it ended up in the university library of the same city after the suppression of the 
religious orders in the Napoleonic period . The manuscript, relatively thin, only 
includes Schifaldo’s De viris illustribus. The text is written in a fine and  clear 
humanist letter with on the first page a decorated  initial in gold  foil and  the shield  of 
                                                          
24
 Delcorno, ‘Quomodo discet sine docente?, 160. One of the first examples is the Camald olese monk 
Ambrogio Traversari (d .1439) 
25
 Stephen L. Forte, The Cardinal-Protector of the Dominican Order (Rome, 1959), 24-29; Franca Petrucci, 
‘Carafa, Oliviero’, DBI 19 (1976), 588-596. 
26
 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 93-94: ordinis praedicatorum Unicum es lumen, praesidium, et decus 
unicum: Protector invictissimus: benignus, facilis, pius, et qui curis nostris mederi semper soleas. 
27
 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 94: ut religiosa fratrum nostri ordinis virtus omnibus innotescat. 
28
 Tommaso Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus ord inis praed icatorum’ in: Tommaso Schifaldo. Umanista 
siciliano del sec. XV. Notizie e scritti inediti, ed . Giambattista Cozzucli (Palermo, 1897), 59-94. 
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the Order of Preachers (illustration  19).
29
 Although the ed ition is outdated  and  does 
not specify ed itorial choices in the way a modern editor would , the text faithfully 
follows the Bologna manuscript, even in capitalization (although sometimes 
punctuation is silently modernized). Posterior notes in the margins are rendered  as 
footnotes.
30
 
At several junctures, Schifaldo called  his work an oratio. The text begins with a 
proemium addressed  to ‘the most excellent’ Oliviero Carafa, and  ends with a peroratio. 
Schifaldo’s humanist orientation becomes clear in the very first sentence of his text: 
  
‘The dictator Caius Iulius Caesar, […] from whose family also originates the title of 
Caesars, and  who took over the leadership roles of the Roman empire, has 
accomplished  such illustrious and amazing deeds in imitation of the virtue of 
Alexander, son of Philip, by which he has subjugated  the whole world’.
31
 
 
It was unusual, even inappropriate, to start a Dominican institutional text by 
remembering two pagan statesmen. However, after demonstrating his knowledge of 
Classical antiquity, Schifaldo quickly d irected  the reader’s attention to the Dominican 
order. After recalling the many and various examples of a more happy life (felicioris 
vitae exempla) that are available to mankind , both from pagan and  Christian 
trad itions, he rhetorically asked  the audience: ‘But if this is so, who, then, could  be 
considered  more outstanding in the integrity of his soul, more honored  with virtuous 
morals, or more prudent and  wise in religious ord inances than blessed  Dominic?’
32
  
As proof of Dominic’s outstanding nature Schifaldo reminded his readers that 
he excelled  in all doctrinal matters, was a ‘most vigorous eradicator of vices’, and , of 
course, initiated  the Order of Preachers, which, in Schifaldo’s words, covered  ‘almost 
the whole world’ in his time. Then he went on to name three of the ‘innumerable’ 
men, who ‘emerged’, and  ‘flourished’ as a result of Dominic’s foundations: the 
martyr Peter of Verona (1206-1252), the learned  Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), and  the 
Observant preacher Vincent Ferrer (1350-1490) – all three officially canonized . After 
demonstrating the excellence of his order, Schifaldo’s prologue concludes that it is 
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 The shield  suggests the black cloak and  white habit of the Dominicans, in the middle one sees the 
flaming torch, which, accord ing to legend , Dominic’s mother saw  in the mouth of a dog in a d ream 
when she was pregnant with  Dominic. 
30
 See Alison Knowles Frazier, Possible lives: authors and saints in Renaissance Italy (New York 2005), 464; 
SOPMA , IV, 389. 
31
 Schifald o, ‘De viris illustribus’, 59: Caius Iulius Caesar dictator, Olivieri excellentisime, a quo familia et 
appellatio Caesarum deinceps propagata est, quique Romani imperii fasces invasit, aemulatione virtutis 
A lexandri, philippi filii, ad praeclara illa miraficaque facinora evectus est, quibus sibi totum orbem subegit. 
32
 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 60: Quod si fit, quisnam vel animi integritate praestantior, vel castis 
moribus ornatior, aut religiosis sanctionibus prudentior sapientiorque divo dominico haberi queat?  
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suitable to commemorate Sicilian Dominicans, both dead  and  living, who are 
renowned for their virtue and  knowledge and  therefore are examples to be imitated .
33
  
Schifaldo’s text seems to break with establish ed  trad itions in Dominican 
institutional writings in several ways: firstly, Schifaldo d id  not refrain himself from 
describing the lives of friars who had  not yet d ied , such as Pietro Ranzano.
34
 More 
importantly, he took every opportunity to exhibit his know ledge of pagan history 
and  the Latin language. In his proemium, beside explaining that the appellation 
Caesar is derived  from Caius Julius Caesar, he also reminded the reader of the 
nomenclature of Sicily by the Greeks and  the Romans: ‘[…] Sicily that Thucydides 
and after him the Greek poets call “Trinacria”, but the Latin poets call “Triquetra” – 
if we rely on Pliny’.
35
 At the same time, he was conscious that he wrote an opus 
religiosum, concentrated  on the celebration of the Dominican order: after a long 
d igression on the nomenclature of Sicily in what had  to be the eulogium of Rodorico 
Lemanno, he therefore admitted  that he should  not transgress the limits of a religious 
work with overly broad  d igressions on the origins of names.
36
 
Most striking was the way in which Schifaldo emphasized  his own merits and 
broke with the humility topos. In the peroratio of his De viris illustribus he laid  claim to 
the authorship of the office of Catherine of Siena. Backed by the authority of Cicero, 
who – the author reminded us – said  that honor feeds the arts and  arouses all to 
glorious studies, he openly admitted  that he aspired  to personal glory: 
 
‘Previously, when staying in Rome, Antonius of Gallia Cisalpino, a father of our 
religion, commissioned me to compose the office of the blessed  Catherine of Siena, 
who certainly stands out with d istinction in the female rank […]. Therefore I 
composed with my talent this most elegant office, adorned with lyrical hymns in a 
Sapphic hendecasyllabic meter, that is now chanted  everywhere. Consequently I knelt 
at the feet of the supreme and highest pontiff Pius and offered  it to him with my own 
hands. He praised  it before others, and , by means of his datary, he sent it to our 
college of fathers to be sung. Almost all who heard it and were present were 
persuaded that it was composed by this pope, who published it. And so it happened 
that they attached the name of Pope Pius to it. [...] I have nevertheless witnesses of my 
work, who saw me composing it. But among others stood out this very gr ave father, 
with the highest and  episcopal authority, Thomas of Bergamo, to whom I have given 
it, indeed, while it was not yet published . But, so that others stay silent, who in Sicily 
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 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 60: Eos videlicet qui vita functi sunt, et qui adhuc superstites, et virtutis et 
scientiae nomen adepti […]. 
34
 See the remarks of authors such as Borselli, stating that it was not appropriate to praise friars who 
were still alive (in Chapter 3, the section on Borselli). 
35
 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 60: Sicilia […] quam Tucydides et post eum graeci poetae Trinacriam, latini 
vero triquetram (si plinio credimus) appellarunt  […]. 
36
 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 64: Et ne religiosi operis limen excedam, unde disgressus sum, revertar. 
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does not d istinguish the exceptional words of Schifaldus with their cha rm, wit and  art 
of eloquence?’
37
 
 
Whereas in preceding centuries, authors and  artists, as a rule, humbly contented  
themselves with the usefulness of their works, Schifaldo, to the contrary, d id  not 
d isplay humility but praised  his own qualities and  demanded  recognition for his 
intellectual efforts. This was in line with a humanist trend , but still unusual as it 
came to texts with a religious or hagiographical content. Leonardo Giustinian was 
probably the first who pointed  out that one could  acquire fame by w riting about 
saints. He even held  that the person who wrote about a saint, was more important 
than the actual saint himself.
38
 This episode demonstrates that under the influence of 
humanism, seeking individual fame was no longer a taboo, not even for religious 
men. They were concerned  to receive recognition for their work, and  were no longer 
afraid  to express this. 
 
Aside from the references to classical authors and  historical figures, there are other 
typical humanist motifs to be found in Schifaldo’s text, for example the return to the 
fatherland  (reditus in patria). At several instances, Schifaldo praised  Sicily and  the 
cities on the island  (for example, he talks about felix Panormitana and  Catania is a 
clarissima Siciliae urbs).
39
 Indeed , many of the illustrious Sicilian Dominicans 
described  in his work studied  on the continent and  then returned  to the patria. For 
example, Antonio Stancoplano from San Zita, lived  in Bologna for many years but 
returned  to Sicily, compelled  by love for his patria, ‘that we cannot miss in any way’.
40
 
In his prologue, Schifaldo announced that he included friars who were famous 
for their virtue and  knowledge in his text. Some of them were men of great authority, 
such as Salvus Casseta of Palermo (1413-1483), master general between 1481 and 
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 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 93: Superioribus temporibus, cum Romae degerem, et mihi divae Caterinae 
senensis, quae quidem faeminarum generi decori extat, officium mandaretur condendum a nostrae religionis 
patre Antonio, Gallia Cisalpina oriundo, pro virili mea cum illi tum religioni morem gessi. Quo circa illud 
elegantissimum quod nunc ubique canitur officium, lyricis hymnis decorum, Metro endecasyllabo Sapphico 
constans, ingenio meo condidi. Itaque ad pedes Summi maximique pontificis pii prevolutus illud ego manibus 
meis eidem obtuli. Quod cum prae caeteris extolleret: Canendum nostro patrum collegio per Datarium suum 
mandavit. Persuaserunt sibi omnes fere qui audierant, quique praesentes erant, ab eodem pontifice, qui illud 
emiserat, fuisse compositum. Quo fit ut titulum pontificis pii illi indiderint […]. Habeo tamen laboris mei 
locupletissimos testes, qui me tunc componentem videre. Sed inter caeteros ille extat pater gravissimus, summa 
et episcopali auctoritate praeditus Thomas bergomensis: cui profecto quidem nondum emissum illud edidi. Sed, 
ut sileant Caeteri, quis est in Sicilia, qui Schifaldi peculiaria verba suo lepore, suis salibus, sua eloquendi arte 
predita non liquido dignoscat?  
38
 Frazier, Possible Lives, 324: ‘Giustinian’s reversal of the established  hierarchy between author and  
saint is breathtaking’. 
39
 This is indeed  a humanist topos, but not without med ieval forerunners (e.g. Gill de Zamara’s praise 
of the patria in De preconiis hispaniae). 
40
 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 73: carere ea nullo pacto possumus. 
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1483. In his own order chronicle, the Bolognese chronicler Borselli had  described  the 
Sicilian as a learned  man, but at the same time stressed  that he was ignorant about 
religious things.
41
 Modern order historians, such as Mortier, have claimed that Salvus 
pertained  to the Observant friary of San Zito and  held  that the blessed  Pietro 
Geremia handed the Dominican habit over to Salvus. According to Schifaldo, 
however, Salvus was affiliated  to San Domenico, the conventual friary of Palermo.
42
  
Schifaldo stressed  the great learning of Salvus Casseta, and  wanted  to 
demonstrate that he pertained  to the intellectual elite: Salvus d isputed  excellently in 
the presence of important rulers, and  illustrious theolog ians and  philosophers, and 
therefore received  the highest praise. Schifaldo related  how Salvus came into the 
grace of Pope Sixtus IV, who consequently used  the ‘pontifical majesty of his words’ 
to make sure that Salvus became master general.
43
  
Schifaldo’s portraits are written in a very d ifferent language than those by e.g. 
Johannes Meyer and  Johannes of Mainz. Schifaldo wrote his portraits in humanist 
Latin and  used  a classicizing vocabulary – e.g. he replaced  the word  ecclesia by aedes. 
This also meant that he characterized  his illustrious friars with words not 
encountered  before, for example, Salvus is introduced  as humanus and  facilis. Here, 
humanus replaced  doctus as the way of indicating Salvus’s learning,
44
 and  with facilis 
Schifaldo probably intended to say that Salvus was quick and  d id  things with 
facility. 
Schifaldo chose to emphasize in several instances that Salvus demonstrated 
‘the illustrious light of his excellence’ to the Sicilians. However, nowhere d id  he 
explain that this learning actually led  Salvus to perform his pastoral tasks in better 
ways. Instead  of learning with the goal of saving souls, in Schifaldo’s De viris 
illustribus learning seems to have become a goal in itself. Moreover, this learning was 
not necessarily religious in content. Schifaldo stressed  Salvus’s excellence in the 
study of letters. Salvus’s inaugural speech as master general, pronounced at the 
general chapter of Rome in 1481, confirms the importance he attributed  to the ‘study 
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 See Chapter 8, the section on prelates. 
42
 Mortier, IV, 542. Anna Foa, ‘Cassetta, Salvo’, DBI 21 (1978), 460-462. Schifald o, ‘De viris illustribus’, 
73. Since Schifaldo was a contemporary, and  lived  in San Zito as well, his testimony seems 
trustworthy. Also in the case of Pietro Ranzano there are contrasting testimonies on the question 
whether he professed  in the Conventual or Observant friary of Palermo. He alleged ly professed  at San 
Zito, but was affiliated  (accord ing to Schifaldo) to the Conventual friary. See the d iscussion in 
Antonino Barilaro, ‘Pietro Ranzano, umanista d omenicano d i Palermo’, Memorie Domenicane: Temi 
medievali e umanistici 8-9 (1977-78) 1-197, (here 24). Coniglione wrote that Observants and  Conventuals 
in Sicily collaborated  (La provincia domenicana, 27-31). The provincials of Sicily tried  to promote reform 
and  collaborated  with Observants. This suggests that the d ifferences between ‘Observant’ and  
‘Conventual’ were not so articulated . 
43
 Schifaldo, ‘De viris illustribus’, 69: pontificali verborum maiestate eos demulcens […]. 
44
 Christopher Celenza, ‘Humanism’, The Classical Tradition, ed . A. Grafton, e.a. (Cambridge Mass. and  
London, 2010), 462-467. 
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of letters’: he stated  that the Dominican order had  to be ‘the ornament of the 
Christian republic’, and  that this was impossible ‘without the study of letters’.
45
 Here, 
the master general explicitly stressed  that his friars had  to move with the times and 
had  to embrace the literary studies promoted  by humanists. 
In the context of Dominican institutional writings, the way in which Tommaso 
Schifaldo aspired  to author ial fame is ground breaking. Moreover, in Schifaldo’s 
portraits, auctoritas, doctrine and  learning figure more widely than humility, 
prudence and  pastoral care. One may conclude that Dominican authors devoted 
specific attention to those friars who pertained  to the milieu  in which they 
themselves operated . Whereas the reformer Johannes Meyer shed  specific light on 
reformers and  reforming activities, Schifaldo especially praised  the learning, 
eminence and  eloquence of friars who pursued  higher studies on the Italian 
peninsula. In this way, the authors in question praised  themselves simultaneously 
and  justified  their own careers. 
 
Giovanni Caroli 
Giovanni Caroli (d . 1503) was born in Florence in 1428, as a son of the bourgeois 
Berlinghieri family. As a young boy he entered  the Cistercian monastery of San 
Bernardo, but he left the community when the Cistercians had  to make room for 
reformed Benedictine monks in 1442. Consequently, he joined  the Dominicans at 
Santa Maria Novella, and  was ordained  priest in 1448. H e was prior of the Florentine 
friary twice: in the years 1459 and 1460 and again from 1479 till 1481. In 1460, during 
Caroli’s first stint as prior of Santa Maria  Novella, Pope Pius II ordered  m aster 
general Auribelli to bring the Florentine convent back to a regular lifestyle.
46
 To this 
end , Auribelli stayed  in the Santa Maria Novella friary for several months. Caroli 
understood the need  for reform, but rejected  pressure from above to achieve it. 
Influenced  by contemporary political ideals of Bruni and  other Florentine humanists, 
he wanted  to prevent that his community, which he conceived  of as a little 
‘republic’,
47
 would  lose its libertas. According to him, internal d iversity and 
oppositions were something positive, also within a religious order. Since the reform 
effort failed , Caroli was deposed .
48
 The ex-prior left Santa Maria Novella and  went to 
Lucca. There, he wrote his Liber dierum Lucensium (1461-62), a prelude to his Vitae 
                                                          
45
 Acta CG, III, 355: christiane vero reipublice decori et ornamento simus. Hoc autem quum sine litterarum 
studiis minime consequi possumus. 
46
 Auribelli wanted  to reform, but was against independent Observant congregations because this 
development would  jeopard ize the trad itional structure of the Order of Preachers.  
47
 Salvatore Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli e le Vitae fratrum S.M. Novellae: Umanesimo e crisi religiosa 
(1460-1480)’, Memorie Domenicane 12 (1981), 141-235 (here 207): parva quidem respublica est familia una vel 
domus. 
48
 Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, 142. 
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nonnullorum fratrum beatae Mariae Novellae – which will be d iscussed  in more detail 
below. In his Liber dierum, Caroli compared  himself to Aeneas: whereas this mythical 
hero had  to leave Troy, Caroli had  to leave his ‘ruined’ convent Santa Maria Novella. 
Caroli never published  this text: it was not meant for a wider audience. This also 
explains why the Liber dierum was not mentioned  in the biographical notice on Caroli 
in the convent chronicle of Santa Maria Novella.
49
 In the 1470s, Caroli was back in 
Florence, where he became dean of the college of theologians, and  magister 
studentium of the Dominican studium. Caroli contributed  to the convent chronicle of 
Santa Maria Novella with several portraits. He is the only fifteenth -century 
contributor known by name.
50
 
Between 1475 and 1480, Caroli wrote his V itae nonnullorum fratrum beatae 
Mariae Novellae, a biographical collection containing the lives of the most illustrious 
members of the Santa Maria Novella friary.
51
 Later, he would  also produce other 
writings, such as a very little known work about the rule of Savonarola (his fellow 
Dominican of the San Marco friary), a translation of the life of Vincent Ferrer into 
Italian, and  a history of his own times (Libri di temporibus suis).
52
 In a letter, Caroli 
criticized  Savonarola for his involvement in Florentine politics.
53
 
The Dominican renaissance scholar Salvatore Camporeale produced a valuable first 
study of Caroli’s Vitae nonnullorum fratrum beatae Mariae Novellae and  characterized  it 
as a ‘critical reflection on contemporary religious and  civil society’.
54
 Through a 
confrontation with the past, Caroli wished  to arouse his readers’ consciousness of the 
present crisis.
55
 The text consists of seven biographies of illustrious friars of Santa 
Maria Novella, primarily based  on the information provided  by  the already existing 
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 Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, 165. 
50
 Stefano Orland i, Necrologio si S. Maria Novella (Florence, 1955), lii: Giovanni compiled  the entries 661 
to 680 and  687 to 749. 
51
 Since it focused  on members of one community, it is related  to the convent chronicles d iscusses in 
Chapter 4. 
52
 Valerio Marchetti, ‘Caroli, Giovanni’, DBI 20 (1977), 523-526; Marcello Simonetta, ‘Giovanni d i Carlo 
dei Berlinghieri’, EMC, SOPMA , I, 262 (Carolus Berlinghieri); SOP, I, 898-900; Stefano Orland i, 
Necrologio si S. Maria Novella, 2 vols (Florence, 1955), II, 353-80 (notes on Caroli. Number 750 (741) 
deals w ith Caroli); Salvatore Camporeale, ‘Umanesimo, Riforma e le origini della Contrariforma. Alla 
ricerca d i interrelazioni e d ifferenze’, Memorie Domenicane 20 (1989), 301-307. R.M. Guid i, ‘Questioni d i 
storiografia agiografica nel quattrocento’, Benedictina 34 (1987). Salvatore Camporeale, ‘Giovanni 
Caroli. Dal “Liber d ierum” alle “Vite fratrum”’, Memorie Domenicane 16 (1985), 199-233. There’s a 
portrait of Caroli in the large cloister of Santa Maria Novella. 
53
 Lorenzo Polizzotto, ‘L’ered ità dell'osservanza d omenicana in Savonarola e nei savonaroliani’, S. 
Domenico di Fiesole tra storia, arte e spiritualità: Seminario storico in occasione del VI centenario della 
fondazione del convento (1406-2006), Memorie Domenicane 40 (2009), 175-188 (here 185-186). 
54
 Salvatore Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli e le Vitae fratrum S.M. Novellae: Umanesimo e crisi religiosa 
(1460-1480)’, Memorie Domenicane 12 (1981), 141-235, followed  by an appendix ‘Appendice. Testi ined iti 
dalle “Vitae fratrum S.M. Novellae” d i Giovanni Caroli OP. 1. Epistola 2. Laud atio domus S.M. 
Novellae 3. Praefationes’, 236-267. 
55
 Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, 147, 218. 
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convent chronicle.
56
 Caroli’s work starts with a dedicatory letter to the famous 
humanist Cristoforo Landino. This is followed by a general laudatio domus: an 
exaltation of the church and  the convent of Santa Maria Novella. The series of 
biographies opens with Giovanni da Salerno (1190-1242), the convent’s founder. 
Consequently, Caroli described  the lives of three Dominicans who ended up as 
bishops: Aldobrandino Cavalcanti, bishop of Orvieto (1217-1279), Simone Salterelli, 
bishop of Pisa (1262-1342), and  Angelo Acciaiuoli, bishop of Florence (1279-1357).
57
 
Next, Caroli dealt with the lives of the theologian Alessio Strozzi (1351-1383), and  the 
grammarian Guido da Raggiolo (d . 1394). The last friar described  is the Observant 
reformer and  card inal Giovanni Dominici (1355/ 6-1419).
58
  
The Vitae nonnullorum fratrum beatae Mariae Novellae is not a hagiographical 
collection strictly speaking, but first and  foremost a collection of exemplary friars. Of 
the seven friars, only Giovanni da Salerno and  Giovanni Dominici were in due 
course beatified : their vitae are listed  in the Bibliotheca hagiographica latina (BHL).
59
 
Some of the biographies included  in Caroli’s collection had  circulated  independently 
before they were absorbed  in his collection. Therefore, several of these texts have 
separate prefaces dedicated  to d ifferent humanist friends, and  are included  in 
humanist miscellany manuscripts.
60
 For example, the life of Simone Saltarelli is 
dedicated  to Giorgio Antonio Vespucci, a Dominican friar and  a h umanist, learned  in 
Latin and  Greek. He was also the personal teacher of his nephew Amerigo 
Vespucci.
61
 Caroli dedicated  his life of Dominici to his cousin Francesco Berlinghieri, 
a humanist and  geographer.
62
 These dedications show that Caroli operated  in one of 
the most significant intellectual circles of the period . 
The V itae nonnullorum fratrum beatae Mariae Novellae has not yet been published  
in its entirety. In an appendix to his article on Caroli, Campor eale, who indeed  stated  
that this text deserves more attention, published  the dedicatory letter, the laudatio 
domus and  the prefaces to the individual lives.
63
 There are two contemporary 
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 For other sources, see Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, 210-211. 
57
 Arnaldo D’Addario, ‘Acciaiuoli, Angelo’, DBI 1 (1960), 75-77. 
58
 For a precise d ating of the separate parts see Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, 166-168. The laudatio 
domus and  the ded icatory letter were written in the last stad ium: c. 1479-80. 
59
 BHL 4434 and  BHL 4387. The life of Dominici is the only Vita of Caroli’s collection that is published  
in its entirety by the Bolland ists in the Acta Sanctorum (Paris, 1867), Iunii, II, 393-412.  
60
 Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, 165-166, 203. The life of Angelo Acciaioli is d ed icated  to Donato 
Acciaiuoli, see on him Arnaldo D’Addario, ‘Acciaiuoli, Donato’, DBI 1 (1960), 80-82. The life of Guido 
da Raggiolo is ded icated  to Roberto Buoninsegni.  
61
 Amerigo gave his name to the new continent and  became more famous than his learned  uncle who 
introd uced  him into cartography. See on Giorgio Antonio Vespucci: Francesca Gallori and  Simone 
Nencioni, ‘I libri greci e latini dello scrittoio e della biblioteca d i Giorgio Antonio Vespucci. 
Introduzione e catalogo, con premessa d i Giancarlo Savino’, Memorie domenicane n.s. 28 (1998), 155-359. 
62
 Angeloa Cod azzi, ‘Berlinghieri, Francesco’, DBI 9 (1967), 121-124. 
63
 Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, 235. 
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manuscripts: the only complete copy is held in the archive of Santa Maria Novella 
(SMN : illustration 20), and  an incomplete autograph copy, without the biographies of 
Acciaiuoli and  Dominici, is preserved  in the Biblioteca Laurenziana (L).
64
 It is not sure 
whether L is d irectly dependent on SMN .
65
 SMN  bears a note, which informs the 
reader that Giovanni Caroli, still alive, placed  the book in the conventual library for 
the use of the community. Therefore, SMN  can be considered  as an authenticated  
copy. In a 1489 inventory of the convent library, the book is called : Vite VII fratrum 
florentinorum ab origine ordinis praedicatorum . The same inventory also mentions the 
private, autograph copy, which Caroli held  in his cellar, and  which is now in the 
Biblioteca Laurenziana: this was given the shorter title Vite quorundum fratrum. L was 
clearly a private copy for Caroli, whereas SMN  was the copy of the communal 
library. Differences between the text can thus be explained  in this light.
66
 The first 
page of SMN  has a historiated initial with the portrait of a Dominican friar with a 
book in his hand, which, we may presume, represents Giovanni Caroli, the author of 
the text (illustration 21).
67
  
Although the text was never printed , the content was passed  on in other ways: 
Caroli’s Vitae were taken over without prefaces in larger Dominican historical 
compendia, such as the De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum by Ambrosius Taegius.
68
 
Leandro Alberti inserted  five abbreviated  versions of Caroli’s Vitae in his De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum. He only left the lives of Alessio Strozzi and  Guido da 
Raggiolo out of his monumental collection.
69
  
In his dedicatory letter to Landino, Caroli explained  that he was asked  to write 
the vitae of ‘our illustrious friars’. In another part of the work,
70
 Caroli specified  that 
Giorgio Antonio Vespucci was the one who told  Caroli that he could  better write 
about religious men who shone forth in d ignity and  excellence than about deeds of 
secular men, a topos which will be d iscussed  elsewhere.
71
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 Florence, Biblioteca Laurenziana, Plut. 89 inf. 21. 
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 The manuscript kept in the archive of Santa Maria Novella, I.A.4, is described  by Emilio Panella on 
his website: http:/ / www.smn.it/ archivio/ 00010.htm .  
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 Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, p . 163-166. 
67
 Orland i, Necrologio, II, 363-368 (here 364). 
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 AGOP, MS XIV.54-55 (2 vols): De insigniis Ordinis Praedicatorum . The lives are in vol. XIV.54: the lives 
of the three bishops are inserted  in book III, d istinctio II that lists and  describes the Dominican 
prelates: Saltarelli: fols 82r-87r; Cavalcanti: fols 93v-95v; Acciaioli: 96r-97v. The Vitae of Giovanni d a 
Salerno and  Alessio Strozzi are inserted  under d istinctio V ‘De fratribus qui sanctitate claruerunt’, 
which is itself structured  accord ing to the Dominican order provinces. Alessio Strozzi is one of the 
famous Dominicans of the Roman province and  Giovanni d a Salerno’s life opens chapter XIII ‘De 
celeberrimis viris Ord inis Pred icatorum qui in Provintia Regni Sicilie claruerunt’ (fol. 228v). The Vita 
starts on fol. 229r. 
69
 See: Frazier, Possible Lives, 359-364. NB: Frazier d oes not mention that Caroli’s lives are also included  
in Taegius’s chronicles. 
70
 Namely in the preface to the life of Saltarelli, ded icated  to Giorgio Antonio Vespucci.  
71
 Camporeale, ‘Giovanni Caroli’, 200. 
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Caroli offered  a copy of his Vitae nonnullorum fratrum  to the convent library of 
Santa Maria Novella, and  thus wanted  it to be read  by the friars of the convent. As 
such, it functioned  as an institutional narrative: a text by a Dominican, on 
Dominicans, for Dominicans, which provided  his Dominican community with a 
‘narrative identity’. However, this was not the only intended readership. In fact, 
Caroli dedicated  his whole collection not to a fellow Dominican, but to a lay 
Florentine humanist.
72
 We have to bear this Florentine humanist context in mind, 
when considering the text.  
In his dedicatory letters, Caroli explained  why he undertook the work: 
 
‘I have decided  that these [lives] were to be written, because they have remained in 
obscurity long enough – they have hardly been mentioned in our writings for 200 
years. But to me it seems certainly a very worthy work, since I think that indeed those 
persons should  be deservedly described  with praises, whose sanctity of life, great 
learning, and  glory on account of good deeds were most illustrious both in their age 
and forever thereafter. In addition to this, the frequent reading and memory of good 
deeds seemed most useful not only to our men  [i.e. the Dominicans], but even to 
those who believe that secular glory should be considered important, because they 
have seen that these most noble men, in their soul, always considered  all these things 
[i.e. seculi gloriam] void  and perishable, and have loved nothing else but the eternal 
and everlasting.’
73
 
In the preface to the life of Cavalcanti, Caroli repeated  that ‘many reasons’ incited 
him to write his work: 
 
‘[…] first in order that their blessed  deeds, by which they attained eternal life, are 
made public, since I think that they have lain hidden longer than they should  have; 
then that, when we have become acquainted  with their deeds, from these we may 
learn thoroughly how the descendants should  be, if we wish to, if not increase – since 
indeed by them it has been sufficiently enlarged  and strengthened – at least preserve 
this singular house, which we possess by hereditary law, for our confreres. It will 
perhaps even be useful to secular men as well, if, through a meditation of the soul, 
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 Only the life of Simone Saltarelli was ded icated  to a fellow Dominican: Giorgio Antonio Vespucci.  
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 Giovanni Caroli, Vitae nonnullorum fratrum , SMN , fol. 1r: Eas autem idcirco scribendas institui, quod satis 
viderentur in tenebris latuisse, cum supra ducentesimum annum vix ullis nostrorum litteris celebratas fuisse 
comperiam. Visum vero mihi est opus profecto dignissimum, quando quidem [sic: quandoquidem] eos merito 
laudibus persequendos censeam quos et vite sanctimonia et multa litterarum peritia et rerum bene gestarum 
gloria, et evo suo et posteritati omni reddidere clarissimos. Ad hec preterea, frequens bene gestorum lectio atque 
memoria plurimum videbatur non modo nostris hominibus profutura sed hiis etiam qui seculi gloriam magni 
faciendam putant, cum viros nobilissimos viderint ea omnia ut inania et caduca semper in animo habuisse, 
aliudque nihil nisi eternum ac stabile amavisse. Cf. Camporeale, ‘Appendice’, 237. In Camporeale’s 
transcription ‘qui’ between etiam and  seculi is missing. 
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they transfer these things that we will relate about one family or house to city states 
and republics.’
74
 
 
These passages inform us that Caroli d id  not only write his text for the Dominican 
friars of Santa Maria Novella, but also thought that it might be useful to lay 
Florentines. Moreover, the last passage reveals Caroli’s rather negative view of the 
future: the author had  no hope that the community could  surpass the excellence of its 
past. He only wished  that his narrative could  ‘at least’ make sure that the Florentine  
friars would  preserve the heritage of Santa Maria Novella.  
Caroli, who wrote in an elegant and  classicizing humanist Latin, d id  not want 
his text to be judged by a Dominican friar, but chose to dedicate his collection to the 
renowned humanist Cristoforo Landino (1424-1504), professor of rhetoric and  poetry 
at the University of Florence. Caroli explained  in his dedicatory letter why he offered 
the Vitae to Landino: because of Landino’s ‘great humanity’ and  his ‘integrity of life 
and  faith’ – he ‘flourished  with virtues in the judgment of all’.
75
 At the end  of the 
letter, he explicitly asked  Landino to evaluate his work, and  added that he would  
appreciate his judgment whatever the outcome would  be.
76
  
 Camporeale emphasized  the literary value of some of these lives, for which he 
sought the approval of Landino, Florence’s master of eloquence: e.g. he considered  
the Vita of Alessio Strozzi, presented  in the form of a d ialogue full of emotions and  
drama, a piece of art (un’opera d’arte).
77
 Following the practice of renaissance 
historians, Caroli introduced  orationes in his narrative.
78
 Like previous historians, 
Caroli wanted  to emphasize that his narrative was valid  and  authentic. In his 
dedicatory letter, historical truth is a main topos – more than in other Dominican 
collective biographies, where, normally, the main focus is placed  on the formative 
value of these lives that had  to be imitated . This pedagogical aspect is explained  
briefly in Caroli’s introduction: ‘For the success and  progress of those who read’ (pro 
legentium profectu atque emolumento).
79
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The Florentine humanist context, in which Caroli operated , influenced  the 
way in which he portrayed  his illustrious Dominicans. With his Vitae, and  the choice 
of protagonists, Caroli wanted  to demonstrate that Dominicans were not only 
important on religious grounds, but that they were crucial political and  cultural 
actors, both in the Florentine city state and  in the Christian world  at large. The Vitae 
of Alessio Strozzi and  Guido da Raggiolo in particular illustrate the intellectual 
vocation of the Florentine Dominican community. Camporeale, who has studied  
these lives, asserts that Caroli wanted  to show that his community was ‘a privileged  
place for the studia divinitatis and  the studia humanitatis’. Grammar was presented  as 
the fundament of the studia humanitatis and  as a sine qua non for the study of 
theology. Moreover, Caroli presented  these intellectual activities as functional to the 
Florentine city state.
80
 
Caroli depicted  the Dominicans Saltarelli and  Acciaiuoli as watchmen over 
civil harmony and political equilibrium and as defenders of civil liberty and 
communal autonomy.
81
 This is in line with ideas expressed  by the humanist Coluccio 
Salutati in his treatise De seculo et religione, which stressed  the ‘civil function of the 
monastery’.
82
 This demonstrates the harmony between the humanist ideal of a 
righteous citizen, and  the religious ideal of a zealous Christian propagated  by 
contemporary Observants. Indeed , the Observant Giovanni Dominici, the greatest 
man Santa Maria Novella had  produced in Caroli’s eyes, also emphasized  the need  to 
educate every child  as a ‘righteous citizen […], lover of justice, zealot of the republic, 
servant of God’.
83
 In renaissance Italy, good religious people were committed  to the 
bene commune. Hence, religious and  civic formation were two sides of the same coin.
84
 
In this context it is worthwhile to emphasize that for the conventual friar 
Giovanni Caroli the Observant reformer Giovanni Dominici was a hero, ‘the most 
famous and  excellent man of his age’.
85
 In Caroli’s eyes, Dominici was not only the 
first Italian reformer within the Order of preachers, but of Italian religious life in 
general (‘primus reparator de religionum dissolutione in Italia’). In this biography, Caroli 
explained  what he saw as the causes of the dissolutio religionum,
86
 and  he introduced  
two Dominican preachers as d ivine manifestations in a world  of crisis: Vincent Ferrer 
in Spain, whose Vita he translated , and  Giovanni Dominici in Italy.
87
 Caroli 
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considered  Dominici as the embodiment of the Dominican mission: Dominici was a 
preacher, an educator of the people, a representative of the commune and a reformer 
of monastic and  religious life. Caroli even held  that the Great Schism came to an end  
thanks to him.  
Caroli’s reflection on the past and  the laudatio of his community in former 
times, contrasted  sharply with his deploratio of the present.
88
 In the words of 
Camporeale, Caroli’s Vitae nonnullorum fratrum is an expression of ‘una drammatica 
presa d i coscienza della caduta storica dell’istituzione d i cui lo stesso Autore è 
membro responsabile e attico’.
89
 Whereas friars were once lovers of communal life 
and  performers of an efficacious apostolate, they were now only interested  in private 
things – to such extent that ‘this holy devotion of the pristine fathers has perished  
almost completely’.
90
 Considering this lamentation, it may seem strange that Caroli 
d id  not mention the progress brought by the Observant congregations, or that he d id  
not seek to join the Observants himself.  
Caroli felt that the crisis at Santa Maria Novella was only one manifestation of 
a greater crisis, which affected  the entire Christian world . In this respect we must 
recall the impact of the Pazzi conspiracy of 1478, which envisaged  to break the 
hegemony of the Medici in Florence. Caroli was eye witness to the brutal political 
murder of Giuliano de Medici, committed  in the Florentine cathedral during Mass. In 
this way, the Pazzi violated  the most sacred  space at the most sacred  moment 
imaginable.
91
 This must have increased  Caroli’s sense of moral and  religious decline.  
Like in the collection of Schifaldo, the virtues praised  by Caroli are d ifferent 
than those praised  by authors such as Johannes of Mainz. Whereas Johannes of 
Mainz considered  humility as the queen of virtues, Caroli gave priority to caritas and 
iustitia.
92
 Especially the latter virtue was up until then absent from Dominican 
collective biographies.
93
 This new emphasis can be exp lained  by looking at the 
context in which Caroli wrote: he had  a strong connection with Florentine humanists 
who believed  in the ideal of a righteous republic in which justice and  liberty 
flourished . 
  
Leandro Albert i and his collaborators 
Humanism signified  a new – and  at the same time conservative – idea of how Latin 
should  be written: as it was written in Antiquity by authors as Cicero and  Virgil. As a 
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consequence, humanists pronounced a negative judgment over the Latin language as 
it had  developed over the centuries, under the influence of the Church and  the 
development of vernacular languages. This had  an impact on the literary trad ition of 
the Dominicans. Especially among the Italian literary elite that favored  and 
promoted  the studia humanitatis, the idea arose that, if a text was written in medieval 
Latin, one could  not take the content seriously – or worse, the content even became 
suspicious. This was problematic. The vitae of Dominican friars therefore had  to be 
rewritten in order to meet the new literary standards. The language influenced  the 
impact of the saint’s life to such an extent that a life written in patristic Latin 
‘guaranteed  the historical authenticity of the saints’.
94
 
The results of this development are clearly visible in the works of Leandro 
Alberti (1479 - c. 1552). Alberti was born in Bologna and , as a ten -year-old  boy,
95
 was 
educated  by the humanist Giovanni Garzoni, a lay teacher and  himself a d isciple of 
Lorenzo Valla.
96
 Garzoni considered  the studia humanitatis of great profit for the 
formation of preachers and  promoted  it among the Dominicans.
97
 In his eyes, the 
friars had  to put the rhetorical skills learned  through the studia humanitatis in the 
service of pastoral duty. Garzoni taught Alberti and  other Dominican friars to speak 
in a convincing way: like a beautiful woman who, by taking slow and self-confident 
steps, could  retain the attention of her public even better.
98
 Garzoni wrote a large 
number of letters to his young pupil Leandro Alberti. In one of those letters, Garzoni 
claimed that the Order of Preachers already had  many famous philosophers and  
theologians, but no great orator: in his eyes, Leandro was destined  to take that place.
99
 
In 1493, after studying the great Latin authors and  poets of antiquity for four 
years under the guidance of Garzoni, Leandro entered  the Dominican friary of Forli. 
Although affiliated  to Forli until 1500, he continued  his studies in Bologna, and 
learned  to ‘talk and  write with great purity and  elegance, both in verse and  in prose, 
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in Italian as well as Latin’.
100
 He must have had  a certain reputation by 1514, when 
master general Thomas Cajetan chose him as his companion.
101
 In these years, he was 
assigned  the task to compile a work of illustrious men of the Order of Preachers that 
had  to be ready for the jubilee: in 1516 it was 300 years ago that the Order of 
Preachers had  been approved by Pope Honorius III. The work was pub lished  with a 
year of delay on 27 February 1517 and was received  favorably by prominent 
humanists in Italy.
102
  
After the publication of his De viris illustribus, Leandro continued  his career 
within the order. He became the socius of master general Francesco Silvestro of 
Ferrara, and  accompanied  him on his travels through Italy and  France, allegedly to 
revive the spirit of regular Observance.
103
 He attended general chapters, became prior 
provincial of the Holy Land province, vicar of the Roman convent of Santa Sabina, 
and , finally, inquisitor of Bologna. Contrasting testimonies of Alberti as inquisitor 
have survived: some said  that he was a d iscrete and  wise inquisitor, others that he 
was brusque and  overly keen to burn heretics. Alberti was reputed  to be a humanist, 
illustrious for his culture and  religiosity, but he also took part in the suppression of 
witches and  translated  a book on witches written by Giovanfrancesco Pico della 
Mirandola into the vernacular (La Strega).
104
  
To posterity Leandro Alberti is first  and  foremost known as the author of the 
Descrittione di tutta Italia. It went through twelve ed itions between 1550 and 1631 and 
was translated  into Latin for an international audience.
105
 Although the work enjoyed 
a great success, Eric Cochrane is quite sceptical about Alberti’s merits as an historian 
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in his study on renaissance historians. He condemns his historical methods 
(compilation, inclusion of myths), and  blames Alberti for having ‘blind  faith in any 
written source, be it a credible ancient historian or an unnamed medieval chronicle, 
that happened to pop up out of some archive’.
106
 Nevertheless, he notes that Alberti 
was ‘known to several of the leading humanists of his generation in other parts of 
Italy; and  at least a few of them must have been somewhat sincere in the praise they 
heaped upon the collection of Dominican biographies he had  edited  in 1517.’
107
 
Up until now, this biographical collection that brought Alberti fame in 
humanistic circles across Italy, has not been the subject of any serious study. In the 
prestigious Dizionario Bibliografico degli Italiani, Abele Redigonda characterized  the De 
viris illustribus as an ‘opera d ialogata d i tipo umanistico’.
108
 Only in selected  parts of 
the work do we encounter Leandro in a d ialogue with a collaborator, d iscussing a 
certain category of friars, for example those who wrote about the Bible (135r), moral 
doctrine (147r), or canon law (151r). The d ialogue form is used  especially in the 
fourth book on doctors, but also in the third  book on  prelates.
109
 According to 
Redigonda, Alberti’s elegant literary work is still useful today because of its accuracy 
in historical details.
110
 In his short study of Dominican historiography, Arnold  Kühl 
considered  Alberti’s De viris illustribus as a focal point, since it was the first 
compilation of ‘more elevated  style’, and  constituted  the most used  source for all 
large compendia of later centuries.
111
 Whereas Tommaso Masetti stated  that we can 
trust the work totally,
112
 Kühl complained  that many facts and  dates are not 
trustworthy.  
 
Alberti’s collection of Dominican biographies was printed  by Girolamo Benedetti in 
1517 and constituted  one of his masterworks. According to Alberto Serrra -Zannetti, 
the ed ition, printed  in folio format, constitutes ‘one of the most remarkable 
monuments’ of Bolognese typography in the period . With its ‘very beautiful’ 
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xylographic frames and  its ‘magnificent’ Roman characters, the ed ition on illustrious 
Dominicans is considered  to be a landmark in the history of Bolognese printing.
113
 
The Bolognese bookseller Giovanni Battista Lapi financed  the work,
114
 and  Pope Leo 
X (1513-1521) propagated  the project.
115
 The project for which Leandro Alberti took 
the lead , was supposed  to bring the Dominican literary trad ition in line with 
fashionable humanist culture in Italy.  
Whereas medieval chroniclers often remained  anonymous, the ‘authors’ of the 
biographical collection issued  in 1517 figure prominently on the title page under a 
separate heading in capitals: nomenclatura autorum voluminis huius (illustration 22). 
According to Alberto Serra-Zannetti the titlepage constitutes ‘il piu originale e 
complicato esempio d i composizione architettonica dell’arte tipografica bolognese 
della prima metà del Cinquecento’.
116
 The title page is set in a xylographic frame 
decorated  with floral details, candle holders, and  putti – a popular ornament in 
Renaissance art.
117
 Two mermen, flanked by putti, are hold ing the shield  of the 
Dominican order. Only this shield  betrays the religious content of the book. Whereas 
Alberti and  his collaborators considered  this renaissance decoration, including the 
nearly grotesque figures with breasts and  genitals, fit for the title page of such an 
institutional narrative, in a later period not everyone thought alike: in the very fine 
exemplar that was once owned by the important order historian A. Mortier, the 
genitals of some of the putti are crossed  out (illustration 23).
118
  
Next to the names of Leandro Alberti and  Giovanni Garzoni, the name of 
Giovanni Antonio Flaminio (1464-1536) figures prominently on the title page. The 
latter also involved  his son Marcantonio Flaminio (1498-1550) and  his nephew 
Sebastiano Flaminio (fl. 1500) in the project.
119
 Marcantonio contributed  to the 
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collection by rewriting the life of Mauritius Pannonius (Maurizio d i Parinonia),
120
 and  
Sebastiano Flaminio (fl. 1500) translated  a vernacular life of Ambrosius of Siena into 
humanist Latin to be inserted  in the collection.
121
 Other men listed  as the authors of 
the work are the Dominicans Bartolomeo da Mortario (fl. 1530),
122
 Niccolò Bagnatorio 
of Brescia (fl. 1520), and  Georgio Ravennatino of Milan (d . 1520). The latter, also 
known for his now lost collection on illustrious Dominicans of the Roman province,
123
 
wrote the life of Jacob of Milan.
124
 These were all participating authors of this 
collection that was d ivided  over six books, corresponding to six types of friars. Not 
all authors contributed  to every of the six books: the contributors are specified  at the 
end of every book. For example, Garzoni and  Alberti ‘released’ the first book on 
master generals,
125
 and  Francesco da Castiglione contributed  to the second book as 
well.
126
 
The collection is preceded by several prefaces and  poems written by and 
dedicated  to important men in Alberti’s network. Not only were these prefaces 
meant to increase the authoritative power of the collection, they also spotlighted  
Leandro Alberti, the main author and  compiler of the work, and evoked him as a 
living person worthy of praise.
127
 Below the author names on the title page, we find  a 
hexasticon (a poem in six lines) by the Dominican friar and  poet Niccolò 
Bagnatorio.
128
 With references to Homer and Livy, the verses had to capture the 
goodwill of ‘modern’ men of letters immediately: 
 
‘Let Homer stop to sing about the Trojans and the Greeks, proud in war , in his 
learned  song. Let the eloquent Livy be silent, narrating the illustrious deeds of the 
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sons of Romulus in his lofty history; because a new, nourishing progeny of leaders 
shines forth, which venerates Pallas and brings forth every kind  of virtue.’
129
 
 
Hence, on the title page, the members of the Order of Preachers are conceived  of as 
the leaders of the new age. They are presented  as the historical successors of the 
leading peoples of Antiquity (first the Greeks, then the Romans) – w ith the d ifference 
that they are not proud, but virtuous. 
Ludovico Richierii (or Caelius Rhodiginus), a humanist and  professor of Greek 
and  Latin, wrote the first prefatory letter, d irected  to Johannes Selvanus, the 
moderator of the senate of Milan.
130
 In the whole collection m edieval terms are 
replaced  by classical equivalents. Hence, Ricchieri referred  to Leandro Alberti not as 
a predicator, but as a concionator. He praised  Leandro’s assiduity, comparing him to ‘a 
most learned  mastermind’ (velut artifex longe scientissimus), who collected  the lives of 
the ‘illustrious sacred  leaders of Christian truth’ (Vitas illustrium Christianae ueritatis 
ducum sacrorum) written by various men who possessed  a ‘more cultivated language’ 
(ab linguae cultioris hominibus variis).
131
 Moreover, Ricchieri also praised  his addressee 
Selvanus, saying among other things that his sacred  name functioned  as a beautifu l 
entrance hall to the actual work.
132
 
Ricchieri’s preface is followed by a short text written by Francesco Silvestri of 
Ferrara (ca. 1474-1528), master in theology, and  Dominican master general from 1525 
until his death.
133
 He thanked Leandro Alberti for his immense work, and  
emphasized  that it was of great utility for the Order of Preachers. Alluding to the 
well-known topos present in medieval collections as well, he stressed  that the 
narration of the noble deeds of the fathers would  incite current friars to live a better 
life and  to correct their vices. He emphasized  that Alberti wrote the work with 
‘triumphal pomp and fluent eloquence’.
134
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A third  prefatory letter was written by Bartolomeo da Mortario, a Dominican 
inquisitor who also wrote the life of Jacob of Mevania.
135
 Again, Leandro is praised . 
Bartolomeo wrote that Leandro’s work on illustrious Dominicans was enough to 
save his name from the inju ry of oblivion forever (ab oblivionis iniuria perpetuo). At 
that time, however, Alberti still had  most of his career ahead  of him. Bartolomeo 
stated  that, up until that moment, the order either d id  not possess the deeds of 
illustrious fathers, or they had  been written in such a mediocre Latin that they caused  
not pleasure but annoyance (stomachum potius faceret quam voluptatem), a topos that 
Leandro Alberti repeated  in his own prologue. To Bartolomeo’s great satisfaction 
Leandro Alberti wrote in such an elegant Latin that he was sure that his ‘variety of 
style’ would  delight everyone.
136
 Moreover, he expressed  the belief that historical 
narratives had  to be written in an elegant and  ornamented  style, learned  and 
fluently.
137
 This contrasted  with earlier opinions: medieval historians mostly stated 
that they preferred  a simple style, so that literary ornaments would  not d istract the 
reader from the historical truth.
138
 Bartolomeo concluded his letter to Leandro not 
with the praise of God, but with a vale vir literatus,
139
 which demonstrates the 
importance attributed  to literary talents in this circle of Italian Dominican friars at the 
beginning of the sixteenth century.  
After the three prefatory letters follows an epigram by the Dominican poet 
Hieronymus Titius Deciana from Vercelli, which, again, praised  Alberti’s great 
merits and  illustriousness:  
 
‘While you praise all our illustrious confreres for whom study or good life has 
brought forth fame, you accomplish that you decorate yourself, Leandro, with 
everlasting garlands, and  accumulate yourself with equal praises. Illustrious men 
make a man illustrious, and , not at all the least of them, you will be equal [to them] as 
long as your d istinguished work will be reread .’
140
 
 
The idea expressed  by this Dominican poet had  been emphasized  two decades earlier 
by Schifaldo: the person writing about illustrious men would  become illustrious 
himself. 
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 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fols 227v-230r: B. Iacobi de Mevania Vita. 
136
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 3v: Oblectabit autem, haud equidem uereor, uniuersos tanta stili uarietas. 
137
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fols 3v-4r: ornatus elegans, doctus, quique historicae narrationi praecipue 
competit, fusus et continuus. 
138
 See, for example, Bernard  Guenée, Histoire et culture historique, 18: ‘Un récit simple et vrai’.  
139
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 4r. 
140
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 4r: Dum celebras nostri praeclaros ordinis omnes/ Quis nomen studium, uel 
bona uita tulit / Quid nisi perpetuis tete Leandre corollis / Ornas, ac paribus laudibus accumulas? / Illustrem 
illustres faciunt, quorum haud minor ipse / Par eris, ornatum dum relegetur opus. 
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After yet another poem (Ode dicolos tetrastrophos) by another Dominican poet 
(Hieronymus Plegaphaeta Vicentinus),
141
 finally follows Alberti’s general prologue.
142
 
It is remarkable that Alberti chose to dedicate the work to Niccolò Fieschi (1456-
1524), Card inal Protector of the Dominican Order, and  not to Thomas Cajetan (1469-
1534), the current master general (r. 1508-1518). This seems to confirm the great 
authority the card inal protector enjoyed within the order at that time, at the expense 
of the master general.
143
 
In his prologue, Leandro Alberti deliberately connected  his work not with 
medieval predecessors such as the Vitae fratrum or Johannes Meyer’s collection with 
the same name, but with the classical literary trad ition  (illustration 24). He reminded 
his audience that Pliny the Younger was the first to hand over the literary 
monuments of illustrious men, and  that classical authors such as Suetonius, Plutarch 
and  Cornelius Nepos followed his example.
144
 Then, Alberti pointed  out that Jerome 
wrote about the fundaments of ‘our Christian republic’ and  the ways in which it was 
corroborated . Alberti’s rhetorical strategy suggests th at in the period  between Jerome 
and himself such collective biographies were not written. This assumption is taken 
over by Adriano Prosperi, the important historian of early modern Europe. In his 
introduction of Leandro Alberti in a recent volume, he erron eously states that Alberti 
was the first to collect the biographies of the illustrious men of his order.
145
 Giancarlo 
Petrella, seemingly affected  by Alberti’s rhetoric as well, wrote that Alberti’s De viris 
illustribus was structured  according to ‘the complex structure of the classical 
biographical trad ition’.
146
 However, there was nothing especially ‘complex’, about the 
structure of the work and  such collections that d ivided  Dominican memory over 
categories of friars exited  before 1517 as well (e.g. Johannes Meyer’s De viris 
illustribus). This makes clear that historians have to be more careful in assessing 
humanist rhetoric: the task of the rhetorician is to persuade, not necessarily to reveal 
the whole truth.  
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 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 4v. On the poet see SOP, II, 35b. 
142
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fols 5r-6r.  
143
 Cajetan became card inal in the same year in which the collection was published  (1517), and  
consequently became famous for defending the catholic doctrine against Luther.  
144
 See on the classical authors of such collective biographies, the d iscussion in Christiane L. Joost-
Gaugier, ‘The Early Beginnings of the Notion of “Uomini Famosi” and  the “De viris illustribus” in 
Greco-Roman Literary Trad ition’, Artibus et Historiae 3 (1982), 97-115, especially p . 111 on Pliny the 
Younger’s version. 
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 Adriano Prosperi, ‘Leandro Alberti: inquisitore d i Bologna e storico dell’Italia’, Descrittione di tutta 
Italia (Bergamo, 2003), I, 7-26 (here 9). 
146
 Giancarlo Petrella, ‘Nella cella’, 134: ‘La stampa d el De viris illustribus, costruito secondo la 
struttura complessa della trad izione biografica classica, del trionfo d i ascendenza petrarchesca e del 
d ialogo umanistico, giocò inevitabilmente un ruolo d i primo piano nel far apparire ormai antiquato il 
modello cronachistico proposto ancora pochi decenni add ietro da fra Girolamo’.  The d ifferent 
structure was a choice of the author: or accord ing to person, or accord ing to year. The chronicler 
structured  material accord ing to year, and  Petrella considered  this ‘antiquato’, but it remained  in use.  
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Comparable to the way in which Petrarch had  poin ted  at the d ifficult task of 
the poet, Alberti stressed  the d ifficult task of the author of a De viris illustribus. His 
literary efforts were worthy of maximal praise, especially because the reader could  
both contemplate on the morals and  doctrine of illustrious men, and  could  imitate 
them in order to correct his own behavior accordingly.  
After this d iscourse, Alberti turned  his reader’s attention to the Dominican 
order. He stated  that, with his work, he wanted  to be of use to ‘his own family of 
preachers’.
147
 He wished  to shed  light on the lives of illustrious men who already 
pertained  to death,
148
 and  whose doctrine and  mores could  contribute to the honesty 
of mortals. Consequently, Alberti announced the structure of his De viris illustribus 
ordinis praedicatorum, which consists of six books. Every book corresponds to one 
category of illustrious friars: master generals, martyrs, prelates (popes, card inals, 
archbishops and  bishops), scholars, saints, and  conversi. Alberti expressed  to be 
delighted  about the d iversity of Dominican illustriousness and  exclaimed how 
pleasant it was to see ‘such a variety’ of illustrious men, ‘both learned  and  
unlearned’.
149
  
Alberti explained  that he prepared  the collection of biographies with d iligence, 
using an attractive style so that it would  not evoke annoyance, but pleasure. 
Therefore, Alberti explained , ‘we have asked  the help of learned  men, important and 
zealous in Latinity’.
150
 These contributors are listed  as authors on the title page. This 
suggests that they d id  something never done before, but in reality their contribution 
largely consisted  of rewriting existing vitae in humanist Latin.
151
 Finally, at the end  of 
his prologue, Alberti alluded  to the intention of compiling a book on illustrious 
Dominican women as well.
152
 This, however, was never accomplished . 
Although the whole collection was already dedicated  to the card inal protector, 
the single books were dedicated  to yet other persons. The book on martyrs was 
dedicated  to Eustachio Platesi, dean of the theological faculty of Bologna, and  general 
procurator of the Dominican order;
153
 the book on prelates was dedicated  to Lorenzo 
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 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 5r: ut familiae nostrae praedicatoriae gratificarer ac prodessem  [...]. 
148
 However, this is not totally true, since he included  a notice on Thomas Cajetan who was still alive as 
master general of the order. 
149
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 5v: Quam belle uidere est uirorum tantam horum varietatem illustrium. 
150
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 5v: ut unusquisque, quod sibi ad stomachum facere uiderit, accipiat, 
Curauimus haec omnia diligenter, ut delicatioribus facerent sat stomachis (ut aiunt) latinitate, ac stilo 
uenustari, ideo a uiris doctis, latinitateque impense pollentibus, auxilium, prout uideri poterit, expetiuimus, Qui 
et perbenigne, et optime contulere. 
151
 Not all vitae of those ‘authors’ were rewritten versions of earlier lives, e.g. Francesco da 
Castiglione’s life of Antoninus of Florence. 
152
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 6r: ut caetera scripta nostra post hac editioni mandare cum libro de Claris 
mulieribus ordinis nostri haud formidem. 
153
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 51v: Eustachius Platesius. 
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Fieschi (d . 1519), bishop of Mondovi, and  governor of Bologna;
154
 and  the book on 
doctors to Filippo Sauli, bishop of Brugnato and  ‘optimal patron  of men of letters’.
155
 
The most important and  extensive book on saints was dedicated  to Jan Laski (d. 
1531), Archbishop of Gniezno and  Primate of Poland, because of his virtues, morals, 
experience in letters, and  his goodwill toward s the Order of Preachers.
156
 Alberti 
dedicated  the last and smallest book on conversi to the prelate Andreas Novellus.
157
 
By looking at all these prefaces and  dedications included in Alberti’s collection, one 
could  reconstruct the network of Alberti and  his collaborators. They shed  light on 
political, economic and  social relations, on literary friendships, and  on questions of 
prestige and  power.  
Some of the most substantial vitae composed  by Garzoni, G.A. Flaminio, and  
Alberti have again separate prologues and  dedications, which offer  further 
information on the context in which they were written. In the first book only 
Garzoni’s life of Dominic and  Alberti’s life of Jordan of Saxony have a prefatory letter 
and dedication.
158
 Interestingly, whereas Leandro Alberti included  all the origina l 
prologues of his master Giovanni Garzoni, he d id  not reproduce those originally 
attached  to Giovanni Caroli’s vitae.
159
 
These men of letters participated  in, what one could  call, a literary gift society. 
The authors dedicated  vitae to each other. For example, Leandro Alberti dedicated  his 
life of Jordan of Saxony, the second master general, to his collaborator Giovanni 
Antonio Flaminio, whereas the latter would  dedicate his life of Albertus Magnus to 
the former.
160
 Moreover, whereas earlier chroniclers often expressed  that one should  
not praise a man ‘to his face’ – in other words: when he was still alive – the contrary 
happened in the prologues of Alberti’s De viris illustribus. In his dedicatory letter to 
Flaminio, Alberti stressed  that he had  always venerated  Flaminio for his erudition 
and his ‘excellence of letters and  morals’. He also revealed  not without pride that he 
compiled  this first part of the De viris illustribus within just 18 days.
161
 When we 
consider to what extent he built on his predecessors Ambrosius Taegius and  
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 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 63r: Laurentius Fliscus. Leandro also ded icated  the first life of this 
book (on Pope Benedict XI) to Lorenzo Fieschi.  
155
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 129v: litteratorum Patronum Optimum . 
156
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 155v: ob eximias virtutes, ingenuos mores, litteraturam, quam plurimum 
polles, et ob benivolentiam, qua ordinem praedicatorum complecteris.  
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 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 259v: Andream Nouellum Praesulem Albensem . 
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 After these follow the vitae of other masters general: Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 35v: vitae 
caeterorum generalium magistrorum ord. praedi. per eundem f. leandrum bon . 
159
 Francesco d a Castiglione’s vita of Antonio da Ripoli (52v -55v) is reproduced  without preface or 
prologue, but his vita of Antoninus of Florence has both a ded ication (94r -94v: to the prefect of the 
Bologna friary) and  a prologue (94v-95v). Caroli’s prefaces are ed ited  by Camporeale, ‘Appendice’.  
160
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 23r and  fol. 105r. 
161
 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 23r: intra duodeuigesimum diem a me fuisse contextum . 
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Girolamo Borselli – which will be demonstrated  below –, we understand  how he 
could  indeed  accomplish this. 
 
Dominicans in a Roman triumph 
Alberti conceived  of his work as a triumphal procession of Dominican friars, who 
climb up ‘from the valley of the deceitful world’ under the applause of ‘angelic 
choirs’.
162
 Every book starts with the depiction of an illustrious Dominican on a 
triumphal carriage proceeded by four female figures, who represent the four card inal 
virtues, and  followed by Dom inican friars. This iconography is inspired  on the 
iconography used  in manuscripts and  editions of Francesco Petrarch’s influential and  
widely read  ‘The Triumphs’ (I Trionfi), which also consists of six books.
163
  
The six woodcuts each depict the most prominent figure of the category of 
friars that was about to be introduced . The first book on master generals is led  by St 
Dominic, who holds a stalk of lilies in his left, and  a book in his right hand  
(illustration 25). On the top left of the image the Virgin Mary and  the Christ child  are 
watching the procession from the clouds, and  Christ is already hold ing out a crown 
for Dominic to reward  him. Peter Martyr, with knives in his head  and  chest, leads the 
triumphal procession of Dominican martyrs; Dominican prelates follow the triumph 
of Pope Benedict XI; Thomas Aquinas, touched by a ray of light coming from the sky, 
represents the Dominican doctors; Vincent Ferrer leads the triumph of saints; and , 
finally, the sixth and  last book on lay brothers is introduced  by  the image of Simon 
Ballachi. Simon stands straight on the chariot and  is hold ing up a wooden cross with 
the crucified  Christ in his left hand, while keeping a rosary in his other hand.
164
 The 
idea to represent Dominican friars as Roman triumphators on a cha riot was a wink – 
and  an implicit criticism – to those with overly keen interests in the pagan past: 
several of the prologues wanted  to stress that those fighting for the Cross were the 
real triumphators – not those who try to attain world ly successes.  
The six books are unequal in length.
165
 Whereas the books on martyrs and 
conversi, consisting of respectively eleven and  ten folia, are very confined , the book 
on saints and  saintly friars is by far the largest with 103 folia. The same can be said  
about the portraits themselves: extensive vitae of the most illustrious Dominicans 
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 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 6v: the subscription to the depiction of St Dominic on a chariot is: 
Ascendenti de valle lubrici mundi, chori plaudunt angelici. This is a line from the eight responsorium of St 
Dominic’s office. 
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 I thank my colleague Pietro Delcorno for pointing this ou t to me. In the first book, Petrarch exp lains 
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 Simon Ballachi d ied  in Rimini on 3 November 1319. 
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 Book 1 on masters general: 6r-50v; book 2 on martyrs: 51r to 61v; book 3 on prelates: 63r -128r; book 
4 on doctors: 129r-154v; book 5 on saints: 155r-258v book 6 on conversi: 259r-268r. 
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alternate with short descriptions of many other friars – as was the case in the 
institutional narratives of Borselli and  Taegius. Inevitably, the subdivision in 
categories of friars is at times contestable: Albertus Magnus, for example, is not listed  
with the doctors, but with the prelates, and  the canonized  saint Thomas Aquinas is 
not listed  in the book of saints, but in the book of doctors.  
The first and  most important life of Alberti’s De viris illustribus was of course 
that of St Dominic, the order founder. This life was written by Giovanni Garzoni 
before 1493, and  was now printed  for the first time.
166
 It was dedicated  to the 
Observant friar Vincenzo Bandelli, perhaps when the latter was prior of Bologna.
167
 
Garzoni encouraged Vincenzo to follow in the footsteps of the great men of his order, 
such as Dominic, Thomas Aquinas, Peter Martyr and  Vincent Ferrer, and  stated  that 
the glory and  happiness of these friars are to be given preference over the Roman 
triumphs of generals, such as Scipio and  Fabius, since the latter fought under the 
banner of the Roman people, whereas the former fought under the banner of 
Christ.
168
 This reference to Roman triumphs probably provided  Alberti with the idea 
to present his illustrious friars in a triumphal procession. Garzoni’s life of St Dominic 
is followed by biographies of Dominican master generals after him: from Jordan of 
Saxony, the second master general, until Thomas Cajetan, who was still alive. Only 
this book on master generals respects a  chronological order. In the other books, 
chronology was of subordinate importance. 
 
The biographical collection published  in 1517 broke with Dominican trad ition: of the 
ten ‘authors’ mentioned  on the title page, five were non -Dominicans: the three 
Flaminio’s, Giovanni Garzoni, and  Francesco da Castiglione.
169
 In the period  before, 
institutional narratives such as order chronicles and  biographical collections were as 
a rule written by members of the religious order itself. In this period , however, non -
Dominicans also became prominent authors of Dominican vitae.
170
 Alberti d id  not 
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 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 7r-22v. The year 1493 is a terminus ante quem, since Borselli refers to 
it in his order chronicle. See Sorbelli, ‘Una raccolta poco nota’, 84. 
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 In Bologna, Bandelli was magister studii (1470-71), regens (1484-89), and  prior (twice: 1488-89 and  
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Thomae, Patri martyris, V incentii caeterorumque patrum uestrorum qui cum christo optimo maximo 
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consecuti sunt, romanis triumphis praeferenda essent. [...] Militabant hi [Scip io etc.] sub signis populi Romani. 
Illi uero sub signis christi. This is a topos, cf. the conclusion of this chapter. 
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 The d istinction is not explicitly made on the title page, but is made visible by listing the non -
Dominicans in the left row, and  the Dominicans in the right row. 
170
 It seems to be a characteristic of this humanist period : this trend  was not continued  in the later 
sixteenth and  seventeenth century. 
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only ask Giovanni Antonio Flaminio to collaborate with him, but also included texts 
written by lay humanist authors who had  already d ied , such as his former master 
Giovanni Garzoni (d . 1505), and  Francesco da Castiglione (1420-1484).  
Francesco da Castiglione was educated  in the school of Vittorino da Feltre and 
passionate about the study of antiquity. He became priest and  worked as secretary of 
Antoninus of Florence from 1451 onwards. Francesco Bausi considers him as an 
exponent of religious humanism, who tried  to reconcile Christian truth with the 
literary elegance of the ancients.
171
 
When Antoninus d ied  in 1459, Castiglione immediately wrote the life of his 
former master.
172
 Like his contemporary Giovanni Caroli, Francesco da Castiglione 
was pessimistic about the immorality he witnessed  around him.
173
 Therefore, he felt it 
was necessary to write the lives of exemplary men that could  show that some still 
honored  and  preserved  Christian morals. Castiglione’s life of Antoninus was copied  
in several Dominican collections: e.g. Girolamo Borselli included  it in his Cronica and 
mentioned  Francesco’s authorship.
174
 Francesco, mastering both Latin and  Greek, 
enjoyed a certain reputation as a man of letters. He wrote biographies of both secular 
princes, such as Cosimo de Medici, and  religious men. He d id  not only write the life 
of Antoninus of Florence, but also of five other Dominican friars: order founder St 
Dominic, Thomas Aquinas, the martyrs Peter of Verona and  Antonius de Ripolis (d . 
1460), and  the preacher Vincent Ferrer (d . 1419).
175
 He finished  the life of Ferrer in 
1470 and dedicated  it to Ammannati Piccolomini, bishop of Pavia. In this case, the 
life of a Dominican saint was neither written by, nor dedicated  to a Dominican. 
Castiglione earned  praise with his elegantly written vitae: his life of Antonius de 
Ripolis (written c. 1468-9) impressed  Cardinal Jacopo Ammannati to such extent that 
the latter asked  the author to rewrite a martyrologium in a ‘more learned’ style – 
Francesco, however, refused .
176
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 See part 3 of Francesco Bausi, Umanesimo a Firenze nell' età di Lorenzo e Poliziano: Jacopo Bracciolini, 
Bartolomeo Fonzio, Francesco da Castiglione (Rome, 2011), here 384, 409, 419. 
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1252) (Aldershot, 2008). 
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 Frazier, Possible Lives, 75-76. 
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The ‘authors’ selected by Alberti and  presented  on the author page had  in 
common that they were trained  in Latin eloquence and  wrote in a style that met the 
standards of the day. In the eyes of Leandro Alberti, a person was an ‘author’ only 
when one wrote in elegant, classicizing, humanist Latin. We understand  the necessity 
of the project if we consider the complaints expressed  by Leandro’s master, Giovanni 
Garzoni. He wrote that ‘many men, utterly ignorant of liberal studies, have taken 
upon themselves’ the ‘weighty duty’ of writing abou t saints and  other exemplary 
Christians. To literary men, like Garzoni trained  in the studia humanitatis, their 
writings were ‘embarrassing’. Since such an important task required  ‘elegant 
composition’,
177
 Garzoni started  rewriting medieval texts, such as Jacob of Voragine’s 
Legenda Aurea, in humanist Latin. He encouraged his students to do the same as an 
exercise in Latin composition. The classicizing vocabulary is present everywhere in 
the 1517 collection. For example, Dominic, Peter Martyr, Thomas Aquinas, and  
Vincent Ferrer were not designated  with the postclassical sanctus but with divus.  
As mentioned  above, Alberti included  in his collection vitae written by lay 
humanist authors who had  d ied , such as Garzoni and  Castiglione. Next to them, he 
also included the vitae written by the Dominican friar Giovanni Caroli (d . 1503), 
whom we encountered  in the previous section. One could  therefore conclude that, of 
all the previous Dominicans who had  written about the lives of Dominican friars, 
only Caroli met Alberti’s literary criteria. Other lives had  to be rewritten by Alberti 
himself, or by one of his collaborators. However, this is not the whole truth, since 
Alberti’s research was limited . He seems to have been unaware that the Sicilian friar 
Tommaso Schifaldo, d iscussed  in the first section of this chapter, wrote very elegant 
vitae on Sicilian Dominican friars. He d id  not mention Schifaldo’s shorter version of 
the De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum .
178
 One could  even surmise that this was a 
deliberate choice, since Leandro, as we have seen, wanted  to connect his work to the 
classical trad ition and  stressed  that his collection was unique. Conceding the 
existence of other works of the genre was therefore out of the question. 
Lay authors had  the honor to write the most important vitae in the collection. 
Giovanni Garzoni provided  the vitae of three of the four canonized  saints: the life of 
order founder St Dominic (the first life of the first book on master generals), the life 
of Peter Martyr (the first life of the second book on martyrs), and  the life of Thomas 
Aquinas (the first life of the fourth book on doctors). Giovanni Antonio Flaminio 
wrote the life of the fourth canonized  saint, Vincent Ferrer. 
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 Alberti erroneously suggested  that Pietro Geremia was buried  in the Florentine convent of San 
Domenico (145r), but if he had  read  Schifald o’s elegant vita of Geremia, he would  have known that 
Geremia was actually buried  in the Observant friary of San Zito .  
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Alison Knowles Frazier, Francesco Bausi and  Laura Smoller have now begun 
to study how lay humanists rewrote Dominican vitae. Garzoni’s Vita Divi Dominici 
was, in fact, a reworking of medieval lives in humanist Latin.
179
 Frazier studied  the 
paraphrastic technique employed by Giovanni Garzoni and  characterized  it as 
‘grammatical paraphrasing’, and  ‘speechifying’. Garzoni transformed the medieval 
narrative with a classicizing vocabulary and  used  a ‘slightly more intricate syntax’.
180
 
Episodes of d irect address (oratio recta) were extended and  first-person interventions 
were added to increase the emotional impact of the story. In this way, newly 
invented  information entered  the older narratives. As Frazier noted , the humanist 
Giovanni Garzoni d id  not approach his sources critically, but only made a literary 
effort with a moralizing goal – with sometimes surprising results.
181
 In Garzoni’s life 
of St Dominic, the order founder quotes verses of Ovid’s Remedia amoris and  refers to 
Cicero on his death bed .
182
 
To understand  how Francesco da Castiglione rewrote Dominican vitae, it is 
worthwhile to consult the work of Francesco Bausi:
183
 Bausi concluded that 
Castiglione primarily increased  the narrative focus and  brevity of the story, and  
improved the literary value according to humanist criteria.
184
 He noted  that 
Castiglione used  only one source to write his lives on Dominic, Thomas Aquinas and  
Peter Martyr: the world  chronicle of his master Antoninus of Florence. His life of 
Antonio da Ripoli was based  on a letter of the eyewitness Constanzo da Cipro.
185
 
Focusing on Castiglione’s Vita Dominici, Bausi suggests that Castiglione made this 
choice because Antoninus himself had  already reworked Dietrich of Apolda’s older 
vita of St Dominic, before including it in his chronicle. Antoninus had  made sure that 
the vita received  a more ‘logical’, chronological order and  Francesco built further on 
the work of his master.  
Although the renaissance period  is reputed  to give birth to a more critical 
historical method consisting of a confrontation of available sources, this d oes not 
shine through in the humanist Dominican reworkings d iscussed  in this chapter. 
Castiglione’s work is a perfect example in this regard . He d id  no t do any original 
research, and  used  only one source, which he transformed in accordance with the 
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new literary tastes.
186
 Like Garzoni, he substituted  a medieval with a classicizing 
vocabulary. Bausi gives examples of the rewriting process, from Theodoric of 
Alpolda’s Vita (priusquam conciperet), via Antoninus’s Chronicon (antequam ipsum 
conciperet), to Castiglione (antequam illum ederet in lucem).
187
 From the point of view of 
humanist literary purism, this rewriting was not perfect: several ‘medieval’ words 
remained , and  some neologisms were introduced .
188
 
Castiglione not only rewrote the text in humanist Latin, but also restructured 
it: he changed the trad itional hagiographical scheme (life, death, miracles), so that the 
biographical part became more substantial. In addition, he simplified  the story, by 
leaving out parts or details that he found unnecessary (for example etymological 
explanations). Many visions and  miracles were left out as well – but not all: for 
example, the premonitory dream of Dominic’s mother, which constituted  a well-
known hagiographical topos, is conserved  in Castiglione’s version.
189
 The section of 
miracles after death was dramatically reduced  to only one (Antoninus had  already 
put it back at twelve). This was in line with a fifteenth -century tendency: many 
Observant authors de-emphasized  the importance of miracles or left them out of 
their stories.
190
  
Whereas Garzoni and  Castiglione d id  not write their lives specifically for 
Alberti’s De viris illustribus project, the third  lay collaborator, Giovanni Antonio 
Flaminio, d id . He (re)wrote the lives of Albertus Magnus,
191
 Vincent Ferrer, Jacob of 
Venice (dedicated  to Matteo Bandello), Jacob of Alemania, and  Venturino of 
Bergamo.
192
 His most honorable task was to compile the life of the canonized  Vincent 
Ferrer, which opened the book of saints. Flam inio dedicated  it to the Bolognese 
canon Francesco Bentivoglio. Flaminio based  his vita mainly on two sources: Pietro 
Ranzano’s canonization vita (also written in humanist Latin) and  Borselli’s chronicle 
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version.
193
 As Smoller pointed  out, Alberti and  Flamin io wanted  to ‘compose vivid , 
dramatic paraphrases of older saints’ lives’.
194
 To this end , they found it justified  to 
exaggerate and  to introduce speeches not found in older sources. In their eyes, it was 
more important to be convincing (indeed  this – not truth – was the goal of retorica) 
than to respect the sources. Flaminio introduced , among other things, a speech in 
which Vincent urged  Pope Benedict XIII to abdicate, and  whereas in Ranzano’s Vita 
Vincent multiplied  bread  and  wine for 2000 followers, this n umber increased  to 3000 
in Flaminio’s version.
195
 Furthermore, Flaminio dramatized  Ranzano’s narrative by 
adding exclamations, such as O rem omni stupore dignam.
196
 These authorial signs were 
meant to guide the reader in the narrative and  to increase the feeling of awe over 
Ferrer’s deeds. Like Ranzano’s model vita, Flaminio presented  Ferrer primarily as a 
healer of the Western Schism – in contrast to Observant Dominican authors as Nider 
and  Borselli, who presented  him primarily as a model of Dominican Observan ce. 
Leandro Alberti rewrote many short portraits, which he took from earlier 
chronicles, for example the portrait of the Observant friar Lorenzo d i Ripafratta. First 
included  in Antoninus’s world  chronicle, Ambrosius Taegius copied  it into his order 
chronicle. Since we know that Alberti used  Taegius’s chronicles, he probably used  his 
version of the entry: 
 
Anno domini 1457 Frater Laurentius de Librafracta castro pisano oriundus romane provintie 
ex vita regulari vir vite venerabilis migravit ad dominum in conventu Pistoriensi prefate 
provintie. Hic fuit vir simplex et rectus ac timens deum et recedens a malo etatis sue anno 
vigesimo vel circa ex diacono seculari ingresus est ordinem predicatorum per annos sexaginta 
in dominica vinea desudans ad excollendam eam. Norma sanctitatis fuit iste speculum 
pudicitie zelator et observator ad unguem vite regularis obedientie filius humilitatis alumnus 
domino et hominibus dilectus. Nullus in ordine eo pauperior nullus tam mundi contemptor 
[…]. Sepultus est in ecclesia dicti conventus maxima cum populi veneratione totius ac cleri : 
qui post mortem dicitur miraculis clarere.
197
 
 
Leandro Alberti rewrote it to: 
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Laurentius de libra facta oppido territorii Pisani oriundus, uir uitae uenerandus, et sanctitatis 
eximiae. Hic extitit uir simplex, rectus, et in cunctis moribus compositus, Norma sanctitatis, 
pudicitiae speculum, maximus vitae regularis assertor. Obedientiae filius, alumnus 
humilitatis, Deo et hominibus dilectus. Nemo eo pauperior, nemo uirtutibus ditior. […] 
foeliciter obdormiuit in Coenobio pistorensi octogenarius anno domini .Mccclvii. et sepultus 
est in templo dicti Coenobio maxima cum totius populi ueneratione. Quem ferunt post mortem 
ingentibus claruisse miraculis.
198
 
 
In comparison to the chronicle versions, the main structural d ifference is that not the 
year, but the person comes on the first plan in this biographical collection. The 
chronicle versions contained  more details. Leandro Alberti ed ited  out some of them, 
when he thought that they were not essential for eulogic purposes (e.g. when 
Lorenzo entered  the order). He rewrote some sentences to increase the literary 
impact of the text and  inserted  new figures of speech. For example, he replaced  
Nullus in ordine eo pauperior nullus tam mundi contemptor by Nemo eo pauperior, nemo 
virtutibus ditior. Hence, Leandro juxtaposed  the more poor (pauperior) to the more rich 
(ditior) in virtues, improved the rhythm of the sentence, and  replaced  nullus by nemo 
– the correct classical form for referring to persons. Alberti also made some lessons 
more explicit than they were in the original version. Whereas in previous versions 
Lorenzo only exhorted  the friars before he d ied , he now exhorted  them ut instituta 
patrum et deum maxime colerent.  
Alberti inserted  a classicizing vocabulary. Lorenzo came not from a castro, but 
from an oppido; he was useful in concionibus, and  not in predicatione; and  he was 
buried  not in an ecclesia, but in a templum. He exaggerated  as well, for instance 
through the insertion of ingentibus to miraculis. Overall, the same content is repeated 
with the same sentences, and  mostly the same words. How ever, Alberti d id  not refer 
to his source. The order chronicler Taegius, in contrast, d id  refer to his source in the 
margin when he copied  this biographical passage into his chronicle. 
Only in his part on Dominican historians, d id  Leandro Alberti refer to 
Ambrosius Taegius and  d id  he acknowledge that he used  his works.
199
 Alberti also 
made use of Girolamo Borselli’s order chronicle:
200
 he added marginal notes to 
Borselli’s autograph manuscript, which was present in the library of the Bologna 
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friary.
201
 It is interesting to note that Alberti, at times, referred  to Borselli,
202
 but chose 
to remain silent about his source in other cases. In 1922, Albano Sorbelli already 
blamed Alberti for pretending that the life of friar Hyacinth of Cracow included in 
his De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum was his own work. He dedicated  this life 
to his humanist friend  M.A. Flaminio, but Sorbelli complained  that ‘d i suo non ci fu  
che la fioritura e gonfiatura dello stile, come allora usavasi, con grave danno per la 
sincerità del documento.’
203
 Alberti d id  nowhere reveal that his portrait was a 
reworking of what he found in the order chronicle of Borselli. At the same time, 
Borselli was not the author either, but only the one who transmitted  the text: a 
delegate from the Polish province had  handed the life over to him at the general 
chapter of Ferrara in 1494. This shows how information within the Dominican order 
spread  in the first p lace, and  how it was consequently re-used . We learn that in the 
humanist context of Alberti, it was found important that there was an author name 
attached  to the vita, although it was originally written by an anonymous writer.  
These examples demonstrate both a change in the attitude towards texts, and  a 
change in the thinking about what an au thor actually is. Since in the case of Alberti’s 
De viris illustribus the ‘authors’ figure so predominantly on the author page, we will 
come back to this in the conclusion.
204
 
 
In the sections above, I have tried to shed  some light on Alberti’s De viris illustribus 
ordinis praedicatorum, a collection of Dominican memory adorned  with a layer of 
elegant, humanist Latin. It was a promotional work that demonstrated  the 
illustriousness of the religious order and  that was written for the celebration of 300 
years Order of Preachers. The humanist d iscourse of Dominican authors such as 
Leandro Alberti emphasize a connection with classical trad itions, and , at the same 
time, conceal the way they built on medieval narrative trad itions. Alberti, we have 
seen, remained  as silent as possible about the medieval sources on which the vitae in 
his collection were built. Hence, modern historians, such as Prosperi, are induced  to 
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think that Leandro Alberti was the first Dominican who collected  the lives of 
illustrious men of his order.
205
 But, like previous order chronicles and  biographical 
collections, the De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  ed ited  by Leandro Alberti in 
1517 relied  heavily on previous order chronicles and  biographical collections. Not 
only in this sense Alberti’s De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  was a collective 
enterprise. Alberti collaborated  with men trained  in the studia humanitatis. Only they 
could  convey authority to texts, and  therefore they are listed  as authors. Hence, the 
son and  nephew of Giovanni Antonio Flaminio figure prominently on the title page, 
although they only rewrote one vita in humanist Latin. At the same time, chroniclers 
such as Ambrosius Taegius, and  Girolamo Borselli, were not listed  as authors – 
although their texts were used  extensively for many of the vitae in Alberti’s work. 
Leandro Alberti considered  a person who wrote in elegant humanist Latin 
more of an auctor than one who d id  not. Here, the term auctor should  not be 
understood in its Romantic sense as the ‘sole source of original meaning’, but as ‘one 
who gives meaning’, or strengthens what is ‘already in existence’ (from augere, 
increase).
206
 To understand  the shifting meaning of the role of the auctor, I have 
pointed  at the humanist context in which Leandro Alberti operated . In his time, the 
literary and  intellectual elite despised  the previous way of writing Latin to such 
extent that they could  not take the content of a story seriously if it was not presented  
in the classical language they preferred . 
The humanist authors reworked ‘medieval’ hagiographical texts so that they 
complied  with the humanist standards of Latin style and  language. This was not a 
goal in itself, but had  to increase the authority and  credibility of the texts. Ironically, 
to this end , new elements, not present in the original texts, were invented  and  
inserted  into the narratives. Hence, in Alberti’s De viris illustribus ordinis 
praedicatorum, not the source grants authority to the narrative, but the form and style 
in which it is written. This contrasts with earlier order historians, who tried  to 
increase the authority and  truthfulness of their narratives by indicating on what 
chronicle or eyewitness they relied . They relied  on the authority of what they found 
written, not on their own literary power to increase the authoritative level of the text. 
The new humanist procedure of heightening textual authority was not necessarily 
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more critical or ‘modern’ from a present-day point of view, counter to what scholars 
of renaissance historiography like to maintain.
207
 
The humanist authors d iscussed  above d id  not all follow exactly the same 
rules when reworking earlier vitae. Some authors were more hesitant to invent new 
information for rhetoric’s sake than others. Some based  their version only on one 
source, others used  more existing narratives. More study of this large collection is 
needed to better understand  the d ifferences an d  similarities in the humanist way of 
portraying illustrious Dominicans. Such a study could  also shed  more precise light 
on what actually changed from ‘medieval’ manuscript to ‘humanist’ printed  
literature. In any case, the collection printed  in 1517 had  authoritative power for 
centuries to come, because it was printed  and  widely d iffused  – not because the 
authors employed more critical historical methods than their medieval 
predecessors.
208
 
 
Conclusion 
Humanist culture influenced  authors of Dominican institutional narratives. Caroli’s 
Vitae fratrum shows how the humanist Florentine context influenced  his institutional 
text: Caroli conceived of his friary as a little republic, stressed  the importance of 
justice and  liberty, and  presented  his Dominican heroes as defenders of civic peace 
and  harmony. 
The end  of the fifteenth century gave birth to openly expressed  authorial pride 
in an institutional narrative – the case of Tommaso Schifaldo. This moment is crucial, 
since it demonstrates a totally d ifferent attitude of the author towards the text. 
Likewise, in Alberti’s De viris illustirbus, one sees a preoccupation with authorship 
not encountered  before. The many prefaces to the printed  collection of illustrio us 
men from 1517 show the prestige attributed  to the authors.
209
 The work and  efforts of 
Leandro Alberti are repeatedly praised . He is lauded as an individual author, and  
not so much as a member of a more important collective identity, the Dominican 
order. This emphasized  authorial presence breaks with previous trad itions and 
surpasses the way in which order chroniclers such as Girolamo Borselli and  
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Ambrosius Taegius were visible as authors in their ow n institutional narratives. In 
Chapter 1, I suggested that the need  for authorship increased  after the invention of 
the printing press.
210
 This is confirmed when looking at Alberti’s De viris illustrbus. 
Alberti found it important to attach specific author names to the lives before they 
were put into circulation through his printed  ed ition  – even if the only authorial 
function was increasing the status of an older text by rewriting it in elegant and  
classicizing Latin. 
 
Especially in Italy, medieval Dominican vitae were rewritten in humanist style. Not 
only Dominicans, but also non-Dominicans participated  in this process, and  their 
writings are included  in Dominican institutional histories, such as Leandro Alberti’s 
De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum . Dominican memory survived  in this printed  
collection, but was mingled  with the ideal of Ciceronian Latin.  
Authors such as Schifaldo and  Alberti considered  it appropriate to refer to 
pagan statesmen or authors in the beginning of their collections, as if it were  the only 
way of capturing the readers’ goodwill in this period . Next, they would  claim the 
superiority of Dominican friars over those pagan examples: e.g. in the prologue to his 
book on martyrs, Alberti stressed  that the Dominican leaders surpass those wh o 
gained  world ly glory.
211
 The importance of writing about religious men as opposed  to 
writing about pagans is indeed  a topos in the prologues of Dominican narratives 
written in the last decade of the fifteenth, and  the first decades of the sixteenth 
century. It shows that the humanist habit of embracing pagan topics invited  critical 
reactions – sometimes implicit, sometimes exp licit.
212
 In his prefaces, Caroli made 
clear that he was consciously writing biographies of religious men who strove not 
after world ly glory, but after eternal glory, and  therefore deserved  more attention. 
Here, we find  an implicit reproach of contemporary Italian humanist culture that 
focused  too much on the lives of pagan men.  
In the prologue of his ord er chronicle of 1531, Sebastian  de Olmedo would  
explicitly criticize those who pretended to be ‘religious’, but knew more of the deeds 
and histories of the pagans than of their ‘own’ past. He rhetorically asked  himself 
what Alexander the Great and  Augustus meant to him, since they reigned  over 
peoples possessed  by the world . What could  one learn from their armies? He stressed  
that ‘our own army’, the Dominican order, also had  its leaders and  these were not 
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domenicana, 185. 
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concerned  with flesh and  blood, but with spirit and  virtue: ‘it is not less enjoyable to 
uncover their deeds’, but they were, in contrast, ‘very useful to be imitated’.
213
 
The non-Dominican contributors to Dom inican institutional texts expressed 
the same topos. In the prologue to his life of Peter Martyr, the lay humanist Giovanni 
Garzoni explained  that the Romans excessively praised  those who d ied  for the 
fatherland , and  then stressed  that those who fall for the terrestrial, fragile fatherland , 
are less excellent than those who fall for the celestial and  d ivine realm.
214
 In his 
preface to Georg Epp’s De illustribus viris ac sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis praedicatorum 
(1506), the humanist monk Conrad  of Leonberg also juxtaposed  the ‘sacred’ Order of 
Preachers, ‘which will stand  forever’, and  the Roman republic, ‘earthly, vain and 
fallen’.
215
 He emphasized  that in antiquity it was common to write about the lives of 
illustrious men, but that little or nothing was writ ten about a life in Christian piety. 
This was a shame in his eyes, because the lives of very religious and  very learned 
men supply many examples of piety, holiness, and  doctrine. Likewise, Giovanni 
Antonio Flaminio complained  that ‘the deeds of innumerable  saints were given over 
to oblivion’.
216
 Hence, in Dominican chronicles and  collective biographies humanist 
learning was embraced  and  challenged at the same time. 
Compared  to the institutional narratives of Thomas of Siena, Johannes Meyer, 
Girolamo Borselli and  Ambrosius Taegius, it is striking that the Observant -
Conventual paradigm is largely absent from the biographical collections of the 
humanist friars described  in this chapter. Whereas Johannes Meyer had  singled  out 
Observant reformers as a special group in his De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum , 
Tommaso Schifaldo and  Leandro Alberti d id  not.
217
 Schifaldo and  Alberti are both 
referred to as ‘Observants’, but this Observant identity was not thematized  in their 
writings any more. As mentioned  in Chapter 5, Leandro Alberti restricted  himself to 
presenting a brief and  strongly simplified  account of the fifteenth -century struggles 
for Observant reform. In the printed  collection of this friar -humanist, meant for 
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 Georg Epp, De illustribus viris ac sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis praedicatorum, preface: Iste ergo sacer 
ordo plus quam romana respublica terrena inanis et caduca stat aeternumque stabit. On Conrad  see: Franz 
Posset, ‘An Editor of Latin Bibles and  Works of the Church Fathers: Conradus Leontorius, Monk of 
Maulbronn’, Renaissance Monks. Monastic Humanism in Six Biographical Sketches (Leiden, 2005), 29-62. 
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 Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 105r: innumerabilium pene sanctorum res gestae partim obliuione traditae 
sint […]. 
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public d issemination, possible conflicts and  Observant-Conventual d ichotomies were 
passed  over in silence. 
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CONCLUSION  
Dominican chroniclers and  authors of collective biographies created  a collective 
memory that conferred  meaning to their institution. By remembering the Dominican 
past, they contributed  to the formation of the order’s identity.
1
 In order to explain the 
present they would  shop selectively in the available materials of the past, and  in this 
way they became important actors in the process of compiling, remembering, and  
forgetting necessary for identity formation. The information that we have about these 
Dominican authors, shows that most of them belonged to the elite of their times and 
fulfilled  leading positions within their order: they were important preachers, 
inquisitors, masters of theology, reformers, and  confessors.  
In their institutional narratives, these Dominican authors often repeated  the 
same religious message. Inspired  by the Dominican liturgy, they conceived  of their 
order as a fertile vine planted  by the Lord . This idea was visually expressed  in 
genealogical trees of the Dominican order, such as the 1473 Rhineland  woodcut  
introduced  in Chapter 1. The narratives, liturgy, and  iconography of the Dominican 
order essentially meant to promote the same message: as a member of the Order of 
Preachers you are assigned  a d ivine task, you have the protection of the Virgin, and  
you will go to heaven. This message was complicated  by the perceived  decline in 
observances and  the appearance of ‘Observant’ branches within the Order of 
Preachers: the Dominican Observant chronicler Girolamo Borselli warned  his friars 
that heaven could  only be reached if one properly observed  the rule and 
constitutions of the Order. 
What formed the Dominican narrative identity? Many Dominican historians, 
who took up the task to explain and  describe what d istinguished  the Order of 
Preachers, replied  in the same matter: the fruits of the tree, namely the friars, 
d istinguish the Order of Preachers.
2
 This does not mean that these ‘fruits’ of the 
Dominican tree or vine had  intrinsically d ifferent characteristics (virtues, or tasks) 
than, for example, those of the ‘Franciscan vine’ (apart from  their habit). The identity 
depended upon identification: arbor de fructu suo cognoscitur.
3
 The fact that a 
Dominican felt attached  to the tree and  the trunk of St Dominic, made him a 
Dominican. At the same time, the fruits legitimized  the tree. Matthew 7:19 teaches 
that every tree that does not bear good fruit should  be cut down , since it has lost its 
reason for existence. For that reason, every generation of Dominicans was supposed  
to ‘bear good fruits’, continue the Dominican mission, and  to deserve it s place in the 
                                                          
1
 Even today this functions in a comparable way. See for example: Charlotte Lind e, Working the Past: 
Narrative and Institutional Memory (Oxford , 2009). Linde’s stud y is on a large contemporary insurance 
company. 
2
 Meyer, Buch der reformacio, IV-V, 45: dar umm spricht der her Jesus: ‘An yren früchten bekenent yr sy’.  
3
 Luke 6:44: unaquaeque enim arbor de fructu suo cognoscitur. 
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history of salvation.
4
 The writing of Dominican history likewise had  to continue, 
since the narratives represented  and  at the same time legitimized  the institution. 
Therefore Dominican general chapters repeatedly requested  that the Vitae fratrum be 
continued , adding new ‘fruits’ that sanctioned  the ongoing existence of the order and 
its actions. Hence, there is interplay between the individual and  the institution: the 
individual contributes to the development of the institution, and  the insti tution gives 
meaning to the individual.
5
 Dominican institutional narratives aimed at constructing 
the relation between the individual friar or nun and  the institution. Through their 
virtuous deeds, the individuals described  in these institutional narratives came to 
embody the institution they once joined .  
This thesis concentrated  on narrative representations of the Dominican order 
and  its history: Dominican institutional narratives. Since most of these narratives, 
especially those written between the late fourteenth century and  the early sixteen th 
century have caught little scholarly interest, I felt compelled  to devote the first part of 
this study to the introduction of these narratives and  their contents. I showed that 
order chronicles, convent chronicles, hagiographical texts, reform treatises  and  
biographical collections were often constructed  (to a greater or lesser extent) with the 
same kind  of historical ‘knowledge’ about the institution. This is not surprising if one 
takes into account that the aims of their authors overlapped as well: ed ification, 
remembrance and  contributing to a sense of Dominican collectiveness. With these 
functions in mind, we can better understand  the multiple forms in which the 
institutional narratives appeared . 
This overlap can make it d ifficult to d istinguish between d ifferent genres of 
historical and  hagiographical narratives: e.g. convent chronicles can end  up as order 
chronicles, order chronicles reproduce contents from serial biographies, and  vice 
versa. At the same time, these serial biographies can be d istingu ished  from order 
chronicles: the point of departure for a chronicler is the year, and  for an author of a 
biographical collection the person. The Dominican collective biographies show how 
Dominican authors classified  the members of their order according to various types. 
The chronicles contain a greater variety of materials ordered  chronologically, and  
inform the reader about the Dominican self-understanding in a more indirect way. 
More research is needed to do justice to these many writings and the way they broke 
with or continued  Dominican historical trad itions. 
I tried  to show that the production of historical knowledge in Dominican 
historical narratives was a process that consisted  of several stages. Some of these 
stages are clearly visible in the surviving narratives. For example, Johannes of Mainz 
was a contemporary of Johannes Nider and  knew him personally. When Nider d ied , 
                                                          
4
 Matthew 7:19: omnis arbor quae non facit fructum bonum exciditur. 
5
 Wesjohann, Mendikantische Gründungserzählungen, 314.  
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Johannes of Mainz gathered  eyewitness accounts and  wrote everything  he knew and 
heard  about Nider down in his convent chronicle. Johannes Meyer consequently 
adopted  the content, translated  it, ordered  it in chapters, and  removed authorial 
markers. The personal and  local context of the initial account d isappeared . Another 
example was the way in which the notes on the life on Conrad  of Brescia in Borselli’s 
chronicle developed into a real vita in the chronicle of Taegius. A third stage is a 
further literary redaction or transformation of the historical lemma in question: the  
best example of this is the way in which Leandro Alberti and  his collaborators 
rewrote medieval lives in elegant humanist Latin, imposing on an already 
standard ized  account an additional layer of literary embellishment in accordance 
with new aesthetic categories. 
My thesis has problematized  the authorship of institutional narratives such as 
order chronicles and  biographical collections: authorship was often sequential and  
overlapping.
6
 I showed that the ways of looking at authorship changed under the 
influence of humanism and  the printing press. Both developments had  an impact on 
the status of the texts. Whereas before, the status of chronicles and  vitae was 
guaranteed  by their usefulness, a situation in which anonymity caused  no 
d ifficulties, and  in which readers were invited  to improve on and  add  to the text,
7
 
now they required  attribution to an author, and  were much more considered as 
finished  products. Whereas before, the sources authorized  the author,
8
 in Alberti’s De 
viris illustribus the language (humanist Latin), the elegance of the literary 
construction, and  the classical form bestowed authority upon the work.
9
 This also 
opened the way to asking lay humanists to compose institutional narratives – a 
novum. 
The Dominican chronicle trad ition reminds us of the importance of models. 
Human beings, includ ing historians, have an intrinsic need  for models. Since our 
modern society, and  our way of conducting research, is obsessed  with originality, 
this ancient need  is undervalued . I believe, however, that we sh ould  not forget to 
acknowledge it: people need  examples to imitate. In a period  in which the writing of 
history was not a professional d iscipline, the available models were even more 
crucial for the perception of what a chronicle should  look like. In combination with 
                                                          
6
 This issue is now relevant again: who, for example, is responsible for Wikiped ia articles? Stephan 
Donovan, Danuta Fjellestad , and  Rold  Lundén, ‘Introduction: Author, Authorship, Authority, and  
Other Matters’, 1-19 (here 13).  
7
 A chronicler would  then state where he found  the document, for example in a ce rtain convent library 
or archive. The documents then  received  status, and  its authenticity was guaranteed . 
8
 Only truth provides authority to the narrative, in the words of Dietrich of Apold a. Prologue: cui [to 
his Vita Dominici] auctoritatem praestat gestarum veritas, sine qua nulla valet auctoritas. 
9
 Insp ired  on Pierre Bourd ieu, The Field of Cultural Production. Essays on Art and Literature, ed . Rand al 
Johnson (New York, 1993), 76: he asked  ‘what authorizes the author, what creates the au thority with 
which authors authorize’? 
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the contemporary needs and  the context of the author, the models that were at the 
d isposal of an order chronicler were of decisive importance for the way he  or she 
structured  his or her own work. Chroniclers continued  old  models, or, inspired  by 
examples, adapted  them to fit their own circumstances. For example, when 
Ambrosius Taegius wrote his De insigniis ordinis praedicatorum, he was inspired  by 
earlier texts, such as De quatuor in quibus Deus insignivit praedicatorum ordinem. In the 
anonymous Brevis historia, Taegius’s De insigniis, Pignon’s Catalogus, and  even in the 
part dedicated  to the Dominican order in Antoninus’s world  chronicle, the 
Dominican past is structured  around Dominican  persons subd ivided  into categories, 
following procedures developed in earlier institutional texts. 
Authors of Dominican biographical collections depicted  the members of their 
orders literally as stars in sanctity and  science.
10
 In general, they d id  not primarily 
aim to describe the individual personality of a friar or nun (aspects that we 
nowadays find  of primordial importance in historical and  biographical writing), but 
praised  those virtues and  activities that, in the eyes of these order historians, 
characterized  the sanctity of the described  order members most fruitfully. This does 
not mean that we encounter the same type over and  over again. As we have seen in 
Chapter 5, the portraits of saints, martyrs, prelates, doctors, preachers, reformers, 
priors, authors, nuns, and  lay brothers and  sisters all emphasize d ifferent aspects of 
Dominican eminence. In the eyes of the authors, these portraits together showed the 
fullness of Dominican virtue in all its manifestations. Here we have to note that, 
counter to what some might expect, the inquisition was not an essential element in 
the Dominican self-understanding, at least not according to Dominican institutional 
narratives.  
Never were ‘inquisitors’ conceived  of as a d istinct category of Dominican 
friars in biographical collections that were meant to celebrate the Dominican 
illustriousness. Dominicans were proud to emphasize their heroic willingness to 
preach among the infidels, to risk their life for God, and  to d ie as a martyr: these 
aspects are more decisive in the Dominican self-understanding than the fact that 
Dominican friars were well trained  in theological matters and  were therefore perfect 
to be appointed  as inquisitors by the ecclesiastical hierarchy. It shows the 
d iscrepancy between our modern identity markers concerning the Dominicans and  
those cherished  by late medieval and  renaissance friars. 
Anne Reltgen-Tallon argued that the ‘true’ Dominican identity could  be fou nd  
in the intellectual orientation of Dominicans. I am hesitant to point at one aspect in 
particular to explain and  define the order’s identity. Based  on the representation of 
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 See for example Leandro Alberti, De viris illustribus, fol. 155v: Siquidem in eo continentur illa 
foelicissima atque lucidissima orbis terrarum astra quorum splendore sanctitatis, omnes in hac fugaci ac 
perstrepente vita permeantes illustrari possimus. Vnde merito astra et sidera appellari debent et sunt . 
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Dominicans in the institutional writings central in this thesis, it is clear tha t learning 
was never a goal in itself, but first and  foremost an instrument for the order’s 
pastoral mission: instructing and  defending the Lord’s flock, mainly through 
preaching. This was essential for the Dominican identity, but it was not a unique 
identity marker: the Franciscans and  the Augustinian hermits had  the same or a 
highly comparable mission. Dominicans themselves were prone to underline the 
variety inherent in the Dominican life, and  Dominican authors perceived  of their 
illustrious confreres in  several d istinct categories. To point at only one of those to 
explain the ‘true’ Dominican identity, is to undermine the d iversity of Dominican life 
and its perception by Dominican order members. It says more about our modern 
need  to characterize and  understand  d ifferences, than about the Dominican self-
understanding between the fourteenth and  the sixteenth century. 
As mentioned  above, Dominican authors liked  to stress the providential role 
of their order: this was a main aspect of the Dominican narrative identity, as it was 
formulated  in order chronicles, collective biographies, and  related  institutional 
texts.
11
 At the same time, Dominican authors operated  in d iverse contexts and  
enjoyed d ifferent types of education. These contexts influenced  the ways in w hich 
they perceived  the Dominican ideal, and  therefore they chose to highlight d ifferent 
aspects when depicting Dominican friars. The Observant friar Johannes Meyer and 
the Conventual friar Bartolomeo d i Tebaldo compiled  completely d ifferent portraits 
of master general Raymond of Capua. But the d ifferences in representing Dominican 
models were not only dependent on whether the friar pertained  to a reformed branch 
of the order or not. Johannes of Mainz, an Observant author like Meyer, placed  a 
greater emphasis on the contemplative and  internal aspects of the Dominican life, 
whereas Meyer depicted  his protagonists mainly as zealots for the souls of others. 
Whereas the humanist Schifaldo praised  the education, learning and  rhetorical skills 
of his protagonists, the reformer Meyer focused  on their efforts for the promotion of 
Observant reform. Notwithstanding these d ifferences, some features come to the fore 
regularly: most Observant authors repeatedly emphasized  the importance of 
preaching and  the salvation of souls, and  considered  humility and  obedience as main 
virtues (although these receive less emphasis in the ‘humanist’ portraits written by 
Schifaldo and  Caroli). 
Reformatio and  observantia are omnipresent themes in most of the Dominican 
institutional narratives between the end  of the fourteenth and  the beginning of the 
sixteenth century – not only in general order chronicles, but also in  convent 
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 Scholars have emphasized  d ifferent aspects, trying to characterize the Dominican order, e.g. a 
combination of an active and  a contemplative life, and  an emphasis on the virtue of  humility 
(Vauchez); the importance of obed ience (Hinnebusch). 
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chronicles, treatises, and  biographical collections.
12
 Chapter 6 showed  how 
Dominican ‘Observants’ became recognizable as a d istinct category of Dominicans in 
the letters of Raymond of Capua, in Dominican reform treatises, and  in the chronicles 
of Thomas of Siena, Johannes of Mainz, Johannes Meyer, Girolamo Borselli and  
Ambrosius Taegius. Since Observant Dominicans dominated  the writing of religious 
history in their century, ‘we have only the stories of the ultimate victors lauding their 
own past heroes’.
13
 The authors of the main Dominican order chroniclers of the 
period  nearly all had  a strong Observant identity. For instance, Johannes Meyer d id  
not only write about the Dominican past, but also actively reformed convents to 
regular Observance. Girolamo Borselli and  Ambrosius Taegius w ere partisans of the 
Observant congregation of Lombardy. These Dominican Observant authors wished  
to show that their protagonists were not only perfect in regular Observance, but also 
worked  successfully for the salvation of souls – often with risk to their own lives. 
Observant authors liked  to stress the importance of imitable virtues, and  in general 
devoted  less space to miracles and  visions than previous Dominican authors. 
Observant chroniclers connected  the Observant movement with the pristine 
beginnings of their order and  presented  the protagonists of their stories as the ‘real 
offspring of St Dominic’. Their narratives provided  Observants with a vocabulary to 
define their identity. Like reform treatises, they were also used  to defend their 
Observant communities against charges made by non-Observants. In his Buch der 
reformacio predigerordens, for example, Meyer refuted  the arguments of friars who d id  
not want to be reformed. Although chroniclers wished  to depict a clear contrast 
between reformed and unreformed religious life in order to justify their own agenda, 
in reality this contrast was not so pronounced. Modern historians have to be aware of 
both the overt and the hidden ideology in texts, whose Observant authors 
interpreted  historical events in the light of the (wished  for) trium ph of Observance. 
There existed  d iverse understandings of reform, and  we should  not be blinded  by the 
chronicler’s rhetorical devices that aim to create clear -cut Observant and  non-
Observant or Conventual categories.  
At the same time, not all Observant ch roniclers only wrote to legitimize 
Observant reform. Girolamo Borselli revealed  in his chronicle that not all Observants 
were perfect. Although in his time there were ‘Observant’ congregations, this d id  not 
necessarily mean that the friars who d id  not pertain to these congregations (and  thus 
were ‘Conventual’ friars) d id  not observe the rule and  the order constitutions. 
                                                          
12
 I here d istinguish between hagiography and  historiography but the two ‘genres’ were interrelated : 
many texts had  the characteristics of both and  were therefore miscellaneous works: saints’ lives are 
often incorporated  in chronicles and  vitae are to some extent historical works. Moreover, authors often 
operated  in both fields. 
13
 Michael Bailey, Battling Demons. Witchcraft, Heresy, and Reform in the Late Middle Ages (University 
Park, Pennsylvania: 2003), 161, note 41; Mertens, ‘Monastische Reformbewegungen,’ 157-58.  
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Borselli was honest enough to admit that some ‘Observants’ were less ‘Observant’ 
than some ‘Conventuals’.  
Perhaps even more interesting than the question how Observants appeared as a 
d istinct category in institutional narratives, is the question how the Observant -
Conventual paradigm disappeared in the first printed  institutional texts of the 
sixteenth century: Alberto Castello and  Leandro Alberti, who wrote their narratives 
for the whole Dominican order, were as silent as possible about the conflicts between 
Conventuals and  Observants. This was in line with the wishes of the Dominican 
order leaders, who wanted  to prevent a permanent d ivision between the two 
branches, and  enlisted  the writing of history to further this agenda. As a result, we 
see a shift in the perspective of order chronicles, or at least of those that were allowed 
to be printed  and  d isseminated  throughout the order and  beyond. I showed that in 
the printed  chronicles of the early sixteenth century, references to controversial 
persons d isappeared  as well. Whereas, in his unpublished  Chronica maior, Ambrosius 
Taegius defended Girolamo Savonarola as a brave and  excellent preacher who was 
not afraid  to scold  the pope and  other ecclesiastical prelates, references to this 
Dominican friar who was hanged and  burnt in 1498 were ed ited  out of the printed 
Dominican order chronicles. 
 
Previous historians characterized  Dominican chronicles or historical collections as 
‘medieval’, or ‘modern’ – with or without provid ing reasons for their labels. The 
chronicle of Borselli can be considered  ‘modern’, because his n arrative provides 
proof that the author was aware of the importance of human relations in describing 
historical events. He provided  examples of conflicts and  tensions, and  explained  
them by pointing at ind ividual ambitions and  power relations. Moreover, he  
depicted  his master generals not just as religious, but tried  to give them individual 
characters. As a consequence, he was also critical toward s the Dominican hierarchy: 
his chronicle was not just written to praise his own religious order. At the same time, 
Borselli’s chronicle has also been considered  ‘medieval’. This has much to do with 
the form in which it has survived: Borselli’s chronicle was not finished , and  survives 
in the autograph manuscript only. This manuscript shows the process by which an 
order chronicle came into being (including gaps, additions and  corrections).  
Taegius’s Chronica maior has been lauded as the first ‘modern’ Dominican 
order chronicle. If one looks at the period  in which it was written, one could  indeed  
make this claim: it came into being in the first two decades of the sixteenth century. 
However, a comparison of Borselli’s and  Taegius’s order chronicles shows that they 
essentially followed the same method. Taegius included  more sources, so his works 
are more complete. At the same time, he was less critical toward s the Dominican 
hierarchy than Borselli was: he was not as critical as we nowadays would  like a 
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historian to be. This probably contributed  to the fact that his works were lauded as 
‘monuments’ of the Dominican order, whereas Borselli’s chronicle was censored . 
 
Many order chronicles and  related  institutional texts ar e not considered  in standard 
works on renaissance historiography, which normally do not d iscuss the types of 
institutional chronicles central in this thesis, but limit themselves to ‘new’ genres that 
were supposedly congenial to the humanist project of literary renewal. This not only 
causes specialists of renaissance historiography to leave out a massive amount of 
historical texts that somehow do not fit modern categories. It also prevents th em 
from charting the impact of humanism in other genres. As a resu lt, it has not yet been 
acknowledged that many Dominican authors were educated  in a humanist way, and  
wrote their institutional texts in a language that was in line with the ‘modern’, 
humanist ideals. The last chapter concentrated  on Dominicans who had  received 
training in the studia humanitatis. This new education manifested  itself in several 
ways. Caroli, Schifaldo and  Alberti devoted  more attention to style and  rhetoric, and  
wrote in elegant Ciceronian Latin. In their writings the importance and  education of 
the author was emphasized  to a greater extent. In the epilogue of his De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum, which was dedicated  to Cardinal Oliviero Carafa, the 
Sicilian friar Tommaso Schifaldo (who was even crowned poeta laureatus) praised  his 
own literary qualities, and  the collections of Caroli and  Alberti abound in long 
dedicatory letters to important humanists. The strong authorial presence and  the self-
consciousness of the author replaced  the d isplay of humility – the trad itional attitude 
for Dominican authors. 
The neglect of such institutional writings also has another repercussion. Eric 
Cochrane already pointed  out that renaissance historians were ‘far more indebted  to 
their medieval predecessors than might be apparent from their conscious rebellion 
against them’.
14
 If we extend  our scholarly attention to institutional texts, this 
ongoing indebtedness becomes even more clear. A case in point is the work of 
Leandro Alberti. He exhibited  a strong awareness of classical models, and  
deliberately sought to connect his own narrative with these models, while remaining 
silent about the texts on which his collection was actually built and  on which he was 
totally dependent for his information. Of course, not all humanist authors were 
indebted  to ‘medieval’ predecessors to the same extent. Schifaldo wrote portraits of 
many contemporary Sicilians, and  does not seem to have drawn as much on existing 
narratives as others. His De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  is influenced  by 
humanism, in the sense that he exhibited  a proud consciousness of the good 
education and  rhetorical skills of himself and  the friars he described , boasted  about 
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 Eric Cochrane, Historians and Historiography in the Italian Renaissance (Chicago and  London, 1981), xv. 
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his own qualities as an author in ways not imaginable before, and  combined  this 
with a significant amount of Sicilian patriotism. 
 
The first decade of the sixteenth century gave birth to the first printed  Dominican 
order chronicles and  collective biographies. It shows that authorship d id  not only 
become of increasing importance because of the new emphasis on the merits of the 
author current in humanist circles – and  the simultaneous devaluation of authorial 
humility –, but also because of the invention of the printing press.
15
 This can be 
proven when looking at the ways in which Alberto Castello became ever more 
explicit about his authorial roles in the d ifferen t versions of his order chronicle issued  
by the Venetian printer Lazarus de Soard is. 
In this pioneering period , the outward appearance of order chronicles 
underwent changes as well. Contrary to an autograph manuscript, a printed  book 
does not show the writing process, but is literally the solid ified  end  product of a 
prior ed itorial process, drawing attention to its significance by elaborate 
frontispieces. Still, the d ifferences between a prin ted  book and a manuscript were not 
yet completely articulated . For example, an incunable in gothic typography could 
contain much more abbreviations than a contemporary humanist manuscript of the 
same text, which means that sometimes a manuscript is easier to read  than a printed  
book.
16
 Moreover, like medieval manuscripts, these early printed  books are often 
individualized  with unique decorative elements.
17
 
The order chronicles printed  in Venice formed the last part of a collection th at 
contained  the privileges of the Dominican order: they d id  not have a separate title 
page, and  information on the author/ compiler could  only be found in the colophon 
at the end  of the chronicle. Alberti’s collection, on the other hand, witnessed  the 
appearance of the first ‘modern’ title page, on which the names of the ‘authors’ 
figured .
18
 Other aspects of Alberti’s text are less ‘modern’: for example, the reader is 
not aided  to consult the work quickly and efficiently by an index or a register. In this 
respect, some ‘medieval’ chronicles are much more convenient. For example, 
Johannes Meyer inserted  registers to the manuscripts of his Chronica brevis and  Liber 
de viris illustribus so that their contents would  be easily searchable. 
Whereas the first printed  institutional narratives (those of Alberto Castello and  
Georg Epp) appeared in the medieval gothic letter type, for Alberti’s De viris 
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 Likewise, the humanist Conrad  Leontorius highlighted  the prestige of the a uthor Epp, in his preface 
to the De illustribus viris ac sanctimonialibus sacri ordinis praedicatorum.  
16
 Cf. the Vatican copy of Antoninus of Florence’s Summa historialis, compared  to the 1484 and  1491 
printed  versions. 
17
 E.g. the ed itions of Leandro Alberti (Saulchoir exemplar) and  Antoninus of Florence. 
18
 There was also a title page to Epp’s collection, bu t it provides only the title of the work, not the name 
of the au thor. Epp’s collection was printed  in two columns to increase the legibility.  
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illustribus ordinis praedicatorum a Roman typeface was used  for the first time.
19
 This 
new typography was not used  by coincidence, but resulted  from a deliberate choice 
by which a statement of novelty was made. This also explains why his biographical 
collection was praised  as the first ‘modern’ Dominican biographical collection. 
Again, this had  nothing to do with him or his collaborators using a more critical 
historical method. Alberti’s collection was modern because it was printed , because it 
was written in humanist Latin, and  because it claimed novelty in several ways. 
Scholars who want to make use of such texts, should  therefore not be guided  by, n or 
attach too much value to previous labels of medieval, modern or humanist . 
As a whole, I hope that this study of little-known late medieval and 
renaissance institutional narratives written by members of the Order of Preachers has 
contributed  to scholarship in several ways. Although members of religious orders 
pretend  that their identity was a gift of Heaven, in fact, it had  to be constructed: the 
use of history (and  exemplary persons in the past) was (and  still remains) very well 
suited  for this purpose. At the same time, we must realize that not all Dominican 
historians had  the same aims and  that they worked in d ifferent contexts. As a result, 
one should  be careful to generalize too much about the common goals this group of 
religious authors would  have had . Although most chroniclers indeed  essentially 
tried  to present Dominicans as zealots for souls and  stars in sanctity , some narratives 
reveal the more complex realities behind  the fashionable commonplaces and  
idealized  categories used  to represent and  give meaning to the order’s history. 
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 It is interesting that only Conrad  of Leonberg’s preface to Epp’s De illustribus viris is written in 
Roman typography. The actual text is in gothic typoface. 
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Alphabet ical list  of authors 
 
Alberto Castello [Albert of Castile], c. 1460-1522 
Brevis et summaria cronica de reverendissimis magistris ordinis et viris illustribus ipsius 
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APPENDICES 
Sixteenth-century  Dominican chronicles 
During the period  1510-1560 only a few general order chronicles were written. It 
seems that, after the outbreak of Protestant Reforms, with Dominicans being very 
much involved  in the defense of the Catholic Church, the writing of order history 
was not a priority. In his study of Dominican historiography in Spain,
22
 Beltrán de 
Heredia mentions the sixteenth-century order historians Baltasar Sorio and  Sebastian 
de Olmedo (d . 1559). Baltasar Sorio wrote a collection of illustrious men, and  is 
shortly introduced  in chapter 5.  
One of the larger Dominican order chronicles of the sixteenth century was 
written by Sebastian de Olmedo. There exist two versions of his chronicle: a short 
chronicle that only recounted  the history of the order until the Great Schism  was 
printed  in Rome in 1531. The generalates of twenty-two master generals d ictate the 
structure of the work, which ends with the reign of Elias of Toulouse. After 1531, 
Sebastian continued  the chronicle until 1550: this extended version was written in a 
more ‘elegant’ style, the prologue was d ifferent, passages were rewritten, and  
additions made. This chronicle was ed ited  in 1936.
23
 In the prologue to this second  
version, Sebastian lamented  that ‘there are few, or certainly, none to be found, who 
describe the illustrious deeds within the Order of Preachers, very worthy of memory, 
and of its Institute, from the beginning up until now.’
24
 The most recent narrative on 
the history of the Dominican order known to Olmedo may have been the De viris 
illustribus ordinis praedicatorum by Leandro Alberti (1517). 
 The short Latin introduction to the ed ition informs us about Olmedo’s life. 
Sebastian de Olmedo joined  the Order of Preachers in Villada, in the Spanish d iocese 
of Leon. In 1505, he is attested  in the Dominican convent of Avila, where he came 
into contact with humanist culture: the Avila friary was known as one of the few 
centers for the studia humanitatis within the Dominican order. In 1510, Olmedo 
studied  at the ‘famous’ Saint Gregory College in Valladolid , which was recently 
founded by Alonso de Burgos as a Dominican theology college. By 1531, Sebastian de 
Olmedo, now master in theology, had  left Spain in order to travel to Rome. He had 
written a chronicle, which he presented  to the procurator of the Order of Preachers, 
Jean de Feynier, who was to become m aster general the next year.  
                                                          
22
 Vicente Beltrán de Hered ia, ‘Examen crítico de la historiografía d ominicana en las provincias de 
Espana y particularmente en Castilla’, AFP 35 (1965), 195-248.  
23
 Chronicon magistrorum ordinis a S. Dominico I ad Albertum de Casaus XLIV, id est ad anno MDXLIV, et 
virorum illustrium qui eorum temporibus floruerunt  or Chronicon magistrorum generalium Ordinis 
Prædicatorum, ed ited  as: Nova Chronica Ordinis Praedicatorum, ed . M.C. Gomez (Rome, 1936). 
24
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In 1531, the important Roman printer Antonio Blado published  Olmedo’s 
chronicle in a book that contained  three other Dominican writings:
25
 first, the vita of 
the Dominican archbishop Antoninus of Florence by Vincenzo Mainard i (1481-1527); 
second, the vita of the Dominican tertiary Osanna of Mantua by Francesco Silvestri 
(1474-1528), who had  been master general of his order from 1525 untill his death . The 
third  part of the book is Sebastian de Olmedo’s order chronicle and  appears on the 
title page as the Novella cronica ordinis praedicatorum autore Hyspano. It is accompanied  
by an image of the crucifixion (illustration 28). Thomas Cajetan’s treatise Auctoritas 
papae et concilii sive Ecclesiae comparata forms the last part of the book .  
Less known than Olmedo’s chronicle is the unedited  Crónica de la reforma del 
padre Hurtado by Juan de Robles (1543-1547) on the reform of prior provincial Juan 
Hurtado de Mendoza.
26
 A transcription of this text was made in 1762 on the basis of 
the autograph, which was then kept in the library of the house of novices of the 
monastery St. Paul in Valladolid .
27
 A more general chronicle on the Dominican order 
was written by Juan de la Cruz (ed ited in Lisabon, 1567). Manuscript XIV.3.43 of the 
General Archive of the Dominicans in Rome contains another short (27 folia) Chronica 
ordinis praedicatorum on parchment, written in the middle of the sixteenth century in a 
clear littera textualis (which betrays an archaistic intention) with pen flourished  
initials and  very few abbreviations. Structured  by the reigns of masters  general, it 
ends in the year 1530. A later hand claimed (fol. 27r) that the author is Philipus 
Acosta. The catalogue of the archive erroneously referred  to a Philipus Acosta in the 
Scriptores ordinis praedicatorum: this Philipus Acosta flourished  around 1650, and , 
therefore, cannot be the author of the text.
28
 It has been suggested  that this chronicle 
is a first redaction of the chronicle of Sebastian de Olmedo.
29
 The manuscripts 
(XIV.3.26 and  XIV.3.27) of the General Archive in Rome that contain the chronicle by 
Sebastian de Olmedo strongly resemble manuscript XIV.3.43. Although the latter is a 
bit shorter, they were written in the same period , and  share a similar format: a littera 
textualis, on parchment, with rubricated  titles and  initials. Further study and 
comparison of the manuscripts is needed to determine the exact relationship.
30
  
                                                          
25
 I consulted  the copy of the Vatican Library, Stampati Barberini U.IX 44. In 1531, Pope Clement VII 
gave Blado the exclusive right to print the works of N iccolo Machiavelli.  
26
 Rome, AGOP Liber LII. ‘Johannes Robles’, SOP, II, 153b.  
27
 Rome, AGOP, XIV, Liber LLL, Prima pars, Miscellanea historica, fols 9-73: ‘De viris rebusque sui 
temporis in Provincia Hispaniae Commentaria ab a. 1519; opusculum Fr. Iohannis Robles, descriptum 
ex ipso autographo quod  extat in Biblioteca domus novitiorum  coenobii S. Pauli Vallisoletani, an. 
1762.’ 
28
 SOP, II, 546b.  
29
 AFP 8 (1938): Ag. De Guimares doubts about this in a footnote. 
30
 Some sentences are exactly the same, for example ed . p . 175: Appropinquabat ergo iam annus Jubilaei 
[…]. Cf. XIV.3.43, fol. 22r, chapter xii. 
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During the Counterreformation, the trad ition of Dominican order historiography 
was upheld  by authors such as Antonius of Siena (d . 1585), Conrad  of Sittard (d . 
1606), Dominicus Baglioni (d . 1568), Dominicus Baltanaz de Mexia (d .1560), Felix de 
Castelfranco (1571) and  Ferd inand de Castillo (d . 1593).
31
 Also the Florentine 
Dominican nun Fiammetta Frescobald i (1518-1586) wrote about the Dominican order 
in that period .
32
 None of their works have been d iscussed  in this thesis, although it 
would  be worthwhile to find  out to what extent Dominican historical narratives 
underwent changes under the influence of the Council of Trent and 
counterreformatory politics.  
 
 
  
                                                          
31
 SOP, II, 271-272: Antonius of Siena wrote both a Chronicon Fratrum Ordinis (Parisis, 1585) and  a Vitae 
sanctorum patrum ordinis praedicatorum  (Louvain, 1575). SOP, II, 360, 170, 200, 215, 308, 174-175. 
32
 Kate J.P.Lowe, ‘History Writing from Within the Convent in Cinquecento Italy. The Nuns’ Version’, 
Women in Italian Culture and Society, ed . Letizia Panizza (Oxford , 2000). 
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The Dominican order tree of 1473 
I here offer a list of the persons in the image of the Dominican order tree (from below 
to the top):
33
 
1. Sanctus dominicus pater predicatorum  
2. Sanctus petrus de med iolano 
3. Sanctus vincencius de valencia doctor 
4. Sanctus thomas de aquino 
5. Sanctus henricus susse frater ord inis predicatorum  
6. Sancta margareta 
7. Sancta Katerina de senis 
8. Beata soror cecilia romana specialis sancti dominici in christo filia  
9. Beata soror agnes de montepolliciano virgo inclita et sancta  
10. Jordanus magister ord inis secundus multorum miraculorum operator eximius 
11. Reynaldus sanctitate conspicuus gratia preventus cui ord inis habitus est 
designatus 
12. Manees sancti dominici uterinus virtutibus et miraculis clarus 
13. Raymundus compilator decreta(lium) qui in vita et post gloriosis claruit 
miraculis 
14. Hugo card inalis sancte sabine vita et doctrina et opinione sanctus 
15. Benedictus papa xi sciencia et m iraculorum gloria inclitus 
16. Innocencius papa v vita doctrina et glorie clarus 
17. Latinus hostiensis vite sanctitate doctrina et miraculorum gloria illustris 
18. Bernhardus de rupe forti et socii sui fratres m artires 
19. Raynerius messanensis archiepiscopus sancti thome de aquino germanus 
20.  Albertus Magnus Theutonicus Ratisponensis episcopus d ivine sapientie 
illustratus 
21. Johannes Theutonicus vir d octus et sanctus bosnensis episcopus 
22. Petrus de palude patriarcha vir doctus et religosus 
23. Paganus vir preclarus ac doctrina profulgens gloriose martirio  coronatus 
 
 
 
  
                                                          
33
 Albert Auer, ‘Bilderstammbaüme zur Literaturgeschichte des Dominikanerordens’, Liber Floridus: 
Mittellateinische Studien Paul Lehmann zum 65. Geburtstag (St. Ottilien, 1950), 363-71 (367-368). 
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Ulm anecdote 
As a service to the reader, I here offer a simple transcription of one of the peculiar 
anecdotes that can be found in Dominican order chronicles. It concerns the friar of 
the Ulm convent who asked  to eat two eggs before he committed  suicide at the altar. 
I refer to the anecdote in Chapter 3. It is taken from Ambrosius Taegius’s Chronica 
brevis ordinis praedicatorum, fols 121r-v. 
Circa annum domini 1480: in conventu Ulmensi provincie Theutonie stupendum et 
miserabile valde contigit negotium . Quidam enim Frater Ulricus nomine ord inis 
nostri vir admodum devotus taciturnus numquam frangens silentium abstinens 
semper jejunans et ad  matutinas omni nocte surgens in orationibus et 
contemplationibus valde intentus adeo ut ei similis nec in conventu n ec fere in tota 
provincia in vita haberetur a populoque et fratribus in magna fama sanctitatis 
crederetur visitabat altaria omnia ecclesie in sero et nocte et alia ecclesie loca agens 
memorias locorum qui sunt in Jerusalem in quibus Christus tempore passio nis fuit. 
Prosternebat se in terram frequentissimeque orabat nec aliquod ociosum proferebat 
verbum et ut breviter d icam ab omnibus approbatus erat solitusque erat cottid ie 
devote celebrare. Tandem dum semel et ultimo post pasca feria in ecclesia celebrasset 
contigit ipsum in ipso primo memento misse quod pro vivis est in extasi sive 
quocumque alio modo rapi et ibi per  magnum temporis spatium morari. Tandem 
venit ad  se et cepta prossequens populo astante et inspectante ad  secundum 
memento quod est pro mortuis post consecrationem devenit in quo adhuc plusquam 
in primo moram pertraxit quasi extra se in tantum ut qui astabant valde admirati 
priorem et patres vocaverunt super hoc ut videlicet cepta misteria qui celebrabat 
excitaretur perficere. Fratres igitur venientes et hoc spectantes populum de ecclesia 
emiserunt et clausis jannuis ipsum ceperunt excitare etiam corporaliter tangentes 
hortantesque ut sumptis d ivinis sacramentis missam compleret . Qui reversus 
aliqualiter et nulli visiones manifestans nec loquens vix potuerunt ipsum cogere 
suadendo ut corpus christi sumeret sed  sanguinem nullatenus sumere nec ulterius 
progredi voluit unde necesse fuit quod alius sacerdos loco eius  que remanserant de 
missa finiret sumpto sanguine. Ob hanc causam prior et patres illi prenominato Fratri 
missam interd ixere ut ammodo non celebraret et sic aliqualiter infirmus vel alteratus 
ductus fuit ad  infirmariam ibique morabatur . Ex hoc igitur talem concepit tristitiam 
ut oppinabantur fratres quia videlicet prohibitum ei fuit celebra re quod forte incurrit 
quod sequitur. Nichilominus tamen tenebat semper bonam vitam et conversationem 
ut d ictum est. Sequenti igitur Dominica que est in Albis in  sero sive d ie incidenter 
d ixit: fuistis ad  cameras quo respondente: sic; sed  non est ibi ille subintulit: videatis 
bene quod forte erit ibi quia locus aliqualiter obscurus erat. Infirmarius autem illo 
pergens et cautius investigans reperit ipsum stantem erectum super pedes super 
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unam sedem paratum se ad  intromitendum [sic] nisi frater supervenisset . Quem 
vocans infirmarius nec ille acquiescens cepit multum obsecrare quia ut d ictum est 
tenebat ipsum virum sanctum et cum ipse per deum et beatam virginem et per alios 
sanctos ipsum exoraret ut descenderet ad infirmariamque veniret et ille se non 
moveret, ultimo quia valde devotus erat et specialiter beate Barbare per ipsam 
infirmarius illum adiuravit. Tunc ille respondit se venire et quod ille iret et pararet 
cibum. Cui cum requisisset: Quid  parabo vobis pater? Respondit: para mihi duo ova 
dura. Tunc ille recedens putans quod sequi deberet post se abiit ad  preparandum . At 
ipse infelix Frater de cameris ad  cellam vadens scripsit hec ibi: Non timeatis quia 
bene facio et peto sepulturam et accip iens glad ium aperuit pectus suum sive sinum 
et ad  ecclesiam cum ocultato sub veste glad io descendit et vadens ad  missam unius 
sacerdotis qui tunc celebrabat stetit ibi usque ad  tempus communionis. Tunc ille 
surgens de manibus sacerdotis quando communicaturus erat corpus domini vi 
accepit in os que ponens se communicavit et utinam bene. Quo facto statim ibi ad  
altare glad ium in proprium infixit pectus et ad  cor d irectus mox expiravit. Ad quod 
spectaculum Fratres et omnes qui aderant concurrerunt cadaver detulerunt et quid 
super hoc agendum esset multa d isputaverunt et ep iscopum aliosque religiosos 
adeuntes petebant de hoc quid  facerent. Tandem populo acclamante non debere in 
cimiterio sepeliri in fluvium Danubii in capsam projecerunt . Equus autem non 
poterat eum de conventu extrahere et tunc venit nebu la magna super totam 
civitatem. 
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SUMMARY IN DUTCH  
IJveraars voor zielen: Dominicaanse narratieve identiteiten tussen observante 
hervormingen en humanisme, c. 1388-1517 
 
Dit proefschrift vloeit voort uit het NWO-project Religious Orders and Religious 
Identity Formation in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe en werpt licht op het 
zelfbegrip van een religieuze orde. Het onderzoek richt zich op  de dominicanenorde, 
ofwel de Orde der Predikheren (Ordo fratrum praedicatorum) gesticht door Dominicus 
Guzman en goedgekeurd  door paus Honorius III in 1216. Het proefschrift 
onderzoekt hoe d ominicaanse auteurs hun eigen orde en collectieve identiteit 
voorstelden in een roerige periode d ie gekenmerkt wordt door de strijd  om 
observante hervormingen (1388-1517). Hoe beschreven leden van de 
dominicanenorde zichzelf en in hoeverre verschilde d it beeld  per locatie of auteur? 
Wat was er uniek aan de dominicanenorde volgens de dominicanen zelf? 
Om het zelfbegrip van de d ominicanen te onderzoeken, heb ik institutionele 
teksten gebruikt: historische en hagiografische teksten over de d ominicanenorde 
geschreven door dominicanen voor een hoofdzakelijk d ominicaans publiek. 
Methodologisch ga ik ervan uit dat de identiteit van de Orde d er Predikheren een 
constructie was, d ie grotendeels in teksten  zoals ordekronieken en biografische 
collecties is gevormd. Deze veronderstelling is gebaseerd  op het concept ‘narratieve 
identiteit’: dat houdt in dat verhalen een centraal medium zijn voor zelfbegrip. 
Verhalen zijn taalkund ige constructies d ie kunnen d ienen als een voorbeeld  voor een 
collectieve identiteit. Door deze verhalen te bestuderen , kun je het proces van 
identiteitsvorming reconstru eren, want in de teksten zit de interpretatie van  het 
eigen zelfbegrip besloten. 
 Tot nu toe is er weinig onderzoek gedaan naar  laatmiddeleeuwse 
ordegeschiedschrijving. Historici hebben ordekronieken lange tijd  weggezet als 
irrelevant en onbetrouwbaar, omdat ze geschreven waren door religieuzen en omdat 
er religieuze idealen in uitgedrukt worden. Maar juist het feit dat deze teksten 
ideologisch getint zijn, maakt ze geschikt voor een onderzoek naar ze lfbegrip en 
identiteitsvorming. De ordegeschiedschrijv ing is tot nu toe voornamelijk bestudeerd  
door dominicanen zelf, maar zij vinden de beginperiode van hun orde, namelijk de 
dertiende eeuw, veel relevanter. Kronieken uit latere tijden hebben mind er 
fundamentele waarde voor hen  en daarom hebben ze deze vaak links laten liggen. 
Marie-Humbert Vicaire bijvoorbeeld , een belangrijke d ominicaanse historicus uit de 
twintigste eeuw, heeft kronieken uit deze periode weggezet als onbelangrijke en 
onoriginele compilaties. Deze visie werd  versterkt door de lang gangbare opvatting 
dat de veertiende en vijftiende eeuw een periode van religieus verval waren, en dat 
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pas na de Protestantse Reformatie en na het Concilie van Trente echte pogingen 
werden gedaan om het katholieke leven te (her)vormen. 
Het eerste deel van dit boek werpt licht op de bronnen en laat zien hoe ze 
gebruikt kunnen worden. Sommige teksten zijn uitgegeven, maar vaak in 
verouderde ed ities d ie niet helemaal compleet zijn. Andere teksten zijn alleen 
raadpleegbaar in handschriften of oude drukken. Ik leg uit waarom dominicanen 
geschiedenis schreven, en welke vormen ze gebruikten om het verleden van hun 
orde te representeren. Ik heb de bronnen voor het gemak verdeeld  in drie groepen: 
algemene ordekronieken, kloosterkronieken  en collectieve biografieën. Tegelijkertijd  
laat ik zien wat de problemen zijn als men probeert deze teksten in duidelijk 
afgebakende categorieën in te delen. De teksten hebben namelijk vaak een hybride 
karakter: een kloosterkroniek kon eindigen in een algemene ordekroniek of 
andersom. En de levensbeschrijvingen uit collectieve biografieën  werden ook 
opgenomen in kronieken. Ordekronieken bevatten o.a. heiligenlevens, brieven, 
beslissingen van generale kapittels, pauselijke bullen, en exemplarische anekdotes. 
Het proefschrift toont hoe dominicaanse auteurs hun kronieken en 
biografische collecties presenteerden en welke methodes ze hanteerden. 
Kroniekschrijver Girolamo Borselli legt in zijn voorwoord  bijvoorbeeld  uit dat hij met 
zijn kroniek tegemoet kwam aan de vele verzoeken van broeders in het Bolognese 
dominicanenklooster. Lange tijd  kon hij niet aan het werk beginnen, omdat hij 
constant onderweg was om te preken in verschillende Italiaanse steden. 
dominicaanse kroniekschrijvers waren immers geen professionele historici: het 
schrijven van geschiedenis kwam altijd  op een tweede plaats. Daarom  maakten ze 
dankbaar gebruik van kronieken en hagiografische teksten d ie eerder geschreven 
waren en in de dominicaanse bibliotheken bewaard  werden. Zo ook Borselli. In zijn 
voorwoord  legt hij uit dat zijn werk nuttig is, omdat het eenheid  bied t. H ij smeedt 
informatie d ie verspreid  is in verschillende archieven en kronieken  tot één geheel en 
ordent de materialen chronologisch. Dat kenmerkt de compilatietechnieken van 
middeleeuwse kroniekschrijvers. Institutionele teksten van religieuze orde kunnen 
daarom vaak worden beschouwd als het resultaat van een collectieve arbeid  – een 
beetje als wikipedia.  
De vijftiende-eeuwse dominicaanse auteurs werkten in een trad itie waarin het 
collectief belangrijker was dan het ind ividu. Ze maakten vrijelijk gebruik van elkaars 
werk. Niet originaliteit stond  voorop, maar het nut: leden van hun orde laten zien 
hoe uitmuntend en voorbeeld ig hun voorgangers waren en hoeveel zorg ze moesten 
dragen om de hoge standaard  uit het verleden in ere te houden. Toch gingen niet alle 
kroniekschrijvers met hetzelfde doel te werk. Sommige d ominicaanse auteurs wilden 
niet alleen hun religieuze orde prijzen, maar waren ook kritisch en stelden corruptie, 
ambitie en luxe aan de kaak. Borselli w as zo kritisch over de dominicaanse 
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hiërarchie, dat sommige delen van zijn tekst ten prooi vielen aan censuur . Op een 
gegeven moment is zijn naam zelfs uit zijn kroniek gekrast.  
De kroniek van Borselli, d ie bewaard  werd  in het Bolognese klooster, was een 
zeer belangrijke bron voor latere schrijvers, zoals Ambrosius Taegius, Alberto 
Castello en Leandro Alberti. Interessant is dat deze d ominicanen hun orde minder 
controversieel voorstelden in hun geschriften. Vooral Castello en Alberti, d ie de 
eerste dominicaanse institutionele teksten voor de drukpers voorbereidden, 
verwijderden gevoelige informatie en presenteerden de orde harmonieuzer. De 
gedrukte versies waren bedoeld  voor een groot publiek en konden door vriend  en 
vijand  gelezen worden. Daarom mochten er geen zaken in staan d ie voor ophef 
konden zorgen. Controversiële dominicanen zoals Girolamo Savonarola vielen ten 
prooi aan een damnatio memoriae in de eerste gedrukte ordekronieken .  
Dominicanen zagen zichzelf veelal als een sterk en gevarieerd  collectief. 
Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat dominicaanse auteurs hun verleden graag presenteerden in 
de vorm van collectieve biografieën . Generale kapittels hebben vaak opgeroepen om 
dergelijke teksten te produceren; d it was dus een nadrukkelijke strategie van de 
dominicanenorde. De biografieën waren bedoeld  om voorbeelden aan te leveren d ie 
nagevolgd  konden worden. Ook moesten ze de liefde voor en betrokkenheid  bij de 
Orde der Predikheren vergroten. In deze teksten, van de Vitae fratrum tot collecties 
vol ‘illustere mannen’ (De viris illustribus), lopen biografie en hagiografie door elkaar 
heen. Alleen sommige broeders en zusters in deze teksten zijn officieel heilig of zalig 
verklaard . 
Er werden verschillende ‘typen’ voorbeeld ige d ominicanen gepresenteerd: 
heiligen, magisters-generaal, martelaren, geleerden en  prelaten (kerkelijke 
ambtsdragers zoals pausen, kard inalen, aartsbisschoppen, bisschoppen). Opvallend 
is dat soms nieuwe categorieën ontstaan en oude categorieën verdwijnen. Dit toont 
hoe de dominicaanse narratieve identiteit veranderde met de context van de auteur. 
Bijvoorbeeld , in de tekst ‘Over illustere mannen van de Orde der Predikheren’ (De 
viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum) van Johannes Meyer komt ineens een nieuwe 
categorie aan bod, namelijk een categorie van ‘illustere d ominicaanse hervormers, en 
aanjagers van observantie’. Dit heeft alles te maken met de context waarin de auteur, 
Johannes Meyer, opereerde: hij zette zich in om d ominicaanse gemeenschappen te 
hervormen en identificeerde zichzelf in grote mate met de observante 
hervormingsbeweging en met de religieuze observantie. Latere auteurs, d ie deze 
identificatie minder voelden, haalden vervolgens d ie categorie weer weg. Opvallend 
is ook dat Johannes Meyer, d ie biechtvader was van d ominicaanse nonnen, ook een 
categorie van ‘illustere d ominicaanse vrouwen’ besprak. In andere collectieve 
biografieën ontbraken vrouwen geheel. 
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Het tweede deel van mijn proefschrift gaat in op twee belangrijke 
ontwikkelingen d ie in het oog springen na een analyse van de bronnen: observante 
hervormingen en humanisme. De meeste en de omvangrijkste dominicaanse 
institutionele teksten uit de vijftiende eeuw  zijn geschreven door auteurs d ie zich 
identificeerden met de observante tak van hun orde. Om hun teksten te begrijpen, 
moeten we ons dus verd iepen in de strijd  om hervorming en strikte religieuze  
observantie, d ie binnen de trad itionele religieuze orden speelde vanaf het einde van 
de veertiende eeuw. Raymond van Capua was in 1391 de eerste d ominicaanse 
magister-generaal d ie eiste dat er in elke provincie minstens één convent was dat de 
regel en constituties fatsoenlijk navolgde.  
Het is belangrijk om te realiseren dat het voornamelijk de observanten waren 
d ie dominicaanse ordekronieken en biografieën schreven in de vijftiende eeuw . De 
observanten waren namelijk voor het grootste gedeelte van de vijftiende eeuw een 
minderheid  in hun orde. In hun teksten legitimeerden ze het bestaan van observante 
gemeenschappen en maakten ze propaganda voor observante hervormingen. 
Historici moeten zich hiervan bewust zijn, omdat ze anders, onterecht, een te 
eenzijd ig beeld  krijgen van deze periode en de bronnen verkeerd  kunnen gebruiken. 
In hoofdstukken 7 en 8 komt aan bod hoe observante dominicaanse auteurs de 
observan te ‘helden’, bijvoorbeeld  de bekende prediker Vincent Ferrer, presenteerden 
en welke eigenschappen zij hen toebedeelden. Ik concludeer dat observanten zich het 
voorbeeld ige dominicaanse leven toe-eigenden: ze zagen zichzelf als de rechtmatige 
erfgenamen van Dominicus, omdat zij, in tegenstelling tot de conventuelen, wél de 
regel en constituties wilden navolgen. Observante auteurs dweepten met de 
dominicaanse heiligen en stelden hen voor als liefhebbers van observantie en 
hervorming.  
Ten slotte gaat het laatste hoofdstuk van mijn proefschrift in op de wijze 
waarop het humanisme de dominicanenorde heeft beïnvloed . Vanaf de tweede helft 
van de vijftiende eeuw  identificeerden verschillende Italiaanse d ominicanen zich met 
het humanisme. Ze waren getraind  in de studia humanitatis, de nieuwe 
onderwijsvorm die veel meer aandacht had  voor de literaire waarde van teksten uit 
de Oudheid . Dominicanen als Tommaso Schifaldo, Giovanni Caroli en  Leandro 
Alberti probeerden de d ominicaanse literaire trad itie te verenigen met de nieuwe 
humanistische normen op het gebied  van taal, stijl en vorm. Dit had  soms 
verrassende gevolgen. In Alberti’s De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum  wordt 
ordestichter Dominicus voorgesteld  als een liefhebber van de klassieke literatuur; 
Dominicus citeert daarin de Remedia amoris van Ovidius en verwijst naar Cicero op 
zijn sterfbed . De trad itionele visie dat er een strikte oppositie was tussen de 
dominicanenorde en het humanisme kan dan ook niet langer worden ondersteund. 
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Hoofdstuk 9 toont ook dat dominicaanse auteurs d ie schreven in humanistisch 
Latijn zichzelf veel zelfbewuster en individueler presenteerden. Ze benadrukten hun 
belangrijke taak en stelden zich minder nederig op dan  hun voorgangers. Ook 
droegen ze hun teksten op aan belangrijke humanisten. In 1517 verschijnt in Bologna 
de De viris illustribus ordinis praedicatorum van Leandro Alberti. Dit is de eerste 
dominicaanse collectieve biografie met een titelpagina waarop de humanistische 
auteurs een prominente plek innemen. In werkelijkheid  hadden deze zogenaamde 
‘auteurs’ hun biografieën n iet zelf bedacht, maar herschreven ze de teksten van hun 
voorgangers in Neolatijn. Op de titelpagina prijkt een hexasticon waarin verwezen 
wordt naar Homerus en Livius en waarin de dominicanen word en voorgesteld  als 
een nieuw geslacht van leiders in deugdzaamheid  en wijsheid  – na de Grieken en de 
Romeinen. 
In het verleden is er op verschillende manieren gespeculeerd  over wat nu het 
centrale aspect is voor de dominicaanse identiteit. Buiten de orde worden de 
dominicanen vaak geassocieerd  met de inquisitie. Dominicanen wezen er in hun 
teksten op dat ze ‘de kudde van de H eer’ beschermden tegen ketterijen, maar de 
inquisitie werd  verder niet gethematiseerd  in hun kronieken en collectieve 
biografieën. Nooit hebben dominicanen een categorie van ‘illustere inquisiteurs’ 
geconstrueerd en geprezen. De heilige Peter van Verona werd  dan ook vooral 
herinnerd  als een martelaar, en niet als een inquisiteur. Ik concludeer dus dat het 
uitoefenen van het ambt inquisiteur voor de dominicanen zelf geen centraal aspect 
was van hun identiteit. Andere onderzoekers hebben gewezen op de centrale positie 
van geleerdheid  voor het zelfbegrip van de d ominicanen. Dit proefschrift laat echter 
zien dat dominicanen zelf veel verschillende redenen gaven om leden van hun orde 
te prijzen. Een deugdelijk leven was minstens zo belangrijk voor het d ominicaanse 
zelfbegrip als geleerdheid . 
Wat maakt de d ominicanen dan uniek? De dominicanenorde is opgericht om 
‘te preken en zielen te redden’. Dit wordt vaak benadrukt in de teksten en is 
kenmerkend voor de orde. Maar het is niet uniek voor  de orde, want de Franciscanen 
hadden bijvoorbeeld  dezelfde taak. In kronieken en levensbeschrijvingen wordt een 
groot scala aan christelijke deugden geprezen. Deze deugden zijn niet specifiek 
dominicaans, maar gelden evengoed als idealen voor andere religieuze orden en 
zelfs voor leken. Dominicaanse auteurs benadrukken in hun voorwoorden dat hun 
orde een instrument van God is om zielen te redden, d e boodschap van de Heer te 
verspreiden en de kudde van de Heer te onderrichten en te beschermen tegen 
gevaren. Zij worden letterlijk voorgesteld  als sterren in heiligheid  en als zelatores 
animarum: lieden met een buitengewone ijver voor het redden van zielen. 
Om het doel en de rol van hun  orde uit te leggen, gebruiken d ominicanen 
Bijbelse taal. In de liturgie van de feestdag van Dominicus, wordt de orde 
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voorgesteld als een wijnstok met vruchtbare ranken, d ie het volk te drinken geeft. De 
verzen uit d ie litu rgie zijn ook te lezen in de tekstband boven de d ominicaanse 
ordeboom uit het Rijnland  (illustratie 1):  
 
Felix vitis de cuius surculo tantum germen redundat seculo, 
Celi vinum propinans populo vitali poculo 
Ex ubertate palmitum mundi iam cinxit ambitum. 
 
Gelukkig is de wijnstok d ie de wereld  overlaadt met zulk een vrucht,  
en het volk hemelse wijn laat drinken met de beker des levens.  
Door de vruchtbaarheid  van zijn takken, is hij de wereld  al rondgegaan. 
 
Deze beeldspraak wordt gebruikt in ordekronieken en collectieve biografieën. 
Kroniekschrijvers zien hun orde als een wijnstok geplant door de Heer, een vitis vera. 
Johannes Meyer sluit zijn collectie d ominicaanse biografieën precies met 
bovenstaande verzen af. Hij legt uit dat Dominicus de wijnstok is: hij is in de 
wijngaard  van de Heer geplant voor de redding van de mensheid . Volgens de 
dominicanen is hun orde dus geen mensenwerk. De orde is gewild  door God en 
heeft een centrale rol in de heilsgeschiedenis.  
Dit idee word t ook in de iconografie uitgedragen. De d ominicaanse ordeboom 
is geïnspireerd  op afbeeld ingen van de Boom van Jesse. Illustratie 1 toont de heilige 
Dominicus d ie op het gras ligt. Uit zijn zij groeit een wijnstok d ie vruchten draagt. 
Die vruchten zijn hier niet voorgesteld  als goede werken, maar letterlijk als de 
voorbeeld ige leden van de orde: tweeëntwintig dominicaanse mannen en vrouwen 
zijn verbonden door de boomstam van Dominicus. Ze zijn te identificeren door de 
bijschriften. Het d ichtst bij Dominicus staan de vier officiële, gecanoniseerde heiligen 
van de orde: Petrus van Verona, Vincent Ferrer, Thomas van Aquino, en helemaal 
rechts, Catherina van Siena. Ook zijn twee Dominicaanse pausen, Innocentius V en 
Benedictus XI, bisschoppen (o.a. Albertus Magnus), kard inalen, martelaren, nonnen, 
zusters, geleerden en een magister-generaal (Jordanus van Saksen) te zien. Ze dragen 
dezelfde pij, maar hebben andere attributen, bijvoorbeeld  een boek, een lelie, een 
staf, een martelaarswerktuig, een kard inaalshoed of een tiara. De afbeeld ing laat zien 
wat ook in de institutionele teksten naar voren komt. Het toont de eenheid  in d e 
verschillende vormen d ie het d ominicaanse leven kon aannemen. 
Het onderschrift laat Dominicus, als vader van de orde, zeggen: ‘Ik bracht 
deze kinderen voort, d ie zalig werden door pure tekenen van God’. Hetzelfde 
onderschrift maakt duidelijk dat de afgebeelde personen slechts een klein deel zijn 
van een veel groter leger voorbeeld ige dominicanen. In de afbeeld ing is te zien hoe 
Maria de orde zijn habijt geeft. Dit wordt ook verteld  in institutionele teksten, zoals 
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de V itae fratrum (Leven van broeders). Dominicanen claimen dat niemand minder 
dan Maria, de moeder van God, de bijzondere beschermster is van de orde. Zij zou 
degene zijn geweest d ie Christus had  gevraagd om de Orde der Predikheren te 
stichten. Dit is bijna de meest krachtige legitimatie en identificatie d ie denkbaar is 
voor een religieuze orde in de late middeleeuwen. Dominicanen zagen zichzelf als 
‘pure tekenen van God’ en hun orde als een wijnstok geplant door de Heer en 
beschermd door Maria.  
Het evangelie van Lucas leert dat elke boom kenbaar is door zijn vruchten 
(Lucas 6:44). Op dezelfde manier is de dominicanenorde, metaforisch voorgesteld  als 
een wijnstok, ook te herkennen aan zijn vruchten: de illustere d ominicanen. De 
dominicaanse identiteit kan men dus leren begrijpen door te onderzoeken met wie 
dominicanen zich identificeerden. De identiteit zit in de helden van de orde. Daarom 
zijn collecties met voorbeeld ige d ominicanen van groot belang voor het 
dominicaanse zelfbegrip: in d ie collecties, in d ie voorbeeld ige personen, schuilt de 
dominicaanse uniciteit. 
Tegelijkertijd  legitimeren de vruchten het bestaan van de orde. Mattheus 7:19 
leert dat elke boom die geen vruchten draagt, neergehaald  moet worden omdat deze 
immers geen reden meer heeft om te bestaan. Elke generatie d ominicanen moest dus 
broeders en zusters voortbrengen d ie de d ominicaanse missie voortzetten door 
goede werken en een voorbeeld ig leven. Er is dus een essentiële wisselwerking 
tussen de institutie en het ind ividu. Evenzeer moest ook het schrijven van 
institutionele teksten zoals collectieve biografieën en ordekronieken doorgaan. Die 
verhalen legitimeerden het bestaan van de orde en legden het verband tussen het 
ind ividu en de orde. Door hun voorbeeld ige gedrag en daden werden deze illustere 
dominicanen de belichaming van de orde waarin ze ooit waren ingetreden . 
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